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PREFACE.

After long investigation of the archa3ology and ethnology of

kritain, and to some extent of Europe at large, it was the Author's

brtuno to be transferred to a young colony of the New World,

[oui whence, during the last twelve years, he lias looked on many

ovel phases of life, strikingly contrasting with all that had

hviously excited his interest and attracted his study. During

le same period many zealous observers have been striving to

Icover the traces of Man in that strange era of Europe's un-

krouicled centuries, which long preceded all begiimings of history,

lit while their researches are being rewarded by discoveries of the

[ofoundest interest, every fresh disclosure confirms the impression

[oduced on the Author's mind in reference to the aboriginal

ibes, and the native arts and customs of the American continent

:

[at he had previously realized much in relation to a long obli-

rated past of Britain's and Europe's infancy, which he has there

[uid reproduced as a living reality.

The Western Hemisphere is only now beginning to be his-

lical
;
yet it proves to have been the theatre of human life, and

I

many revolutions of nations, through centuries reaching back

kvards an antiquity as vague as that which lies behind Europe's

ktoric dawn ; and the study alike of the prehistoric and the un -

ttoric races of America is replete with promise of novel truths

[reference to primeval man. The argument constructed on this

pis, relative to the origin of civilisation and the distinctive attri-

tes natural to man, is now reproduced after extended opi)or-

h
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I

The objec

jthr as possib

tunities of study and careful revision. The subject treated of k

undergoing such rapid development in its European phases, that

the interval between this and the former edition—brief though it

has been,—has been one of marked progress. The opportunities

of a new edition, which enable the Author to harmonize his owi

later observations with recent disclosures of European science

are all the more acceptable from the fact that the former one not

only passed through the press without revision ; but, owing tc

delays inevitable from the Author's distance from printer aii'lj

publisher, its appearance was preceded by publications and tlisMjccomDanv th

coveries specially inviting notice from his point of view. SoiiKBiistoric perio

errors beyond the reach of errata also resulted from the want oMvhence such (

proof-sheets. But of those it is only necessary to notice he»nto the origir

the woodcut. Fig. 58, p. 440, which was introduced with the title oP^'^ belief whi

one now correctly given on p. 449, as an example of the normaM mvestigatii

Peruvian dolichocephalic skull. The changes, as a whole, inclu(lff° ^^^ ®P^^^

both reconstruction and condensation, along witli considerabM ,.
P ^^

tudies to me
additions alike in illustration and araument. , ,

. ,

|ioon-day; but
Thus revised, these researches are now commended anew tM„^„«„ „ icience, and esj

readers interested in this branch of inquiry. The point of viewamp of the sti

a novel one ; the Author's opportunities for observation and studfciis is impress

have been in many respects favourable ; and his conclusions niaftliases in whicl

perhaps possess some special claims to attention, from the kW^ ^^^ ^lo lonj

that they embody a survey not only of America's extinct nationf''^''^*'^"^
races.

but also of its strange Iv intermingled living races : indigenous aiil
"^^"'^ origm

intrusive
; at a time wLv n one important cycle in the peculiar rtl,

'

,

^^°

^ Bie study of inf
lations of two, at least, ot the latter, seems hastening to- its close la i^ *to close contai

|roduct of mail

ping slow to ar

ably conflicted

jivilisation is ii

Irimeval Agaii

liis nature seei

rNlVEESITY COLLEGK, ToKUN'l'n,

29th April ISGo.
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PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION.

The object aimed at in the follo-sv^ing work is to view Man, as

tar as possible, unaffected by those modifying influences which

[accompany the development of nations and the maturity of a true

listoric period, in order thereby to ascertain the sources from

ivhence such development and maturity proceed. These researches

otice hen '"to the origin of civilisation have accordingly been pursued under

the title o
'^® belief which influenced the author in previous inquiries, that

he investigations of the archreologist, when carried on in an en-

ightened spirit, are replete with interest in relation to some of the

iiost important problems of modern science. To confine our

itudies to mere antiquities is like reading by candle-light at

loon-day ; but to reject the aid of archaeology in the progress of

cience, and especially of ethnological science, is to extinguish the

amp of the student when most dependent on its borrowed rays.

liis is impressed on the mind with renewed force by the novel

ihases in which the problems affecting man's being are reproduced.

Ye are no longer permitted to discuss merely the diversities of

xisting races. It seems as if the whole comprehensive question

if man's origin must be reopened, and determined afresh in its

elations to modern science. To the naturalist who turns from

he study of inferior orders of life, man civilized, or even brought

iito close contact with civilisation, seems an essentially artificial

I'oduct of many extraneous inlluences : a being " from nature

ising slow to art." N"or has the verdict of the philosopher inva-

iibly conflicted with the fancy of the poet, that man devoid of all

ivilisation is in a state of nature, and the true type of man

rinieval. Against such an idon, however, all the higher attributes

his nature seem to cry out. Tested by every moral standard he

he norma

)le, includ
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|.f

is found to have deteriorated far below his normal capacities, uiii

" the noble savage " proves at last but a poet's dream.

But have we then no alternative between man ^j/its the arti

ficialities of civilisation, and man minus the influential operatic:

of moral laws which have their efficient equivalents in the instinct

of all other animals ; or can we not realize even in theory a:

intermediate normal condition ? Such questions are replete wit

interest, whatever be the value of the answers rendered here t

some of the difficulties they suggest. The ethnologist does indoc

study man from the same point of view as the mere naturalist ; Lir

to do so to any good purpose, this essential difference between ma;

and all other animals must be kept in view : that in him a beiii.

appears for the first time auKjng the multitude of animated organ!

zations, subject to natural laws as they are, but including witlii:

himself the power of interpreting and controlling the operation i

those laws; ofaccumulating and transmitting experience; and, abov

all, of looking in upon the workings of his own mind, and reco;;

nising as part of hi& nature a system of moral government which l

may obey or resist, though not with impunity. Our aim, therefoiv

;

is to isolate him from extraneous influences, and look, if possibl'

on man^jcr se; or at least where he can be shown to have attaint

maturity, exposed only to such influences as are the offspring (

|

his own progress. In so far as this is possible we may hope t

j

recover some means of testing man's innate capacity, and (i

determining by comparison what is common to the race.

Where, then, is man to be thus found ? In the days of Hck

dotus. Transalpine Europe was a greater mystery to the nations c:^

the shores of the Mediterranean than Central Africa is to us. Tl

the liomans of four centuries later, Britain was still almost anotht|

world ; and the great northern hive from whence the spoilers

the dismembered empire of the Caesars were speedily to emerd

was so entirely unknown to them, that, as Dr. Arnold has remarkel

in his inaugural lecture :
" The Eoman colonies along the banks (I

the Ehine and the Danube looked out on the country beyond tlioil

rivers as we look up at the stars, and actually see with our eyes

world of which we know nothing." Nevertheless, tlie civilisatici
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pacities, aiii«f the historic centres of the ancient world around the Mediter-

^uean was not without some influence on the germs of modern

us the arti Mations, then nursing the liardihood of a vigorous infancy beyond

al operatic; «iie Danube and the Baltic. The shores of the Atlantic and Ger-

the instinc! ' ^^mi oceans, and the islands of the British seas, had long before

iclded tribute to the Phoenician mariner ; and as the archicologist

iid the ethnologist pursue their researches, and restore to light

lemorials of Europe's infancy and early youth, they are more

reciuently startled with affinities to the ancient historic nations,

n language, arts, and rites, than by the recovery of evidence of a

diolly unfamiliar past.

But it is altogether different with the New World which

'olumbus revealed. Superficial students of its monuments have

ndeed misinterpreted intellectual characteristics pertaining to the

[ifantile instincts common to human thought, into fancied analogies

r'ith the arts of Egypt ; and more than one ingenious philosopher

as traced out affinities with the mythology and astronomical

cience of the ancient East : but the western continent still stands

world apart, with a peculiar people, and with languages, arts, and

ustonis essentially its own. To whatever source the American

ave attaiiie lations may be traced, they had remained shut in for unnumbered

offspring (' enturies by ocean barriers from all the influences of the historic

nay hope t leraisphere. Yet there the first European explorers found man so

ttle dissimilar to all with which they were already familiar, that

le name of Indian originated in the belief, retained by the great

ys of HcK Mosmographer to the last, that the American continent was no new

nations (»orld, but only the eastern confines of Asia.

to us. Im Such, then, is a continent where man may be studied under

lost anotlit«ivcunistances which seem to furnish the best guarantee of his in-

spoilevs (Bopondent development. No reflex light of Grecian or Eoinan

to emerg'Bivilisation has guided him on his way. The great sources of

s remarkeMiligious and moral suasion which have given form to mediaival

,nd modern Europe, and so largely influenced the polity and

ulture of Asiii, and even of Africa, were effectxially excluded ; and

owever prolonged the period of occupation of the western homi-

iliore by its own American nations may liave been, man is still

n theory a:
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I

seen tliere in a condition which seems to reproduce some of tl

most familiar phases ascribed to the infancy of the unhistoric woii

The records of its childhood are not obscured, as in Europe, \

later clu'oniclings ; where, in every attempt to decipher the tract

of an earlier history, we have to spell out a nearly obliterate

palimpsest. Amid the simplicity of its palaeography, the aphorisi

by which alone the lioman could claim to be among the world
|j

ancient races, acquires a new force :
" antiquitas seculi, juventi

mundi." The revolutions of modern history, and the frequei

intercourse of the nineteenth century, have indeed conjoined tl

western continent to ancient Christendom ; and attracted atteii

tion to it most frequently as an arena whereon old political systeii

and religious theories are reproduced and tested anew by natior,

of European descent. But in the sixteenth century the absolui

isola,tion of this "world apprt" was strongly felt. Sir Thomt

More was already in the household of Cardinal Morton, to whic:

lie was admitted in 1495, when the first rumours of the discover

of America reached his ears ; and within twenty years thereaft(

he produced his platonic commonwealth of Utopia, an imaginar

island visited by Raphael Hythloday, a companion, as he feignet

of Amerigo Vespucci, from whom the wondrous narrative m
derived during a visit to Antwerp. Another century had nearl

completed its cycle since the eye of Columbus beheld the loiij

expected land, when, in 1590, Edmund Spenser crossed the Iris:

Channel, bearing with him the first three books of the " Fain

Queen" in the introduction to the second of which he tin;

defends the verisimilitude of the fairy land in which the scene

of his " famous antique history" are laid.

" Who ever heard of th' Tiuliau Peru 'i

Or who in venturous vessel measured

The Amazon liuge river, now found true ?

Or fruitfullest Virginia, who did ever view?

Vet all these were, when no n^ ' did them know,

Yet have from wisest age-- .<len been
;

And later times things mor^ iiknown shall show ;

Why then should witless man so much miswcen

That nothing is hut that which he hath seen ?

It was
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Wliat if within the moon's fair shining sphere ;

What if in every other star juiseen,

Of other worlds he happily slumld hear ?

He wonder would much more ; yet such to some appear."

It was by the advice of Kaleigh, his " shepherd of the ocean,"

,t the poet visited England with the iinpuljlished poem
;
yet it

bvious that to his fancy the western hemisphere was still almost

much a world apart, as if the discoverers of Virginia had sailed

the blue vault of heaven, and brought back the story of another

,net on which it had been their fortune to alight.

Here then appears to be a point from whence it seems possible

lobtain, as it were, a parallax of m8,n, already viewed in Europe's

shistoric dawn ; to look on him as on the stars seen from Teneriffe

ve the clouds ; and to test anew what essentially pertains to

II, and what has been artificially, or even accidentally superadded

external circumstances. Such, at least, has been the author's

in turning to ac nunt the opportunities afforded by a prolonged

lidence on some of the newest sites of the New World ; and to

use made of these must be mainly due whatever value pertains

the glimpses of a remote past which the following pages attempt

klisclose. But though tlius far dependent on American researches,

y refer no less to the origin of man and the beginnings of his

itory in the Old World than in the New. The author had already

iiiliarized himself with the unwritten chronicles of Europe's

fancy and youth, when unexpectedly transplanted among the

.onists of another continent, and witliin reach of aboriginal tribes

the American forests. " The eye sees what it brings the power

see;" and in these he discovered objects of interest on many

unds, but chiefly from the fact that he soon perceived he had

aikeady realized much in relation to a long oblitemted past of

Blitain's and Europe's infancy, which was here reproduced in living

Mlility before his eyes. In 1853, he received the appointment to

ti|e oh.-ii" of History and English Literature in University College,

troniu, and before the year drew to a close had commenced obser-

tions, the results of which are embodied in these volumes. What-

eter may be their worth, they set forth the fruits of patient and
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conscientious investigation, and concentrate into brief space decliu«i<'tes of tnj

tions arrived at after much labour and research. His vocatiuii-Ptlie vahiablc

have aflbrded oi)portunities for witnessing the lied Man as he i

still to bo seen beyond the outskirts of modern civilisation, and hi

exploring the buried memorials of extinct nations on older sites|

lie has also twice visited Philadelphia, and minutely studied the

collections formed by the author of the Crania Americana, witliJ

the additions made to that valuable ethnological department ciBLibjects calcij

the Academy of Natural Sciences. Eepeated references in the fulwHii" friends!

lowing pages indicate other American collections in Washington
|

riiiladelphia, Boston, New York, Albany, etc., as well as those cl|

Canada, which have also furnished useful materials.

In carrying out his researches, the author has been placed imderl

many obligations to scientific friends. To Dr. Henry, the learneil \
ti'iivels, as W(

Secretaiy of the Smithsonian Institution at Washington ; Dr. ^| incidents am

Aitken Meigs, the Librarian of the Academy of Natural Sciencesl H'C Indian tr

of Philadelphia ; Dr. J. C. White, the Secretary of the Boston^ W. Allan, wh

Natural History Society ; Mr. Thomas Fenwick and Dr. E. H, Davii| objects obtain

of the American Ethnological Society ; and the Hon. George rolsoffil Eit home, and

of the Historical Society of New York : he is specially indebteii;^ Society of Ai

for the liberality with which Museums and Libraries have beeii| the Edinburg]

placed at his command. On two different visits to Philadelphia ti)|
rclereucos to 1

examine the Collection of Crania formed by Dr. Morton, the key;! To the sy

of the cases were freely intrusted to him ; and some of the mam
i

Excellency Si

liberal services rendered in furtherance of his investigations by theii i
t'lc Province,

exjDcrienced curator, Dr. J. Aitken Meigs, are acknowledged in tlitg officers and s

following pages. With equally unrestricted freedom, the collectioii;| !« lias been a

of the Historical Society of New York, and the cabinets of Mi ^'lii^^'i a^ect

Natural History Society of Boston, as well as the private collection! j hidians of Bi

of Dr. J. Mason Warren, Mr. J. H. Blake, Dr. E. H. Davis, ami;^ in their relati(

others referred to, were thrown open to him; and repeated expe Itonlyrei

rience confirms him in the belief^ that in no country in the worIil| '"to the origir

are public and private libraries and collections made available to| afforded by a

the scientific inquirer with the same unrestricted freedom as in tliefl iicconqxanied

United States. To J. H. Blake, Esq. of Boston, the author is sp(>cinlly^^ libraries or be

indebted for the liberality with which he has i^laced at his dispo«ilil'""i'^ovcr, the
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Kites of travel in Peru ; drawings of objects observed there ; and

he vahiable collection of niumniies, crania, and Peruvian antiquities

nought home by him, and repeatedly referred to in the following

lagos. To Dr. E. H. Davis, one of the authors of the Ancient

\[oituments of the Mississi2)}n Valley, he is under great obligations,

lot only for access to the collections from which the illustrations

t' that work were derived, but for casts and photographs of special

lijects calculated to aid him in his researches. Among his Cana-

liaii friends, he owes special thanks to his colleague, Professor

'roft, for carefully executed analyses of Peruvian bronzes ; to Dr.

]ovull and Dr. llodder, for free use of their collections of Indian

rania ; to !Mr. l*aul Kane, the author of Wanderings of an Artid

xced wnlQ] Mtmong the Indians of North America, for sketches made during his

16 learnel J
tiavels, as well as for information derived from recollections of the

m* Dr. J,'
incidents and observations of a highly- privileged sojourner among

1 Sciencej| t^'c Indian tribes of the Hudson's Bay territory ; and to the Hon, G.

he Boston:? ^- Allan, whose etliiiological collections now include the numerous

1. H, Davii'i ul'jects obtained by Mr. Kane during his wanderings. Older friends

•«'e Folsoffil fit home, and especially Mr. T. B. Johnston, the Treasurer of the

T indcbteil ' Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, and Mr. Robert Cox, W.S., of

lave beeiii t'l^ Edinburgh Phrenological Society, have largely aided in renewed

lelphia til
roferences to the familiar collections of those Societies,

the kev;'; To the sympathy manifested in the author's researches by his

'Excellency Sir Edmund W. Head, Bart., while (lovernor-General of

lie Province, he is indebted for instructions forwarded to the various

fticers and superintendents of the Indian Department, whereby

10 has been able to obtain valuable statistics illustrating questions

vliich affect the present condition and future prospects of the

udians of British North America, and which are discussed here

11 tlieir relations to the main subject of investigation.

It only remains to be added, that while the facilities for research

Into the origin of civilisation and the condition of primitive races.

Horded by a residence in the New World, are great, tlujy are

ceompanied by one important drawback, in the want of adequate

ibraries or books of reference, inevitalile in a young colony. As,

mu'covcr, the author has liccn prevented, by the impediments

the many
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which the Atlantic interposes between him and his publishers, froiJ

revising the proof-sheets of the following pages, he must crave tlu

intelligent forbearance of the critic should any notable blunder!!

escape the eye of the press-reader ; and if, as may not improbably

prove to be the case, some of his observations have been anticipated

'

or disproved in recent publications, or even by the mere lapse uii

time : it may be added that the MS. was in the hands of the publishers

in January 18G1, and tiie subsequent delay in the publication oi

these volumes has originated in causes lying beyond his control.

Univeksitv College, Toronto,

I2th March 18G2.
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cnAPTKll I.

IXTUOKl'CTlnN.

tllKoLII V.OUM) AND TUK MOW AMKIIH.AN TllASliS VV UIK Till': TI.IIM 1'1U;II1ST()KIC

-- INII.rKNTi; t)l' MKIKATInXS— WHAT IH I'l Vll.lSATInN /— UoMKSTK'ATIdN- UK-

VKUl'MKNT Ol' Ilt'MAN I'UlKllillSS - INDIAN I'llII.USoril Y - AlinltldlNKS - TIIK

i;ast ; tiik tahtau; tiuc auah-lancutaoes of amkhica—WANDEitixtia nv

Tin; nations -FOSSIL MAN- TllK NKW WiiIU.D A MYSTIOHY.

TiiF. discovory of America at tlie close of the fifteenth century

rounlit ii marvellous change in the ideas and opinions of man-

[iid relative to the i)lanct they occupy, and prepared the way for

my suhse([nent revohition.s in thought, as well iis in action. The

[)vld as tlie arena of human history was thenceforth divided into

le Old and the Xew. In the one lieniispliere tradition and myth

[icU l)ackward towards a dawn of undefined antiquity; in the

fier, history has a definite and .altogether modern Itegiuning, and

m appears there still in tlie initial stages of savage life. Never-

Bless some of the oldest prol)lems in relation to him find their

[ution in that New World ; and, amid the novel inquiries which

w perplex the student of science as to man's origin and anti([uity,

speiiific characteristics, and true jdace in nature, answers of un-

bected value are rendered li'om the same source.

The study of man's condition and progress in Europe's prehistoric

ituries hy means of his remains and works of art, reveals there

beginning as a savage hunter, armed solely with weapons of

It and l)one, frequenting the lake and river margins of a coiiti-

it clothed in primeval forests and haunted by enormous beasts

prey. Displaced by intrusive migrations, this rude pioneer dis-

pears, and his traces are overlaid and erased by the improved

of his supplanters. The infancy of the historic nations begins.

/ ' A



American Phases of Life.

m.

Metallurgy, architecture, science, and letters are evoked, effacinl

the faint records of Europe's nomadic pioneers ; and the first tracel

of the intruders acquire so primitive an aspect, that the existence

of older European nations than tlie Celtic seemed till recently to(|

extravagant an idea for serious consideration.

After devoting considerahlo stiuly and research to the recovery <

the traces of early arts in Britain, and realizing from many primitivJ

disclosiires some clear conception of tlie barbarian of Europe's prel

historic dawn, it has been my fortune to become a settler on tli^l

American continent, in the midst of scenes where the prime^a

forests and tlieir savage occupants are in process of displaceme!i:|

by the arts and races of civilized Europe. Peculiarly favouralj]

opportiuiities have helped to facilitate the study of this phase (

the New "World, thus seen in one of its great transitional eras I

witli its native tribes, and its European and African colonists ii|

various stages of nuitation, consequent on migration, intermixturtj|

or collision. In observing the novel aspects of life resulting froii|

such a condition of things, I liave been impressed with the coiij

victiou that many of the ethnological phenomena of Europe's \m-^

historic centuries are there reproduced on the grandest scale. ]\[a^

is once more seen subject to influences similar to those which liav|

affected liiin in all great migrations and collisions of diverse raco|

There also is the savage in direct contact with civilisation, aii|

exposed to the same causes by means of which the wild faui!|

disajipear. Some difficult problems of ethnology have been simpli|

fied to my own mind by what I have thus seen; and opiniorJj

relative to Euroj-e's prehistoric races, based purely on inference if

induction, have received striking confirmation. Encouraged

this experience, I venture to set forth the results of a genei';.|

inquiry into the essential characteristics of man, based chiefly onl

compaiison of the theoretical ethnology of primitive Europe, wi;|

such disclosures of the New World.

The tendency of modern science is to give prominence to nian|

unheeded analogies between man and the lower animals ; but

further this line of inquiry is pursued, it tends only the moi

strikingly to illustrate the radical nature of those differences wliitl

separate him from them, not in degree as the higher animal, but

;

kind. The UKJst ancient definition of man as a creature made:

the image of God, distinguishes him by no identity of physicJ

structure with any superhuman ])rototyi^)e, Init by intellectual ar|

moral attributes. Thus endowed, man reasfins on his relations

li



The term Prehistoric.

[lie external universe ; and, alone of all animated beings, is capable

If interpreting and controlling the operations of those natural laws

lo wliich he and they are alike subject. This twofold nature may

\q studied with diverse aims, and from very different points of

Kew ; but for the purposes of the ethnologist, its characteristics

Ire seen in their most suggestive aspects, in that contrast between

lavage and civilized man which forces itself on the notice of the

iluropean settler, alike in America and Australia.

"We are at no loss to recognise the wild animal as in a state of

kature ; and its domesticated varieties as artificial products which

livilisation has educed from the wild stock for man's use. When,

lowever, it is assumed that the savage is the tj'pe of man in his

katural state, and that civilisation has been entirely superinduced

[n that as an artificial thing, the conclusions involve a petitio

nncipii. But, in so far as we can look upon him before he

Diisciously reasons out a past or a future for himself, we are in

[ossession of some data whereby to test this question of his pri-

leval characteristics.

Man may be assumed to be prehistoric wherever his chroniclings

himself are undesigned, and his history is wholly recoverable by

iduction. The term is in no sense e(|\iivalent to preadamic ; nor

[as it, strictly speaking, any chronological significance ; but, in its

plative application, corresponds to other archreological, in contra-

[istinction to geological periods. There are modern as well as

icient prehistoric races ; and both are available for solving the

roblem of man's true natural condition. But also the relation of

|ian to external nature as the occupant of specific geographical

^'eas, and subject to certain influences of climate, food, material

ppliances and conditions of life, involves conclusions of grow-

jig importance, in view of many novel questions to which the

ilarged inquiry as to his true place in nature has given rise. If

bes of men are indigenous to specific areas, and controlled by the

iime laws which seem to regulate the geographical distril)ution

the animal kingdom : the resiilts of their infringement of such

[ws have been subjected to the most comprehensive tests since

lie discovery of America. The horse transported to the New
porld, roams in magnificent henls over the boundless pampas

;

[id the hog, restored to a state of nature, has exchanged the

bgradation of the stye for the fierce courage of the wild boar.

[liere also the indigenous man of the jmiirie and the forest can

[ill be studied unaffected by native or intruded civilisation ; while



hijluence of Migrations.

the most civilized races of Europe Imvo been brought into contacl

with the African savage ; and both liave been subjected to all tliJ

novel influences in which the western continent contrasts no lesl

strikingly with the temperate than with the tropical regions of tlJ

eastern hemisphere. The resultant changes have been great, aiij

the scale on which they have been wrought out is so ample as tl

stamp whatever cfjnclusions can be legitimately deduced from tbeJ

with the highest interest and value.

The consequences following from changes of area and cliniat*

play a remarkable part in the history of man, and have no analoyiH

in the migrations of the lower animals. The Frank, the Angl

Saxon, and the Norman ; the Hungarian, the Saracen, and tli|

Turk : are all to a great extent ]')roducts of the transplantation

seemingly indigenous races to more favouring soils ; but the chaii. |
to all of them was less than that to which the colonists of the Kt

World liave been subjected. There the old process was reversal:

and the offspring of Europe's highest civilisation, abru]itly transferiv|

to the virgin forest and steppes of the American wilderness, was le|

amid the widening inheritance of new clearings to develop wlutj

ever tendencies lay dormant in the artificial European man.

Here then are materials full of promise for the ethiiioJ

stiident :—the Eed-Man, indigenous, «eemingly aboriginal, ail

still in what it is customary to call a state of nature ; the Neyl

with many African attributes unefliiced, systematically precliul|

from the free reception of the civilisation with whicli he has h\

brought in contact, but subjected nevertheless to novel influeiui

of climate, food, and all external appliances ; the "White-lVIan al|

undergoing the transforming effects of climate, amid novel S()c:|

and political institutions ; and all three extreme types of variety

race, testing, on a sufficiently comprehensive scale, their capacity rl

a fertile intermingling of blood. The period, moreover, is in sni^

respects favourable for summing up results : as changes are

work which mark the close of a cycle in tlie novel conditions"

which one at least of the intruded races has been subjected

upwards of three centuries.

In Europe we study man only as he has been moulded 1it|

thousand external circumstances. The arts, born at the very (la«|

of history, give form to its modern social life. The Divine

given forth from Sinai, and the faith and morals nurtured aiii(|

the hills of Judah ; the intellect of Greece, the jurisprudence al

military prowess of Rome, and the civil and ecclesiastical instir I



What is Civilisation f

Ions of iiieclia3val Christendom, have all helped to make of us what

\e are ; till in the European of the nineteenth century it becomes

I

curious question how much pertains to the man, and how much

that civilisation, of which he is in part the author and in part

lie offspring ? In vain we strive to detach the European man
loiu elements foreign to him, that we may look on him as he is or

las by nature ; for he only exists for us as the product of all those

lultifarious elements which have accumulated along the track by

[hich the generations of nineteen centuries have swept " into the

t)unger day," The very serf of the Eussian steppes cannot gi'ow

Bcly, as his nomade brother of Asia does ; but must don the un-

jniliar fashions of the Frank, as strange to him as the armour of

till upon the youthful Ephrathite.

Is, then, civilisation natural to man ; or is it only a habit or

liulition artificially superinduced, and as foreign to his nature as

[e bit and bridle to the horse, or the truck-cart to the wild ass of

|e desert ? Such questions involve the whole ethnological pro-

3111 reopened by Lamarck, Agassiz, Darwin, Huxley, and others.

lieiice is man ? What are his antecedents ? What—within the

mpass of this terrestrial arena, with which alone science deals,--

liis future destinies ? Does civilisation move only through

lited cycles, repeating in new centuries the work of the old

;

lainuig, under some varying phase, to the same maximum of our

[pcrfoct humanity, and then, like the wandering comot, returning

[in the splendour of its perilielion back to night ?

Perhaps a question preliminary even to this is : What is civi-

ition? He who has seen the Euromerican^ and the Indian side

side,—the one adapting to his novel circumstances the accumu-

i(\ knowledge, the arts, laws, and social economy inherited alike

111 ancient and modern historical nations ; the other, after cen

[ies of contact with European i)rogrcss, still haunting the uncleared

?st, [iveying, like its wild fauna, on the spoils of the chase,

K'lliiig in his buffalo-skin tent or birch-bark wigwam, with little

\\v iiulication t»f maturing liis own rude arts, or replacing them

those of the European intruder, than the prairie dog or the

Hver :—he who has seen this can be at no loss as to tlie difference

ween civili/ed and uncivilized man. Uut is he therefore at

1

1

3itv to conclude that tlie element wliich .sit markedly tlistinguiHlies

Tliu ti'iiu EiiidiiK rhntii iw ii.si'tl lor llu.' .\iiuiiiaii Imiii iiU'siiriiiy ol' |ijiii'iits i>f

IK'uii (iri^in oi (loscciit ; iiiitl l:l"ro-anuririiii lor tliosi' of iiii.xi'd Kin'o|iL'iiit

ludiuii lilooil.



Domestication.

tlie White from the Red-man of the New World is an attribute pecii|

liar to the former, rather than the development of innate poweri

common to man, and in the possession of which he differs from a|

other animals ? Domestication is, for tlie lower animals, the sui

jection of them to artificial changes foreign to their nature, wlikJ

they could not originate for themselves, and which they neitlyJ

mature nor perpetuate : but, on the contrary, hasten to throw off jl

soon as left to their own uncontrolled action. Civilisation is fl

man development. It is self- originated ; it matures all the facull

ties natural to him, and is progressive and seemingly ineradicaljl|

Of both postulates the social life alike of the forests and U

clearings of the New World seem to offer proofs ; and to otlfj

profoundly interesting questions involved in an inquiry into tlij

origin of civilisation and man's relations to it, answers may also 1

recovered from the same source. There the latest developments |

human progress are abruptly brought face to face with the nioi

unprogressive phases of savage nature ; and many old problems a:|

being solved anew under entirely novel conditions. Tlie race

whicli this is chiefly effected had been isolated in an especial majj

ner during many centurie 3 of preparatory training ; and illustratJ

in some of the sources of its progress, the impediments to til

civilisation of savage races brought in contact with others ^at|

dissimilar a stage. The very elements of Britain's greatness seel

to lie in lier slow maturity ; in her collision with successive racl

only a little in advance of herself ; in her natural transition throul

all the stages from infancy to vigorous manhood. But that dot|

the Old Englander becomes the New Englander; starts from

matured vantage-ground on a fresh career, and displaces the Ainer|

can Eed-man by the American White-man, the free product of t:j

great past and the great present.

It was with a strange and fascinating pleasure tliat, after h,r|

ing striven to resuscitate allophyliau races of Britain's preliistorl

ages, by means of their buried arts,^ I found myself face to fal

with the aborigines of the New World. Much that had becoL"|

familiar to me in fancy, as pertaining to a l<jng obliterated iia|

was here the living present ; while around me, in every stage
'\

transition, lay the phases of savage and civilized life : the natiil

of tlie forest, the art of the city; the God-made country, the iiiii:|

made town : each in the very process of change, extinction, ail

re-creation. Here, then, was a new field for tlie study of civiliv^

' Vide PrehiMoric Annals of Scotland,



Indian Philosophy.

lion and all that it involves. The wild beast is in its native state,

ind hastens, when relieved from artificial constraints, to return to

[he forest wilds as to its natural condition. The forest-man

—

|s he too in his natural condition? for Europe's sons have, for

jpwards of three centuries, been levelling his forests, and planting

[heir civilisati(jn on the clearings, yet he accepts not their civi-

[isation as a higher goal for him. He, at least, thinks that the

ihite man and the red are of diverse natures ; tliat the city and

[lie cultivated field are for the one, but the wild forest and the free

khase for the other. He does not envy the white man, he only

ronders at him as a being of a different nature.

Broken-Arm, the Chief of the Crees, receiving the traveller

'lud Kane and his party into his lodge, at their encampment in

lie valley of the Saskatchewan River, told him the following tra-

litiou of the tribe :—One of the Crees became a Christian. He
I'as a very good man, and did what was right ; and when he died

le was taken up to the white man's heaven, where everything was

[ery beautiful. All were happy amongst their friends and relatives

rho had gone before them ; but the Indian could not share their

ay, for everything was strange to him. He met none of the spirits

[f his ancestors to welcome him : no Ininting nor fishing, nor any

[f those occupations in which he was wont to delight. Then the

heat IManitou called him, and asked him why he was joyless in

lis beautiful heaven ; and the Indian replied that he sighed for the

ompany of the spirits of his own people, So the Great Manitou

old him that he could not send him to the Indian heaven, as he

[ad, whilst on earth, chosen this one ; but as he had been a very

jood man, he would send him back to earth again.

The Indian does not believe in the superiority of the white

lian. The difference between them is only such as he dis-

eriis between the social, constructive beaver, and the solitary,

kinning fox. The Great Spirit implanted in each his peculiar

acuities ; why should the one covet the nature of the other ?

leuce one great element of the unhopeful Indian future. The

Irogress of the white man offers even less incentive to his andiition

lian the cunning of the fox, or the architectural instincts of the

leaver. He, at least, does not overlook, in his sylvan philosophy.

[lat feature in the physical liistory of mankind, which Agassiz

3niplains of having been neglected : viz., the natural relations

jetween different types of man, and the animals and plants in-

[alntiiig the same regions. Tiie American philoso])her has wrouglit

II



Ahorkjines. [CHAll
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out, as his scientific creed, the homely faith (jf the forest Iiuliaij

" The coincidence between the circumscription oi" tlie races of niaJ

and the natural limits of different zoological j^)rovinces, chaiiifl

terized by peculiar distinct species of animals, is one of the nid

important and unexpected features in the natural history of niaJ

kind, which the study (jf the geographical distribution of all tlij

organized beings now existing upon earth has disclosed to us.

is a fact which cannot fail to throw light, at some future tinJ

upon the very origin of the differences existing among men ; siin|

it sIkjws that man's physical nature is modified by the same la\t|

as that of onimals, and that any general results oljtained from til

animal kingdom regarding the organic ditlerenccs of its varimii

types, must also apply to man." ^

We call the western hemisphere the New World, and faiit;|

that, in its Indians, wIkjui we designate Aborigines, we are l()okin|

on a primitive condition of life. But the Indian of the America: J

wilds is no more primeval tlian his forests. Beneath the roots

their oldest giants lie chronicled memorials of an older nativl

civilisation ; and the American ethnologist and naturalist, wliii|

satisfying tliemselves of the j)ersistency of a common type, and

specific ethnical characteristics prevailing throughout all the widilJ

scattered tribes of the American continent •} have been studyiij

only the temporary su[)planters of nations strangv^, to us as tJ

extinct life of older geological periods.

In that old East, to which science still turns when searchit.^

for the cradle-land of the human family, vast areas exist,

characteristics of wliicli seem to stamp with unprogressive endu;!

ance the in]ierit(.)rs of tlie soil. We owe to the Asiatic llesearcli-«

of Humboldt a clear understanding of the ])hysical elements wliii I

have so materially influenced tlie history of that continent. Aim.,

the shores of the Indian Ocean and tlie Levant, and stretcliiL|

from the Persian Oulf into tlie fertile valleys of the Kui)hrate.s ai

the Tigris, are still found seats of civilisation coexistent with f!
|

earliest dawn of man's history. Hut bi'-yond these lies the ehvai'

table-land of Central iVsia, stretching away northward, and pouriit|

its waters into inland seas, or directhig their uncivilizing course

into the frozen waters of the Arctic circle. Abrupt mouutaii |
chains subdivide this elevated plateau into rcigions which Inn

been for unrecorded ages the hives of wild jiastoral tribes, iiiir..J

' " Nfitnral Provinces of till' .\iiini;il Worlil," etc, '/'ii/xx nf Mmd'hid, ]r

- Morton: i'r<uit<i AmericniKi ; Nott : /ndli/dioits Jtncc.i, lic.



2%e Tartar ; the Arab. »

) us as ty

[cted Ity any intrusion of civilizing arts or settled social habits on

lit'ir noniado life ; until, impelled by unknown causes, they have

)ured southward over the seats of prunitive Asiatic civilisation,

westward into the younger continent of Europe. Some also of

le same wanderers may be assumed to have moved eastward

[)\vards tlie straits that present such obvious facilities for migration

a new continent ; and thus, subjected to novel influences, a

laugc of manners and new modes of life have resulted.

The mountain-chains which enclose and subdivide the great

lli]o-land of Asia, and stretch westward into Europe, have ex-

.cised an important influence on the distribution of the entire

luiia of the two continents, including man himself. A remarkable

jn[)licity of structure is discernible in the arrangement of the

|)iitinuous lines of greatest elevation, coinciding with the routes

lu'sued by successive waves of population which have flowed from

[sia to Eurojje ; and also indicating the probable course of a

inilar overflow towards the Okhotsk Sea and the Aleutian

tlands : one supposed and probable route of migration to the

juerican continent.

But, besides the great table-land of Central Asia, tliere is also

le lesser table-land of Syria and the Arabian peninsula. From

ke wandering hordes of the great Asiatic steppes have come the

[uns, the JNlagyars, and tlie Turks, as well as a considerable i)or-

Dii of the lUilgarians of modern Europe. lUit the sterile penin-

jila of Arabia has given birth to moral revolutions of the most

[iduring influence. With tlie Arab originated Hebrew mono-

[eisiH, and the ampler and nobler system begotten by it in the

liiess of time ; and also Mohaiuniedunism, which taught the Otto-

|an Turk the way to conquest, and stimulated the Semitic Saracen

an intellectual progress which revolutionized mediteval Europe.

Bt the capacity for civilisation oi" the INIagyar or Turk, transferred

new physical conditions, and subjected to higher moral and

[tellectual influences ; or the wonch'ous intellectual vigour of the

rail (if liagdad or Cordova : afl'ords n-i scale by which to gauge

[e iimuubility of the Tartar on his native steppe, or the Arab in

Is desert wilderness. AVithout agriculture or any idea of pro-

pty in land, destitute of the very rudiments of architecture,

lowing no written law or any form of government save the

|itriayc!ial expansion to the tribe of the ])riniitive family ties :

can (lisccrn no change or ])r()gress in the wild noinadc, though

inae liini l)ack for three tlutusaiul years. Even the numeric

!lil



10 Languages of America. [CIIAI

progression is so partial and intennittent, tliat had we no otliei

knowledge to guide us, it would be as easy to believe that these

noinades had wandered over their desert homes for thirty thousaiidj

as for three tliousand years. Migratory offshoots of the liordes ol

Central Asia, and of the wanderers of the Arabian desert, havi

gone forth, to prove the capacity for progress of the least progres

sive races ; but the great body tarries still in the wilderness anj

on the stejipe, to prove what an enduring capacity man also has

to live as one of the wild launa of tlie waste.

The Indians of the New World, whencesoever they derived

their origin, present to us just such a type of unprogressive lift

as the nomades of tlie Asiatic steppe. The Red-Indian of the

North-West exliibits no change from his precursors of the fifteentlil

century ; and for aught that appears in him of a capacity foi

development, the forests of the American continent may have

sheltered hunting and waning tribes of Indians, just as they havti^

sheltered and pastured its wild herds of buffalos, for countless cen-

turies since the continent rose from its ocean bed. That he is iiu

recent intruder is indis^Dutably proved alike by pliysical and .'ntel-

lectual evidence. On any theory of human origin, the blended gra-

dations of America's widely diversified, indigenous races, demand

a lengthened period for their development ; and equally, on am|

theory of the origin of languages, must time be prolonged to admit

of the multiplication of mutually unintelligible dialects and tonguesl

in the New World. It is estimated that there are nearly six ]niii-|

dred languages, and dialects matured into independent tongues, iii

Europe. The known origin and growth of some of these niaj

supply a standard whereby to gauge the time indicated by suclif

linguistic multiplications of tongues. But tlie languages of tht

American continents have been estimated to exceed twelve huu

dred and sixty. These include agglutinate languages of peculiar!)

elaborate structure, and inflectional forms recpiiring centuries fo:

their development ; but also many inore suggestive of a long-pro-

tracted condition of society, multiplying petty tribes, and fostering

the tendency of separated dialects to become mutually unintelligible

Of the grannnar of the Lenni-Lenape Indians, Duponceau remarks::

" It exhibits a language entirely the work of the children of naturei

unaided by our arts and sciences, and, what is most remarkable

ignorant of the art of writing. Its forms ore rich, regular, and

methodical, closely following the analogy of the ideas which tliev|

are intended to express ; compounded, but not confused ; occa

is sufficient fc
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sionally elliptical in their mode of expression, but not more so than

the languages of Europe, and much less so than those of a large

(Toup of nations on the eastern coast of Asia. The terminations

of their verbs, expressive of number, person, time, and -^her

luodifications of action and passion, while tliey are ri^uer in

their extension than those of the Latin and Greek, which we

call emphatically the learned langiiages, a[)pear to have been

tunned on a similar but enlarged model, without other aid than

that which was afforded by nature operating upon the intellectual

faculties of man."^ At the same time it is no less important to

note, along with a highly elaborate structure, the limited range of

vocabulary in many of the American languages. Those char-

acteristics, taken along with their peculiar holophrastic power

of inflecting complex word-sentences, so as to express by their

means delicate shades of meaning, exhibit the phenomena of

human speech in some of their most remarkable phases. But

the range of the vocabularies furnishes a true gauge of the intel-

lectual development of the Indian : incapable of abstract idealism,

realizing few generic relations, and multiplying his words by com-

parisons and descriptive compounds.

To whatever cause we attribute sucli phenomena, much is

gained by being able to study them apart from the complex

derivative elements which trammel the study of European philo-

lojiy. Assuming for our present argument the unity of the human

race, not in the ambiguous sense of a common typical structure,

hut literally, as the descendants of one stock : in the prunitive

scattering of infant nations, the INIongol and the American went

eastward, wliile the Indo-European began his still uncompleted

wanderings towards the far west. The Mongol and the Indo-

European have repeatedly met and mingled. They now share,

uneqiudly, the Indian peninsula and the continent of Europe. But

the American and the Indo-European only met after an interval

measurable by tluuisands of years, coming from opposite directions,

and having made the cinniit of the globe.

The lied JNIan, it thus appears, is among the ancients of the

earth. How old he may be it is impossible to determine ; but

among one American school of ethnologists, no historical anticpiity

is sufficient for him. The earliest contributions of the New World

to the geological traces of man were little less startling, when first

hrought to light, than any that the European drift has since

' Amerimn PhUosopliical Transactions, N. S. vol. iii. p. 248.
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^^

revealed. The island nt' (Juadaloupe, one of the Lesser Antilles
|

discovered hy Colund)us in UU3, furnished the first examples

fossil man, and of works of ait, embedded in the solid rock. The) i

seemed to the wondering naturalist to upset all preconceived ideas

of the origin of the human race. But more careful investigation

proved the rock to be a concretionary limestone formed from tlitl

detritus of corals and shells. The skeletons are probably by in, I

means ancient, even according to the reckoning of American his-

1

tory; though supplying a curious link in the palreontological^

treasures both of the British Museum and the Jardin des Plantes.

Dr. Lund, the Danish naturalist, has described human bones, bear

ing, as he believed, marks of geological antitjuity, found along with I

those of many extinct mammals, in the calcareous caves of Brazil l

Fossil human remains have also been recovered from a calcareous

conglomerate of the coral reefs of Florida, estimated by Professor |
Agassiz to be about 10,000 years old ;^ and the Academy of-^

Natural Sciences of Philadelphia treasures the os innominatum oi

a human skeleton, a fragment of disputed antiquity, dug up near

Natchez, on the Mississippi, beneath the bones of the megalonyx.-

From those, and other discoveries of a like kind, this at lesist

becomes apparent, that in the New World, as in the Old, tin

closing epoch of geology must be turned to for the initial cliaptei^

alike of archieology and ethnology. According to geological reck( )]r

ing, much of the American continent has but recently emerged from I

the ocean. Among the organic remains of Canadian post-tertiary

deposits are fomid the Fhoca, Balccna, and other existing mariiKJ

mammals and fishes, along with the Elcphas primigenius, tbej

Mastodon Ohioticus, and other long-extinct species belonging toj

that period in which our planet was passing through the latest!

transitional stage, prior to its occupation by man. Looking on tliep

human skeletons of the Guadaloupe limestone in the Museums ofj

London and Paris,—the first examples of the bones of man in a I

fossil state,—we cannot fail to be impressed with the feeling that,

judged of by such remains, the gradation in form between man and |
other animals is such as to present no very important contrast tn

the uninstructed eye. Modern though those rock-emb ;dded skelc

tons are, they lessen our incredulity as to older traces of human

remains mingling with those of extinct mannuals, and present Ijntl

as sharers in a conniion sepulchre,

' TijiKS of Mankind. T. ;i52.

- Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sr. Pfiilad. Oft. 1S4G. P. 107.

Hf:
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This novel phenomenon of fossil hnnifin bojies may fitly servo

^s an index of the mi;^htiest chanf^e which has transpinul npun our

i)lanet since it became the theatre of life. tJenera and species

luive come into beinj,', multiplied through countless ages, and then

,'ivon place to others. But now, for the first time, there appears

uiioag the relics of former existence traces of that latest creation,

iNvht'U (lod introduced into earth's varied life a reasonable soul, the

[lieiv of inmiortality. Man entered on the occupation of the New
World in centuries which there, as in older historic regions, stretch

backward as we strive to explore them. His early history is lost,

or it is not yet four centuries since the Red man and his western

^V(nld were made known to us ; and he still exists as he did then,

being apart from all that specially distinguishes either the culti-

vated or the uncidtured man of Europe. His continent, too, has

^)ecnnio the stage whereon are being tested great problems in social

Science, in politics, and in ethnology. There the civilized man and

\\\Q savage have been brought face to face, to share together the

joinities of nature and art, and to test anew how far God " giveth

10 all life, and breath, and all things ; and hath made of one blood

jll nations of men to dwell on all the f^ce of the earth ; and hath

leterniined the times before appointed, and the bounds of their

babitation." There, too, the black man and the red, whose desti-

nes seemed to separate them wide as the world's hemispheres, have

been brought together to try whether the African is more enduring

llian the indigenous American on his own soil ; to try for us, also,

js cmdd no otherwise be tried, questions of amalgamation and

liybridity, of development and perpetuity of varieties of a domi-

iiant, a savage, and a servile race. In all ways : in its recoverable

past, in its comprehensible present, in its conceivable future, the

few World is a gTcat mystery ; and even glimpses into its hidden

ruths reflect some clearer light on secrets of the older world.

1 i
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C JI A r T E II 1 1.

THE NEW WORLD.

TIIK LATEST MKIIIATIONS - FOUNDINO A CAPITAL— Til K INKANT CITV—BK0INMN08 (IK

HISTOUY— SUl'EUIOU CITY— ENTEUINO ON H18TOUI0 LIFE—PKKUISTORIC PHASES, brovince, arr

i \

The striking contrasts wliich the New World presents, in nearly

every respect, to tlie Old, are full of significance in relation to tin

origin of civilisation, and its Influence on the progress of \\\n.\

Viewed merely as the latest scene of migration of European race;

on a great scale, America has much to disclose in illustratioh of;

primitive history. There we see the land cleared of its virgin!

forest, the soil prepared for its first tillage, the site of the future!

city chosen, and the birth of the world's historic capitals epitoniizdj

in those of the youngest American commonwealths. Taking ouil

stand on one of the newest of these civic sites, let us trace tlif|

brief history of the political and commercial capital of Uppt:|

Canada.

Built along the margin of a bay, enclosed by a peninsular spi;

of land running out from the north shore of Lake Ontario, the citi'

of Toronto rests on a drift formation (jf sand and clay, only ilis

turbed in its nearly level uniformity by the rain-giJlies and raviiit'

which mark the courses of the rivulets that drain its surniw

This the original projectors of the city mapped off into parallels

grams, by streets uniformly intersecting each other at rii;!::,:

angles ; and in carrying out their plan, every ravino and undiila

tion is smoothed and levelled, as with the indiscriminating ])re

cision of the mower's scythe. The country rises to the north k

about twenty miles, by a gi'adual slope, to the water-shed betwen

Ontario and Lake Simcoe, and then descends to the level of tli

northern lake and the old hunting-grounds of the Ilurons, It

;
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ki nearly unvaiyinj,' expniise of partially cleared forest: a blank,

Iwitli its Indian traditions effaced, its colonial traditions uncreated.

I'.iit industry already plies the willinj,' Imnd. Sturdy enterprise

'ulivens its rivers with the noise of the husy wheel, and fashions

Its fonst glades into sniilin<,' villages and rising towns. Its history

jjs not (inly all to write, it is all to act. The cities of the old world

luive their mythic founders and quaint legends, still connneniorated

L heraldic blazonry. But there is no mystery about the begin-

iiiugs of Toronto, and little romance in its childhood and youth.

L'pper Canada was erected into a distinct province in 1791, only

eight years after, by the Treaty of Fontainebleau, P'rance had

iartlly renounced all claim on the province of Quebec ; and a few

iKMitlis thereafter General Simcoe, the first governor of the new
wovinco, arrived at the old French fort, at the mouth of the

kiagara river, and in May 1793 selected the Bay of Toronto as

[he site of the future cajutal. The chosen spot presented a dreary

kspect of swamp and uncleared pine forest ; but amid these his

Jagacious eye saw hi anticipation the city rise,which already numbers

ipwards of 50,000 inhabitants ; and rejecting the old Indian name,

[iuce restored, he gave to his embryo capital that of York. Colonel

Couchette, Surveyor-General of Lower Canada, was selected to lay

kut the projected city and harbour ; and from his pen we have a

raphic account of the locality as it then existed, and of the rites,

Iccordant with ancient Saxon hospitality, by which the founder

ledicated the forest-clearing to the amenities of civilisation. " It

b11 to my lot," says Colonel Bouchette, "to make the first sur-

[ey of York harbour in 1793. Lieut-Governor the late General

Biiiicoe, who then resided at Niagara, having formed extensive

llaiis ior the improvement of the ctdony, had resolved on laying

le foundations of a provincial capital. I still distinctly recollect

le untamed aspect which the country exhibited when first I

itered the beautiful basin. Dense and trackless forests lined the

largin of the lake, and reflected their inverted images in its glassy

jrface. The wandering savage had constructed his ephemeral

|abitation beneath their luxuriant foliage, the grouj) then consist-

•i; of two i'amilies of Mississagas ; and the bay and neighbouring

larshes were the hitherto uninvaded haunts of immense coveys of

[ild-fowl ; indeed, they were so abmidant as in some measui-e to

pnoy us during the night."*

' The British Doviinions in North Avierica. Loud. 1832. Vol. i. p. 89.

i
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The vicissitiules attuiKlin^' the |)rogress of the Canadian citv

have been minutely chronicled by its local historians, who recoiii

how many dwellings of round logs, squared timber, or more uniLi-

tious irame-houses exceeding a single storey, were in existeiic,.

at various dates. The first vessel wliicli lielonged to the town,

and turned its harbour to account ; the first brick house, the

earliest stone one ; and even the first gig of an andjitious citizen,

subsequent to 1812 : are all duly chronicled. Could we learn

with e(j[ual truthfulness of the first years of the city built by Itoiim-

lus on the Palatine Hill, its annals would tell no less homely

truths, even now dindy hinted at in the legend of the scornt'ul

Remus leaj^ing over its infant ramparts. Tiber's hill was once tlif

site only of the solitary herdsman's hut ; and an old citizen lias

described to me his youthful recollections of Toronto, as coiisistin,;

of a few log-huts in the clearing, and an Indian village of bircli-

bark wigwams, near the Don, with a mere trail through the woods

to the old French fort, on the line where now upwards of twi

miles of costly stores, hotels, and public buildings mark the prin-

cipal street of the busy city. But in 1813 an important historicnl

CA^ent occurred. CJeneral Dearborn at the head of an army of

American heroes, numbering some two thousand five hundred men,

embarked on boar<l their fleet at Sacket's Harbour, for the siene

of York, and the conquest of Canada. The little capital, with its

round log, squared tind)er, and frame houses, numbered scarcelj

a hundred dwellings in all. These the invaders set fire to,

carried off its solitary fire-engine ; and the latter is reported tn

be still among the trophies preserved in the Navy Yard of tlit

United States.

After such a disastrous erasure of all that the first tweutv

years had laboriously accomplished, it is easy to see how tlit

abortive city might have been resigned ere this to forest aiw

swamp, and scarcely a trace have remained to tell that civilisatimi

had ever meditated making the site her own. After the liipse

of another twenty years, iVL Theodore Pavi descril)es it, in lii- $ iver, on a laro'i

Souvenirs A tlanii(pics, published at Paris in 1833, as still in tlk i ho del)ouclie

woods, a mere advanced post of civilisation on the outskirts ofaUelected. I hac
boundless waste. " To the houses of York," says he, " succeed

innnediately the forests, and how profound must be those immeiist

ft)rest3, when we reflect that they continue without interruption

till they lose themselves in the icy regions of Hudson's liay neml
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the Arctic Pole." Upwards of a quarter of a century has since

elapsed, and that for New-World cities is an seon. Every year

has witnessed more rapid strides, alike in the progress of Toronto,

and in the clearing and settling of the surrounding country. Kail-

ways have opened up new avenues of trade and commerce, and

bijvne troops of sturdy pioneers into the wilderness behind. So

rapid has been the clearing of the forest, and so great the rise in

the ])rice of labour, that fuel, brought from the distant coal-fields

of Ohio, already undersells the cord-wood hewn in Canadian

forests ; and even Newcastle coal warms many a luxurious winter

heartli. All is rife with progress. The new past is despised ; the

ohl past is vuiheeded ; and for antiquity there is neither reverence

nor faith. These are beginnings of history ; and are full of sig-

nificance to those who have wrought out some of the curious

problems of an ancient past, amid historic scenes contrasting in

all respects with this unliistoric but vigorous youth of the New
AVorld. And yet, as m'C shall see, it is not altogetlier new

;

the prin-p though we thus witness the seeds of future empires taking root

111 its soil. Tlie ancient forests which give way before the axe

)f the new settler, are not primeval. Beneath their roots lie

listoric memorials, not even now so thoroughly effaced that we

nust abandon all hope of recovering the chrijnicles of that world

efore Columbus, and learning something of what man was,

scarceljHittei'ly disassociated from everything which has made of us what

lire to,Hive are.

While thus witnessing the progress of the young Canadian

apital, it has been my fortune to look on the actual birth of a

eat city of the future. During the sumnier of 1855, a western

amble— undertaken in part for the purpose of exploring traces

a long -forgotten history, recorded in a subsequent cliapter

lovoted to the elucidation of the mining and metallurgy of

America's copper period, -termiiified at Fond du Lac, at the

lead of Lake Superior. Here, at the mouth of tlie Nemadji

iver, on a large bay into which the St. Louis and Aloues rivers

ilso del)ouclie, the site of the future city of Sujierior has l)een

elected. I had traversed nearly four hundred miles since leav-

nji' the Sault Ste. ^larie, itself a remote outp(.»st of civilisatic^n
;

,nd had noted with curious interest, in i)roof of our wandering

iito uiR'ulti\ated wilds, that part of the freight of the steamer to

!liiij,le Harbour consisted of compressed bundles of hay, brought

B

i!ll

II
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fruiri Detroit on Lake St. Clair, upwards of three liuiidred mile,

off, for the use of the cattle employed at the copper mines. Hun-

dreds of miles of unoccupied land lay between the Nemadji rivet

and the nearest settlements of Wisconsin or Minnesota, and count-

less millions of acres stretched away westward and northward

towards the Kocky Mountains and the pole. Yet here, on tlit

wild hunting-grounds of the Cliippewas, the future Superior City

was being laid off with a large expanse of " water-lots,"—a terit

of universal acceptance among Anglo-Americans in reference til

spots mapped off for redemption from river or lake. A plan

progress f(

Mississippi

rnptedly to

is only res

route l)y w
(Superior we

vast regions

tropical slu

transferred

to look wit

n embryo,

ificliigan, pei

uJ tlie Bait
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A'iewed ii

nd its tril)ut

peculiar clit^

yclo of their

ntouched by
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already completed, showed them encroaching on the channel of tlij j^reat revolu

river, and abridging the wide expanse of Superior Bay : a singu ; ; "We can only

larly characteristic type of the intrusive race which is everywlieiV ; |)ut liere we i

supplanting tlie Indian on his native soil. A party of Saultaiij '

the rude sliai

had constructed a group of birch-bark wigwams on Minnesoi

Point, and their slight canoes glided noiselessly over the bay j

Such the Indian of the Fond du Lac may have been a thousaiiLi^

years ago : as unprogressive and ephemeral in all his characteristkl

as he there appeared. The little spot on which his wigwam stamt

suffices for him, as it has done for all his fathers ; and, for the resi

he claims only a small tribute from the denizens of lake and forest

wild as himself Biit for the aggressive aspirations of the intrudei

nothing is too great ; and indeed such is the faith in the grea;

future which awaits this most western embryo metropolis of tlit

lakes, that two rival cities were already projected within a mile ciflBealure to the

two of each other. One of these, consisting of an unfinished fraiKMespects, no m
house and two or tln'ee k)g-shanties, was named Slterior ; tlitHoric rivers of ]

other, if possible in a still more rudimentary condition of developMlie UKjnument
ment, liad alretidy engrossed the more and)itious name of SuPERiii^ke tlie dikes

City. Yet o)ie or other of these is unquestionably the nucleus >

a great metropolis, destined ere another generation passes away,t

munber its inhabitants by thousands, where now only the wigw.t

of the Indian and the bivouac of the hunter are to be seen. I:

the coarse realities of conflict between rival specvdators and schciii

ing prijjectors, it is difficult for us to realize what may be abumlfjv

antly inanifest to other generations : that here, in the wild w(> |

is an event akin to that when Nimrod, tlie ])rimeval hunter, be;a:?'|

his kingdom of Isabel in the land of Shinai'.

Already the axe of the pioneer is levelliiig tlie forest, aiid clom

ing out the thoroughfares of the future ciiy
; while ]»lans aiv:

ate nearly ccje
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red iiiilt>H progress for making it the starting-point of a railway to the

s. Hun-H Mississippi, where it rulls its mighty volume of waters uninter-

adji rivetHruptedly to the Ctulf of Florida. The scheme cannot fail; for it

nd count-His only restoring, with greatly augmented facilities, the ancient

route hy which, as will he seen, the metallic treasures of Lake

Superior were distributed by ante-Columbian traders through the

vast regions watered by the IMississippi and its tribiitaries ; and

tropical shells, and other products of southern latitudes, were

transferred to the shores of the northern lakes. It is impossible

to look with indifference on such an initial stage of one of the

oieat revolutions begot by civilisati(.)n amid the western wilds.

We can only guess at the beginnings of ancient cities and empires

;

verywlieit ' but liere we are present at the birth, and look on the first clearings,

Saultaiix the rude shanty, the temjiorary pier and corduroy road for the city

iu embryo, destined to be what Chicago has proved for Lake

licliigan, perchance what St. Pctersliiu'g has been for the Neva

ulI the Baltic, or Alexandria once was, and may yet again be,

xir the Nile.

Viewed iu this light, the rem;irl. '

i

- features of Superior Bay

nd its tributary rivers with their j, ls and sand-belts, possessed

peculiar charm, thus seen, as it "v» ere. at the close of one great

ycle of their history, the gradual formation of ages, and still

ntouched by the hand of man. The frail village of wigwams and

(lie tiny fleet of birch-bark canoes, only added a characteristic

feature to the wild face of nature. In this, as in so many other

ihed frani|Sespects, no more striking contrast could be presented to the his-

moR ; t!; ^iric rivers of Europe, with their dikes, and jjiers, and breakwaters,

le monuments of enterprise and engineering skill : pertaining,

ke the dikes of the Essex nuirches on old Father Thames, to a

ate nearly coeval with the Christian era ; or reaching back, like

ose of the African Nile, to the birth-time of history and the

fancy of the human race. The contrast between the new and

e old is here suthciently striking. Yet the old also was once

,('\v ; liad even such boginiungs as this ; and was as devoid of

i«t(ny as the rawest clearing of the Far West.

There are other aspects also in whicli a New \\^nld, thus

\tcriiig on its historic I'f'e. is calculated to throw light on the

rinin of civilisation. Though neither its forests nor its aborigines

11 il ch';i! iv primeval, they realize i(.v us just such a ])riniitive condition

Ins all': 5 that in v.hicli human history appears to begin. In all the most
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characteristic aspects of the Indian, discussed in subsequent

chapters ; as well as in the traces of native American metallurgy,

architecture, letters, and science: we shall find reproduced tliel

same phases through which man passed in oldest preliistoric times;

and when, in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, we witness!

the mineral wealth of the Andes tempting European colonisation
|

beyond tlie Atlaiitic, we only see the expeditions of new Argo-

nauts ; and realize incidents of the first voyage to the Cassite I

rides ; or the planting of the infant colonies of Gadir, Massalo.j

and Carthage by Phoecian and Punic adventurers of the historic!

dawn.

lavui-e, iuheri
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CHAPTEE III.

THE PRIMF.V-VL TRANSITION.

THE PRIMEVAL FOREST— THE GENESIS OF MAN—NON-METALLURGIC ERAS- OSCILLA-

TIONS OF THE LAND—THE FLINT-FOLK OF THE DRIFT —ADVENT OF EUROPEAN

MAN— THE DRIFT IMPLEMENTS—CHRONOLOGY OF THE FRENCH DRIFT—SCOT-

TISH ALLUVIUM—PRECELTIC RACES—THEIR IMITATIVE ARTS—MAN PRIMEVAL

— HIS INTELLECTUAL CONDITION—INSTINCT—ACCUMULATED KNOWLEDGE-
PRIMEVAL BRITAIN—ITS FOSSIL FAUNA—BONE IMPLEMENTS—FOOD —AMERICAN

DRIFT—RELICS OF ANCIENT LIFE—EXTINCT FAUNA—MAN AND THE MASTODON

—INDIAN TRADITIONS—GIANTS—DRIFT DISCLOSURES— ANTIQUITY OF THE AME-

RICAN MA.V— PRIMITIVE ARTS.

I
On tlie busy scene of the Western Canadian capital, little more

Itlmn half a century ago, stood, as we have seen, the wigwam of the

llied jMan, and the forest swept like a leafy sea back from the

t
bores of the great lakes to the Arctic circle. At times a little

iiore remote, within the last three centuries, the same was the case

|)u every civic site of the New World. We call the forest primeval,

nd we speak of the savage as the child of nature. But we do

eitlier in any very strict or scientific sense. What, indeed, is the

aturrtl condition of man, is even now by no means a settled point.

But it cannot be overlooked that, while America discloses an

uteresting phase of primitive social life : the life of the forest

iivage, inherited from an ancient past ; beyond this lie lialf-

iblitcvated traces of an extinct civilisation, with memorials of rites

k1 mythology, which suggest comparisons with the oldest chro-

licles of social life in Egypt, India, and China. Nor are illustra-

iis of the first crude efforts of intellect, and the rudimentary

aces of art, peculiar to ancient races, or to be sought for only in

iriinitivc times. They renuun as expressive still in the ingenuity

f tlie Red Iiulian arrow-maker or pipe-sculptor, as when they

^wzzled tlie observant credulity of Herodotus, or dignified to

tacitiis tlie clironiclings of Bome's l)arl)ariaii con([uests. We

, 'i
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cannot, indeed, with all their aid, demonstrate man's primeval

condition, or the probable duration of tlie race; but they supply

very sij^nificant analogies to recently discovered works of art of tlie

cave-l)reccias and the drift, which tell us all that we yet know Ijv

means of geological revelations in reference to primeval man. In tlif

moral contrast which the savage presents to our conce|)tions of Edonk

life, no less curious questions are suggested as to the intellectual

endowments requisite for any consistent theory of Adamic creation.

Without looking fov systems of science in the Bible, which it

was never designed to furnish, either in relation to the organic ur

inorganic world : we nevertheless derive from thence incidental

notices of the highest value in reference to the genesis of man,

The geologist may turn aside from the Mosaic record as a book

never designed for his aid, but the ethnologist cannot do so, unless

he is prepared entirely to reject its authority ; for man is its thenio.

and the earth's creation is only considered tliere in so far as it

relates to him. Moreover, thei'e only can he look for any autlioii

tative information relative to the origin of our race. If that h

rejected, there remain for us only the vague inductions of science

on a point beyond its ken ; or the childish fables of tradition, in ;
•^

which the intellectual Greek and tlie initutored savage are on at>]
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par. There, then, we learn of primeval man as no savage, but all fidd a frush in

period" whicl

civilisation,

hat there exii

being of intellectual power and moral purity ; and other recol'd^

seem to point towards the same eastern area indicated thei'e as tlie

birthplace of the nations. But, also, the further investigations aivl I

pursued in other direction?, the more clearly does it seem to Ije i
uunan race, i

forced on our acceptance, that the primitive condition of man in 5 jjiase, and ma
eluded none of those a])])liances of inventive skill associated witli

all modern ideas of civilisation and intellectual progress ; but, uii

the contrary, the analogies to his earliest arts reappear in those ui>

the modern savage. It becomes important, therefore, to incpiiit

how far such seemingly contradictory indications admit of recon

eilement, or tend to favour the idea of man being merely the latea

result of physical processes by which the lowest have been trans-

muted into all higher forms of animal life.

Tlie investigation of the underlying chronicles of Euro])e's ww.'

ancient human history, has placed beyond question tliat its histori

period was preceded by an unhistoric one of long duration, mixvhii

by a slow progression from arts of the rudest kind to othei's wliiii.
,

involved the germs of all later development. From Europe, and tit

histcn-ic lands of Asia and Africa, we derive imr ideas of man Mmf s,

he workiiio' i
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and of the youngest of these continents, on which he has thus

advanced from savage artlessness to the highest arts of civilisation,

we have history, written or traditional, for at least two thousand

vears. But in the year 1492, a New World was discovered,

peopled with its own millions, for the most part in no degree

advanced beyond that primeval starting-point which lies for behind

Kurope's oldest traditions. To have found there beings strange as

tlie inhabitants of Swift's Houyhnhnm's Land, or the monsters

conjured up in the philosophic day-dreams of Sir Huni'^hry Davy

fur the peopling of other planets,^ would have see. ^ed wonder-

ful to the men of tliat fifteenth century than \\.. the> .d find :

man in a state of savage infancy, with arts altogether rudimentary

;

language withoiit letters, tradition without history, everything as it

were but in its beginning, and yet man himself looking back into a

]iast even more vast and vague than their own. The significance

(if this state of things is worth inquiring into, if it be for nothing

else than the light which the analogies of such a living present may
^tlirow on the inluncy of Europe, and bej'ond that, on the primal

[infancy of the human race.

Eecent discoveries of assumed traces of primeval art in the

iluvial formations both of France and England, have tended to

dd a iVesh interest to the investigation of that " primeval stone-

eriud" which underlies the most ancient memorials of Europe's

ivilisation. We learn from the oldest of all written chronicles,

lat there existed a period of some duration in the history of the

imnan race, during which man tilled the ground, pursued the

liase, and made garments of its spoils, withcuit any knowledge of

he working in metals, on which the simplest of all known arts

(end. Through such a primitive stage, it had already a])peared

me probable that all civilized nations had passed
;

''

before dis-

isures of a still older flint-period in the chrouielings of the drift

idded new significance to the term immcval, in its application to

le iion-nietallurgic era of Europe's arts.

The incredulity and even contempt with Avhich the a[»plicatioii

if a .system of archaeological periods to the anti<|uities of Britain

vas leceived, a few years ago, by a certain class of critics, was in-

vitable, fi'om the exclusive attention ])reviously devoted to Eoman
,nd incdiieval remains."' But the attention of the antiquary, as

' Coihsolathms in Travel, or the Last Daya of a Pli'tlosojiJur.

- Prclii.itoric Anniiln of Scotland, vol. i. )>. 41.

•' Vitle Piijgravo'.s U'lstorn of Normandy, \o\. i. ]>. 4()!) ; Wright's (Mt, Roman,
till Sii.roii, pp. vi. vii„ etc.

1
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both hy tlie discoveries of rudely fashioned flint hatchets and

spear-heads in the stratified «,a'avel of post-pliocene formations.

The artificial origin of these is nmintained on the authority of

geologists and arclueologists of the highest standing in ability and

experience ; and the circumstances attending their repeated dis-

covery place their remote antiquity beyond question. The diffi-

culty indeed is to bring the phenomena which their discoven

illustrates, into any conceivalde harmony with the limits of clivo

nology as hitherto applied to man. The preceltic architects of tlie

British long-barrow, and the allophyliai of the Eurt)pean stone aj;c,

are but men of yesterday in comparison with the Flint-Folk up

THE Drift. They belong to a lost Atlantis,- -another continent,

now in part at least buried beneath the ocean ; and compared Avitli

which the Old World of history is as new as that found for itlivf;

Columbus.

The disclosures of geology have familiarized us with the con-

viction that the " stable land," the " perpetual hills," and the " ever-

lasting mountains" are but figures of speech. But the idea force*

I

itself on reluctant minds that man himself has witnessed the dis k-,

appearance of Alpine chains and the submergence of continenU^

The Pacific archipelagos are but the mountain-crests of a soutlierii

continent, which in earlier ages may have facilitated the wanderin;;>

of the nations. The startling discoveries in the French and Englis!;

drift are results of oscillations of the northern hemisphere, wliicli

in times nearer to historic centuries, depressed the bed of tli4 ^i and islands o

Baltic in the era of the Danish kjokkenmoddingr, and made dnji \m\ their birt

land of the upper estuaries of the Forth and Clyde. It is doubtfiil.^^ Ijuk between
indeed, if the shallowing of Danish and Scottish seas by the ri

of their ocean beds is altogether a work of i^rehistoric times. TIk

rise still going on in parts of the Swedish coast is a phenomeiiui

long familiar to geologists ; and the upheaval of the Scottish regiu!

embracing the valleys of the Forth and Clyde, it now a})peari

probable has been protracted into historic times, and has evii,

affected the relative levels of sea and land since the building v,

the Eoman wall.

The changes thus witnessed on a comparatively small scale, ui

familiar areas, help us in some degree to estimate the vast physid

revolutions that have taken ]>lace throughout tlie northern homi

sphere within that recent geological period which succeeded tw

formation of the pliocene strata. Thronuhont extensive reui
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both in Europe and America, vast glacial fimnations of stratified

drift have effected the latest modifications, prior to the recent

superficial S(jil which overlies the fossiliferous strata. In a cliro-

noldj^ical point of view those glacial formations are separated by

an immense interval from any conceivable historic epoch ; and

every attempt to reconstruct the geographical features of Northern

Jlurope in that era of the drift, and to repeople it with its fossil

fauna, adds to the pi'oof that, in climate, physical contour, and

zoological characteristics, it differed little less widely from the

condition of the same regions within any known period of the

human epoch, than it is possible for imagination guided by the

disclosures of science to conceive. Nevertheless it is to this period

that the geoicjgist assigns the advent of the Flint-Folk of the Drift

:

a race of hunters and fishers not greatly differing in their rude

arts from the more immediate precursors of the Historic Eaces in

Europe's Stone Age ; but who nevertheless were contemporaneous

with the Siberian mamnioth and other extinct elephants, the woolly

rhinoceros, the musk ox, and the reindeer; and with numerous

extutot carnivora of proportions c(nTesponding to the gigantic her-

hivora on which they preyed.

The regions in wliich remains of the Flint Folk have hithert(j

chiefly occurred embrace the jdeasant valleys of Northern France

and Southern England, where now the vine and the hop clothe the

sunny slojies with their luxuriance. But as fresh evidence ac-

umulates, corres]iondiiig traces are found to extend to the shores

and islands of the ^Mediterranean, where history and civilisation

had then' birth. We search in vain, however, for any connecting

linlv botweon the oldest of historic races and those belonging to an

ra which one distinguished geologist has designated as " The

Second Elephantine Period;"^ when, acc(jrding to his reconstruc-

ion of the physical ge()gra])liy of the region, the Thames was a

ihutary of the Ehine. The English channel therefore was not

rot ill being. Britain existed only as part of a continent which

tvetched away uninterru])tedly northward toAvards the Arctic circle.

he u])heaval M'hich made dry land of the bed of the present Ger-

laii Ocean, and of much of that of the neighbouring Atlantic, was

cconipanied with a corres])ondiiig elevation of the mountains of

M'otland and Wales. Those accordingly constituted Alpine ranges

n wliich the ice and snows of a ]>eri(etual winter reigned ; and

i\here the whole glacial phenomena, studied at the present day in

' J. Trimmer : Jour, (rcol, Sor., vol. ix.
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Norway and Switzerland, were in active operation. The drift

deposited l)y icebergs durin^? a previous submergence was tliwi

excavated 1)y the descending glaciers, which as they receded kit

to the hills and vallcAs iheir present contour. IJivers also, foi

from the same source, bore along with tlieni the transported mate

rial, in the same way as the ithine and the Klione are freighted

with spoils from the Swiss Alps; and redisposing those in their

lower estuaries, they embedded in the new fornuition remains nf

contemporaneous fauna, and with them the Hint-implements of a

race of men who had already peopled the valleys and river-banks.

It thus appears that the advent of man in I«forthern Europe is

assignal)le to a period when the mastodon and the tichorine rhiiiu-

ceros still roamed its forests, and the (Jreat Cnve-tiger and other

extinct carnivora Inumted its caverns ; when the gigantic Irish elk,

the reindeer, the musk-buffalo, and the wild horse were objects dtj

the chase; and the hippopotanuis major was a summer visitor tn^

the Seine and the Thames. Fourteen year.s ago, when describiii;

'

Scottish aboriginal traces, I remarked :
" Tiieve is one certain poiii'

in this inquiry into primitive arts which the British antiquan

possesses over all others, and from whence he can start without

fear of error. From our insular position it is unquestionable that

the first colonist of the British Isles must have been able to con

struct some kind of l)oat, and have possessed sutlicient knowledi^'t

of navigation to steer his com'se through tlie open sea."^ It seeineJ

a postulate on wliicli the most cautious adventurer into the gieitt

darkness which lies behind us might coididently take his stand

But the point was no certain one after all. The fauna of the later

Elephantine ])eriod still roamed over a wide continent unbroko;

by the E'^glish Chainiel or the Irish Sea ; and the valley of tli

Ehine stretching northward through the still unsubmerged plain

of the German Ocean, received as tributaries the Thames and tk

Humber
;

perhaps also the Tweed and the Forth. jMeasurei

therefore by the most moderate estimate of geological chronolo;,'},

the historical period is, in relation to the interval since the h>\

appearance of man, somewhat in a ratio with the superficial soil

and vegetable mould, as compared with the whole deposits of tl;

stratified drift : in other words, it is so insignificant as, in a uoh

logical point of view, to be scarcely worth taking into account.

Wiiatever Ije the consequences involved ii.» such conq)reheii

sive inductions, proofs appear to accunndate with eveiy reiiewe':

' Prphintorh- Annalu of Scotkind, 1st Ed. j). 29.

iiLst iiiteri'stini.
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BCiirch, of the wide diffusion throughout tlie bone-hearing drift of

tlio Ele])hantine period, of synunetrically-fornied flints, bearing

liiiJubitable traces of intelligence and primitive mechanical skill.

It is the old argument of I'aley, reproduced in a form undreamt

ill his philosophy. " If," he miglit have said, " in digging into a

bank of gravel we find a flint, we do not pause to ask whence it

came ; but if our spade strike on a watch (" In the age of the

Flint-Folk mechanical ingenuity expended itself for other purposes

Itlian the manufacture of time-measurers ; l)ut if the artificial origin

[)f the implements of the drift be acknowledged, our greatest diffi-

culty is the length of time they indicate. On this subject, then, I

[iiay say that, after an intimate familiarity for u])wards of twenty

k-ears, with the flint and stone implements of Britain and the North

pf Europe ; and collecting in more recent years hundreds of speci-

mens on the American continent : I had an opportimity for the first

lime, in 18G4, of examining both in France and England several

lart'C collections of llint-im])k'inents from the tlrift. They differ

lor the most part in size, and also in type, from those found in

karly British or Danish grave-mounds ; but artificial origin and

iventive design are as ol.>vious in the one as in the other.

That forgery of drift-implements has been systematically ])rac-

bsed latterly by the French workmen is indisputable, but this need

hot affect the question. The facts connected with their discovery

lad been on record for nearly a century and a half before their

jiiTnificance was perceived ; and specimens have lain unheeded in

lie British Museum and in the collections of the Society of Anti-

lHuarians of London, with their human workmanship undisputed,

long as their origin was ascribed to Celtic art,^ In reality the

Ixplorers of the drift have been perplexeel by the very abundance

If the traces of ai't which it discloses. l)r Bigollot states that in

lie pits of .St. Acheul alone, between August and December 1854,

Mpwards of four hundred specimens were obtained. The lowest

Btimate of the number recovered in the valley of the Somme is

loOO ; but this is exclusive of the more dubious flint-flakes, styled

liiives, estimated by Sir Charles Lyell at many thousands more.^

Ill England flint implements of the same ])eculiar type have already

Jewarded research in many localities ; so that ]\Ir. Evans justly re-

i|iaiks :
" The number found is almost beyond belief" ^ But the

|iost interesting feature attendant on the later Euglisli discoveries

' Arrluiioloijia, vol. xiii. ]«. 20(5 ; vol. xxxviii. p. .SOI.

Antiquitji of Midi, ]>. 144. ^ Arrhnuloij'm, vol. xxxviii.
i>.

•_'0(i.
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is, tliat tliL! traces of man liavo there been sncccssf'nlly sonj^'lit inri

on i)urely <,'eolo^ical evidence. The archu'ohij^ist dij^s into tin

Celtic or Saxon barrow, and finds as his reward the iniplenient^l

and ])((ttery (»t' its l)nilder. Bnt Englisli geologists, having deter

mined the character of the tool- bearing gravel of the French drill

liave songht for the flint im])lements in con-esponding Englisli]

strata, as they would seek for the fossil shells of the same period,

and with like success. They have now been obtained in Suffolk,

Bedford, Hartford, Kent, JMiddlesex, and SuiTcy.^ So entirelyl

indeed has the man of the drift passed out of the province of the

arclueologist, that Mr. IVestwick follows up his " notes on further

discoveries of Jllinr implements in beds of post-jjliocene gi-avel ami

clay," in 18G1, with a list of forty-one localities where gravel aiid

clay-pits, or gravel-beds occur, as some of the places in the soiulij

of England Avhere he thinks flint implements may also by diligewj

search p(jssibly bo fountl, and subsequent discoveries have con

firmed his anticipations.

The only element which tends in any degree to detract froni^

the incontrovertible for'^e of this accumulated proof is that where

ever the wrf)Ught flints are discovered in situ, they appear to occuil

in beds of gravel and clay abounding in un^^Tought flints in evenj

stage of accidental fracture, and including many which the most expe-

rienced arclueologist woidd hesitate whether to classify as of natural

or artificial origin. If, therefore, only a few widely scattered sijeai

head and almond shaped flints had been found, the theoiy of tlieirl

accidental fracture into such regular shapes might be entertained,!

notwithstanding the absence of any natural tendency in the con-

clioidal fracture of the flint to develop such types. But the samel

artificial forms are repeated by thousands ; and so far as appears a!|

present, they occur in the river valleys, where the experience e:

the arclueologist would lead him to look for the traces of \\\\<\

hunting and fishing tribes ; and in the same mammaliferous strati

to which that of the geologist directs him when in search of re-

mains illustrative of the extinct fauna of the post-pliocene age.

Without, therefore, attempting to reduca; this geological chrondlogy

to years, or even to centuries, it obviously points to an era lyinuiii

tirely beyond the province of the histfn-ian.

The relative chronology of the French drift is : \st, superficiiilly,

tombs and other remains of the lioman period, scarcely perceptiUy

affected in their geological relations by nearly the whole interval

1 Jom-)i. (7eoI. Sor. Lond, vol. xvii. pp. 322, 368 ; vol. xviii. p. 113, etc.
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ot'tlic (.'hrlstiaii era; 2(f, in the alluviiuii, seeiiiiii«,'ly tuuliedded ])y

niitunil accumuluticjii, at an averaj,'e <k'[ith of 15 feet, remains of

the European stono j)eriod, corre.sj)onding to those of the recently

discovered jifahlbanten, or lacnstrino villages of the Swiss Lakes
;

iiiul, 3^/, the to(jl-l)earing gravel, end^eiUling works of the Flint-

Fulk, wrought seemingly when the rivers were hut beginning the

work of excavating the valleys which give their present contour to

tlie liindsca[)es of France ami England.

With such indications (jf the remoteness of the era of the Drift

-

Folk it scarcely calls for special notice, that their tools corresj)ond

to some of those found in the cave-deposits, as in Kent's Hole,

Devonshire ; hut that they are readily distinguisliable from the

smaller implements and weap(jns of the same material wrought by

the [)riinitive Barrow -liuilders of Europe, or by modern savage

|tril)es still ignorant oi' metallurgy. From whatever point we

liittempt to view the novel facts thus presented to (jur considera-

tion, it becomes e(iually obvious that we are dealing with the traces

(if a period irreconcilable with any received system of liistorie

chronology ; but within which, nevertheless, we are compelled to

recognise many indicatiims of the presence of man.

By evidence of a like character, the intermediate but still

veniote periods of prehistoric centuries are i)eoi)led -with similar

races of men. Proofs of oscillation, upheaval, and derangement of

the course of ancient rivers, had furnished indication,^! of the

cuornious lapse of time embraced within the liritish stone-periotl

hofore the discoveries of Abl)eville and Amiens were heard of.^ In

the year 1819 there was ilisclosed in the alluvium of the carse-

jland, where the river Forth winds its circuitous course through

ancient historic scenes, the skeleton of a gigantic whale, with a

[lerforated lance or harpoon of deer's horn beside it. They lay

together near the base of Dunmyat, one of the Ochil Hills, twenty

feet above the highest tide of the neighbouring estuary. Over this

m accumulation of five feet of alluvial soil was covered with a.

:hin bed of moss. The locality was examined at the time, and the

k'vcls noted, by scientific observers peculiarly competent to the

Itask ; and at the same time sufficient traces of the old lloman

Xauseway were (jl)served, leading to one of the fords of the Forth,

I'l [)rove that no important change had taken place on the bed of

:hc river, or the general features of the strath, during the era of

luthentic history.""' Nor was this examiile a solitary one. Eemains

' Pnliisl. AinuiLf of Scotlaiul, l.st Eil., p. 33. ^ //,/,-,j. p/,ii_ Jour., i. .S9.").

t
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of gigantic Balaeiipe have been repeatedly found ; and one skeleton
I

discovered in 1824, seven miles farther inland, was deposited in

the Museum of Edinburgh University, along with the primitive

harpoon of deer's horn found beside it, which in this instance

retained some portion of the wooden shaft by which it had been

wielded. Among antique spoils recovered at various depths in the

same carse-land, the collection of the Scottish Antiquaries includes

a primitive querne, or hand-mill, fashioned from the section of an

oak,—such as is still in use by the Indians '^f America for pound-

ing their grain ;—and a wooden wheel of ingenious construction,

found with several flint arrow-heads alongside of it.

With such well-authenticated and altogether indisputable evi-

dence already in our possession, the additions made to our grounds

for belief in the antiquity of the prehistoric dawn of Britain or

Europe, do not materially afi'ect the conclusions thereby involved,

though they add to the apparent duration of the human era.

Whatever difficulties may seem to arise from the discoveries at

Abbeville and Amiens, or the older ones at Gray's Inn Lane,

Hoxne, and elsewhere, in relation to the age of man : the chrono-

logy which suffices to embrace the ancient Caledonian whaler

within the period of human history will equally adapt itself to more
i

recent disclosures. And lying, as tlie Scottish relics did, almost

beneath the paving of the Eoman causeway : they suffice to shoM-

that discoveries relative to the British Celt of Julius Cresar's time,

or to the Eomanized Briton of Claudius or Nero, which hav'

hitherto seemed to the antiquary to illuminate the primeval

dawn, bear somewhat less relation to the period to which the

Dunmyat and Blair-Drunnnond Moss harpoons belong, than the

American aborigines of the fifteenth century do to primevnl

centuries of the New World. The very question raised anew

by such disclosures as the British drift, ossiferous caves, grave

mounds, and chance deposits reveal, is whether the ancient Celt,

on whom Eoman and Saxon intruded, was not himself an intruder

on older allophylian occupants ? ^ If he was not, we are left to

imagine for his race an antiquity and a history, compared with

which the dreams of Merlin and the fables of Geoffrey of Mon-
mouth are credible things.

There is a certain remote epoch in most men's ideas of the past,

* This question was first hroiight forward liy tho aiitlior in an '* Inquiry into

the Evident'e of the Existence of rrimitive luices in .Suothuiil la-ior to the Ceha'."—BrUinh Assnjiatioi) Rrjior/, 1S5().
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by 110 means uniformly defined, beyond which all becomes vague

aiiti(iuity, and whatever it may disclose is assumed to have been

(contemporaneous. The Roman antiquary long dealt with the

historic remains of Europe as exclusively his own
;
just as the

Indian of Central America is content to ascribe its ruins to the

(inticjuos, and the geologist once referred all organic remains to the

Deluge. But this, which was inevitable at an earlier stage of

inquiry, when all means for recovery of a knowledge of the past

seemed exhausted, resolves itself into a definite recognition of

relative antiquity, in no degree calculated to preclude u just esti-

luation of the researches of the Eoinan antiqiiary.

With the advent of man antedated in geological eras, the

Roman period becomes, in truth, a part of very modern history

;

and the vast ages computed to have intervened between the two

periods baftle the fancy in its efforts to comprehend the links by

which they are connected. But crude as are the arts of that pri-

meval age, they are not more so than were those of the New World

of the fifteenth century, liecent explorations in the Dordogne

Caverns, disclose ingeniously carved bone inqilements and engraved

slates, revealing an imitative skill and esthetic development akin

to that which attracts the notice of the ethnologist in ancient and

modern arts of the American man. If by the aid of those singu-

I

larly interesting dischjsures of the caverns of Central France, we

}do indeed recover traces of the Flint-Folk belonging to an era

estimated by some scientific chronologists as antedating our own

by 100,000 years, it is of no slight importance to perceive that the

[interva^ which has wrought such revolutions on the earth as are

I
lecorded in the maminaliferous drift, show man the same reasoii-

I
ing, tentative, and inventive inec^hanician, as clearly distinguished

then from the highest orders of contemporary life of the Elephan-

tine or Cave periods, as he is now from the most intelligent of the

brute creation. In truth, so far from arriving by such disclosures

any nearer the assumed anthropoid link between man and the

brutes, the ohlest art-traces hitherto recovered unquestionably be-

{long to a being superior to many savage races of the present day.

Much of the reasoning relative to the characteristics which

[archaeological discoveries assign to man in his primeval con-

[ditioii, originates in an illogical association of the concomitants

r modern intelloctua] and social progress with the indispensable

[vequisites of man's primary condition as created in the Divine

inia^o, a being of intellectual and moral purity. It is not nrces-

!!
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sary for the confirniatioii of a primeval stone or flint period, that

we degrade man from that majestic genesis of our race, when lie

heard the voice of the Lord God amongst the trees of Paradise and

was not afraid. Still less is it requisite that we make of him that

" extinct species of anthropoid animal " hastily invented by over-

sensitive Mosaic geologists to meet the problematic case of pleisto-

cene products of r.rt. In that primeval transition of the ethnologist

in which geology draws to a close and archaeology has its beginning,

when the old orders of organic life were disappearing to make way

for a new and far higher order of beings : amid strange beasts of

the earth, cattle, and creeping things, we discern

•' Two of far nobler shape, erect and tall,

Godlike erect, with uative honour clad

In naked majesty, seem'd lords of all

;

And worthy seem'd : for in their looks divine

The image of their glorious Maker shone.

Truth, wisdom, sanctitude, severe and pure.

Severe, but in true filial freedom placed ;

Whence true authority in men."

But if our modern technological standards are to be the only

received tests of intellectual nobility, " liis fair large front and
|

eye sublime," with all the grand suggestive picturings of Milton's

primeval man, are vain. His arts, though ample enough for all I

his wants, by sucli modern standards declare him no better than

" the ignoble creature that arrow-heads and flint knives Avonld
|

indicate." He needed no weapons for war or the chase ; imple-

ments of husbandry were scarcely less superfluous, amid a profusion
i

ampler than the luxuriant plenty of the islands of the Southern

Ocean. The needle and the loom were as foreign to his wants as I

the printing-press or the electric telegraph. What did he want

with the potter's wlieel, or the sculptor's chisel, or tiie mason's

tools ? And if his simple wants did suggest the need of some
|

cutting implement, the flint knite, or

" Such other gardening tools as art, yet rude,

Ouiltloss of fire, had formed,"

harmonize witli the simplicity of that primeval life, and its easv

toils, far more naturally than the most artistic Shefiield cutlerv

could do, with all its requisite preliminary processes of miiiiiij;,

smelting, forging, grinding, and hafting the needless tool.

The idea whicli associates man's intellectual elevation with tmi
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accompaniments of mechanical skill, as though they stood some-

how in the relation of cause and effect ; and with the intellectual

as the offspring, instead of the parent of the mechanical element

:

is the product of modern thought. The very element which begets

the miintellectual condition of the ignoble savage is that his whole

energies are expended, and all his thoughts are absorbed, in pro-

viding daily food and clothing, and the requisite tools by which

tliose are to be secured ; or where, as in the luxuriant islands of

Polynesia, nature seems to provide all things to his hand, his

degraded moral nature unparadises the Eden of the bread-fruit

tree.

A primeval " Stone period" appears to underlie the most remote

traces of European civilisation; and not only to carry back the

evidence of man's presence to greatly more ancient times than any

hitherto conceived of : but to confirm the idea that his earliest

condition was one not only devoid of metallurgy, but characterized

by mechanical arts of the very simplest kind. But that man was,

therefore, of necessity, a savage, is very far from being a legitimate

conclusion. The degradation of his moral nature, and not the

absence of the arts which we associate with modern luxury and

enterprise, made him a savage. The Arab sheikh, wanderuig with

his flocks over the desert, is not greatly in advance of the Indian

of the American forests, either in mechanical skill or artistic

refinement
;
yet the Idumean Job was just such a pastoral Arab,

hut, nevertheless, a philosopher and a poet, far above any who
dwelt amid the wondrous developments of mechanical and artistic

progress, in the cities of the Tigris or the Euphrates. It is not to

he inferred, however, that the whole history of the human race,

and each of its separate divisions, is affirmed by the archjeologist

to disclose a regular succession of periods—Stone, Bronze, and

Iron, or however otlierwise designated,—akin to the organic dis-

ilosures of geology ; or that where their traces are found, they

necessarily imply such an order in their succession. The only

true analogy between the geologist and the arclueologist is, that

bolli find their evidence embedded in the earth's superficial crust,

and deduce the chronicles of an otherwise obliterated past by

legitimate induction tlierefrom. The radical difference between

llic pnheontologist and the ethnologist lies in tliis, that the one

aims ut recovering the history of unintelligent divisions of extinct

lil'e ; the other investigates all that pertains to a still existent,

capable of advancing from his own j)ast condition,

c

! I
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or returniiiL>- to it, under the most diverse externtil fii'cuiiistancui<.

Exccptin<^', tlieretore, tlie nature of their evidence, aiul tlieir mode

of using it, all is contrast rather than comparison.

Amid that strangely diversified scries of organic heings wliicli

]>ertains to the studiiis of the geologist, there aj^pears at length one,

" the beauty of tlie world, the paragon of animals," ^ made in tliu

image of God ; a being capable of high moral and intellectual

elevaticm, fertile in design, and with a capacity for transmittiii;i

exi)eriencB, and working out comprchensi\e ]»lans by the eond)iiu!(l

labours of many successive generations. In all this there is iin

analogy to any of the inferior orders of being. The works of tlie

ant and the beaver, the coral zoophyte and the bee, disjday singula'

ingenuity and powers of combination ; and each fciithered songstw

builds its nest with wondrous forethought, in nature's appointed

season. I'ut the instincts of the inferior orders of creation are in

vain compared with the devices of mar., even in his savage state.

Their most ingenious works cost them no intellectual effort to

acquire the crait, and experience adds no improvements in all tlie

continuous labours of the wonderl'ul mechanicians. The lieaver

constructs a dam more perfect than the best achievements of human

ingenuity in the formation of breakwaters, and builds for itself a

hut which the author of the Decline and Fall of iJic Roman Frnpin

justly contrasts in architectural skill with the ruder dAvelling o|

the Asiatic Tartar. The bee, in forming its cell, solves a mathe-

matical pr(jblem which has tasked the labours of acutest analysts.

But each ingenious artificer is jmictising a crait which no master

taught, and to which it has nothing to add. The woiulrou- in-

stinctive, living machine creates for itself the highest pleasure it

is capalde of, in working out the art with which it is divinely

endowed ; and accomplishes it with infallible accuracy, as all [[-i

vntaught predecessors did, and as, without teaching, each new-

born successor Vvill do. To such architects and artists histon

does not pertain, for their arts knew no ]»rinieval condition

of imperfection, and witness no progress. Of their works, as (il

their organic structure^ one exam])le is a sufficient type of tlio

Avh(jle. The pahijontologist's relics of ])readamite life have licen

designated by (,ne popular geologist, "the jNIedals of Creation;"

and the term, though borrowed fnnn the anticpiary, has a signi

ticance which ])('culiarly marks the contrast now referred to lie

tw(>en the objects nf study of the geologist and tlio arclueologist

' IIa,III'/. .\ct ii. sc. 'J.
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Like medals struck in tlie same die, the multitude of examples oi'

an extinct species, each exquisitely sculptured coral, and every

last of a symmetrical sigillaria, repeat the same typical charac-

teristics ; and the poet's fancy may be accepted as literally true,

in relation to the most ingenious arts which engage the study of

the naturalist :

—

" All the winged habitants of paradise,

Whose songs once mingled with the songs of angels,

Wove their first nests as curiously and well

As the wood miastrcl in our evil day

After the labour of six thousand years." ^

iJut with the relics of human art, even in its most primitiv'^e and

nuliiiientary forms, it is otherwise. Each example possesses an

individuality of its own, for it is the product of an intelligent will,

ciipable of development, and prcjfiting by experience.

Accumulated knowledge is the grand characteristic of man.

Every age bequeaths some results of its experience ; and this

(•(institutes the vantage ground of succeeding generations. The

deterioration which follows in the wake of every ini[)ediment to

sucli transmission and accumulation of knowledge, no less essen-

tially distinguishes man frcmi the ingenious spinners, weavers,

mid builders, wIkj recpiire no lesson from the past, and bequeath no

experience to the I'uture. jNIan alone can be conceived of as an

intelligent mechanician, starting with the first rudiments of art,

devising tools, initiating knowledge, and accumidating experience.

Whatever, therefore, tends to disclose glimpses of such a primitive

condition, and of his earliest accpiisitions in mechanical arts and

nietallurgic knowledge, helps to a just conception of primeval man,

and points to the beginning of the race. Let us then glance at the

evidence we possess of such an initial stage of being. And first

in seeming chronological order are those traces of human arts in

liie drii't, or in ossiferous caves, among the bones of strange orders

iif beings hitherto 8U]»])osed to have hjng preceded the existence ol'

man. In the ancient alluvial de])osits—most modern among the

strata of tlie geok)gist, —lie abundant traces of extinct animal life,

lielonging to that recent transitional era of the globe in which man
was introduced. In nearly all respects they present a contrast to

evervthing we are familiar with in the history of our earth as the

theatre of hunnui action. In a zoological point of view tliey in

I'lude man and the existing races of animals, as well as extinct

' Moutgoniery, Pelkan IkIiukI.
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races which appear to have been contemporaneous with indigenous

species. To the archjeologist they are rich in records of that prim-

eval transition in whicli the beginnings of history lie. How early

in that closing geological epoch man appeared, or how late into that

archieological era the extinct fossil mammals survived, are the two

independent propositions which the sister sciences have to establish

and reconcile.

The insular character of Great Britain renders it a peculiarly

interesting epitome of archaeological study, a microcosm complete

in itself, and little less ample in the variety of its records than the

great continent, divorced from it by the ocean
;
yet the question, as

we have seen, is reopened : Was it already insular when its earliest

nomade trod its luihistoric soil ? The Caledonian allophylian, as

we now know, pursued the gigantic Bala3na in an estuary which

swept along the base of the far-inland Ochils, and guided his tiny

canoe, above an ocean bed, which had to be u]iheaved into the sun-

shine of many centuries before it could become the arena of deeds

tlirt live associated on the historic page with the names of AgTicola,

Edward, Wallace and Bruce, of Montrose, Cromwell, and Mar. Its

history dawns in an era of geological mutation
;
yet not more so

than such as is now at work in other and neighbouring historic

lands. It is a type of the changes which were working elsewhere,

and gradually transforming that strange post-tertiary microcosm

into the familiar historic Britain of this nineteenth century.

From an examination of its detritus and included fossils, and

from the disclosures of peat-mosses, we learn that, at the period

when the British Isles were tai.en possession of by their fii-st

colonists, the country must have been ahnost entirely covered

with forests, and overrun by animals long since extinct. In the

deposits of marl that underlie the accumulated peat-bogs of

Scotland and Ireland, are found abundant remains of the fossil

elk, an animal far exceeding in magnitude any existing species

of deer. Its bones have been found—at Walton, in Essex, for

example,—associated with skeletons of the mastodon, and in the

diluvium at Follcstone, with numerous teeth, jaws, and detached

bones of the extinct rhinoceros, hippopotamus, liyena, fossil ox,

etc.
;
yet little doubt is now entertained that the elk was con-

temporaneous with man in the British Isles. Stone hatchets, flint

arrow-lieads, and fragments of pottery have been recovered along

side of the skeleton, under circumstances that satisfy geologists,

as well as archa'ologists, of their contemporaneous deposition ; it>
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bones liave been found with the tool marks of the flint chisel

and saw ; and evidence of various kinds seems to exhibit this

rrigantic deer as an object of the chase, and a source of primitive

food, clothing, and tools.

Professor Jamieson and Dr. Mantell note the discovery, in

the county of Cork, of a human body exhumed from a marshy

soil, beneath a peat-bog eleven feet thick. The soft parts were

converted into adipocire, and the body, thus preserved, was

enveloped in a deer-skin of such large dimensions, as to lead

them to the opinion that it belonged to the extinct elk. In

18G3, Professor Beete Jukes exhibited to the geological sec-

tion of the British Association, the left femur, with a portion

of one of the tines of an antler, recently dug up in the vicinity

of Edgeworthstown, lying in marl, under forty feet of bog. A
transverse cut on the lower end of the femur corresponded with

another on the antler, by which they appeared to have been

adapted for junction. After carefully examining this bone, I

entertain no doubt of its having been cut by a sharp tool, and

purposely prepared as the haft of the horn blade which lay beside

it. When the two were fastened together, they must have made a

very formidable weapon. Other bones of this fossil deer have been

repeatedly obsei'ved to bear marks of artificial cutting ; but one of

the most interesting evidences of their use in comparatively recent

times, was produced at a meeting of the Archaeological Institute,

June 3, 1864. The Earl of Dunraven then exhibited an imperfect

Irish lyre, found in the moat of Desmond Castle, Adare, the

material of which was pronounced by Professor Owen to be bone

of the Irish elk. Increasing evidence, therefore, appears to con-

firm the belief that this now extinct species was coeval with the

aborigines of the British Islands.

In the same recent formations abundant traces of animals occur

having a special interest in relation to our present subject, as not

only adapted for the chase, but suitable for domestication. Of the

ancient British Bovidcc, the remains of the Bos primigcnms are of

frequent occurrence, especially in the alluvial deposits of Scotland.

One skull, in the British Museum, from Perthshire, measures a yard

in length, and the span of the liorns is forty -two inches. Sir Henry

de la Beche refers, in the Geological Observer, to the discovery, in

various submarine forests, of foot-prints mingling with smaller

ones of the deer, which he conceives may have been those of the

great fossil ox. Of its existence contemporaneously with man no
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(lonltt can bu outertaiiUHl, lov its bonus iiro met with in j^icat

iil)nn(lance Ijotli in tiio Danisli sliell-niounds and the Swiss hike

(hvellinj^s ; and have been found in I'ritisli tunmli, and even

niinj^ling- with llonian remains.

Tlie evidence supplied by the ossilerous caves of England, as ol

the continents of Europe and America, is full of interest from cor-

responding revelations. Kirkdale Cave, Yorkshire, has actiuiretl fi

s[»ecial celebrity from the descri[)tion and illustration of its contents,

i^iven by Dr Buekland in his lieliquiw Dilvvinncc, in connexion

with a (liluvial theory subsequently abandoned ; and Kent's Hole,

near Torbay, one of the richest depositories of British i'ossil earn!

vora, yielded no less remarkal)le traces of ])rimitive mechanical arts.

Fio. 1.- liritisli Boiu' Inipli incuts

Intermingled with remains of the rhinoceros, cave-hyena, grciit

cave-tiger, cave-bear, and other fossil mammalia in unusual al)uiKl

ance, lay numerous implements wrought from their bones ; and tlie

investigation of the Brixhain Cave, in the same vicinity, in 1858, liy

competent scientific explorers, guided by the accumulated know-

ledge and experience of upwards of thirty years, gave precision tn

the ideas already entertained, of the coexistence of man witli the

extinct fauna of the caves. His tools of bone, like otliers iouml

on many primitive British sites, exhibit the most infantile stii^u

of rudimentary art. Fragments of sun-baked urns, anil rouiidcil

slabs of slate of a plate-like form, were associated with the ti'aco^

of rufle culinary practices, illustrative of the hal^ts and tastes it
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the priinoval siivnge. iJroki'U jxtttevy, cnlciiunl 1m>iu^><, chaivuiil, und

iishcs, showed wliovc the hearth of the allopliyliau Ihitou had

stood ; and ah)ii^ witli tliese hiy dis!i)ei.sed the iliuts, in all con-

ditions, from the rounded mass as it came out of the chali<, tlir(ju<^h

various staj>es of progress, on to finished arrow-heads and hatchets
;

while small flint-chi[)s, and i)artially used Hint-blocks, thickly

scattered through the soil, served to inih'cate that the liritish trog-

Iddyte had there his workshop, as well as his kitchen, and wrouglit

the raw material of that primeval stone-period into the recpiisite

tools and weapons of the chase. Xor were indications wanting of

the specific food of man in tlie remote era thus recalled for us.

jjesides accumulated bones, some at least the spoils of the chase,

there lay heaped t(jgethcr near the mouth of the cave a numher oi'

shells of the mussel, limpet, and oyster, with a palate of the scarus :

iuilicating that the aboi'igines found their precarious subsistence

t'roia the alternate i>roducts of the chase and the spoils (jf the

iieighhom'ing sea.

The same fact is further illustrated by similar relies of a more

recent subterranean stone dwelling at Savrock, near Kirkwall, in

Orkney, situated, like the natural Torbay cavern, close to the sea-

shore. Accumulated remains of charcoal and })eat ashes lay inter-

mingled with bones of the small northern shee]), the horse, ox,

deer, and whale, and also with some rude implements illustrative

of primitive Orcadian arts ; while a layer of shells of the oyster,

escallo]), and periwinkle, the common whelk, the purpura, an<l the

limpet, covered the floor and the adjacent ground, in some places

half a toot deep.

In the interval since 1 first drew attention to such traces of Scot-

laml's prehistoric centuries, this class of remains has excited special

interest; and ancient shell-mounds, analogous t(i the Kjokenmood-

iiigs of Denmark, have been discovered and explored on the coasts

(jf Elgin and Inverness-shire, with similar results. But the additi^)n.s

thus made to our knijwledge of primitive ages are slight, in com])ari-

sou with those recently derived from the exploration of caves in

Central France. The Dordogne caverns show man contem])oraneous

with the reindeer, the fossil elk, and other extinct animals indica

tivc of a totally different climatic condition ; devoid api)areutly

of metals
;
yet engraving rei)resentations of natural (iltjects, sucli

as figures of i'amiliar (piailrupcds, on ])lates of deer's-horn ; and

otherwise furnishing remarkable prooi's that the European man of

that i)rimoval ev.i stood out with as clear a line of <lemarciitii)U

i •/ i
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from tlie iiratidiial bvute, as tlie Ked man of tliu New World does

at the present time. ^ But the discoveries so replete with interest

and value, which thus extend the resources of the European arclupo-

logist and anthropologist, are only known to me through the onli

nary channels of information ; and I turn therefore to another field

of study and research, rendered valuable by the contrast which it

presents in all ways to that of historic Europe, with its confusinj;

elements pertaining to times when the ambition of Rome so over-

rode all nationalities, and obliterated the memories of history, that

even now it is hard to persuade some men there was a European

world before that of the Caisars,

The city of Toronto, on the northern shore of Lake Ontario, is

built on the drift clays which have accumidated above the rocks of

the Lower Silurian formation to an average depth of upwards of

thirty feet, and in some places to more than seventy feet, Tlie

construction of an esplanade along the lake shore of the city, din-

ing recent years, exposed a cutting of upwards of two miles in

length, and laid bare the virgin soil of the most populous site now

devoted to the civilizing processes of European colonization in

Upper Canada. The same drift clay and gravel have been exposed

in nimierous other excavations, but hitherto without disclosures of

interest to the archseologist. In one case only, so far as I have

been able to ascertain, did any trace of prior liiiman presence

appear. At the depth of nearly two feet from the surface, in front

of the Parliament buildings, the bones and horn of a deer lay amid

an accumulation of charcoal and wood ashes, and with them a, rude

stone chisel or hatchet. But the travelled fossils of the Toroiitu

drift are of a very different era, and belong to the Hudson rivor

group of the Lower Silurian, like the rocks on which it is super-

imposed. With varying organic remains embedded in its clay and

gravel, the same formation overlies the true fossiliferous rocks of

Western Canada ; and seems to make of its long stretch of wooded

levels and gentle undulations, a country fitted to slumber througli

untold centuries under the shadow of its pine-forests, a type of the

earth of primeval man, until the new-born mechanical science of

Europe provided for it the railway and the locomotive, and made

its vast chain of rivers and lakes a highway for the steamboat,

With such novel facilities added to the indomitable energy of tlio

intruding occupants, the whole face of the continent is in rapid

process of tr. nsformation ; and it is well, ere the change is coin-

• Compt-s Bendtts, Feb. 29, 1804.
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pleted, that some note bo made of ivory deciphemblo index of the

characteristics of a past thus destined to speedy obliteration.

From the uncleared wilds that still occupy the shores of Lake

Superior, south-eastward through the great lakes and rivers to the

vaUcy of the St. Lawrence, those drift deposits reveal to the geolo-

oist marvellous changes that have transpired in that extensive area

(if the North American continent, through a greatly prolonged

period of what to him are recent times. Along the low shores

stretching away from the rapids of Sault Ste. IVLarie to Lake

Superior, huge granitic boulders lie strewed like the wreck of

some Titanic Babel ; and wherever the waves of the St. Lawi-ence

reopen the deposits along the lower portion of the valley in which

they now lie, the sea-bottoms of an ancient ocean are revealed, fre-

quently with littoral or deep-sea shells embedded at different levels

in the stratified drift. But remote as is the antiquity, according to

all human chronology, to which the fauna of these beds of marine

detritus belong, the paloeontologist detects among their post-tertiary

fossils the phoca, balrona) of more than one sjiecies, fishes, articulata,

and the shells of many mollusca still inhabiting the neighbouring

ocean along the northern Atlantic coasts. The period, therefore,

which embraces those relics of ancient life is the same to which

man belongs, and they mark for it one of the phases of that last

transitional era during which the earth was being prepared for his

entrance upon it. Since the natica, fusus, tuiTitella, and other

marine animals of the post-pliocene period, were the living occu-

pants of the St. Lawrence valley, vast changes have been wrought

on the physical geography of the continent. The relative levels

of the sea and land have altered, so as to elevate old sea-mar-^ins

to the slopes of lofty hills, and leave many hundred miles inland

escarpments wrought by the waves of that ancient sea. The con-

ditions of climate have undergone no less important changes, de-

veloping in a corresponding degree the new character and conditions

of life pertaming to this bed of an extinct ocean : covered with

successive deposits of marine detritus, rfhd then elevated into the

regions of sun and rain, to be clothed with the umbrageous forest,

and to become the dwelling-place through another dimly-measured

period, of the wapiti, the beaver, and the bison ; and with them, of

the Iroquois, the Huron, and the Chippewa : all alike the fauna of

conditions of life belonging to a transitional period of the New
World preparatory to our own.

Marvellous as are those cosmical revoluti<nis belonging to the
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period of ('nit'r<;'oii('i! of the iiovfli((ni /one of Aiiioricii from the- ^Tciit

Arctic Ocean : wlieii wc, look on ciuih ('oniplctcd whole tlio [»roc('s.

uppciirs to have bei'ii cliuracterizcilliy no :il)Mornial violence. Slowly

thron.uli lonj;' centuries the ocean .shallowed. 'I'lu; diH;|> sea (U'^aii

isms of a former ^ienoration were overlaid by the littoral shells of a

newer marine life, and then the ti(hil waves retreated from the

emer}i,inf^' .sea-beoch ; mitil now we mok far down in the^nlf of Un'

St. Lawrence and on the coast of Labrador for the livin;.;' descend

ants of species gathered from the [xist pliocene drift. Thns tin

closing" epoch of geology in the New World, as in the Old, is brounln

into contact witlithat in whiidi its arclueoloj^y 1>egina ; and we look

npon the North American continent as at length prepared for tlif

presence of man.

Such records are here noted among' the disclosures of the great

valley of the St. Lawrence, which drains well-nigh hidf a continent;

for it is in the valleys by which the present drainage of histori(

areas takes place, that not only such deposits of recent shells and

fossil relics of existing fauna occur : but also that the most ex-

tensive remains of extinct mammalian fauna are di.sclosed, in assn

ciatiou with objects serving to link them with those of modern enis.

In formations of this character have been found, in the lower valley

of the Mississippi, the Elcpliaa pnmi(/cniicii,t\ni Madodim Ohiof/icus^

the Mcgalonyx, Mcnalodon, Krrptodon, and the Eqnus curvidcm, (i;

extinct American horse ; with many other traces of an unfamiliiu

fauna, and also a flora, contemporaneous with those gigantic main

mifers, but which also include both marine and terrestrial represen-

tatives of existing species. Corresponding in its great geograpjiical

outlines very nearly to its ])resent condition, the American con-

tinent must have presented in nearly all other characteristics a

striking contrast to its modern asi)ect : clothed though it seems tn

us in primeval forests, and scarcely modified by the presence (it

man. In the post-pliocene formations of South Carolina, exposed

along the bed of the Ashley lliver, remains of the megatherium,

megalodon, and other gigantic extinct mammals occur, not only

associated with existing species peculiar to the American continent,

but also apparently with others, hithertvt believed to have been

domesticated and intnxlnced for the iirst time l>y modern European

colonists. I^ut more interesting for our present pur])ose, as possildy

indicating the cinitemporaneous existence oi some of those strangle

mammals with man, are notices of remains of human art in tli

same formation. Professor Holmes, in exhibiting a eollcfitioii n!
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|'o,s.t
• i''i»ifi ill' |K'Ht-[»lifK;i'mHir Sinilli Cnioliiin, Itclnrc: tliL' Aciitk'iiiy

(if M.uunil Sciences of l'liila(U'li)liin, r( iiiiirkod : "Dr. Klipstcin,

\vli(» rusides nuar Chailostoii, in ili;^|;inj;' ii ilitcli lor the ijurjiosu of

itH'liumin^' a laru;u swamp, (li.scovercd and sent to nie tlie tooth of

;i
iiiastoilon, with the rctincst that I slmuhl ^o down and visit the

iiliu'i', as there were indications of the Itoncs and teeth of the animal

still remaining' in the sands which nmlerlie the peat-hed. Accord-

inuly, with a small party of "gentlemen, we visited the doctor, and

succeedrd not only in obtaining' several other teeth and bones of

this animal, but nearly one cnth'e tusk, and innnediately alongside

of the tusk discovered the fra;;inent of potti-ry which I hold in my
hand, and which is similar to that manufactured at the present time

hy the American Indians."^ It would not be WMse to found hasty

theories on such stranji(i Juxta]tosition of relics, possibly of very

widely sei)arated i)eriods. The Ashley Kiver has channeled for

itself a course through the eocene and post- pliocene formations of

South Carolina, and where these are ex])osed on its shores the

fossils are washed from their l»eds, and l)ccome mingled with the

voiaains of recent indigenous and domestic animals, and (»bjects of

human art. But the discovery of Dr. Klipstein was made in exca-

vating an undisturbed, and geologically speaking, a comparatively

recent formation. The tusk of the mastodon lay alongside of the

fragment of potteiy, in a dejiosit of the peat and sands of the post-

l)li()cene beds. Immediately underneath lie marine deposit.s, rich

with varieil groups of mollusca, corres[)onding t(j species now living

oil the sea-coast of Carolina, but aLso including two fossil .s])ecies

no longer to be met with there, though common in the (Uilf of

^lexico and the West Indian seas.

Here the paheontology of the New World discloses to us types

iif a fauna pertaining to its latest transitional jieriod, which serve

to illustrate the marvellous contrast between its c(tmmenceinent

and its close. Until the discovery of teeth of the megatherium

ill the post-pliocene bed of the Ashley Kiver, remains of that

extinct mammal had been found only in the state of (}e(jrgia,

ill North America, while tlie Mastodon OhioticuH and U/i^jhas

priviiijcnins ore among the well-known fauna of the Canadian

(h'ift. Of these, some North American localities have furnished

leiiiahis in remarkable [irofusion, but none more so than the

celel)ratcd morass in Kentucky, known by its homely but ex-

' Procced'uKjs of ihn Academy of Xntunil Srini'

Y\>. ITS, 1S().

Ph'ilddvJphhi. .Tilly IS")!),
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pressive name of the Big-bone Lick. Enibediled in tlio blue cliiy

of this ancient bog-, entire skeletons, or detached bones, of not less

than one hundred mastodons and twenty manunoths, have been

found, besides remains of the megaionyx and other extinct quad

rupeds. A magnificent skeleton of the Mastodon Ohioticus, now in

the British Museum, was discovered, with teeth and bones of many

others, near the banks of La Ponnne de Terre, a tribntary of tin;

Osage River, Missouri ; and there once more we seem to coiih'

upon contemporaneous uraces of man. " The bones," says Mantel],

who examined them in the presence of Mr. Albert Koch, their

discoverer, "were embedded in a brown sandy deposit full ot

vegetable matter, with recognisable remains of the cypress, tro-

pical cane, and swamp-moss, stems of the palmetto, etc., and this

was covered by beds of blue clay and gravel to a thickness of about

fifteen feet. Mr. Koch states, and he personally assured me of tlic

correctness of the statement, that an Indian flint arrow-head was

found beneath the leg-bones of this skeleton, and four similar

weapons were embedded in the same stratum." ^ Another, but more

dubious account, preserved in the American Journal of Science,

describes the discovery in Missouri of the bones of a mamniotli,

'vith considerable portions of the skin, associated with stone s[)eav

heads, axes, and knives, under circumstances which suggest tlie

idea that it had been entangled in a bog, and there stoned U

death and partially consumed by fire." Such contiguity of the

works of man with those extinct mammals, warns us at least to

be on our guard against any supercilious rejection of indications df

his ancient presence in the New World as well as in the Old.

Whether or not the mannnoth and mastodon had been contein

porary with man, their remains were objects of suflliciently strikiiiu

magnitude to awaken the curiosity even of the unim])ressil)le Indian

;

and traditions were common among the aborigines relative to tlieir

existence and destruction. M. Fabri, a JM'ench officer, infovinod

Buffon that they ascribed those bones to an anunal which tliey

nainod the Pere aiix B(vufs. Among the Shawnees, and other

southern tribes, the belief was current that the mastodon once

occupied the continent ahjng with a race of giants of correspoudiiiL;

proportions, and that both perished together by the thundei-bolts nt

the Great Spirit. Another Indian tradition of Virginia told thai

these monstrous quadru]ieds had assembled together, and wcmv

' Mantell's Fusi^'da of the British Mvseum, p. 473.
-' AmPi'kan Joiini. nl' Srii'txr luxl Arts, vol. xxxvi. p. 199, First Series.
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ilestniyin^"' the lienls ol' deer and bisons, with the otlier animals

created by the (Jtreat Spirit for the xise of his red children ; when he

slew them all with his thunderbolts, excepting' the bij,' bull, who

(k'liantly presented his enormous foreliead to the bolts, and shook

tlieiu olf as they feli ; until, being at length woimded, he fled to the

ivnion of the great lakes, where he is to this day.

The tirst notice in an English scientific journal, of the fossil

iiiiunmals of the American drift, furnishes such a counterpart to

the Shawnee traditions of extinct giants of the New World, as

iiii->lit teach a lesson to modern speculators in science ; when it

is home in remend)rance that the diiliculty now is to reconcile the

discovery of works of human art ak)ngside of their icmains. In

1712, certain gigantic bones, which would now most probably be

rot'erred to the mastodon, were found near ('luverack, in New Eng-

l;ui(l. The famous Dr. Increase INIather soon ailer connnunicated

the discovery to the lloyal Society of London ; and an abstract in

ihe Philosophical Transactions duly sets forth his opinion of there

having been men of ]>rodigious stature in the antediluvian world,

as pioved by the bones and teeth, which he judges to be human,
' particidarly a tooth, which was a very large grinder, weighing

fouv pounds and three-quart(!rs, with a thigh-bone seventeen I'eet

Idiig."^ TliRy were doubtless looked upon with no little satisfac-

itiou by Dr. INIather, as a striking confirmation of the Mosaic record,

jthiit " there were giants in those days." To have doubted the New
iKimlund philosopher's conclusions might have been even more

i
iliiugerous then, than to believe them now. I'ossibly, after the

lapse of anothei' century antl a hali", scjnie of om own confused

liiiiuglings of religious questions with scientific investigations will

iKit seem less foolish than the antediluvian giants of the New
Knglrtud divine.

In all that relates to the history of man in the New World,

I

we liavc ever to reserve ourselves for further truths. There are

liuiijimges of living tribes, of which we have neither vocal)ulary

liuiv granuuar. There are nations, oi" whose physical aspect we
scarcely know anything ; and areas where it is a moot point

• veil now, whether the ancient civilisatit)n of central America

limy not be still a living thing. The ossiferous caves of England

liiive only levealed their wonders dui'ing the ])resent century, and

the works of art in the French drift lay concealed till our own day.

|We cannot, therefore, even guess what America's disclosures will

' Philosophkiil Tr<iiiK(iflion.'<, vol. xxiv. ]>. S").
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1)0. Discoveries in its ossifevoiis caverns luive already pointed to

the same cunclnsions as those of Europe. A cabinet of the British

Museum is filled »vith fossil Ijoues of mamnuilia, including those of

the scelidotlierium, glyptodon, and chlamydotherium, as well as u\

extinct carnivora, obtained by Dr. Lund and ]\I. Claussen from

certain limestone caverns in the T3razils, closely resembling tlui

ossiferous caves of Europe. The relics were embedded in a reddish

coloured loam, covered over with a thick stalagmitic flooring ; and

along with tliom, in the same ossiferous bed, lay numerous boiie>

of genera still inhabiting the continent, with shells of the large

hulimus, a common terrestrial mollusc of South America.

No clear line of demarcation can lie traced here betwoc-!i

the era of the extinct carnivora and edentata, and those of existiiii;

species ; and there is therefore no greater cause of wonder than in

the analogous examples of Europe, to learn that in the same detritus

of these Jjrazilian caves. Dr. Lund found relics of human skeletons,

which, from their couditi(jn and the circumstances in which tliev

were discovered, he Avas led to conclude belonged to a tribe coeval

with some of tiie extinct mannnalia. Xor have the first disclosures

ol" works of art in the American drift still to be made. I have iii

my possession an imperlect flint knife, to all appearance as uu-

(piestionable a relic of human art as tlie most symmetrical of tlmsi'

assigned to a similar origin, by tlie explorers of the French and

Englisli drift-gravels. Tt was given me by 1*. A. Scott, an intelli

gent Canadian, who found it at a depth of upwards of fourteen feet.

among the rolled gravel and gold-bearing cpiartz of the (irimll

Leads, in Kansas Territory, v.liile engaged in digging for gold. In

an alluvial bottom, in tlie Iflue Iiange of tlie Jiocky JNlountiiiiis,

distant several hundred feet iTom a small stream called Clear

Creek, a shaft was sunk, ])assing through four feet of rich biaik

soil, and below this, through u])wards of ten feet of gi-avel, reddisli

clay, and rounded quartz. Here the flint im])lenieiit was fonml

and its unmistakably artificial origin so impressed the finder, that

he secured it, and carefully noted tlio de])th at which it lay,

Another implement of hornstone, now in the collection of thi'

Scottish Aiiti(|Uiiries, was obtained by me from a dealer in Indian

curiosities, at i^ewiston, in the state of New York, where it \n-

said to have lieen found, at a great depth, when sinking a well.

It is of large size and rude \\'oikinaiisliii» ; and bears considerahlc

reseniblaiu-e to some ol' the ahnoiid shaped flints from the Eui'iii)eai!

ilrifl. Hut it also coi'I'csiioikI.s to a iiumei'ous class of iiiiplcnu'ii'-
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1(1

prociived from the ancient mounds of the Mississi])])! valley ; and

prul)al->ly does not belong to a nioi'e remote ])erioil than that of

those i)rehistoric monuments of the New World, the characteristics

ot'Avliich are discussed in a later cha])ter.

Such are some of the indications of the earliest appearance of

man in that transitional era, during which the earth was under-

going its final i)reparatioii for his presence, as a being endowed not

iiiily witli the highest form of organic life, but with a rational soul.

The evidences of his ancient presence on the American continent,

arcord with i)roofs furnished by the nudtitude of independent

languages, and the diversity of tjpes of race, ranging from the

Arctic circle to the most southern cape of Tierra del Fuego. But

it would be rash to assume from the partial evidence yet obtained,

that the juxtaposition of flint arrow-heads with the mastodon (.)f

Missouri, the pottery with bones and tusk of the same animal ni

tlie post-plioceue of South Carolina, the human bones in the rich

iissiferous caverns of the Brazils, or the flint implement recovered

tVoiii the drift of the Bocky jNIoiuitains, are lUKiuestionable evi-

dences of man's existence on the American continent contem-

l|iiivane()usly with tlie extinct mastodon or megatherium. Other

i

evidence, however, jioints with more or less certainty in the same

I
direction. Sir Charles Lyell looks with greater favour than he

fj|()iicc' did, on the possible coexistence of man with the mastodon,

luegalonyx, iind other extinct species, among bones of which,

[in the yellow loam ()f the INIississippi valley, near Natchez, a

I

human pelvic bone was recovered, and has been made the basis

ul' very com])rehensive theories. In tlie delta of the same river,

near New Orleans, a complete human skeleton is reported to have

jheeii loiiiid, buried at a depth ol' sixteen feet, under the remains of

I'liur successive cypiess i'orests ; and this discovery furnishes the

^data from which Dr. Beniuit Dowler assigns to the human race an

||existi'iice in the delta of the Alissis^njipi 57,<)0() years ago.^

liul evidence of this excejjtioiial nature requires to lie used \vitli

liiKkU'st caution. Aiiti([\iaries ol' Kurope having found tobacco pipes

liiftlie sixteenth and seventeenth centuries alongside of pottery and

jnther undoubted ivmains o[' Bonian art, have hastily antedated the

|iise nf tol)acco to classic times." On (([ually good evidence it might
lie carried I)ai'k to thosi' of tlu' mastodon, iis the discovery of a

if^imilar relic has been rt'conlcd, iit a deotli of niaiiv feet, in sinkinu'

I ., ,
'.

I ' T;i/ii-i ii/Mdtikiiifl, p. 'J72. -' /,<i y<iriiiiiiii/ic S<>itt( rniiiic, [>. 70.

I
.
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a coal-pit at Misk, in Ayrsliire. ' Elaborate investigations on the

geological character, and the depth, of the Nile deposits, carried

on from 1851 to 1854, under the direction of Mr. Leonard Horner,

have supplied data for similar speculations relative to the age of

the pottery and burnt brick recovered from various depths. But,

whatever value may finally attach to his estimate from such evi-

dence, of the presence of man in the Nile valley from 12,000 tn

30,000 years ago ; his researches were carried out on a compre-

hensive scale, by observers weU qualified for the task ; and the

results in no degree invalidate the undisputed assumption that

even the rudest traces of art can be referred to no other worker

but man.

But looking at the most ancient evidences of artistic invention

and mechanical skill in either hemisphere, they all agree in indi

eating man's first arts to have been of the most primitive kiml,

and thereby invite to a careful reconsideration of the question liow

far our modern standards of mechanical ingenuity supply an uii

varying or trustworthy test of intellectual development.

' Prehistoric Annals of Scotland, vol. ii. p. 503.
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CHAPTER IV.

SPEECH.

TlIK REASONING FACULTV— L.\NOUA(iE I ITS OUIGIN— ABSTRACT TERMS— NAMES OE

ANIMALS—WILD MEN- BORROWED TiiRMS—THE MIMETIC ELEMENT— MULTIPLI-

lATION OF WORDS— THE COPTIC VOCABULARY—MA, MAMMA—INDIAN LAN-

GUAGES—THE AVIIIP-POOR-WILL—DESCRIPTIVE NAMES— INDIAN ONOMATOPCEIA

—NAMES FOR NATURAL SOUNDS—EMOTIONAL UTTERANCES—PHONETIC TYPES—

KLEMENTS OF LANGUAGE— AGASSIZ ON LANGUAGE—GROWTH OF ROOT-WORDS—

NORMAN SPEECH—VOICE OF ANLMALS—VOWEL SOUNDS— LAURA BRIDGEJIAN

— ASSvK'IATKD SOUNDS—VOCAL SIGNS 01" IDKAS—GRAMMATICAL FORJIS— MUTE
SIGNS— RUDIMENTS OF VOCAL LANGUAGE-SOUNDS OF DOMESTICATED ANIMALS

—PATOIS—WORDS, AND GHxVMMATICAL CONSTRUCTION.

The rcasoi..-^' by lucaiis of wliicli the existence of man in

t;eolngical ])ei'i()(ls has been inferred, proceeds mainly on the as-

piiinption that he was then, as now, a rational being, manifesting

fcnino of the most characteristic attributes by which he is still

distinyuishetl from the whole irrational creation. It is consistent

Rvith Lih^r experience that the first evidences of liis mechanical

liulustry should be recovered amid traces of a rigorous climate.

jliiit the more favoured regions of tlio earth — -typified in the garden

b(:ciii)ied by the first pair, —where natun^ spontaneously provided

lor the simple requirements ol' man, may nevertheless be regarded

IS the primeval hal>itat and true birtliplace of the humar. race.

rheve indications of his advent are still to be looked for. But to

[lie (icc'U])ant of such w genial climate, surrounded by the spon-

laiioims abundance of nature, an<l impelled by no external in-

Jiieiicos io devise clothing, or construct dwellings : the arts and

linrious industry of later generatitjns weri^ superlluous.

I'.ut the reasoning faculty whereby man, in his most untutored

:ii;4i' di' being, devises the tools and garments, the tire and archi-

^(•ture, ])y means of which he a(hi|)ts himself to every climate, is

llsi I capable of spontaneous activity ; and in regions involving no

H'lN-^ity for the arts or exhaustive toils of the hunter and fisher,

n

I I

n
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Ave may conceive of the lirst application of his virgin faculties to

\ 3ry different occupations from those which modern standards of

civilisation suggest.

Difficult as it is to define by specific characteristics, what

nevertheless seems so obvious as the essential diversity between

man and the brutes : a prominent place among his persistent attri-

butes as the one rational animal, may be assigned to : \st, Reason,

working by experience, and therefore tentative and progressive,

2d, The moral sense, which recognises responsibility to a law dis-

tinct from self-interest. 3(7, Language, by means of which organic

sounds are made suljservient to intelligent volition; and developed
I

into a vocabulary cot.'xtensive with human thought and perception.

The last of those, in so far as it is man's own work, and iiotj

a miraculo' endowment, appears to be one of the occupation.^ in

which hi= :r. i:i faculties must have found their earliest employ-

1

ment. And inodern as the oldest of living, or even of exisi;in[,-

langiii gH lup^ be, the fnrtlier the study of language is piusueilj

the mc/ro olisiuus does it become that relics of its primitive funriv

and phonet' i '. pes lie embedded in the structure of later languages,!

There must tlie root-germs of language be sought, like the relics]

of primeval art, buried in later formations of post-pliocene strata.

The origin of language has already found its solution in hypo-

1

th .ses ranging through tlie widest extremes ; and the theories

one class of reasoners have so fre(piently sui)plied the theme oil

ridicule for other,s, that now, when the science of language isl

acquiring new favour, it is all the more difticult to deal freely wit!![

the questions which lie at its foundation. Xevertheless, lookinej

on tliis (piestion from the same novel point of view as is lierej

proposed for the whole subject of primitive etlniology, it jn-esents

some as[iects of suggestive significance. Tliat the New WorUj

revealed to its first explorers, in the fifteenth century, no dumb

ant]ir()j)oid link between man and brute; lint nations as amply

endowed with speech, and some of 'ivai even as far advanced

the matiu'ity of an ideographic langv.iige, as many of those of tliel

Old World : is in itself no unimportuut fact. But it is with manl

in the C(uulitif>n furthest removed from tliat of lettered races that]

we chielly seek to deal ; and o\' this the Indian of the Xe\\' Wdili

is a highly characteristic type. Xunierous tribes occupied its torcstsl

and prairies, in a condition as nearly akin to tlie fauna on \\\m\

they preyed as seems compatible with the ineradicable in.stiiict)

of humanity. Stich unquestionably had been their condition tori

uift ^0 the firs
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many generations. Yet these savage tribes, devoid of letters, and

of every trace of past or present civilisation, were found not only

communicating their thoughts by means of intelligent speech ; but

possessing languages of consistent grammatical structure, involving

agglutinate processes of a complexity unknown before, and capable

of being em})l(jyed not only in effective native oratory, V)ut as vehicles

of the sacred and profane liteiature of the Ancient World.

Language has been more frecpiently regarded as an attribute

of man, tlian as in any respect his own work ; and its existence

in mature development among nations otlierwise at so infantile a

stage, might seem to lend countenance to the idea. J3ut no modern

advocate for the instinctive or miraculous origin of language, as-

signs more than certain radical elements of the vocabulary to such

a source ; and philological analysis yields so much that is an

aftergrowth, that the source of the residual elements is not be-

yond t]ie ])alc of legitimate discussion. Was language a divine

Liift ^0 the first man, in the form of an instinctive association in

the human mind of sounds with ideas, so tliat tlie relation between

the phonetic sign and the corresponding thought was one of uni-

versal recognition ? Or was man simply endued with reason and

the organs of s[)eech, and left to develop language for Inmself by

the estal)lishment of a recognised relation between specific ideas

and ?a'tit ulate sounds ? It does not necessarily follow on tlie latter

assumpt'jjn, that there was no innate perception of relations be-

tween certain specific ideas or objects and articulate sounds ; and

if sonic roots can be sliowu to have sucli an origin, the tact that

others now ap])e!'.r to be arbitrary, is no sufticient argmnent for

allinning their miraculous origin. Tlie iirst illustration of the use

of huiiKui speech is furnished in the simple, yet suggestive narra-

tive which immediately follows the genesis of nu\n : "And out of

the ground t'-e Lord (lod formed every beast of the field, and every

fiwl of tlie iiii', and l)rought them unto Adam, to see what he would

call them : and whatsoever Adam called every living creature, that

was the name thereof. And A(hiiu gave names to all cattle, and

to the iowl of tlie air, and to every beast of tlie iiehl ;
but for

Aikui there was not found an help meet for him." He was, there-

fure, alone, without need of s])eech for the interchange of thoughts,

ami devoid as yet of a conii)auion with v hom he could hold

intelligent converse.

The sacred narrative fnlly accords with experience as to the

imligeiious o'- ])nrely native portions of language. Among these

' II
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will cortiiinly be found imiiios tor tlie most liuniliar fauna and ilova

])evtaininj^' to tlie liabito,t of tho race. Aljstruct or generic terms,

like the class of ideas tliey exjn'ess, are of late growth in even

language ; and even in our own are fiv(iuently Ixarow^ed from

foreign tongues. The names of individual annuals are needoil

before any wiuit of the generic woi'd, animal, is felt. E\en tin.

abstract idea of nund)er is realizeil with ditliculty by the uii

cultured mind, ai)art from specific (jbjects enumerated ; nor does

the mind necessarily perceive any common relation between foims,

colours, odours, or other qualities of objects, noted only for tlieji

diversity ; so that even the Anglo-Saxon, after pro\idiiig an ample

native vocabulary for the reds, blues, Idacks, browns, and wliitos,

familiar to the eye by their ilifferences, borrows the Latin color, tn

express their common relation ; as it takes from the same foreij^n

source that o^ crime as the generic term for the crimes with wliicL

its own vocalnilary is replete. The paucity of abstract terms.

common to all languages in a ])riinitive stage, is as characteristii

of the American Indian vocabularies, as of the immature and uii

l)rogressive Indian mind. lUit it is an interesting feature in soiiih|

of the American languages, that abstract terms are i'rec^uontlv

traceable as roots employed in the ft nnat ion of compound words,

though they have no recognised independent significance. 8iicli

is the AlgoiKpiin auho, lic^uid, in i^lioviminauhu, wine ; i.shlodai

?(?rtK&o, wliisky ; ozhehlcgunauho, ink, etc. ; and tlie waJihik, stone, in

the va uhimhhil; whitii-stone, or tin; (caliirahhil:, y{i\\\)\y-stnm,u\

co])per, etc. The .specific word for water is nchcc ; ini])ure wiiUt

nehccsh ; and the term used by itself i'or rock or stone is alisin.

In this view of the natural order of develojtinent of diUcrL'iii

classes of words, tlie first recorded use of speech, in the naming dt I

the living creatures, is full of significance, and strikingly coiitiast>|

with tlie ]\Iilioiiic dialogues between luiphael and Adam: as iii|

the example where the archangel describes the *Sataiiic artilltTv,

by tlic help of similes derived fn^m modern architecture :

"Which to our oyc.s iliseovuivd, now .-unl .str.uiyc,

A trijile-mouiited row uf j)iUiirs, ],u<l

On wheels ; for like to pillar.s most they seeuied."

The poet's fancy of tiie invention ol' camion, gunpowder, liall-

and bombsliells, by rebel hosts of angelic combatants, ere our tt;r-

restrial ])lanet was evoked IVom chaos, is not more ex(ra\agaiil tlimi

the idea tliat the speech oi' prinu'val man embraceil in its vociilm
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lary such words iis vhccls, inJlars, and tlie like terms oC mechaincal,

iivtistic, or scientific discovery and invention of later times.

In the slow migrations of the human family from its central

hives, lan^ua^e im])erce|)til)ly adapted itself to the novel accjuire-

iiionts of man. IJut with the discovery of America a new era

began in tlie history of mij^ration and all its attendant phenomena.

Suddenly, in the maturity of Europe's fifteenth century, another

world burst upon it, and the nations hastened to i)ossess them

selves of the land. I>ut in its novel ccenes lan,u,uage was at fault,

lleast, hii'd, and fish ; flower and tree ; art, nature, and man liim-

self, were all stran«j;e ; and it seemed as if languaj^e had its work

to do anew, as when first framed amid the life of Ivlen. The same

lias been the experience of every new band of iuvadinjf colonists
;

and it can scarcely fail to strike the European nati\ralist on his

tirst aiTival in the New World, that its Knglish settlers, after

iiecupying tlie continent for upwanls of three centuries, instead of*

(ivininatin}4' root-words wherewith to designate plants and animals,

as new to them as the nameless living creatures were to Adam in

I'aradise : ajtply in an irregular and unscientific manner, the old

names of Uritish and European fauna iuid flora. Thus the name

of the English partridge {Perdicld(v) is ai)]ilied to one American

tetraiioid, Tctrao lunhcUns ; the ])heasant {PIiKsianidcc) to another,

Tetrao cupido ; and that of our familiar Ihitisli warbler, the robin,

to tlie Turdvs viitjmtoi'ius, a totally different American tlirush.

Where in a few instances anything like a distinct popular nomen

I'lature lias l)een attemjited, it illustrates another and necessarily

later stage in the process of word-making, i^s in the designation of

the cat-bird, the mocking-bird, the blue-l>inl, or tlie snow-bird,

ill a tliird class, tlie adoption of native Indian names shows the

very same means at work there, which has l)een expamling tlu^

Knulish vocabulary for the last tliousand years, till the exotic terms

i;Teatly outnumber the wliole native Anglo-Saxon element.

This belonu's, in part, to the condition of vitalitv inaniftisteil 1)\'

languages at a late stage of develoi»inent, when tlie ])ower of origi

iiiitiiig i»riiiiary radicals has long been (h)rmant. lUit it also leads

tu other iiKpiiries, in I'eference to names of animals, to wliich I

.shall recur at a later stage. This much may be noted meanwhile,

that looking to names of the most familiar animals and plants, as

they occur in languages of the Aryan, or the Semitic stock, each

imtiuii appears to have native etymons for such only as M'cre them

selves native to the oriuinal habitat of the race ; and thus there ari'.

ii

!
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to a certain extent, philological centres of creation, coincident with

the supposed zoological ones. If man was primarily cndoAved not

only witli the faculty of giving articulate expression to thought, liut

with plioiietic root-words which he instinctively applied to express

certain ideas or attrilnites : he is still occasionally found in condi-

tions in which such inherent instincts could scarcely fail to reassert

their power. When cut off hy privation of any of the senses
; or

otiierwise excluded, whether by organic defect or external circum-

stances, from sharing in the fruits of artificial training and transmitted

experience : man's inherent faculties invariably reassert their ])i)wq\

and repair in s<)me degree the loss. So far, therefore, as language is

the product of an instinct of the mind, there are cases in which

some of its primitive conditions may be expected to rea])pear.

The illustrations of the faculties inherent in luuuan nature

whicli any well-aiithenticated case of man living solitary as a wild

animal is calculated to supply, are so obvious, that they have been

repeatedly sought for. Linnajus when first directing his attention to

ethnological classification, gave a prominent jdace to wild men,

sueli as those occasionally found haunting the forests of Germany

long after the desolating ravages of the French wars. Children

orphaned and abandoned, had there occasionally survived to

maturity, avoiding like any other wild animal, all sul)jection tu

human influence ; and though tlie stories told of such " wild

men " have 1:>een grosslv cxaggeritted, some well-establisJied facts

concerning them are signilicant and valuable.

A curious illustration of the natural process of name-making,

fv.rnished from such a source, has a direct bearing on the present

quiry. A youth wdio had roamed as a wild denizen of the Ger-

'1 forests, subsisting chiefly on eggs and birds, which he procured

vy his agility in climbing trees, was caught and received into the

asylum established by Count von der liccke, at Overdyke. He de-

voured whatever food he obtained for himself raw ; and retained his

preference for it in that condition, in spite of every effort to reclaim

him from the savage tastes thus contracted duj-ing his wild life.

He had lived in the forest till he had acquired an intimate fauiili-

arity with the habits of the birds which furnished to him the chief

means of subsistence ; and he had given "to every bird a distinc-

tive and often veiy appropriate name of Ids own, which tliey

appeared to recognise as he whistled after them."^ Here the iianie

recognised by the bird was obviously imitated from its own notes k
' Vide Ant/irnpol. Review, vol. i. p. 22.
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llie same process which i^ called into operation under very differ-

ent circumstances by tlie colonist when first acquiring knowledge

of the fauna of a new re<Tion.

In every abrupt transition from one country to another and

diverse one, the emigrant is placed, in relation to the nomenclature

of its strange fauna and flora, in a position analogous to that in

wliieli we recognise tlie first origin of speech. But both the lan-

giiagr whicli he uses, and the intellectiml faeidties employing it, are

ill a totally dillerent condition from those in which the linuuistic

instincts of man first gave form and utterance to language. As
languages in a late stage give birth to few root-words, so nations

do n(jt as a rule, create original names for foreign animals or plants

;

and no voyager or colonist is found to have invented them even

I'lir such strange objects as the ornithorliynchus of iS'ew Holland,

or the orycteropus of the Cape. Tliey either apjily to them such

inodifieations of some old term as suffice to express certain fancied

analogies ; or more rarely they borrow the unl'amiliar foreign name,

as alone api)lical)le to the unfamiliar ol)ject. Hence the strange

quadruped to which lUumenbach gave the name of OrniHiovliija-

chus, is the riu(//(()if/o)i(j and the tainhrd of the natives of New
Sfiuth "Wales, while it is the duck-billed platypus of Dr. Shaw,

and the water-mole of the English colonists. So also the Orycter-

opv.s C«licnsis is the (joxq') of the Hottentot, and the innogu of the

CailVe, while it is the aard-vark or earth -pig, of the Dutch boer

and the English settler of the Cape of (iood Hoi)o.

But one class of exceptions to this law of language in its later

stage of growth, finds illustration in the names of animals clearly

traceable to imitation. In this nearest apjmjximation to verbal

creation, the colonist of the Xew World carries us back tt> the very

foundation of language, and helps to solve one of the profoundest

problems in ])hilology. The simplest of such names are mere mi-

metic voice-descri]>tions ; but they recall that natural significance of

sound whicli seems to lie at the foundation of all primary intelli-

:,'ent speech. Articulate sounds have, within a certain range, an

inevitable association with certain specific ideas. In the compli-

cated structure of modern languages, this natural significance of

sounds has been so overlaid with the artificial growth of later times,

that it can only be detected in fragments. Yet all languages have

not only their on(jmatopo'ic terms, but a pervading adaptation of

sound to sense and association. The mimetic element is present

in many words describing sensible objects, operations, and cries.
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Clash, whet, cut, grunt, huzz, snore, cough, squeak, laugh, scream, lawl,

Hare, groan, dash, crunch, hleat, gulp, whirl, crash, cry, roar, whimper,

murmur, mutter, gurgle, cackle, chatter, dribble, babble, etc., all have

a significance, which in the infancy of language must have heen

traceable over a larger portion of the vocabulary, and forcibly illus-

trates the distinction between the vocal utterances of the lower

animals, and the intelligent speech of man. The onomatopoeic

theory wiU neither account for the origin of language, nor supply a

complete series of roots for any portion of the vocabulary. But its

influence as one natural source of root-words has been unjustly

ignored, or undervalued as the mere source of a few detached and

sterile terms. Even now it pervades the most refined and artificial

languages, like our own highly complex and composite English ; so

that the nice discrimination of the true orator manifests itself in

part in the choice of words harmonious to his thoughts, and the

law of the poet is universally recognised :

—

" 'Tis not enough no harshness gives offence,

The sound must seem an echo to the sense."

'

By the simplest adaptation of this imitative association of ideas,

the European settlers in the New World have added to the stock of

root-words. Thus the sloths of South America {Bradypus com-

munis, and Bradypiis collaris) have received from the Spaniard the

name of ai, in imitation of the plaintive cry they emit when in

motion in the forests. So also the Brazilian eagle {Polyborus vul-

garis) is called the caracara, from its hoarse, peculiar utterance

;

and the boruardi, or large toucan (Ramphastos toco), is the piapoco

wherever its voice has rendered that sound familiar. The whip-

poor-will {Campi'imulgus vociferus) is heard in the Canadian and

American forests, uttering throughout a whole summer's night the

name by which it is designated. The pewee {Musicapa rapax), the

towhee (Embcriza erytyroptera), the kittawake (Larus tridactylus),

and many other animals of the New World, have received local or

generally accepted names, all illustrative of words originating in

the same simple source of imitation as the Egyptian hoff, a serpent

;

chaoo, a cat ; or the Sanscrit kdka, a crow ; kiki, a jay ; bombhaza,

a bee ; kukhita, a cock.

Such examples not only illustrate a class of contributions to the

vocabulary, consequent on migration, which the New World sup-

plies
; but also point to one, at least, of the primitive sources of

1 Poi)e'.s Eamif on Criticimi, 1. .365.
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language, Descriptive names, such as the turnstone, kingfisher,

fly-catcher ; or the T»hite bear, red-poU, indigo bird, scarlet

tanagee, or golden eagle ; or, again, the hairy woodpecker, pas-

senger pigeon, trumpeter swan, or tell-tale tattler,—with coixe-

sponding examples in any ancient or modern language, as in the

Sanscrit, where they abound,—manifestly imply the previous

existence of names of colours and metals, and the development

of descriptive epithets of various kinds. In no sense can such

names be regarded as primitives ; but such was not the charac

teristic of the earliest animal names, as may perhaps be illustrated

by the familiar word lion, common to nearly all the languages of

Europe. It appears to be an onomatopoeic primitive, whether we
seek its earliest root-form in the Greek Xeoyv, or elsewhere. The

lion was a native of Macedonia within historic times, and therefore

needed no borrowed name in a Pelasgic or Hellenic tongue. The

word, though of independent origin, has the same natural derivation

us our English low, A.-S. hleowan, the cry or bellowing (A.-S.

hellan) of a cow, as in the Sanscrit go, an ox ; and also our halloo,

as well as the verb to hollo, A.-S. ahloivan : all imitations of natural

sounds. Nor is our gain slight in such a process of analysis, when

we thus trace a word to a simple natural origin. It is the only

finahty that is entirely satisfactory in etymology; contrasting in

this respect with many a derivation hunted through English, Anglo-

Saxon, and all intermediate stages, to a supposed Sanscrit root, still

as arbitrary to us as the latest form with its associated significance.

Such pure root-words are primitive points of crystallization in lan-

guage ; for the capacity of a living language to multiply offshoots

of the simplest roots is incalculable. Take, as an example, the

hawk, A.-S. hafoc : its name has a common origin with havoc, a

cry of encouragement to capture and slaughter ; it is related to our

primitive auxiliary verb Jiave, A.-S. hdbban, to have, to hold ; to

haft or handle, that by which a thing is held ; and hence, in A.-S.

hoeft, one held, i.e., a captive, a slave. As still used in the south of

Scotland, a haft is a dwelling ; to haft, to settle in a dwelling, as in

another sense we still use a holding, a hold, a stronghold. Hence,

also, a Jmven, A.-S. hafen, from which we return to our original

root-word, in its Anglo-Saxon equivalent of hwfcn-hlmt, literally,

a haven-bleater, which was applied both to the sea-gull and the

hawk. But the ofi'shoots of this simple root-word have not yet

been exhausted. The relation of licbban, to heave, elevate, or hold

up, to the more primitive haliban, to have, to hold, is not difficult to
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discern. From thence, by regular gradations of cliange, we trace

our way to hcafiy, heavy, difficult to hold up ; and so, tro]DicalIy,

licajlic, heavy, sorrowful ; hcavujncs, sorrow ; while in another dii-eo-

tion the same hchhan, to elevate, gives origin to hvfcn, the eaves or

elevated part of a house, and, finally, to lu-bcn, hcofcn, i.e., heaven,

the highest
;
just as in Scotland the Danish loftcr has been con-

verted into the lift, i.e., the sky, the visible heavens.

Eeturning from this illustrative digression which the primitive

\i(ov has suggested : with slightly varying forms, the same word

belongs to the oldest and most modern of the Euro])ean languages,

and has supplied to our own such tropical ollshoots as leonine,

lionize, and lions of that modern breed for which Carlyle suggests

that, " in such lion-soirees, might not each lion be ticketed, as wine-

deA^nters are ? " But the lion was also native to the area of the

Semitic languages, and has its separate names, as though it had be-

come known to them apart from those Eastern localities in which

the Indo-European parent race and language had their origin.

The Hebrew aryek, ari, Syriac aryo, are descriptive, according to

their derivation from the Hebrew verb, arah, to tear, to rend ; and

a similar derivation has been sought for leo, Xiwv, lion, in the root

M, to tear, to destroy ; but it seems a needless process of inversion,

where the sound is not "without its suggestive mimicry. Of the

source of the Coptic mouee, however, there can l)e no doubt

The same designation has had its independent origin in the

English niirsery, from the lowing of a cow ; and is indeed nearly

the repetition of the mimetic \iaiv, with the labial instead of

the dental. Traces of a similar independent origin of many words

of the Coptic vocabulary are full of interest ; for some of thein

are recovered from the most ancient graven records on the momi-

ments of Egypt. When Thoth, who was the gcjd of letters, iirst

appeared on the earth, there was a tradition, according to Plii-

tarcli, tliat the inhabitants of Egypt had no language, but only

uttered the cries of animals, until he taught tliem sjjeech, as well

as writing. The cry of the Egyptian ibis still repeats its ancient

name of hippcp. By some curious association of ideas, it furnished

to the Egyptian tlie symbol of s])eecli. Thoth, the god of letters,

had tlic ibis for his sacred animal, and is rei)resented as the ibis-

headed deity ; and from its name come the Coptic lia}^, judgment,

/iop, to conceal, in reference to wisdom, secret ov hidden kno\\'led^e.

The illustrations of names derived from the cries of animals, whicli

the language of ancient Egypt supplies, are nimierous and striking.
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Take as examples : monee, a lion ; che, a cow ; litor, a horse ; eoo,

an ass ; haanqn:, a goat or ram ; uJior, a dog ; cJiaoo, a cat ; rurr

ami eshau, a pig
;
jyhin, a mouse ; croor, a frog

;
2>cfc2^c2^> ^ lioopoo

;

nwii, a swallow; hii)pcp, an il)is ; iljnilj, a sparrow; hoff, a serpent.

Other words expressive of actions or qualities had their origin in

the I\gyptian language by the same natural process of imitation, as :

ovjodju.'cdj, to masticate ; ihop]dlic2>h, to spit ; omk, to swallow
;

hradjh'adj, to grind the teeth ; rodjrcdj, to rub ; teltel, to let water

drip ; scns^cn, to sound, etc.

Such illustrations are of peculiar interest, derived as they are

from the language of the Egyptian monuments, and the most

primitive of all written tongues. They might l)e multiplied from

many sources ; and in the comi)arison of languages, the inde-

pendent origin of words of closely corresponding sound and ap-

proximating significance, serves to illustrate how all language may
have had its being. The Latin tonitru and tcinrus are both imita-

tions of grave prolonged sounds, though the latter is derived and

has its counterpart, whether independently or not, in various

languages,—Greek, ravpo^ ; Syriac, tawo ; Chaldee, to'ra ; Arabic,

taur. Tlie primitive Sanscrit ma, for mother, reappears in the

Mama Cello, or Eve of the Peruvians, among whom mama signi-

fied mother, mamaconos matron ; as among the Greeks we find the

corresponding fidfifia and the irdinra ^ike of Xausikaa, in the

OJi/ssci/ ; and among the Romans the mater, and also the mamma
for the mother's breast. The Persian and Hindoo ma also bear the

latter significance ; and, with the terms derived from the Latin root,

strikingly illustrate the growtli of language from the simplest of

infantile articulations. Tlie first simple word of the English

nursery is thus seen independently employed in centuries and

regions equally I'emote. Among the Tlatskani, an Athabaskan

tribe, mama signifies father, and naa mother ; but in other lan-

guages the former retains the feminine signification. The Navajo,

mall or sho-mah ; the Weitspek, mamus ; the Arapahoe, nanali ; the

Sioux, cnah ; Tuscarora, cna ; Kenay, anna; Adahi, amanie

;

Guiuau, amma ; and the Esquimaux, amama, are all suggestive

of tlie same primitive origin as the English mamma ; for they are

not mere dialectic clianges of one root-word. The Guinaus are of

South America, the Navajo Indians belong to New ^Mexico, the

Sioux to the remote North-west, and the Esquimaux to the Arctic

circle, while totally diverse vocabularies intervene. The relations

which tlie mind still perceives between certain sounds and sen-
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sations, were doubtless more muiierous in the earliest condition

of language ; and ai'e most readily perceived wiiere man lives

chiefly in direct connexion Avith external nature.

In illustvatifjus derived from the nomenclature adopted hy

European colonists of the New World, we have seen the re

adaptation of the vocabidaries of one continent to the natural

objects pecidiar to another and essentially different one. This

process is re^ersed when Ave turn to the native Indian languages.

In them the animals introduced from Europe have almost invari

ably received a descriptive name. The horse is called, in the

Cherokee, sairqiiili, the pack- earner, i'rom u-sairqui-la, he can-ies

a pack. In the Delaware it is nanayungc^, the animal that carries

on its back ; in the Chippewa, 2>(''il>iti'^fi-^f*'of/unzhi', the animal Mitli

one hoof, or nail, on each foot ; and in the Dakota it is rendered by

a compound of 'sunuhi, a dog, the only native beast of burdeu.

Hence it becomes 'svnghvvdkany, the si)irit-dog, or mai'vellous

bea.st of burden. So also the Chippewa Indian, accustomed to

clothe himself in the buffalo's skin, or other spoils of the chase;

and totally ignorant of the art of Aveaving, or any analogous pro-

cess : terms European cloth midmcdooirafjin, i.e., muhncdoo ov

maniton, a su])ernatural being, and wagin, the coA^ering of an

animal. The imi)lied meaning is : the marvellous, or supernatural

clothing. In all such terms the contrast is obvious to such sini])k'

forms as the Sanscrit a^vah ; the Egyptian, htor ; the 'linro<i, cqniis,

harse; the Sanscrit hUri, and the Kopatvr}, comix, crmc ; etc. Twd

A'ery diverse processes are thus applied in naming ncAv obj'ects, or

novel phenomena, according to the mode in which they are first

presented to the mind ; and even to different im])ressions produceil

by the same texture or sound, on the eye and ear. "We thus j)er-

ceive Iioaa', by such processes, many Avortls may be called into

existence by the presence of a single ucav object ; nor is it uniiu

portant to note, in connexion Avith this, how differently the .same

phonetic influences may impress the ear, and so be rendered into

spoken or Avritten language.

Tlie variations in indejK'udent onomatopoeic Avords derived from

similar sounds are highly significant as illustrations f)f the gntwtli

of language. They arise not only from the divei'se impressions

receiA^ed by the ear among different nations, but from the ])i'ocessL's

of selection and ex])ression Avhicli the forms of each language sug-

gest. Thus, to take one of the sini])lest articulate renderings of

such imitatiA'e siu'us : the sound of the drum San.scrit, chmdnhhi.
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Greek, rv^iravov— wliicli we write riiba(/uh, the Frciieliinau renders

rattKplnn, the (lernmn, trniiiherinn, the lluiigariun, czimhalom, the

^hlIlchll, tung-tunff, uiid the Chinese, kan-kan. The ancient Egyp-

tian designated the ass, coo, we render tlie same sonnd hc-liaw. So

also the ^pexeKeKe^ Koa^ kou^ of the frogs of Aristophanes is not

the less an articulate imitation of their cry, because to the Egyptian

car it sounded croor, to the English it is croak, to the Algonquin

Indian an-koo, and to tlu^ South Australian kong-kmi. The liomans,

with nicer discrimination, distinguished hetween the coaxo of the

tVog, and the crocito of the rav^en ; to the Alg(jmpiin Indian the

latter hecomes gah-(jau-(jc, and to the M^i)\\^\\\ kaio kor-ych. In

jiart no doubt the above mimetic words include re])resentations of

ilivcrsified sounds ; but they also illustrate the process of selection,

liuided by defined forms of each language, by means of -svhich very

ilin'erent roots have their origin in a connnon source. Oronhyateka,

an educated Mohawk Indian, in re])lyiiig to some (pieries addressed

to him relative to his native language, thus writes to me in reference

to the Capriviu/f/Hs vocifcrus or whi]»])oorwill :
" When I listen with

my Indian ears it seems to me utterly impossible to form any other

word from an imitation of its notes than kva kor-i/cuh ; but when
I i)ut on my English cars I hear the bird (piite distinctly saying

ii-Mp-poor-ioiW Assikinack, an educated Odawah Indian, \vrites

the same cry—heard nightly throughout the sunnner in the Ameri-

can forests,— irha-oo-7iah; and an Englishnum, recently arrived in

Canada, wdio listened to this cry for the first time, without being-

aware of the popular significance attached t(j it, wrote it down at my
nnpiest ch-2Wo-n'ch. This illustrates the origin of dissimilar words

—

like the ancient Egyptian cshan, and the modern Algonquin kou-

koosh, for the sow,- from sounds of the same aninud. AVe have

various words for the divci'se utterances of the dog; discriminate in

iiur vocabidary betwcou the neigh aiul the whinnying of the horse
;

and otherwise recognise the different cries of each aninud, as

well as the tlivcrsc inqtressions produced by the same S(nuid on

(litl'erent ears, de[)endent on their previous cultivation. From those,

new Avords are eliminated by a process of natural selection ; and

each one of them is capable of becoming, in its turn, the I'oot of its

;4i'annuatical grou[). The aborigines of South Australia have ui-

ii'oduced into their own language the words ynny, a saw
;
ycrr, to

saw. Adding to these the affixes already existing in the language,

llicy accordingly use as the verb, yto-r-hnl/lko, to saw
;
yarr hulli-

kan, a sawyer
;
yrirr-hv.llinyrL a sawpit

;
ynrr hafonrc, that which

Shi

; . t
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is sawn, a plank. 80 also they have yang-Tcuhullilv, to sharpen a

saw
;

yanf) kobullUcanc, that which sharpens tlie saw, a file, etc.

The onomatopoeic i)rocess is manifest in other examjjles, both of

native wortls, and those Avhich have been introduced into the

Australian dialects subsequent to intercourse with Eurojieans. The

native name of the smu, for example, kon<j-ko-ron(j, is simply an

imitation of its cry.

]5ut the source thus far referred to will account only for a

small ])ortion of any vocabulary. With the growth of language,

terms derived their significance from form, colour, and other

attributes ; while passion and feeling had their instinctive inter-

jectional utterances always at hand. The native American lan-

guages abound in descriptive names ; as is the case with many
of those of Asia, and indeed with none more so than the .San-

scrit, wliicli is rich in synonyms for animals descriptive of their

appearance, habits, cries, etc., and in poetical and figurative terms

applicable to them. The mode of siipplying the refpiisite names

for foreign animals in the native American languages has already

been illustrated in that of the horse. It differs in no respect from

the process pursued by the most cultured nations for supplying the

same want, as in the case of the tWo? Trora/ito?, or the cameko-

imrdalis of the ancients ; or the seahorse, guinea-pig, or prairie-dog,

of our own language. Thus the Algonquin mishihizhc, a lion, is

compounded of minhi, great, and hizhiic, lynx or wild-cat
;
j^dihi-

hwahimjung, a camel, is ^?ai&/Z:H"«/(7i-, that which hos mounds or

swellings on it. This again changes co j?fn7t7r«/«/.Y/7?r??<7, a drome-

dary, by omitting the repetition of the second syllable, hi, which

indicates the plural. Kohoosh, a sow,—a purely onomatopcjeic

word,—becomes iKil>(jv:alidfjckolcoo>^li, the wild Ijoar. Fizli ihc, equi-

valent to tlie generic hos, hecomcs 2)iin idaJihijnzhikc, a draught ox,

by being compounded with iiimidahhi, he or it that draws. In

the Athabaskan o.nd other western dialects, a specific M'ord exists

for slave ; l)ut ideas accordant with the practice prevalent among

eastern tril)es of either putting to deatli the captives taken in war,

or adopting them into the tribe, are curiously illustrated by the

Algonquin term, ahirahkaune-iwncnc, i.e., aJiiraJikaunc, a working

animal, and urncnc, man. In some dialects the s])ecitic tcnii

zahgon is applied to the monkey ; but on my asking its uiuiie

from Assikiiiack, he designated it nindomalikomnsli'm, which means

literally the lice-hunter. In the Chij)pewa dialect it is oondvniah-

koomnshr, i.e., mmdom to search, and uhkoomoshc tlie root for doin'j

1
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anythinjj; relating to lice. So also on asking the name of the tiger,

my Indian informant promptly replied kntahgizid-mishihizhe, i.e.,

the streaked or sp(jtted, big wild-cat ; but he admitted on further

questioning that he only designated it so in accordance with the

usage of the language. On putting the question to the Kev. Dr.

O'iNleara, he gave the same word, mi.'ihibizhc, for the tiger and

lion.

In names of this class, we see the Indian pursuing the universal

process pertaining to the growth of language in its later stages, M'hen

it has the ample materials of a matured vocabulary to resort to.

But primitives originating directly from the observation of natural

sounds, are not uncommon among native root-words of the New
Woi'ld. Tiie following specimens of Indian onomatopceia have

been noted down chiefly from the lips of Indians speaking the

closely allied Chippewa, Odahwah, and Mississaga dialects of the

Algonquin tongue :---

Shl-sheeh, the duck.

Eecn-eti-win, the duck. This cry is heard during spring from great flocks of

ducks which then frequent the lakes.

Ah-ah-wa, a diver, a kind of duck.

Chee-chish-Icoo-iva, the plover.

Kookoo-lcoo-oo, the owl ; Moliawk : O-ho-ho-wah.

Kah-lcah-he-sha, the screech-owl.

Oo-oo-iiie-s<ic, the screech-owl.

ilai-mai, the red-crested woodpecker, which repeats this .sound about ten

times in quick succession.

Pau-jtidi-my, the common sjjotted woodpecker ; so called from the sound it

makes in striking a tree with its bill.

Gah-lcau-liAn, a small owl, which repeats the cry (jah-l'du in the m i^!-. at night.

Tchlii-dei't^, the blue jay.

Aiuul-a-ijosli-kwiln, the crow ; Mohawk : Jo-kaw-ivch.

Oi(h-ri(iu-(/e-shhi, the raven.

Gith-yauii/i ko-.'ili(in, the gull.

Kitli-iiaiifihk, the gull.

Da^hk, a night-hawk.

MooKh-k(ih-oo.i, a kind of crane which frequents marshy places, and makes

this stiund, with a choking cry, in the evening.

Xo-no-no-cau-sefi, the humming-bird.

Slii;slti-[iiva, the rattlesnake.

Pe-zhew or bizhliv, the lynx, or wild-cat.

Koo-koosh, the sow ; Mowhak : Kwes-kwea.

Pah-kah-(ih-kiodii, the cock or hen.

Au-koo-(i(-fi(in, the frog.

Mnk-kak-ku, the frog.

Dciid-dni, the bull -frog.

Pau-pan-ki-noy, the grasshopper.

:!
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la all tliosc! naiuc'S the tenuinal a has the l-'ruiich pioimiicia-

tioii, as in malin. The coiTespoiKUug eviileiicu of the orij^in of

ux|)rt'ssi()n.s ior inauiiiiate thiii!4'.s by a .similar procesH of iniitati(jii,

i.s Htill more intevestiny, as illustrative of the iiuloi»eii(lent growth

and ox[)aiisioii of languages. Thus 2)waJi, to snioko tobacco, only

occurs in compound words, an j)icah'gim,ii tobacco-pipe ; mnh-na-

'pn'nh, I am out of toI)acco. The noise of waves, on the water, nr

dashing themselves against the rocks, is called mah-dnxi- i/aush-

k((h, i.e., the lake roars. The imitative sound, yansh, i.s .sulliciently

apparent. It is made to form a part of the name of the gull, tlio

cry of which is generally accompanied by the .sound of the waves

;

and is modified to exinuss other noi.ses, as paush-ke, it Imrsts with

heat. The rustling of tlie wind through the trees is expres.sed in

the Ciiii)pewa hy muh-tuM-'bah-yali^iui; l)ut as it travels through

the forest, it produces different .sounds, according to the character

of the trees. In the ])ine forest it is a melancholy, prolonged gusli,

and is thus expressed in the Odawali dialect : niah-dwa-yaunil

((h-fjah-slii. This is applied to the wind when sweeping through

all trees the foliage of which is perpetually green, as the hendock,

cedar, and pine ; but when it sways the forest branches of the

maple, beech, and oak, it is iaah-ihi'a-hi-iiuOi-ytdi-slii. So also

the Indian says, yaus-kwa, it makes a rustling noise ; tchuk-tchn-

mo, he sneezes ; (/nwcsh-ffwu-shi, he whistles. He makes a noise

with the hand on the mouth, is sah-sa/i-qiut ; it hails, sali-sah-gun

;

he couglis, oo-soo-soo-dum. To laugh is hali-jJth, to cry, vinJi-ireh;

and many sounds pertaining to the arts and usages of the European

intruders have given rise, in like manner, to the rec^uisite addi

tions to the Indian vocabulary : as ut-lo-tah-f/un, a l)ell
;
pansh-

shi'zi'ffun, a gun ; etc., l)y the very same ])rocess as gave to the

ancient Sanscrit its kinkiut, and to the (Jhinese its tdang-WiaiKj.

But there is another class of words whicli, no less clearly than

tliose formed by direct imitation, suggest an instinctive perception

of relations between certain sounds and sensations or ideas. In thi.s

are included the interjectional exi>ressions of joy, grief, fear, sur

prise, contempt, etc. The polished Sanscrit and (Ireek have tlieii'

interjectional words as well as the Algdn(piin or Iro(|Uois dialects.

But the im[)ortant point to which I have directed special atten-

tion in watching the cries of the Intlians in their games and dances,

—is the extent to which certain recognised values are uniforiiilv

attaclied to the majority of the h)ng and short vowel sounds. It

is true that interjectional utterance ends where s[)eech begins.
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Inarticulate cries, exi»ressive of wonder, joy, surprise, fear, doubt,

inteiTogation, and the like aspects of sudden emotion, arc unpre-

meditated and instinctive ; and bear in a great degree a common
character among all nations. But they are not therefore the barren

e(iuivalents of the inarticulate cries of the lower animals. From the

latter we derive many words expressive of the ideas of neighing,

wlunnying, lowing, barking, snarling, purring, etc. ; but the former

are, in a far higher sense, a ground-work of intelligent s])eech.

They are traceable in many reduplications, and influence the choice

(if vowel-sounds in a large class of words. They are seen, more-

over, to constitute a universal language, in circumstances where

man is thrown back on such raw materials of speech as his only

resource. An intelligent British ollicer, in illustrating to me the

attempts at colloquial intercourse between the French and English

troops during the Crimean war, described them as consisting largely

of such interjectional utterances reiterated v.'ith expressive emphasis

and considerable gesticulation. Dr. Lieber, referring to the re-

(hiplication of nionosyllal)les in the language of the nursery, adds :

" I observed the same when the different armies entered France
;

and the soldiers of diilerent nations came in frequent contact, so

that a jargon was produced, intelligible, as far as it went, to all."

The common ground which constitutes the starting-point in such

efforts at an interchange of ideas by vocal signs, is the recognised

and universal significance of certain emotional and seemingly in-

stmctive utterances, aided by that other universal language of

pantouiimic gestures, or ocular signs of thought.

But this universality t)f the recognition of such emotional

utterances is not strictly instinctive ; for they are, in part at least,

as purely organic as the cries of the lower animals. The influence

iif mirth, sudden pain, surprise, anger, or disgust, in the mysterious

Illations of the mind and body, oi)erates in each case ditlerently on

the nmscles of the mouth and face, and so affects the vocal and

articulating organs of speech. ])y this means, definite classes of

ideas are associated with certain sounds ; and thereby another and

more comprehensive set of phonetic signs acipures significance.

The elementary signs of al]>habutic writing have each a specific

vahie, and a natural fitness for expressing certain ideas. This is

discernible in many root-words ; altliough, in the artificial processes

iif later derivation and hybridity, this association between sound

liirnl sense has been neglected. The organs of speech, and their

;if!'eetit>n bv various sensations and emotions, determine, as we see,

i ap«
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by aswociatiun, the sinnificimce of certniu .sounds, iind t'SpL'ciuHv

affect the vowel.s. Hut the eniisonants have also their rough or

.smooth, ua.sal, .sibihmt, .sKnv, or abrupt and explo-sive cluiracteristicH,

which ill innumerable eases can bo seen to have determined their

selection as the fittest orthoe])icul representatives of objects and

ideas. These ]»roperties of articulate sounds enter into the i)riiiiary

meaninjf of many utterances which have ac([uired a later tropical

application. One class of delicate mutations by which the si-f-

uilicance of a sound is abruptly modified by a vowel-chan^i',

appears to depend partly on this, and partly on the natural asso

ciations of ideas with sk)W or rapid, rough, or smooth, cond)inati()ns

of such phonetic at(jms : as in /xaxpo^i, ixiKpo<i ;
gleam, ghjoni

;

crack, ci'cak, croak, etc. etc.

The sources of primary articulate sounds thus indicated arc
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sufficient to supply many elements of language adeijuate to a

vocabulary expressive not only of visible aiul tangildo objects, Ijiit

of emotions and abstract ideas ; and with those, and the intelligent

mind and reasoning faculties already ])resent in man : all super

natural aid for the origination of language appears to be superfluous.

It is moreover the only true finality in language yet reached,

" How can sound express thought ? How did roots become tlie

signs of general ideas ?" asks one distingui.shed student of tlie

science of Language ;
and the answer is :

" The roots are ])honetic I .San.sor. h/m t

types produced by a power inherent in human nature. Tiiey exist, I Such a ijroeesi

as Plato would say, by nature ; though with Plato we slujuld adil

that, when we say by nature we mean by the hand of CJod."^ In

this as in all other a])peals to miracle, the question is taken out of

court. I do not question the Divine power to endow man with

a perfoct language; but I see no necessity for as.suming a super- 1 onlv devised h
human origin for it; Avhilst such evidence as is indicated abovoliuil nursino- an
suggests that in language,— as in agriculture, metallurgy, letters,! iiHairs : like tli

.science, and all later steps of human progress ; -the grand distiiic I tlie brother onl
tion between rational and irrational life prevailed from tlie first;! of the father-

and man, endowed with reason, acconiplislied all else l)y its meaiis.ltill the niaturiti

When the tSanscrit kctrava, a raven, is traced to the root rj<, alavoeation of dai
verb applied to various sounds, as the bark of the dog, the lowing nil Tiie natural
the cow, and even the murmuring sound of running water, it seeniJiiidicated, not oi

an arbitrary finality for which tlie ai)))eal to Plato's Nature supplie«eiiee U) Iiuman
an unsatisfactory basis. P)Ut there lies beyond this a natural aiiiBfmia iii,.|,j j^g j^

associative significance in the rough, li(|uid r, as in 8anscr. /V/v^i'linot-words niav

ii"d to seek \

term ex[)ressiv

mu'scry, fuHou

jniitection and

• M;ix 'SVvMQv'a Sc'ii-ncc of LoniiHdiji, p. ;}()(}. "'"iiti\e tonguei
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Iscr. voi'H'

to cry greatly; Eng. roar: us a reason tor its adaptation to ideas

whit'li no other phonetic wouM represent so expressively. If the

li[)9 are parted in the act of expelling the breath through the

mouth, the sound ma is ])rodiu;ed, the sinii)lest interjcctional utter-

unco (»f the nursery ; and this origin, as we have seen, receives

confirniiition from its association with the idea of mother or nurse

in many languages ; as well as from the remoter relations to the

«anu! primitive of Ma, mamma, mammalia, etc. If again the lips

are brought more abruptly in contact, and suddenly ])arted while

breathing, im, another of the natural nursery roots of language is

produced. The i'ormor, as the more simide and involuntary sound,

must fre(iuently retains the maternal associations ; but this natural

origin is confirmed by the variations in ditl'erent languages. In

tlieso we find the papj)a, haba, tata, dada, nana, etc., interchange

ably used for father, mc \iv, or other near relative ; and also for

luu'se, midwife, etc. ; and corresponding with these are the ])(yp2Ki,

kfta,pa2), and teat, for the motiior's breast. But such derivations

from natural roots are scornfully rejectoil by the modern etymo-

logist, who traces back his Sanscrit matri to its root ma, to measure,

to regulate ; mdmi, I measure ; whence comes mds, the moon, vidsa,

a month, and maim, the thinker, man. rUri, father, is derived in

like manner from Sanscr. ^'(1, to protect ; hhrdfn, brother, from

Sansor. hhri, to support ; dvlntri, daughter, from dull, to milk, etc.

Such a ]jrocess seems wholly to reverse the imtural order t)f descent,

iiml to seek the root among the branches. It assumes that the

term expressive of the idea oi father, instead of originating in the

nursery, followed slowly in the wake of the recognition of ]»a(ernal

inotection and other patriarclial attributes ; that that of mother was

iinly devised long after the child had grijwn uj), forgetful of mater-

nal nursing, and learned to esteem her as the regrdatcjr of domestic

iflairs : like the Saxon lady, hrjdh/e, or bread distributor. So also,

the brother only received his name in the old age, or on the death

of tlio father ; and the daughter had to tarry for a designation

till the maturity of pastoral life had found for her the characteristic

iivocatinu of dairymaid.

The natural and self-originating elements of language thus

[indicated, not only illustrate the significance of that earliest refer-

ence to liuman speech, when everything that had life received

)m man its name ; but they also show that the origination of

|iuot-W(jrds may, and does still go on, in modern, as in the most

iiitive tongues. But the organic influences here insisted upcjii,

! I
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as helping to determine the primary value of certain phonetic

signs, and the meaning of a large class of root-words, have sug-

gested a very different line of reasoning to the most philosophical

among tlie naturalists of the New World. " As for languages," says

Agassiz, " their common structure, and even the analogy in tlie

sounds of different languages, far from indicating a derivation one

from another, seem to us rather the necessary result of that simi-

larity in the organs of speech which causes them naturally to pro-

duce the same sound. Who would now deny that it is as natural

for men to speak as it is for a dog to bark, for an ass to hray, for

a lion to roar, for a wolf to howl, when we see that no nations are

so barbarous, so deprived of all human cliaracter, as to be unable

to express in language their desires, their fears, their hopes ? And
if a unity of language, any analogy in sound and structure between

the languages of the white races, indicate a closer connexion be-

tween the different nations of that race, would not the difference

wuich has been observed in the structure of tlie languages of the

wild races—would not the power the American Indians have

naturally to utter gutturals which the white can hardly imitate,—

afford additional evidence that these races did not originate from

a common stock, but are only closely allied as men, endowed

equally with the same intellectual powers, the same organs of

speech, the same sympathies, only developed in slightly different

ways in the different races, precisely as we observe the fact he-

tween closely allied species of the same genus among birds ?" ^

Here the Amter faces boldly the extremest conclusions to which

such premises lead. Race is employed as the equivalent of sjiccics,

and philological affinities in languages are viewed as no more tliaii

the similarity of intonation in the notes of closely allied species of

birds or beasts. They did not ac([uire such corresponding utter-

ances by learning each other's notes ; and so the writer proceeds

:

" Why should it be diiferent with men ? Why should not tlie

different races cf men have originally spoken distinct languages as

they do at ])resent, differing in the same proportions as their organs

of speech are variously modiiied ? And why should not these

modifications in tlieir turn be indicative of primitive differencis

among them ?

"

But here tlie relation between language and the organs of

S})eech is forced into an assumed identity, sustained only l)y

superficial analogies. Man possesses indeed a faculty of vocal

' Boston Chrialian ExamUur, Art. Tii)tvs of Minikint/, [). 28'J.
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utterance, dependent on his organic structure, which is the true

equivalent of the voice of tlie lower animals ; but he has, over

and above this, the power of evolution of intelligent language by

vhicli to coniinunicate his thoughts to other men. This is his

grand distinction among animated beings. But the miraculous

element is reason, not language. Endowed with that, and possess-

ing the organs of speech, all else lies within the compass of his

own work. The grounds for this opinion have already been indi-

cated in part. Language as the offspring of an extrinsic or divinely

created vocabulary of phonetic roots, arbitrarily, or instinctively

associated with abstract ideas in the human mind, is a gi'atuitous

assumption. The association of ideas with their first vocal signs

depended on causes which are natural, not supernatural ; though

this in no degree detracts from the value of language as a gi'and

characteristic of the divine image in man.

It is in subserviency to innate faculties of the mind that an

intimate relation is recognised in primitive roots of language be-

tween sound and sense, extending even to the separate phonetic

elements of words ; so that the choice of these appears to have a

certain fitness, only now presei-ved in the mutilated fragments of

prmiitive speech surviving in existing languages. But it also

follows from this theory of the origin of language tlmt many root-

words have been independently added at later stages, and in

younger languages under process of development. The innate

and primary significance of articulate sounds, however, maintains

jits influence throughout ; and in innumerable cases coiTesponding

[sounds have been chosen to express independent, yet related ideas,

u different languages. But it is a gi'ave error to confound this

imity of so\ind with the analogies of grannnatical structure by

hicli affinities of languages have been traced ; and it is no less

mistake to assume that the contrast between the harsh gutt\u'als

fthe Red Indian, and the soft vocal modulations of the cultured

European, presents any true analogy to the organic differences

i'liich produce, on the one hand, the rough harsh cry of the eagle,

nd on the other tlie melodious trilling of the thrush. And here

|lie media3val antiquary comes to our aid. No Indian savage ever

xceeded in ferocity the old Xorse Kegner Lodbrok, or Sidroc

llie Dane. By such leaders England and the Scottish Lowlands,

oui the Number to the Forth, were chiefly settled under the

ane-lah conceded by Alfred to Guthrun ; and by the same fierce

ms of Odin was that land recolonized where, under the Normans

Mil
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of a later generation, the Langue d'oil acquired its gi-eatest pnlisli

and regularity. The rough gutturals of the Norseman still give

character to the Northumbrian and Scottish dialects, where no

such mellowing element subdued them as that which wooed the

continental Norman to the harmonious langiiage of the Trouv^res.

The change was doubtless in part an organic one, such as unfits

the White for imitating the harsh gutturals of the lied Indian,

We see tliis illustrated in the fanuliar alteration of voice which a

slight inflammation of the bronchial glands produces ; in the per-

manent change of the male voice at puberty ; and also in its

arrestment by emasculation. But if the supposed analogies be-

tween the notes of the wild bird of prey and the language of the

wild Indian were true, the organic change should be accom])anietl I satisfactorily

not by the mere roughening of vocal modulations, but by the I Imman lano

development of Indian speech. In England, where the Danisli

settlers long retained their native language, Thorsby, Ashrhi/,

Coningshy, and many another colonist's name, coupled with his

Danish " hye" or abiding-place, still attest their former presence,

In France, the corresponding Tmirville, Tanccrvilh, Uagueville, etc.,

show how speedily the rough Thor, Tancred, and Haco, accejited

the Eomano-French of their adopted country. W^hat followed

shows how cliange of language can alfect the use of the organs of

speech ; and once more illustrates how indispensable it is to keeji

the intellectual element ever before us as an essential pait in tlie|

natural history, as well as in the civil history of man, " Tlif

phenomenon of the organs of speech yielding to social or modi

influences, and hosing the power of repeating certain sounds, wa

]5rominently observable amongst the Normans. No modern Frenclil

CJazette writer coidd disfigure English names more whimsicallv

than the Doomsday Commissioners of William the Conqueror T

the last, the Normans never could learn to say, ' Lincoln ;'
tliei]

never could get nearer than ' Xincol ' or ' Nicole' " ^

Nevertheless the phenomena presented to the naturalist by tin

American variety of man, as well as by the allied species of animal

suggesting com])aris(jns with others of the same genus in Euro]

and Asia, have taken strong iiold on the mind of the gil'ti'i

American student of science above referred to : in ^\ho.se pro

cesses of induction, phihjh)gical alfinities and the granniiatiL;

structure t»f languages are of small account. As one cui'loul

collateral illustration of a phase in the organic elements of laii|

' Pnlgravo, fflsfori/ of Xnrmnndy and England, vol. i. p. 70.3,
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it polish I guage, the arguments of Agassiz claim special notice here, as

speculations of the most distinguished among the scientific natu-

ralists of the New World. In his latest contribution on this

sulyect he observes :
" Much importance is attached to the affinity

of languages, by those who insist on the primitive unity of man,

as exhibiting in their opinion, the necessity of a great affilia-

tion between all men. But the very same thing might be shown

of any natural family of animals : even of such families as con- ,

tiiin a large number of distinct genera and species. Let any one

follow upon a map exhibiting the geographical distribution of

the bears, the cats, tlie hollow-horned ruminants, the gallinaceoiis

birds, the ducks, or of any other families, and he may trace as

satisfactorily as any philological evidence can prove it for the

human language, and upon a much larger scale, that the brumming

of the bears of Kamschatka is akin to that of tlie bears of Thibet,

of the East Indies, of the Sunda Islands, of Nepal, of Syria, of

Europe, of Siberia, of the United States, of the Rocky Mountains,

and of the Andes ; though all these bears are considered as distinct

species, and have not any more inherited their voice one from the

other, than the different races of man."^ The same argument is

a|ipUed throughout the different species referred to, down to the

lay and harmonious notes of the thrushes, uttered by all " in a

listinct and independent dialect, neither derived nor inherited one

from tlie other, even though all sing thrnshisJi."

So for as this ingeidous analogy affects the question of innate

iir inherited voice, it amounts to no more than tliis, that bears are

bears, and men, men. No philologist imagines the human voice to

be inherited in any other sense than every part of man's organic

structure is iidierited. But neither does any ])hilologist doubt that

the language which his organs of speech enable him to express is

iiilicrited, that is, derived Irom others by indtation and memory,

in a way that no inferior animal's utterances are acquired. The

affinities thus noted by the observant naturalist relative to such

closely allied systems of intonations running through each whole

family are full of interest : though not from any analogies they

present to the aifmity of languages. They rather seem to illus-

trate the striking contrast btitween the u'ift of speech and the

till give
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hpeeial organs of voice and utterance, and has perpetuated these

[with all the other specialities of its peculiar organization. Tbe
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inew of the cat embraces, along with a labial consonant, the whole

range of vocalic sounds, mi-a-e-o-u, but so also does the familiar

noise of a door swinging slowly on its hinges. The vocal sounds

of the human voice can be executed with an organ stop, for they

are produced mainly by the breath being expelled through the

throat and mouth, lengthened or shortened by the lips according

to the required note. So also the same organs of sound, when

• employed in whistling, can be made, like the artificial pipe, to

imitate all the varied notes of singing-birds. But the finch trans-

ferred to the neighbourhood of the lark, or the cuckoo reared in the

nest of the linnet, does not lose its own notes for those of its com-

panions : as the English child reared in France or Italy, or stolen

by the wild Indian of the American forests, acquires the speech of

its nurse, and unless trained in its utterances, loses its own mother

tongue.

The bray of the ass, though an act of volition, is no intellectual

effort, such as the most foolish of hiunan speech is. If the ass will

utter its voice it cannot choose but bray ; and no training, but only

a complete change of its organs of sound, could enable it to low like

the ox, or mew like the cat. There are indeed well-known excep-

tions, for -we can teach the parrot, the starling, and one or two other

birds, to imitate certain words, and even sentences : that is, to utter

a few consecutive sounds of the human voice. In other words, we

can so far superadd speech, in its narrowest sense, to the inarticulate

utterances of their vocal organs ; but we cannot give them language,

That pertains alone to liun who is not only divinely endued with

life, but the inspiration of the Almighty givetli him under-

standing.

But America furnishes another and very difterent source ot'|

information from any yet referred to, relati\'e to the instinctive]

operations of the mind, in associating specific sounds with ideas,

A great and well-founded interest has been awakened in many

thoughtful minds by the efforts of Dr. Howe, of Boston, to coiii-

nmnicate language, and the power of interchanging thought, to I

Laura Bridgeman and Oliver Caswell, two l)lind deaf-mutes. The

former of these, Laura Bridgenum, is not only dein'ivcd of sight and

liearing, but she is also nearly destitute (»f taste, and thus, witli one

exception, her Ihiiited sense of touch is the sole means slie pos.sesse.?

of C(jmmunion with the outer world. Nevertheless, under the

guidance of her skilful teacher, slie has not only acquivetl the

power of verbal thought, and the means of conversing with ()thei'>

but has n
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but has manifested unusual mental vigour and aptitude for intel-

lectual development. When, however, she is spoken of as mute,

it has to be borne in remembrance that there is no defect in her

vocal organs. Like the majority of deaf-mutes, she does not speak,

simply because she is alike destitute of all knowledge of the

nature of audible sound, of the eflect it can have upon others,

and of its utterance by them. The mere deaf-mute sees the

motions of the lips and other external indications of speech, of

which she is unconscious ; so that her mind is debarred from rll

conception of spoken language, except such as may be innate and

instinctive.

Here then is a remarkable example of an active and highly

intelligent mind, in a condition mcn'e completely excluded from

acquii'ing phonetic signs of thought than any " wild man" shut out

from intercourse with his kind, and growing up from infancy as

one of the natives of the forest. The first point to be noted in

Laura Bridgeman is that, so far from being mute by nature, she

was accustomed, before being subjected to training, to indulge

freely in the use of her voice, but this being unregulated by the

ear, and associated with no specific ideas to the hearers, led only

to harsh, and seemingly aimless sounds. Her teachers accordingly,

while imparting to her a finger- utterance, arrested her in the effort

to form a phonetic language, and taught her to restrain her desire for

vocal expression. Yet eA'en now the sense of enjoyment survives
;

and she Avill at times, when alone, " indulge herself in a surfeit of

sounds."

But while ilie process "f developing a vocal language was

arrested in Laura Bridgeman by the very means which brought

her into intelligent intercourse with her feUow-beings, there is

one important exception. Abstract ideas are now represented

solely by her acquired finger- language, or by writing ; but the

persons she comes in contact witii receive from her an audible

designation. She has a sound, generally a monosyllable, for every

individual in whom she takes an interest. Dr. Lieber, who, some

years since, devoted considerable time to the study of her vocal

sounds, ascertained that she then used nearly sixty as the signs of

individuals.^ It is thus a])pareiit thitt while she lacks all means of

vocal intercourse, by which alone organic utterances are matured

into the recognised symbols of thought, she nevertheless has the

' " Oil the Voojil Soiiml.s of Laura Bridgt'inan."- Snuflinouian ConirVnitions,

vol. ii.
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innate idea of language, and makes sound supply representative

signs of impersonations. The names, moreover, are not arbitrarily

given ; but appear to have some association of specific ideas with

certain sounds. Miss "NVright, one of lier teachers, remarks :
" Be-

fore learning language Laura used many signs to make known her

wants, and for a long time gave to many of her friends names,

which in some Avay were associated in her mind with the variety

of their characters. She produces still the same sound for me that

she made eight years ago, with this difference, that originally it Avas

very soft and gentle ; now it is louder and fidler, to correspond,

as slie says, M'ith the change in myself" In another case 3lie

deliberately altered the associated sound, " One of her teachers,"

says Dr. Lieber, " told me that Laura once omitted to produce the

accustomed sound indicating the person who related the incident,

for a whole week ; after which she uttered an entirely different

name-soiuid, and said : this is your name ;—which name, the

teacher retained at the time tlie account was given to me." Here

we perceive a deliberate selection and change of sounds to express

certain associated ideas, and prol3al)ly altered opinions.

Familiarity with the use of the finger-alphabet, and intercourse

by its means with others, has led Laura to drop many of the sound-

names of individuals ; and now she freqiiently converses at great

length with herself, speaking, even in dreams, with one hand, and

replying with the other. But the progressive development of a

spoken language can be seen in this, that the sound originally

employed as the name of one of her teachers appears to be em-

ployed now as an equivalent to the words teacher, and to tcacJi.

Dr. Lieber draws attention to the fact that all the personal desiii-

nations of Laura were monosyllables. During the brief personal

intercourse, however, that I have had with her recently, she re-

peatedly tised the dissyllable do-taJi, by wliich she now designates

Dr. Howe. But her sounds, (jr names, are still chiefly monosyllabic,

or consist of a repetition of the same syllable. They differ, however,

greatly from the accustomed sounds of the English language. The

lips and throat are used much more than the tongue ; and con-

sonantal sounds,- - as h, tl, f, fo, pa, pile, pr, ss, t, ta, ts,—are most

frequent. Among separate vowel sounds, ee and oo are most notice-

able. But Laura has no ear to guide the modulations of her voice.

They are not perceived by her as sounds, and have not, therefore,

been matured into articulate speech ; biit are in many cases mere

gurglings, chucklings, or moanings, as difficult to reduce to writing

as the unfi
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as the unfamiliar languages of the Clalani Indians or the Hottentots.

Our words are formed with a special view to their effect on the ear,

witli the rolling r, the sibilant s, the broad aw, the prolonged II,

etc., and experience teaches their effect on others. But Laura's

selection is probably guided by the very diverse perception of the

only sense she is conscious of; so that sounds ineffective to the

ear may be very ex]n'essive in the effects produced on her own
oigans of speech.

But a])art from the training of the ear, both to regulate the

modidations of the voice, and to instruct it by imitation, Laura's

great want was the interchange of ideas, prior to receiving from

others a ready-made language, which superseded the development

of vocal utterances as her representatives of abstract ideas. She

gives siidden expression to the sound Ff, or Fi, when displeased at

being touched by strangers ; and in like manner she is observed

to utter one or two other familiar involuntary interjections, or

emotional expressions of pleasure or pain. But it is more im-

portant to notice that she uses the interjectional Jic, not only as

a sign of irritation or dislike, but also when playfully repelling

athances ; thereby indicating the change from an involuntary

utterance, to its adoption as the sign of an idea.

In Laura Bridgcman then, we have a being possessed of lively

intelligence, delicate mental perceptions, and acute moral and

sympathetic feelings ; capable of all organic utterances^ but ex-

cluded by absolutely imjiassable barriers from any perception of

spoken language. 8he cannot even conceive of sound as a thing

lieard
;
yet she aims at expressing ideas by its means, and derives

pleasure from her own vocal utterances. If language l)e primarily

a divine gift, or instinctive faculty, in which the organs of speech

respond to conce])tions of the mind, as other organs act in obedience

to mental volition, hers seems to be a case where the assumed

])lionetic types or roots of language ought to be traceable. The

interjectional clement of language is clearly recognisable ; while

that of onomati^iia-ia is ])recluded. Laura Bridgeman, as we see,

possesses not only the rational soul, but mental taculties of a higli

order. But shut out fi-oni the external world, from whence know-

ledge is transmitted to us through eye and ear ; and devoid of all

means of communicating with other minds, her wlmlc mental

faculties lay inert, like one in a state of syncope. She uttered

sounds, luiquestionably associated in her mind with ideas ; and

craved in all ways to open up some avenue of intercourse with

y

1 1
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other minds. But all was darkness, silence, isolation, till she

attained to an interchange of thouglit and experience with her

fellow-beings. Nevertheless the mind was there ; the mean? of

manifesting its activities was alone wanting ; and tliat supplied,

the force of William Humboldt's remark forthwith appears :

" There could be no invention of language, unless its type already

existed in the human understanding. JVIan is man only by means

of speech, but in order to invent speech, he must be already man."

Vocabularies are complex, inconsistent, and frequently lawless,

and as we trace them back, they are found to proceed from very

diverse sources ; but the further we fullow up any language towards

a conceivable beginning, the more consistent its grannnatical forms

prove to be. The irreconcilableness of this with the modern idea

of man's origin by development from any inferior, unintelligent

order of animated beings, is not nnworthy of notice. Such a con-

ception presup])oses an animal devoid of speech ; and as intellect

dawns on it in its first stage of development into the reasoning and

reflecting being, its originally limited powers of iitterance gradually

extend their compass, and language would thus be the slow product

of effort, practice, and culture. On such a theory tlie detaclied

elements of a vocabulary would be the first product ; and tlie

scientific relations of the grammatical forms of language would

pertain only to its latest stages, and in their most perfected

condition, t(» written languages. But the opposite is the case;

justifying the inference that an intelligent mind, capable of com-

prehending and using the forms and laws of structure involved in

the relations of language to tlie innate percc]itions of individuality,

time, place, and all other discriminating niceties of what we call

grammar, was an endowment of piimeval man : fitting him for

developing the associative relations of sound into a vocabulary

expanding with his growing knowledge and intellectual require-

ments.

But, in addition to tlie attempts at the formation of a vocal

language which have been noticed in the case of the remarkable

blind and deaf-mute Laura Bridgenum, some valuable indications

of the instinct of language may be derived even from her muto

signs. She exhibits all the impidsive manifestations of feeling;

smiling, laughing, blushing, shuddering, and weeping. She gives

the imperative starup of the foot, the affirmative nod, the negative

shake of the head, and other familiar signs of mental action, which

she has not acquired, and cannot conceive of as perceptible by others.
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"When Laura is astonished or amazed," Dr. Lieber remarks, "she

roimds and protrudes her lips, opens them, breathes strongly,

spreads her arms, and turns her hands with extended fingers up-

wards, just as we do when wondering at something very uncommon.

I have seen her biting her li])s with an upward contraction of the

facial muscles when roguishly listening, at the account of some ludi-

crous misha]), precisely as lively perstms among us w^ould do ... .

when Laiuu once spoke to me of her own crying, when a little child,

she accompanied her words with a long face, drawing her fingers

down the face, indicating the ctpious tlow of tears ; and when, on

New Year's Day of 1844, she wished in her mind a happy new

year to her lienefactor, Dr. How^e, then in Europe, she involuntarily

turned towards the east, and made with both her outstretched arms

a waving and blessing motion, as natural to her as it was to those

who first accompanied a beuetliction with this symphenomenon of

the idea, that Clod's love and protection might descend in the ful-

ness of a stream upon the l)t'l(>ved fellow-ljeing." In its touching

pathos, this expressive benediction of the blind and deaf-mute, sur-

passes that last farewell of " the blameless king" and Guinevere,

when
" She felt the king's Itreath wander o'er her neck.

And, in the darkness, o'er her fallen head,

Perceived the waving of lu.s hands that blest." '

The use by Laura of the attirmative nod, and the negative shake

(if the head, has already been referred to. Even when indicating

the yes or no by means of her fingers, she involuntarily accompanies

them with those signs. She also uses the negative shake of the

hr.ud l)y which, as it were, we rejud an idea, and the abrujtt move-

ment of the head l)y which aversion is ex])ressed. " The Italians,"

says Dr. Lieber, " move repeatedly the lifted digit from right to left,

las a sign of negation, wliile the modern Oreeks throw back the

head, producing at the same time a clucking noise with the tongue.

Laura makes these signs e^ en without Avriting Yes or No in the

hiand of the person with whom she converses, having learned, but

[iKit having been told, that somehow or other we perceive this sign,

ovthat it produces ujion us the desired effect, although she is unable

|to solve the great riddle of the process by which this is done.

.aura, far below our domestic animals, so far as the senses are con-

leemed, but infinitely above them because she is endowed with a

|lunnaii unnd, has attained to the abstractions of affivmation and

' libjlli of tlu K'uKj.
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negation at a very early age ; wliilc no (log or elephant, however saga

eioua, has been known to rise to these simple ideas, for which every

moment even oi animal existence calls, wherever reflection sways

over the naketl llict." Laura tlien, while still with knowledge, not

as in Milton's case, at one entrance, but at all entrances quite shut

out, and without any i)ossihility of conceiving of sounil as audible,

or in any other way perceptible : felt nevertheless an instinctive

impulse to express herenioticms and ideas, both by sign and sound.

Speecli was struggling in her for the responsive union on which the

birth of language dei)eiuls. Her interjectional utterances were

wholly independent of imitation ; onomatopoeic vocal-signs, if con-

ceivable at all in her case, can only occur as suggestions of the one

sense of touch, by means of which she perceives the most delicate

vibrations, and recognises a friend or stranger by his step. Nu

phonetic ty[)es of language can be discerned in her utterances ; l)ut

the growing association of ideas witli specific sounds, shows how

thorouglily the rudiments of language as a means of expressing,

though not of interchanging thought, appeared with the first re-

sponse of recognition. Strange, indeed, is it to think how tliat

imprisoned soid in its lonely solitude, nuiy have been giviiii;

audible expression to ideas, as full of meaning as the prattling of

an intelligent chlhl ; and craving in vain the sympatlietic return,

to which it at length responded with such grateful ardour. Even

now, when alone, she may be heard to utter the name-S(nind of one

of her fj'iends ; and, on inciuiry as to the reason of it, refers to some

thought slie was then indulging in about the absent one. While I

was attempting to speak to her, slie manifested a sense of irritatimi

and perplexity, consequent on my unfamiliar and blundering \m

of the finger-language. In the midst of this, Dr. Howe entered tlic

room, and she innuediately brightened up, and with a lively smile

littered the sound for her benefactor. To me it would have been

meaningless, but for the obvious association of ideas ; but to Irt

friends it was the intelligible utterance of a name, acconqiiniieil

with an expressive welcome. With such evidences of the innate

capacity of the mind to develop vocal sounds as signs of thouglit.

even in the absence of the ])ercepti()n of the relations of souiuls ti)

ideas, I am confirmed in ojunions previously maintained by me ns

to the origin of hinguage ; however op[)osed it may be to those

most in favour among scholars worthy of all res])ect.

Such, then, a]t]iears to be a reasonable conception of the prim-

eval occupation of man. Preeminent among created beings, wi'li
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the full coni])ns3 of vocal utterance, the type <jf lan^fuaf!;o present in

the human understaudin}^', and the most delicate sense (jf associa-

tion hetween his ideas of the external world, its forms and asjiects,

and articulate sounds : it was an intellectual instinct for liim, re-

plete with delight, thus to associate his ideas, by a fine sense of

fitness, witli articulate S[)eech. Such, accordingly, is the work in

which we find the first nuui engaged, as the sacred narrative

discloses the earliest glimpse of him, entering on his terrestrial

tlonuiin as the lord of the whole inferior creation ; before the

.solitude of Julen presented to him a companion endowed with

corresponding gifts, with whom he could exchange intellectual

converse. Such, as it seems to me, is no nnmeet occupation for

him who there, surrcnnided by the exhaustless supplies of a luxu-

rious climate, needing no superfluous ornament of dress, no busy

loom, nor weapons for war or the chase ; no palace wherein to

dwell ; no temple made with hands wherein to winship :

"III iiiikeil uiiijoisty soometl lord of all,

And wortliy aeouied."

Looking at the origin of language liy the natural processes here

suggested, it is obvious that its unity may be too strongly insi-sted

on as an inevitable e()nse([uence of unity of race ; for the percep-

tion of the natural significance of articulate sounds, though blunted,

is by no means lost. The exclamatory' nse of nearly all the ^'o^^'el

sounds has a universally recognised significance. The instinctive

and involuntary emotional utterances are in like manner universal

;

and all ears respond to the cultivated sounds of domesticated animals,

and esjiecialh^ to the varying tones of man's dumb companion, the

dou; There it is, if at all, that we find anv analogv to human Ian-

[iuage. Its whine, its l)ay, its whim])er, its l»ark, its yelp, its growl,

its snarl, its snap, its howl, are each distinct utterances ; some of

them are ac([uirod results of domestication and intercourse with

man, and every one of their names is a word directly derived from

tliis dog-language. An intelligent dog can be spoken to, and catches

niany ideas from the sounds of its master's voice ; while he, again,

can tell by the tone of its bark, when it is greeting an aciiuaintance,

tlneatening an intruder, rejjelling a beggar ; or whether it is only

indulging in that libertv of speech which is the birthright of every

milized dog, and taking an abstract bark at things in general.

Yet amid all the marvels of canine or equine instinct and sagacity,

Ino li'uo analogy to language can he. reengnised in the audible growl
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or snarl of two quarrulsonie dogs, or the friendly whinny with

wliich a horse j^ToetH his mate.

r»y the processtis indicated, portions of national vocabularies

must have originated iniU'i»endently, and may receive augmenta-

tions at any sta^e of the growth of a language. Nor is the corre-

spondence of such words in different languages proof of a common
derivation. They constitute a distinct s|)ecies of words, and behmjf

prinuirily to far older formations than the sui)i»lemeiitary additions

borrowed from foreign languages to supi)ly the growing necessities

which civilisation creates. Derived, however, from such natural

sources, each locality and region will thus have certain distinctive

features of its own. The very cries of animals, and the modulated

rhythms of the wootl-songsters, as well as the natural sounds

peculiar to mountain, sea-coast, forest, and prairie, give origin to

terms which become ])eculiar native root-wortls of certain localities,

And, given a single new root- word, wa have seen to how gi'eat an

extent the language may be enriched by its oflshoots.

The growth of Patois, such as the Tidgeon English of Chinu,

and the more singular ()ii'g(»n Jargon, illustrates the influence of

the same process, under the diverse circumstances resulting from

ala'upt intercourse of races widely dissimilar in si)eeeh. Languages

as remote in grammatical structure as in euidionic exjjression there

supply the elements out of which a new tongue has to be framed;

and the process shows some equally curious results, in the modifi

cation of sounds and the readaptation of old terms and grammaticiil

forms to the ear and voice of a miscellaneous jiopulation balHeil by

its own confusion of tongues. ]>ut this interesting dei)artment of

the subject will be most conveniently discussed in cimnexion witli

the whole (juestion of the intrusive races of the New World, in a

later chapter.

The theory of tlie origin of language, illustrated here from

various somces, while it is at variance with that idea of unity,

which would trace tlie whole multiform vocabularies of the world

to one connnon source : by no means conllicts with the scientific

recognition of the graunnatical aflinities of langiuiges, whereby the

closest relations may be traceable in their construction, with only a

small percentage of words in connnon. Such is the relationship

subsisting between tlie Anglo-Saxon and Sanscrit, though the latter

was a dead language Itefore the former acquired its insular life ; or

ago in, the contrasting corrcsjjondence traceable between certain nf

the languages of India, with a grannnatical structure ])urely Taniul.
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CHATTER V.

FIRE.

m

THE FIRE-USINQ ANIMAL—THE AURIQNAC SEPULCHHE— POST-PLIOCENE FUNERAL

FIRES— THE AUSTRALIAN FIRE-MVTU— FIRST USES OF FIRE—THE AZTECS'

SACRED FIRE—PERUVIAN SUN-WORSHIPPERS—SACRIFICE OP THE WHITE DOO

—SACRED FIRES OP THE MOUND-BUILDERS—CHINOOK FIRE-MAKING—TIERRA

DEL FUEGO—FIRE THE GRAND ALCHYMIST—THE FIRST FLASH OF INTELLECT.

No incident attending the discovery of the New World is more

suggestive than the evidence which first satisfied Columbus that

his exploration of the mysterious western ocean had not been in

vain. The sun had once more descended beneath the waves as

he took his station on the poop, and his eye ranged along tlie

horizon, when suddenly a light glimmered in the distance, once

and again reappeared to the eyes of Pedro Gutierrez and otlieis|

whom he summoned to confirm his vision, and then darkness a

doubt resumed their reign. But to Columbus all was clear. Not]

only did these flitting gleams of light reveal to him certain signs o

the long-wished-for land ; they told him no less clearly that tliti

land was inhabited.

There is something singularly significant in the old Greelc inytli

which represents the Titanic son of lapetus stealing the fire of Zed

that he might confer on the human race a power over the criulfl

elements of nature. Man is peculiarly fire-using. The eleineii'

which becomes in his hands a power that controls all the otlied

and subjects them to his use, is an object of dread to the lowtij

animals, alike amid arctic snows and the shadows of a night- oaiiii|

in the tropics. Its use, moreover, is so universal as to admit

its being regarded as one of the primitive instincts of man ; and i\

peculiarly his own that he may be appropriately designated the/'i

using animal. Nevertlieless it is not an indispensable assuniptin

that man was from the first familiar with the art of producing iiii

On the contrary, his supi)0sed ignorance of it, during priniitiv
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stones and other works of art, lay embedded in a thick layer of dependent

ashes and charcoal, and fragments of fissile sandstone reddened supply; \v(

by heat. Bones of the extinct carnivora and herbivora mingled! be scarcely

in the same deposit ; the latter being the more nunierons. ThoseB'jperations c

of a young Rhinoceros tichorhmus bore unmistakable traces of its

having been cooked and eaten by man. Eemains of the mammotli,

great Irish deer, aurochs, fossil horse, and other animals abounded.

The bones not only of the herbivora, but of a cave-bear, had l)eeii|

subjected to the action of fire, and split open for the extraction ol

the marrow. A stone implement, recognised by Danish antiquarie

as a hammer used in making flint-knives, and a siliceous core froii

which these had been struck, proved that the arts of the primitiv

tool-makers had been practised on the spot, where, as is legitimate]!

assumed by M. Lartet and others, the strange ftiuna of that post

pliocene ago had been consumed at successive funeral feasts.

It is unnecessary to attempt to measure by any definite numlit]

of centuries the probable age of this Aurignac cavern. It is t'

oldest exaniple of regular sepulture hitherto discovered ; ai

points, even more indisputably than the works of art of tlij

drift, to the contemporaneous existence in Europe of man aiii

the extinct mammalia. Whatever remotest antiquity the juxtaj

position of works of art and human remains with those of ttj

Urs2is spdccus and Rhinoceros tichorhinus can establish, is lia

abundantly indicated. Yet what do those seemingly oldest trai

of European man disclose ? Not indices assuredly of any simisj

transition ; but proofs of intellect and acquirements in no de

inferior to those of uncidtured nations of the present day. \h

in the second elephantuie period of the geologist, and contempoiu

with the great carnivora of the caves, are evidences of repi

hmnan sepulture, works of art deposited in the tomb, and ti

ashes of funeral fires accumulated at its portal. The signiticaci

of the artificially closed catacomb, the sepulchred dead, the "iB'tfL'st j'ealousv

within, and the ashes and del)ris of the last funeral feast witlinij"'''stinately rei

cannot be misinterpreted. The buried implements of war and

chase, the long quenched fires, the sacred rites, all tell the evi

recurring story of reverent piety, unavailing sorrow, and of

instinctive faith in a future life wliich dwells in the breast of

rudest savage, and se])arates liini by an impassable gulf from

inferior orders of creation.

Here then as we look on the man of that post-jdioceno Kim

so unlike our own : a savage hunter.
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draction oi

antiqiiaTiej

LS core ti'oii

le primith

- layer oflilependent on his rude skill for such tools, as horn, bone, and flint

reddenedi supply ' ^^^ ^^^ ^^® contrast between him and the lower animals to

minoledll^'C scarcely less striking, than when we compare the wondrous
rpjjQgJoperations of animal instinct, with the most matured achievements

iices of itslof l^iw^a^i intelligence. It is the interval between instinct and

mammotlilie^s'^*^- ^^ cannot perhaps measure it from clearly defined points

iboundedP^'^^®^'^
^^'^ ^^® ^^^® ^^ ^^^ ' Here the domain of the one ends and the

i- had lieew^lifir assumes its place ; but the distinctions are nevertheless un-

nistakable between the mierring but unprogressive rectitude of

nstiuctive skill, and the erring, bhuidering, and wayward, but

entative and finally progressive efforts of reason and experience.

n his savage state, indeed, " from nature rising slow to art," man

leoitimatdMpP^'^^^ ^^ ^^'^^ succeeding step but as the pupil and poor copier of

f that postBQstiiictive skill, with blunted perceptions and a scantily developed

iiitative faculty. Yet when we have exhausted all our atimiration

|f the inimitable arts of the bee, the ant, the spider, and silk-worm

;

even of that which we recognise as intelligence in the dog, the

X, the horse, or the elephant : there are stiil manifest in such

aces as the works of art and the extinguished fires of Aurignac,

lications of the ancient domain of reason ; and we arc as fully

epared as ever to concur in the decision of Columbus that the

vlit-torch of the Guanahane savage was indisputable evidence

\t the unknown world which dawn was al)out to reveal was the

bitation of man.

Some of the lowest forms of humanity, alike intellectually and

ysically, have been traced among the aborigines of Australia
;
yet

m human intelligence had achieved the discovery which lies at

[every foundations of all possible civilisation. According to the

ousequential account furnished by a native Australian of the

t ac(|uisition of fire :
—

" A long, long time ago a little bandicoot^

s the sole owner of a fire-brand, which he cherished with the

atest jealousy. So selfish was he in the use of his prize, that

obstinately refused to share it with the other annuals. So they

d a general council, where it was decided that tlie fire nnist be

allied from the bandicoot eitlu^r by force or strategy. The hawk
pij>eon were de])uted to carry out this resolution ; and after

ily trying to induce the fire-owner to share its blessings with

iieiglibours, the pigeon, seizing, as he thought, an unguarded

meiit, made a dash to obtain tlie prize. The bandicoot saw

, Fuprf iitlhirs had come to a crisis, and, in desperation, threw the fire

hdblV'V ll ' '^ siiiiiH, sharp-nosed animal, not unlike the (Juiuea-pig.
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towards the river, there to quench it for ever. But, fortunately for

the black man, the sharp-eyed hawk was hovering near, and seoiiitr

the fire falling into the water, with a stroke of his wing he knocked
l

the brand far over the stream into the long chy grass of the opposite

bank, which immediately ignited, and the Hanies spread over tlie

face of the country. The black man then felt the fire, and said it |

was good."
^

The discovery of the art of fire-making prefigured in this nulej

oftlieN(

Yet fire i

(liscovere

milt of it,

tlie TieiTfi

been in a

some of tl

never seei

myth, is intimately associated in the minds of the Australian abo-B touclied, a

rigines with their distinctive ideas of man. According to tliel Tiie fii

mythology of the Booroiing tribe, inhabiting the Mallee countrvB lioiiiage to

oil Lake Tyrill, they were preceded on the earth by a race olg god of day,

Nurrumbunguttias, or old spirits, who had the knowledge of fire

but these were translated to heaven before the black man came inti

existence. One of them, named TFar, or the Crow,—the Australian!

Prometheus,—is now the star Canopus ; and he it was who first|

brought fire back to earth, and gave it to the black men.^

It thus appears that the art of producing fire was one of tlitl I'old gods,

earliest achievements of man's untutored intellect ; and as this i<l hi the reco

effected in diverse ways, it may supply a clue whereby to triicv|

affinities among tribes widely separated, in so far as the process pur

sued is independent of any special local peculiarities. The doeilt

civiiizeti na

was associa

great cycle

solar time a

val was hel(

were held a

which accoui

dreary inten

service of fire is one of the first means by which man achieves lijB smoked, and

triumphs over nature. With its aid his range is no longer limitJ
to latitudes where the spontaneous fruits of the earth abound

i

every season. Its use lies at the root of all the industrial aiij

The friendly savages found by Columbus on the first -discoveiJ

island of the New World were armed with wooden lances, hardeiiJ

at the end by its means. The most civilized among the nations coeI

quered by Cortes and Pizaro, had learned by the same means to siiitj

the ores of the Andes, and make of the metallic alloys the tools wi.

which to quarry and hew their rocks, to sculpture the statues ot'tJ

ceremony of

<'f the great

[there, at mid:

'gilt up the n

lit was procun
(of another, is

Lm'd Kingsbo:

iitioiial faitli,

I'least of a hu
;f)ds of Aiialiuac, and the ])alaces and temples of the Peruvian cliiBi't^'diately aftei

dren of the sun. Without fire the imperfect implements of tl
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of the New World have become the highways of migrating nations.

Yet fire is not indispensable to man. The natives of the Ladrones,

discovered by Magellan in 1521, could not have been entirely igno-

rant of it, for their islands are mostly of a volcanic character, and, like

tlie Tierra del Fuego of the same discoverer, their volcanoes have

been in activity in modern times
;
yet tlie islanders, according to

some of the early Spanish voyagers, thought fire, which they had

never seen before, a devil or god that bit fiercely when it was

touclied, and lived on wood, which they saw it devour.

Tiie fire-worship of the Ghebirs is but a degraded form of that

homage to visible divinity with which man worships the glorious

.fod of day, and bows down before the heavenly host. Among the

civilized nations of the New World, accordingly, a peculiar sanctity

was associated with the familiar service of fire. At tlie close of the

great cycle of the Aztecs, when the calendar Avas corrected to true

solar time at the end of the fifty-second year, a high religious festi-

val was held, on the eve of which they broke in pieces their house-

hold gods, destroyed their furniture, and extinguished every fire.

In the reconstruction of the ritual calendar, the intercalated days

were held as though non-existent, and dedicated to no gods ; on

which account they were reputed unfortunate. At the end of that

(h'eary interval of fasting and penitence, during which no hearth

smoked, and no warm food could be eaten throughout the land, the

[ceremony of the new fire M'as celebrated. After sunset the priests

if tlie great temple went forth to a neighbouring mountain, and

llhero, at midnight, the sacred flame was rekindled, which was to

light up the national fires for another cycle. The process by which

lit was procured, by revolving one piece of dry wood in the hollow

of another, is repeatedly illustrated in the Mexican paintings of

[jird Kingsl)orough's work. But, true to the bloody rites of the

national faith, at this sacred festival the fire was kindled on the

neast of a human victim, from whence the reeking heart was im-

luediately afterwards torn out, and cast as a blootly offering to the

imls. The period from the extinction to the rekindling of the

^acrwl flame was one of gi'oat suspense. With a superstitious feel-

ing, in striking accordance with the customs and ideas of the

urtheni Indians, the women remained confined to their houses,-

ith their faces covered, under the belief that if they witnessed the

(I'lvmouy they would be forthwith transformed into beasts. Mean-

liile, the men gathered on the terraced roofs, and looked forth in

Iliad suspense into the darkness. The flames on the summits of
I
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the great teocullis, which lighted up the city at all other seasons,

had been extinguished ; and if the priests failed to rekindle them,

it was believed that the night must be eternal, and the world woiilil

come to an end. But dimly, through the darkness, a spark was

seen to glimmer on the distant summit of the mountain, and from

thence it was swiftly borne to the temple, towards which the wor-

shippers turned with renewed hope. As the sacred flame again

blazed on the high altar, and was distributed to the other teocallis,

sliouts of triumpli ascended with it to the sky. Feasts, joyous pro-

cessions, and oblations at the temples followed, and were prolonged

through a festival of thirteen days, devoted to a national jubilee for

the recovered flame, the type of a regenerated world.^ The loiif

interval which transpired between this chjsing rite of the gTeat

cycle was of itself sufficient to give it an impressive sanctity in the
|

eyes of the Aztec worshipper. He who witnessed it in youth saw

it only once again as life drew towards a close ; whilst few indeed
|

of all who rejoiced at the renewed gift of fire could expect to look
I

again on the strangely significant rite. Compared with the .vUiuial

miracle of the Greek Church in the crypt of the holy sepulchre, to

which it bears some resemblance, the great festival of the Aztecs

was replete with significance and S(jlenni grandeur, though stained
]

with the blood of their hideous sacrifices.

The Peruvian sun-worshippers preserved the harmony between
|

their recurrent festivals and the trui3 solar time, by a ruder ])rocos>

of adjustment than that which was devised by the remarkable jmi I

ficiency of the Aztec priests in astronomical science. Nevertheltw
f

they too had their secular festival of liaymi, held annually at tli.|

period t)f the summer solstice. For three days previous a general

fast prevaileil, the fire o)i the great altar of the sun went out, ami

ui all the dwellings of the land no hearth w^as kindled. As tli.|

dawn (5f the fourth day approached, the Inca, surrounded by

nobles, who came from all parts of the country to join in the S(deiiii|

celebration, as.seml)led in the great S(piare of the capital to greet 1

rising sun. The tem])le of the national deity presented its eastenil

portal to the earliest rays, emblazoned with his golden image, tliickk

set with pre : . '.s stones ; and as the first benns ci the morning wm
• reflected bi: . I'rom this iimgnificeut emblem of the god of day, soiiJ

of trium[)li mingled with the jubilant shout of his worshiiipti^

Then, after various rites of adoration, preparations were made ti

ivlviiidling the sacred fire. lUit this, with the Peruvians, was don

' Clarlifcro, vol. ii. jt. 84.
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by a process far in advance of that retained by the Aztec priests.

The rays of the sun, collected into a focus by a concave mirror of

polished metal, \;qxq made to inflame a heap of dried cotton ; and a

llama was sacrificed as a burnt-offering to the sun. Only in the

case of the sky being overcast did the priests resort to friction for

rekindling the altar ; but the hiding of his countenance by the god

of day was regarded as little less ominous than the extinction of

tlie sacred fire, which it became the duty of the virgins of the sun

tfi guard throughout the year. A slaughter of the llama flocks of the

siui furnished a universal banquet ; and, while the god was pro-

pitiated by offerings of fruit and flowers, there appear to have been

some rare occasions on which the sacrifice of a human victim—

a

lieautifid maiden or a child,—gave to this graceful anniversary a

nearer resemblance to the appalling rites of Aztec worship.

Among the northern Indian tribes some faint traces of the

annual festival of fire are discernible. At the sacrifice of the

white dog, the New Year's festival of the Iroquois, the proceedings

extended over six days ; and such were the obligations which its

rites imposed on all, that if any member of a family died during

the period, the body was laid aside, and the relatives pai'ticipated

in the games as well as the religious ceremonies. The strangling

of the white dog destined for sacrifice was the chief feature of the

first day's jn'oceedings. On the second day the two keepers of the

faith visited each house, and performed the significant ceremony of

stirring the ashes on the hearth, accompanied with a thanksgiving

to the Great Spirit. On the morning of the fifth day the fire was

solemnly kindled by friction, and the white dog l)orne in procession

on a bark litter, until the otfic' ituig leaders halted, facing the

rising sun, when it was laid on the flaming wood and consumed,

huing an address, which included a special thanksgiving to the

sun, for having looked on the earth with a beneficent eye.^

There is, perhaps, no connexion traceal>le between the various

rites thus descriljed ; for it would be easy to find their parallels

among ancient and modern nations. They pertained to the religious

practices of the Chaldeans, to the rites of Baal, and to the earliest

hiiuns wtitH i'"^l simi)lest forms of idolatry. Sabaism is indeed tlie most

natnral, and at the same time the most elevated form of false

worshi}), commending itself l>y many visilile tokens, as of a divine

iniluonce and power, to uninstructed man ; and the association of

tiro with tlu! sun as its source is scarcely less natural. " Take yc

* L'liijiie (if the IronKoit, pp. '2((7-'221.
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good heed unto yourselves," exclaims the lawgiver of Israel to the

tribes in the wilderness, " for ye saw no manner of similitude on

the day that the Lord spake unto }'ou in Horeb out of the midst

of the fire ; lest thou lift up tliine eyes imto heaven, and when

thou seest the sun, and the moon, and the stars, even all the host

of heaven, shoiddest be driven to worship them." This worship of

the sun, though associated with ancient rites of Asiatic nations, is

not therefore necessarily an evidence of the eastern origin eitlier of

the faith or the nations of the New World. But, in the services to

which it gave rise there, we have, at least, suggestive hints of tlio

links that bind together its own ancient and modern tribes : Per-

ha[)s also they may supply a clue to the interpretation of some of

the obscure sculptures, with their mysterious hieroglyphics, still

I'emaining on sites of the extinct native civilisation of America

;

and of rites once practised amid the sacred enclosures, and on the

altar-mounds which give such peculiar interest to the river-terraces

of the Mississippi valley.

Among tlie remarkable structures of the Mound-Builders, re-

viewed in a subsequent chapter, their explorers have been struck

by the peculiarities of a certain class of mounds, erected on tlie

most elevated summits of outlying hills. Concerning tliese " there

can be no doubt that the ancient people selected prominent and

elevated positions upon which to build large fires, which were

kept burning for long periods, or renewed at frequent inteivals.

They appear to have been built generally upon heaps of stones,

which are broken up and sometimes partially vitrified. In all

cases they exhibit marks of intense and protracted heat." ^ Such

indications have been supposed to mark ancient ' signal- stations

adai)ted to the telegraphic system still in use among native tribes,

of sending up columns of smoke as a warning that enemies are at

hand. But this " putting out fire," as it is called among the In-

dians of the north-west, for tlie purposes of signal, is now accom-

plished by the simple ])rocess of setting the short-tufted l)utl'alo

grass in flame ; and presents slight analogy to the traces of intense

fires on the ancient hill-moiuids, where the amount of scoriaceous

material often covers a large sjtace several feet deep.

The disclosures of the mounds in the Ohio and Scioto valleys

show that fire was extensively used in the religious as well as the

sepulchral rites of the INIound-Builders. Their strange burieil

altars have glowed repeatedly with the sacred tires, and consumed

' Ancient Monuvienls of the Mississippi Valley, p. 183.
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Chinook Fire-making. 01

the offerings of tliuir most costly treasures, ere they m iinally

covered up, to lie concealed during the long night of intervening

centuries. Accompanietl as they are by traces suggestive of human
sacrifices, they present analogies to the cruel woi-ship of the I'hce-

nician and Carthaginian Baal, whose temples and altars were chiefly

built on the tops of hills, or on the summits of artificial piles. The

worship of the sun by the I'hoenicians and Syrians is directly

stated by Herodian, and confirmed by the occurrence of the name
of r>aal with that of the sun on Carthaginian coins and Palmyrene

inscriptions, as Baal-ckamman, Baal-sheviesh, Baal-shamayim.

But there is no need to assume the presence of I^hcBuician voyagers

and colonists in the Ncav World, to account for the origin of rites

iiud practices which rather point to that essential unity, throughout

the whole family of nations, traceable in the independent origin of

the same practices, and the instinctive development of like arts

and customs wherever man is found subject to corresponding

influences.

Perhaps greater importance is due to the employment of the

same metliod of fire-making at the present day among the Indians

of the north-west, as we see illustrated in ancient Aztec paintings
;

while the sun-worshippers of the southern continent had devised

ix totally distinct method, corresponding to that by which the

Iionians kindled the sacred fire. Mr. Paul Kane thus describes

the former process as employed by the Chinooks on the Columbia

lUver. " The fire is obtained by means of a flat piece of diy cedar,

in which a small hollow is cut, with a channel for the ignited

charcoal to run over ; on this the Indian sits to hold it steady,

while lie rapidly twirls a round stick of the same wood between

the palms of his hands, with the point pressed into the liollow.

In a very short time sparks l)egin to fall through the channel upcm

tinely frayed cedar-bark placed underneath, which they soon ignite.

There is a great deal of knack in doing this, but those who are

used to it will light a fire in a very short time. The men usually

carry these sticks al)(»ut witli them, as after they liave been once

used they produce the fire more quickly." ^ With slight variations

ill the application of the principle, this process of friction appears

to be the recognised Indian and Esquimaux mode of jirocuring fire
;

and there is no question that among all the Indian tribes not only

^vas a certain superstitious sanctity attached to fire, but they look

M'itli distrust on the novel metliods em[)loyed by Europeans for its

' Wanikrhii/s o/an Artitit amoiKj th Indians of North America, j). 188.
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92 Tierra del Fue(/o. [chap.

production. When, in 1811, Elksatowa, the ])ropliet of the Wahash,

and the brother of Tecuniseh, the Shawnee warrior, was exhortinff

his tribe to resist the deadly encroachments of the white man, lie

concluded one of his eloquent warnings by exclaiming :
" Throw

away your lire- steels, and awaken the sleeping flame as your

fatliers did before you ; fling away your wrought coverings and put

on skins won for yourselves as was their wont, if you would escape

the anger of the Great Spirit." Nor is there wanthig among many
Indians a conviction that the Ishkodaiwaubo, or fire-liquid, is a

malignant fonn of the same mysterious element, an evil medicine

wrought for tlieir ilestruction by the white Manitou. But the fire-

steel, which the Shawnee orator associated witli foreign novelties

distasteful to the Great Spirit, is in use among the Fuegians

in their so-called Land of Fire. At Tierra del Fuego, Captain

Weddell states, ho produced the tinder-box in prt .aence of a party

of Fuegians, in order to ascertain how fire is obtained by them,

and presently discovered that his steel had been purloined. This

however he recovered, and after sending the culprit to his canoe

with threats of punishment, he learned that they procure fire by

rubbing iron pyrites and a flinty stone together, catching the

sparks in a dry substance resembling moss, which is quickly

ignited.^

Thus we trace throughout the western hemisphere various

methods for calling into existence the wondrous element, so pecu-

liarly distinctive of man. Even in these simple processes common
relations of a very comprehensive character are apparent; while

the Peruvian, with the solar mirror, stands apart alike from the

rude Indian and the cultivated native of the Mexican plateau ; and

far to the south of both, the Fuegian finds in the natur.al products of

his inhospitable clime, a means of fire-making analogous to that

which the Shawnee prophet taught his people to regard as one of

the unhallowed practices of the white man. liut all alike exhiliit

man, even in the rudest stage of undeveloped intellect, master of

the same secret ; and turning to many useful, and even indispen-

sable purposes what no other animal can be taught to nse ; or

scarcely even to look u|)on without dread.

The Indian of the New World had learned for himself the in-

vention which lies at the root of all arts, and is the true Tubal-

(Vun, Hephffistos, Vulcan, and Wayland Smith; the Quctzalcoatl,

divine instructor of the Aztecs in the use of metals ; and the JVlancn

1 Weddell's Voifitf/e towards the South Pole in 1822-24, p. 1G7.
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Capac, child of tlie sun, with his golden wedge, the germ of all

Peruvian civilisation. He had made slave of the grand alchymist

and artificer, Fire ; though as yet he knew not all the ^^•orth that

was in him. With his aid the sturdy oak, the birth of centuries,

was made to bow to the behest of the simple Aborigines. The

massive trunk shaped itself into a canoe, hollowed out by the magi-

cal touch of this artificer. The ulay, kneaded into the simple gourd-

like caldron or jar, l)ecame the parent of ceramic art ; or burnt

into the builder's brick gave birth to all triumphs of architecture.

The Peruvian Anta dissolved like the streams born of the snows

on the copper-bearing Andes, and took shape of use or beauty at

the will of the ingenious modeller. The white tin, pliant and of little

account, assumed a new power in the hands of the metallurgist, and,

added to the cojiper, produceil the beautiful and useful alloy which

niaiks im[)ortant transitional eras of the Old World as well as the

New : the symbol of that age of bronze which mingles in the

dreams of Hesiod's Theogony, and illumines the dawn of pre-

historic centuries of Scandinavia and Britain,

But the magic i)ower of this new artificer was seen only as

yet hi infantile sjjorts. The iron ore lay a dark, unsightly,

and inert mass ; and alongside of it, in contemporaneous strata,

the fire-heat of centuries buried in forgotten eras of geological

time, had been compacted into vegetable coal. And now Jire was

to accomplish its triumphs, and make the great \e\eh and grand

liver-courses of the New World the scenes of a revolution uii-

o([ualled since time itself was born. Coal and iron are wedded

together. The new forgers of the thunderbolts toil in the roaring

forges of Birmingham, Glasgow, Wolverhampton, and Woolwich.

Watt, Arkwright, Brunei, Stephenson, are the Tubal-Cains and

Wayland Smiths of our modern age. The Atlantic is bridged by

their ocean steamers ; and, where the genius of Europe's solitary

believer in a Far West guided the caravels of Spain through the

dread mysteries of the ocean to another world : the merchant

navies of the nations speed, defiant of wind and waves, propelled

by new powers that slumbered, abiding their waking-time, in that

tiny spark lit by the forest-Prometheus. Tended by this willing

slave, mechanic skill plies, unwearied, its gi-eat task. The work of

old centuries is outspcd in single years. Everywhere, and in all

shapes, the new developments of this ])rimitive element of science

startle us watli their novel and exliaustless powers. Northward,

southward, and far into the wilds on the western horizon of civili-

I
i
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sation, run tlio now iron lii^'liway.s, rush the iron horsos, snortinjj;

and shriokinf^ as tlicy hasten onwartl to tlio I'acific, and ])ant till,

with the ocean steam-ships of commerce, they shall engirdle the

world.

Thus far has time already realized the fond dream of Columhus,

which, as ho believed, he read foretold in holy WTit and shadowed

forth darkly in mystic revelations of tlie ])rophets. Tiic ends of tlm

earth were to be brought together, and all nations, and tongues, and

languages, united under the banner of the lledeemer.' Thus \'nv

also has experience confirmed his absolute deduction. The fainl

glimmering of light, seen once and again in passing gleams, was in

reality the flashing of intellect in that still unrevealed world wliicjli

was to gladden the eyes of the ocean-watchers with the morrow's

dawn. The inhabitants of the new-found continent had already

achieved the art of fire-making, and all else was conceivable of

them. They were intelligent beings, fashioned in tlie same divine

mould as those who then flattered themselves they were carrying

the light of the true faith into benighted lands ; men within wIkjhi

lay, inert or in fullest vigour, the germs of all later triumidis of

chemistry, electricity, mechanics : the steam-engine, the railway,

the electric telegi'aph, and the gi-eater, grander, mightier things

that exist in inideveloped thought for the generations yet to be.

• Washington Irving's Life of Columbus, book i. chap. v.
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The discovery of fire and its application even to such simple

pni'ijoses of art as the hardening of the wooden spear, or the

hollowing of the nxonoxylous canoe, suffice to illustrate the

characteristics of man, not merely as a reasoning, but also as

a tool-using, or as Franklin defined him, a tool-makhig animal.

Whilst, however, an innate instinct seems to prompt him to

j

supplement his helplessness by such means : mechanical science,

the industrial and the fine arts, are all progressive develop-

Inients which his intellect superinduces on that tool-using in-

stinct. And through all the countless ages revealed to the

geologist, with ever new orders of successive life ; with beast,

hird, crustacean, insect, and zoophyte, endowed with wonderful

[constructive instincts, and perpetuating memorials of architec-

[ture and sculpture, of which the microscope is aLme adequate

Ito reveal the exquisite beauty oml infinite variety of design :

lyet so thoroughly is the use of tools the exclusi\'e attribute of

linan, that the discovery of a single artificially shaped flint in

[the drift or cave-breccia, is sufficient to lead the geologist to infer

[iudispntably that man has been there. The flint implement or

^veupon lies beside bones revealing kindred species to the saga-

['ious elephant, or to those of carnivora allied to the dog, with its

« t

I
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^1

wonderful instincts bordering on reason and tlie forethoiij^dit of

experience
;

yet no theorist dreams of tlie hypothesis that some

wiser Elcphas primigcnius, in advance of liis ajre, devised tlie

flint spear wherewith to oppose more effectually the aygression.s

of the gigantic carnivora, remains and traces of which abound in

the ossiferous caverns.

Man was created with a tool-using instinct, and with faculties

capable of developing it into all the mechanical triumphs wliicli

command such wonder and admiration in our day ; but he was also

created with a necessity for such. "The heritage of nakedness,

which no animal envies ns, is not more the memorial of the

innocence that once was ours, than it is the omen of the labours

which it compels ns to imdergo. With the intellect of angels,

and the bodies of earth-worms, we have the power to conquer, and

the need to do it. Half of the industrial arts are the residt of m\
being born without clothes ; the other half of onr being born with

out tools."
^

With the growing wants of men as they gathered into com-

munities, novel arts were develo]ied ; and the demands of each

new-felt want called into being means for its supply. Artificers

in brass and iron mnltiplied, and the sites of the first cities of the

earth were adorned with temples, palaces, sculptiu'ed marbles and

cunningly-wrought shrines. But still it was the lot of the sons ef

Adam to journey from that old East. God scattered them abroad

from thence upon the face of all the earth ; and as they wandered,

westward anil eastward, the elements of an acquired civilisation

were inevitably left behind. All bnt the most indispensable arts

disappeared during the process of migration ; and when at leujitli

the wanderers found a new home, it might be " a land whose stones

are iron, and ont of whose hills thou mayest dig brass," but no iii-ts
|

are so speedily lost among migratory tribes as those of metallurjjy. I

The hold of the accumulated wisdom and experience of successivo

generations must be partial and uncertain among an unlettered
|

people, dependent on tradition for all knowledge excepting sucli

as is practically transmitted hi the operations of daily experience;

for how very few of all the wanderers from the old centres nt|

European civilisation to the wilds of the New World bring witlii

them the slightest knowledge either of the science or tlie practice
I

of metallurgy. Every chemical aualyst knows what it is to receivo

' Whnt is Tcchnoloijy? an Innu<jnral Lertun: By Gcorgi- Wilson, M.P.

Regius Professor of Toclinolotty, E(liii1)urgh University.
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iron pyrites for silver, and ochres for iron or gold. Even now the

skill of the American miner has to be imported, and the copper-

miners of Lake Superior are almost exclusively derived from Corn-

wall, Norway, or the mining districts of Gennany.

With all our many artificial wants so promptly supplied, even

in tlie remotest colony in which the Anglo-Saxon wanders

" By the long wash of Australasian seas

Far off, and lioKls his head to other stars,

And breathes in converse seasons,"

we are slow to perceive how much we owe to the wondrous appli-

jances of modern civilisation, and its social division of labour. The

Idld Dutchman exported his very bricks across the Atlantic, where-

with to found his New Amsterdam on the banks of the Hudson

;

and the English colonist, with enterprise enough to mine the copper

|and iron of Lake Superior, still seeks a market for the ores in Eng-

land, and imports from thence both the engineers and the iron

wherewith to bridge his St. Lawrence. With such facts before us

in rehition even to the systematic colonization of a highly civilized

md enterprising commercial nation : it is easy to understand what

must have been the condition of the earth's primeval colonists, as

[liey wandered forth successively from the great Asiatic hive, gi'adu-

lUy displacing the savage fauna of the wilds they took possession

)f • or occupying, as chance directed them, the far-scattered islands

the sea. Their industrial arts were all to begin anew ; and thus,

herever we recover traces of the first footprints of the old nomade

n his wanderings across the continents of Asia or Europe, or follow

lini into the new world of America, or the newer continent of

iiLstralia and the islands of the Southern Ocean, we see that that

ion-iuetallurgic condition of primitive social life which is conve-

niently designated its Stone-Period, is not necessarily the earliest

[umau period, but only the rudimentary state to which man had

turned, and may return again, in the inevitable deterioration of a

ii<;ratory era. The world was all before him, where to choose his

llaee of rest. Its forests had to be cleared, its fields to be tilled, its

|eins of copper to be explored, and the long lost science of metal-

irgy to be recovered, and developed anew into industrial arts. Cast

[ice more on his primal tool-using instincts, we can nevertheless

Hjuently trace the individuality of the workman, the gemis of ori-

[iial thought, and the novel a])plicati()ns of inventive skill, even in

ich infantile hunuin arts. What is of still more importance : from

le materials employed, and the artistic eflbrts at imitation displayed,

;
i

Mi
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his former geogra];)liical relations can in many cases be inferred, and

the physical conditions under wliich he wTonght be determined.

But all evidence consistent with the Adamic origin of man

points to a cradle-land for tlie human family towards the western

borders of Central Asia, and remote from its coasts : probably in

that range of country stretching betAveen the head waters of the

Indus and the Tigris. Tlie only early history of man that we Ijn search of

possess represents the postdiluvian wanderers journeymg eastward, iuoly attrac

and at length settling on a plain tliat long afterwards remained one Bpersoiial or
of the chief centres of history. But the arts there developed be- Iom,'iii'>'s of
longed exclusively to a far inland people ; and to this day tlie rudeMet ijractica

craft of the Tigris and the Euphrates betrays a total absence olBrnd, Imi^iw j

maritime instinct or skill in navigation. The highest eftbrt of theiiBhev knew n
boat-builders is little more than to construct a temporary raft, on

whicli themselves and their simple freiglit may float in safety down

the current of the great river. It is the same device as Juvenal

describes, evidently without having seen it, as the painted earthen

ware boat of the Egyptians of the Xile :—

" Iiiil)t'lle tit inutile vulgus,

Piirviil.a fictilihus solitum dare vela iih.ist'lis,

Et brcvibus pictre remis incunibere tostiu." '

The " fictilihus phaselis " of the i)oet were in reality only the XilJ

rafts, such as are in use to this day, formed of earthenware jar|

bound together by witiies and cords, and covered with bulruslieJ

Like the corresponding river-craft of the Euphrates, these aivl

steered down the Nile, ne\'er to return ; fu', on their arrival m
Cairo, the rafts are broken up, and the jars sold in the bazaaKJ

Such was the rudimentary condition of navigation in that ureJ

Asiatic hive of nations, where man cliiefly dwelt for centuries, lel

mote from the sea. But from thence the wanderers were scattei«|

over the face of the whole earth; and by them were the nAiui

divided in the earth, and the isles of the C.entiles divided in tlitJ

lands. The primitive river-craft, therefore, found an early develoiJ

ment into sea-craft, and oceanic migration gave a new clmraitrf

to the wanderings of the primeval nomades. Thenceforth, accdJ

ingly, those instinctive tendencies began to characterize certaiij

branches of the human family, as leaders of maritime enleriiikj

which may l)e traced under very diverse degrees of social develu]

ment ; as in the riuenicians, the Northmen, the Malays, and tl

' Juv(.'ii:il, Sdt. XV.
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repeated popular accounts, it is also affirmed to embark at times on

a rude craft, formed of a stray chip or piece of bark, and to cross

by this means otherwise impassable lakes of great width. Had any

such rudimentary trace of the boat-building instinct developed itself

into even the rudest art among ir^^rior animals, the geographical

ranges of many species might have been materially changed : since

we see that it wanted only the ship which man provided for them,

to make the horse, the ox, the sheep, the hog, as naturally at honiel emdication

in the New World as himself; and to carry such pests as the broAMil ^Vorld of t

rat, the mouse, and even the common house-fly, almost into eveivli't' a past t

region to which European civilisation has penetrated. I dawn, had

To man alone, but by no means exclusively to civilized maul to the West

pertains the art of navigating not only rivers but oceans. Witll [trofl'ssors o

our wondrous steam-ships, wherewith we have bridged the Atlanticl'jf science, j

we are apt to lose faith in the capacity of uncivilized man for overn perhaps as ]

coming such obstacles as the dividing oceans which had so lonlorthodox cc

concealed the New World from the Old. About the year 17ri0,al'liilos()phicj

canoe, now preserved in the museum of Marischal College, Aberl-feroine or i

deen, was picked up by a ship on the Aberdeen coast, with Jiigurative te:

Esquimaux in it, still alive, and surrounded by his fishing geailtlie devout r(

though the poor voyager died soon after, from being allowed to kluouiicetl tlie

dulge to excess the voracious appetite which long abstinence liaPit'lief in ant

created. This example, though an exceedingly interesting, is notloiu' faitli : si

solitary one ; for Humboldt, in his Views of Nature, refers to otlupoiiposite side

well-authenticated proofs of natives of America, supposed by him

have probably been Esquimaux from Greenland or Labrador, havi

been carried by currents from the Western to the Eastern Contine

Again, so recently as 1833, a Japanese junk was wrecked ont

coast of Oregon, and some of its crew were subsequently rescui

from captivity among the Indians of the Hudson's Bay Territo

Other evidences in proof of the probability of such modes of "ol

zation of the New World will be noticed in a subseqiient cliapta

but these are sufficient to illustrate the relations between ti

primitive fleets of the Indian islands first explored by Columbus.aijfloi'd to sneei

possible soiu-ces of the earliest settlers of America. To Colunil

indeed, with that well-defined faith in the spherical form of the eaij

which gave him confidence to steer boldly westward in seardi

the Asiatic Cipango, the Indian canoes suggested no such solutij

of difficulties of later origin ; for the great Admiral died in the belf

that he had reached the eastern shores of the continent of Asia.

Not so, liowever, was it with the Spanish savans of the fif

lations not t
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century, to whosejudgment the unaccomplished purpose of Columbus

was referred. In the ancient city of Salamanca, there assembled in

the Dominican convent of St. Stephen, in the year 1486, a learned

ami orthodox conclave, summoned by Prior Fernando de Talavera,

to investigate the novel theory propounded by Columbus, and to

decide whether, in that most Catholic of the kingdoms of Christen-

dom, in which the Inquisition had just been established for the

eradication of heresy, it was a permissible belief that the New
World of the West existed or no. Columbus, studying the wisdom

of a past then drawing to its close, by the clearer light of his later

lawn, had already demonstrated the certainty of an ocean highway

to the Western Hemisphere. The council of clerical sages included

protessors of astronomy, geography, mathematics, and other branches

)f science, as well as learned friars and dignitaries of the Church :

jierhaps as respectable an assemblage of cloister-bred pedantry and

urthodox conservatism as that fifteentli century could produce,

riiilosophical deduction.s were parried by a quotation from St.

Jerome or St. Augustine, and mathematical demonstrations by a

tigurative text of Scripture ; and in s])ite alike of the science and

the devout religious spirit of Columbus, the Salamanca divines pro-

nounced the iilea of the eartli's spherical form heterodox, and a

lelief in antipodes incompatilde with the historical traditions of

lour faith : since to assert that there were inhabited lands on the

ippo.sito side of the globe, would be to maintain that there were

iitions not descended from Adam, it hiw/ imiwsfiihle for them to

fiKve passed the intvrvcvhuj ocean. This would l)e, therefore, to dis-

credit the Bible, whicli expressly declares that all men are descended

loui one connuon parent.^

It may well excite a smile to find the very ethnological problem

'this nineteenth century thus dogmatically produced by the sages

f Salamanca in the fifteenth century, to prove that America could

lit exist. liut we have not so entirely learned even now to liar-

iiinizo our scientific belief and (ku* religious faith, that we can

tl'ovd to sneer at the follies of an age bewildered in the mazes

f crude scientific theories and religious controversy. The bark

which Columbus did at length achieve the impossibility of

aching a new world beyond the Atlantic ocean, was in no degree

lore capable of l)raving the ocean's terrors than the navies of the

Icditerranean had been a thousand years before. Nevertheless, it

leenis to some of our modern scientific theorists an easier thing to

' Vide Irviiig's Coluinbu,% ohap. iii.
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create a score of red, brown, and black Adams and Eves, wlicre-

with to increase, nirltiply, and replenish each " realm," or province

of the animal world, than to l)elieve that man was transft'iioi]

to new regions, and affected by their ])hysical inflnences, jnst as wo

see the liorse, ox, and ]iof>' have been in our own day.

Throughout the Polynesian archipelago, fragments of foreign

vocabularies are the chief traces of that oceanic migration bv

which alone the descendants of a common race could people

those distant islands of the sea. The recognition of certain

Malay and Polynesian words in tl j language of the remote

island of Madagascar, is one striking illustration of what sucli

intrusive linguistic elements imply. "A navigation of three

thousand miles of open sea," says Mr. Crawfurd, "lies between

the Indian Islands and Madagascar, and a strong trade-wind

prevails in tlie greater part of it. A voyage from the Indian

Islands to Madagascar is possible, even in the rude state of

Malayan navigation ; but retiu'n would be wholly impossible.

Commerce, conquest, or colonization are consequently utterly out

of the question as means of conveying any portion of the Malayan

language to Madagascar. Tliere remams, then, but one way in

which this could have taken place : the fortuitous arrival on tlie

shores of Madagascar of tempest-driven Malayan praus. . . . Tlit

occasional arrival in Madagascar of a shipwrecked p7'mi iniolit

not indeed be sufficient to account for even the small portion ui

^Malayan found in the Malagas! ; but it is offering no violence tn

the manners or histoiy of the Malay people, to imagine the pro-

bability of a piratical fleet, or a fleet carrying one of those niis^ia-

tions of which tliere are examples on record, being tempest-driven

like a single jj?YMt. Such a fleet, well equipped, well stocked, ami

well manned, would not only be fit for the long and i)eriion*

voyage, but reach INFadagascar in a better condition than a lisliiii'<

or trading boat. It niiiy seem, then, not an improbable sui)[)iisi-

tion, that it was through one or more fortuitous adventures of tliisl

description that the language of ^ladagascar received its inilux i

jVIalayan." Dr. Latliani, in his Man and Ids Migrations, sn]ii)le-|

ments the remarks of j\[r. Crawfurd, liy referring to well-aullien-j

ticated voyages accomplished by escaped slaves from jMauritin?,,

Inqiolled l)y the stern necessity of elfecting their esca]>o at all

hazards from an intolerable bondage, these ])oor untutored slavii

have been known to seize a canoe in the night-time, antl with I

calabash of Nvater, and a few manioc or cassada roots, endeavour tJ

reach Mi
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reach Madagascar, or even Africa, a dibtance of many hundred

miles, without compass or gtiido, through the pathless and stormy

ocean. IMany perisli in the voyage, hut some succeed ; and Dr.

Latham quotes an instance communicated to him by one who had

liiniself picked up a frail canoe, within about a hundred miles of

the coast of Africa, containing five runaway slaves, who, with only

a small cpiantity of water and rice, and their fishing-lines, had fled

from a harsh French master at the Seychelles, and, guided by the

stars, were making for the coast from which they had been kid-

napped. The poor voyagers had notched on the side of their canoe

the record of twenty-one days of weary hope ; but one of them then

lay dying in the bottom of the canoe, and the others only escaped

the same fate by tlieir timely rescue. We see, however, that frailer

ships than our ocean steamers may have borne the fathers of nations

to remotest isles ; and that when that disputed proposition of oceanic

migration is solved, the objections of St. Augustine and the Sala-

manca doctors, along with some of those of no less reputable

modern doubters, to the possible affiliation of the red man and

the white, may prove to rest on no better foundations than other

obstacles to the belief in a new world, which seemed to the old

monkish impugners of science in Salamanca equally cogent.

In this view of the case, the canoe of America is the type of a

developed instinct x>regnant with many suggestive thoughts for

us. And the traces of the primeval ship-builder's art accumulate

wonderfully so soon as attention is drawn to it : adding fresh

evidence of an underlying history of maiitime enterprise not yet

I
embraced within our oldest accredited chroniclings. On the banks

lit the Scottish Clyde, the modern voyager from the New World

looks with peculiar interest on the gi-owing fabrics of those huge

hteamers, which have made the ocean, that proved so impassable a

Ijavrier to the men of the fifteenth century, the easy highway of

conniierce and pleasure to us. The roar of the iron forge, tlie clang

lof the fore-hammer, the intermittent glare of the furnaces, and all

the novel api>liances of iron shi]* building, tell of the modern era

liif steam ; but, meanwhile, underneath these very ship-builders'

[yards lie the memorials of ancient Clyde fleets, in which we are

lionie ijack, up the stream of human history, far into prehistoric

[times. The earliest recorded discovery of a Clyde canoe took

Iplace in 1780, at a depth of twenty-five feet l)elow the surface,

[on a site known by the apt designat'' .1 of St. Enoch's croft, when

Itligging the fomidation of a chu -ch dedicated, by a strangely
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I

a]iposite misnomer, to the antediluvian father of Methuselali,

This canoe, hewn out of a single oak, rested in a horizontal posi-

tion on its keel, and within it, near the prow, lay a beautifully

finished stone axe or celt, represented here,

doubtless one of the simple implements witli

which this primitive ship of the Clyde had been

fashioned into shape.

Subsequent to this at least sixteen otlier

canoes liave been brought to light. None of

them equals it in interest ; but others have

been dug up at gi'eater distances from the

modern river's banks, buried in many feet of

accumulated soil, underneath sites occupied Ijy

the most ancient structures of the city of Glas-

gow, and doubtless busy scenes of city life for

i-u].2.-ciyiiL. stone Axe. j^Qj.g ^jj^^jj ^ thousaud ycars. It is difficult to

apply any satisfactory chronological test whereby to gauge the

lai)se of centuries, since this I'.'imitive fleet plied in the far-inland

estuary that then occupied tlie modern area through which the

Clyde has WTOUght its later channel ; but that the changes in

geological, no less than in technolf)gical asjiects indicate a greatly

prolonged interval, cannot admit of doubt ; and primitive man,

alike in old Africa and in the New World, is still practising the

rude ingenuity of the same boat-builder's art, which the alloplijliaii

of tlie Clyde pursued thousands of years ago.

In the interesting narrative of a cruise on the Tanganyika Lake

of central Africa, by Captain J, H. Speke, the simple ]irocess there

pursued in fashioning the native canoe, strikingly illustrates tlie

means by which the imperfect stone implement could be turned to

account for felling the forest oak, and shaping it into such vessels

as that in which the stone a.\e was found. Writing in his journal

on the 3d March 1858, Cajjtain Speke says:—"All being settled,

I set out in a long narrow canoe, hollowed out of the trunk of ;i

single tree. These vessels are mostly built from large timbers,

growing in the district of Ugubha, on the w^estern side of the

lake. The savages fell them, lop off the branches and ends to the

length required, and then, after covering the upper suriace \vitli

wet mud as the tree lies upon the ground, they set fire to and

smoulder out its interior, until nothing but a case remains, whicli

they finish by paring out with roughly constructed hatchets."

The islanders of the Southern Ocean, the natives of numy parts
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of the African continent, and the canoe-builders of the New World,

all employ the agency of fire to supplement their imperfect tools.

The stone axe of the St. F .ch's croft canoe is fonned of highly

pohslied dark greenstone. It measures five and a half inches in

length l)y three and a half in breadth, and an unpolished band

round the centre indicates where it has been bound to its haft,

leaving both ends disengaged, as is frequently the case with the

stone hatchets of the American Indians and the Polynesians. But

the accompanying woodcut shows a more ingenious mode of hafting

I'Ki. :i.—Cliiliim Stiiiii; Ailzf

the stone adze for lioUowing the charred trimk, and shaping it into

a canoe. It is drawn from one brought by ^Ir. Paid Kane from the

Straits of De Fuca, where such implements are in use by the Clalam

Indians for constructing out of tlie trunks of cedar trees, large and

highly ornamented canoes, in which they fearlessly face the dangers

of the I'ucific ocean. Some of thesti canoes, made out of a single

tree, measure upwards of fifty feet long, and are capable of carrying

thirty as a crew. They liave thwarts fr(jm side to side, about three

inches thick, and their gunwales curve outwards so as to throw oft'

the waves. Tlie bow and stern rise in a gracefid sv.'cep sometimes

to a height of five feet, and are deccjrated with grotestjue figures of

wen and animals. The Indian crew kneel two and two along the

liottoni, and })ropel the canoe ra])idly with paddles from four to five

feet long, while a bowman and steersman sit, each with his paddle,

at either end. Washington Irving, in describing the Oregon Indians,

remarks :
" It is surju-ising to see with what fearless rmconcern these

savages venture in their light barks upon the roughest and most

tempestuous seas. They seem to ride \\\)on the wave like sea-fowl.

Should a surge throw the canoe upon its side, and endanger its over-

turn, those to windward lean over the upper gunwale, thrust their
kII
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paddles deep into the wave, and by this action not merely rejrain

an equilihritun. Liit ^ivo their hark a vij^orous impulse forward."

Such fearless navij^ators find in tlie violent currents of the

Straits of l)e Fuca, or the stormy waves of the Tacific, little to

daunt them ; and one of their most coveted, though now rarely

attained, prizes is the whale, the hluhher of which is eaten along

with dried fish, and esteemed no less highly hy them than by the

Esquimaux. Since the encroachments of Euroi)ean settlements on

their territories their game has greatly diminished, and few Avhales

approach tlie coast ; but, when an opportunity offers, the Indians

are enthusiastic in the chase, and the process by which their prize

is secured furnishes an interesting illustration of native ingenuity

and daring. When a whale is seen blowing in the oftlng, they rush

down to their canoes and push oft", furnished with a numl)er of

lirge, strong seal-skin bags filled with air, each attached by a cord

to a barbed spear-head, in the socket of which is fitted a handle

five or six feet long. Upon coming up with the whale, the barbed

heads are driven into it, and the handles withdrawn ; until the

whale, no longer able to sink from the buoyancy of the air-bags, is

despatched and towed ashore.

Thus we see, to how much gi-eater extent the ancient canoe may

have sufficed for oceanic expeditions than our familiarity with

modern shipping inclines us to believe possible. The old navi-

gators of the Clyde were probably not a whit less fearless than

the native whalers of the Oregon coast ; and they had to face

dangers fully equal to any of those to which the voyagers of the

Pacific are exposed, whenever they navigated the lochs and island

channels towards its mouth, or ventured beyond it, to face the

gales and currents of the Irish Sea. The alluvium of the river

Clyde has supplied an unusually rich store of illustrations of

primitive ship-carpentry ; but the disclosures of another Scottish

locality also merit notice here. The carse, or alluvial plain of

Falkirk, like that of Stirling, is intimately associated with sdnie

very memorable events of Scottish history. It is traversed by the

valhmi and chain of for's reared by Lollius Urbicus the Iioniaii

propra3tor of Antoninus Pius in the early part of the second

century, and is rich in memorials of later incidents already

referred to. But underneath the ancient footprints of Scuttisli

patriot and invader lie far older records. The Statistical Accounts

record the discovery, in the vicinity of Falkirk, of an ancient

boat buried some thirty feet below the surface of the same
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carse from which the remains of a f(js9il elephant were exhumed

in excavating the Union Canal in 1821, In the earlier part of

the previous century a sudden rise of the river Carron under-

mined a i)ortion of its banks, and exposed to view another canoe

of unusually large dimensions, at a depth of fifteen feet beneath

successive strata of clay, shells, moss, sand, and gravel. Sir John

Clerk has described it with great minuteness in the Bihliotlicca

Ttypofjraphica Britannica as an antediluvian boat ; and in an

extract from a contemjiorary newspaper it is stated to have been

finely jjolished, perfectly smooth, both inside and outside, and

formed from a single oak-tree, with pointed stem and square stern.

Tliose traces of primitive human art have already l)een referred to

in the PrchiMoric Annals of Scotland, but a further discovery in

the same locality confers a fresh interest upon them. Soon after

the puljlication of that work, when on a visit to Falkirk, I was

Fui. \. -(Jraiiguiiioutli Skull.

shown by Dr. G. Hamilton a human skull, which at once attracted

m\- attention from its marked correspondence to the brachycephalic

crania of ancient liritish graves. It is figured here, from a careful

(liiuvhig executed at a later date, from which it will be seen that

tlie skull is imperfect in tlie base, and the facial bones are wanting.

h is well developed, according to the type of crania of the early

Scottish tunmli. But what confers a special interest on it is,

that it was found, in the same alhivial carse-land as the ancient

canoes and the fossil l)ones of the Elqilias primiijcnius, twenty

feet below the surface, in a bed of shell and gravel, when digging

the area of the large GrangenKnith lock of the Union Canal, on

the 29th of June 1843. lUiriod at such a depth in the detritus of

the river-valley, it may be regarded as a record of the man of that

area, of the period when the valleys of the Forth and Carron were

i I
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navigable anna of the sea, and tlieir sliores were peo])led by a race

of fisliennen conteniponincons with the whalers of Dunniyat and

lilair-Dnimniond Moss, and with the monoxylous boatmen of the

Clyde. Tlius, while in one case we recover traces of the tools of

the prehistoric shi|)-car])enter, in another we seem to alight on

evidences of his own physical characteristics, corresponding to those

which have already been recognised as appertaining to an early

race of the Scottish stone period.

The bee, according to Huber, when interrupted in its cell-

building operations, ada])ts its structure to the novel circumstances

imposed on it, altering the otherwise invariable hexagon. The

bird, in like manner, accommodates the form of its nest to the

peculiarities of the chosen locality. We need not wcmder, there-

fore, to find the primitive arts of man, while disclosing a cor-

respondence in many respects so remarkable, also revealing

constant traces of such adaptation as pertains to his higher attri-

butes of reason and experience. Among many of the islands of

the Southern Ocean, the boats are simple wooden canoes, pointed

at either end, and propelled tln-ough the water with the paddle

;

but the barks of the true Polynesians are more elaborate and

ingenious. Frequently they are double, with a raised platform or

tpiarter-deck ; and they are invariably provided with an outrigger,

an article seemingly of Malay origin. So essential, indeed, is tiiu

latter deemed for the safe navigation of their ocean archi])elii<5o,

that the most remarkable characteristic recognised by the Tahitians,

when Captain Cook's vessels first revealed to them the M'onders of

Eurojiean civilisation, was the want of the indispensable outrig<ier.

Tliroughout the m;ythology of oceanic Polynesia, Mawai, the uii-

liolder of the earth, and the revealer of the secrets of the futmr,

plays a prominent part. In one of his projdieeies, Mawai foretold

that a canoe such as had never been seen before, a canoe without

outriggers, should in process of time come out of the ocean. Put tn

the mind of the Tahitian, an ocean canoe without outriggers was

so imi)ossible a thing that they laughed their prophet to scorn

;

whereupon Mawai launched his wooden dish on the waters, wliicli

swam without outriggers, and the Tahitians thenceforward lotda'd

for the strange marvel of the outriggerless canoe. Accordingly

when Cook visited the islands, his ship was regarded as the fulfil-

ment of the prophecy, and still English vessels are frecpiently

called Mawai's Canoes. The mj-thic prophecy seems in reality

one of those vague traditions of ancestral intercourse with other
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members of tho linnian family, such as, among the Aztecs, led to

the helief that the ships of Cortes had returned from the source of

the rising sun, with Quetzalcijatl, tho divine instructor of their

forefatliers in tho arts of civilisation.

Tho proa of the Pacific is a product of the naval architecture

and maritime skill for which the Malays are specially distinguished

among tho islanders of its archi})elagos. It is generally formed

of two pieces of wood joined lengthways, and sewed together with

l)ark ; and is found chiefly within the region of tho trade-winds,

for which it is peculiarly adapted. The indispensable outrigger con-

sists of two spars fastened athwart the vessel, and projecting about

half its length to windward. The ends of these are attached to a

heavy beam, sometimes in tho shape of a small canoe ; and to

mariners familiar only with the light proa, or the piroqne, the use

of largo sails on the open sea without an outrigger must seem a

miracle requiring Mawai's aid. The outrigger is also used in

some of the small narrow canoes ; and propelled by a rude sail of

matting, or sometimes only by the paddle, and protected by tliis con-

trivance against the danger of upsetting, the fearless ocean voyagers

find their way from island to island, thniugh the most tempestuous

seas. We are, in tioith, in danger of forgetting, amid the luxuriant

appliances of our ocean steamships, how moderate are the means

which, in this, as in other requirements of man, suffice to supply

all tlie necessities of his being.

The population of the great Polynesian archipelago presents

many highly interesting and suggestive features, bearing closely

on the question of oceanic migration. The area of Polynesia

jjroper extends from the small islands westward of the Pellews

to Easter Island, and from the Marriannes and the Sandwich

Islands to New Zealand on the soutlL Tho means of acquiring

animal food in nearly all the islands is almost exclusively limited

to the sea. The cocoa-nut, the taro, the banana, and other vegetable

food, constitute their chief diet ; and hence, possibly, one source of

the tendency to cannibalism so horribly developed among some of

the island group. In Tonga-tabCi and Easter Island, as well as

in the Micronesian Eota, Tinian, Ualan, and throughout tho Caro-

hne group, remains of massive stime buildings, tho origin or use

of which is vholly unknown to the natives, reveal traces of

an extinct civilisation ; and also afford some possible clue to the

strange ethnological phenomena of the Oceanic archipelago. Pro-

fessor Dana, who, as geijlogist to the United States' Exploring

i
'
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Expedition, had abundant opportunities for observation, came to

the conchision that an immense area in the Pacific has for ages

been gradually subsiding, and that the numerous Lagoon Islands

mark the spots where what were once the highest peaks of Aioun-

tains have finally been submerged. Mr. Hale, the philologist of

the same expedition, gathered sufficient data from a European who

had been resident for a time on the island of Bonabe, in the Caro-

line archipelago, and from his own observations, to satisfy him that

the remarkable stone structures, both Ualan and Bonabe, were

erected when the sites on which they stand were at a different

level from what they now occupy. "At present they are ac-

tually in the water ; what were once paths, are now passages for

canoes, and when the walls are broken down the water enters the

enclosure."

Such an idea seems like a glimpse of far-reaching truths relative

to the un^vlitten history of that recently explored Southern Ocean.

When Colund>us discovered the islands of the New World, he found

them lying in thickly-clustered groups, and ere long reached the

mainland of a great continent, which lay in close vicinity to its

island satellites. But it was altogether different with the Colum-

bus of the Southern Ocean. A strange Antarctic as well as an

Australian continent lay there also, awaiting new discoverers ; but

far beyond their coasts the Pacific and Southern groups dotted the

wide expanse of ocean, like the stars that lose themselves in the

deep abysses of night. We read with wonder, as strange as that

which rewarded the revelations of the Western Ocean in tht

closing years of the fifteenth century, of the voyages and dis-

coveries of Byron, Wallis, Carteret, and of Cook and later ex-

plorers of the South I'acific Ocean. "Wlien Captain Cook reached

the Cape on his return from his second expedition, in 1774, he

had sailed no less than twenty thousand leagues, through un-

known seas, since he left the same point twenty months before.

His grand cpiest was in search of the Terra Australis Incognita,

a continent which it was assumed must exist in the Southern

Ocean, as a counterpoise to the land occu])ying so large a portion

of the northern hemisphere ; l)ut instead of this, the voyagers

sailed for days and weeks through a vast ocean, arriving by

chance, now and again, at some little island, cut off from all

the world besides, yet tenanted by human beings. And, as later

voyagers have noted, on sailuig once more into the limitless

horizon, after another long interval, in which many hundreds of
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miles have been passed, another island -speck appears ; and not

only is it also inhabited, but affinities of speech, mythology, and

the primitive ingenuity of native arts, all concur in proving a

community of origin. To accoimt satisfactorily for so puzzling a

problem of ethnology has taxed the ingenuity and skill of some of

our ablest elucidators of the history of man. The botanist was

long in doubt as to the laws which regulate the distribution of

plants over the globe, and was called on at once to explain the

occurrence of a peculiar flora in islands like those of the Pacific,

cut off from tlie rest of the world by a vast expanse of ocean ; and

again, to reconcile the fact of the same or allied species being

diffused over areas separated from each other by barriers equally

impassable. But Professor Edward Forbes and Dr. Hooker have

effectually cleared up the difficulties which the botanist expe-

rienced ; and a similar mode of dealing with those encountered

by the ethnologist seems to have jiassed through the mind of

Darwin, as he explored the peopled islands of the Southern Pacific.

But other subjects engaged his attention, and fill the interesting

pages of his Voyage of a Naturalist, and it is only incidentally

that he observes :
" Nor can I quite pass over the prol)ability of the

former existence of large archipelagos of lofty islands, where now
only rings of coral rock scarcely break the open expanse of the

sea, throAving some light on the distribution of the inhabitants of

the other high islands now left standing, so immensely remote

from each other, in the midst of the great ocean."

Time is the element most frequently required in the hypo-

theses of the ethnologist. The geologist, freed from the trammels

of diluvial systems, takes to himself unlimited ages for the working

out of the phenomena revealed to him in the earth's crust ; and,

with the command of requisite time, the whole cosmical history

moves onward \inder the operation of la^s of nature little differing

from those still in force. The pahcontologist and the botanist,

jiuided by the same laws, see many mysteries disappear ; but the

ethnologist is restricted in such license by historical evidence,

which he may critically elucidate, but which he dare not ignore.

The very license, however, which the geologist has thus acqiiired

may tenq)t him to its abuse ; and the ethnologist is apt to stundile

at geological intervals of vast duration assumed in relation to those

most recent phenomena in which ho is chiefly interested. In this

respect it will probal)ly bo found that, in many jiost-tertiary

formations now associated with the traces of man and his arts.

i
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a greater antiquity has been demanded by the geologist than is

indispensable to account for their deposition. And so also may it

be with the theory of submergence of a southern continent, or great

archipelago of thickly-clustering and lofty islands. That the coral

reefs and atolls of the Southern Pacific prove that an immense area

in that ocean has for ages been slowly sinking beneath its waves,

is an opinion universally admitted by geologists. Dana assigns

such changes to a period " probably within and since the tertiary

epoch ;" and the facts noted in reference to the ruined structures

at Bonabe prove that they were prolonged into times coeval with

human history. If such a process of subsidence is still in pro-

gress, many of the low coral islands of the Pacific must disappear

beneath the ocean in the lapse of comparatively few centuries ; and

by such nat\iral causes, continuous island-cliains may have been

engulfed, which once formed natural resting-places, by means of

which the fleets of Polynesia piloted their way to islands now-

separated by seemingly impassable ocean barriers, and even found

their way to Southern America.

We must not, however, be misled here, any more than in om'

estimate of possible Atlantic voyagers, by the undue contempt with

which the European is apt to gauge the capacity of such island

mariners in their native craft. At Vanikoro, the native canoe is a

mere i-udely-fashioned trunk of a tree, sufficiently grooved to afford

foot-hold
;
yet to this the islander attaches an outrigger, spreads a

mat for his sail, and boldly launches forth into the ocean, though

probably few Europeans would be induced to venture in such a

craft on the stillest pool. Dr. Pickering, when illustrating the ideas

of ocean migration which he was led to form from intimate observa-

tions of widely-scattered and very diverse brandies of the human

family, remarks :
" Of the aboriginal vessels of the l*acific, two

kinds only are adapted for long sea-voyages : those of Japan, and

the large double canoes of the Society and Tonga groups. In times

anterior to the impulse given to civilized Europe, through the noble

enterprise of Columbus, l\)lynesians were accustomed to undertake

sea-voyages nearly as long, exposed to equal dangers, and in vessels

of far inferior construction. However incredible this may appear

to many, there is sufficient evidence of the fact. The Tonga ])» ijjle

are known to hold intercourse with Vavao, Samoa, the Feejei;

Islands, Kotuma, and the New Hebrides. But there is a document,

published before tliose seas were frecpiented by whalers and trad-

ing-vessels, which shows a more extensive aborighial acipiaintanco
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with the islands of the Pacific. I allude to tlie map obtained by
Forster and Cook from a native of the Society Islands, and which

has been shown to contain not only the Marquesas, and the islands

south and east of Tahiti, but the Samoan, Feejee, and even more

distant groups. Again, in regard to the principles of navigation,

the Polynesians appear to possess a better knowledge of the subject

than is commonly supposed, as is shown from recent discoveries at

the Hawaiian Islands. One of the Hawaiian headlands has been

found to bear the name of The starting-place for Tahiti; the canoes,

according to the account of the natives, derived through the mis-

sionaries, leaving in former times at a certain season of the year,

and directing their course by a particular star." Thus we perceive,

notwithstanding the silence of history, oceanic migration presented

no insurmountable obstacle to the fearless and migratory Polynesian,

with his naturally wandering disposition, and his aptitude for

maritime enterprise. Hence the marvel, that each little coral and

.iilcanic island, scattered through the vast ocean that spreads

-aiise of waters between Asia and America, is found with

lu occupants, its aboriginal arts, and its little fleet of ocean

It' I

its^

can

lilut leaving such glimpses of oceanic migration, there is another

iispect in which the ingenuity of the primitive boat-builder of the

Xew World is exhibited, which is highly characteristic in itself,

and also worthy of notice from some elements of comparison it

affords with the primeval ingenuity of the ancient world. Tiirough-

iiut the islands of the American archipelago, and among the

siiuthern tribes, where large and freely navigable rivers abound,

the native canoe was made of various sizes, but invariably of the

trunk of a tree holloweil out, and reduced to the required shape.

Sucli ap])ears to be the normal type of the ])rimitive mariner's

init't ; but where obstacles interfere with its acc(jmplishment, the

jiiidest races devise means ttj obviate the difficulty. The Californian

iiuioe is a mere rude float nuide of rushes, in the form of a lashed

lup hannuock ; while those of the Navigator Islands, in the Pacific,

so called by La I'erouse, their first discoverer, owing to thegrace-

I shape and supericn* workmanship of these vessels,—are formed

pieces of wood, sewed together by means of a raised interior

ngin. In the latter the skilfid carpenter is guided rather by taste

ir utility, than l)y necessity, for the Navigator Islands are fertile

lid iH)pnh)us, and clothed to the summits of their lofty hills willi

uxuriant for(>sts and richly laden fruit-trees.

II
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I

But across the ^vide area of the northern contment of America,

which stretches from the Gulf of the St. Lawrence to the Pacific,

a diiferent combination of physical circumstances has <^iven Lent

to the development of Indian ingenuity in the art of boat-huikl-

ing. In the St. Lawrence itself, and throughout all its princi-

pal tributaries, navigation is constantly impeded by waterfalls or

rapids, which constitute an insurmountable barrier to ordinary

navigation. In like manner the whole country along the northern

and southern shores of Lake Ontario, the valley of Ottawa, reach-

ing towards Georgia Bay and Lake Superior, and much of the route

between that and the Eocky Mountains, is a chain of lakes or

•interrupted river navigation. Hence all the principal routes of

travel consist of lines of lake and river united by " portages," or

carrying-places, over which the canoe and all its contents have tu

be borne by the native boatmen, or voyageurs, as the French

Canadians and half-breeds of the traders and Hudson's Bay Cuiii-

pany are called. For such mode of transport the wooden canoe

woidd be all but impracticable; and accordingly, probably ages

before voyageurs of European descent had learned to handle such

canoes, the native Indian devised for himself his light and grace-

ful bark-boat, made from the rind of tlie Bdula papyracca, or

canoe-birch. This species of American birch grows in great aljuu-

dance, and where the soil is good often accpiires a height of seventy

feet. The wood is of little value, as it soon decays on exposure,

but its tough and durable bark is invaluable to the Americiin

Indian, and scarcely less indispensable to his European supplanter

The birch-bark wigwam is the common residence "f most of the

tribes from the Atlantic coast till the region frequented by tlie

l)uftalo is approached, where their skins supply a superior substitute.

But the most important iise of the bark is as the material of the

portable canoe. Its frame consists of a series of light ril)S attiiclidl

to a rim of cedar-wood, and covered with a sheathing of thin, Hexihlt

slips of the same, placed longitudinally. Over this the bircli-liark

is laid, generally rising into a gracefully curved stem and stern:

and not unfreipiently the wliole receives an artistic finish by bciii:-

decorated with figures of animals, or other Indian ]»ictorial devices.

Such vessels are made of all sizes, from the snndl hunting-cauoc ut

twelve feet long, and weigliing only twenty pounds, to the co.nnl.

ih mattrc, or large north-western canoe of the fur trade, whie

measures thirty-six feet, and is [)ropelled by ft)'irleen rowers.

l*ortable boats were nijt unknown to the ancient tribes •
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the British Isles, though there was little necessity there for their

oeuerfil use, and less skill was applied to their construction. In

Mr. i^hivley's, Account of the Dominion ofFarney in Ulster, a curious

example of a portable boat is described, formed of the trunk of an

oak-tree, measuring twelve feet in length by three feet in breadth,

hollowed out, and furnished with handles at both ends, evidently

for facility of transport from one loch to another. The district

where it was found is one abounding with small lakes, such as the

ancient Irish chiefs frequently selected as chosen retreats on which

to construct tlieir crannoges, or other insulated strongholds, beyond

the reach of hostile surprise.

A closer analogy may be traced l)etween the Indian birch-bark

CiUioe and the coracle of the ancient Briton described by Julius

Ca'sar, whicli was made of wicker-work covered with skins. But

the same kind of canoe is in use at the present day on the lakes

in the interior of Newfoundland, where the INIontagnars from the

Labrador coast frecpiently spend the summer. Tlieir birch canoes

are carefully secured for the return voyage to the mainland ; and

11 deer- skill stretched over a wicker frame supplies all the requi-

sites for inland navigation. But the true counterpart to the British

coracle is tlie Esquimaux kaiak, wliicli, like it, consists of a light

frame covered witli skin ; and as this is brought over the top, and

made to Avrap round the body of its solitary occupant, it enables

the ani})hibious navigator, both of the North Pacitic and Green-

liuul seas, to brave a stormy ocean in which no open boat could

live.

Hamilco, the Carthaginian, according to Festus Avienus, wit-

nessed the ancient Britons " ploughing the ocean in a novel boat

;

for, strange to tell, they constructed their vessels with skins joined

together, and often navigateel the sea in a hide of leather." Up-
wiu'ds of ibur centuries later, Ciesar found the same stormy sea

iKivigated by the southern Ihitons in coracles made of a hide

strctahed over a light timber and osier frame. AVhen, in the sixth

century, we once more recover, in the lives of the Irish Saints,

some glimpse of maritime arts, it is in the same coracles—some-

times made of a single hide, and in other cases, such as the ocean

airnich of St. Columba, of several skins sewed tetgether,—that the

evangelists t)f lona crossed the Irish sea, visited the Orkney and

Shetlinid Islands, and even, as there is reason to believe, preceded

the Nnrtlinien in the discovery of Iceland. The old Scottisli

historian Belleiideu, writing in the sixteenth century, asks :
" How

! 1
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can there be greater ingyne than to make a boat of a bull's hydo

bound with nothing but wands ? This boat is called a currock,

with wliich they fish, and sometimes pass over great rivers," Yet

this singularly prmiitive boat is still to be met with in the river-

estuaries of Wales, and on various parts of the Irish coast : tlie

counterpart of the Estpumaux hiiak, or the haydar with which tlie

Aleutian Islanders navigate the intervening ocean between Asia

anil America. Dr. Pickering remarks, on encountering it to the

north of the Straits of De Fuca :
—

" From its lightness, elegance,

and the capacity of being rendered impei-vious to both air and

water, I could not but admire its [terfect adaptation to the pur-

poses of navigation ; for it seemed almost to enable man to take

a place among the pn)per inhabitants of the deep. Such vessels

are obviously fitted to cope with the open sea, and, so far as the

absence of sails permits, to traverse a considerable expanse uf

ocean."

The same intelligent explorer sums up the results of his op-

portunities of observation on types, as he believes, of all the most

diverse varieties of mankind, by affirming :
" I have seen, in all,

eleven races of men, and though I am hardly prepared to fix a

positive limit to their numl)er, 1 confess, afi 'r having visited so

many different parts of the globe, that I am nt a loss where tu

look for others." Nevertheless, he ludiesitatingly pronounces the

aboriginal Americans— alike as indicated in the sculptures of

Mexico and Yucatan, the carvings of the ancient mounds of Oliio,

and the portraits and living features of many existing tribes,—to

be of the Mongolian race, and therefin-e of Asiatic origin ; and in

speaking of the ingenious haydar of the Aleutian Islands, he adds

:

"The presence of these skin-canoes among the Esquimaux of tlic

Greenland Seas, was long regarded as a proof of the existence of

a ntn-th-Avest jtassagc ; and it likewise indicates the course of

human migrations. I have not examined authorities to ascertain

whether the i^assago across JJehring Straits is j)ractieal)le f(ir a

})eo[)le in the jnirely hunter state. lint in view of the hu'ge ])()rti(iii

of North-west America in contact with maritime tribes, these tribes

have appeared to me the most pr(jl)able source of the inland

population."

Indispensable as means of oceanic migration are to every thooiT

of American colonization, exce])ting that wliich ranks the Hed ^laii

among the indigenous fauna of the New AVorld, the peculiar char

acter'stics of its tiny fleets are full of interest for us, and none iiioiv
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so than the baydar of the Pacific, or the kaiak of the Greenland

Seas. In jiist such a fragile vessel, the poor Greenlander had crossed

the wide ocean, when rescued off the Scottish coast, only to perish

iin the long looked-for shore. In such a bark, therefore,—to which

the coracle of the jjrimeval Columbus who led the way from the

continent of Europe to the untrodden wilds of Britain, in all pro-

bability bore a close resemblance,—the passage from the Asiatic to

the American shores is no impossible feat.

It is a curiinn fac' dl worthy of notice *^^f"> throughout the

American contin* seen. ly so dependent o^. .naritime coloniza-

tion for its settlement by man, the use of sails as a means of pro-

pelling vessels through the water appears to have been almost

unknown. Prescott, when describing the singular suspension

bridges, made of the tough fibres of the maguey, with which the

•evuvians spanned the broad gullies of their mountain streams,

hiJds: "The wider and more tranquil waters were crossed on

mhos, a kind of raft still much used by the natives, to which sails

were attached, furnishing the only instance of this higher kind of

navigation among the American Indians."^ This description of the

historian, however, is apt to convey a false impression ; for,

although the Peruvians were so essentially an agricultural and

jinimaritime people, the use of sails in their coasting trade, consti-

tutes one noticeable point of superiority over all other nations of the

IXew "World. Attention is specially directed to this by an incident

liei'orded in the second expedition for the discovery of Peru prepara-

Itoiv to its conquest. Bartholomew Ruiz, the pilot of the expedition,

lafter lingering on the coast, near the Bay of St. Matthew, stood out

liuto the ocean, when he was suddenly surprised by the sight of

111 vessel in that strange, silent sea, seemingly, in the distance, like

la caravel of considerable size, with its broad sail spread before the

|\\iutl. " The old navigator was not a little perplexed by this phe-

livimenon, as he was confident that no European bark coidd have

mm before him in these latitudes, and no Indian nation yet dis-

|(nvered, not even the civilized Mexican, was accpiainted with the use

sails in navigation." As he drew near he found it a native halm,

liinned of huge tiud)er.s of light, porous wood, and with a flooring

if reeds raised above them. Two masts sustained the large, square.

ntton sail, aiul a movable keel and rudder enabled the boatman to

fetcer. On board of it Kuiz found ornaments displaying great skill,

fviviutiht in silver and gold, vases and mirrors of burnished silver,

' CiHi'iitixl of Pi I'll, vnl, i. V>. I. c'li. ii.

h
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curious fabrics, both cotton and woollen, and a pair of balances

made to weij^h the precious metals. Here were the first undoubted

evidences of the existence of that stran^^e seat of a native American

civilisation, among the lofty valleys of the Southern Andes, M'liich

he was in search of. The balsa's crew included b(jth men aiul

women, who carried with tlumi provisions for their voyage, and luul

come from a Peruvian port some degrees to the south. Like okler

voyagers of the jMediterranean, the Peruvian ])ilots were wont to
|

creep timidly along the shore ; but the Spaniards encountered tlieiii
i

in the open Pacific, where no European prcnv had ever sailed.

Caught by a sudden gale their bark might have been borne far ott

among the islands that stud the Southern Ocean, and here was the

germ of a race of islanders, to whom, after a few generations, tlie

memory of their Peruvian ancestry would have survived oidy as I

some mythic legend, like the Manco Capac of their own Incas, oif

the Mawai of the Polynesian archipelago.
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CHATTER VII.

TOOLS.

MAN THE AllTIl'ICER-UEVELATIONS FOR THE FLTTUnE-TIIE LAW OF REASON—

man's CAPACITV for deterioration— what is a STONE-l'ERIOD ?— materials

OF PRIMITIVE ART—evidences OF THEIR OEOGRAPHICAL ORIOIS -INDICATIONS

OF EXTINCT RACES—A PRIMITIVE SHELL-PERIOD -SHELL CURRENC —SHELL
NECKLACES— COSTLY SEPULCHRAL OFFERINGS— CHINOOK FUNERAL iTES—MO-

TIVES FOR HUMAN SACRIFICE—ARTS OK THE SDUTII PACIFIC— MALAY AN INFLU-

ENCE—FEEJEEAN CONSTRUCTIVK SHELL-CARIB SHKLL-IMPLEMENTS —NATIVE

MONUMENTS OF ST. DOMINGO—ANCIENT ROCK-SCULPTURES -HONDURAS FLINT

IMPLEMENTS— MEXICAN MIGRATION-SCENE—SEPULCHHAL DEPOSITS OF TENNES-

SEE—TROPICAL SEA-SHELL RELICS— ASIATIC SACRED SHELL-VESSELS -THE

FLINT-EDGED SWORD—THE LEAGUE OF THE FIVE NATIONS—IROQUOIS INFLU-

ENCE—FATE OF SAVAGE NATIONS.

As the type of oceanic nngration, the canoe claims a prominent

[ilace among the primitive aits of man. In it we see the germs of

minerce, maritime enterprise, and mnch else that is indispensable

tu any progress in civilisation. Bnt the primitive ship im])lies the

xi^tcnce of to(ds ; and, as we have already seen, probably owed its

arliest fashioning to tlie useful service of fire. Intelligent design

viis working out the purposes of reason by processes whicli, even

ill their most rudimentary stage, reveal the characteristics of a new
rder of life, compared with which the tool-l)orn ant, the spider,

ami the bee seem but as ingenious self-acting machines, each made
to execute perfectly its one little item in the comprehensive plan of

creation.

As industrial artificers, the creatures so far beneath us in the

Rale of organization seem often to put to shame our most perfect

wiivkinanship
;
yet provided with no other instruments than the

eye and the iiaiul, but guided by that intelligent reason which dis-

iniiuislies man from the brutes, we see him, even as an artificer,

useiiting characteristics of the Divine image, wliich are altogether

ivautiiig in tlie lower animals. Labour is for them no sternly im-

ised necessity, but an inevital)le process, having only one ]iossil»le

.1 i

-; , i
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form of inanifestation
;
producing in its exercise the highest enjoy

nient the labourer is capable of; and in its results leading (»iii

thouglits from the wise, unerring, yet initaught worker, to llim

whose work it is, and of whose wisdom and skill the workmansliii),

not less tlian the workman, appears a direct manifestation. It is

not so witli man. As the wise preacher has told, (Jod made him

upright, but he has sought out many inventions. The capacity of

the workman is a divine gift, but the work is his own, and too

often betrays, in some of its most ingenious devices and results,

anything rather than a divine origin.

If we conceive of some superior intelligence seeking hereafter I

to arrive at an ade([uate knowledge of man, and of his relative
[

rank in the scale of animal life, by means of his fossil remains:

remarkable as are the differences which his osteological relics pro-

sent, when compared with those of other vertebrata, a singularly

imperfect conreption would be formed of the place he had actuiilly

filled in the economy of life. But for such an observer other than
|

mere osteological traces are in store. The strange armaments oil

Eastern enterprise ; the commercial navies of the Jasons, tlie
I

Hirams, and the I'tolemys of old; the viking galleys of tii'

Northmen ; the caravels of the IVIediterranean ; the war galley>
|

and merchant ships of Sidon and Carthage, of Gadir, Massalii.

Pisa, and Venice; the royal argosies and ])roud armadas of Spain:!

the lone Arctic explorers and the stately fleets of England ; oaken
|

three-deckers, richly freighted East-Indiamen, and wondrously con-

structed ocean steam-ships; with gold, and gems, and all tlieir]

varied stores : have gone down into the ocean's depths.

What a treasury of art and history is already imbedded in uifi

basin of the Mediterranean ! Along the tracks of commerce in tlifi

pathless ocean what marvellous formations fire being treasureel, in

the strata that shall rise to form new continents, when perchancei

the submerged coral re^^efs of the Pacific shall Ije the summits if

lofty mountains, in the le)ng- sought Terra Aiistralis Iricafjnitu]

known and found at last. Stabia', Herculaneum, and Poiii|iii

show wliat earthquakes and volcanos may effect. The cliff nfl

Guadahaipe, with its fossil skeletons, ])ottery, stone arrow-heads.l

and even carved wooden relics, all j)etrified into limestone rocki

reveal the results of one of the ordinary processes by which tliei

detritus of shells and corals, with the consolidated sand, solidity

into stone. If ours be not the latest stage of being, Init is to h\

succeeded by " new heavens aiul a new earth," marvellous iiuleni|

are the revehitions which theise ])Ostliistoric strnta have yet t'
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disclose. But even tliey will scarcely suffice to reveal the mt>st

striking characteristics of a Ijcing for the first time introduced into

that long chain of organic life, on whom the external economy of

nature reacts in a way it never did on living being before ; in

whom all external influences are subordinated to an inner world

of thought, by means of which he is capable of searching into

the past ; anticipating the future ; of looking inward, and being a

law unto himself His nature embraces possibilities of the widest

conceivable diversity, for his is no longer the law of instinct, but of

reason : law, therefore, that brings with it conscious liberty, and

also conscious resi)onsibility. If our present mode of viewing

him permitted the lull consiileration of all that is implied in the

probation of a being endowed, as we are assured alike by nature

and revelation, with not only life but immortality, the moral

constitution of this, the latest of the creations of God, would

involve very lofty themes ; but while we cannot, even from the

ethnologist's point of view, regard man solely as the zoological

Bimana, and treat him like the mere zoologist, " who shows

a Newton as he shows an ape :" c)ur present inquiry is limited

to the influences of his moral and intellectual nature in their

artistic manifestations.

But an im])ortant and seemingly conflicting element arises

out of the capacity of man for moral progression, to which some

ethnologists fail to give due weight. A suggestive thought of

Agassiz, relative to certain real or supposed analogies between

the geogTaphical distribution of species of simite, and especially

the anthroi)oid apes, and certain inferior types of man, sufficed

as the nucleus of (Jliddon's elaborate monkey -chart in the In-

diijcnoits Races of the Earth, illustrative of the geographical di3-

trilmtion of nionke>s in relation to that of certain types of men.

Xotwithstanding the very monkeyfying process to which some of

the illustrations of inferior human types have been subjected in

this pictorial chorogra])hy, the correspondences are not such as to

carry conviction to most minds. But, assuming, as a supposed

mbictio ad ahmrdnm, the descent of all the diverse species of

monkeys from a single pair, Mr. Gliddoii thus sums up his

final observations :
" 1 propose, therefore, that a male and female

pair of the 'species' Cynocepha/us Hamadri/as, be henceforward

recognised as the anthrojjoid analogues of Noah, Sheni, Ham, and

faphet ; and that it must be from these two individuals that,

owing to transplantation, together with tlu^ combined action of

aliment mid climate, the fifty -four monkeys represented on our

1 i
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chart have originated. It is, notwithstanding', sufliciently stran«,'i',

that, under sucli circumstances, this * i)riniordial orj^anic type' of

monkey shoukl have so hi<,ddy improved in Guhiea, and in

Malayana, as to l)ecome fjorillas and cliim2mnzccs, oranrf.t and

gihhonti; whereas on the contrary, the descendants of 'Adam and

Eve' have, in the same localities, actually deteriorated into the

most degraded and ah'ect forms of humanity." In reality, how-

ever, whatever may bo said about the possibility of such simian

development, possible human deterioration is an inevitable attri-

bute of the rational, moral free-a<T;ent, man : capable of the noblest

aspirations and of wondrous intellectual development, but alsd

with a capacity for moral degradation such as belongs to him

alone of all created beings. The one characteristic, as well as tlie

oilier, separates man by an impassable barrier from all those other

living creatures, that might appear hi some respects gifted witli

endowments akin to his own.

INIaii, as a tool-using artificer, seems to have a rival in the

beaver, felling its timber, carrying its clay, and building its

dam ; in the spider weaving its web, more ]ierfect than any

net of human fisher ; and even in the sc^uirrel with its pro-

vident hoard of well-secured winter store, or the monkey em-

ploying the cocoa-nut and other shell-fruit as missiles. I'ut

in such artificial appliances there is nothing obsolete, notliin;;

inventive, nothing progressive ; neither is there any deterioration.

Their most wonderful arts, as the cell of the bee, tlie web of the

spider, or the beaver's dam, are executed without a lesson, and are

improved by no experience. The bee emerges into its last stage of

perfect life, or the spider is hatched from its o^^\s^, and proceeds to

do without any in.struction, what we could scarcely attempt after

much training ; whereas the child born amid the mo.st highly de-

veloped civilisation,—tlie son of a "SVatt, a Stephenson, a Ih'unel,--

if reared from infancy to manhood witlK)ut any knowledge nl

mechanical science or the industrial arts, would start anew from

the rudimentary instincts of the tool-using animal, and expend his

ingenuity, not perhaps without some traces of hereditary mechani-

cal genius, on the primitive materials of Hint, stone, horn, or .shell.

IVIan depends for all on his teachers ; and when moral and

intellectual deterioration return him to the toolless condition ol

the totally uncivilized noinade, he is thrown back on the resources

of his infantile reason and primary instincts, and reaches that point

from whicli the primeval colonist has had to start anew in all liuids,

and work his way upwards, through stone, and bronze, and ivdii
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periods, into the full co-operation of a civilized eomnnmity, trea-

suring the experience of the past, and making for itself a new and

higher future.

The periods of the archieologist, thus designated as TilE Stone

Tkhiod, Tiik liKONZE PEitioi), aud The Iron rEiuoD, have been

brought into some discredit, in part by what, as a general system,

must be regarded only as a hypothesis, being assumed by some

wlio have adopted it, as involving facts of no less indisputable and

universal aj)idication than the periods of the geologi.st. In jtart

also, their non-acce[itance is due to wiltul errors of their im-

pugners, and to the want of appreciation of the inevitable char-

acteristics which pertain to transitional pei'inds, such as chiefly

come under the European arclneologist's obseiTatinn. So far as

the aboriginal American is concerned, the N(^w A\ .aid is in the

first transitional state still : that of a Stone-l'eiiod, vc y partially

ailected by the introduction of foreign-wrought weapons and i"i -

plenients ; and scarcely indicating, among the numerous tribes of

North America, any traces of the adoption of a superiiiUiCi'd native

metallurgy. Such therefore appears to me to be a couuition of

things, the cimiparison of which with traces of a con-esponding stage

in the early ages of Britain, may be of use in clearing the subject

from much confusion.

The special characteristics of the native civilisaticn which the

early Spanish adventurert) found already existing in iNIexico and

Central America, will come under review at a later stage ; but it

cannot admit of question that throughout the whole Eed Indian

forest-area nietallurgic arts were unknown, as they still are among
the Indians of the North-west after an hitercourse of upwards of

three centuries and a half with Europeans Copper, indeed, was

wrought among them, but it was used witiiDut any application of

fire, and as what may be most fitly designated a mere mallealde

stone. In Britain, as I have already observed, " the working of

jiold may have preceded the age of bronze, and in reality have

belonged to the Stone-Period. If metal could be foiuid capable of

lioing wrought aud fashioned without smelting or moulding, its use

was perfectly compatible with the shnple arts of the Stone- Period.

Masses of native grdd, such as have been often found both in the

Old and the New World, are peculiarly susceptible of similar

application by the workers in stone ; and some of the examples of

Scottish gold personal ornaments fully Ciu-respond with the pro-

bable results of such an anticipatoiy use of the metals." ^ The

' Prchhtorir AidhiIs of' Hcotlnui/, 2i\ Kd. vol. i. ]>. .'{.'{1.
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idea thus formed from an examination of some of the most artless

examples of primeval liritish goldsmiths' work, has been am])]y

confirmed by observing the mode of using tlie native copper, and

the traces of its former working, among the American Indians.

Even now their higliest attainment in metallurgic skill extends

only to grindnig the iron hoops with which tlie Hudson's Bay

fur-traders supply them, into knives, arrow-heads, and the like

substitutes fo' the older implements chipped out of Hint, or ground

from the broken stone. Further op])ortunities will occur for

illustrating tliis subject ; which is full of interest to the ethno-

logist, from the light it throws on the rate of progress of a bar-

barous people towards civilisation : or rather on the capacity oi

man in a certain undeveloped stage, for witnessing the most re-

markable products of the useful arts, without evincing any desire

to master them. To the his-

torian, who lias so frequently

to consider, both in ancient

and modern races, the im-

mediate and remoter results

of the contact of a highly

civilized peoj)le with one in

such a prnnitive condition,

some of the bearings of this

inrpiiry cannot be without

their value.

Alter centiu'ies devoted

to the elucidation of Roman

remains, and the assignment

to Itoman artificers of nuicli

which more discriminatinj^

classification now awards to

totally different workmen

:

the discovery of weapons and

implements of stone, shell, ov

bone, in nearly every quarter

of the globe, has at length ex

rited a lively interest amonu

the archicologists of Europe.

Made, as these primitive relics

are, of the most readily wrought materials, and by what may be

styled the constructive instincts, rather than the ac([uired skill
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ive relics

nuiy ho

led skill

of their rude artificers, they belong to one condition of num, in

rehation to the progress of civilisation, though pertaining to many
periods of the world's history, and the most widely-separated areas.

In one respect, however, these relics possess a jieculiar value to the

ethnologist, when searcliing into the primeval condition of our race.

The materials employed in such infantile processes of manufacture

have within themselves, most frequently, the evidences of their

ifeographical origin, and in some of tlicm also of their clironolo-

jiical eras. The periods to which numerous European relics pertain,

may frequently be determined, like those of inferior and older

strata, by the accompanying imbedded or buried fossils. The bones

of the Bos primiffcnius have been found indented with the

liiiniitive stone javelin of the aborigines of Nortliern Europe, and

dug up alongside of the traces of British sepidture. Those of

the Mcgaccros Hihcrnicus seem, in like manner, to be traced to

ii period of ancient Irish colonization, when stone hatchets and

rude pottery prove the simple character of its native arts ; while

iither evidence satisfies the paheontologist that the same Irish

deer—thus seen, as it were, in its closing epoch, and innne-

diately before its final extinction,—was contemporaneous with

the mastodon, the mammotli, and the fossil carnivora of the

caverns. The Bos lowjifrons, doubtless, traces its descent from an

ancestry not less ancient ; but from its wild herds the native Briton

derived his domesticated cattle, and its most recent relics pertain

jto an era later than the Eoman times. The ornamented tusks of

Itlie wild boar, the bones of the brown bear, the teeth and skulls of

he beaver, the carvings wrought from the walrus ivory, the skates

limed from the metatarsal and metacarpal bones of the red-deer

nd small native horse, with numeroiis kindred relics of palieon-

ology wilihin the era of the occupation of the British Islands by

man, all serve to assign approximate dates to the examples of his

ncient arts which they accomi)any.

Thus within the historic period, as in geological eras prior to

he creation (jf man, the progress of time is recorded by the ex-

inction of races. His advent was speedily nuirked by the dis

lipearance of numerous groups of ancient life which pertain to

uit transitional era where geology closes ajid arclueology begins
;

Kiiigh the most recent discoveries of works of art along with the

issil niiunnials of the drift, confirm, by new and striking evidence,

fact that man entered on this teiTcstrial stage, not as the highest

an entirely now order of creation, and belonging to an epoch

I!
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detached by some overwlieliuing catastro|)he from all preceding

periods of organic life ; hut tliat, while the earth movetl throujfli

its orhit in calm obedience to laws which still govern its course,

he appeared as the last and best of an order of animated beings

whose line sweeps back into the shadows of an immeasured past,

And as it was of old, so is it still

:

" The old order changeth, yielding place to new,

And God fnliils liiuiaelf in many ways.

Lest one good custom should corrupt the world."

The disclosures of British tumuli and chance deposits strongly

suggest the belief that the Celtic Briton was Jiimself an intruder

upon older allophylian occupants ; while the intrusion of the

Eoman into Celtic Britain is recorded for us in the extinction nf

many of its ancient fauna, as well as of whole British tribes,

AVhat the Eoman partially accomplished, the Saxon, the Dane,

and the N^orman completed : displacing the Celtic Briton every-

where but from the fastnesses of Wales, and gradually extirpatiii;,r

all but such animals as are either perfectly compatible with tlu'

free development of the highest social refinement, or are worthy ut

protection as a means of ministering to man's pleasures. And as

it has been in the Old World, so is it in the New. The progress B])en( id. This
of the Eur(^pean colonists not only involves the extirpation ahkeBtlie native co
of the wild animals and the forests wliicli formed theii' natural

haunts, but also the no less inevitable disappearance of tlie

Jiborigines who made of them a prey ; and thus the grav^e-nnmiHJ

of the Eed Indian, and the relics of his simple arts, become tlie

memorials of an extinct order of tilings no less clearly defined than

the post-tertiary fossils of the drift.

J3ut while the remains of extinct species thus sei've, lik(3 tiieBairreetly be de
graven Eoman or Eunic inscription on the sepulchral slah, Mlie mollu.sca o
deti'vmine the ])eriods at whicli certain eras had tlieir close ; utluMlaiice, suinjlied
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accompanying objects, and chiefiy the traces of living or extimi

fauna, are no less valuable as fixing the geographical origin of

ancient colonists, amid Avhose relics they are found
;
just as tli;

eleidiants, the camels, the monkeys, and baboons of the Xinnv

obelisk, or the corresponding sculi)tures on the walls of jMeni|ilii

or Luxor, indicate the countries whence tribute was brought,!

captives were carried off, to aggrandize the Assyrian or Kgyptiaij

con(pierors. Among such relics, whicli serve to fix the gC'i

graphical centres of ancient arts, the sources of early comiiien

I'asily-wrougiit

i''\''iiitage as a
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cceding

5 course,

I beiu>.5S

•ed past,

or the birthplaces of migrating races, might be noted the tin and

amber of the Old, and the copper of the New World. So also in

minuter analysis, we recognise among those of America, the local

origin of various favourite materials : as the INIexican obsidian,

the clay -slate of Columbia, the favourite red pipe -stone, or

Catlinite, of the Couteau des prairies, and the pyrulai and conch-

shells of the Gulf of Florida, found mingling witli relics of ancient

tribes in the islands and on the north shores of the great Canadian

lakes, along tlie southern slope of the same water-shed whence

the Moose and the Abbitibbe pour their Avaters into the frozen

sea of Hudson's IJay.

Tlie designation of tlie priniitive stage of industrial arts as

a Stone-Period signifies, as has been already sufficiently indicated,

that primeval condition in which, in the absence of metals, and

the ignorance of the simplest rudiments of metallurgy, man has

to tiud materials for the manufacture of his tools, and the supply

ut' his mechanical recjuirements, in the commoner objects which

nature places within liis reach. Tlie mere recognition of some

convenient uses to which the malleable native metals could be

applied as substitutes for stone, c^n scarcely l)c regarded as even

an initial step in the transition towards the first true metallurgic

period. This cannot be considered to have been introduced until

the native copper-worker had perceivetl the wonderful transfor-

mations which coidd be wrought by fire, and liad learned at least

ce of tlieBto melt the pure metal, and to mould the weapons and implements

lie re(|uired, if not to harden it with alloys, and to quarry and

jiuelt the unfamiliar ores. But in the great archipt'lago of the

I'ai'ibbean Sea, as mcU as in the widely-scattered islands of the

Suuthern Pacific, the primeval stage of native art might more

e, like tlieBcuiTectly be designated a shell-period; for the large shells which

,il skill, t'tBtlie moUusca of the neighbouring oceans produce in great abun-

ose • otkiBiliUice, supplied llie native artificer with his most convenient and

(»v extiiittBiMsil} -wrought raw material ; and in reality left him at no dis-

ioiu of tli«Batlvaiitage as an artificer, when com])ared with the Indian of the

ust as tliM'ippcr regions on the shores of Lake Superior.

"XinuMiB To the geologist the shells of the testaceous molluscs oft'er a

]sleiuplii»M'iii'tiiieut in paheontology of very wide a]ii)lication and yieeuliar

a'ouuht, wiilue. They constitute, indeed, one of the most important among

Iv^vptiaBliMse records which the earth's crust discloses, whereby its geo-

the ;^ei:'B"i;ii'iil history can be deciphered. lUit the special ])hases of

conniioi'»t'^i'e5>t which they possess for the ethnologist and archa}ologist
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result from the evidence they furnish in iUustration of the history

of man and his arts. The mere beauty and variety of many

marine shells sutficiently account for their selection as objects of

personal adornment ; while their large and solid structure, and

the readiness with which their substance can be wrought into a

variety of forms, nmst have suggested their employment in the

earliest stages of insular art. Thus they became natural sub-

stitutes for the still imknown commoner met^^ls; while, like the

precious metals, shells have been used, both in the Old and New
World, as primitive forms of a recognised currency. Of such the

Cyprcca moncta is the most familiar. The cowrie shells used as

currency are procured on the coast of Congo, and in the Pliilip})ine

and jVIaldive Islands. Of the latter, indeed, they constitute the

chief article of export. At what remote date, or at what early

stage of rudimentary civilisation this singular representative shell-

currency was introduced, it is perhaps vain to in(^uire ; but the

extensive area over which it has long been recognised proves its

great antiquity. The Philippine Islands form, in part, the eastern

boimdary of the Southern Pacific, and the INIaldives lie off the

Malabar coast in the Indian Oct^an ; but their shells circulate as

currency not only through Southern Asia, but far into the African

continent,.

Corres])onding to this cowrie -currency of Asia and Africa, is the

American loqua, or Dentalinni, a shell found chiefly at the entrance

of the Straits of I)e Fuca, and employed both for ornament ami

money. The Chinooks and other Indians of the Northern Pacitii

Coast wear long strings of io(j[ua shells as necklaces and fringes h

their robes. These have a value assigned to them increasinjj in

proportion to their size, which varies from about an inch and a half

to upwards of two inches in length. The author (jf Wandcrwf/s of

an Artist amomj the Indians of North America, writes to nie in

reference to them : " A great trade is cari-ied on among all tlw

tribes in the neighbourhood of Vancouver's Island, through the

medium of these shells. Forty shells of the standard size, extend

ing a fatliom's length, are equal in value to a beaver's skin, l)iit il

shells can be found so lUr in excess of the ordinary standard that

thirty- nine are long enough to make the fathom, it is worth tw^

beavers' skins; if thirty-eight, three beavers' skins, and st) on:

increasing in value one l)eaver skin for every shell less than the

first numbei'."
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water shells of Euro])e as a species of currency ; but it is interest

iiii4 to notice that the mode of employing the spoils of the sea for

personal decoration, by the rude Indians of the North-west, pre

vailed among* the primitive occupants of Europe in that dim dawn
of history revealed by the disclosures of their most ancient sepul-

chral deposits. The shell-necklace or bracelet lay unstrung amid

the fossil bones of the post-i)liocene catacomb at Aurignac ; and

iiinong the personal ornaments foiuul in early British graves, seem

iii<ily pertaining to a period long jn'ior to the acipiisition of the

simplest metallurgic arts, are necklaces formed of small shells

iibounding on the neighbouring coasts, such as the Ncrita Httoralis,

the Pate/la vulr/ata, and others eciually connnon at the present day.

A peculiarly interesting illustration of the use of shells for per

siinal decoration, during the ])riniitive stone-]ieri(jd, is furnished l)y

;i discovery made in the year 1838. During the progress of ini

iiioveinents in the Pluenix Park, Dublin, an elevated knoll, one

liuiulred and twentv feet in diameter, and fifteen feet in heiuht,

I
known bv the name of Knock -jNlnraidhe, or the Hill of the

I \hiriners, was levelled ; when it was discovered to be an artificial

I'lmlchral mound, concealing a megalithic tondi, com])esed of

iiuissive unhewn stones. Within this se]ndchral chamber were

found two male skeletons, with traces of other bones, inchuling

line supposed to be that of a dog. The bodies had been interred

liii the contracted position common in early Ih'itish sepulture
;

|;iiiil innnediately under each skull lay a quantity of the common
ISrritri I itforalis. These shells had been rubl)ed down on the valve,

bu as to make a stK^ond hole, for the prvp()se of l»eing strung

ijietliei' to form necklaces ; and remains oi' vegetable fibre were

iscovered, a portion of which was through the shells. Alongside

f those, also, lay a knife or arrow-head of flint, and a double-

IkaiU'd pin, neatly formed of bone, but no traces of metal. In the

niter verge of the tumulus, were four stone cists, each containing a

|inall vase, and calcined bones. The sepulchre in all probability

mtained the bodies of two distinguished chiefs, to whom were ac

Inrded the most costly funeral honours of primitive times. But the

rounding urns with their incinerated remains, und possibly also

ine of the skeletons in the megalithic cluuuber, ])oint to the prac-

Iteot' human sacrifice, when the subordinate com]tanion inarms,

lie wives and slaves, ])erished beside the bier of the great warrior,

Hat they might ])ass with him to the world of spirits, there to

new tlic sanu> oUices they had performed on earth.

1

iU
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Such exam]>les of primitive sepulture have repeatedly disclosed

the barbarian ideas of honouring the illustrious dead. Manifestly

neither labour nor cost was spared. Tlie niegalithic chamber was

reared, the ornamental cinerary urns were prepared, the bodies of

the attendant victims were consumed on the pile, and their ashes

deposited with the urns in the surrounding cists ; and then the

earthen pyramid was laboriously piled over the whole, and the costly

structure hidden for ages from the light of day. The weapons,

implements, and ornaments of such toniljs all combine to show tliat

it was an absolute stone-period, without even the first transitional

traces of metallurgic arts ; and this idea, which I was led to form

from the investigation of primitive British graves, has been strongly

confirmed by the proofs of lavisli expenditure of theAmerican Indians

on tlieir sepulchral depositories. In the Huron grave-mounds ol

the Georgian Bay lie tropical shells of the Gulf of Florida, tlii,'

carved pipe-head, the stone hatchet and flint arrow-head ; and aloiij;

with these the copper kettle, the iron knife, and other metallic

treasures acquired from the old French traders. So also the canoe-

biers of the Chinook and Cowlitz Indians on the Columbia and

Cowlitz rivers, contain not only the native bow and arrows, spear,

paddle, and personal ornaments, but the iron tomahawk, coppii

kettle, gun, and others of the most prized objects acquired from tliu

Hudson's Bay factors.

Some of the customs of the Indians of the Columbia river

illustrate the ideas relative to a future life in which such offerings

10 the dead have had their origin from the remotest times. The

Chinooks are among the most remarkable of the flat-head Indian*

and carry the strange process of cranial distortion to a great extent.

They are in some respects a superior race, making slaves of other

tribes, and evincing considerable skill in such arts as are rwjuire'

in their wild forest .and coast life. Tlieir chief Mar-implement:

are bows and arrows, the former made from the yew-tree, and tin

latter feathered, and pointed with bone. Their canoes, hoUowtu

out of the trunk of the cedar-tree, which attains to a great size iii

that region, are frequently very large, and ornamented witli nine

taste and skill. In such a canoe the dead Chinook chief is de

posited, surrounded with all tlie reciuisites for war, or the lavmiriti

occupations of life : presenting a corresi)ondence in his seimlehr;!

rites to the ancient pagan viking, who, as appears alike IVoni

contents of the Scandinavian Skihsso:tuin;/('r, and from tlie na

ratives of the Sagas, was interred or consumed in his war-un
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he knew his wife had been so useful to her son, and so neeessaiv

to his hapi)iness and comfort in this workl, he wislied to send her

with him as his comjianion on liis lon^' journey. The reason thus

assif>ned for the murder of his favourite wife over the f>ra\'o oi

their son, j,dves a curious insight into the motives of such liarl-aroiis

sacrificial rites in all ages : exhibiting as it does so strange n

mixture f if good and evil.

Simitar sacrifices constituted part of the last funeral rites in

Europe's prehistoric times, as is proved l)y some of the most ancient

sepulchral disclosures. The extent of tlu; privation added to tlic

fitness of the gift. The most prized weapons, implements, ami

personal ornaments ; the dog, the horse, the slave, and the Avife

:

were all lavished on the honoiu'ed dead. Notliing was spared that

reverence or superstition could suggest to sujiply the wants of a

future life. The discovery, tlierefore, of the stone celt or hammer.

the flint knife, and tlie shell bracelet or necklace, unaccompaiiicil

by" any imi)lements of co])per or bronze, in sn(!h laboriously cuu

structed catacombs as that of the Knock-]Maraidhe tunudus, i<

conclusive proof that they are the sepulchres of a people who had

not yet acquired any knowledge of metals ; and the illustrations ot

the motives for such sacrifices which the study of modern savajiv

life supplies, gives fresh significance to the contents of the aucieni

British crondech or barrow, or those even of the post-]>liocene catii-

coml) of Aurignac in the Pyrenees. We discern in them gliiiipj!t>

of the ideas of a future state in the remotest eras to Avhich sudi

sepulchral memorials belong; and discover in the ancient ami

modern record the same child like confusion of ideas, still tracealilf

in many rustic superstitions, which betray the difficulty of con-

ceiving of the disembodied spirit, or of a spirit-world distinct liwiij

the grave.

Looking at the subject, however, from another point of viiw

we perceive that the Indians, who originally possessed oiihi

weapons, implements, and personal ornaments of lione, shell, tliiit|

and stone, or at most of native copper, rudely hammered into sliain-

are seen after an interval of upwards of three centuries oi' Eur

pean colonization and traffic, without the slightest acipiired know-

ledge of working in metals ; but possessed of numerous nirti

implements and weai)ons, M'hich, as their greatest treasures, tin;

freely lavish on the loved or honouied dead. Such traees i

metallurgy, it is manifest, afford no proof of acquired native iw
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liver, was brought, not from the C()|)pcr rej^ions of Lake Superior,

hut from London or Liverpool, ah)n<^' with the l)eads, knives,

liatchets, and other objects of barter, by means of which the fur-

inulers carry on their traffic with the Indian hunter. At most

it only proves that a nation, still in its stone-])erJod, and possess-

ing no greater skill than is required to grind an iron hoop into

hince or arrcjw heads, Iftis been brought into contact with a civilizo<l

|)eoi)le, familiar with metallurgy and many acipiired arts, such as

the musket and the ritle may most aptly symbolize.

The same diversity of inventive power and artistic skill is

iliscernilde among the Indian tribes of North America, as has been

aheady referred to in comjtaring the arts of other uncivilized races.

In s(jme constructive skill predominates, while others manifest a

;ants (tt u I peeiiliar aptitude for inutative arts. The powers of imitation com-

)Y hammer, I ^mi^ to the barbarous and the civilized nations of the New World,
conipauieil .|j,^ specially worthy of note, and will come under review when
iously (till i^.feiTing to the pipe manufacture, so curiously typical of American
bumuhis, is1 alt. But meanwhile an ecpially instructive illustration of what

le who hud Ijimy thus be designated lesthetic and constructive instincts may
Lstrations olliiy selected from the diversely gifted islanders of the Southern

leru savagilpa^.ifie. On the extreme western verge of the Polynesian archi-

tlie aucieiiiipyi.,g,, He the Feejee Lslands, occu])ied by a people remarkable

)ceue cata-1 ,„i,j,ig the islanders of the Pacific alike for i)hysical and intellectual

m gbmF^-B|n;culiarities. The Feejeean physiognomy is described as present-

Avhich suililjiij, ocueral characteristics of debasement, when compared with

vncicut ulwtllr^t of tlie true I'olynesian, and the entire proportions and contour

ill traceuliliB,,!' his figure are markedly inferior to those of the Friendly and

Ity of coii-Bxavigator islanders. This is the more remarkable in a people

istinct tvoiii^||\\-^.lli„u- ill the midst of abundanci', and enjoying an mmsual

Ivaiiety t»f choice articles of food. Their ferocious and treacher-

ut of vii'vM|„is habits, however, and the hideous customs (»f cannibalism and

essed i'i>l«\steiii!»tic parricide, with attendant crimes inevitable in such a

,
shell, tliiitMueial condition, render the Feejeean Islands, which seem fitted by

into shii|it.B|iitm'e t(j be the abodes of ha[)piness, among tin; most wretched

es (tf lMUV'^,euos of moral degradation. Nevertheless it is in this strange

isliiml-gi'oup that the arts of the South Pacific have their highest

i'velditment.

The Negrillos appear to be the true inventive race, from whom
' Feojeeans, who are un(|uestional)ly allied to them in blood,

luiu'il, elaborated, and greatly improveil many apidications y\\'

i(
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and prone to i.solation, and the Feejeeans niunifest an e([ually

stronj^ disinclination to leave their island-home. It required,

theretoi'e, the intervention of a migratory or a^fj^'ressive race li,

diftuse their acquired knowled^t,'e and skill ; and this is sup})lic'(l

by the Malayans, who are found in contact with many widely

scattered nations, and are of a roving disposition, the proper

children of the sea. "Naturally," says Dr.* rickerin<;-, "the nio.si

amiable of mankind, they are free from antipathies of race, aiv

fond of novelty, inclined rather to follow than to lead, and in

every respect seem qualified to l)ecome a meilium ;»f connnuiii-

cation between the different branches of the human fanuly." 8ucli

a race of plastic, amphibious metliators being found, a curious

light is tlirown on the dilfusion of knowledge and the primitive

arts throughout the widely -scattered island groups of the Southern

Pacific, where almost every Polynesian art, it is said, can be dis

tinctly traced to the Feejee Islands, while the Feejeean himself is

so averse to roam. The best and the worst characteristics of tliu

Feejee islanders are strangely intermingled. They use the bow ami

t]irt)W the javelin with great dexterity ; but their peculiar and

distinguishing Aveapon is a short missUe club, which all habitually

wear stuck in the belt, the synd)olic Feejeean tool and national in-

strument of assassination. Many analogies of history tend, how

ever, to confute the error of assuming the occurrence of niuwl

degradation, even when manifested in parricide, cannibalism, ainl

systematic treachery and assassination, to be necessarily inconi

patible with such intellectual develo])ment as distinguishes tlie

Feejeeans from other islanders of the Pacific. Of all the abu-

rigines of the I'acific, the feroci(jus New Zealander has proved must

capable of civilisation ; and is found moreover to i)ossess a tradi-

tional poetry and mythical legends of a higldy striking ami peouliiii

character. And turning from still undeveloped races of llie

world, we have only to study deeds perpetrated by the paLjiiii

Saxon, the Hun, or the later Dane and Norseman, to see in what

hideous aspects the energies of a rude people may be manifoste

who are nevertheless capable of becoming leaders in the civilisu

tion of Euro])e. To judge by the monkish chronicles, no Fei'jw

cannibal could surpass, either in savage atrocity or in hiileousnc

(»f aspect, the Hungarian or Nortliman from whom the jivdiuk

(»!' Europe's nol)les claim descent. The chroniclers of Gennaiiv.j

France, ami Italy, descril>e the savage fury of the former wit

dolorous brevity; and the liturgy of the Ciullican Church of tkj
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It is ohvious therefore tliat the savage vices of the Feejeeans

are perfectly coni])atil)le with considerable skill in sucli arts as

pertain to their primitive and insular conilition. Their musical

instruments are superior to those of the Polynesians, and include

the l'an-pi]ie and others unknown in the islands beyond their

rniige. Their pottery also exhibits grc ' variety of form, and

includes examples of vessels eoiubinetl in groups, ]iresenting a

curious corres|)ondence to similar productions of Peruvian art.

Their fishing-nets and lines are remarkable for neat and skil-

ful workmanship, and they carry cultivation to a considerable

Lxteiit. " Indeed," remarks the ethnologist of the United States

Kxpedition, in .summing up the characteristics of the Feejeeans,

•we soon began to perceive that the people were in possession

(if almost every art known to the Polynesians, and of many others

besides. The highly-finished workmanship was unexpected, every-

tiiing being executed until recently, and even now for the most

part, without the use of iron. In the collection of implements and

iiiauufactures lu-ought home by the Expedition, the observer will

ilistiuguish in the Feejeeaii division something like a school of arts

for the other Pacific islands." In such a strangely-gifted savage

race we see at once the degradation of which human nature is

susceptible, and yet at the same time germs of a constructive

and artistic capacity cai)able of development into many man'elloiis

luauifestations, if once subjected to such elevating influences as

changed the merciless pirate (^f the northern seas into the refined

Xurnian, the chivalrous crusader, and the imaginative troubadour.

The extensive archipelago interposed between tlie Society and

Hamhier Islands and the Manpiesas, consists exclusively of coral

islaiuls. There the native arts aw mostly of an inferit)r character
;

though their small and slight canoes are propelled with great

vapidity by means of a paddle ingeniously formed with a curved

lilade. Put all ideas of nuleness in their arts give way to wonder

and admiration on discovering the limiteil materials at the com-

mand of the workmen. The cocoa-palm furnishes supplies for

matting and weaving, and the cassytha stems and cocoa-nut fibre

are plaited into ropes. The finer cord is made of human hair ; and

linnes of the turtle and the larger kinds of fish supply the only

material for fish-hooks and spears. There is no natural proiluctioii
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oil the islands luirdur than shell or coral ; -uid Iroiu these accordiiinlv

the native tools are made. lUnv, thereioro, we sou what reason is

ca])al)le of aehievin;,' in the development of" in<.,'enious arts, amid n

in'ivation of all that seems indispensable to the first efforts at con

structive skill. Compared with such inadi'([uate means, the flint,

stone, horn, and 1)one of Kurope's stone-period seem little less

ample, than the contrast of her later metallurgic riches with the

resources of that ))rimitive era.

Thouyh the natives of the Antilles possessed .some natural

advanta«4es over the inhabitants of the volcanic and coral isUuuls

of the Pacific
;
yet when first visited by the Spaniards, the lar"('

marine shells with which the neighbourin<.f seas abound, consti-

tuted an hnportant source for the raw material of their im[)lement>

and manufactures. The great size, and the facility of workmansliiji

of the widely-diffused pyndce, tnrhinclla, atromhi, and other shells,

have indeed leil to their application, wherever they abound anion"

uncivilized nations, to numerous ])urposes elsewhere supplied froni

other sources. Of such, the Caribs made knives, lances, and luu-

poons, as well as jjcrsonal ornaments ; while the mollusc itself wa

Kiii. (!.—Carib Slien-Kiiivos.

sought for and jjrized as food. In I>arbadoes the Stronihis fi'iijih

still furni.shes a favourite rei)ast ; and numerous ancient weajwib

and ini] dements made from its shell have been dug up on the

island. The accompanying illustrations are selected from a collec-j

tion, illustrative of the primitive manufactures of the Aiitiliisj

presented to me by Dr. IJovell. They were dug up with other

relics, in the island of Barbadoes, where traces of the aborigiiwl

Caril) blood continued till very recently to mark a i)ortiou of tht

coloured ]iopulation.

The Carib aborigines of the Antilles furnish a striking exaiii]i

of what the more active manifestations of moral degradation roalhl

imply. Compared with the gentle, pa.ssive Indians met by fli'

Spaniard;
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Spaniards on the first islands visited by European ex])lorers, the

Carihs were a cruel and fierce race; of cannibals, as hateful in all

their most salient characteristics as tlu^ New Zealanders or Fee

jeeans. Yet time has proved, even under very unfavourable cir

curnstances, that the fierceness and aj^'^ressive cruelty of the Caribs

(if the Lesser Antilles corresponded to the wild fuiy of tiie old

vikin*,' rovers of Europe, and y;ave jmjof of energy and stamina

capable of sturdy endurance ; while the gentle and friendly Indians

uf the larger Antilles, without, in reality, any superior moral attri-

liutes, but only the characteristics of a weak and passive nature,

have melted away like the snows of former winters, with scarcely

ii memorial of their existence left. The Caribs are the historic

race of the Antilles. Their chronicles derive vitality and endur

iiuce, like those of ancient Euro])e, from the vicissitudes of war.

These show them as restless aggressors ; and though long since

c'X])elled from their ancient insular ])ossessions, they still appear

on the southern mainland as the people of an encroaching area

;

;uhI the marches (jf their extending frontier ring with the shouts

(if l)order warfare, as fierce and to us not greatly less substantial

than the Wendish and Bulgarian warrings of Henry the Fowler,

and his German Markgrafs of well-nigh a thousand years ago.

In 1851, Sir Itobert Schomburgk connnunicated to the British

Association the result of recent ethnological researches in St.

iJonnngo. In this the observant traveller deplores the fact that

111' the millions of natives who at its discovery peopled the island,

not a single pure descendant now exists, though he could trace in

the Indios of mixed blood the peculiar features and other physical

eliarai'teristics (jf the ]nmi Indian still mieradicated. In the absence

iifa true native po])ulation. Sir Robert Schomburgk remarks :
" My

ivsi'urches were restricted to w'hat history and the few and poor

HiKUuments have transmitted to us of their customs and manners.

Their language lives only in the names of places, trees, and fruits,

Imt all cond)ine in declaring that the ])eople who bestowed these

immes were identical with the Carib and Arawaak tribes of Guiana.

An excursion to the calcareous caverns of Pommier, about ten

ka^fues to the west ol' the city of Santo Domingo, afforded me the

waniination of sonu^ picture-writings executed by the Indians

after the arrival of tlie Sjjaniards. These remarkable caves, which

nil' ill themselves of high interest, are situated within the district

HVi'V which, at the landing oi' the Spaniards, the i'air Indian Cata

lina reigned as caciciue." To this district they were tempted l\v
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the news of rich mines in its mountains. In 1496, a fortified tower

was erected, called originally San Aristobal ; but so abundant was

the precious metal, tliat even the stones of the fortress contained

it, and the workmen named it the Golden Tower. B'lt the lives

of millions of the miserable natives were sacrificed in recovering

the gold from their mountain veins ; and tlien, the mines being

exhausted, the country was abandoned to the wild exuberance of

tropical desolation, while the caverns which liad previously been

devoted to religious rites, became places of retreat from the Span

iard and his frightful bloodhounds. One of the smaller caves still

exhibits a highly interesting series of symbolic pictures, which the

Indians had traced on its white and smooth walls. Near the

entrance of a second cave. Sir li. Sclio;nburgk discovered decora-

tions of a more enduring character carved on the rock, and of these

he remarks :
" They belong to a remoter period, and prove much

more skill and patience than the simple figures painted with char-

coal on the walls of the cave near Pommier. The figures carved

of stone, and worked without iron tools, denote, if not civilisation,

a quick conception and an inexhaustible patience, to give to these

hard substances the desired forms." From his examination of the

tools and utensils still in use in Guiana, Sir Robert doubts such to

be the work of the Caribs ; but he admits that they are only found

where we have sure evidence of their presence ; and he under-

estimates both the skill and patience shown by many native artists

equally poorly provided with tools.

Other relics of native art and history attracted the attention of

the traveller, and he specially dwells with interest on a paved rinj;

of granite, upwards of 2200 feet in circumference, with a human

figure rudely fashioned in granite occupying the centre. It stand^^

in the vicinity of San Juan de Maguana, in St. Uomingo, whicli

formed, at the time of its first discovery, a distinct kingdom,

governed by the cacique Caonabo, the most fierce and powerfid (it

the Carib chiefs, and an irreconcihd)le enemy of the Euro])eaii

invaders. It is called at the present day, " El Cercado de los

Indios," but Sir Eobert Schomburgk (piestions its being the work

of the inhabitants of the island when first visited by the Spaniards,

and assigns it, along with figures which he examined cut into rocks

in the interior of Guiana, ami the sculptured figures of St. Doniingd.

to a people far superior in intellect to those Columl)us met with

in Hispaniola. These he conceives to have come from the northern

part of Mexico, adjacent to tlie ancient di,stri(!t of Iluastecas, luid

to have b
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to have been conquered and extirpated by their Carib supplanters,

prior to European colonists displacing them in their turn.

Among numerous stone weapons or implements which have

been discovered, and that berve to illustrate the primitive arts of

the New World, three remarkabh) relics from the Bay of Honduras,

in South America, are deserving of special attention. They were

found, about the year 1794, Avith ether examples, in a cave be-

tween two and three miles inland. (3ne was presented to the

British Museum, and two others have been repeatedly exhibited

;it meetings of the Archieological Institute. The accompanying

Fio. 7.-- Ilmitluras Flint Imiileiiaiits.

woodcuts will best convey an idea of their peculiar forms. One

is a serrated weapon, pointed at both ends, and measuring sixteen

and a half inches long. Another, in the form of a crescent, with

projecting points, measuring seventeen inches in greatest length,

may have served as a weai)on of parade, like the state partisan

or halbert of later times. The third, which is imperfect, is shown

ill Fig. 8. The whole are examides of Hint implements, of unusually

Ia\,:e proportions, and chii)ped with extraordinary regularity and

-Kill. A well -executed specimen of terra cotta (Fig. 01), <»btaiueil

aliont the same period, if not indeed along with these implements,

. I
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lil

was presented to the Society of Antiquaries of Scotknd in 1793,

and is figured on a subsequent pa<»;e.

Fill. 8.—Honiluras Iniiilemont.

The island of Jamaica has furnislied niunerous examples of the

stone and flint weapons and implements of its ancient inhabitants;

and in many of the other islands relics of the ingenious conversion

of the shells of the Caribbean Sea, to ]Hirposes of manufacture, have

been found. But while noting the varied uses to which marine

shells were applied by the natives of the Archipelago, a gi'eater

interest attaclies to the indications of an ancient trade in these pro-

ducts of the Gulf of Florida, carried on among widely- scattered

tribes of North America, long before its discovery by Columbus.

Abundant evidence proves that the large marine shells were

legarded with superstitious reverence, both by the more civilized

nations of the land around the Gidf, and by tribes even S(j tar

north as beyond the shores of the great Canadian Lakes, lu

one of the singular migratory scenes of the ancient jMexioau

paintings, copied from the jNIendoza Collection,^ in the Bodleian

Library at Oxford, a native, barefooted, and dressed in a sliort

s])otted tunic, reaching to his loins, bears in his right hand a spear,

tcjothed round the lilade, it may be presumed with points of ob

sidian, and in his left liand a large univalve shell. A river, Avhicli

he is passing, is indicated by a greenish stri])e winding oblicpiely

across the ch'awing, and his track, as shown by alternate footprints,

lias ]n'evi()usly crossed the same stream. On this trail he is followed

l)y other figures n(;arly similarly dressed, l)ut sandalled, and Ix'ar

ing spears and large fans ; wliile a second group ap])roaches tin

river by a ditferent trail, and in an o]>])osite direction to the sliell-

l)earer. Other details of this curious Iraynient of pictorial hi.story

are less easily interpreted. An altai', or a temple, a])])ear.s t(t \'

I'epresented on one side of the .stream; and a highly colourod

circular figure on the other, may be the epitomized symbol of soiiir

Acluean land or Sacred Elis of the New World, lint whatever' Iv

' liUid Kiiij;sl)()r(Hij,'li"is Mi.ndiii Aiilii/iii/ii.-\ vol. i. |il/ttt' (IH.
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the interpretation of the ancient liieroglyphic painting, its general

correspondence with other migratory depictions is undoubted ; and

it is worthy of note, that, in some respects, the most prominent of

all the figures is the one represented fording the stream, and bearing

a large tropical univalve in his hand.

The evidence thus afforded of an importance attached to the

large sea-shells of the Gulf of Mexico, among the most civilized

of the American nations settled on its shores, deserves notice in

connexion with the discovery of the same marine prfiducts among

relics pertaining to Indian tribes upwards of three thousand miles

distant from the native habitat of the mollusca, and separated by

liundreds of miles from the nearest sea-coast.

Tracing them along the northern route through the Mississippi

and Ohio valleys, these shells have been found in the ancient

^iiaves of Tennessee, Kentucky, and Indiana, and nortln\ard to tlie

regions of the Great Lakes. Dr. CJerard Troost, in a com.umica-

tion to the American Ethnological Society,^ describes an interesting

series of sepulchral remains discovered in Tennessee. The cranio

were characterized by remarkal)le artificial compression, as in an

example figured liy Dr. jNIorton (plate 55, Crania Americana), and

the graves abounded with relics, " lares, trink(;ts, and utensils, all

of a very rude construction, and all formed of some natural pr(j-

diict, none of metal." From an examination of these. Dr. Troost

was led to the conclusion that the race to vhom they pertrivj'jd

oamo from some tropical country. Among ibeir stone implements

iihsidian abounded. Numerous beiul'^^ wert. tornied of tropical

marine shells of the genus margincUa, groiiuii g-j as to make a

jierioration on the back, bv means of whii'ii thov could l^e strunu;

together for the purjioses of personal ornninent. PlaiiL beads were

made from the columelhc of the Sfrombus i/if/nci ; and such colum-

illie were found worn to a miiform thiekui'ss, perforated through

the centre, and in all stages of manufacture, to that of perfected

Iieads and links of the much-prized vmnpum.. Similar accumulo-

timis of shell-beads in the great mounds of the Oliio valley, are

referred to in a subse(|uent cha])t.n'; but another relic has an

additional value frcnn the light it tlirows not only on ea^'ly native

[arts, but on ancient manners and modes of thought. I 'r. Troost

ileseribes and figures various rudely sculptured idols, iVom some

iif which he was led to assume the existence of riiallic rites

I

among the ancient idolaters of Tennessee. The greater nuinlier

tlic idols were of stone, ])ut the one ilgured here has been

' Trinisfid'ioiis, Atiu vhitn F.lhnoloij'ictil Sitch tji. vol. i. pp. ;{.>,")'{(!").

» \
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III

Fi

modelled of clay and pounded shells, and hardened in the fire,

It represents a nude human figure, kneeling, with the hands

clas])cd in front ; and \vhen found, it still occupied, as its primitive

niche or sanctuary, a large tropical shell {Cassis Jlnmmca), from

which the interior whorls and columella had been removed, with

the exception of a small por

tion at the base, cut off flat, so

as to form its pedestal. Tlie

special application of this ex-

ample of the tropical cassides

adds a peculiar interest to it.

as manifestly associated with

the religious rites of the an-

cient race by whom the spoils

of southern seas were trans-

ported inland, and converted

to purposes of ornament ami

use.

The discovery of similar tm

pical relics t'- the north of tlio

Great Lakes, is still more cal-

cuhited to excite surprise
; and.

indeed, "vvhen first brought under

i''i<i. 'j.-TfiiiiLssif Mni. notice gave rise to extravagant

ethnological theories, based on the assuni]»tion of their East Indian

origin.^ lUit though they furnished no evidence of such far wander

ings from the old East, they thrcjw considerable light on ancient

migrations of native iVmerican races, and illustrate the extent ol

traffic carried on between the north and south, in ages ])rior to tlie

displacement of the red man by the Eurctjiean. Two large trojjical

shells, both specimens of the Pyrnla i^fi'vcrsa, have l)cen presunttii

to the Canadian In.stitute at Toronto : not as exaanples of the uiitive

conchology of the trojiics, but as Indian relics ]iertaiuirg to the giviit

noi-thern chain of fresh-water lakes. The first Avas 'liscovercd mi

opening a grave- mound at Xottawasaga, on the Georgian l!ay,

along M'ith a gorget made frrnu the same kind of .shell ; the sccoihl

was brought from the Fishing Islands, near Ga})e Kurd, on Lakf

Huron. Another example, from iho Georgian IJay, is in the Museum

of the I'niversity of Toronto ; and many specimens have coiuf

under my notice ])rocured from grave-mounds and sepulchral dc

positories on the shores of till' same bay. In one pit, aliout .^cveii

' /ii'/iiifii 'into the Or'iijiii of Ihi- A iiti'/iili/cs of A nu ri<''i, p. 1(52.
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lailes from Penetanguishcnc, three large conch-sliells were found,

along with twenty -six copper kettles, a pipe, a copper hracelet, a

(|aantity of sliell l)eads, and nnmerous other relics. The largest of

the shells, a specimen of the Pyrula sinrata, weighed three pounds

and a quarter, and measured fourteen inches in length ; but a

piece had been cut off this, as well as another of the large shells,

probably for the manufacture of some smaller ornament. In

another cemetery in the same district, among copper arrow-heads,

l)racelets, and ear-ornaments, pipes of stone and clay, beads of

porcelain, red pipe-stone, etc., sixteen of the same prized tropical

univalves lay round the bottom of the pit arranged in gvoups of

three or four together. From the columellce of such shells the

sacred wampum, official gorgets, and other special decorations were

made ; and the appearance of some of those found in northern

Miaves suggests that they may have been handed down through

successive generations as great medicines, before their final depo-

sition, with other rare and costly offerings, in honour of the dead.

The attractions offered by sncli large products of tropical

seas are by no means limited t(j the untutored tastes of the

American Indian, nor to fauna of the Mexican coasts. In

India, China, and Siani, the Pyrum, and other large and beauti-

ful shells of the Imlian Ocean, arc no less highly prized by the

iiati\es, not only as the source from which to procure an easily

wrought material for imjdements and personal ornaments ; but in

some cases, as-vesstds employed in their most sacred rites. A
sinistrorsal variety found on the coasts of Trampiebar and Ceylon,

is devoted by the Cingalese exclusively to such ])urposes. lieversed

shells <'f the species Turhindla, are held in like veneration in

Cliina, where great prices are given for them ; and are often

curiously ornamented with elaborate carvings, as shown on several

tine specimens in the 13riti.sh ]\luseum. They are kept in the

pagodas, and are not only em])l()}ed by the ]n'iests on special

occasions in administering medicine to the sick ; but the vessel

tor ]i(dding the consecrated oil, with which the Kmperor is anointed

a; his coronation, is nuule from one of them.

Such analogies in the choice of materials lor imjdcments and

liersunal ornaments, and in (d>jects set a])art for the sacred rites of

ditlerent nations, are full of interest in refereni-e to characteristics

niiunion to man in all ages, and in regions the nio.st remote, iiiil

when they are met with in the ai'ts and en.'^toms of the same con-

tinent, they ])oint with gieuter prtdiability to borrowed usages,

and (il'tcn ludj) the ethnologist to ti'iuk tlun'ool prints of migrating

i!
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nations to their earlier homes. Tlie traditi(jns of tlie Aztecs ai

the time of the IMexican conquest, pointed to their origin iVoiu

among the warlike and migratory northern tribes ; and amoiicr

these the nations of the Irc.pi. 's confederacy, though scarcely

rising above the hunter stage, ofltr a subject of study of peculiar

value in relerence to the ethnoli-gy of the New World. In the

great valley of the St. Lawrence, at the period of earliest European

contact with its native tribes, we find this confederacy of Indian

nations in the most primitive condition as to all knowledge of

progressive arts ; but full of energy, vitality, and military enterprise,

and amply endued with the cpuilities i-otpiisite for effecting per

manent con([uests over a civil izetl but miwarlike people. Nor did

the primitive arts of the Irotpiois prevent the development of in

cipient germs of civilisation among tliem. Agriculture was prac-

tised systematically, and to a consideraljlc -wtent ; and their famous

league, wisely estaljlished, and maintained unbroken through very

diversified ])eriods of their history, exhibits to us a people advanc

ing in many ways towards the initiation of a self-originatuii

civilisation, Avheu the intrusion of Kuro])eans abriqitly arrested its

progress, and brought them in contact with elements of l<>i'ei,uii Bjcjiitecfs of \

progress pregnant only with the sources of their degradation ami xiu; hist
final destruction.

The historian of the Irocpiois,* when dc^sciibing their sini)ilf

arts and manufactures, remarks, that in the western mounds r(j\v>

of arrow-heads or flint -blades have been foun<l lying side by side,

like teeth, the row being about two feet long. " This has suggesteil

the idea that they were set in a frame, and fastened with thoiiiis.

thus making a species of sword." In this desci'iption we caiinni

fail to recognise the mal/f/vaJinit/, or native sword of iVIexico ami

Yucatan. In the large canoe with its armed crew, first ni(;t dti

the latter coast, Herrera tells us the Indians had "sw(jr<ls nuuleoi

wood 'aaviii,.: a gutter in the forei)art. in wl li were sliarjt

edgeii Hints strongly fixed with a sort of bitumen and threail.

Amoii!.!, the IMexicans ciiis toothed blade was armed Avith the //:/(,

ov obsidian, capable of taking an edge like a razor; and tli'^

destructive powers of this formidable weapon are i'requently dwd;

upon by the early Spaniards. Among the ruins of Kabali, iul

Yucatan, the attention of Ste])liens was attracted by the j)rotru(liii;

corner of a sculpturet' plume of feathers, which led to his lain

riously excavating a large sculptured slab, Ihe basso -relievns di

' Lewis y\. Morgan : Lrai/nc ol' the llo-ili'-nii-snii h^c, or /ro(/i(iiis.
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beginning of that century, Captain John Smith, the founder ol

Virginia, encountered their canoes on the upper part of the Chesa

peake Bay, hearing a band of them to tlic temtories ot the I'ow-

hattan confederacy. The Shawnees, Susquehannocks, Nanticokes,

Miamis, Delawares, and Minsi, were, one after another, reduced In-

tliem to the condition of dependent tribes. Even the Canarse or

Long-Island Indians found no protection from them in their

sea-girt home beyond the Hudson ; and their power was felt

from the St. Lawrence to Tennessee, and from the Athintic to the

Mississippi

How long before the discovery of this vast region by Europcaus

it had been in occupation by those who claimed to be its autoch-

thones, we have no other knowledge than their own traditions olj

migration. But so far as arts are any evidence of national pro-

gress, they were then in their infancy. The region they occupiei

offered no advantages for tlie inauguration of a copper or bronztl

era, such as those of Lake Superior or the Southern Andes supplieiij

to their ancient possessors. Of working in metals they kiie'

nothing ; and only supplemented their primitive implenieiitsj

wrought in stone, flint, horn, bone, and wood, by barter witli t

European intruders. Nevertheless, for nearly two centuries, tl

Indians of the Five Nations, as they were called before the additii

of the Tuscaroras, presented a sturdy and unbroken front to Eup

pean encroachment, alike by Dutch, French, and British colonic

But their uncompromising hostility was concentrated in oppositiij

to the French nation ; and as the rival colonies of France anj

England were long nearly balanced, it is not unjustly affirmed

the historian of the Iroquois, that to their league France ciiieij

owes the final overthrow of her magnificent schemes of colonizatki

in North America.

Such are some of the glimpses which the history of the Nt

World thus affords us, of what man is capable of achieving t\\m.

long centuries, independent of all the arts and appliances of civ

sation, which to us seem almost indispensable to existence, fi

whatever time might have developed out of the Irocpiois

federacy, akin to the native civilisation which had alreiuly tab

root beyond the verge of their southern conquests, they liad

to hope from the triumph of either of the Euro[)ean a^'Ljr

between wh(mi they so long held tlie balance. The insular Eiii

pean race jiroved the victors ; and when at a later date EiiJ:i|

and her American colonies came into C(jllision, the nations nt
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League took different sides, and tlie Iloilenosaunee^ finally eeased

to be the ideal rallying' point of a united people. They had run

their destined course ; and n(nv the poor scattered rennmnts of tlu*

oiice-fauious Indian federation, serve only to illustrate how iiTecon-

cilable are the elements of high civilisation with the most vigorous

and progressive energy of a people only maturing the first stage in

the progress of nations. Stone, bronze, and iron periods, are not

indispensable steps in the advancement of the himian race ; but

all e.\'i)erience proves that when such extreme social conditions are

abruptly brought into contact as Stone and Iron Periods aptly

symbolize, the tendency is towards the degradation and final ex-

tinction of the less advanced race. It is a law of wide application.

The serf of Poland and Russia is now in the condition of the Saxon

unfree h>ng prior to the Conquest. It may well be doubted if it

either ameliorates his present condition, or accelerates his healthful

progress, that he has to work out his elevation alongside of the

advanced nationalities of Euro])e's nineteenth century. France,

amid all her aesthetic civilisation, is, in ])oint of political progress,

scarcely in advance of the England of the seventeenth century

;

and more than one false step in her past history is traceable to her

effort to assume the greater matiuity of England without passing

Inough the preliminary training. But whatever truth there may
le in such applications of the law which seems to control the

bittnence of races thus brought into close relation in diverse stages

progress : the evidences are manifold which prove that the most

lowerful savage nations perish hopelessly when forced into contact

ivith the elements f)f a highly inaturod civilisation.

' llo-ib'-no-iidu-nrr, or Pt^tplo of tlio Long Hoii.so, oxjiressivc of the nunicrons

isiiiililv in i\w (.'ouncil of the Confedenu'v.

I
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iiiE mi:tals.

DAWN OF A MIITALLIUOIC IMIA - rUlMITfVK COrriCll-WOHKINCi TUK C(Jl'l'i:i! llEtilON

<1F LAKE SUPEniOU—THE PICTUHEU llOCKS -I.K (lUAND I'OUTAIL—JACKSON lUOS

MOUNTAIN— THE CLIFF MINE—COri'ER Tool.S— ANCIENT MINING TltENCHES

-

CHEAT EXTENT OP THE WOltKS—MINES Ul' 1.SLE ItOYALE- TIIEIlt ESTIMATED AGK

— ANCIENT MINING IMPLEMENTS—STONE MAULS AND AXES— ONTONAGON MININO

KELIC8— SITES OF COPPEI! MANUFACTOHIES— LOST METALLURGIC AIITS-

BHOCKVILLE COPPER IMPLEMENTS -CIIEMIC.VL ANALYSES—NATIVE TERRA-COTTA.S

— ANCIENT BRITISH MINING-TOOLS- THE RACE OF THE COPPER MINES -CHIP-

PEWA TRADITIONS—EARLIEST NOTICES OF THE COPPER REGION— ONTONAGON

MASS OF COPPER—ANCIENT NATIYi; TRAFFIC-SOURCE OF THE JIOUND-BUILDEUS'

COPPER— ARTS OF THE MISSISSIPPI VALLEYS - ANTTIJUITV OF TlIK COPPEIi

WORKINGS—DESERTION OF THE MUXES.

The same rational instinct which prompted man in his fir>:

efforts at tool-makino', ouided him in a discriminatino' clioice il

niaterials ; and to this the discovery of metals, and the cons('(|iuiit

first steps in metalluroy and the arts may he tracetl. Tlie liroiizd

Age of Europe derives its name iVom the predominance of ri'lit

illustrative of a period which, though old compared witli tliiit nil

definite history, belongs to a comparatively Lite era, characterized

many traces of artistic skill, and of mastery in the diflicult proces>fi|

of smelting ores and alloying metals. ]>ut the dawn of the luetal

lurgic era in tlie New World is marked h\ phases whicli (k'liv

their distincti\o character from two widely sei)arated regions ; aii

of which one supplies an important link in the history of haiiii

]>rogress, at best but partially indicated in the disclosures of Euii

pean archtcology.

To untutored man, provided (july witli imjdements of stoiii

the facilities presented by tlie great co])])er regions of bit-

Superior, for the first step in the knowledge of metallurgy, wti

peculiarly available. The forests that Hung their shadows iildij

the shores of that great la.ke were the haunts of the deer,

beaver, the bear, and other favourite objects of the chase; dj

rivers and the lake abounded with fish ; and the rude hunter
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to manufacture weapons and iniplenients out of such materials as

nature placed witliin liis reai'li. TJie water-worn stone from the

hcai'li, patiently around to an edge, made Ids axe and tomahawk
;

liy means of which, with the help of fire, he could level the giants

(if the forest, or detach from them the materials for his canoe and

puddle, his lance, club, or bow and arrows. The bones of the deer

liiiinteil his spear, or were wrought into his fish-hooks ; and the

sliale or flint was chipjjed and gnmnd into his arrow-head, after a

|iiittcrn repeated with little variation, in all countries, and in every

|iiiiiiitive age. IJut besiiles such materials of universal (occurrence,

the priuKsval occui)ant of the shoiv '" Lake Superior Immd there

;i fitoiie jiossessed of some very pecul .ftues. It could not only

lie wrought to an edge without lialaiiLy to fracture; but it was

iiuilleable, and could be hammered out into nuxny ne\v and con-

venient shapes. This M'as the coi)[H'r, found in connexion with the

li'a|tiH3an rocks of that region, in inexhaustible (piantities in a pure

metallic state. In other ricli mineral regions, us in those of Corn-

uall and Devon, the principal soiu'ce of this metal is from ores,

wliich rcfpiire both labour and skill to Ht tliem for econonnc

[iiirposes. lUit in the veins of the copper region of Lake Superior

the native metal occurs in enornious masses, weighing lumdreds of

tmis ; and loose blocks of various sizes have l)een lound (in the lake

ishdiv, or lying detached (m the surface, in sutlieient (piantities to

jsupply all the wants of tlie nomade huntei'. These, accordingly,

le wrought into chisels and axes, arndets, and personal ornaments

if various kinds, without the use of the crucilde; and, indeed,

ivitlidut recognising any precise distinction between the copper

ivliieli he mechanically separated from the mass, and the un-

iialleable stone or ilint out of which he had been accustomed to

'ashidii his spear and arrow-heads. This is coniirmed by philo-

i^ical evidence. The root of the names for iron and copper in

le Chip})ewa is the same abstract term, nrthhil; used ouly in

impound words, but signifying rock w stone. Thus iKicalihik,

nn
; cC(ihtr<(/ihik, copper: lit. <r:aJi, ycHow, irahhik, stone; oogc-

'((hbik, on the toj) of a stone; etc.

Tlie earliest referiMices to Britain pertain exclusively to the

ininsnla of Cornwall and the neighbouring islands, whither the

fi'ts of the ^lediterranean were attracted in ages of vague anti-

[uity, and the traders from (Jaid resorted in (piest of its metallic

ealtli. To that region, accordingly, we turn for the first glim])ses

Xorthern pAirope's history ; and the nuneral regions of the New
i'odd disclose some corres[)onding recijrds of its long- forgotten

I
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past. I am enabled to describe the general aspect and some ut

the most characteristic remains of these regions from personal

exploration ; and indeed some idea of their present condition is

ind:spensal)le for preparing tlie mind to appreciate the changes

Avrought by time on localities which are now being rescued once

more from the wilderness ; but where, more perhaps than on any

other spot on the American continent, may be witnessed the in

cipient traces of an aboriginal civilisation. The vast inland sea,

which constitutes the head reservoir of the chain of lakes that

sweep over the Falls of Niagara, and find their way by the river St.

Lawrence to the ocean, has been as yet so slightly encroached upon

by tiie pioneers of modern civilisation, that its general aspect

scarcely differs from that wliicli it presented to the 3ye of its first

Em'opean explorers in the seventeenth century, or indeed to its

Indian voyagers before the Spaniard first coasted the island shoves

of the Bahamas, and opened for Europe the gates of the West,

With its wide extent of waters, covering an area of thirty twn

thousand square miles, a lengthened period of sojourn in the regions

with which it is surrounded, and many facilities for their explora-

tion, would be required, in order to satisfy the curiosity of tlie

scientific inquirer. But even a brief visit discloses much that is

interesting, and thtit serves at once to illustrate, and to contrast

with what comes under the observer's notice elsewhere.

Having employed both pen and pencil in noting strikiiyj

features which catcli the eye from their novelty : some descri])tioii

of "what came under my notice in the ancient copper region may

help the reader to estimate the lapse of time since its forest-glade?
|

and rocky promontories were enlivened by the presence of in-

dustrious miners. The memorials of Time's unceasing operations

reach indeed to periods long prior to the earliest presence of man,

and present certain lake phenomena, on a scale only conceivable I

by those who have sailed on the bosom of these fresh-water seas

with as boundless a horizon as in mid Atlantic; and who have

experienced the violence of the sudden storms to which they aw

liable. But while the same broad ocean-like expanse, and the I

violence of their stormy moods, characterize Ontario, Erie, Michi-

gan, and Huron, it is only on Lake Superior that the travellerj

witnesses the grandeur and Mild ruggedness of scenery connnen-

surate with his preconceived ideas of such inland seas. Along its I

northern and Avestern shores bold cliffs and rocky headlands I'rownj

in savage grandeur, from amid the unliroken wastes of forest tliat

reacli to the frozen regions around the Hudson's Bav, while thei
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while tlie

gentler coast-lines of its southern shores are varied by some oi

the n.ost singular confonnations, wrought out of its rocky walls

hy the action of the waves. Among such rock-formations, no

features are so remarkable as those presented by a portion of the

extensive range of sandstone clifts, which project in jagged and

picturesque masses from the southern shore, soon after passing the

Grand Sable : the first feature of commanding interest which meets

the explorer after leaving the Eapids of Sault Ste. Marie. Here

slightly undulating shores, with a coast-line of sand and loose

•shingle, are suddenly changed for a long reach of coast, still

rounded in its forms, but rising abruptly in dune-like masses, to

;i height of upwards of three hundred and fifty feet. At their

l)ase tlie edges of the sandstone strata are occasionally exposed

by the action of the waves, but the gi-eater portion of their surface

is formed by sand and debris ; and the same materials, loosely

accumulated on their tops, aftbrd only at rare intervals sufficient

soil for the trees, which elsewliere line the whole southern shore

with that unvarying monotony so familiar to the eye of the

American traveller. Beyond the Grand Sable, the coast trends

vapidly to the southward, until it reaches the most soutlierly point

of the lake, in the bay beliind Grande Island. In approaching

this fine natural harbour from the east, a range of rocky cliffs

extends with varying character and elevation for upwards of ten

miles, and rises in some places to a lieight of fully two hundred

feet. Here and there a dark cavernous archway breaking the

surface of the rock, has suggested the French voyageurs' name of

"Les Portails," but they are more generally known by that of

" The Pictured Eocks,"—a term usually applied to rocks decorated

with graven picturings of native artists. But the paintings of

tlie " pictured rocks" have been j)encilled alone by the same hand

which hewed them out into their still more remarkable forms
;

though a fresh interest has been given to their scenery by the

interweaving of the Algonquin legends of the locality into Long-

fellow's Indian Sonr/ of Hiawatha.

The Pictured Eocks are situated between the copper regions

and the ancient portage, which has been recently superseded by

a canal, opening navigation for the largest vessels from Lake Huron
to Lake Superior. One noticeable indication points to ancient

native centres of population having lain to the west. The Indian

name ctf the cliffs is Schknc-archibi-kung, or " the end of the rocks,"

manifestly conferred on thein by voyagers from the western re

jiinns, when sailing towards the Ste. IVlarie rapids and the hnvor
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lakes. Explui'iiig- their picturesque details in this direction, tliu

voya{^er approaches a ranj^^e of clifl's, banded in layers of white,

yelhnv, red, and deep-ljroNS'u strata ; and streaked with strongly

marked lines of perpendicular colouring, occasioned by water im-

pregnated with metallic oxides oozing through the seams, and

running over the broad bands of yellow sandstone which constitute

the main mass, and lie between thin layers of metalliferous rock

or shale. Many portions of the clifls are indented by wedge-shaped

recesses, which leave the intervening rock projecting like the wasted

towers or bastions of an ancient castle, while the loose soil and

sliale at top, yielding more freely to the acticju of the atmosphere,

frequently assume the form of a conical roofing, greatly adding to

the artificial look of the whole. One group, especially, a little td

the west of the magnificent natural arch styled " Le Grand Portail,"

suggests to the fimcy a castellated ruin of Roman masonry, where

the tiers of chalk or stone are banded by occasional layers of flat-

tile Eoman brick. The cliffs are arched, and perforated into caverns,

on a gigantic scale. Two groups, designated respectively tlic

" Chapel" and the " Miner's Castle," have been excavated iiitd

aisles, arched recesses, and columns, so as to rival the most pic-

turesque ruins of the castled Ehine ; while overliead the foliage

of the uncleared forest crests their summits, and at one spot near

the Chapel Rock, a beautii\il cascade dashes in white foam over

the clifls into the lake.

This remarkable range of rocks lies in the centre of the loii.'

indentation, which, SAveeping from Keweenaw Peninsula eastwaid

to AVhite Fish Point, forms the most distant coast from the nortlieviij

shores of the lake. Here tlie cliffs have been exposed throuiili

unnumbered ages to the waves under the action of northerly winds;

while a contenq)oraneous u})heaval, prolonged probably throuji

vast periods of time, has contributed no unimportant share in t\\v

operations by wliich their present forms have been produced.

Beyond Grande Island the voyager who pinsues his course iiji

the Like, comes once more on rocky cliffs in the vicinity of Mar

quette : so named after the Jesuit missionary by whom the u[i]iei|

waters of the Mississip]>i were reached in 1G73. Important

changes have been wrought in the interval. Mineral treasures,

umh'eamt of by the ancient miners of Lake Superior, are now re-

warding the industry of the Indians' supplanters. The iron-perioil

with its fully developed civilisation, is at length invading those!

western f(jre.st ti'acks ; and when T visited Marcpiette in 18.')5, oul

the bold trappean rocks wliich form the landing, abrad(Ml ami
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scratched with the {glacial action of a long superseded era, were

piled tlie rich products of the ".Tackson Iron Moiintain," which

rears its bold outline at a distance of twelve miles from the shore.

Immediately to the north of this point the promontory of Presque

Isle attracts attention from its bold outlines, presenting in some

respects a striking contrast to the Pictured Rocks, though, like

them, also indented and hollowed out into detached masses, and

pierced with the wave-worn caverns of older levels of shore and

lake. Here the water-worn sandstone and the igneous rocks

overlie or internungle with eacli other, in pictiu'esque confusion

:

the symbol as it were of the great transition between the copper

;iiul iron eras. For it is just at I'resque Isle that the crystallme

schists, with their intermingling masses of trappean and quartz

rocks, richly impregnated with the specular and magnetic oxide

of iron, pass into the granite and sandstone rocks, which intervene

lietweeu the ferriferous formations and the copper-bearing traps of

Keweenaw Point. Beyond this, the rich copper-l)earing region of

the Keweenaw Peninsida stretches far into the lake, traversed in a

south-westerly direction by magnificent cliffs of trappean rocks,

presenting their lofty perpendicrdar sides to the south-east, and

eov(3red even amid the rocky debris with ancient forest-trees. In

this igneous rock are found the copper veins, which in recent years

have conferred such great conuuercial value on the district of

ilichigan, to which they belong.

AVhen traversing some of the richest mineral districts of Lake

Superior, siuTounded by the gloom of the savage wilderness, it is

ditlieult to realize the conception that these copper-bearing regions

were ever before ransacked for their treasiu'es, or explored by other

than the stray Indian hunter, until the connnencement of regular

milling operations in very recent years. Yet I had the opportunity,

not only of witnessing extensive mining operations now in pro-

gress, but of examining for myself eviilences of the ancient miners'

labours, which prove tlie lengthened practice there, at some remote

jieriod, of native metallurgic arts.

On landing at Eagle river, one of the points for shipping the

LDpper ores, on tlie west side of tlie Keweenaw Peninsula, the

track lies thr(nigh dense forest, over a road in some parts of rough

(.in\lurt)y, and in others traversing the irregular exposed surface

the copper-bearing trajx After a time it winds through a g»u'ge,

Icovered with immense masses of trap and crumbling debris, amid

jwliicli pine, and the black oak and other hard wood, have contrived

n
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to find a sufficient soil for taking root and attaining their lull

proportions ; while here and there the eye lights upon some giant

pine overthrown by the wind, and turning up its great roots grasp-

ing the severed masses of rounded trap in their convolutions, like

gravel clutched in the hands of a drowned seaman. On the summit

of the ridge, the trap rock rises into a range of cliffs, which cannot

be less than two hundred feet high ; and in front of them is a

sloping tail, the accumulated debris of ages, partially wooded, with

trees which have in some places attained to an immense size, not-

withstanding the apparent poverty of the soil

In traversing this route the road lies in part along the banks

of the Eagle river, where, some miles from its mouth, a detour has

to be made to avoid a beaver dam, flooding a part of the river

banks. No traces, however, give the slightest indication to the

passing traveller that the hand of man had ever wrought any

changes on the aspect of a region characterized by features so

singularly wild and desolate-looking.

Beyond the cliffs, in a level bottom on the other side of the

trap ridge, is the Cliff Mine settlement, one of the most important

of all the mining works in operation in this region. I descended

the perpendicular shaft by means of ladders, to a dejitli of sixty

fathoms, and explored various of the levels : passing in some cases

literally through tunnels made in the solid copper. The very

abundance of the metal proves indeed, at times, a cause of dimi-

nution of the profits arising from working it. I witnessed the

laborious process of chiselling out masses from the solid lump, to

admit of their being taken to the surface, and transported through

such tracts as have been described, to the Lake shore. -The floor

of the level was strewed with copper shavings, and the extreme

ductility of the native copper was pointed out as a cause whicli
I

precluded the application of any other force than that of manual
j

labour, for separating it from the parent mass. I saw also beauti-

ful specimens of silver, in a matrix of crystalline quartz, obtained
j

from this mine, and the copper of the district is stated to contain
|

on an average abou.t 3"10 per cent, of silver. This is indeed bv

far the richest mineral locality that has yet been wi'ought. In

one year upwards of sixteen hundred tons of copper have been]

procured from the Cliff Mine, and one mass was estimated to wei,t!

eighty tons. Its mineral wealth was known to the ancients ; but I

the skill and appliances of the modern miner give him access tnj

\'eins entirely beyond the reach of the primitive metallurgist, wm
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knew of no harder material for his tools than the native rock and

the ductile metal he was in search of.

At the Cliff Mine are preserved some curious specimens of

ancient copper tools found in its vicinity, but it is to the westward

of the Keweenaw Peninsula that the most extensive traces of the

aboriginal miners' operations are seen. The copper-bearing trap,

after crossing the Keweenaw Lake, is traced onward in a south-

westerly direction till it crosses the Ontonagon river about twelve

miles from its mouth ; and at an elevation of upwards of three

liundred feet above the lake. At this place the edges of the copper

veins crop out in various places, exposing the metal in irregular

patches over a considerable extent of country, many of which have

been partially wrought by the ancient miners. Here, in the neigh-

bourhood of the Minnesota Mine, the richest of all the modern

works in the district, are extensive traces of trenches and other

mining operations, which prove that the works must have been

carried on for a long period. These excavations are partially filled

up, and so overgrown in the long interval between their first

excavation and their observation by recent ex])lorers, that they

scarcely attract attention. Nevertheless some of them have been

found to measure from eighteen to thirty feet in depth ; and one

of them disclosed a detached mass of native copper, weighing up-

wards of six tons, resting on an artificial cradle of black oak,

partially preserved by immersion in the water with which the

trenches had been filled. Various implements and tools of the

same metal also lay in the deserted trench, where this huge mass

had been separated from its rocky matrix, and elevated on the

nakeii frame, preparatory to its removal entire. It appeared to

have been raised about five feet, and then abandoned, abruptly as

it would seem ; since even the copper tools were found among the

iiccumulated soil by which it had been anew covered up. The

solid mass measured ten feet long, three feet wide, and nearly two

feet thick ; every projecting piece had been removed, so that the

exposed surface was left perfectly smooth, possibly by other and

ruder workers of a date subsequent to the desertion of the mining

trench by its original explorers.

Mr. Charles Whittlesey, who has enjoyed consideral)le oppor-

tunities of personal observation in the copper region, discusses

various questions connected with the ancient mines, and remarks

ill reference to the wood-work found in the old Minnesota trench :

i had a piece of one of these logs which was cut from a black

! ; I t !

I
i
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^1

uak-tree about six inclios in diameter, showing di uictly the marks

of a narrow axe If inclies wide, and very shari*. The character

of the cut or sti'oke made by the axe, struck me at once as such

as the copper axes would make that I had seen in Ohio, whicli

were taken fi-om the mounds. Although the tind)er beneath the

mass of copi'er was very soft and tender, by reason of its age, it

had not rottetl from exposure, having been always covered by

water." The marks of the instrument by which it ]>ud been cut,

he adds, were as plain as on the recently hewn stumps in the

vicinity. Messrs. Whitney and ]'\)ster remark on specimens ac

(piired by them from the same ancient excavations: "This wood,

by so long exposure to moisture, is dark-C(jloured, and has hjst all

its consisteJicy. A knife-blade may be thrujjt into it as easily as

into a peat-lxig."

It was in the year 1847 that attention was first directed to sucli

traces of ancient mining operations, by the agent of the Minnesota

Mining Comjiany. Following up the indications of a continuous

de])ression in the soil, he came at length to a cavern where he

fomid several porcupines had fixed their quarters for hybernation

;

Init detecting evidences of artificial excavation, he proceeded to

clear out the accumidated soil, and not oidy exposed to view a

vein of copper, but found in the rubbish numerous stone mauls

and liannaers of the ancient workmen. Sulwequent observation

brought to light ancient excavations of great extent, frequently

from twenty-five to thirty feet deep, and scattered over an area

of several miles. The rubbish taken from these is piled up in

mounds alongside ; while the trenches have been gradually ro-

filled with the soil and decaying vegetable-matter gatheretl

through the long centuries since their desertion ; and over all,

the giants of the forest have grown, withered, and fallen to decay.

Mr. Kna])p, the agent of the Minnesota Company, counted 39.1

annular rings on a hemlock tree, which grew on one of the mounds

of earth thrown out of an ancient mine. Mr. Foster also notes the

great size and age of a pine-stump which must have grown and

died since the works were deserted ; and ^Ir. C. Whittlesey not

only refers to living trees now floinishing in the gathered soil of

the abandoned trendies, u[)wards of three hundred years old ; bnt

lie adds :
" on the same spot there are the decayed trunks of a

preceding generation or generations of trees that have arrived at

maturity and fallen down from old age." The deserted mines are

found at numerous points extending over upwards of a lumdreil

miles alo:
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miles along the southern shore of the lake ; and reappear beyond

it, in extensive excavations on Isle lioyal. Sir William Logan

reports others observed by him on tlie summit of a ridge at

Maimanse, on the north shore, where the old excavations are

surrounded by broken pieces of vein- stone, with stone mauls

nidely formed from natural boidders. The extensive area over

which such wcn'ks have thus already been traced, the evidences

I if their prolonged working, and of their still longer abandonment,

all combine to force upon the mind convictions of their remote

antiquity.

At Ontonagon river I met with Captain Peck, a settler whose

long residence in the country has afforded him many opportunities

of noting the evidences of its ancient occupation. Repeated dis-

coveries had led him to infer the great antiquity of the works ; and

he specially referred to one disclosure of ancient mining operations

near the forks of the Ontonagon river, where, at a depth of upwards

of twenty-five feet, stone mauls and other tools were found in con-

tact with a copper vein ; in the soil above these lay the fallen

trunk of a large cedar, and over all grew a hemlock-tree, tlie roots

of which spread entirely above the fallen tree in the accumulated

soil with which the trench was filled, and indicated a growth of not

less than three centuries. But the ])uried cedar, which in favour-

able circumstances is far more durable than the oak, represents

another and longer succession of centuries, subseijuent to that

protracted period during which the deserted trench was slowly

lillcd up with accumulations of many winters. Similar traces

extend over a large area. In anotlu r oxcavation a bed of clay

had been formed above the ancient flooriig to the depth of a foot.

On this lay the skeleton of a deer which had stundded in and perished

there ; and over it clay, leaves, sand, and gravel had accumulated

to a depth of nineteen feet. "Not only are such indications frequent

throughout the Keweenaw Peninsula, and to the westward and

southward of Ontonagon ; but on Isle llijyale the abandoned

mines disclose still stronger evidence of their great antiquity.

Tlie United States Geologists remark :
" ^Ir. E. G. Shaw pointed

out to us similar evidences of mining on Isle lioyale, whicli can be

traced lengthways for the distance of a mile. On opening one of

these pits, which had become filled up, he found the mine liad been

worked through the solid rock, to the depth of nine feet, the walls

bein.g perfectly sniootli. At the bottom he finind a vein of native

1
copper eighteen inches thick, including a sheet of pure copper lying
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against the foot-wall," Stone hannners and wedges lay in great

almndance at the bottom of the trenehes, but no metallic imple-

ments were fouml ; a proof perhaps that the mines of isle lioyali;

eontinued to be wrought after their workers had been hastily com-

pelled to abandon those on the mainland. Mr, 81iaw adoi)ted the

conclusion, from the appearance of the wall-rocks, the multitude

of stone implements, and the material removed, that the laboiu' ol

excavating the rock must have been performed solely with sucli

instruments, with the aid, perhaps, of fire. But the appearance ol

the vein, and the extent of the workings, furnished evidence not

only of great and protracted labour, but also of the use of other tools

than those of stone. Accumidated vegetable matter had refilled tliu

excavations to a level with the surroiuiding surface, and over this the

forest extended with the same luxuriance as on the natiu'al soil.

In this barren and rocky region the filling up of the trenches witli

vegetable soil must have been the work of centuries ; so that tlie

whole aspect of the deserted mines of Isle lloyale confirm the

antiquity already ascribed to the ancient race.

The traces of the miners of Lake Superior have not entirely

escaped the notice of Mr, Henry E. Schoolcraft, though he is

inclined to undervalue the indications they afford that civili-

sation of no slight or transitory cnaracter once gave life to the

forest wilds. Eesident as he was for a considerable time in the

locality, surrounded alone by Indian hunters, and Algonquin halt-

breeds, it is perhaj)s more difficult for him to realize the idea that

such a savage wilderness had ever been otherwise than over-

shadowed by the prime\al forest, than it is for those who have

only studied the locality in the narratives of its explorers, ilv

own impressions of its endless tracts of uncleared forests, enlivened

as they were by a visit to an encampment of Saultaux Indians in

all the simplicity of wild nature, rendered the contrast between its

present aspect and the ideas which the traces of its ancient miners

suggested, not less startling than those which arise from viewing.

amid the scenes of the matured civilisation, of Britain, the dis

closures of a cromlech with its weapons and ornaments of stone

Mr, Schoolcraft, however, reposes undue faith in the evidence dl

impressions produced by long familiarity with the modern Indian

and his forest haunts ; such as, to the sojourner among the wander

ing Arabs, feeding their flocks above the mounds that diversify the

solitude of the great plains of the I'Aiphrates, would have seemed

equal proof that since man first trod its ancient soil, it has been

known o
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known only to the wild desert ncjniade. " There is," he says, " a

fresh nmgnitieenee in the ample art'a of Lake Superior, which

appears to gainsay the former existence and exercise liy man of

any laws of mechanical <tr industrial ])ower, heyond the canoe-

frame and the war-club. And its storm-beaten and castellated

lucks, however imposing, give no proofs that the dust of Iniman

antiquity, in its artificial phases, has ever rested on them." In

this the historian of the Indian tribes is betrayed into an exag-

gerated depreciation of the memorials of earlier ages, from his

disposition to ascribe to the same lied Indian stock every phase of

civilized or savage life which reveals itself in the past history of

the American continent.

It is an error to affirm, as he does, that artificial mounds, em-

bankments, or traces of earth-works, suggestive of correspondence

with those of the Mound-Builders, are entirely wanthig in the

copper region. Its mainorials have as yet been very partially dis-

closed ; but thus far we derive, from many independent observa-

tions, confirmation of the indisputable fact that what appear to

the eye of the traveller as the giants of the primeval forest, are the

growth of comparatively modern centuries, subsequent to the era

when the shores of Lake Superior rang with the echoes of industrivil

toil, wrought by an ancient but long-extinct population. Two or

three centuries would seem altogether inadequate to furnish the

requisite time for the most partial accumulation of soil and de-

cayed vegetable matter with which the old miners' trenches have

l)een filled, before the fo ^st began to reassert its ancient sway, and

clothe in the rich verdure of nature's wildest freshness, their aban-

doned mines. Four centuries thereafter are indisputably recorded

by recent survivors of the forest, independent of all traces of pre-

vious arborescent generations ; and thus we perceive that in the

milling excavations and the tools of the copper regions of Lake

Superior, we look on memorials of a metallurgic industry long prior

to those closing years of the fifteenth century, in which the mineral

wealth of the New World awoke the Spanish lust for gold. An
uncertain, yet considerable interval must be assumed between the

abandonment of those ancient works, and the wild forest's earliest

growth, and thus we are thrown back into centuries corresponding

to Europe's early inediajval era for a period to which to assign at

the very latest those singularly interesting traces of a lost American

civilisation.

Owing to the filling up of the ancient mining trenches with

I 'H
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water immcdiatiily on thoir iiliandonmcnt hy tlieir workers, not

only the coi)|)cr and stone implements ul' thi! miners are t'oinid, Imi

exaTni)les «»f' wooden tools and timber fnimin},' have also been yiro

served, in several eases in wonilerful perfeetion, and these t'urnisli

interesting,' sn])plementary evidenee of the character of their in-

dustrial arts.

Of the wooden implements, the most noticeable are the shovels,

by means of which the soil was excavated. The accompanying

wo(»dcut represents two of them Avorn nwny to the one side, as

.^^

licen rem(n

Mf('()j)per t(

(liaicoal, nn

<li(i\v that fi

pn'tween the

;;iiiii)owder,

Inhere fuel a

lic'ts of Eur
ibtn>yin<.{' s

Flo, 10.— Mill! T.s' Sliovuls.

in most of the examples found, as if used for scraping rather

than digging tlie soil. Mr. Whittlesey gives a drawing of one

which measured three and a half feet long, recovered anioiio

the loose materials thrown out from an extensive rock excava-

tion in the side of a hill about four miles south-east ol Eagle

Harboiu'. Part of a wooden bowl used for baling water, nnd

troughs of cedar-bark, were also i'ouiid in the same debris, above

which grew a birch about two feet in diameter, with its lower rodts

scarcely reaching through the ancient rubbish to the depth at

which those relics lay, Mr. Foster describes another wooden

bowl found at a depth of ten feet, in clearing out some ancient

workings opened by the agent of the Forest Mine, and which, fvoiii

the splintered pieces of rock and gravel embedded in its rim, must

have been em])loyed in baling water. Similar implements have

been foimd in other workings, but they speedily perish on beiiii:

exposed to the air. All of them appear to have been made dl

white cedar, the indestructible nature of which, when kept undui

water, or in a moist soil, is abundantly illustrated by the exi)ericncL'

of settlers who, on attem]iting to clear and cultivate a cedar swam]!.

disc(jver that the dead trunks, exlumied undecayed after centuiiis

of immersion, rest above still older cedar- forests, seemingly uii

affected by the influences whicli restore alike the oak and the piiii'

to the vegetable mould of the forest soil.

The process of working thu ancient mines seems to be toleraltl}
|

clearly indicated by the discoveries referi-ed to. The soil haviii:;

The extent

liners with th

[ the objects
" to the sout

cunuilations f
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lifcii removed l»y ineiiiis of wooden s])ades, doubtless with tliv3 aid

„t'('(ii)])er toctls to breiik up the solid earth and clay: remains o|'

iliiiicoal, met with in numerous instances on tlu; siirt'aee of the rock,

4iii\v that tire was an important aj;ent for overcoming- the cohesion

lictween tlu! copper and its matrix. liefore the introduction ol'

Minpowder, tire was universally employed in excavating rock, and

wiiure fuel abounds, as in the old Ifarz and Altenberg mining dis-

licts of Europe, it is even now found to be (juite as economical in

vstroying silicious rocks. Stone hammers or mauls were next

iiiployed to break up the metalliferous rock. These have been

nuiid in immense numbers on difl'erent mining sites. Mr. Knap])

ilitaiued in one locality ujnvards of ten cart loaels ; and I was

hown a well in the neighbourhood of the ()ntonag(jn trenches

nstructed almost entirely of stone hannuers, obtained from

iicieut ' I'kings in the innnediate vicinity. ^lany of these are

u've water-worn boulders of gTcenstone or ])i)vphyry, roughly

ii])ped in the centre, so as to admit of their being secured by a

itlie around them. But others are well linished, with a single or

mble groove for attaching the handle by which they were wielded.

hey weigh from ten to forty pounds ; but many are broken, and

lue of the specinu^ns I saw Avere worn and fractured from fre-

iient use.

Fin. II.— Minors' Stone Mnula.

The extent to which co-operation was carried on by the ancient

[iuers with the imperfect means at their command is illustrated

the objects recovered on exploring one of their trenches, on a

ill to the south of the Copper Falls mines. On removing the

[cumulations from the excavation, stone axes of large size made

L

li
i !
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of greenstone, and shaped to receive witlie-liandles, and some laiv^c

round greenstone masses that had apparently been used for batter-

ing-rams, were found. " They had round holes bored in them tu

the depth of several inches, which seemed to have been designed

for wooden plugs to which withe handles might be attached, so tliat

several men could swing them with sufficient force to break tlio

rock and the projecting masses of copper. Some of them were

broken, and some of the projecting ends of rock exhibited marks fit

having been battered in the manner here suggested."^

But the industrious miners fully appreciated the practical

utility of the metal they were in search of ; and it is not to h
supposed that they employed themselves thus laboriously in miniiii;

the copper, and yet used in such operations only stone and wooden

tools. Copper axes, gads, chisels, and gouges, as well as knives

and spear-heads, of considerable diversity of form, have been

rej)eatedly brought to light, all of them wrought from the virgin

copper by means of the hammer, without smelting, alloy, or the

use of fire. At Ontonagon, I had an opportunity of examining an

interesting collection of mining relics, found a few months before

in the neighbourhood. These consisted of copper tools, with solid

triangular blades like bayonets, one fourteen inches, and the otliers

about twelve inches in length ; a chisel, and two singularly shaped

copper gouges about fourteen inches long and two inches wide, tlie

precise use of which it would be difficult to determine.^ Tlie

whole were discovered buried in a bed of clay on the banks of the

river Ontonagon, about a mile above its mouth, during the process

of levelling it for the purposes of a brick-field. Above the clav

was an alluvial deposit of two feet of sand, and in this, and ovir

the relics of the ancient copper workers, a pine-tree had grown to

full maturity. Its gigantic roots gave proof, in the estimation ol'|

those who witnessed their removal, of more than two centuries'

growth ; while the present ordinary level of the river is sucli that

it would require a rise of forty feet to make the deposit of sand

beneath which they lay.

An experienced practical miner, who had been among the h^

to reopen some of the ancient works at the Minnesota mine, re|

• Squier's Alioriginnl Monuments of the State of Neio Vurk. Appendix, \\ ISI.I

^ Illustrations of some of those, and of other ancient imi)lenient8, are engnvrl[

in Mr. Whittlesey's contribution to the Smithsonian Institution on the Annmi

MiniiKj on the Shoi'es of Lake Sujjerlor. But the drawings are rough pen-audinl

sketches, and convoy an idea of rudeness which does great injustice to tlie|

originals.
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cognised in the copper gouges im])lcments adapted to produce the

singidar tool- marks wliich then excited his cm-iosity. Subjoined

is a representation of a peculiar type of copper tools, sketclied

from one of those found at Ontonagon, wliich has been repeatedly

-H'^ZIS

Fio. 12.—Ontonagon Copper Impluuieiit.

met with among the relics of the copper region. The socket,

formed by hammering out the lower part flat, and then turning it

over partially at each side, corresponds to some primitive forms of

bronze implements found in Britain and the north of Europe ; but

the latter are cast of a metallic compound, and prove a skill in

metallurgy far in advance of the old metal-workers of Ontonagon,

The details of another, and in some respects more interesting

I

discovery, were communicated to me during my visit to Lake

Superior. At a locality lying to the east of Keweenaw Point, in

I

the rich iron district of Marquette, in what appears to have been

the ancient bed of the river Carp, and about ten feet above the

present level of its channel, various weapons and implements of

copper were found. Large trees grew over this deposit also, and

the evidences of antiquity seemed not less obvious tlian in that

of Ontonagon. The relics included knives, spear or lance heads,

and arrow-heads, some of which were ornamented with silver.

One of the knives, made, with its handle, out of a single piece of

copper, measured altogether about seven inches long, of which

the blade was nearly two-thirds of the entire length, and of an

oval shape. It was ornamented with pieces of silver attached to

jit, and was inlaid with a stripe of the same metal from point to

ft. Numerous fragments and shavings of copper were also

[found, some of which were such as, it was assumed, could only

have been cut by a fine sharp tool ; and the wh(jle sufficed to

jiiulicate, even more markedly than those at Ontonagon, that not

lonly was the native copper wrought in ancient times in the Lake

[Superior regions, but that manufactories were established along

jits shores, and on the banks of its navigable rivers, where

! i
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native artisans fashioned the metal into tools and weap(jns for wai

and the chase. Tlie recognition of silver as a distinct metal by

the present race of Indians is proved by the Algon(j[iiin primitive

shooneya, by which it is designated in Chippewa ; whereas gold is

only known as ozahwali sliooneya, or yellow silver.

A lively interest is felt throughout the copper regions in the

relics of the ancient miners ; and the modern occupants of their

works manifest an intelligent appreciation of the uses of such

antique remains as a means of throwing light on the history of

former ages. I found a peculiar importance attached by miners

and others to the hardness of the wrought copper implements,

This they contrasted, in more than one case, with the ductility dl

the chips and fragments of lunvi'ouglit metal found along witli

them, as well as with the condition of the native copper when first

brought from tlie mine, and maintained that it afforded proof of

a knowledge acquired by the ancient metallurgist of some harden-

ing process unknown to the modern coppei'-smith. Copper and

bronze chisels are fretpiently found among the ancient relics ol

the Nile valley, and the paintings of Egypt exhibit her sculptors

hewing out the colossal memnons of limestone and granite In

means of yellow-coloured tools, made as may be assumed of copper,

which was AVTOUght by the Egyptians in the mines of Magliara

near Sinai, so early as the reign of Suphis, the builder of the great

pyramid. At an early date, indeed, bronze superseded the copper

in use in Egypt, but repeated discoveries of chisels and other tool>

of the pure metal have been made in Egyptian tombs.

In 1856, Dr. Thomas Reynolds of Brockville exhibited to the

Canadian Institute a collection of copper and other relics (lis

covered in that neighbourhood under singular circumstances
; ami

possessing a special interest owing to the distance of the site from

the copper regions of Lake Superior. They included a pecidiarly-

shaped chisel or gouge, six inches in length, figured here, a nule

spear-head, seven inches long, and one or two small daggeis

or knives, all wrought by means of the liammer, out of native

copper which had never been sul)jected to fire, as is proved In

the silver remaining in detached crystals in the copper. Tiuv

were found at tlie head of Les Galops Eapids, on the Kiver 8i

Lawrence, about fifteen feet below the surface, in a soil coniposeJ

of clay and sand, along witli twenty skeletons disposed in a cir-

cular space with their feet towards the centre. Dr. IJoynoli

remarks of them :
" Some of the skeletons were of gigantic pri

portions,
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portions. The lower jaw of one is sufftciently large to surround

the corresponding bone of an adult of our present generation. The

condition of the bones furnished indisputable proof of their great

antiquity. The skulls were so completely reduced to their earthy

constituents that they were exceedingly brittle, and fell in pieces

when removed and exposed to the atmosphere. The metallic

remains, however, of more enduring material, as also several stone

chisels and gouges, and some flint arrow-heads, all remain in their

iiiiginal condition, and furnish evidence of the same rude arts

which we know to be still practised by tlie aborigines of the far

West. With reference to the question whether these copper

remains are of Eiu'opean or native origin, their stnicture is very

m

Fio. 13.—Ui'ockviUe Copper Iiiipleinents.

nide ; they appear to have been wrougiit solely by means of the

hannuer, without the melting pot or the aid of tire; while they

were accompanied by stone and flint tools and weapons, no im-

lilements were found made of iron ; and finally, the copper appears

Ito correspond in (piality with the specimens of the native metal

iiiow fnnud in such large quantities on the shores of Lake Snpericm

JTliere is also a curi(ius fact, which these relics appear to confirm,

jtiiat the Indians possessed the art of hardening and tempering

jetipper, so as to give it as good an edge as iron or steel. This

liiuciont Indian art is now entirely lost."

The reference thus made to the popular theory of some lost art

hardening the native copper, afforded an o])portunity of testing

lit in reference to the Ih-ockville relics. They were accordingly

1,.^: iil
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submitted to my colleague, Professor Henry Croft, of University

College, Toronto, with the following results : The object of the

experiments was to ascertain whether the metal of which those

implements are made is identical with the native copper of the

Lake Superior mines, or whether it has been subjected to some

manufacturing process, or mixed with any other substance, by

which its hardness might have been increased. A careful ex-

amination establishes the following conclusions :—No perceptible

difference could be observed between the hardness of the imple-

ments and that of metallic copper from Lake Superior. The knife

or small dagger was cleansed as far as possible from its green

coating ; and its specific gravity ascertained as 8"66. A frag-

ment, broken off the end of the broad, flat implement, described

as a " copper knife of full size," having been freed from its coating,

was found to have a specific gravity of 8"58. During the cleaning

of this fragment, a few brilliant white specks became visible on its

surface, which appeared, from their colour and lustre, to be silver.

The structure of the metal was also highly laminated, as if the

instrument had been brought to its present shape by hammering

out a solid mass of copper, which had either split up, or had been

originally formed of several pieces. These laminae of course con

tained air, and the metal was covered with rust, hence the specific

gravity. The process by which a flat piece of copper has been

overlapped, and wrought with tlie hammer into a rude spear-head,

is shown in the accompanying illustration. A portion of very solid

Fio. 14.—Uroekvillu Copper Spear.

copper, from Lake Superior, of about tlie same weight as the hag

ment, was weiglied in water, and its gravity found to be 8'92
;

in

this piece there were no cavities perceptible. The specific gravity

of absolutely pure copper varies from 8'78 to 8'1)6, accoiuing to tliei

greater or less degree of aggregation it has received during its

manufacture. Tlie small difference between these numbers leads
|

to the conclusion that the implements were made of piu'c copper,

Tlie fragment was comi)letely dissolved by nitric acid; and tlnj

solution, on being tested for silver l)y hych'ochioric acid, gave a
I

scarcely perceptil)le opacity, indicating the presence of an exceed
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an excmi-

ingly minute trace of silver. The copper having been separated

by hydro-sulphuric acid, the residual liquid was tested for other

metals. A very minute trace of iron was detected. The native

ccpper from Lake Superior was tested in the same manner, and

was foimd to contain no trace of silver, but a minute trace of iron,

tiie quantity being apparently about the same as in the fragment.

From this, it appears that the implements are composed of copper

almost pure, differing in no material respect from the native copper

of Lake Superior,

The result of the above experiments is sufficient to show that,

ill the case of the Brockville relics, the theory of a lost art of

hardening and tempering copper was a mere reflex of the prevalent

popular fallacy, without the slightest foundation in fact ; and there

is no reason for anticipating a different result in other cases in

which the same theory is tested.

In his account of the discovery of those relics, Dr. Eeynolds

assumes them to pertain to the present Indian race. The evidences

of antique sepulture, however, are unmistakable, and otlier proofs

suggest a different origin. Mr. Squier, by whom they had been

previously described, remarks in the Appendix to his Ahoriginal

Monuments of the State of New Yorh:^ " Some implements entirely

corresponding with these have been found in Isle Royale, and at

other places in and around Lake Superior." But besides the copper

implements, a miniature mask of

terra-cotta lay in the same deposit,

of pecidiar workmanship, and sug-

nestive rather of relation to the arts

of the Mound-Builders. It is figured

by Mr. Squier from an incorrect draw-

ing, which indicates a minuter repre-

sentation of Indian features than the

original justifies. It is a rude mask,

-engraved here, the size of the ori-

ginal, from a photographic copy,

—

such as is by no means uncommon
among the small terra-cottas of Mex-

ico and Central America. This min-

gling of traces of a certain amount of

artistic skill with the arts of the primitive metallurgist, entirely

lorrosponds with the disclosures of the ancient mounds <•!' the

' Smithsonian VoHtiibutions, vol. ii. |ip. 14, 17(>.

t'ui. 15.—TciTii-ciittii Mask.

i
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Mississippi ; and, indeed, agrees with other partial manifestations

of art in an imperfectly developed civilisation.

1 was struck, when examining the rude mauls of the ancient

miners of Ontonagon, hy the resend)lance traceable between them

and some vv'hich I have seen, obtained from ancient copper work

inu's of North Wales. In a communication made to the British

ArclueoL)gical Institute l)y the Hon. William Owen Stanley, in

1850, he gave an account of an ancient shaft broken into at tlio

copper mines of Llandudno, Carnarvonshire. In this were f(nui(l

mining implements, consisting of chisels, or picks of bronze, and

a number of stone mauls of various sizes, weighing from about

2 lbs. to 40 lbs., rudely fashioned : having been all, as tlieir ap-

pearance suggested, used fur breaking, pounding, or detaching the

ore from the rock, and pertaining, it may be presumed, to a period

long prior to the Roman occupation of Britain. These primitive

implements are stated to be similar to the water-worn stones found

on the sea-beach at Pen Mawr, from which most probably those

suitable for the purpose have been selected. ]\Ir. Stanley alsd

describes others of the same character, and corresponding to

those found on the sliores of Lake Superior, which had been met

with in ancient workings in Anglesea. Were we, therefore, dis-

])osed to generalize from such analogies, as ingenious speculators

on the lost history of the New World have been prone to do, we

might trace in this correspondence a confirmation of the supposetl

colonization of America, in the twelfth century, by Madoc, the son

of Owen Gwynnedd, king of North Wales. But the resendilance

between the primitive W^elsh and American mining tools, can he

regarded only as evidence of the corresponding operations of the

human mind, when placed under similar circumstances and with

the same limited means, which is illustrated in so many ways by

the arts of the stone-period, whether of the most ancient or of

modern date. Nor can such numerous correspondences be re-

garded as altogether accidental. Tliey confirm the idea of certain

innate and instinctive operations of human ingenuity, ever present

and ready to be called forth for the accomplishment of similar

purposes by the same Ihnited means ; and wliich reveal to us the

same type in the ^\'orks of the ancient IMound-Builder and the

relics of the British barrow of ante- Christian times, as among the

most recent products of the Red Indian or the Polynesian artificer.

The fact that the flint weapons of the Freiich and English drift

differ essentially from those found in ancient barrows, has not

liiiled tl
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iiiiled to attract all tlie attention it justly merits. Tiiey are nmch
larger, ruder, and of different forms ; and it is a fact, the signifi-

cance of which is still open to further elucidation, that the stone

iixe of the South Sea Islander of the eighteenth century, presents

a close resend)lance to that of the British, or Gaulisli fabricator

of ante-Christian periods ; and the modern flint lance or an-ow-

hoad of the Eed Indian can scarcely be distinguished from thai

found in the most ancient British graves : while no sucli coiTe-

sjiondence is traceable between the latter and the far older manu-

factm-ed weapons in the underlying drift. But here the art-traces

of America's prehistoric centuries come to onr aid, and supply the

laissing link ; for the same cannot be said of the discs and spear-

heads of flint and hornstone, recovered in great numbers from the

Ohio mounds, and occasionally dug up in other localities. Some
(if the latter, indeed, correspond so closely to the oval or almond-

shaped implements from the valley of the Sonnne, that either

might be selected as illustrations of the type.

From tliis review of the evidences of long-abandoned mining

iiperations on the shores and islands of Lake Superior, it cannot

admit of doubt that in these we look on the traces of an imperfectly

ileveloped yet highly interesting native civilisation, pertaining to

centuries long anterior to the discovery of America in the fifteenth

i.entury.

The cpiestion naturally arises : By whom w^ere those ancient

I mines of the northern copper region wrought? Was it by the

ancestry of the present Indian tribes of North America, or by a

totally distinct and long-superseded race ? The whole tendency of

ipinion among American writers has latterly been towards a unity

land coni]n'ehensive isolation of the races and arts of tlie New
jWorld ; and hence the theories alike of Morton and of Sclioolcraft,

lough fonnded on diverse premises, have favoured the idea that

Itlie rude germs of all that is most noticeable even in the civilisation

if Central America nniy l)e found among the native arts and the

iiainiers and customs of the forest tribes. But neither the traditions

liiur the arts of tlie Indians of the northern lakes supply any satis-

Ifactory link connecting them with the Copper-Miners or the Mound-
iPiuilders. Loonsfoot, an old Chippewa chief, living at the mouth

f St. Louis Biver, where it enters Lake Superior, is said to trace

liaok his ancestry by name, as hereditary chiefs of his tribe, for

Inpwards of four hundred years. At the request of Mi-. C. AVliit-

lesey he was questioned by an educated half-breed, a nephew of

5
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Ins own, relative) to the ancient copper mines, and his answer was

in substance as follows :
—

" A long time ago the Indians were nuicli

better off than they are now. They had copper axes, arrow-heads,

and spears, and also stone axes. Until the French came here,

and blasted the rocks with powder, we have no traditions of the

copper mines being worked. Our forefathers used to build bijr

canoes and cross the lake over to Isle Royale, where they fouiul

more copper than anywhere else. Tlie stone hammers that are

now found in the old diggings we know nothing about. Tlie

Indians were formerly much more numerous and happier. They

had no such wars and troubles as they liave now." At La Puinte

on Lake Superior, it was my good fortune to meet with Beshekcc,

or Buffalo, a rugged specimen of an old Chippewa chief. He

retained all the wild Indian ideas, though accustomed to frequent

intercourse with white men, boasted of the scalps he had taken,

and held to his pagan creed as the only religion for the Indian,

whatever the Great Spirit might have taught the white man. His

grandson, an educated half-breed, acted as interpreter, and his

reply to similar inquiries was embodied in the following sententious

declaration of Indian philosophy :
—

" The white man thinks he is

the superior of the Indian, but it is not so. The Red Indian was

made by the G 'eat Spirit, who made the forests and th a game, and

he needs no lessons from the white man how to live. If the same

Great Spirit made the white man, he has made him of a different

nature. Let him act according to his nature ; it is the best fur

him ; but for us it is not good. We had the red-iron before white

men brought the black-iron amongst us ; but if ever such works

as you describe were carried on along these Lake shores before

white men came here, then the Great Spirit must once before have

made men with a different nature from his red children, such as

you white men have. As for us, we live as our forefathers have

always done,"

La Pointe, or Chaquamegon, where this interview took place,

was visited by the Jesuit Father, Claude Allouez, in the month ot

October 1666, and is described by him as a beautiful bay, the

shores of which were occupied by the Chippewas in sucli numbers

that their warriors alone amounted to eight hundred. In the

journal of his travels, he thus refers to the mineral resources for

which the region is now most fumed:- -"The savages reverence

the lake as a divinity, and oiler sacrifices to it because of its <;rcat

size, for it is two hundred leagues long and eighty broud; and alsn,

VIII.]
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because of the abundance of fish it suppHes to them, in lieu of

game, which is scarce in its environs. They often find in the

lake pieces of copper weighing from ten to twenty pounds. I

have seen many such pieces in the hands of the savages ; and as

they are superstitious, they regard them as divinities, or as gifts

which the gods who dwell beneath its waters have bestowed on

them to promote their welfare. Hence they preserve such pieces

(if copper wrapped up along with their most prized possessions.

By some they have been preserved upwards of fifty years, and

others have had them in their families from time inmiemorial,

cherishing them as their household gods. There was visible for

some time, near the shore, a large rock entirely of copper, with its

top rising above the water, which afforded an opportunity for those

passing to cut pieces from it. But when I passed in that vicinity

nothing could be seen of it. I believe that the storms, which are

here very frequent, and as violent as on the ocean, had covered

the rock with sand. Our Indians wished to persuade me it was

a divinity which had disappeared, but for what reason they would

not say."*

Such is the earliest notice we have of the Indian ideas of the

native copper, and their mode of acquiring it. It accords with all

subsequent information on the same subject, and is opposed to

any tradition of their ancestors having been the workers of the

abandoned copper mines. A secrecy, resulting from the supersti-

tions associated with the mineral wealth of the great Lake, appears

to have thrown impediments in the way of the earlier inquirers

after the sources of the copper. Father Dablon, another member
of the Society of Jesus, narrates a marvellous account conmiuni-

cated to him, of four Indians who, in old times, before the coming

of the French, had lost their way in a fog, and at length effected

a landing on Missipicooatong. This was believed to be a floating

island, and mysteriously variable in its local position and aspects.

The wanderers cooked their meal in Indian fashion, by lieating

stones and casting them into a birch-bark pail filled with water.

The stones proved to be lumps of copper, which they carried oft'

with them ; but they had hardly left the shore, when a loud and

angry voice, ascribed by one of them to Missibizi, the goblin spirit

uf the waters, was heard exclaiming, " What thieves are these that

carry off my chihiren's cradles and playthings ?" One of the

Indians died immediately from fear, and two others soon ul'ter,

' Udiitions des Jcsuitcm, \ol. iii. iOOG <l 1G07.
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while the fourth only survivetl lonj^' enough to reach homo and

relate what had happened, before he also died, having no doulit

been ))()isoned l)y the copper used in cooking. Ever after this tlu;

Indians steered their course far off the site (»f the haunted island.

[n the same relation, Father Dablon tells that near the river On-

tonagon, or Nantonagon as he calls it, is a bluff from which masses

of copper Irecpiently fall out. One of these was presented to him

weighing one hundred pounds ; and pieces weighing twenty f)v

thirty ])ounds are stated by him to be frecpiently met with by the

squaws when digging holes for their corn. The locality thus cele-

brated by the earliest French missionaries, for the traces of its

mineral wealth, is in like manner referred to by the first English

explorer, Alexander Henry : a bold adventurer, who visited the

Island of Mackinac, at the entrance of Lake Michigan, shortly

before the Treaty of Paris in 17G3, and was one among the few

who escajjed a, treacherous massacre perpetrated by the Indians

on the whites at Old Fort Mackinac. In his Travels and Adven-

tures in Canada- and the. Indian Territoi'ies, he mentions his visit-

ing the River Ontonagon, in 1705, and adds, "I found this river

chiefly remarkable for the abundance of virgin copper which is

on its l)anks and in its neighbourhood. The copper presented

itself to the eye in masses of v.arious weight. The Indians showed

me one of twenty pounds. They were used to manufacture this

metal into spoons and bracelets for themselves. In the perfect

state in which they found it, it required nothing but to be beat

into shape." ^ In the following year, Henry again visited the same

region. " On my way," he say.s, " I encamped a second time at

the mouth of the Ontonagcm, and now took the opportunity of

going ten miles up the river, with Indian guides. The object

which I went most expressly to see, and to which I had the satis-

faction of being led, was a mass of copper, of the weight, accordiiifi

to my estimate, of no less than five tons. Such was its pure and

malleable state that with an axe I was able to cut off a portion

weighing a hundred pounds." This mass of native copper whicli

thus attracted the adventurous European explorer nearly a cen-

tury ago, has since acquired considerable celebrity, as one of tlio

most prominent encouragements to the mining operations projected

in the Ontonagon and surrounding districts. It is now preserved

at AVashington, and is believed to be the same to which Charlevoix

refers as a sacrificial block held in peculiar veneration by tlic

' Henrys Trarcl.^ mid Adrnntiinf, New York, )8()(), (>. 104.
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Iiitliaus, ami on which, iicn)i'diij<i t(» their rehitiun, ii youiijj; girl

luul been sacrificed The .lesuit lathi^r did not obtain access to it,

as it was the belief of the Indians that if it were seen by a wiiite

iiuui, their lands woidil pass away fri^ni them. Those notices are

interesting as showing to what extent the present race of Indiana

were accustomed to avail themselves of the mineral wealth of the

Clipper regions, and by what means they acfpiired the metal.

Illustrations of a like kind might be greatly niultii)lied, but they

are all nearly to the same effect, exhibiting the Indian gathering

chance masses, or hewing off ])ieces fnjm the exposed copper lodes,

ill full accordance with the simple arts of his first stone-period
;

l)ut affording no groiuid for Crediting him with any traditionary

memorials of coiniexion with the industrial mining race that once

excavated the trenches, anil laid bare the mineral treasures of the

i;reat copper region.

The evidence indicative of the great ungth of time which has

intervened since the ancient miners of Lake Superior aban-

doned its shores, receives confirmation from traces of a long- pro-

tracted traffic carried on by the subsequent occupants of their

deserted territory. The mineral wealth that still lay within

reach of the non-industrial hunter of the forests which grew up

and clothed the deserted works, in the interval between their

abandonment and re- occupation, furnished him with a prized

material for barter. The head-waters of the Mississippi lie within

comparatively easy reach of an Indian party, carrying light birch-

hark canoes over the intervening portages, as is practised by the

Indians at the present day ; and, once launched on its broad

waters, the whole range of the continent through twenty degrees

uf latitude is free before them. Through Lake Huron and the

(Jttawa into the St. Lawrence, and by Lakes Huron, Erie, and

Ontario, into the Hudson, other extensive areas of native exchange

were conunanded. Articles wrought in the brown pipe-stone of the

Upper JVIississippi, the red pipe-stone of the Couteau des Prairies,

west of St. Peters, and the co]jper of Lake Superior, constituted

the wealth which the old north had to offer. In return, one of the

most valued exchanges appears to have been the large tropical shells

ut'the Gulf of Florida and the West Indian seas : from which wam-
puni-beads, pendants, gorgets, and personal ornaments of various

kinds were manufactiired ; while numy of them, as we have seen,

were preserved entire, and prized, along the shores of the northern

lakes, as among the most marvellous of natm'al productions.

m
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Copper is also ()}>tainc(l in its native state still farther north

;

and Mackenzie, in his Second Jmirncy, mentions its being in coin

nion use anionj^ the tribes on the borders of the Arctic Sea ; by

whom it is wrought into spear and arrow heails, and a considerabk'

variety of personal ornaments. Mr. Henry found the Christinaux

of Lake Winipagon wearing bracelets and other ornaments nt

copper ; and most (jf the earlier explorers describe copper imple

ments and personal ornaments among widely- scattered Indian

tribes of the New World. Jiut in all cases these appear to have

been rudely wrought with the hammer, and sparingly mingled

with the more abundant weapons and implements of stone, made

by a people whose sole nietallurgic knowledge consisted in gather-

ing or procuring by barter the native copper,—just as they pro-

cured the red or brown pipe-stone,—and hammering the mass uito

some simple useful form. Silver, procured in like manner, was

not unknown to them ; and pipes inlaid both with silver and lead

are by no means rare. But it is only \vhen we turn to the scenes

of a native-lwrn civilisation, in Mexico, Central America, and rem,

where metallurgic arts were developed, that we discover the cru-

cible and furnace, and find copper superseded by the more useful

alloy, bronze.

But intermediately between the copper regions of Lake Superior

and the ancient southern scenes of native American civilisation,

the Mississippi and its great tributaries drain a country remarkable

for monuments of a long forgotten past, not less interesting and

mysterious than the forsaken mines of Keweenaw and Ontonagon,

or Isle Royale. These great earthworks are ascribed to an extinct

race, conveniently known by the name of the Mound-Builders,

Careful investigations into their structure and contents prove these

builders to have been a people among whom copper was in frequent

use, but by them also it was worked from the native metal only by

the hammer. The invaluable service of fire in reducing and smelt-

ing ores, moulding metals, and adapting them to greater use-

fulness by well-proportioned alloys, was unknown; and the in-

vestigation and analysis of their cold-wrought tools seem to prove

that the source of their copper was the Lake Superior mines. But

though the ancient Mound -Builder was thus possessed of little higher

metallurgic knowledge than the Indian hunter : he manifested in

other respects a capacity for extensive and combined ojierations,

the memorials of which perpetuate his monumental skill and i)or-

severing industry in the gigantic earthworks from whence his name

is deri^^
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is devivo^l. From tlicsc we learn that tliere was a jwriod in

xVmeriea'a unrocctrdi'il history, when the valleys of the Mississippi

and its tributaiies were occupied by a nuinerous settled population.

iUike ill ])hysical < onformation—so far as very imperfect evidence

ijoes,—and in some of their arts, these Mound-Builders approxi-

iiiated to races of Central and South America, and differed from

the Red Indian occupants of their deserted seats. They were not,

to all appearance, far advanced in civilisation. Compared with

the people of Mexico or Central America, when first seen by the

Spaniards, their social and intellectual development was probal)ly

rudimentary. iUit they had advanced l>eyond that stage in which

it is possible for a people to continue unprogi-essive. The initial

steps of civilisation had been inaugurated, and the difference be-

tween them and the civilized Mexicans is less striking than the

contrast which the evidences of their settled condition, and the

proofs of extensive co-operation in their numerous earthworks

supply, when compared with all that pertains to the nomade tribes

Ijy whom the American forests and prairies have been exclusively

(iccupied during the centuries since Columl)US.

The Mound-Builders were greatly more in advance of the Indian

Imr er than behind the civilized Mexican. They had acquired

habits of combined industry ; were the settled occupants of a specific

territory ; and are proved, by numerous ornaments and imple-

ments of copper deposited in their monuments and sepulchre^, to

have been familiar with the mineral resources of the northern lake

regions, whether by personal enterprise, or by a system of exchange.

What probabilities there are suggestive of a connexion between the

Mound-Builders and the ancient Miners, will be discussed in a

later chapter, along with other and allied questions ; but to just

such a race, with their imperfect mechanical skill, their partially

developed arts, and their aptitude for continuous combined opera-

tions, may be ascribed, d priori, such mining works as exist on the

shores of Lake Superior, overshadowed with the forest growth of

centuries. The momids constructed by the ancient race are in like

manner overgrown with the evidences of their long desertion ; and

the condition in which recent travellers have found the ruined

cities of Central America, may serve to show what even New York,

Washington, and Philadelphia; what Toronto, Montreal, and

Quebec, would become after a very few centuries, if abandoned,

Hke the desolate cities of Chichenitza or Uxmal, to the inextin-

guisliable luxuriance of the American forest growth.

1 ! I
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Mr. C, Wliittlesey thus endeavours to assign an approximate

date to the era of the ancient miners :
" The living trees, with their

roots entwining among the mauls, skids, and shovels of the old

miners, are reliable witnesses as to the least space of time since

the mines were abandoned. The age of such trees varies from three

hundred to three hundred and fifty years. Beneath the shades of

these patriarchs of the forest, are the prostrate and rotten trunks

of a preceding generation." But the changes which occur in tlie

varieties of the forest growth on cleared and abandoned tracts,

" add another score to the tally of ages that have passed since the

earthworks were evacuated;" and thus the abandonment of tlie

mines must be placed five or six centuries before our time. In

this Mr. Whittlesey greatly reduces the period assigned by him in

earlier computations. But five hundred years more are the least

that he conceives must be allowed during which the mines were

wrought ; and thus l>y a moderate estimate, we are carried back

to a period coeval with that of Europe's dark ages. The changes

wrought on the river-courses and terraces of the valleys of the

Mississippi, add evidence suggestive of a still longer interval since

the earthworks of that region were constructed. But whatever he

the dates of their commencement or desertion, the condition in

which some of the ancient works on Lake Superior have been found,

when re-opened in recent times, is suggestive of peculiar circum-

stances attending their abandonment. It is inconceivable that the

huge mass of copper discovered in the Minnesota mine, resting on

its oaken cradle, beneath the accumulations of centuries, v/as aban-

doned merely because the workmen, who had overcome the greatest

ilifficulties in its removal, were baffled in the subsec^uent stage^^ of

their operations, and contented themselves by chipping off any

accessible projectbig point. Well-hammered copper chisels, sucli

as lay alongside of it, and have been repeatedly found in the works,

were abundantly sufficient, with the help of stone hammers, to

enable tiieni to cut it into portable pieces. If, indeed, the ancient

miners were incapable of doing more with their mass of copper,

in the nune, than breakhig off a few projection.'^-, to what furtlier

use could they have turned it when transported to the surfaced

It weighed upwards of six tons, and measured ten feet long and

three feet Avide. The trench at its greatest depth was twenty-six

feet ; while the mass was only eighteen feet from the surface, and

in the estimation of the skilled engineer l)y whom it was first seen,

it had been elevated upwards of five feet since it was placed on its
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Jiaken frame. The excavations to a depth of twenty-six feet, the

llislodged copper block, and the framework prepared for elevating

[he solid ma§s to the smface, all consistently point to the same

kvoikmen. But the mere detachment of a few accessible projecting

fragments is too lame and impotent a conclusion of proceedings

liUTied thus tar on so different a scale. It indicates rather such

[•esults as would follow at the present day were the liarbarian tribes

if the North-west to displace the modern Minnesota miners, and

[lossess themselves of mineral treasures they are as little capable

\i ever of turning to any but the most simple uses.

Such evidences, accordingly, while they serve to prove the

Ixistence, at some remote period, of a mining population in the

[(ipper regions of Lake Superior, seem also to indicate that their

labours had come to an abrupt termination. Whether by some

jerrible devastating pestilence, like that which nearly exterminated

[lie native population of New England immediately before the

landing of the Pilgrim Fathers ; or by the breaking out of war ; or,

i
seems not less probable, by the invasion of the mineral region

iv a barbarian race, ignorant of all the arts of the ancient INIound-

^iiiklers of the Mississippi, and of the Miners of Lake Superior

:

lertain it is that the works have been abandoned, leaving the

luarried metal, the laboriously wrought hammers, and the ingenious

lopper tools, just as they may have been left when the shadows of

[le evening told their long-forgotten owners that the labours of

he clay were at an end, but for which they never returned. Nor

luring the centuries which huve elapsed since the forest reclaimed

lie deserted trenches for its own, does any trace seem to indicate

|iat a native population again sought to avail itself of their mineral

psures, beyond the manufacture of such scattered fragments as

Rv upon the surface.

i i
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The workmen dug down through nine feet of moss and seven feet

of so.nd, before they came to the liard black till-clay ; and at a

depth of four feet in the clay the axe was found. The aiitliov

accordingly remarks :
" It must have been deposited along witli

the blue clay prior to the formation of the superincumbent stratum

of sand, and must have existed before the diluvial operations by

which that stratum was formed. This opinion of its antiquity is

strongly confirmed by the peculiarity of its shape, and the nature

of its composition."^ In 1850, my brother, Dr. George Wilson,

undertook a series of analyses of ancient British bronzes for me,

and out of seven specimens selected for experiment, one Scottisli

axe-head, rudely cast, apparently in saiid, was of nearly pure

copper." Of eight specimens of metal implements selected for me I

by Mr. Thomas Ewbank, of New York, as examples of Peruvian

bronze ; four of them, on analysis, proved to be of unalloyed cop])er
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The rich collections of the Eoyal Irish Academy furnish interestini;| subject

confirmation of this idea of a transitional copper era. Dr. AViklf

remarks, in his Catalogue of Antiquities, that " upon careful

examination, it has been found that thirty of the rudest, ami

apparently the very oldest celts, are of red, almost unalloyed

copper." In addition to those there are also two battle-axes, a

sAvord-blade, a trumj)et, several fibidse, and some rudely fornieJ

tools, all of copper ; and now that attention has been directed {»

the subject, further examples of the same class will doubtle^

accumulate.

A very important difference, however, distinguishes the mineral

resources of the British and the North American copper region;,

Copper, as we have seen, occurs in the trappean rocks of Keweeiiaii

and Ontonagon, in masses of many tons weight ; and detaclieJB reduced bj

blocks of various sizes lie scattered about in the superficial soil orp Tliis was t

exposed along the lake shore, ready for use M'ithout any preparatrnv

skill, or the slightest knowledge of metallurgy. Nature in her om\

vast crucibles had carried tlie metal ores through all their prepara

tory stages, and left them there for man to shaj)e into sucli foriiii|

as his convenience or simplest wants suggested. The native silvei

had undergone the like preparation, and is of frequent occurreiifiB 'ni'gist's ski

as a perfectly pure metal, being found, even when interspersed ii| f'le very da

the mass of copper, still in distinct crystals, and entirely free froii

allov with it. But neither tin nor zinc occurs throuD'hout the whol
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northern region to suggest to the native metallurgist the production

of that valuable alloy which is indissolubly associated with the

civilisation of Europe's bronze age. In Britain it is altogether

different. The tin and copper lie together, ready for alloy, but

both occur in the state of impure ores, inviting and necessitating

the development of metallurgy before they can be turned to econo-

mic uses. Tin is almost entirely obtained in Cornwall, from its

peroxide ; and copper occurs there chiefly combined with sulphur

and iron, forming the double sulphuret which is commonly called

copper pyrites or yellow copper ore. The smelting process to which

it has to be subjected is a laborious and complicated one ; and if

we are prepared to believe in the civilisation of Britain's bronze

period as a thing of native gi-owth, the early discovery and use of

alloys very slightly affects the question.

The ancient American miner of Lo,ke Superior never learned to

subject his wealth of copper to the action of fire, and transfer it

from tlie crucible to the shapely mould. No such process was

needed where it abounded in inexhaustible quantities in a pure

metallic state. If he, in the midst of such readily available

metallic resources, was found to have used tools of bronze or brass,

to have transported the tin or zinc of other regions to his furnaces,

and to have laboriously converted the whole into a preferable sub-

stitute for the simpler metal that lay ready for his use, it would be

difficult indeed to conceive of such as the initial stage in his metal-

lurgic industry. But Britain presents no analogy to this in its

development of metaUurgic arts. Tin, one of the least widely

diffused of metals, is found there in the greatest abundance, and

easily accessible, not as a pure metal, but as an ore which is readily

reduced by charcoal and a muderate degree of heat to that condition.

Tiiis was the metallic wealth for which Britain was sought by the

ancient fleets of the IVIediterranean, and on it we may therefore

assume her primitive metallurgists to have first tried their simple

arts. But alongside of it, and even in natural combination with it,

as in tin pyrites and the double sulphuret, lies the copper, also in

the condition of an ore, and requiring the application of the metal-

hnwist's skill before it can be turned to account. We know that at

the very dawn of history tin was exported from Britain. Copper

also appears to have been wrought, from very early times, in North

Wales as well as in Cornwall. Both metals were found rarely, and

in small quantities, in a native state, but these may have sufticed to

'suggest the next step of supplying them in larger quantities from

1^
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the ores. To seek in some unknown foreign source for the origin

of metalliirgic arts, which had there all the requisite elements for

evoking them, is wholly gi-atuitous ; and, if once the native metal-

lurgist learned to smelt the tin and copper ores, and so had been

necessitated to subject them to preparatory processes of fire, the

next stage in progressive metallurgy, the use of alloys, was to hini

an exceedingly simple one. It might further be assmned that, with

the discovery of the valuable results arising from the admixture of

tin with copper, the few pure copper implements—excepting where

already deposited among sepulchral offerings,—would for the most

part be returned to the melting-pot, and reproduced in the more

perfect and useful condition of the bronze alloy. There seems,

however, greater probability in the supposition that Britain never

had its copper period or age of imalloyed metals, other than of a

brief and transitory character.

The cassiteron, or tin which made the British Islands famous

among Phrenician and Greek mariners, long before the Koniaii

legions ventured to cross the narrow seas, v'as derived, as has been

noted, from the same south-western peninsula, where rich veins of

copper are still \vrought. The name of Cassiterides, or Tm Islands,

bestowed on Cornwall and the adjacent isles, seems to imply that

tin was the chief export, and was transported to the great Mediter-

ranean ports, to be mixed with the copper of the Wady Magliara,

and other Asiatic mines, to form the Egyptian, Phoenician, and

Assyrian bronze. Tin, therefore, the easiest of all metals to subject

to the requisite processes, first engaged the skill of the ingenious

British metallurgist ; and that mastered, the proximity of the

copper ore in the same mineral districts, inevitably suggests all

the subsequent processes of smelting, fusion, and alloy. But

Phoenicia had learned the value of tin for the purposes of alloy

|

before her merchantmen sought their mineral freight at the re-

mote seaports of Cornwall and Devon. The native Briton had also

acquired his independent knowledge of this metal before the Phu'-l

nician trader visited his shores; for it is hiconceivable that tk|

mineral treasures of Cornwall and Devon were first discovered bv

wandering mariners from tl? Levant. More probably their ores I

and metals first reached the ^Mediterranean through Gaul ; and the

fame of their mineral wealth tempted the commercial enterprise of

Tyre and Sidon to explore the mysteries of northern seas.

The practical value of the alloy of copper and tin was well!

known both to the Phoenicians and the Egyptians. Tin occurs iii|
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184 Arts of Yucatan.

gressions of foreign intruders. The peculiar advantages derivalile

from the proximity of the distinct metals had been discovered, and

metalhu'gy had been developed into the practical arts of a true

American Bronze Age.

"When Columbus, during his fourth voyage, landed on one ot

the truanaja islands, before making the adjoining mainland of

Honduras, it was visited by a large trading canoe, the size and

freight of which equally attracted his notice. It was eight feet

wide, and in magnitude like a galley, though formed of the trunk

of a single tree. In the centre a raised awning covered and en

closed a cabin, in which sat a cacique with his wives and children

;

and twenty-five rowers propelled it swiftly through the water

The barque is believed to have come from the province of Yucatan,

then about forty leagues distant, through a sea the stormy violence
I

of which had daunted the most hardy Spanish seamen. It was

freighted with a great variety of articles of manufacture, and nf

the natural produce of the neighbouring continent ; and anion^' I

them Herrara specifies " small hatchets, made of copper, small

bells and plates, crucibles to melt copper, etc." Here, at length, wad

the true answer to that prophetic faith which upheld the great I

discoverer, when, peering through the darkness, the New WoilJ

revealed itself to his eye in the glinunering torch, which told liiml

of an \inseen land inhabited by man. Here was e\4dence of tliel

intelligent service of fire. Well indeed might it have been fori

Columbus had he been obedient to the voice that thus directeJl

his way. All the accompaniments of the voyagers furnished evi-

dence of civilisation. They were clothed with cotton mantleJ

Their bread was made of the Indian corn, and from it also tlievj

had brewed a beverage resembling beer. They informed Coluinl)in

that they had just arrived from a country, rich, populous, ai

industrious, situated to the west, and urged him to steer in tliatl

direction. But his mind was bent on the discovery of the inia-l

ginary strait that was to lead him directly into the Indian seiu|

" Well would it have been fc>r Columbus," exclaims Washingfuii

Irving, " had he followed their advice. Within a day or two lifl

would have arrived at Yucatan ; the discovery of Mexico, and tliel

other opulent countries of New S])ain, would have necessaiilv

followed ; the Southern Ocean would have been disclosed to liiiii|

and a succession of splendid discoveries would have shed fn li

glory on his declining age, instead of its sinking amidst gloom.

neglect, and disappointment." Not Columbus's own future, in
I
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res derivable deed, but the whole future of the Ne' World might have been

changed. But it was not so to be.

Wlien at length +he mainland was reached, the abundance and

extensive use of the metals became speedily apparent ; and as

farther discoveries brought to the knowledge of the Spaniards the

(ipulent and civilized countries of Yucatan, Mexico, and Peru,

which the project of reaching the Asiatic mainland had prevented

Cohnnbus from discovering, they were more and more astonished

by the native metallic wealth. When the Spaniards first entered

the province of Tuspan, they mistook the bright copper or bronze

axes of the natives for gold, and were greatly mortified after having

accumulated them in considerable numbers to discover the mistake

they had made. Bernal Diaz narrates tliat " each Indian had,

besides his ornaments of gold, a copper axe, which was very highly

polished, with the handle curiously carved, as if to serve equally

for an ornament as for the field of battle. We first thought these

axes were made of an inferior kind of gold ; we therefore com-

menced taking them in exchange, and in the space of two days

had collected more than six hundred ; with which we were no

less rejoiced, as long as we were ignorant of their real value, than

tlie Indians with our glass beads."

Ancient Mexican paintings show that the tribute due by cer-

tain provinces of the iSIexican empire was paid in wedges of copper

;

and Dupaix describes and figures examples of a deposit of two

hundred and seventy-six axe-heads, cast of alloyed copper, such

as, he observes, " are much sought by the silversmiths on account

of their fine alloy." The forms of these, as well as of the chisels

and other tools of bronze, are simple, and indicate no great in-

genuity in adapting the moidded metal to the more perfect

accomplishment of the artificer's or the combatant's requirements.

The methods of hafting the axe-blade, as illustrated by Mexican

paintings, are nearly all of the same rude description as are em-

ployed by the modern savage in fitting a handle to his hatchet of

flint or stone ; and, indeed, the whole characteristics of the metal-

hirgic and artistic ingenuity of Mexico and Peru are suggestive of

a civilisation very partially developed ; though, from the nature

of Peruvian institutions, the civilisation of the latter, like that of

China, may have long existed, ^\\\h. slight and intermittent mani-

festations of progress. It was indeed, in many respects, the transi-

tional Bronze Period of the New World, in which not only the

arts of an elder Stone Period had been very partially superseded

i
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or modified by iuetallur<,ac inHueiices, but in whicli the sword, ov

mahfjKahv.itl, made of wood, with blades of obsidian inserted aloivr

its edge, tlie tlint or obsidian arrow-liead and the stone hatcliet and

otlier weapons, were still in common use, along with those of metal.

Yet also such traces of primitive arts are accompanied with

remarkable evidence of progress in some directions. Humboldt

remarks, in his Vues dcs Cordilleres, on the surprising dexterity

shown by the Peruvians in cutting the hardest stones ; and, after

reference to the observations of other travellers, he adds :
—

" When
I crossed the Cordillera by the Paramo of Assuay, and saw the

enormous masses of stone extracted from the porphyry quarries of

Pullal, employed in constructing the high roads of the Inca, I

began to doubt wliether the Peruvians were not acquainted with

other tools besides hatchets of flint. I suspected that grinding was

not the only method they liaO employed to smooth the stones, or

give them a regular and uniform convexity ; and I then adopted an

opinion contrary to the ideas generally received. I conjectured

that the Peruvians had tools of copper, which, mixed with a certain

proportion of tin, acquires great hardness. This conjecture has

been justified by the discovery of an ancient Peruvian chisel, found

at Vilcabamba, near Cuzco, in a silver mine worked in the time of

the Incas. This valuable instrument, for which I am indebted to

the friendship of ilie Padre Narcisse Gilbar, is four and seven-tentli

inches long, and four-tifths of an inch broad. The metal of whicli

it is composed has been analysed by M. Vauquelin, who found in

it 094 of copper, and 0*06 of tin." Unfortunately, the composition

of Mexican and Peruvian bronzes has hitherto attracted so little

attention, that it is impossible to obtain many accurate records of

analyses, or to procure specimens to submit to chemical tests. Dr,

J. H. Gibbon, of the United States Mint, has favoured nie with the

analysis of another chisel or crowbar, brought from the neighbour-

hood of Cuzco by his son, Lieutenant Lardner Gibbon, who formed

one of the members of the Amazon Expedition. Through the kind

services of Mr. Thomas Ewbank, of the American Ethnological

Society, I have also obtained in addition to results determined by

himself, eight specimens of Peruvian implements, though only a

portion of these proved to be formed of metallic alloys. They were

submitted to careful analysis by my colleague, Professor Henry

Croft, and the results in reference to the bronzes are given on a

subsequent page.^ Mr. Squier, in the Appendix to his Aboriginal

* Analyses of Ancient American Bronzes, ]). 200.
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Monuments of the State of Ncio Ym'h, enj,'vaves an implcmt- touiul

[with various reruviau knives and chisels, about tlie pui^i n •' a

iiuumny, taken by Mr. J, H. Blake, of Boston, from an ancient

ceuietery near Arica. On analysis, it proved to contain ab(jut four

per cent, of tin. I have recently inspected the valuable collection

lit" antiquities brought by Mr. Blake from Peru, including a variety

uf bronze implements, and he has favoured me with the following

results :
—"Many years ago, I made a series of analyses of bronze

instruments, knives, chisels, hoes, etc., which I found in ancient

Iceineteries in Peru in connexion with embalmed bodies. I have not

been able to find my notes made at the time ; but I know that they

I consisted of copper and tin only, and that the proportion of the

lliitter varied from upwards of two to four per cent. After receiving

Ivour last letter, I made an analysis of a small knife found by me,

Iwitli many other articles, with the body of a man, in the ancient

Icemetery near Arica, in South Peru. The handle is of the same

Imetid as the blade, and at right angles with it, being joined at the

Iniiddle. The end is fashioned to represent the head of a llama.

lOu analysis, the composition proves to be : Copper, 97'87
; tin,

I213." Dr. C. T. Jackson communicated another analysis of a

["Chilian bronze instrument, probably a crowbar," to the Boston

statural History Society. It contained 7 "015 parts of tin, and is

tlescribed by him as a bronze, well adapted for such instruments as

Iwere to be hannner-hardened.^ Tlie general result of the whole is

lo indicate a variable range of the tin alloy, from 2*1 3 to 7 'CIS per

ceut. ; which, in so far as any general inference can be drawn from

^0 small a number of examples, shows a more indeterminate and

partially developed metallurgy than the analyses of primitive

European bronzes disclose.

Such is all the evidence I have been able to obtain relative

lo tlie composition of Peruvian alloys, and the progress indicated

jliereby in scientific metallurgy. It is insufficient fur any positive

geueralizatiou ; but, so far as it goes, it fully accords with the ideas

btherwise formed of the Peruvians as a people who had discovered

lor themselves the rudiments of civilisation, but who had as yet

peiy partially attained to any mastery of the arts which have been

iiatured in modern centuries for Europe. This accords with the

Btscription furnished by Dr. Tschudi of some of the metallurgic

pocesses still practised in Peru. " The Cordillera, in the neigli-

pirhood of Yauli," he remarks, " is exceedingly rich in lead ore,

• Proceedings, B. X. If. S., vol. v. p. 63.
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containing' silver. Witliin the circuit of a few miles above L'i«,'lii
|

Inindred shafts have been made, but they have not been found sul

ticiently productive to encouraj^e extensive minin<j; works. Tin

ditticulties wliich impede mine-working in these parts are cause!

chiefly by the dearness of labour and the scarcity of fuel. Tlinl

being a total want of wood, the only fuel that can bo obtained oon

sists of the dried dung of sheep, llamas, and huanacos. This fuel
|

is called taquia. It produces a very brisk and intense flame, and

most of the mine-owners prefer it to coal. The process of smeltiii;.',

as practised by the Indians, though extremely rude and imperfe(.t,|

is adapted to local circumstances. All European attempts to im

prove the system of smelting in these districts have either totally i

Jailed, or in their results have proved less effective than the simple

Indian method. The Indian furnaces can, moreover, be easilv

erected in the vicinity of the mines, and when the metal is not verv
I

al)undant the furnaces may be abandoned without any great sacrifice,

For the price of one European furnace the Indians may build morel

than a dozen, in each of which, notwithstanding the paucity of fuel.

a considerably greater quantity of metal may be smelted than in I

one of European construction." At the village of YavUi, near the I

mines referred to, situated at an elevation of 13,100 feet above tliij

sea, from twelve to fourteen thousand Indians are congregated tu

gether, chiefly engaged in mining, after the fashion handed (IovdI

to them from generations before the Conquest. Their processt>l

correspond with the imperfect results disclosed by the analysis clj

native alloys ; as well as by other proofs that the Peruvians wm
accustomed to work the native copper into tools and personal oiiin T

ments for common use, very much in the same fashion as the aiicieiit|

metallurgist of the Ohio valley, to whom tli i processes of snieltiu;

and alloying were wholly unknown.

The contrast which the civilisation alike of Mexico and IVm

presents, when comjiared with the highest arts pertaining to aim

of the tribes of North America, is well calculated to excite suvpriM

and admiration. But the wonder of the Spanish conquerors at|

their gems and gold, the ready credulity of the missionary in-m

in their anxiety to magnify tlie gorgeous paganism which they M.

overthrown, and the patriotic exaggeration of later chroniclers

native descent, have all tended to overdraw the picture of the bone
|

ficent despotism of the Incas of Peru ; or the crueller but not 1

magnificent nde of the Caciques of Mexico. With a willing credulitv|

Spanish historians perpetuated what the Peruvian Garcilasso anl
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the Mt'xican Ixtlilxochitl related, in their adaptations of native

history aud traditions to European eonceptions. Religious, political,

;iii(l .social auiil igies to European ideas and institutions, accordingly,

strike the modern student with wonder and aibniration ; nor has

the gifted author of the Conquests of Mexico eaul Peru always suf-

ticieiitly discriminated between the glowing romances beg<jt by an

alliance between the barbarous magnificence of a rude native des-

jiDtism and the associated ideas of P^uropcan institutions. The

metallic treasures of the Incas of Peru are probably not exaggerated

;

and if so, the precious metals with which their palaces and temples

were adorned would have been the index in any European capital

(if a wealth sufticient to employ the merchant-navies of Venice,

Holland, or England in the commerce of the world. But in I'eru

this was the mere evidence of the abundance of the precious metals

ill a country where they were as little the representatives of a com-

mercial currency as the feathers of the coraquoiKiue, which were

reserved exclusively for the decoration of royalty.

The Peruvians occupied a long extent of sea-coast, but no com-

mercial enterprise tempted them to launch their navies on the

Pacific, excepting for the most partial coasting transit. The great

mass of the people patiently wrought to produce from their varied

tropical climates and fertile soil the agricultural produce on which

the entire community depended ; resembling in this— as well as

in their vast structures wrought by a patiently submissive people

at the will of their absolute rulers,—the great oriental despotisms

when in their earliest and least licentious forms. Their own
traditions traced the dawn of their government no further back

than the twelfth century ; and the characteristics of their imperfect

and unequally developed civilisation confirm the inference that

they have not in this respect departed from the invariable tendency

of historic myth and tradition to exaggerate the national age. Ex-

tensive ruins still existing on the shores of Lake Titicaca are

attirmed by the Peruvians to have existed before the Incas arrived.

But slight importance can be attached to the traditions of an un-

lettered people concerning events of any kind dating four or five

centuries back. T'le authority of Bede is of little value relative

to Jute or Anglo-Saxon colonization less than three centuries before

his time ; and the modern New Englander, with deeds and parch-

ments, as well as abundance of printed history to help his tradition,

cannot make up his mind as to whether the famous Newport Round
Tower was built by a Norse viking of the eleventh, or a New

'
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j I

England miller of the seventeenth century. " No account," says

Prescott, " assigns to the Inca dynasty more than thirteen princes

before the Conquest. But this number is altogether too small to

have spread over four hundred years, and would not carry back

the foundations of the monarchy, on any probable computation,

beyond two centuries and a half—an antiquity not incredible in

itself, and which, it may be remarked, does not precede by more

than half a century the alleged foimdation of the capital of Mexico."

lltmiboldt, in his Vties des Cordillh'es, indicates the borders of

Lake Titicaca, the district of Callao, and the high plains of

Tiahuanaco, as the theatre of ancient American civilisation ; and

Prescott, in view of the apparently recent origin of the Incas,

assumes that they were preceded in Peru by another civilized race,

which, in conformity with native traditions, he would derive from

this same cradle-land of South American arts. Beyond this, how

ever, he does not attempt to penetrate into that unchronicled past.

Who this people were, and whence they came, may afford a tempt-

ing theme for inquiry to the speculative ethnologist ; but it i,s a

land of darkness that lies beyond the domain of history. The same

mists that hang round the origin of the Incas continue to settle on

their subsequent annals ; and so imperfect were the records em-

ployed by the Peruvians, and so confused and contradictory their

traditions, that the historian finds no firm footing on which to stand

till within a century of the Spanish conquest.

In reality only a very small jDortion of what is called Peruvian

history prior to that conquest can be regarded as anything l)ut a

historical romance ; and the exaggerated conceptions relative to the

completeness and consistent development alike of Peruvian and

Mexican native civilisation, are based on the old axiom which has

so often misled the arclueologist, ex pcde Hcrcuhm.

Viewed, however, without exaggeration, the progress in mechan-

ical skill and artistic ingenuity attained by both of the semi-civilized

American nations, is very remarkable. The huacas or tombs of

the Incas, and also their royal and other depositories of treasure,

have disclosed many specimens of curious and elaborate metallurgic

skill : bracelets, collars, and other personal ornaments of gold, va.ses

of the same abundant precious metal, and also of silver ; mirrors

of burnished silver, as well as of obsidian ; finely adjusted balances

made in silver ; bells both of silver and bronze ; and numerous

commoner articles of copper, or of the more useful alloy of copper

and tin, of which their tools were chiefly made.
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The Peruvian mining operations fully accorded with the partial

development of their civilisation in other respects. " Gold," says

Prescott, "was gathered by the Incas from the deposits of the

streams. They extracted the ore also in considerable quantities

from the valley of Curimayo, north-east of Caxamarca, as well as

from other places ; and the silver mines of Porco, in particular,

yielded them considerable returns. Yet they did not attempt to

penetrate the bowels of the earth by sinking a shaft, but simply

excavated a cavern in the steep sides of the mountain, or at most

opened a horizontal vein of moderate depth. They were equally

deficient in the knowledge of the best means of detaching the

precious metal from the dross with which it was united, and

had no idea of the virtues of quicksilver—a mineral not rare

in Peru,—as an amalgam to effect this decomposition. Their

method of smelting the ore was by means of furnaces built in

elevated and exposed situations, where they might be fanned by

tlie strong breezes of the mountains. The subjects of the Incas,

in short, with aU their patient perseverance, did little more than

penetrate below the crust, the outer rind as it were, formed over

those golden caverns which lie hidden in the dark de])ths of the

Andes." ^ The treasiires thus acquired served to enkindle with

a useless blaze of barbaric gold their temples and palace-halls

;

but the metallurgic skill which had already taught them to harden

the abundant copper with its tin alloy, is the more promising index

of their immature civilisation.

J)Ut while the arts of civilisation were thus being fostered on

those southern plateaux of the Andes, another seat of native Ameri-

j

can civilisation had been founded on the corresponding plateaux of

I

the northern continent, and the Aztecs were building up an empire

(even more marvellous than that of the Incas. The site of the

I

latter is among the most remarkable of all the scenes consecrated

to memories of the birth of civilisation. On the lofty table-land

which lies between the Gulf of Mexico and the Pacific Ocean, at

an elevation of nearly seven thousand five hundred feet, the valley

of Mexico lies engirdled by its ramparts of porphyritic rock, like

a vast fortress provided by nature for guarding the infancy of

American civilisation. Here was the scene of the heroic age of

Toltec Art, where the foimdations of all later progress were laid,

land architecture acliieved its earliest triumphs in the Xew "World

[on the temples and towers of Tula, the ruined remains of which

' Conquest of Peru, book i. chap. v.
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attracted the attention of the Spaniards at the time of the Cou-

quest. But the history of the Toltecs and their ruined edifices

stands on the border lines of romance and fable, like that of the

Druid builders of Carnac and Avebury. To them, according tn

tradition and such historical evidence as is accessible, succeeded

their Aztec or Mexican supplanters, along with tlie Acolhuans, or

Tezcucans, as they were latterly called from their capital Tezcuco.

On the opposite shores of the same Mexican lake, the largest of

five inland waters that diversified the surface of that great table-

land valley, stood Tezcuco and jSIexico, the capitals of the two

most important states within which the native civilisation of tlie

North American continent developed itself. From the older Tol-

tecans, the encroaching Tezcucans are believed to have derived

the germs of that progress, which is best known to us in connexion

with the true Aztec or ISlexican state. Legends of the golden age

and heroic races of Anahuac abound, and have been rendered into

their least extravagant forms by the patriotic zeal of Ixtlilxochitl,

a lineal descendant of the royal line of Tezcuco. But the true

Mexicans are acknowledged to be of recent origin, and the found-

ing of Mexico—with rites as ruda and primitive as those of tne

Veneti refugees when inaugurating the Queen of the Adriatic,—

is assigned to a.d. 1326. But the founders of Tenochtitlan, as the

new capital was called, were a vigorous, enterprising, and ferocious

race. The later name of jNIexico was derived from the Aztec war-

god Mexitli, whose favours to his Aztec votaries enabled them to

build up a powerful state by conquest, to enrich themselves witli

spoil, and to replace the rude fabrics of their city's founders with

substantial and ornate structures of stone.

Whatever gloze of mild paternal absolutism may linger around

our conceptions of tlie prehistoric chronicles of Peru, a clearer

light illuminates the harsh realities of Mexican sovereignty. The

god of war was the supreme deity of the Aztecs, worshipped witli

hideous rites of blood. Their civil and military codes, according'

to the narrative of their conquerors, were alike cruel as that of

Draco ; and their religious worship was a system of austere fanati-

cism, and loathsome butchery and cannibalism, which seenied tn

refine the mercilsss cruelties of the Eed Indian savage into a ritual

service fit only for the devil. But besides their hideous war-god,

the Mexican mythology was graced by a beneficent divinity,

Quetzalcoatl, the instructor of the Aztecs in the use of metals.

in agriculture, and in the arts of government. This and siniilai
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elements of Mexican mythology have been regarded as traces of

a milder faith inlierited by the Mexicans from their Toltecan pre-

decessors, and on which they engrafted their own incongruous

creed of unmitigated ferocity. The idea is one supported by many
probabilities, as well as by some evidence. The early history of

the Northmen, however, in which we witness the blending of a rich

poetic fancy, wherein lay the germ of later Norman romance and

I

chivalry, with cruelties pertaining to a creed little less bloody than

jtliat of the Mexican warrior, shows that no such theory is needed

to account for the incongruities of the religious system of the

Aztecs. In truth, the ferocity of a semi-barbarous people is often

[uothing more than its perverted excess of energy ; and—as has

been already noted in reference to the Caribs,—is more easily dealt

[with, and turned into healthful and beneficent action, than the

;o\vardly craft of the docile slave. It is only when such hideous

rites are consciously engrafted on the usages of a people already

far in adv%ince of such a semi-barbarous childhood-—as in the

Spanish adoption of the Inquisition at the commencement of its

iiodeni history,—that they prove utterly baneful, because the

|iation is already past that stage of progress in which it would

laturally outgrow them.

Hideous, therefore, as were the human sacrifices, with their

innual thousands of victims ; the offerings of infants to propitiate

'laloc, their rain -god ; and the loathsome banquets on the bodies

f their sacrificed victims :—if indeed this be not an exaggeration

|f Spanish credulity and fanaticism;— it is nevertheless difficult to

|oncur in the verdict of the gifted historian of The Conquest of

Uxico, that " it was beneficently ordered by Providence that the

md should be delivered over to another race who would rescue it

rora the brutish superstitions that daily extended wider and wider,

dth extent of empire." The rule of the conquerors, with their

lominican ministers of religion, was no beneficent sway ; and

[s fruits in later times have not proved of such value as to

?coucile the student of that strange old native civilisation of the

)taries of Quetzalcoatl, to its abrupt arrestment, at a stage which

lu only be paralleled by the earliest centuries of Egyptian pro-

cess.

Metallurgic arts were carried in some respects further by the

[exicans than by the Peruvians. Silver, lead, and tin were ob-

iiiied from the mines of Tasco, and copper was wrought in the

lountains af ZacotoUan, by means of galleries and shafts opened

N
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\

with persevering toil where the metallic veins were embedded in

the solid rock ; and there, as at the Lake Superior copper regions,

the traces of such ancient mining have proved the best guides to

modern searchers for the ores. The arts of casting, engraving,

chasing, and carving in metal were all practised with great skill.

Vessels both of gold and silver were wrought of enormous size : so

laroe. it is said, that a man could not encircle them with his arms;

and the abundant gold was as lavishly employed in Mexico as i,i

Peru, in the gorgeous adornment of temples and palaces. Inge-

nious toys, birds and beasts with movable wings and limbs, lisli

with alternate scales of silver and gold, and personal ornaments in

great variety, were wrought by the Mexican goldsmiths of the

precious m<3tals, witli such curious art, that the Spaniards acknow-

ledged the superiority of the native workmanship over anytliino

they could achieve. When Cortes first entered the capital of Mon-

tezuma in 1513, the Mexican Emperor received him in the pakcs

built by his father Axayacatl, and hung round his neck a decora-

tion of the finest Mexican workmanship. The shell of a species

craw-fish, set in gold, formed the centre, and massive links of g{

completed the collar, from which depended eight ornaments of tlie|

same metal, of delicate workmanship, wrought in imitation of

prized shell- fish.

The arts thus practised on the great plateau extended to tli!|

most soutliern limits of the North American continent. Tti

huacas, or ancient graves of the Isthmus of Panama, have beei

ransacked by thousands in recent years, from the temptation wliicl

the gold relics they contain hold out to their explorers. Tlies

include representations of beasts, birds, and fishes, frogs, and otlit

objects, imitated from nature, often with great skill and ingeniiitj|

One gold frog which I examined had the eyes hollow, with

oval slit in front, and M'ithin each a detached ball of gold, whiti

appeared to have been executed in a single casting. This inseitioi

of detached balls is frequently met with in the pottery, as well asii

the goldsmith's work of the Isthmus, and is singularly chaiacte

istic of a peculiar phase of local art. Human figures, and

strous or gi'otesque hybrids, with the head of the cayman, the eaglf

and other animals, attached to the human form, are also found

the same graves, wrought in gold ; but, so far as my own opportiii

ties of observation enable me to judge, the human figure gener

exhibits inferior imitative skill and execution to the representatioi

of other animate subjects. But all alike display abundant meti
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nbedded iu jurgic art. Soldering as well as casting was known to the ancient

per regions, I goldsmith, and the finer specimens have been finished with the

st guidi's to hammer and graving-tool. Judging from the condition of the

,
engravint;, human remains found in those liuacas of the peninsula, they are

great skill. probably of a much higher antiquity than the era of Mexican civi-

ous size : so I ligation ; and, lying as they do in the narrow isthmus between the

th his arms;B twin continents, they suggest the probability of a common source

for the origin of Peruvian and Aztec arts.

But while the Mexicanswrought their ingenious toys,and lavished

their inexhaustible resources of gold and silver in personal decora-

tion, and adorned their public edifices with scarcely less boundless

profusion than the Peruvians, they had learned to some extent the

practical value of gold and other metals as a convenient currency.

By means of this equivalent for the gold and silver coinage of

Europe, the interchange of commodities in the great markets of

in the psilaceBjiexico was facilitated, and an important stej) in the progress

leck a decora-^towards a higher stage of civilisation secured. This metallic

urrency consisted of pieces of tin cut in the form of a T or

tamped with a similar character, and of transparent quills filled

ivitli gold dust. These were apparently regulated to a common
taudard by their size : for the use of scales and weights, with

ivhicli the Peruvians were familiar, appears to have been unknown
11 Mexico.

The nature of the Mexican metallic currency fully accordn with

;he knowledge and experience of a people among whom metallurgic
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iptation wliiclBnts were of comparatively recent origin. The easily fused tin, and

fie attractive and accessible gold-dust, supplied ready materials

or schooling an ingenious people in the use of the metals. Copper

vas probably first employed when found in a pure metallic stal
,

[s among the old miners of Lake Superior ; while the art of fusing,

aught by the Aztec Tubal- Cain, was tried only on the readily-

Holding tin. By this means the arts of smelting and moulding the

netallic ores would be acquired, and applied to copper, silver, and

lold, as well as to tin. Accident might suggest the next important

|tage, that of metallic alloys ; but under the circumstances alike

[Peruvian and Mexican civilisation, progressing in regions abound-

[igwith the most attractive and easily- wrought metals, it is easy

I conceive of the independent discovery of the useful bronze alloy.

[et by the standard composition of their bronze, far more than by the

jigenious intricacy of their personal ornaments, utensils, and archi-

tctural decorations, may fairly be tested the actual progress alike

also

l!i

! ;

I ;

!li
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of the Incas or of the Aztecs. The delight of the savage in per

sunal adornment precedes even the most needful covering of liiJ

nakedness, and the same propensity long monopolizes the whole

inventive ingenuity of a semi-barbarous people ; while the useful

bronze tools embody the true germs of incipient civilisation. Tested

by such a standard, the metallurgic arts of Peru furnish evidence of

very partial development, and suggest the probability that its latest

stage did not pertain to any period very remote from the eranfj

European discovery.

The alloy of co^ per and tin, when destined for practical use in I

manufacture, is found to possess the most serviceable qualities

when composed of about ninety per cent, of copper to ten of tin:

I

and so near is the approximation to this theoretical standard amonjil

the bronze relics of the ancient world, that the archajologists oil

Europe have been divided in opinion as to whether they should

assume a Phcenician or other common origin for the weapons, ira I

plements, and personal ornaments of that metal found over the I

whole continent ; or that the mixed metal, derived from a commoDJ

centre, was manufactured in the various countries of Europe iiitJ

the objects of diverse form and pattern abounding in their soil, aiiJ

deposited among their sepulchral offerings. That the former ideal

of a common origin for the finished implements is untenable, liail

been proved, alike by numerous discoveries of moulds, of the prel

pared metal, and even of the furnaces where the bronze worbl

practised his ingenious art ; and also by the varieties in form anl

style of ornament, by which the bronze relics of different countriei|

of Europe, manifestly belonging to the same period, are distinguist-

able. The idea of the bronze itself having been all derived fronl

some common source is, in like manner, rendered improbable by J

more careful investigation of the evidence on which it has beeif

founded.^

The reasons for some general approximation to a constant pwJ

portion in the constituents of European bronze, when derigned ti}|

tools and weapons, are well illustrated by the report of a series

«

synthetic experiments communicated by Dr. George Pearson, to tlij

Royal Society of London in 1796. Having determined by aualysii

the relative proportions of copper, tin, and other metals piesetl

in various Roman and British bronze relics, he next proceedej

to fuse the first two in various united proportions, beginning witi

one part of tin to twenty parts of copper, which produced a daiij

' Vide Prehixtork AnnaU of Scotland, 2(1 Ed. vol. i. 2)p, 352, .372.
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Loloured bronze, with a fracture inclining in colour to the peculiar

led of the pure copper. On reducing the constituents to fifteen

parts of copper to one of tin, the colour was materially affected ; the

Ived copper hue was no longer seen when the product was fractured,

but an alloy of greater strength was produced. The experiments

I
were continued with twelve, ten, nine, eight, and seven parts of

Icopper to one of tin ; and when the last fusion of the metals was

[tested, the increase in hardness and brittleness became very ap-

parent. The same characteristics were still more marked on suc-

cessively reducing the proportions of copper to six, five, four,

and three ; and when an alloy was made of two parts of copper

jto one of tin, it was, according to Dr. Pearson's report, as brittle as

tilass.

Here we see at a glance the whole process pursued by the old

Ivorker in bronze. Accident, or the natural proximity of the

jiietals or ores, as they occur in the mineral regions of Southern

England, may have furnished the first disclosure of the important

lecret. But that once discovered, the subsequent steps were in-

evitable. Having ascertained that he could produce a harder and

Lre useful compound than the pure copper by alloying it with

tn, he would not fail to diminish the proportions of the latter

111 he had obtained a sufficiently near approximation to the best

li'oiize, to answer the practical purposes for which it was designed.

|o intercourse or interchange of experience was necessary to lead

lie isolated metallurgist <^f the remotest regions to the same results

pen dealing with these metals with similar objects in view ; nor

rould a closer correspondence between the proportionate ingredi-

pts of the native American and European bronze than has yet

fjen detected, indicate more than similar aims, and the inevitable

xperience consec^uent on the properties of the varying alloy,

Jading to corresponding results.

I

The following tible of the compositions detected by analyses

various ancient European bronze relics will sutfice to show

Idw little foundation there is for the assumption of a Pha3nician,

jiitisli, or any other common origin for the alloy of which they

're niude ; and the corresponding evidences of proportionate

Igredients disclosed by analyses of native American bronzes,

liially disprove the theory of any European or other foreign

lurce for the metalli"'' ;ic arts of the New World.

Ill

i i I

i
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ANALYSES OF ANCIENT BRONZES.

No.

1.

Copiier. Tin. Lead.

1-78

Iron. Silver

Caldron, Berwickshire, 92-89 6-15

2. Sword, Duddingston, 88-51 9-30 2-30 ... ...

3. Kettle, Berwickshire, 88-22 5-63 5-88 . .

.

, J

4. Axe-head, Mid-Lothian, 88-05 11-12 0-78 . .

.

6. Caldron, Duddingston, 84-08 7.19 8-53 ..

.

• ..

6. Palstave, Fifeshire, 81-19 18-31 75 . .

.

7. Vessel, Ireland, 88- 12-
* • •

8. Wedge, • ,, . • 94- 5-09
. . .

0-01
,,,

9. Sword, • >> •
88-63 8-54 2-83 1 . * • t •

10. Sword, . ,, . . 83-50 515 8-35 3-00
...

11. Lituus, Lincolnshire, 88- 12-
• • • ... . . •

12. Roman pate] la, „ 86- 14-
• • * • *. • .

.

13. Spear-head, »>
86- 14-

> < < ...

14. Scabbard, • >
90- 10-

* > • ... . t.

15. Axe palstave , Cumberland, 91- 9-
• > .. < ...

16. Axe-head, . »« •
88- 12-

• • • • • • ...

17. Vessel, Cambridgeshire, 88- 12- ... . * •

18. Axe-he",d, Ireland, 91- 9-
• .

19. Sword, Thames, 89-69 9-58 • ( •
0-33

...

20. Sword, Ireland, 85-62 10-02 ... 0-44
...

21. Celt, . >» • • 90-68 7-43 1-28 . • •

22. Axe-head. »» •
90-18 9-81 ... ... ...

23. Axe-head, »» 89-33 9-19 ... ... ...

24. Celt, . • ,, . . 83-61 10-79 3-20 0-58 ...

25. Celt, . King's Co., Ireland, 85-23 13-11 1-14 . • • .,,

26. Drinkiug-hoin. M M 79-34 10-87 9-11 . . .

27. Celt, . Co. Cavan, ,, 86-98 12-57 ... • • 0'3:

28. Celt, . 98-74 1-09 ... 08 O'06

29. Celt, . Co. Wicklow, ,, 88-30 10-92 0-10 ...

30. Celt, . Co. Cavan, „ 95-64 4-56 0-25 . .

.

o"02

31. Spear-head, 86-28 12-74 07 0-31

32. Spear-head, 84-64 14-01 • * 1 • t ...

33. Scythe, Roscommon, „ 95-85 2-78 0-12 1-32

34. Sword-handl e. „ 87-07 8-52 3-37 ...

35. Sword, 87-94 11-35 0-28 ...

36. Dagger, 90-72 8-25 0-87 ...

37. Chisel, 91-03 8-39 ... ... ...

1
38. Caldron, 88-71 9-46 1-66 03 ... 1

39. Sword, France, 87-47 12-53 ... ...

No8. 1-6. Dr. George Wilson. 1
7-8. Dr. J. H. Gibbon, U.S. Mint.

9-10. Professor Davy.
11-18. Dr. Pearson, Philosoph. Trans. 1796.
19-24. J. A. Philips, Mem. Chem. Soc, iv. p. 288.

25, 26. Dr. Donovan, Chem. Gazette, 1850, p. 176.

27-38. Mr. J. W. Mallet, Transactions li. I. A. vol. xxii. p. 3-2.").

39. Mongez, MSm. de V Institut.

In No. 31 is also Cobalt, -09 ; in No. 37, Antimony, -04 ; and in No. 4L|

Arsenic, -03.
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id. Iron. Silver,

i

78 ...
...""

30 . .

.

*t.

88 . .

.

• ..

78 ... ...

53 ... *..

75

01

• . t

83 ... »..

•35 3-00 ...

From the varied results which so many independent analyses

disclose, ranging as they do from 79 to 98 per cent, of copper

;

liesides the iiriations in nature as well as quantity of the ingre-

dients, it lib abundantly obvious that no greater uniformity is trace-

able, than such as might be expected to result from the operations

of i.solated metallurgists, yevy partially acquainted with the chemi-

cal properties of the standard alloy, and guided for the most part

by the practical experience derived from successive results of their

manufacture.

AVhen destined for other uses than such tools and weapons as

those already referred to, the composition of bronze is considerably

varied. The bronze of French cannons is composed of 100 copper

to 1 1 tin ; while for bell-metal it is only 80 per cent, of copper, to

tin 10, zinc 5"6, lead 4"4
; and for .speculum metal, where a hard

alloy, susceptible of the finest polish, is the chief requisite, while

extreme brittleness is of no moment, the copper is reduced to about

(16 per cent, to 34 of tin.

We thus perceive how the various exigencies of the metallurgist,

under the control of a very ordinary amount of practical skill,

would gradually lead to the discovery of the best proportions for

this useful alloy ; though it would only be after the accumulated

fruits of isolated experiment had been combined as the experience

of ail advanced condition of civilisation, that anything more than

some crude approximation to the best composition of the alloy

would be determined. Hence the value of analytical evidence in

deteniiining the degree of civilisation of Mexico and Peru, as indi-

I

cated by their nietallurgic arts. For the general requirements of a

tool, or weapon of war, where a sufficient hardness must be obtained,

without any great liability to fracture, the best proportions proved

[to be about 90 per cent, of copper to 10 of tin; or with a small

! propoi'tion of lead in lieu of part of the tin : which further experi-

ence tauglit the primitive worker in bronze communicated to his

cutting instrument a greater dej.ree of toughness, and consequently

: diminished its liability to fracture. But where great hardness was

the chief requisite, as in certain engraving, carving, and gem-cutting

tools, the mere increase of tin in the alloy supplied the requisite

quality : until, carried to excess, the metallurgist was warned of his

error by the excessive brittleness of the product. In this, I doubt

not, lies the whole secret of Mexican and Peruvian metallurgy

which has seemed so mysterious, and therefore so marvellous to the

most sagacious inquirers. " It is worthy of remark," says Prescott,

I I

ill

j

A
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" that the Egyptians, the Mexicans, and the Peruvians, in their

progress towards civilisation, should never have detected the use

of iron, which lay around them in abundance, and that they should

each, without any knowledge of the other, have found a substitute

for it in such a curious composition of metals as gave their tools

almost the temper of steel ; a secret that has been lost, or, to speak

more correctly, has never been discovered by the civilized Euro-

pean."^ Bearing in remembrance the synthetic results already

referred to, the following table will supply a partial contribution

towards the requisite data for testing the skill of the native Ameri-

can metallurgist ; and probably a clue also to the supposed secret

of his curious art,

ANALYSES OF ANCIENT AMERICAN BRONZES.

No. Cojijicr. Till. Iron.

1. Chisel from silver mines, Ciizco, 94- 6-

2. Chisel from Cuzco, 92-385 7615
3. Knife from grave, Atacama, 97-87 2-13

4. Knife ,, ,, 96- 4-

5. Crowbar from Chili, . 92 385 7 615
6. Knife from Amaro, . 95-664 3965 0.371

7. Perforated axe, 96- 4-

8. Personal ornament, Truigilla, 95-440 4-560
9. Bodkin from female grave, do., 96-70 3-30

Nos. 1. Humboldt.
2. Dr. J. H. Gibbon.

3, 4. J, H. Blake, Esq.

Nos. 5. Dr. T. C. Jackson.

6, 7. Dr. H. Croft. •

8, 9. T. Ewbank, Es(i.

The comparison of this with the previous table indicates a

smaller amount of tin in the American bronze than in that of

ancient Europe. For some Egyptian spear-heads Gmelin gives,

copper 77-GO, tin 22-02
; and ancient weapons, armour, vessels, and

coins, indicate such varied proportions as imply the results of ex-

perience in adapting the alloy for the specific purpose in view. A

much larger number of analyses would be desirable as data from

which to generalize on the metallurgic skill developed independ-

liutly by native American civilisation ; but the examples adduced

here are sufficient to show that there is no lost secret for Europe

to discover.

The native metallurgist had learned the art of alloying his soft

and ductile copper with the still softer tin, and producing by their

' Prescott's C'onqvest of Peru, booli i. chaji. v.

j i
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dioniical ndinixture a harder, toughor metal than either. But he

does not appear to have carried his observation so far as to ascer-

tain the most efficient proportions of the combining metals, or even

to have made any very definite approximation to a fixed rule,

tiiither than to use with great moderation the alloying tin. He
had discovered, but not entirely mastered, a wonderful secret, such

as in the ancient world had proved to lie on the threshold of all

other and higher truths in meclianical arts. He was undoubtedly

advancing, slowly but surely, on the direct course of national ele-

vation ; and the centuries which have followed since the conquests

of Cortes and Pizarro might have witnessed in the New World

triimiphs not less marvellous in the progress of civilisation than

those which distinguish the England of Victoria from that of the

first Tudors. But it was otherwise decreed. The conquests of

native science and art were abruptly arrested by the Spanish con-

quistadors ; and it is difficult to realize the conviction that either

Mexico or I'eru has gained any adequate equivalent for the irre-

parable loss which thus debars lis from the solution of some of the

most interesting problems connected with the progress of the

Imman race. Amid all the exclusiveness of China, and the isola-

tion of Japan, there is still an unknown quantity among the ele-

ments of their civilisation derived from the same sources as our

own. But the America of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries was

literally another world, guarded almost as securely from foreign

influences as the planets that move around us in their fixed orbits,

members of the same solar system with ourselves. Yet while all

is novel and self- originated, we meet everywhere with affinities to

the arts of man elsewhere, and trace out the processes by which he

has been guided, from the first promptings of a rational instinct,

to the intelligent development of many later steps of reason and

experience. The progress hitherto noted has dealt chiefly with the

tools of the workman. In succeeding chapters we shall now con-

sider some of his most characteristic works.

I i
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CHAPTER X.

THE MOUND-DUILDEUa

K.VnTII-rYRAMIDS THE MISSISSIITI VALLKY-IT3 lUVER NAVIOxVTION—MONUMENTS

OK THE M(JI'ND-IH'1LDKHS -CONDITION OF THE UACE—SEATS OF ANCIENT J'Ol'i;-

I.ATION—DIFFERENT CLASSES OF WORKS— ANCIENT 8TR0N0HOI.DS—FOUT HILL,

OHIO—FORT ANCIENT—IR0(JU0I8 STRONGHOLDS— FORTIFIED CIVIC SITES-

SACRED ENCLOSURES- THE NEWARK WORKS—GEOMETRICAL GROUPS— PROPOR-

TIONATE SCALE OF PARTS -STANDARD OF MEASUREMENT—THE CINCINNATI

I TABLET—A GEOMETRICAL INSTRUMENT— TRACES OF EXTINCT ARTS.

The labours of a zealous and indefatigable phalanx of American

archaeologists have accumulated a valuable amount of materials

illustrative of the history of primeval architecture, as it exists in

the form of earthworks over a wide extent of the New World. Not-

withstanding some fine mountain ranges which diversify the land-

scape, the general character of the United States presents, in its

great levels and gentle undulating contour, a singular contrast to

the physical aspects of the European continent ; and to this natural

character of its scenery may be ascribed the nudtiplication (jf

those earth-pyramids which have suggested the designation of

Mound-Builders, applied to its ancient population. The great

pyramid of Suphis transferred from its far-receding plain, to an

Italian or Swiss valley, backed by the lofty Apennines or the

towering peaks of the Alps, would appear as incongruous and insig-

nificant as Silbury Hill under the shadow of Beu Nevis, or tlic

Great jNIound at jVIiamisburg, among the green mountains of Ver-

mont. An instinctive perception of the harmonies of nature and

art guides all primitive builders in the development of native

architecture. It is only in such a strange condition of exotic social

life as that which now pervades the ancient sites of the Moinid-

Builders, that the Egyptian i)ropylfeum, the Greek temple, and ti.:

Gothic cathedral, are adopted at random, and without a sense of

incongruity, either in relation to the climate or their special fitness:

alike for churches, courts of justice, hospitals, or criminal strong-

holds.
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The question as to whether the pyramidal cartliworks of the

Mound -Ruiklers originated among native occupants of the great

river-valleys of North America, or are only ruder reproductions of

an architecture which had its birth in tropical Mexico, under the

shadow of the Andes, may have a considerable influence on the

decision of other questions relating to i)rimitive American ethno-

l()<;y. Under any circumstances, however, the physica' geography

of a country necessarily exercises an influence on its history ; and

the singular aspect of the widely-extended region throughout which

the earthworks have been traced, is a feature of no slight import-

ance in its bearing on our present inquiries. Mr Charles Ellet,*

v/hen surveying the IVIississippi Valley, with a view to the facilities

which its natural advantages and capabilities afford for modern

enterprise, describes the region lying between the Great Lakes and

the CJulf of Mexico, and extending from the Atlantic to the liocky

Mountains, as consisting of a system of great plains. Along one

of these, inclining gently towards the east, flow all the streams that

enter the Lower Mississippi and the Gulf of ^lexico, from the

west. Another plain, of nearly equal extent, and corresponding

inclination, descends from the north, along which flow the northern

tributaries of the Ohio and the Mississippi itself, until it unites

with the Missouri ; while another plain, descending from the

summit of the Alleghany range, is drained by the waters of the

Cumberland and Tennessee, and all the southern tributaries of the

Ohio, and intersects the great plain from the north in the valley of

the Ohio, and the great plain from the west in the valley of the

Lower Mississippi. After further noting the spread of another of

those plains from the Alleghany mountains to the Atlantic coast,

Mr. Ellet adds :
" The word plain is adopted here for the conveni-

ence of description only, and is not to be received in a literal sense.

These great surfaces are furrowed by valleys, and relieved in places

by hills and even mountains
;

yet these mountains are of in-

considerable extent compared with tho vast area of the regions

described, and rest upon the great slopes which descend from the

dividing ranges."

Along the broad levels drained by the numerous tributaries of

this vast river-system, the traces of America's allophylian popula-

tion abound ; and on the banks of the Ohio and its tributaries

' " Of the Physical Geography of the Mississippi Valley, with Suggestions for

the Improvement of the Navigation of the Ohio and other rivers," by C. Ellet,

Jun., (J,E. Smiflisniihin (^onfrihiifinns, vol. ii.

I
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many remarkable monuments liave been brought to light. The

capabilities of this region for modern settlement and the abundant

development of a comprehensive commercial enterprise, are the

same which made it anciently the resort of a numerous settled

population. " In tracing the Ohio to its source," Mr. EUet remarks,

" we must regard the Alleghany as its proper continuation. This

noble tributary rises on the borders of Lake Erie, at an average

elevation of 1300 feet above the surface of the sea, and nearly 700

feet above the level of the lake. The plain along which this river

flows is connected with no mountain range at its northern extre-

mity, but continues its rise, with great uniformity, from the mouth

of the Ohio to the brim of the basin which encloses Lake Erie.

The sources of the tributary streams are generally diminutive

ponds, distributed along the edge of the basin of Lake Erie, but far

above its surface, and so slightly separated from it that they may

all be drained with little labour down the steep slope into that

inland sea. From these remote sources a boat may start with suffi-

cient water, within seven miles of Lake Erie, in sight sometimes of

the sails which whiten the approach to the harbour of Buffalo, and

float securely down the Connewango, or Cassadaga, to the Alleghany,

down the Alleghany to the Ohio, and thence uninterruptedly to

the Gulf of Mexico. In all this distance of 2400 miles, the descent

is so uniform and gentle, so little accelerated by rapids, that when

there is sufficient water to float the vessel, and sufficient power to

govern it, the downward voyage may be performed without diffi-

culty or danger in the channels as they were formed by nature

;

and a return trip might be made with equal security and success

with very little aid from art." Here, therefore, is one of the great

modern centres towards which population, agiicultural enterprise,

commerce, and wealth, all flow ; and it is a subject of li\t'ly

interest to investigate the traces which disclose to \\u the proof that

this vast area is not now, for the first time, being rescued from the

prhneval forest, with its wild fauna, and still wilder savage man

;

but that here, in older centuries, busy industry, ingenious arts, and

civic and military enterjirise, made it the scene of stirring events

that only wanted their Homer or Herodotus to make the epos of

the Ohio more interesting for us than the legends of tlie Scamandcr

or tlie mythic traditions of the Nile.

In a country such as this, attracting its multiplying population

to the broad alluvial terraces overhioking its smoothly- flowing

rivers, it was natural that the building instinct of man should first
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employ itself on earthworks ; and that the monument, dedicated to

the patriarchal leader or sovereign chief, like the architecture of

the primeval builder on the plain of Shinar, should be a pyramid
" whose top may reach unto heaven." The great mound of Miamis-

burg, Ohio, is sixty-eight feet high, and eight hundred and fifty

-

two feet in circumference at its base. The more famous Grave

Creek Mound of Virginia rises to a height of seventy feet, and

measures at its base one thousand feet in circumference. Other

aud still larger earthworks have been noted, such as the truncated

pyramid at Cahokia, Illinois, which occupies an area upwards of

two thousand feet in circumference, and rt^rs its level summit, of

several acres in extent, to a height of ninety feet. But this last

belongs to a different class from the sepulchral mounds which

appear to be unsurpassed by any known works of their kind.

" We have seen mounds," remarks Flint, an American topographer,

with a just appreciation of the relation of these earthworks to the

features of the surrounding landscape, " which would require the

labour of a thousand men employed on our canals, with all their

mechanical aids, and the improved implements of their labour, for

mouths. We have more than once hesitated in view of one of

those prodigious mounds, whether it were not reallv natural hill.

But they are uniformly so placed, in reference ^^ the adjacent

country, and their conformation is so unique and similar, that no

eye hesitates long in referring them to the class of artificial erec-

tions." The exploration of more than one of these huge earth-

pyramids has entirely set at rest any doubts as to their artificial

origin ; and has, moreover, established the fact that they are monu-

mental structures erected to perpetuate the memory of the honoured

dead in ages utterly forgotten, and by a race of which they preserve

apparently the sole remaining vestiges.

The works of the ^lound- Builders extend over a wide geogra-

phical area, and include many other structures besides those of a

sepulchral character. The original limits assigned by INIessrs.

Sipiier and Davis embraced the entire basin of the ISIississippi

aud its tributaries, from the shores of the great lakes to the Gulf

of Mexico, comprehending alike the fertile plains along the Gull;,

and the whole northern territory, including the sources of the

Alleghany in the western part of the State of New York. But a

subsequent minute exploration of that State has led Mr. Squier

entirely to dissociate the rude eaithworks of the latter region from

the remarkable ancient monuments previously explored. Eejecting

I I

I

liM
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theory, he has, with honest and painstaking zeal, investigated the

evidence which previously depended on loose, and, as it appears,

exaggerated accounts, and he thus sums up the results :
" In full

view of the facts, I am driven to a conclusion little anticipated

when I started upon my trip of exploration, that the eai-thworks of

western New York were erected by the Iroquois, or their western

neighbours, and do not possess an antiquity going very far back of

the discovery." Already the plough is fast obliterating every trace

of those memorial mounds and defensive works of frontier tribes,

slight and ephemeral as their savage builders ; but the convic-

tions forced on the m^id of their explorer by a personal survey,

have not altered his views relative to the great earthworks previ-

ously described by him ; or tempted him, as they have some other

writers, to confound these lasting evidences of the combined opera-

tions of a numerous settled population, with the traces of tlie

burial mounds and simple defences of the modern Indians.

The people by whom the great earthworks of the Mississippi

Valley were constructed, and its remarkable def^Ui";. f> enclosures

erected and maintained, must have been in a cci a. icv. greatlv

different from the forest tribes of the seventeenth lui^i eighteentli

centuries. Nevertheless, though gathered at many favourite points,

in large communities, they were probably isolated by extensive

tracts of forest from the country lying beyond the river-systems in

which they were settled. Their earthworks are of very diverse

character, and partake in some respects of the local aspect of their

sites ; but they chiefly abound where the widely extended alluvial

flats furnish the most fertile tracts for cultivation ; and it has been

justly noted as worthy of remark that the sites selected for settle-

ments, towns, and cities by the modern supplanters of the Eed

Indian, are often those which were special favourites of the Mound

Builders, and seats of their densest population. Such can rarely be

said of the Indian settlement, which owes the selection of its site

to the convenience of the hunter, and loses all its attractions Avlieii I

the axe of the settler dissipates the charm. The country lyinj;

remote from the larger tributaries of the Mississippi and its main

branches, was probably in the era of tb*^ Mound-Builders, as in

later times, covered with forest, and tenanted by the abuntlaiit

game of the hunter ; while perchance on the outlying regions, or

beyond tlie great Lakes and the INjcky IMountains, the progenitor^ I

of tlie modern Indian tribes lurked : like the barbarians of aute-

christian Europe, who, beyond the I\hine and the Baltic, riurseil

u
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the future spoilers of Rome, and the builders-up of modern Europe

out of the ruined empire of the Cresars.

The fertile valley of the Scioto appears to liave been one of the

seats of densest population, as indicated by the numerous works

which diversify its surface. Corresponding evidence preserves the

traces of an equally dense population in the Miamis Valley ; and

throughout the State of Ohio the mounds and earthworks of various

kinds are estimated at between eleven and twelve thousand. They

are stated to be scarcely less numerous on the Kenhawas in Vir-

(finia than on the Scioto and Miamis, and are abundant on the

White Eiver and Wabash, as also upon the Kentucky, Cumberland,

Tennessee, and numerous other tributaries of the Ohio and Missis-

sippi. Works accumulated in such numbers, and, including many

of great magnitude and elaborateness of design, executed by the

combined labour of large bodies of workmen, afford indisputable

evidence of the presence, through a greatly protracted period, of a

settled and industrious population. Beyond those carefully ex-

plored regions, traces of other ancient structures have been observed

at widely separated points ; though caution must be exercised in

generalizing from data furnished by casual and inexperienced ob-

servers. All primitive earthworks, whether for defence, sepulchral

memorials, or religious rites, have certain features in common ; and

the tendency of the popular mind is rather to c-'aggerate chance

resemblances into forced analogies and parallels, than to exercise

any critical discrimination. Including, however, all large earth-

works, essentially dissimilar from the slight structures of the

modern Indian, they appear to stretch from the upper waters of the

Ohio to the westward of Lake Erie, and thence along Lake INIichi-

gan, nearly to the Copper Regions of Lake Superior. Through

Wisconsin, Iowa, and the Nebraska Territory, they have been

traced extending towards the Rocky Mountains ; while on the

south tlieir area is bounded by the shores of the Gulf of Florida

and tiie Mexican territory, where they seem gradually to lose their

distinctive character, and pass into the great teocallis of a higher

developed IMexican architecture. Theii' affinities are indeed more

isouthern than northern. They are scarcely, if at all, to be found to

ithe eastward of the watershed .between the ^Mississippi and the

jAtlantic, in the States of rennsylvania, New York, or Virginia

;

and they have been rightly designated, from their chief site, the

[Ancient ]\rotuiments of the ^Mississippi Valley, including in this

iits tributaries, and especially the valley of the Ohio. There their

!
>
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localities fully accord with those which, in the primitive liiston

of the Old World, reveal the most abundant traces of an aboriginal

population, in their occupation of the broad alluvial terraces, or

" river bottoms," as they are styled. To the north the memorials

of an ancient population are of a different character; and the

earthworks in the vicinity of the Great Lakes must be classed by

themselves, as indicating customs and rites distinct from those per-

taining to the south.

The remarkable works thus traceable over a large extent of

the North American continent have been so carefully explored,

and minutely described, especially by Messrs. Squier, Davis, and

Lapham, in valuable archaeological monographs printed in the

Smitlisonian Contributions to Knowledge, that little more is needed

for our present purpose than to refer to one or two characteristic

types of each of the different classifications under which they have

been grouped. They admit of being primarily arranged into the

two obvious subdivisions of Enclosures and Mounds, and these

again embrace a variety of works diverse in form, and evidently

designed for very different uses. Under the first of these heads

are included the fortifications or strongholds ; the sacred enclo-

sures, destined, as is assumed, for religious rites ; and numerous

miscellaneous works of the same class, generally symmetrical iu

structure, but the probable use of which it is difficult to deter-

mine. The second subdivision embraces the true mound- buildiuirs,

including what have been specially designated sacrificial, sepul-

chral, temple, and animal mounds. All, however, partake of cha-

racteristics pertaining to a broau, level country ; but this is

nowhere so strikingly apparent as where mounds seem to have

been purposely erected as observatories or points of sight from

whence to survey the works elaborated on a gigantic scale on the

level plain. In addition to the striking features which their

external aspect exhibits : wherever they have been excavated

many interesting relics of the ancient builders have been dis-

closed, adding new and minutely graphic illustrations of their

social condition, and tlie artistic and industrial arts of the remote

period to which they pertain.

The British hill- forts, the remarkable vitrified forts of Scot-

land, and the larger strongholds of the British aborigines, sucli

as the ingenious circumvallations of the Wliite Caterthun over-

looking the Scottish valley of Strathmore, all derive their poculiai

character from the mountainous features of the country ; while on
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the low ground, under the shadow of the Ochils, the elaborate

earthworks of the Camp of Ardoch show the strikingly contrasting

castrametation of the Koman invaders. The ancient military

oncarnpnients or raths of Ireland, which abound in the level dis-

tricts of that country, as well as on heights where stone is not

readily accessible, also furnish highly interesting illustrations of

earthworks with a special character derived from the features of

their localities. An earthen dime or rath, as in the celebrated

Eath Keltair at Downpatrick, occupies a commanding site, where

it is strongly entrenched, with a considerable space of ground

enclosed within its outworks. The celebrated Hill of Tara, in the

county of Meath, ceased, according to tradition, to be the chief

seat of the Irish kings, since its desertion in the latter part of the

sixth century, shortly after the death of Dermot, the son of Fergus.

It appears to have been a fortified city ; and now, after the de-

vastations of thirteen centuries, its raths and dunes, circumvalla-

tions and trenches, present many interesting points of comparison

with the more extensive earthworks of the Mississippi valley. But

neither the Scottish "White Caterthun, nor the Irish Eath Keltair,

or even the Eath Eigh of Tara Hill, can compare with the re-

markable American stronghold of Fort Hill, Ohio, or Fort Ancient

I
on the Little Miami Eiver, in the same State.

The valley of the Mississippi is a vast sedimentary basin ex-

I
tending from the AUeghanies to the Eocky Mountains. Through

[this the great river and its numerous tributaries have made their

I way for countless ages, working out shallow depressions in the

laUuvial plain, on which are recorded successive epochs of change

I
in the broad terraces that mark the deserted levels of ancient

Icliannels. The edges of these table-lands bordering on the valleys

lare indented by numerous ravines ; and the junctions of many
llesser streams with the rivers have formed nearly detached penin-

Isulas, or in some cases tracts of considerable elevation insidated

Ifroni the original table-land. ^Fany of those bluff headlands,

Iponinsnlas, and isolated hills with extensive level summits, pre-

Isenteil all the requisite adaptations for native strongholds on

Ithe river skirts of those fei'tile table-lands, where traces of an

lancient population abound. Tliese points have, accordingly, been

Itbrtified with great labour and skill. Embankments and ditches

lenclose the whole space, varying in strength according to the

Inatural resources of the ground. The approaches are guarded

Ibv trenches and overlapping walls, more or less numerous in

1 \
' f

\
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different forts ; and have occasionally a mound alongside of tli(.

other defences of the approach, hut rising above the rest of tlie

works, as if designed both for out -look and additional defence,

In some few cases the walls of these enclosures are of stone, but

if they were ever characterized by any attempt at regular masonry

all traces of it have disappeared, and there seems little reason for

supposing that such walls differed in essential character from tlit

earthworks. No cement was used, and in all probability we have

in these only the substitution of stone-heaps instead of eartli-

banks, owing to special local facilities.

One of the simplest, but most extensive of those primitive

strongholds, is Fort Hill, Ohio. The defences occupy the sunimit

of a lieight, elevated about five hundred feet above the bed oi

Bush Creek, which flows round two sides of it, close to its pre-

cipitous slope. Along the whole edge of the hill a deep ditch liai

been cut, and the materials taken from it have been piled up into

an embankment, rising from six to fifteen feet above the bottoB!

of the ditch. In its whole extent the wall measures eight thou-

sand two hundred and twenty-four feet, or upwards of a mile and

a half in length, and encloses an area of forty-eight acres, \m^

covered with gigantic forest-trees. One of them, a chestnut,

measured twenty-one feet, and an oak, though greatly decayedl

twenty-three feet in circumference, while the trunks of iunneiis

trees lay around in every stage of decay. Such was the aspect oi

Fort Hill, Ohio, a few years ago, and it is probably in no \v,it|

changed now. Lyell mentions, in his Travels in North Amcrk
that Dr. Hildretli counted eight hundred rings of annual grow

in a tree which grew on one of the mounds at Marietta, Ohio ; aui

Messrs. Squier and Davis, from the age and condition of the fores

ascribe an antiquity to its deserted site of considerably more tliar]

a thousand years. In their present condition, therefore, the wx

of the " Fort Hill " are ruins of an older date than the luosi

venerable stronghold of tlie Normans of England ; and we see a

little of tlieir original completeness, as in the crumbling Noniiiii

keep we are able to trace all the complex system of bastion]

curtains, baileys, buttress-towers, and posterns of the niilitarj

architecture of the twelfth century. Openings occur in tlie wiilii

in some places on the steepest points of the hill, where access

imjiossible ; and where, therefore, we must rather siipi)Ose tin

])latforms may liave been projected to defend more acces.^iUJ

l)oint.s. Tlio ditch liiis in niiiny places been cut tlirouuli snu
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works. Among the Indian tribes who have come under direct

observation of Pluropeans, none played a more prominent part than

the united nations of the Iroquois. At the period of Dutch dis

COvery in tlie beginning of the seventeenth century, they occupied

the territory between the Hudson and the Genesee rivers, of whicli

they continued to maintain possession for nearly two centuries

thereafter, in defiance of warlike native foes, and the more formid-

able aggression of French invaders. The Iroquois, moreover, ex

hibited a capacity for united action, and a consistent hereditaiv

policy, without a parallel in Indian history. Their famous League,

or Confederation of the Five Nations, was organized and maintained

with an undeviating fidelity to their federal interests. Their num

bers, at the period of their greatest prosperity, about the middle

of the seventeenth century, have been variously estimated from

70,000, which La Hontan assigned to them, to Bancroft's calcnla

tions, which reduce them to 17,000. Probably the estimate of

25,000 given by the historian of their League is as fair an approxi-

mation to the actual numbers as can now be made. Very exag

gerated pictures have been drawn by some modern writers of this

Iroquois confederacy, as though it were a well-organized oligarchical

government of federal states, not greatly inferior to the civil insti

tutions of Mexico and Peru. Such an idea is wholly inconsistent

with facts. The Iroquois were a mere nation of savage hunters,]

among whom only the earliest germs of incii)ient civilisation are

traceable. They had indeed acquired settled habits, and devoted]

themselves to some extent to agriculture, so that they presented

the highest type of the hunter state. But with all the matumi

arts resulting from combined action, in the maintenance of a settled]

territory for successive generations against fierce hostile tribes, a

the defence of an extensive frontier constantly exposed to invasioiij

the traces of the Iroquois strongholds are of so slight a descriptii

that many of them have already been obliterated by the plough.

From the facts thus presented to our consideration, it is obvioii;

that the highest estimate we can entertain of the reniarkabli

powers of combination indicated by the famous League of

Iroquois, or all the singuLirly interesting germs of an incipieii'

civilisation which we detect in the history of " the Five Natiom

furnish no evidence of a capacity for the construction and uiainte

nanoe of works akin to tlie strongholds of the Mound-Builders ii|

the Ohio valley. Striking as is the contrast wliich the Troqiv

present to more ephemeral savage tril)es, the remains of their eartli
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wtiiks are scarcely less interior to those of the Mound-Builders than

the latter are to the elaborate architecture of Mexico and Yucatan.

There are indeed points of resemblance between the strongholds of

the two, as there are between them and the British hill-forts, or

any other earthworks erected on similar sites ; but beyond such

.reneval elements of comparison,- equally interesting, but as little

indicative of any community of origin as the correspond(;nce trace-

lable between the flint and stone weapons in use by the builders of

both,—there is nothing in such resemblances calculated to throw

any light on the origin of those remarkable monuments of the New
World. It is rather from the striking contrast between the two

that we may turn the remains of Iroquois defences to account, as

suggestive of the greatly more advanced condition of social life

and the arts of a settled population, among the Mound-Builders of

[the Mississippi and its tributaries.

Further proofs of the settled character of this ancient popula-

Ition are furnished by another class of defensive works, supposed to

Imark the sites of fortified towns. One of these, called " Clark's

IWork," on the north fork of Point Creek, in the Scioto valley,

Jembraces in its main defences and a uniform rectangular outwork,

Ian area of one hundred and twenty-seven acres ; and encloses

jwithin its circumvallations sacrificial mounds and symmetrical

[earthworks, assumed with every probability to have been designed

ji'ur religious or civic purposes. In this, as in some other examples,

la stream has been turned into an entirely new channel, in order to

|admit of the completed circuit of the walls. Considerable traces

of the action of fire are apparent on some portions of the work

;

and within its enclosures many of the most interesting relics of

laiicient art have been dug up, including several coiled serpents of

Rawed stone, carefully enveloped in sheet mica and copper
;
pottery,

pgments of canned ivory, discoidal stones, and numerous fine

plptures. " The amount of labour," Mr. Squier remarks, " ex-

pended in the construction of this work, in view of the imperfect

beans at the command of the builders, is immense. The embank-

jiients measure together nearly three miles in length ; and a care-

ful computation shows that, including mounds, not less than three

piiUion cubic feet of earth were used in their composition."^

It is obvious that the population capable of furnishing the

I'qiiisite labour for works of so extensive a nature must have been

ireat, and its resources for the maintenance of such a phalanx of

' Ancient Monuments of the Mis.'iUnppi Vnllrij, [ip. 26-29, plate x.

1 I
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workers proportionally abundant. The garrisons of the great

strongholds, and the population that found shelter within siuii,

inural defences as " Clark's Work," must also have been very lavjio,

and requiring for their subsistence the contributions of an extensivi

district. Such conclusions are inevitable, from the evidence wlildi
|

the two classes of defensive works afford ; and they derive abund-

ant confirmation from those of diverse character. " Ly a mimiU'

|

attention to the various details of their defensive works,"

authors of the elaborate Eeport on the Ancient Monuments of tlit|

Mississip])i Valle\' remark, "we are prepared to estimate the jiulg

ment, skill, and industry of tluur builders. No one can rise fromi

such an examination except with the conviction that the raco Inl

whom these works were erected, possessed no inconsiderable know-

ledge of the science of defence, a degree of knowledge much superior

|

to that known to have been possessed by the hunter tribes of Nortl!

America previous to the discovery by Columbus, or indeed subse-

quent to that event. Their number and magnitude must also

impress the inquirer with enlarged notions of the power of tliel

people commanding the means for their construction, and wliosel

numbers required such extensive works for their protection." TlitJ

evidence of many sections of the country having once been f

by a dense population is no less conclusive, when we turn from tlic|

consideration of single large fortifications crowning the insulatti!

heights : and estimate the number and extent of the mouiuk

symmetrical enclosures, and earthworks of various kinds connecteJ

with the arts of peace and the rites of religious worship, which <ii\\j

so striking a character to the river valleys and terraces.

The class of earthworks designated Sacred Enclosures has beciil

separated from the military works of the Mound-Builders on vhvI

obvious grounds. Their elaborate fortifications are adapted isl

each case to the natural features of well-chosen hills or blullj

and strengthened by external ditch, mound, and comphcatci

approaches ; whereas the broad river terraces have been selected foi|

their religious works. There, on the great unbroken level, tlitv

form groiips of symmetrical enclosures, square, circular, elliptical.

and octagonal, with long connecting avermes, suggesting coinpari-l

sons with the British Avebury, or the Hebridean Callernish ; witlij

the Breton Carnac ; or even with the temples and Sphinx-aveiuiJ

of the Egyptian Karnak and Luxor. The embankments or eartliJ

walls are generally slight. I'lxceptional cases, however, exlii'biil

them on an imposing scale, as in the great circle at A^ewaill
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Ohio, which forms part of an extonsive seiies of square, circular,

and polygonal enclosures, with mounds, ditches, and connecting

iivenues, extending over nearly four square miles. This singular

}>roui», designated " The Newark Works," will be best understood

l)y a reference to the accompanying plan, derived from surveys

executed since those of Mr. Charles Whittlesey.^ The plans

difl'er in one or two minor details; but a comparison will bo

found chiefly interesting from showing the changes (effected by

modern civilisation in a very few years, on a region which,

to all appearance, had previously remainfd imaltered through

many centuries. From this it will be seen that the group con-

sists of a complicated ser.s of earthen walls, symmetrical in

their principal features, and connected by avenues and other sub-

ordinate works, some of which appear ti- be subsequent additions

to the original design. The tngravii ,^, howe .,r, conveys a very

imperfect idea of the scale on which the whole ;. constructed. An
elliptical enclosure, measuring respectively twelve hundred and

tifty, and eleven hundred and fifty fe».L hi its diameter-, is formed

by embankments about twelve feet in perpendicular height, by fifty

feet of base, and with an interior ditch seven feet deep by thiri}-

five feet wide. At the entrance, which, as a nearly invariable rule,

is placed towards the east, the ends of the enclosing walls curve

outwards for a distance of a hundred feet, with the ditch continued

along the inner side of each, leaving a level way between, measuring

eighty feet wide. In the centre of this enclosure is a remarkable

structure, apparently designed to represent a bird with expanded

wings ; but on opening it, an " altar" was found nnder the centre

of the long mound constituting the body : in which respect it

differs from the emblemati . ; rounds of Wisconsin. Tlie fact is an

important one, tending as it does to confirm the idea that the great

circle and its group of earthworks all bore some relation to the

strange rites of religioit once practised within those circumvalla-

tions under the brord canopy of heaven.

From the elliptical enclosure a wide avenue of two dissimilar

parts, seemingly constructed without relation to each other, leads

to a square of twenty acres, with seven mounds disposed sym-

metrically within the enclosing walls, and numerous other works

occupy hundreds of acres with their geometrical configurations.

One octagonal earthwork, enclosing upwards of fifty acres, is con-

[

iiected by parallel walls extending a distance of three hundred feet,

' Ancient Monuments of the Miiidnsippi Valley, plato xxv.

\ >
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witli a circular work 2880 foot, or upwards of half a mile, in cii

cuinforeuce ; and notwithstanding its groat scale, the surveyoi's

s[)ocially note that they ascertained this to be a true circle. Cor

responding parallels are continued on the opposite side a distance

of one hundred feet ; and then midway across this, an immeusi:'

oblong mound, measuring 1 70 feet long, rises eight feet above tin-

walls of the circle. From its summit the whole works can be over

looked; and on this account it has received the name of the

" Observatory." But it is a unique feature, the original purpose ut

which it is difficult to surmise. Since it was first described, a

trench has been cut through it, from which it is proved io be en

tirely constructed of clay ; and the conclusion suggested to careful

observers appears to be that this, as well as others of the nioiv

important earthworks, were built of adobes, or sun-dried bricks,

the r'>:ternal and exposed surfaces of which have gradually crumbled

away, and been clothed with the vegetation of many centuries

Numerous mound-pyramids and enclosures of smaller dimensions

are included in this grouj) ; and a number of small circles, about

eighty feet in diameter, have been sujiposed to mark the sites

of ancient dwellings. A relic called " the Ohio Holy Stone,"

inscribed in Hebrew characters, affirmed to have been dis-

covered in one of these, has attracted an amount of attention

amusingly characteristic of the credulous wonder with which tlm

ancient earthworks are regarded. Without the accompanying plai),

description would convey a very vague idea of the remarkable

works of which this Newark group is a type. While they present

certain analogies to mound-groups and enclosures both of Europe

and Asia, in many other respects they are totally dissimilar : ami

illustrate rites and customs of an ancient American people \\\\-

[)aralleled in the monumental memorials of the Old World.

Several striking coincidences between the details of these woi'l;s

and others of the same class are worthy of notice. The diainotti

of the circle, the })brfect form of which has been noted, is nearly

identical with two others forming parts of remarkable groups in

the Scioto valley, one of them seventy miles distant. The s(iu!uv

has also the same area as a rectangular enclosure belonging to the

" llopeton Works," where it is attached to a circle 1050 feet in

diameter, and to an avenue constructed between two parallel cm

bankments 2400 feet long, leading to the edge of a bank imnio

diately over the river flat of the S(;ioto. A like coincidence in the

l>rec'ise extiMit of the area enclosed, is noticed in the octagon n!
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another group, called the High Bank Works, on the same river-

terrace ; and in another, at the junction of the Aluskingum and

Ohio rivers ; and the authors of the elaborate sui-veys referred to

leinark generally that the figures of the Scioto valley earthworks

are not only accurate squares and perfect circles, but are in most

cases of corresponding dimensions; each square being 1080 feet a

side, and the diameter of each of the larger and smaller circles a

fraction over 1700 and 800 feet. This they accordingly observe is

" a coincidence which could not possibly be accidental, and which

must possess some significance. It certainly establishes the exist-

ence! of some standard of measurement among tlie ancient people,

it' not the possession of some means of determining angles."^ It

is nu less important to note that it establishes with equal certainty

the use of instruments. A standard of measurement coidd not

otherwise exist, still less be applied, on so large a scale in geo-

metrical construction ; and the very simplest instruments that we

can conceive of, constitute a no less certain evidence of the very

ililferent condition of intellectual development attained by this

ancient people from anything achieved by the most advanced Indian

tribes. Varied, moreover, as the combinations of their singular

oioups of earthworks are, traces are clearly discernible that certain

well-defined plans of construction, and a proportionate scale of

parts, guided their builders. Justly estimating the importance of

such coincidences, and the still greater value of the evidence of

the perfect construction of geometric figures on so large a scale, the

authors of the surveys have detailed their method of procedure, in

order " to put at once all scepticism at rest, which might otherwise

arise as to the regularity of these works." This important point

rests accordingly on the most satisfactory evidence ;^ nor are

even the imperfections observed in the construction of some of

the rectangular figures without their significance, as a test of

the extent to which geometry had been mastered by the ancient

builders.

That this remarkable class of earthworks originated in some

totally different pur})ose from the strongholds ;\lready described, is

obvious : for their site is invariably on a level ])l!iteau, and their

avenues are connected by laboriously constructed approaches with

the neighbouring flats, as if to facilitate the solemn nnirch of ])r()-

cessions. The embankments are frecpiently slight ; whtn-e a ditch

iiccurs it is generally in the interior ; and the whole construction

' Aiicitiil Moiiiniu'iits ()/ III' Missl/^sij>iti VnUiij, \\ '^^- ^ Ihhl. p. ",.
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is ill striking contrast to the defensive enclosures in their vicinity.

At Newark they extend over the level terrace, and, with outlyiuj,'

structures, embrace an area of several miles in extent ; and on each

side of the Valley, formed by the liacoon Creek, military works

occupy two prominent elevations presenting special natural advan

tages for defence. One of these, obviously of a defensive character,

encloses the summit of a high hill ; but it also contains a small

circle with tumuli, covering " altars " corresponding to those here

cifter described, which give their peculiar character to the sacred

mounds. There is no room, therefore, for doubt that the various

works referred to illustrate what may be styled the civil, military,

and ecclesiastical structures of the same ancient people.

The most important inference deducible from the peculiar

features of the works referred to, is the state of knowledge of their

constructors. The most skilful engineer of our own day would

find it difficult, without the aid of instruments, to lay down an

accurate square on the scale of some of those described, enclosiuj,'

an area four-fifths of a mile in circumference. Circles of moderate

dimensions might indeed be constructed, so long as it was possible

to describe them by a radius ; but with such works measuring five

thousand four hundred feet, or upwards of a mile in circumference,

the ancient geometrician must have had instruments, and minute

means of measuring arcs : for it seems impossible to conceive of

the accurate construction of figures on such a scale, otherwise than

by finding the angle by its arc, from station to station, through tlie

whole course of their delineation. It is no less obvious from the

correspondence in area and relative proportions of so many of the

regular enclosures, that the Mound-lUiilders iiossessed a recognised

standard of measurement, and that some peculiar significance, pos-

sibly of an astronomical origin, was attached to figures of certain

forms and dimensions.

A discovery made in 1841, in excavating a sepulchral mouml

within the limits of the city of Cincinnati, has been the subject of

some ingenious speculations, and may })erhaps aid in our present

investigations. In the centre of the mound, and slightly below the

level of the surrounding surface, a skeleton was found greatly de-

cayed, alongside of which lay two pointed bones, about seven inches

long, formed from the tibia of the elk, and an engraved tablet of

fine-grained sandstone, measuring five inches in length, by two and

six-tenths across the middle, and three inches at the ends. Upon

its smooth surface an elaborate figure is re])reseiitcd, as shown in
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the accompanying illustration, by sinking the interspaces within a

rectangiilar border, so as to produce what has been regarded as a

liieioglyphic inscription. But a remarkable feature of its graven

device is the series of lines by which the plain surface at each end

is divided. The ends of the stone, it will be observed, form arcs

Fi(i. 17.—Ciuuiiinati Tablet,

of circles of different dimensions. The greater arc is divided by a

series of lines, twenty-seven in number, into equal spaces, and

within this is another series of seven oblique lines. Tlie lesser arc

at the opposite end is divided in like manner by two series of

twenty-five and eight lines, similarly arranged. This tablet has

not failed to receive due attention. It has been noted that it bears

11 " singular resemblance to the Egyptian cartouche." Its series of

lines were discovered to yield, in the sum of the products of the

loiij,'or and shorter ones, a near approximation to the number of

(lays of the year : a result which furnished the requisite grounds for

ascribing to the tablet an astronomical origin, and so constituting it

an ancient calendar, recording the approximation of the Mound-
])uilders to the true length of the solar year. Mr. Squier perhaps

runs to an opposite extreme in suggesting that it is probably nothing

more than a stamp, such as have been found made of clay, both in

Mexico and the Mississip])i mounds, used in impressing ornamental

patterns on cloth or prepared skins. Such clay stamps always

betray their ])urpose by tlu; handle attached to them, as in the corre-

sponding bronze stamps common on Roman sites ; whereas the Cin-

cinnati tal)let is about half an incdi in thickness, with no means of

liolding or using it as a stamp, and l)oars on its unfinished reverse

lilnf
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grooves apparently made in sharpening the tools by which it was

engraved. But whatever theory be adopted as to its original ol)ject

or destination, the series of lines on its two ends have justly at-

tracted attention : for they constitute no part of the device ; and if

intended as an ornamental border would, it may be presumed, liave

been carried round the entire tablet. Another hypothesis may

therefore be admissible, that here, possibly, is a record of certain

scales of measurement. Ovlj for the construction of regular curves

could it be supposed that such minute subdivisions were required

in the scale of fs. rude people. It has been noted that no two of

its graven lines are precisely alike. But this has been assumed

as evidence alike of its imperfection and genuineness : Mr. Guest,

its possessor, shrewdly remarking, that "a person in our times

could scarcely make so perfect an engraving as this stone, and not

make it more perfect." Yet the seemingly systematic variation of

curve and scale in the sides is suggestive of the idea that this is

purposely designed as one of the practical features of the ancient

instrument. If so, the discovery of a record pertaining to the stand

ards of measurement of the Mound -Builders is calculated to add a

new and more definite interest to our study of their geometrical

constructions.^

Such may suffice to illustrate the predominant characteristics of

one remarkable series of American earthworks. The precise objects

aimed at in their construction it must obviously be difiicult to de-

termine with any certainty. Analogies to these structures Imvo

been traced ^'n the works of Indian tribes formerly in occupation of

Carolina and Georgia. They were accustomed to erect a circular

terrace or platform on which their council-house stood. In front

of this, a quadrangular area was enclosed with earthen eml)anl(

ments, within which public games were plajed and captives

tortured. To this was sometimes added a square or quadrangular

terrace at the opposite end of the enclosure. Upon the circular

platform it is also affirmed that tlie sacred fire was maintained l)y tin-

Creek Indians, as part of their most cherished rites as worshipper>

of the sun. But even the evidence, thus far, is vague and unsatis

factory ; and any recognisable analogies point, at best, only to the

possibility of some of the Indian tribes having perp(;tuated on a

greatly inferior scale some maimed rites borrowed from tlicir civi-

lized precursors. The scale upon which the southern Indian (>artli-

works were constructed may com])are with those of the Iroquni-

' Till' woixk'itt is ciiui-avi'il frniii a. i'iil)l>iiig takun from tlit' origiiial.
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in the State of New York, hut in no degree approximates to the

erections of the Mound- Builders.

Nearer resemblances might he traced, without any gi'eat play of

fancy, to the classic stadium or circus, and to the stone avenues of

Caruac, Avehury, and Callernish ; hut in any sucli comparisons we

can go hut a little way, without being compelled to make as large

ek'niands on the imagination as have already served to swell out

bulky quartos of Druidical antiquarianism to little purpose. What,

for example, shall we make of the graded ways, such as that of

Piketon, Ohio, where an approach has been laboriously formed from

(iiie terrace to another, one thousand and eighty feet long by two

hundred and fifteen feet in greatest width ? The excavated earth

lias been employed, in part, to construct lofty embankments on each

side of the ascent, which are now covered with trees of large size.

lieyond this approach, mounds and half- obliterated earthworks

indicate that it was only part of an extensive series of structures.

]jut, viewed alone, it is one of the most remarkable monuments cf

prehistoric times to be found on the whole continent, and certainly

bears not the slightest resemblance, either in its character or the

gieat scale on which it is executed, to any work of the lied Indians.

Thus nmch, therefore, these, and other remains hereafter described,

combine to tell us : that, where the western settlers of the United

States are now obliterating the ancient forests, from whence they

have driven out their old Indian inheritors, there existed, before

these forests and their savage occupants, a people endowed with

many of the characteristics and acquirements which tend to the

okivation of nations.

! t'i
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CHAPTEE XI.

SEPULCHRAL MOUNDS.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION—HILL MOUNDS—BLACK BIRD'S GRAVE— HIS MEMORIAL

MOUND— SCIOTO VALLEY MOUND—STMBOLICAL RITES—HUMAN SACRIFICES—

THE GRAVE CREEK MOUND—COMMON SEPULCHRES—CREMATION—SCIOTO MOUND
CRANIUM—SACRED FES1IVAL8.
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When the signilicance of the military and sacred enclosures of

the Mound- Builders has been fully estimated as memorials ofal

remarkable people belonging altogether to prehistoric ages of tlie

New World, their sepulchral mounds acquire a new value. In tlie

former we see unmistakable indications of a settled condition of I

society greatly in advance of anything attained by the Eed Indian,

and of populous communities devoted to agriculture and other in-

dustrial arts. From the latter we may hope to recover some traits

of ethnical character ; to find in the gifts to the dead illustrations

of their arts and customs ; and to catch by means of their sepul-

chral rites some glimpses of the nature of that Ijelief which stiimi-

1

lated the !Mound-Builders to the laborious construction of so many

sacred earthworks. Their great mounds are for us not merely tlie

sepulchres of an ancient race ; they are the cemetery of an early
[

though partial civilisation, from whence we may derive illustrations

of tlie life, manners, and ideas of a people over whose graves the

forest had so long resumed its sway, that it seemed to tlic M\
Indians' supplanters to have been the first occupant of the soil.

Barrows, dunes, moat-hills, cairns, and earth or stone mounflsi

of various kinds, abound in many parts of the Old as well as of tlie

New World, and arc nowhere more abundant than in some districts

|

of the British Isles. But although corresponding primitive struc-

tures are met with from the Gulf of the St. Lawrence to the Istlimusl

of Panama, and lieyond it, far into the southern continent : never-

theless the works of the Mound -Builders have a character of thciil
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(iwn altogether peculiar ; and though imnihored l>y thousands, they

I

are limited to well deliucd areas, leaving a large portion of the

continent, including the whole of the Atlantic sea-hoard, without

any traces of their presence. The Mound-Builders Wi'iv. not a

inaritinie people. Their whole traffic was confined to the great

rivers, along the banks of which their ancient traces abound,

and to communication by long- obliterated overland routes of travel.

Notwithstanding the careful observai,ions whicli have been put

Ln record relative to the mounds and earthworks of "The West,"

Iniuch yet remains to be disclosed ; for, happily, the excava-

Ition of such earth-pyramids is a work greatly too laborious and

Icostly to tempt those who are influenced by mere idle curiosity
;

Iwhile their contents, however valuable to the archieologist, offer

[no such stimulus to cupidity as, in Mexico and Peru, has led tf»

jtlie destruction of thousands of the memorials of extinct arts and

Customs.

As a general rule, the earth and stone works appear to have

been alike constructed of materials derived from the immediate

lieiglibourhood, so that such differences do not, in the majority of

Instances, supply any indication of diversity in the enclosed de-

|)osits. A special character, however, appears to pertain to one

mss, designated " Hill Mounds," from the sites they occupy. Of

[hese Mr. Squier remarks :
" The most elevated and commanding

hositions are frequently crowned with them, suggesting at once the

puHioses to which 'some of the mounds or cairns of the ancient

Celts were applied : that of signal or alarm posts. It is not un-

nsual to find detached mounds among the hills back from the

[alleys, and in sechided places, with no other monuments near.

pile hunter often encounters them in the depths of the forests

dien least expected
;
perhaps overlooking some waterfall, or placed

some narrow valley where the foot of man seldom enters."

firailar structures crown many western heights ; but some at least

[re of Indian origin ; and our knowledge of the characteristics

[ud contents of those of an earlier race must be greatly extended,

[efore we can assign the true and probably varied objects aimed

It in their erection.

But it is to the exploration of one of the snuiller hill-mounds that

re owe the recovery of the most characteristic illustration of thc^

[liysical type of the ancient Mound-Builders. The " Scioto Mound
pnium," described in a future chapter, was obtained from a

jioimd erected v\ i!:'» summit of a comniantling height overlook

p
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ing the valley of the Scioto, with its numerous earthworks. ,\

conical knoll crowning the hill, rises with such regularity as almost

to induce the belief that it is artificial ; and on its apex stands tln'

tumulus overshadowed by the trees of the primitive forest. Heiv

under a covei'ing of tough yellow clay, impervious to moisture, a

plate of mica rested on an inner cairn, composed chiefly of large

rough stones ; and within this, a compacted bed of carbonaceous

matter contained the skull, with a few bones, and some shells of
|

fresh water molluscs, disposed irregularly round it. This, therefoio,

it will be seen, confirms the idea that cremation played an inipor

taut part in the ancient sepulchral rites. The remoter hill-mounds
I

will probably be found to reveal similar analogies in structure oi

contents to those of the plains ; and so furnish evidence that tli^

population which crowded the great valleys was diffused in smalleil

numbers, far inland from the river's banks, in the outlying vallcvs

and among the secluded recesses of the hills. There, iDcrhaps, a>

among the higher valleys of the Andes, under the rule of the Incas, I

a pastoral people supplemented the agricultural industry of tlnl

central provinces, and shared with them the common rites ami

superstitions of the national religion.

In some cases the lofty site of the hill-mound may have deti r

mined its selection from the same motive which occasionally guidi*!

the modern Indian in his choice of a spot for his grave. Of tliis al

striking illustration is furnished in the history of one nioiler

tumulus on the IVIissouri. Upwards of forty years since, Blacl;|

Bird, a famous chief of the Omahaws, visited the city of "NVasliiiis
j

ton, and on his return was seized with small-pox, of which he die

on the way. When the chief found himself dying, he called lii<|

warriors around him, and, like Jacob of old, gave commands m
cerning his burial, which were as literally fulfilled. The dci:

warrior was dressed in his most sumptuous robes, fully equippeJj

with his scalps and war-eagle's plumes, and borne about sixty iiiiki

below the Omahaw village, to one of the loftiest blufls on the j\Iissoiii|

which commands a magnificent extent of river and landscape,

beautiful white steed, the favourite war-horse of Black Binl, wil

led to the summit; and there, in presence of the whole nation, tlij

dead chief was placed with great ceremony on its back, loukiuj

towards the river, where, as he had said, he could see the canoesii

the white men as they traversed the broad waters of the ]\Iissoiiri

His bow was placed in his hand, his shield and (piiver, with
'

'

l)ipe and medicine-bag, hung by his side. His store of ponimiwi
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and well tilled tohacco-pouch were supplied, to sustain liini on the

long journey to ilie hunting-grounds of the good Manitou, where

the spirits of his fathers awaited his coming. The medicine men
of the tribe performed their most mystic charms to secure a happy

passage to the land of the great departed ; and all else being com-

pleted, each warrior of the chief's own band covered the palm of

his right hand with vermilion, and stamped its impress on the

white sides of the devoted war-steed. This done, the Indians

f!;atliered turfs and soil, and placed them around the feet and legs of

the horse. Gradually the pile rose under the combined labour of

many willing hands, until the living steed and its dead rider were

buried together under the memorial mound ; and high over the

crest of the lofty tumulus which covered the warrior's eagle plumes,

a cedar post was reared to mark more clearly to the voyagers on

the ^lissouri, the last resting-place of Black Bird, the great chief

of the Omahaws. In tlie old Pagan barrows on the wolds of York-

shire, and northward as far as the ]\Ioray Firth, ancient British

and Saxon charioteers have been exhumed, with the iron wheel-

tires and bronze horse-furniture, the wreck of the decayed war-

chariot, and the skeletons of the horses : buried there with the

dead chief, that he too might enter the Valhalla of his gods, proudly

borne in the chariot in which he had been wont to charge amid the

ranks of his foes. For man in all ages and in both hemispheres is

the sanui ; and amid the darkest shadows of Pagan night, he still

reveals the strivings of liis nature after that innnortality, wherein

also he dimly recognises a state of retribution.

One of the most striking evidences of the extent of occupa-

Ition of the country, and the denseness of its population in the

furgotten centuries recalled by tlieir ancient works, is furnished by

amap in theylMcu'?i< Monuments of the Mism^qiin Valley, showing

la section of twelve miles of the Scioto Valley. Square, circular,

id polygonal enclosures, single and in groups, parallels, ditches,

iiid mounds, occupy every available terrace along the banks of the

'cioto Iiiver, and its tributary Paint Creek. Elaborate surveys and

xplorations have furnished many interesting disclosures relative

:o the origin and objects of the varied earthworks of this once

lopulous area ; and several of the mounds have been opened so as

ihoroughly to illustrate their structure and contents. They inva-

ialdy covered a single skeleton : though in some of those opened

|n other localities, move than one body appears to liave been de-

pisited und(M' the same mound.

I
!

! I

. ,
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Numerous as monuniouts of this class are, theiv relative iiuin-

bers, whei) cc»Tn])ared with the sacred and civic woiks of the same

districts, prove that they are not tlie common places of sepulture,

but monumental memorials of distinguished dead. They vary in

size from six to eighty feet in lieight ; and frequently occur in

groups, where smaller mounds are ranged round (Uic of consider.'iblo

dimensions. Such is the case with a grouj) in ]{oss county, Oliid.

It occupies the third terrace on the east side of the Scioto ValU
y,

nearly a hundred feet above the river, and about ecpiidistant from

two of the most remarkable sacred enclosures already referredto.

The principal mound is twenty-two feet high ; and on penetratiii:^

to its centre the traces of a rude sarcophagus of ludievvn logs woic

indicated by the cast which still remained in the compacted eartli,

The bottom had been laid with matting or wood, the only remains

of which were a whitish stnitum of decomposed vegetable matter;

and the timbers of the simple sarcophagus had in like manniT de

caycd, and allowed the superincumbent earth to fall on the skeleton.

In this, as in most others of the opened tunmli, accordingly, tln'

human l)ones were found in fragments, which crumbled to powder

under the lightest touch. Inileed, when it is borne in remembrance

how fre(juently crania and other bones have been recovered from

British tumuli in a perfect condicion, though unquestionably per

taining not only to the Eoman period, but in some instances to

ages dating beyond the Christian era : the decayed condition of

the skeletons, thus protected alike from air and moisture in Wv

centre of the large American mounds, furnishes a stronger eviiknn t |jt

of their gi-eat antiquity than any jiroofs that have been deriveil

cither from the age of a subsequent forest growth, or the changes I

wrought on the river terraces where they most al)Ound.

Alongside of the skeleton deposited under this mound, werej

several hundred beads, made of the C(iluniella3 of marine shells ami

of the tusks of some animal ; and some of them, according tu tlieiij

discoverers, bearing marks which seemed to indicate that tlkv

were turned, instead of being carved, or ground into shape by the
j

hand. They retained their position, forming a tri]»le row, as ori

ginally strung round the neck of the dead ; and, with the excepl

tion of a few lamina; of mica, were the only objects discovered iiil

the grave. A layer of charcoal, about ten feet pfpiar(\ lay diroctlvl

above the sarcophagus
; and seemed, from the condition uf tlie|

carbonized wood, to have been suddenly quenched by heaping

earth over it while still Idazinu'.
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Similar layers of cluircoal constitutf a noticeable feature in

mounds of this class, and seem to indicate either tliat sacrifices

were perfornusd over tlie bier, or that funcsral rites of some kind

wore celebrated, in which fire played an inii)ortant part. In these

funeral pyres probably many perishable articles were consumed

without leaving any trace behind ; as the beds of charcoal are in-

leriaingled occasionally with fragments of bone, stone implements,

and other evidences of sacrifices and tribute to the deceased. It

is also ajjparent that tL fire was kindled and allowed to blazo

only for a limited time, when its flames were (pienched by heaping

the earth over the glowing emljers ; so that, while charcoal occurs

beneath as well as above the skeleton, the bones arc unaffected by

tiro. The rite was practised where cremation was not followed

;

and nuiy have been symbolical of the lamp of life quenched for

over in the grave. Implements, both of stone and metal, have

been found in those grave-mounds, but for the most part tlieir

contents indicate a totally different condition of society and mode

of thought from what Indian sepulture implies. Weapons are of

rare and exceptional occurrence. The more common objects are

personal ornaments, such as bracelets, perforated plates of copper,

beads of bone, shell, or metal, and similar decorations worn on the

body at the time of its interment. Among the objects which appear

to have been purposely disposed around the dead, plates of mica

occur most frequently. In some cases the skeleton has been found

ntirely covered with this material ; and in others the lamime

lave been cut into regular figures: disks, ovals, and symmetrical

curves. As a general rule, however, it would appear that reverence

for the dead was uuinifested in other ways than by depositing

costly gifts in the grave ; nor do the relics found indicate any

belief akin to that which induces 1;he modern Indian to lay beside

liis buried chief the arms and weapons of the chase, for use by him
In tiie future hunting-grounds or on the war-path. In some cases

lie simple sarcophagus has been constructed of stone instead of

ivoud ; in others the body appears to have been merely wrapped

11 bark or matting. In some of the Southern States both crema -

loll and urn-burial seem to have been practised, but throughout

le valleys of the Ohio and its tributaries a nearly uniform system

f sepulchral rites has been traced. These no doubt bore some

nportaiit relations to the solemn religious observances indicated

y other works ol' the same people ; and as it is not in the sepul-

lliral mounds, but in those which cover the "altars" on which
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tlio sacriticiul tiros of tin ancient worshippers appear to liavu often

blazed, that th(! greater nunibei (jf their works of art, and even

their iniplenicnts and weapons have been found : it may be that

there, rather than at the grave-mounds, they ])ropitiated the manes

of the dead, and sought l)y sacrifices of love and reverence to roach

beyond this world to one unseen.

Groups of four, five, or six sepulchral mounds are connnon,

where a central one of from twenty to thirty feet high is sur-

rounded by smaller ones. Contrary, however, to what would W
expected from a people, whose earthworks are constructed on so

large a scale in regular geometrical figures : sucli mound group!;

appear never to liave been symmetrically arranged. But tlioii

mode of grouping presents certain analogies to the arrangenieiit>

of cists and cinerary urns in ancient British tunmli, which suggest

the probability of human sacrifices, and a suttee self- inmiolatioii

at the grave of the great chief, so congenial to the ideas of barbaric

rank. Such cruel rites we know were practised among the Mexi

cans and Peruvians on the largest scale ; wives, concubines, ami

attendants being immolated by the latter on the tomb of their

deceased Inca, in some cases even to the number of thousands, I

If, therefore, we suppose the sepulchral mound to indicate byit^

proportions the rank or popular estimation of the deceased, then

the relative sizes and distances from the weat central mound niavf

have reference to the degrees of rank in the wife, favourite con

cubine, or official attendant ; while humbler victims, menials, ami

slaves, would be left to mingle with the common earth, with

memorial to perpetuate the costly sacrifice of their life's blood in
|

celebration of the obsecpiies of their chief.

Such ideas, as we have already seen, pertain to the Indian

tribes of the present day, no less than to the ancient civilized racejl

of the New World. They are indeed singularly consonant to

rude conceptions of a future state realized by the untutored

in all ages, when left to the unaided light of nature, which perl

petuate in a future life the habits, duties, and social distinctioii>l

of earth. The smallest of a group of mounds in the Scioto Yallevi

contained the skeleton of a girl, enveloped in matting or bark, lib]

those of the larger mounds ; but no systematic exploration ofs

entire group has yet been made. This, if carefully executed, wit'iil

a minute record of the contents of each mound, might reveal tlil

origin of such groups, and the significance of their various siziJ

and relative* positions : which can .scarcely l3c su])posed to l)eAvitli[
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out Honie meaning among a j)e(»i)lo who constnictcd their saered

ftud civic enclosures with such geometrical jirecision.

The (irave Creek Mound, at the junction of Grave Creek with

the Ohio river, in the State of Virginia, commanils, on various

lucdunts, a prominent distinction among the sepulchral monuments

(II America. It occupies a site on an extensive plain in connexion

with works now much obliterated ; hut its own gigantic propor-

tions bid effectual defiance to the operations which are rapidly

erasing less salient records of the ancient occupants of the soil.

In the year 1838, when various circumstances combined to direct

all unusual degree of attention to American antiquities, Mr. Tom-
liiison, the proprietor of the land, had it explored at considerable

cost. A shaft sunk from the top, and a tunnel carried to the

centre, disclosed two sepulchral chambers, one at the base, and

another thirty feet above. They had been constructed, as in other

cases, of logs, which had decayed, and permitted the superincum-

liont earth, with stones placed immediately over them, to fall upon

the skeletons. In the upper chamber a single skeleton was found

ill an advanced state of decay, whilst the lower one contained two

skeletons, one of which was believed to be that of a female. Be-

side these lay between three and four thousand shell-beads, a

number of ornaments of mica, several bracelets of copper, and

sundry relics of stone carving, referred to, along with works of art

from otlier ancient mounds, in a future chapter. But among them

was included an inscribed stone disc, which—if its genuineness

I

could be satisfactorily authenticated,—constitutes perhaps the most

marvellous of all American anti(piities. On reaching the lower

I
vault, after removing its contents, it was determined to enlarge it

into a convenient chamber for visitors, and in doing so ten more

skeletons were discovered, all in a sitting posture, but in too fragile

ja state to admit of preservation. The position of these, imme-
iliately around the sepulchral chamber, in the very centre of the

[mound, precludes all idea of subse{[uent interment, and scarcely

admits of any other mode of accounting for their presence than

I that which the human sacrifices both of ancient and mod(;rn

I

American obsequies suggest.

A tumulus of the gigantic proportions of the Grave Creek

IMouiid serves emphatically to imjiress the mind with the fact that

(such structures, even when of smaller dimensions, were no accom

laniinonts of common sepulture, but the special memorials of dis

Itiiiouislied chiefs ; or, it may be, at times, of venerated priests who

:-"5
;
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had presided over the long-forgotten rites of the sacred enclosures

and buried altars. Of the busy population that once thronged the

valleys of the West we have no other memorials than those which

commemorate the toil of many to j;ive a deathless name to one

now as nameless as themselves. The investigators of their works,

after describing in detail the monumental moimds, remark :
" The

graves of the great mass of the ancient people who thronged om

valleys, and the silent monuments of whose toil are seen on every

hand, were not thus signalized. We scarcely know where to find

them. Every day the plough uncovers crumbling remains, but

they elicit no remark ; are passed by and forgotten. The wasting

banks of our rivers occasionally display extensive cemeteries, but

sufficient attention has never been bestowed upon them to enable

us to speak with any degree of certainty of their date, or to dis-

tinguish wliether they belonged to the Mound-Builders or a sub-

sequent race. These cemeteries are often of such extent as to give

a name to the locality in which they occur. Thus we hear, on the

Wabash, of the ' Big Bone Bank' and the ' Little Bone ]3ank,'

from whicli, it is represented, the river annually washes many

liuman skeletons, accompanied by numerous and singular remains

of art, among which are more particularly mentioned vases and

other vessels of pottery, of remarkable and often fantastic form,

At various places in the States, north of the Ohio, thousands of
|

graves are said to occur, placed in ranges parallel to each otlier.

The extensive cemeteries of Tennessee and Missouri have often

been mentioned, and it has been conjectured that the caves of
j

Kentucky and Ohio were grand depositories of the dead of i

ancient people."^ The Ohio and Erie canal is carried for miles

along the river-terrace of the Scioto Valley, in the vicinity of
|

Chillicothe, where the ancient works of the Mound-Builders are
j

more abundant than in any otlier area of equal limits hitherto

explored. In some cases the canal has been cut through tlieni,

and it can scarcely admit of doubt that many interesting traces uf|

the arts and habits of the remarkable people who once lillod the

long-deserted scene, must have been disclosed to heedless eyes,

Here and there, doubtless, a stray relic was picked u[), woiulertHl

at, and forgotten ; but no note was taken of the circunLstaneis
|

under which it was found, and no record made of the discovery

And so must it ever be. The pioneers of civilisation in the nii

cleared wilds of the West are too entirely preoccupied with tin

' Axckht Monuments of the Mi<isis.<iiijii Valley, p. 171.
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iiresent, to spare a thought for long forgotten centuries. To their

indomitable energy it is due that others can enter upon tlieir labours

with leisure for such thoughts ; and that, through a fortunate

cuinbin -tion of circumstances, such abundant and accurate data

have been preserved relative to prehistoric ages of An)erica.

^'al•ious classes of mounds, probably also of a sepulchral charac-

ter, have been subjected to exploration, with results differing from

those which admit of the strict classification already referred to.

More extended and systematic observations will, in all probability,

dvoup into new classes some that appear at present entirely ano-

malous. But the most noticeable indications suggest that crema-

tion may have been commonly pi'actised among tlie ancient

Mound -Builders ; or that a custom somewhat analogous to the

scaffolding and final sepulture of the bones of tlie dead, as practised

among many Eed Indian tribes, may have prevailed ; and that the

bones thus periodically gathered were burnt, with fitting and

solemn rites, and their ashes heaped together, forming mounds,

such as one oi)ened on the bank of Walnut Creek, in the Scioto

Valley. The principal portion of this consisted s(»emingly of long-

e.xposed and highly-compacted ashes, interminghid with specks of

charcoal, and small bits of burned bones. Beneath this was a

small mound of very pure white clay, resting on the original soil,

without any traces of the action of fire ; and over tliis the incine-

rated remains had been i)iled into a mound, nine feet in height by

forty in base. The customs of the North American Indians, how-

ever, were, and still are very diverse ; and among the ancient

Mexicans and I*eruvians also, inhumation, cremation, urn- burial,

lUici mummification, accompanied with deposition in artificial vaults

idul in caves, were all practised. It need not therefore surprise us

to lind many exceptions among the ancient INFound-Builders to any

practice recognised as most jn'evalent among them. Considering

the decayed state of most of the bones recovered from the great

sepulchral mounds, where they were equally protected from ex-

ternal air and moisture : if the common dead were inhumed under

the ordinary little grave- mound, their bones must, for the most

\\\\i, have long since returned to dust. Even if such be the case,

however, the sites of their ancient cemeteries in all probability

I

abound with many of the less destructible relics of stone, metal,

itc, rejieatedly found in the mounds; nor must it be overlooked

I

in the latter, that the extremely comminuted state to which most

their enclosed skeletons have been reduced, when brought to

I i
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light by the modern explorer, is due, in part ft least, to tlie lallin"

in of a superincumbent mass of earth and stones upon them, when

the timber ceiling of their sarcophagus had resisted the weight loii"

enough only to render them the less able to resist its crushiiii;

force. The perfect preservation of the " Scioto Mound cranium,"

described by Messrs. Squier and Davis as " the only skull incou-

testably belonging to an individual of the race of the mounds which

has been recovered entire, or sufficiently well preserved to be of

value for purposes of comparison," was due to its being embedded

in charcoal, over which a superstructure of largo stones enveloped

with tough yellow clay had been piled, without any treacherous

timber vaults. It lay in the centre of the carbonaceous deposit,

resting on its face. The lower jaw was wanting, and only the

clavicle, a few cervical vertebrae, and some of the bones of the feet

were huddled around it. Unaccompanied though it was by any

relics of art, it is, in itself, one of tlie most valuable objects hitlieitd

recovered from the American mounds. But, as will be seen from

evidence referred to in a future chapter, it cannot now be correctly

spoken of as the only indisputable illustration of the head- form uf

the ancient race.

Such are some of the traces we are able to recover of tin

sc]-)ulchral rites of this people. In discussing the conclusions sun

gested alike by their disclosures, and by those which the sacrificial

mounds, the sacred enclosures, and the buried works of art reveal,

we are dealing with the characteristics of a race pertaining {»

periods long preceding any written history. For us these are theii

sole chronicles ; and yet, even from such data, we are able to deduic

some traits of moral and intellectual character ; and to infer tin

influence of sentiments of reverence for the dead, and hope beyond

the grave. But perhaps the most imptn-tant fact for our present

])urpose is the general absence of weapons of war among the

sepulchral deposits. It accords with other indications of the eon

dition of the Mound-Builders. They had passed beyond that rmli

stage of savage life in which war and the chase arc the iiio>i

honourable occupations of man, and the only conceivable enjnv

ments of his barbarian heaven. Their weapons of war, like tluii

fortresses, were means for the defence of accpiisitions they had

learned to prize more highly. They bad conquered the forests, and

displaced the spoils of the huntm- with the wealth of autuinnV

golden grain ; and with the habits of a settled iigricultural jieo
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dark superstitions begotten of the forest's gloom. As among all

aoricultural nations, the seasons of seed-time and harvest doubtless

had their appropriate festivals ; and we can still, in imagination,

reanimate their sacred enclosures and long drawn avenues with

the joyous procession bearing its thank-offering of first-fruits, or

liuleu with the last golden treasures of the harvest-home. The

analogies traceable through the customs and sacred rites of many

iiiitious help to depict for us such festive scenes : and in accord-

iince with the changes of thought which such a social conditicju

be"'ets, the grave had ceased to be the mere passage from the chase

iuul the warfare of forest life, to new hunting-groiinds in a land

hiiuuted by the shadows of life's weary toils.
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CHAPTEli Xll.

SACUIFIOIAL MOUNDS.

MOl'ND ALTARS—ALTAU DEPOSITS -(JUEN'CHINO TJIK ALTAR FIUES-MOUND CITY

MILITAKY ALTAR MOUNDS—THEIR STRUCTURE AND CONTEXTS—UNCOVEKKU

ALTARS—SIGNIFICANCE OF TUEIU DEI'OSITS—ANALOGOUS INDIAN HU'ES-

TRANSITIONAL CIVILISATION.

The name of sacrificial mounds has been conforred on n

class of monuments, altog(;tlicr peculiar to the New World, ami

highly illustrative of the rites and customs of the ancient race of

the mounds. From their co.r. nts also vve derive many of tln'

most interesting examples of the arts of that singular people, pro

served on the " altars," where they ajipcar to have heen deposited,

along with burnt- offerings to the gods of the ancient faitli, m
designed as the sacrifices of affectionate devotion to the manes uf

|

the dead. This remarkable class of mounds has been very care

fully explored, and their most noticeable characteristics are : tlieii

almost invii,rial)le occurrence within enchjsures ; their reguhu' cm-

.struction in uniform layers of gravel,, earth, and stv.ul, dis[)()seil

alternately in strata conformable to the sha])e of the mound ; ami

their covering a symmetrical altar of Inirnt clay or stone, on whiclii

are deposited numerous relics, in ill instances exhibiting traces
j

more or less abundant, of their having been exposed to the actimi

of fire.

A suflicient number of sacrificial mounds has been opened toi

justify tlie ado]»tion of certain g(meral conclusions relative to tlioii

construction and the purposes for wliich they were designed. Oii|

the natural surface of thegi'ound, in most cases, a basin of fine clay

appears to have l)e(ni modelled with great care, in a p(3rf(.'('tly sym-

metrical form, but varying in shape, and still more in dimensions,

They have been found scpiare, rouiul, elliptical and in the fonu ef|

parallelograms ; and, in size, range from a diameter of two toot
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to fifty or sixty feet long, and twelve or fifteen feet wide. The

most common dimensions, however, arc; frijm five to eight feet in

(liiuueter. The clay basin, or " altar," as it has been designated,

invariably exhibits traces of having been subjected to the action

of fire, and frequently of intense and long-continued or oft-repeated

heat. It is, moreover, evident that in some cases it had not only

hoen often iised ; but, after being destroyed by repeated exposures

lo intense heat, it had been several times remodelled before it was

tiiiallv covered over by the superincumbent mound.

"Within the focus or basin of the altars are found numerous

ivlifs : elaborate carvings in stone, ornaments cut in mica, copper

imjilciiicnts, disks, and tubes, pearl, shell, and silver beads, and

various other object.s, hereafter referred to, but all more or less in

juied by fire. \\\ some cases the carved pipes and other works in

stone, have been si)lit and calcined by the heat, and the copper

lilies have been melted, so that the metal lies fused in shapeless

masses in the centre of the basin. Traces of cloth completely car-

lOiiized, but still retaining the structure of the doubled and twisted

thread; ivory or bone needles, and other objects destnictible by

fre, have also been (observed ; and the whole are invariably found

iuterinixed with a quantity of ashes Large accumulations of cal-

cined bones, including fragments of human bones, also lay above

tlio deposits on some altars, or mingled with them ; and in other

ciises a mass of calcined shells, or of fine carbonaceous dust, like

jtiiat formed by the burning of vegetable matter, filled up the entire

:i(illo\v. But while it is obvious from a few traces, that the de-

jposits on the altars had included offerings of objects which yielded

iitonce to the destructive element to which they were there exposed,

kswell as others capable in some degree of withstanding the inten-

iMty i)f the flame : there are only faint traces of all but the least

(k'structible relics of stone or metal. In one mound portions of the

intents were cemented together by a tufa-like substance of a grey

colour, resembling the si^oria* of a furnace, and of great hardness.

Jut subsequent analyses demonstrated that it was made up in part

if phosphates, and a single liagment of partially calcined bone

luund on the altar was the patella of a human skeleton. Tlu; long-

»iitiiuu'd, and ])roliably oft repei'.ted ai)i»lication of intense heat

liad I'edmc'd the cemented mass to this condition. A quantity of

ittery, many im])lenieuts of co])]»er, and a large numl»er of s])ear-

iiciids L'liipi)ed rmt of (juartz and manganese garnet, W(M'e also de

hosited on the altar; but tliev were intermixed Avitli nnich coal
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and iislui.s, and were all move or less melted or broken up with tln'

intense action of the fire. Out of a bushel or two of fragments ot

the spear-heads, and of from fifty to a hundred cpiartz arrow -lieiids,

only four specimens were recovered entire. Fire also had Ixien

employed once more in the concluding rites, ere this altar Mas

finally buried under its mound, on the banks of the Scioto : gariiev-

ing the chronicles of a long-extinct ])ast, until its recent exliuiua-

tion to tell its tale of forgotten rites and religious services ])ractis('il

there by the ancient occupants of the Valley. Scattered over tlic

deposits of earth filling one of the compartments, and resting upon

the sides of the altar, were traces of a number of pieces of tinibor,

finir or five feet long, supposed by tlie explorers to have supported

a funeral or sacrificial pile. They had been somewhat burned, and

the carbonized surface preserved their casts in the hard eavtii,

filthough tlu; wood hail <Mitirely decayed. They had been heapcil

over while glowing, for the earth around them was slightly baked

:

and thus, after repeated, and pei'haps long-jjrotracted sacriticial

rites, some grand final servic(^ had consummated the religion^:

mysteries ; and the blazing altar was quenched by means of tJiL-

tumulus that was to preserve it for the instruction of future age.s.

It thus appears that some of the altars remained in use for a

considerable period, and were repeatedly renewed ere they were

finally covered over. In one large mound, for example, one

hundred and forty feet in length, by sixty feet in greatest breadtli

alri^ady referred to as that in which so many quart? spear ainl

arrow heads, with copper and other relics, were found ; a new and

smaller hearth was observed to have been constructed within tlic

oblong basin of the original altar. In this all the relics depositnl

in the mound were placed, and the outer compartments of tlie

largo basin had been filled up with earth to a uniform level, the

surface of which showed traces of tire. Upon attempting to pene-

trate the altar so r to ascertain its thickness, the task proved nne

of gr; at ditficulty owing to its extreme hardness ; and wlieii at

length it was effected, the clay Avas found to be burnt t(j the deptli

of twenty two inches. As such a result seemed one that could

hardly be accounted for by the action of any degree of heat iippliil

from above, a more minute examination led to the discovery tl.at

three successive altars had been constructed, one above arotl'.or,

in aduition to the snialler hearth or focus which had received i\v

final sacrificial offerings, ere it was buried under its entdosiii:;

mountl. In othtu' examph^s the altars have been (tbserv(Ml to In'

JiJ
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very slightly burned ; but wherever such was tlie case, they have

;i1jo been destitute of remains.

Along with the evidences of a uniformity of system and pur-

pose in those remarkable structures, there is also consideral)le

variety in some of their details ; and one group may be selected,

as oil several accounts possessing peculiar features of interest. On

the western bank of the Scioto, an ancient enclosure occupi(!s a

level terrace immediately above tlir river. In outline it is n(!arly

si[iiavc with rounded angles, and consists of a simple embankment,

between three and four feet high, unaccompanied by a ditch, or

luiy other feature suggestive of its having been a place of defence. It

encloses an area of thirteen acres, within which are twenty-four

iiiouuds, including the large oblong one already referred to. The

whole of these have been excavated, and found to contain altars

and other remains, which prove beyond doubt that they wei-e

places of sacrifice, dedicated to religious rites, and not to sepulture.

Here, therefore, was one of the racred enclosures of the jVIound-

jPiniUlers : a temple of their long-forgotten faith, inroofed only by

the a/Aire vault of heaven, like the JU-itish temples of Avebury and

I

Stoiielienge. To this remarkable enclosure the name of " ^lound

City" lias been given, and the results of its exploration prove it to

lave been one of the most remarkable scenes of ancient ceremonial

I

ni the Scioto Valley. It would almost seem as if here had be«'u

I

reared an altar to each god in the American pantheon ; for not the

least nnnarkable feature observed in reference to the altars oi the

j

mounds is, that they do not disclose a miscellaneous assemblage of

j relics, like the Indian's ossuary or grave-mound. 0\\ the contrary,

the sacrificial deposits are generally nearly liomogeiu'ous. On one

altar sculptured pipes are ehietly found, to the number of Innidreils;

uu another, pottery, co})per ornaments, stone im])lemenls, or galena
;

nn others, only an accumulation of calcineil shells, carbonaceous

iishes, or burnt bones. A few altars have also been notice 1, which,

Itlinugh much burned, have no deposit u])on them, except a thin

layer (if phosphate of lime, which seems to have incorporated ilsell'

[with the clay of which thi'V are composed. Such was the case

rvith three of those of " jMound City ;" and it ai)])eared to their

|ex])lorers that, though rei)eatedly used, they had been carefully

iileared of all their contents befor(> being buried under the final

iiuiid. The altar of another mound of this enclosure was a paral-

leliijfrani of the utmost regularity, measuring ten fe(4 j;i length, by

lyht ill width, and containing a de])Osit of fine; ashes, with frag
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i

inonts of ])ottoiy, from wliicli tlio pieces of one 1)eaut iful vtise woro

recovered and restored. With these also lay a few slieil and pearl

beads. In another oblong mound, the altar was an e(iually perfect

square, but with a circular basin, remarkable for its depth, and

filled with a mass of calcined shells. Another, though of small

dimensions, contained nearly two hundred ])i])es, carved with in-

genious skill, of a red p()r[)hyritic stone, into figures of animals,

birds, reptiles, and human heads. In addition to these were also

disks, tubes, and ornaments of copper, pearl and shell beads, etc.,

but all more or less injured by the heat, which had been sufficiently

intense to melt some of the co]iper relics. The number and vahio

of the objects found in this mound exceed any other single deposit;

and some of them sup^dy illustrations of great importance relativo

to the arts, habits, and probable origin of their makers. A liko

diversity marks the contents of other mounds, both within tho

sacred enclosure here referred to, and in others where careful

explorations have l)een effected. In one, for example, the whole

area was covered with two layers of disks of horn stone, sonic

round and others oblong. Upwards of six himdred were taken out,
j

and it was estimated that the entire deposit numbered little short

of four thousand.

It thus appears that burnt-offerings and sacrifices by fire Mere

practis(?d as an important and oft- repeated part of the sacred rites
1

to which the altar-mounds were devoted : and also that certain

specific and varying purposes were aimed at in the offerings made i

on dift'erent altars. These altar-mounds are chiefly found within
|

what appear to have been enclosures devoted primarily, if not ex-

clusively, to religious pm'poses ; but they also occur, generally, as

single works, within the military strongholds: where it may bo
|

assumed they sufficed for sacrifices designed to propitiate the

objects of national worslii}), and to win the favour of their (U'itie>,

when the garrisons were precluded from access to the sacred en-

closures where national religioiis rites were chiefly celebi-ated.

Within a (piarter of a mile of " ^Mound City " a woi'k of some-

what similar outline, but of larger dimensions, presents some of tliel

characteristics of a defensive rather than a sacred enclosures Fiuiii

its position, indeed, in relation to that remarkable circunivallateil

group of mounds, and other carlliworks in the vicinity, its construe

tion suggests the idea of a fortified site : not designed as a militanl

stronghold, but as a walled town, wherein those who ottieiatod ot|

the sacrifices of the adjacent temple may have resided. Vnliko tl
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slif,'lit enclosure of the latter, its walls are guarded l>y an outer

fosse, and if surmountcid by a palisade, or other military work, tliey

were well suited for civic defence. The area thus enclosed measures

twenty-eight acres ; and nearly, if not exactly, in the centre there

is a sacred mound, which covered an altar of singular construction,

a,i(l with remarkable traces of sacrificial rites. It liad undergone

repeated changes thronghout the period intervening between the

first rites and ceremonies to which it was dedicated and that of its

final inhumation, the traces of which are thus minutely recorded by

its intelligent ex])lorers :
—

" It seems to have been formed at dif-

fcieiit intervals of time, as follows :—First, a circular space, thirteen

feet in diameter and eight inches in depth, was excavated in the

original level of the plain ; this was filled with fine sand, carefully

I

levelled, and compacted to the utmost degree. Upon the level thus

j

funned, which was ]ierfectly horizontal, offerings by fire were made
;

at any rate a continuous heat was kept n]), and fatty matter of

some sort burned, for the sand to the depth of two inches is dis-

colonred, and to the depth of one inch is burned hard and black,

and cemented together. The ashes, etc., residting from this opera-

jtion were then removed, and another deposit of sand, of equal

|tliiekness with the former, was placed above it, and in like manner

luich compacted. This was mouhled into the altar-form, identical

hvitli tliat of the circular clay altars already described : the basin

lui this case measuring seven feet in diameter bv eight inches in

lepth. This basin was then carefully paved with small round

ftoues, each a little larger than a lien's egg, which were laid with

lie utmost precision, fully rivalling the pavior's finest work. They

ivere firndy bedded in the sand beneath them, so as to present a

k'ular and uniform surface. Upon the altar thus constructed was

(tiund a burnt deposit, carefully covered with a layer of sand, aljove

vhich was heaped the snperstructure of the mound. The deposit

bnsisted of a thin layer of carbonaceous matter, intermingled with

ihieli were some burnt hnman bones, but so much calcined as to

euder recognition extremely difficult. Ten well-wrought copjier

bracelets were also found, placed in two heaps, five in each, and

[iicircling some calcined bones,—probably those of the arms upon

diich they were worn. Besides these were found a couple of thick

jilates of mica, placed upon the western slope of the altar.'"

All the results of such investigations coincide in proving that

le altars of the ]\Iound- Guilders were used for considerable periods,

' Ancient Moniimenlti n/ t/ir ,}fis/^!sMippi Vnllcii, \\ ITiT.
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Uncovered Altai's.

N.

and repeatctlly venewed, bufore tlicy were finally eovoretl over, lint

others undoubtedly rcnifviiK.'d uncovered, thouf^di tlieir exposure lia>

necessarily left tlioni in a very different condition from those now|

revealed for the lust time to human eyes since the last rites of tli.

ancient worshipporh extinguished the sacred fires. These appoai

to have been noted from time to time under the name of " brick-

1

hearths." The hard burnt clay, cracked and broken up by the]

roots of trees, the action of frost, and other causes, and partiallv

buried by tlie accuiiiulating vegetation and decay of centuries, Avhon

|

brought to light I)y the ])lough or the spade, not unnaturally sug

gested the idea of rude brick pavings. One of thes(?, discovercil

near the town of ^Inrietta, in Ohio, was surrounded by a low l)ank|

of about one hundred feet in circumference, seemingly the ground

plan or commencement of a mound. All such "hearths" or altaisl

were, indeed, it may be assumed, destined to receive their final

completion by means of the incovering mound. lUit, by whatevnl

causes brought about, the day at length came when the doniinioii|

of the Mound- lUiilders drew to a close; and probably not lev

abru])tly than that of the ^\ztccs of Alexico or the Incas of l\iii|

The sacred fires wca-e extinguished, the uncovered altars were dcsf

crated, and the jjrimeval forest slowly resumed its sway over tliej

deserted temples and silent cities of the dead. The exjjloration nfj

the sacred mounds, however, has sivfliced to show that the covoiiiii;

of the altar was a work of no less systematic care than any of tliei

previous rites and ceremonies. The sepulchral mounds are siniiil

earth-pyramids, sometimes elliptical or pear-shaped, but exhiliitiii|

in their internal structure no trace of any further design than H

heap over the sarcopliagus of the honoured chief such a gigaiitiij

tumulus as should ])reserve his nanu^ and fame to after times,

is altogether different with the sacred mounds. Their systenwtiij

construction of alternating layers of clay, fine sand, gravel, laiiiiii;^

of mica, etc., is no less characteristic than their enclosed altin^

and in both res])ects they reveal features to which nothing analdqoifl

has been observed in any tumuli of the Old ^\''orld.

The investigation of this remarkable class of ancient woil

suggests many curious questions to which it is difliciilt to fnniislj

any satisfactory answer. It is probable that not only each smj

cessive stage in the use and reconstruction of the altar, Ijut in tlij

building of the su])erineumbent mound, had its own significiiii

and accompanying rites ; and on these future discoveries may si

throw light. In one of the "Mound City" structures, after peiiej
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trating through Ibm' successive sand-strata, interposed at intervals

of little more than a loot between layers (jf earth ; and excavating

altogether to a depth of nineteen feet : a smooth level floor of

slightly burned clay was found, covered with a thin layer of sand,

and on this a series of round plates of mica, ten inches (jr a foot in

diameter, were regularly disposed, overlapping eacli other like the

scales of a fish. The whole deposit was not uncovered, but si>*"

iicieiit was exposed to lead the observers to the; conclusion that ^ii''

utire layer of mica was arranged in the form of a crescent^ ;,he

uU dimensions of which must measure! twenty feet from liorn to

luiii, and five feet Hs greatest breadth. After describing the

leculiar features of 1 aound, its explorers remark :
" Were we

yield to the tempi ation to speculation which the presence of

e mica crescent holds out, we might conclude that the Mound-

luilders worshipped the moon, and that this mound was dedicated,

itli unknown rites and ceremonies, to tliat luminary." It is

bvious, at any rate, that very diverse rites were practised, and very

iflbreut sacrifices offered up to the ancient deities of the Great

i'alley. In some, the accumulated carbonace<jus matter, like that

limed by the ashes of leaves or grass, might suggest the graceful

sway over tlieBfft^i'i"©''' ^^ ^^'^ first-fruits of the earth, so consonant to the milder

exi)lorationntW)iiiis of ancient sacrifice instituted in recognition of the Lord of

at the coveviiiA^ ILarvest, In others, the accumulation of hundreds of elaborately
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arved stone pipes on a single altar, is strikingly suggestive of

oiiie ancient peace or war pipe ceremonial, in which the peculiar

[luerican custom of tobacco-smoking had its special and sacred

^uitieance, and even perha])S its origin. In others again, we

loiild perhaps trace in the deposition under the sacred mound of

midreds of spear and arrow heads, coppcu- axes, and other weapons

war, a ceremonial perpetuated in the rude Indian symbolism of

fuying the tomahawk or war hatchet. But, looking to the evi-

Hue which so clearly separates the sepulchral from the sacred

muds, it is scarcely possible to avoid tlie conclusion that on some

the altars of the Mound-Builders human sacrifices were made
;

ndtliat within their sacred enclosures were practised rites not less

Jeous than those which characterized the worship which the

iwious Aztecs are affirmed to have regarded as most acceptable

|tlieir sanguinary gods. ^Vmong the ^Mexicans, if we are to believe

navratives of their Spanish conquerors, human sacrifices con

Ituti'd the crowning rites of almost every festival. That greiit

kgeration is traceable in the narratives of the chronicles is ad-
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1*'

mitted in part even by the entliusiastic historian of the conquest

of Mexico ; and the charming historical romance woven by Preseott,

is perhaps even more open to question in its reproduction of the

gross charges of cannibalism and wholesale butchery in the super-

stitious rites of the Mexicans : than in its gorgeous picturings of tlieir

architectural magnificence, their temples and palaces, sculptured

fountains, floating gardens, and all the strange blending of Moorislil

pomp and luxury, with the refinements of European social manners,

and the unreserved freedom of woman,

Nothing coiTesponding to the geometrical enclosures or altar-

1

mounds of the ^Mississippi Valley appears among the works of anyf

Indian nation known to Europeans. Nevertheless in searching fori

evidence of their ethnical affinities, we are naturally led to inqiiirel

if no traces of their peculiar rites and customs can be detected iiil

the ruder practices of savage nations found in occupation of tlieirl

deserted sites ; and some of those in use by different Indian tribesl

undoubtedly suggest ideas such as may have animated the ancienij

people of the valley in the construction and use of their mounds

(

sacrifice. One class of mound- relics, for example, is thus illiis-l

trated in Harlot's narrative of tlie discovery of Vii'ginia in 158

J

He describes the use of tobacco, called by the natives upp6v;oc, aiiJ

greatly enlarges on its medicinal virtues. He then adds :
" Tliil

iippdwoc is of so precious estimation amongst them that tliei

think their gods are marvellously delighted therewith, whereiipoij

sometime they make hallowed fires, and cast some of the powdel

therein for a sacrifice." The discovery of unmistakable evideiiel

that one of the sacred altars of " ]\[ound City " was specially del

voted to nicotian rites and offerings, renders such allusions pecuj

liarly significant. In the belief of the ancient worshippers,

Great Spirit smelled a sweet savour in the smoke of the sacreJ

plant ; and the homely implement of modern luxury became ij

their hands a sacred censer, from which the vapour rose with

fitting propitiatory odours as that which perfumes tlie awful pi

cincts of the cathedral altar, amid the mysteries of the Cliurcli|

high and holy days.

It is indeed a vague and partial glimpse that we recover of tlij

old worshipper, with his strange rites, his buried arts, and the tra(|

of his propitiatory sacrifices. But slight as it is, it reveals a eoi

dition of things diverse in many respects from all else that

know of the former history of the New World ; and on that aci'oiiii|

therefore, its most imperfect disclosur(>s have an interest for
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greater than any discoveries relating to the modern Indian can

possess. Still more is that interest confirmed by every indication

which seems to present the ancient ^lound-Builders as in some re-

spects a link between the rude tribes of the American forests and

prairies, and those nations whom the first Europeans found estab-

lished in cities, under a well-ordered government, and surrounded

In- many appliances of civilisation akin to those with which they

liad been long familiar among the most ancient nations of southern

Asia. To the great centres of native progress still manifest in the

mined memorials of extinct arts in Central America, and illus-

trated by so many evidences of national development attained

imder Aztec and Inca rule, the attention of the inquirer into the

ancient history of the New World must be finally directed in his

sire for some clear comprehension of whatever was essentially

lUative to it. But before turning southward to those seats of a well-

ascertained native civilisation, there still remains for consideration,

[one other class of earthworks, of a very peculiar character. The

mineral regions from whence the !Mound- Builders derived their

itores of copper have been described, and their disclosures of

mcient mining and metallurgy considered. But between them and

ilie po])ulous valleys of the Ohio, an extensi\'e region intervenes,

ikmnding in monuments no less remarkable tlian some of tli(3se

ikeacly described ; and valuable as a possible link in the detached

[raj^ments of ancient chroniclings revealed by such means. Lying

IS they do in geographical, and perhaps also in other relations, ini-

iiediately between the old regions of the !Mound-Builders and tlie

lliuers of ante-Columbian centuries, they cannot be overlooked in

my arclmeological researches into the history of the New World.
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CHAPTEIl Xin.

SYMBOLIC MOUNDS.

THK WISCONSIN KKGIOX— ANIMAL MOUNDS— ABSENCE OF ENCLOSED UKLICS- MOUND-

DEVICES—DADE COUNTY WORKS— INDIAN TOTEMS—THE NORTHERN AZTALAN

—ANCIEN"" GARDEN BEDS—A SACRED NEUTRAL LAND—ANCIENT MOUNDS OF

OHIO—THE ALLIGATOR MOUND—THE GREAT SERl'ENT OF ADAM'S COUNTY, OHIO

—ANIMAL MOUNDS IN INTAGLIO—INFERENCES DEDUCIBLE AS TO THE ANCIE.NT

RACES IN NORTH AMERICA.

. i J

TheAvell-watered region which stretches westward from Lakel

Michigan to the Mississippi, was occupied until recently bv

comparatively dense Indian population ; and even now aflbixljj

shelter to the remnants of native tribes. But besides the traces of

their ephemeral dwellings and graves, it abounds with eartluvorkj

of a highly distinctive character, altogether peculiar to the Xe\j

World. But of this as of other partially explored regions of tli|

West, the earlier accounts were vague and contradictory ; and it i

only very recently that the characteristics of its monuments liavJ

been accurately defined. Mr. J. A. Lapham, to whose Anti(ivHi\

of Wisconsin surveyed and described, the minute knowledge of tlicsl

remarkable earthworks is chiefly due, claims to have first describej

the Turtle jNIound at Waukesha and other animal effigies of t

same territory, so early as 1836. These notices, however, on

appeared in local newspapers ; and general attention was for tl

first time directed to them by INIr, R C. Taylor in the Anum*
Jourmd of Arts and Sciences, in 1838. Their peculiar cliaractJ

was thereby perceived, and such general interest awakened, [\\\

the American Antiquarian Society was induced to place i'luuls

]\Ir. Lapham's disposal for carrying out the elaborate surve} s siu|

published.

The occurrence of " Animal IMomids " is by no means cxdi

sively confined to the State of Wisconsin. Some examples al

specially worthy of notice as mingling among the varied caitl

works of the Ohio and Scioto Valleys. V>\\i the important I

j
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connected with the aboriginal traces of Wisconsin is that its

Animal INIonnds do not occnr interspersed, as in the Ohio Valley,

with civic and sacred enclosures, sepulchral mounds, and works of

defence ; but within its well-defined limits, thousands of gigantic

basso-relievos of men, beasts, birds, and reptiles, all wrought with

persevering labour on the surface of the soil, constitute its distin-

niisliing characteristic, and disclose no evidence of their constnic-

tion with any other object in view than that of j^erpetuating their

I

external forms. The vast levels or slightly undulating surfaces of

lairie land present peculiarly favourable circumstances for the

icdlossal relievos of the native artist : yet not more so than are to

I lie wet with in other localities where no such mounds occur. It

\i important therefore to bear in remembrance that defensive or

liuilitary structures, and such as are apparently designed for sacri-

Itiiial rites or religious ceremonies, are scarcely to be met with in

Itlie territory marked l)y those singular groups of imitative earth

-

Iv.orks. The country, moreover, is well adapted for maintaining a

lliii'ge population, in very diverse stages of social progress. Tim nigh

Its gently undulating surface numerous rivers and streams flow in

lliiggish, yet limpid current, eastward and westward, to empty

Itliemselves into Lake jVIichigan or the Mississippi. The pools and

fcroups of lakes into which they expand, furnish abundance of wild

[ice, wliich is at once a means of sustenance to numerous aquatic

lairds, and also constituted an important, source of supply to the

iliorigines, so long as they held possession of the territory. The

livers and lakes also abound with excellent fish ; and where the

[oil remains uninvaded by the ploughshare of the intruding settler,

jiumerous traces of older agricultural labour show where the

liulians cultivated th.e maize, and developed some of the industrial

Irts of a settled people. Indian grave-mounds diversify the surface,

liid enclose ornaments and weapons of the rude nomadcs that still

m(tv on the outskirts of that western state. But such slight and

ptificial mounds are readily distinguishable from the remarkable

iructures of a remoter era which constitute the arclia3ological

liiuacteristic of the region. Ileri', indeed, as elsewhere, the Indian

lis frequently selected the ancient moiuid as the most suitable

Ite for his simpler sepulchral works, which by the very contrast

[ley present to the gigantic devices of the old Mound-Builder,

ho more clearly to indicate the complete independence of the

f'o.

In describing some of the mounds near Iloricon, on the Bock

I !
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Eiver, Mr. Lapham speaks of them as at once the most extensive,

and most complicated and intricate earthworks surveyed by him,

Of one form of monnd wliich he conceives to represent the ottor,

seven examples occur ; illustrations are given of sixteen crucifom

earthworks ; and of the ordinary circular mounds about two]

hundred have been counted. While some of thope are small,

others are on a gigantic scale. There is one mound of peculiar
|

but indeterminate form, wliich tapers for a length of five hundrtd

and seventy feet. At its smaller extremity or tail, it slightly
I

curves to the east. At its opposite extremity or head, there occvrs

a large cross, and one of the largest circular mounds. One figuvel

is named appropriately enough, "The Tobacco-Pipe Mound," from I

its obvious resemblance to that characteristic American implement,!

On several of the mounds of another group the surveyors noticoil

recent graves of the Totawattomies ; and INTr. Lapham adds : "Tliei

larger and more conspicuous mounds are generally selected by tlie

Indians for the burial of their dead."

The sites of these works correspond to those adopted by tliel

Mound-Builders of the more southern river-valleys. Within tliel

well-watered region enclosed by the great lakes find the Mississijijii,

a numerous population may have long dwelt undisturbed, in tliel

enjoyment of the profusion which wood and water and the easily

cultivated soil supplied. On the bluffs and terraces surmounting'

the rivei'S and lakes, by means of which facilities of communira-l

tion with the surrounding territory, and Mith more distant region,',

were commanded, the earthworks are found in extensive and evi I

dently dej>endcnt groups. But, unlike the rich memorial nioiiiulJ

of tlie Scioto Valley, they reveal scarcely any enclosed relics tol

chronicle tlie history of their erection, and throw liglit on tlie lacel

of artists who laboriously diversified the natural landscape with suclij

devices. In a few cases, human remains have been found in tLemj

under circumstances wliich did not clearly point to a modern dato

but in summing up the results of his explorations, Mr. Laplian

remarks :—-" S(j far as I have had opportunity to observe, tliorel

are no original remains in the mounds of imitative form, beyumlal

few scattered fragments that may liave gained a place thore m
accident. Many of the mounds have been entirely removed, in

eluding tlic earth beneath for a considerable depth, in the piooe>l

of grading streets in jMihvaukee; and it is usually found that tliJ

natural surface had not been disturbed at the time of the erectioBj

but that the sev^eral layers or strata of mould, clay, gravel, etc., ni*
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continuous below the structure, as ou the contiguous grounds.

(heat numbers of the smaller conical tumuli are also destitute of

any remains ; and if human bodies were ever buried und'^r them,

they are now so entirely ' returned to dust' that no apparent traces

(if them are left. If we assume that each mound was a place of

burial, we must infer, from tlie absence of utensils, that the common
practice of depositing with the dead the implements to be used in

the other world, is of comparatively recent origin, since some of

these, at least, would have resisted decay."
^

The great earthwork -figures, wrought in relievo on the surface

of the Wisconsin soil, include among their devices the lizard, turtle,

elk, buffalo, bear, fox, otter, racoon, and other animals. Such, at

least, are the designs which modern fancy has recognised in those

woiks of primitive art. The frog also appears ; birds and fishes

are repeatedly represented ; and man himself figures among the

strange groups. Nor are the imitations confined to animate sub-

jects, though the prevalence of these has suggested the designation

iif
" animal mounds," as suitable for the whole. Embankments

occur in the form of crosses, crescents, angles, and straight lines

;

and also seemingly as gigantic representations of the war-club,

tobacco-pipe, and other familiar implements or weapons. Some of

the crosses and other simpler forms probably originally represented

animals, birds, or fishes, with extended wings or fins. But in those,

as in the better-defined animal mounds, time has doubtless obliter-

ated the minuter touches of the ancient modeller, and effaced indi-

cations of his original meaning.

One remarkable group, repeatedly described, occurs about

eiglitecn miles west of the " Four Lakes," in Dade County, Wis-

consin ; and includes six quadrupeds, six parallelograms, one

circular tumulus, one human figure, and a small circle. But

iieitlier from figures nor description can any more definite idea be

drawn, than that the first of those represent quadrupeds, varying in

dzo from ninety to one hundred and twenty feet, but either so

rndoly executed, or so much defaced, that tliey may be " buffalos,"

or " bears," or indeed any other animals. They are grouped in two

rows on the surface of a high, open prairie, on the dividing ridge

between the llock and Wisconsin Kivers. ^lidway, an elevated

conical mound, probably erected for tlie purpose, affords the only

jioint from whence the entire group can be surveyed. In this as

in other groups, it can scarcely admit of doubt that the original

' Anthi>dtits of WhcoD.vv, p. 80.
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relation of the several members was something more than mere

juxtaposition ; but an ingenious critic, in reviewing Messrs. Squiov

and Davis's notice of the Bade County works, thus outstrips tlieii

attempts at interpretation of the dubious " bears" or " buflUlos :"---

" It occurs to us that the group is tlie very intelligible representation

of a sledge with its rider, and a train of six dogs, wheeling round

the conical mound, which action is particularly represented by the

last animal being in a position almost at right angles witli tlie

man, behind whom are the oblongs to represent the vehicle, and

also with the remainder of the animals, linking the rudeness of

the age and workmanship into account, the impracticability of the

material, and the scale and material, the whole is really not a bad

representation of the dog-drawn sledges of the Kamschatdales ot

the present day. Suj^posing their horns to have been omitted, fiom

the impracticability of raising earthworks that would stand well,

and in proportion to represent them, they might have signiHtul the

elk or the reindeer. Whatever animal, however, be taken, it is

perhaps a legitimate inference that we have here the colossal

trophy of a successful super-Atlantic charioteer at some American

race ; why not the curious hi]ipodrome, or, more correctly lioio,

cynodrome, with its starting-cells (carceres), its course, its nieta,

and road of triumph to the town ?"^

It was not necessary for the fanciful interpreter to resort to

remote Kamschatka for the model of his dog-drawn sledge, for such

are common enough among the Indianf of the North-west. But

basso-relievos that admit with equal proljability of their determina-

tion as buffalos, bears, dogs, or elks, yield little trustworthy in

formation ; and a general survey of tlu; earthworks of Wisconsin in

no degree tends to confirm such modes of interpretation. But

while rejecting this classical reading of the emblematic mounds of

the West, it is not because their rude representations appear to lie

unfit memorials of any triumph analogous to those for wliieli

ti opines were reared in the classic arena. Fully to appreciate the

magnitude of the Dade County group, we must bear in remembrance

the proportions of the supposed charioteer. He is figured, as is

usual in similar mounds, with his limbs extended, and with arms

of disproportionate length
;
possibly owing to the design originally

representing some implement in each hand. From head to foot he

measures one hundred and twenty -five feet, and one hundred ami

forty feet from the extremity of one arm to that of the other. The

' Journal Brit. Archaol. Association, vol. v. p. 411.
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liead alone is a mound twenty-flve feet in diameter, and nearly six

feet in highest elevation from the surrounding soil. Measuring the

whole by this scale, it is abundantly apparent that a group, includ-

ing altogether fifteen mound-figures, must have been a work of

immense time and labour, and doubtless owed its origin to some

motive or purpose of corresponding magnitude in the estimation of

its constructors.

]\Ir. Schoolcraft, to whom no problem of America's prehistoric

times appears to suggest any insoluble difficulties, solves the whole

mystery of the emblematic mounds by assuming them to be the

Totems, or heraldic symbols in use among the Indian tribes, thus

reproduced in earthworks on a gigantic scale. " The connexion,"

he remarks, " of the animal mounds of Wisconsin with the exist-

ing totemic system of the Indians who are yet on the field of action,

is too strong to escape attention. But the system of names im-

posed on the men composing the Algonquin, Iroquois, Cherokee,

luid other nations, a fox, a bear, a turtle, etc., is fixed upon as a

badge or stem, from which the descendants may trace their paren-

tage. To do this the figure of an animal is employed as a heraldic

sign or surname. This sign is called in the Algonquin, town-mark

or totem. A tribe could leave no more permanent trace of an

esteemed sachem, or honoured individual, than by the erection of

one of these monuments. They are clearly sepulchral, and hsive

no other object but to preserve the names of distinguished actors

in their history."^ Thus by the aid of suj^erficial resemblances

all mystery and difficulty are evaded. But, meanwhile, exj ! '.'ra-

tion seems to prove that the emblematical mounds of W^iscon' ui

are not sepulchral ; while any correspondence that may be traced

between the totemic symbols of tribes once as widely spread as

the Algonquins, Irociuois, and Cherokees, only increases the mystery

of such ancient symbols, constructed on this colossal scale, and

confined to a territory so limited and well defined. So far indeed

is a careful survey from confirming any such convenient and

summary fancy, that Mr. Lapham states, as the result of his elabo-

rate explorations, that he conceives four epochs are traceable in the

history of the locality, two of which at least preceded the era of

occupation by the Indian tribes. There is the period of the

iuiimalmound builders, strikingly contrasting, in the total absence

of enclosed works of art, with the earthworks previously described.

l)Ut the few implements discovered are full of interest from their

1 Hiitlory of Indian Tribes, vol. i. ]i. 52.
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obvious resemblance to those of the Mound- Builders. Several of

the large hornstono discs \vhich 1 have seen are of the same typo

as those found in immense numbers in the Ohio Mounds, ami

ai)pro.\imatlng alike in fonn and size to the flint implements of

the drift. Mr. Albert H. Ifoy of IJaeirie, AVisconsin, describes in

a letter to me the discovery of about thirty of tlu! same relics, in

that vicinity, under circumstances suggestive of great antiquity.

They lay at a depth of eight feet in undisturbed soil, under a thin

bed of peat, in what appeared to have been the ancient bed of tlio

liock Kiver.

The extensive works at Aztalan, on the west branch of tliis

river, present analogies of a dillerent kind to the sacred and civic

enclosures of the INIound-l'uilders. They constitute, it is l)elieve(l,

the only ancient enclosure, properly so called, throughout the wliole

region of the emblematic mounds ; and, \uider the name of the

" ancient city of Aztalan," were long regarded as one of the wonders

of the western world. This name was given by its first surveyor,

N. F. I Iyer, in the belief that here possibly were the remains of a

city of that northern Aztalan, from whence, according to the tradi-

tions of the Aztecs, the ancesttirs of the ^Mexican people derived

their origin. On such a basis, credulity and wilful exa;igeratioii

soon reared magnificent ruins. Walls of brick still sustained liy

their solid buttresses ; a subterranean vault and stair-way dis-

covered within one of its square mounds ; a subterranean passage,

arched with stone ; bastions of solid masonry, and other features

of the like kind : were all made to correspond with the sui)]>osed

mother-city of the Aztecs, and the cradle-land of America's native

civilisation. On being subjected to accurate survey, all tliose

wondrous features vanish like cloud-castles of the dawn. Freed,

however, from such exaggeration and falsehood, the Aztalan works

.still present remarkable characteristics. An area of seventeen

acres on the banks of the Ilock IJiver is enclosed on three sides liy

earthworks of peculiar form. They consist of a vallum with regular

" bastions" as they have been termed, although both the construc-

tion of the walls, and the site of the enclosure—commanded as it

is by elevated land on nearly every side, —preclude the idea of its

having been a place of defence. Large, square, terraced mounds

occupy the northern and southern angles, and in the former of

these a human skeleton was found. It appeared to have been

wra])i)ed in cloth, the texture of which was open like the coarsest

linen fabric. It is not probable, however, that either this, m

\h
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numerous fragments of coarse pottery taken from otlun- mounds,

licar any relation to the original builders of Aztalan. Careful and

iliiborate excavations by more recent explorers have becm e(iually

fruitless ; and cuttings made in some of the largest of a remarkable

range of tumuli outside the enclosures, revealed only ashes, mingled

witli charcoal and fragments of human l)ones ; but brought to light

no single work of art, like; th(»S(! which confer so graphic an interest

iiu the nu)und3 of the Ohio Valley.

Assuming the great works of Aztalan and the animal mounds

of Wisconsin to belong to the same period : ^Mr. Lapham assigns

the conical mounds to a later era. These lie regards as built for

sepulchral purposes, and exhibiting, both in constructinn and

materials, the workmanship of a greatly inferior race of builders.

Next come what are designated by the modern settlers "ancient

carden beds," consisting of low, broad, parallel ridges, as if corn

had been planted in drills. They average four feet in width, and

tlie depth of the walk between them is six inches. These appear-

ances indicate a more perfect system of agricultural operations than

anything known to have been practised by the modern Indian

tribes ; but, at the same time, they are no less distinctly discon-

nected wdth the construction of the ancient mounds. Where these

occur within a cultivated area, the parallel ridges of the ohl cul-

tivators are carried across them in the same manner as over any

undulation in the adjacent ground. It is obvious, therefore, not

only that the endjlematic earthworks preceded them, but that they

had neither sacredness nor any special significance in the eyes of

the cultivators of the soil. Trobably, indeed, such traces of agri-

cidtural operations belong to a greatly^ more modern period.

What, then, are the inferences to be draAvn from the ancient

nionuments peculiar to the territory lying immediately to the south

of the great copper region of Lake Superior ? They are mostly of

a negative character, yet not on that account withoiit significance

and value. If we assume the existence of contemporary nations

in Wisconsin and the Ohio valley in the period cf the Moimd-

Buihlers, the chronicles of that prehistoric era exhibit them to us

in striking contrast. In the one region every convenient height

is crowned with the elaborate fortifications of a numero\is and war-

Hlce people ; while, on the broad levels of their river-terraces, in-

genious geometrical structures prove their skill and intellectual

development as applied to the fornuition of civic and temple

enclosures. Their sacred and sepulchral mounds, in like nuinner,

'iU'J
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rovtinl fi culturt'J artistic skill, and u singular variety in the lito

and custoHiS exacted in the peri'ornmnce of their national vvoitihi],

Turning to the northern area, all is changetl. Along the rivev

terraces we look in vain for military structures, and, with one

remarkable exception, for sacred enclosures. The mounds di.sclo.sc

no altars rich with the metallurgic and mimetic workmanship of

their builders ; but, on the contrary, the sok' traces of imitativi.'

art occur in the external forms of earthworks, the exploration of

which confutes the idea of their having been con.structed over

either grave or altar, and reveals no other purpose connected witli

their origin.

"When it is considered that, along with the mica of the Alle-

ghanies, the shells of the Gulf of ^Icxico, and obsidian from tlie

ancient centre of American civilisation, the copper of Lake Suporiur

is one of the most abundant materials found in the ^lississijipi

mounds : we are temjited to trace some intimate relation betweoii

the warlike occupants of the Ohio and Scioto valleys, and tlie

singular race who dwelt in peaceful industry on the well-watered

and plentifully stocked jdains to the south of the copper region.

and there constructed their strange colossal memorials of imitatm

art. The country seems peculiarly adapted by nature as a central

neutral land for the continent to the east of the Ilocky Mountains,

On the east it is guarded l)y Lake Michigan, and on the north k
tlie great inland sea which constitutes the fountain of the wlmlf

lake and river chain, that sweeps away on its course of twenty-fivc

hundred miles, over the mighty leap of Niagara, and throut^k tlie

islands and rajjids of the 8t. Lawrence, into the Atlantic. On tlii

Avest, with its infant streamlets originating almost from the f^iiin.

source, the IMississippi rolls onward in its majestic course, recoiviii!;

as its tributaries the great rivers which rise alike on the western

slope of the AUeghanies and the eastern declivities of the liockv

]\Iountains, and losing itself at length in the Gulf of j\Iexicii

This wonderful river-system, and the great level contour of tl^

regions which it drains, exercistid a remarkal»le influence on tlit

extinct civilisation of ^Vmerica, as well as on later Indian iioniiulf

life, making it so difl'erent from any of the old or newer ceiituritj

of Europe's history. The Indians who traded with CartieratTii

dousac, on the lower St. Lawrence, and those whom lialeigli iiKt

with on the southern coast of Carolina, ()l)tainod their copper from

the same northern region towards which the heau-waters of tlk

Mississip]n and the St. Lawrence converge? ; wliile the world o!
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Kiu'ope hetwuen the IMiiiie and the liaUic ri'nuiiuiid (>veu in its

lute lionian era, ahnost as ninch apart from that on its Mediter

laiicaii shores as the America of centuries before Columbus. It

seems, therefore, not inconceivable that the prairie land of Wis-

consin derives some of its archieological characteristics i'rom its

Illation to the physical geography of the region l)et\veen the

I'doky Mountains and the Atlantic. It may have been a sacred

nentral ground attached to the nietallurgic region of Lake Superior,

like the famous pipe-stone i^narry of the Couteau des I'rairies, Its

siiii;ular characteristics are not inconsistent with its possession by

a privileged caste, or tribe, like the Levitcs of ancient Palestine,

ivconiiised by others as consecrated to religious services and the

rites of peace. Ihit who shall venture; to lift the curtain, which is

itself the sole picture visible to our eyes ? I'uture disclosures

niay, indeed, greatly enlarge . ur knowledge ; but nieanwhih* we

must be content to limit speculation to the confines of existing

Itvidonce, and aim at clearly discriniinating between fact and fancy.

lUit this idea of some peculiar relations connecting the symbolic

ircliitocts of Wisconsin with the ^lound-Builders of the Ohio,

lerives confirmation from tlu; few but remarkable animal mounds

the latter, in which their connexion with the religious rites of

he ancient race is fully borne out. One cxampde occupies a high

[evel terrace on the west bank of the Scioto IJiver, surrounded by

m oval embankment measuring four hundred and eighty feet in

jreatest diameter. On the south side a space of about ninety feet

ide lireaking the continuity of the embankment, is covered by a

jng exterior mound, leaving two avenues of approach where it

kerlaps the inner oval. Within this is the large symbolic mound,

inly differing from those of Wisconsin in its circumvallations. It

jus not been opened ; but in the progress of excavating the Ohio

mal, large quantities of mica, similar to M'hat occurs so abundantly

fithe sacrilicial mounds, were found in its inunediate vicinity.

The same canal intersects Newark earthworks ; and there,

rithin another elliptic vallum, is the groat bird-mound, measuring

|r)5 feet in length of body, and 200 feet between the ti])s of the

lings. Tt is only one feature of a remarkable group, already

i'seribcd, which includes geometrical enclosures, mounds, and

fenues ; but it is distinguished from all the others, by the great

jiglit of the enclosing walls, and an interior ditch seven feet deej)

id thirty- five feet wide. Li the centre of an enclosure measuring

[irty acres, guarded by imposing circumvallations, and under the

il'
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25G The Alligator Mound. [CIIAI'.

sliaJows of gigantic trocs, rises this remarkable animal-raound, Avith

its head pointing directly to tlie eastern avenue. It has been

opened, and found to cover a sacrificial altar, but unfortunately no

record exists of any relics discovered within it. The tVict, however,

illustrates the contrast between works bearing so much external

resemblance to each other as the symljolic mounds of the jMississippi

Valleys and those of "Wisconsin : which, in the absence of all in-

cluded relics of worship or inhumation, seem but as symbols of the

rites practised by the southern ^lound-Builders.

About six miles higher up the same valley, the " Alligator,"
|

of Licking County, attracts attention as another remarkable exanijile
I

of the colossal animal-mounds of the New World. It occupies tlie

summit of a hill or spur nearly two hundred feet high, whieli pro i

jects boldly into the Eacoon Creek Valley ; and from tlie sym.

metrical form of its elevated site, it appears to have been rounded
|

in the process of excavating the materials with which to model tlie

huge lizard-mound. In it as in some other examples, traces art

still apparent suggestive of a minuteness of finish now only virv

partially discernible. The outline of the figure is clearly defined

Its average height is fully four feet, l)ut the liead, shoulders, ainl

rump are elevated in some parts to a height of six feet ; an attempt I

liaving evidently been made to preserve the contour and relative

proportions of the animal represented. The ends of the paws are
|

broader than the limbs, as if the spread of the toes had been origi-

nally indicated, and the tail curves off to the left side, so as to i,'ive|

its full proportions within the limits of its elevated site. Tlie t

length from the point of the nose to the end of the curved tail is I

about 250 feet. Upon the inner side of the effigy a raised circukj

space, designated the altar, is covered with stones which have beti

much exposed to the action of fire ; and from this a graded way!

ten feet broad, leads to the top. Excavations made at various i)oiiit!|

have only sufficed to show that the framework of the figure is emu

T

posed of stones of considerable size, upon which the superstructiii>:|

has been modelled in fine clay.

The site of this remarkable monument commands a view of

entire valley for eight or ten miles, and is by far the most coiil

spicuous point within that limit. An ancient fortified hill stamll

about three -fourths of a mile distant on a spur of the same laiiJ

of heights ; and another entrenched hill nearly faces it on the op f

posite side of the valley. Numerous mounds are visil)le, both oJ

the hill-tops and in the level bottom ; and it is only the luxuiiaiil
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tact, however,

inch external

be !Mississipiii

lice of all ill

(vrowtli of the still uncleared forest which conceals the great Newark

croup, with its numerous geometrical enclosures, parallels, and

mounds. The Alligator Mound may, therefore, be assumed to sym •

bolize some object of special awe or veneration, thus reared on one

of the chief high-places of the nation ; with its accompanying altar,

f 11 wliich the ancient people of the valley could wirness the cele-

_ bratiun of the most popular rites of their unknown worship. Its
lymbols oi tiio

| ^.^^ ^^,^g obviously selected as the most prominent natural feature

in a populous district abounding with military, civic, and religious

— structures. Yet its imposing proportions are surpassed by another
kable example

^^,j^^I^q|-jj ^^,Qj,jj constructed on a height remote from any traces of
[t occupies till' 1;„„;„„^. „^Hi^».nt.f

oh, which pvo-

I 1

Tom the sym

; been roundeil
|

\\ to model the

pics, traces art i

now only yitv

I
ancient settlement.

The Great Serpent of Adam's County, Ohio, occupies the extreme

Ipoint of a crescent-formed spur of land formed at the junction of

[two tributary streams of the Ohio. This elevated site has been cut

Ito a conformity with an oval circumvalhition on its summit, leaving

|a smooth external platform ten feet wide, with an inclination to-

wmls the embankment on every side. Immediately outside the
clearly ^^'"^"^"' Kiiiigi. point of this oval is the great serpent's head, with distended
shoulders, anJ

set ; an attempt

Lir and relative

>f the paws are

had been origi-

lle, so as to give

Isite. The total'

,e curved tail is

raised circwlai

ihich have liwii

a graded way,

Lt various iioint;

le figure is cmii

supcrstructiiK

Is a view of tki

Ithe most con-

Itied hill stamli]

the same rang

Is it on the oiij

dsil)le, both oa

the luxuriant

jaws, as if in the act of swallowing what, in comparison with its

luge dimensions, is spoken of as an egg, though it measures IGO

jfeet in length. Conforming to the summit of the hill, the body of

[lie serpent winds back, in graceful rmdulations, terminating with

triple coil at the tail. The figure is boldly defined, the earth-

rimight relievo being upwards of five feet in height by thirty feet

111 base at the centre of the body ; and the entire length, following

\i convolutions, cannot measure less than a thousand feet.

This singular monument stands alone, and though classed here

fitli the symbolic animal-mounds of Wisconsin, it has no analogue

jiiong the numerous basso-relievos M'rought on the lu'oad prairie

-

liuls of that region. It is indeed altogether uni([ue among the

jithworks of the New World, and witluuit a i)rtrallel in the Old :

biigh it has not unnaturally furnished the starting point for a

jstof speculations relative to serjx'nt-synibols of Kgypt, Assyria,

1 Greece; the supposed symbolism of Celtic su])erstitions in the

galitliic structures of Avebury and Carnac ; and the serpent in

bibination with the circle, egg, and globe, among the predominant

pices on ancient tem])les of Egypt and India, as Mell as of Central

Inerica. IMr. Squier has devoted a special volume to the working

b (if this fascinating subject of "the Serpent Symbol" in its New
[Olid aspects ; but his ingenious speculations do not lead to mure
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viaduct
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tliere m,

modem
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trace of
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tangible results than those which employed the fanciful pen of

Stukely, or delighted Toland and Davis in the belief that they weiu

fathoming the mysteries of the Celtic Druids.

One other class of the imitative mounds of Wisconsin admits

of comparison witli primitive monuments of the British Isles. The

earthworks hitherto described are in bold relief; but on the Indian

prairie, a few miles from the city of Milwaukee, amid an interest-

ing series of imitative and other mounds, there occur five designs,

wrought—to use a term of European art,—in intaglio. Instead of

the representations of animals being executed in relief, the processB they lay

has been reversed, and after forming them by this means, the ont-B theory of

line has been completed by piling the excavated earth round the Band were

edge. A few other examples have been noted ; but such a process sapply of

is more liable to effacement in the progress of time, unless renewed |is a consc

like the famous "White Horse" of Berkshire, by a periodical " scour-

ing." The chalk hills of southern England present peculiar facilities

for effective colossal intaglio work. Another White Horse, ascribed

to Saxon victors of the Danes, accompanies a group of Britisli

earthworks on Braddon Hill, Wiltshire ; and the colossal human

figure, armed with a club, at Cerne, in Dorsetshire, preserves a

still closer counterpart to those scattered over the prairie

beyond the western shores of Lake Michigan.

But for our present purpose the comparison of those ancieii

earthworks with others clearly traceable to the modern Indian

tribes, is more important than any analogies between the antiqiii

ties of the two hemispheres. One fact of obvious significance ii|

the gi-eat scale on which the American prehistoric races wrong!

and tlie consequent evidences of numbers and combined laho

perseveringly applied to the accom])lishment of their aim. It t

difficult to convey any definite conception of this by mere doscrip

tion, even though accompanied with minute measurements,

single cruciform mound measures four hundred and twenty leei

between the extreme points of its limbs. Lizard and othei' animal'

mounds, ranging from eighty to a hundred and fifty feet in lenill

occur in extensive groups ; and by their systematic arrangemeni

impress tlie mind with the idea of protracted toil carried on uiidej

the control of some supreme rule, or stimulated by motives i)|

paramount influence. The Indian tribes that have conic uiiJ

observation are as diverse in habits, arts, and religious rites as

language
; but none of them have manifested any ca])acity eitiii

fur tlie requisite skill or combiiuitioii involved in the coiiHtnictioiiiB wh
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viaducts of modern railway engineering. The extent of such works

indicates a settled condition of society, and agricultural industry,

very different from that of the Iroquois Confederacy. In all this

there may be nothing absolutely incompatible with the idea of the

modern Indian being the degenerate descendant of such a people,

vet it is unsupport(^d by proof. No modern tribe preserves any

trace of such ancestral constructive habits ; and while the animal-

mounds ap]:»ear to be regarded with superstitious reverence by the

Indians, and are never disturbed except for purposes of sepulture,

they lay no claim to them as the work of their fathers. The only

theory of their origin is, that they are the work of the great ISIanitou,

and were made by him to reveal to his red children the plentiful

supply of game that awaits them in the world of spirits. The idea

is a consoling one to tribes whose hunting-grounds Jiave been in-

Ivaded and laid desolate; and it is fully as philosophical as the

theory gravely propounded to the American Scientific Association,

that the cruciform and curvilinear earthworks intermingled with

the animal-mounds, include characters of the riirenician alphabet,

md are half-obliterated inscriptions commemorative of explorations

)y the great voyagers of antiquity !

What then are the infen^nces thus far deducible as to the races

)f Northern America in ante-Columbian centuries ? This at least

Is apparent, that its Indian tribes represent but a degraded phase

)f American nationalities. Before the Indian hunter wandered

[here, or the great river-valleys were overshadowed with their

fiicient forests, nations dwelt in those valleys, practising arts and

ites which involved many germs of civilisation. Their military

I, their agricultiiral industry, and even their ideas of the myste-

lous relations of man to some iipreme spiritual power, are still

ly mere desciip-Biiggested to us by evidence, which, though inadequate for any

'^et[iiled chronicle, discloses many glimpses of an unwritten history,

111 of interest even in this tantalizing form. But mutilated as

kse chroniclings are, their evidence is not exhausted. "We have

to consider the characteristics of the ancient race as deduced

om the mound crania ; and their geographical and ethnical

llations as indicated by the sources of foreign materials, and the

jodels and style of their works of art. But before <loing so, it

pll lieij) to a more comprehensive application of the whole acces-

ble evidence, to review tlie history of those ancient American

jccs among whom civilisation attained a higher development, aiul

whom we have historical evidence, as well as the clirouicles

liich aveha}ology supplies.
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2C0 The Toltecs.

ClIArTEK XTV.

' i; NATIVE AMERICAN CIVILISATION.

THE TOLTECS- THE AZTIX'S— AMElUt'A\ AUCIIITECTURE—KOYPTIAN ANALOGIES—

AZTALAN—THE VALLEY OV MEXICO— MONTEZUMA'S CAPITAL— ITS VANISHED

Sl'I.ENDOl'Il- MEXICAN CALENDAR STONE—MEXICAN DEITIES -TOLTEC CIVILISA-

TION- THE TOLTEC CAPITAL— TEZCUCAN PALACES— THEIR MODERN VESTIllES-

liUETZALCOATL—THE PYRAMID OF CHOLULA— THE SACRED CITY—THE MOQl'l

INOIANS—THE HOLY CITY OB' PERU—WORSHIP OF THE SUN— ASTRONOMICAL

KNOWLEDHE-AORICULTURE—WOVEN TEXTURES— SCIENCE AND ART— NATIVE

INSTITUTIONS—CONTRAST OF MEXICO AND PERU—ORIGIN OF THE MEXICANS -

MINGLING OF RACES.

,</

The Toltocs play a part in the initial pages of the New WoiklJ

stoiy akin to the fabled Cyclops of antiquity. They belong to tkF

vague era which lies beyond all definite records, and furnish a|

name for the historian and the ethnologist alike to conjure with

like the Druids or tlic Picts of the old British antiquary, or tb

Phaniicians of his American disciple. Yet it is not without itJ

vahie thus to discover, among the nations of the New World, evaj

a i'abulous history, with its possible fragments of truth enihoilieilj

in the myth. JSlr. (lallatin has compiled a laborious digest of

successive migrations and dynasties of JNlcxico, as chronicled froiiil

elder sources, by Ixtlilxochitl, Sahagun, Yeytia, Clfivigoro, m
iNIendoza Collection, the Codex Tellurianus, and Acosta.^ Tlij

oldest dates bring the Toltec wanderers to lluehuetlapallaii, a.?I

387, and close their dynasty in the middle of the tenth coiitiinj

when they are superseded by Chichimecas and Tezcucans, wlio^

joint sovereignty, by the unanimous concurrence of authoiitieJ

endured till the sixteenth century. J)Ut, meanwhile, the saiif

autlioriti(^s chronicle the foundation of INFexico or Tenoclit

variously in the thirteenth or fourteenth century, by Aztec coiij

querors, and profess to sup])ly tins dynastic chronology of M^
})0wer. The earliest dati- is not too remote for tiie commonoci

' Atiii'firdi) fCffni'iloiiiiiif Siiriilji's Truiisarfloih^, \iil. i, ](. ]t>'2.
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of a civilisation that has left such evidences f its later maturity
;

but niifortunately the various authorities differ not by years only,

but by centuries. Ixtlilxochitl carries back the founding of

Jlexico upwards of a century farther than any other authority
;

iuul ill the succeeding date, which professes to fix the election of

its king, Acamapichtli, the discrepancies between him and other

iiutliorities vary from two to considerably more than two and a

lialf centuries, and leave on the mind of the critical student im-

pressions as unsubstantial as those pertaining to the regal dynasties

of Alban and Sabine Eome. Spanish chroniclers and modern

historians have striven to piece into coherent details the successive

migrations into the Vale of Anahuac, and the desertion of the

mythic Aztalan for the final seat of Aztec empire on the lake of

Te2CUCo ; but their shadowy history marshals before us only shapes

vague and immaterial as the poet's dream, " from many an age

[Withheld," of kingly splendours of the engulfed Atlantis.^

There is something singularly suggestive of doubt relative to

liiuich else that is greatly more modern, to find the gifted historian

lof the Conquest of Mexico tracing down the migrations and con-

[(liiests of the Toltecs from the seventh till the twelfth century,

when the Acolhuans or Tezcucans, the Aztecs, and others, super-

ceded them in the Great Valley. We turn to the foot-notes, so

lundant in the carefully elaborated narrative of Prescott, and we
ind his chief or sole authority is the christianized half-breed of

[ezcuco, De Alva, or Ixtlilxochitl, who held the office of Indian

interpreter of the Viceroyolty of New Spain in the beginning of

the seventeenth century. Comparei I with such an authority, Bede

should be indisputable as to the details of Hengist and Horsa's

uigrations, and Creoffrey of ^lonmouth may be quoted implicitly

[or the history of Arthur's reign.

r>ut the Aztecs or ancient Mexicans, at any rate, are no mythic

fabulous race. The conquest of their land belongs to the glories

if Charles v., and is contemporary with what luu'ope reckons

IS part of its modern history. The letters of its conqueror are

ill extant ; the gossiping yet graphic marvels of his campaigns,

Isoribed to the pen of Bernal Diaz, a sohlier of the Conquest, have

jeou diligently ransacked for collation and supplementary detail

;

the ecclesiastical chroniclers of Mexican conquest and coloni-

ition, have all contributed to the materials out of which Prescott

las woven his fascinating picture of Hernando Cortes and his great

|fo-work. It is a marvellous historical panorama, glittering with a

^ Txogers' Vnijarir n/dilionhuti.
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\l

splendour as of the mosques and palaces of Old Granada. But a

growing inclination is felt to test the Spanish chroniclers by sur-

viving relics of that past which they have clothed for us in niorp

than oriental magnificence ; and, for this purpose, to relume that

curious phase of native civilisation, which was abruptly quenclied,

like an extinguished torch, under the heel of the conqueror,

Yucatan and Central America still reveal indisputable memorials

of an era of native architectural skill, to which our attention must

be directed with earnest care. But, meanwhile, it is important to

note that an assumed correspondence between much of the archi-

tecture of Central America and that which is affirmed to have

existed in Mexico at the time of the Conquest constitutes the basis

of many fallacious arguments on the nature and extent of Aztec

civilisation in the era of the second Montezuma. Again, the

conflicting elements apparent between the barbarous rites and

cannibalism ascribed by their conquerors to the Aztecs, and tlie

evidences of their matured arts and high civilisation, have been tlie

plentiful source of theories as to Toltecan and other earlier deriva-

tions, for all that pertained to such manifestations of intellect and

inventive genius. But it is specially desirable to determine the

actual character of Mexican architecture. The remains of tht

extinct Mound-Builders are full of wonder for us, but the magnifi-

cence of Montezuma's capital throws their simple earthworks iuto

the shade ; and, while reading with implicit faith the narrative olj

its conqueror, we feel that the age of America's infancy and child

hood lies buried in those older mounds. Before, however, this!

conclusion can be accepted, it is indispensable that we test, k

existing evidence, the descriptions of Mexican art and architectiirej

handed down to us by the chroniclers of the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries.

A peculiar style is recognised as pertaining to the iiatiwl

architecture of America, which it has been the favourite fancy

American antiquaries to trace to an Egyptian or Phoenician souittl

Alike in general character and mode of construction, in the stylc}^

sculpture, and the hieroglyphic decorations which enrich their walkj

the ruined palaces and temples of Mexico, as well as of Yucatai

and Central America, have been supposed to reproduce striking

characteristics of the Nile valley. But the experienced eye

Stephens saw only elements of contrast instead of comparisoiii

iind while Prescott sums up his history of Mexican couqnest \ni

this conclusion, "that the coincidences are sufficiently strong

authorize a belief that the civilisation of Aualiuac was, in >«1
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degree, influenced by that of eastern Asia," he adds, that the dis-

crepiuicit^s are such as to carry hack the coninuinication to a period

so remote as to leave its civilisation, in all its essential features,

peculiar and indij^enous. Searching, on an earlier page, for any

specific proofs to justify such analogies, the historian remarks

:

"The points of resemblance will probably be found neither

miiuerous nor decisive. There is, indeed, some analogy both to

the Egyptian and Asiatic style of architecture, in the pyramidal,

terrace-formed bases on which the buildings repose, resembling

also the Toltec and Mexican teocalli. A similar care also is

observed in the people of both hemispheres to adjust the position

of their buildings by the cardinal points. The walls in both are

covered with figures and hieroglyphics, which, on the American as

on the Egyptian, may be designed perhaps to record the laws and

historical annals of the nation. These figures, as well as the

biiiklings themselves, are found to have been stained with various

dyes, principally vermilion ; a favourite colour with the Egyptians

idso, who painted their colossal statues and temples of granite.

i
Notwithstanding these points of similarity, the Palenque architec-

ture has little to remind us of the Egyptian or of the Oriental."*

And we must add, that even those analogies are very partially

true, and can only be carried so far by ascribing to Mexican civili-

sation what probably had a totally distinct origin. Eor if the

gifted historian of the Conquest of Mexico had to employ other

eves to give to the world the attractive and glowing pictures

I
wrought by his fancy and judgment from manuscript treasures,

gatiiered alike from the old colonial empire of Spain, and from

Ipublic archives of the I'eninsula : we may feel the less hesitation

I in testing, by a severe standard of criticism, the proofs on which so

Imany of our ideas are founded relative to the native born civilisa-

jtion of Mexico, and of America at large.

It is difficult to determine what we are to believe relative either

Itotbe former or the present characteristics of some of the most

jfamous mommients of Mexican art. The ruined city of Aztalan,

Ion the western prairies : after filling the imagination with glowing

llaucies of a desert Baalbek or I'almyra of the New World, from

[whence the Aztecs had transplanted the arts of an obliterated

Livilisati(jn to the jNIexioan jdateau ; shrunk before the critical gaze

of a truthful surveyor into a mere group of mounds and earth-

horks : curious, indeed, and replete with interest ; but presenting

pio other analogies than those Mhich (dass them with the woik!> of

' T'losoiitt's ('oni/ur.^t 1)/ Mf,i:iri', A|f)HMul. jiart I.
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the American Mound-Builders. Yet it is stranoe how enduiin,.

such cloud- built structures will often prove. The pride of local

prejudice becomes enlisted on behalf of the cun'ent tale of exag<^era

tion ; the stereotyped phraseology which speaks of earthen mounds

and clay ramparts as pyramids, bastions, and buttressed walls, per-

petuates the extravagant hyperboles of their first discoverers ; ami,

but for some timely and well-authenticated suiTey, it is left to

later generations to sift painfully the vague and contradictory

fables of a j)ast that never had a present. The literal Altaian, on

the banks of the Kock Itiver of "Wisconsin, but poorly corresponds

to the received ideas of that northern Aztalan, to which Mexican

traditions and hieroglyplucal maps alike pointed as the abode of a

warlike ancestry, glorious as the sons of the Titans, or the offsprinij

of the Teutonic Odin. It may be, however, that a like critical

survey will reveal to us traits in the later Aztecs of Analiiiac,

rendering such an ancestral birth-land less inconsistent with their

actual condition when brought into fatal contact with the civilisa-

tion of Europe. Such at least seems to be the tendency of modern

disclosiu-es ; if, indeed, they do not point to the possibility that

much even of the latest phase of Mexican civilisation may present

closer analogies to the actual ruined Aztalan of the Wisconsin

prairies, than to the fancied mother-city of the Aztecs.

^Midway across the continent of North America, where it nar-

rows towards a point between the Gulf of Mexico and the I'acitic,

the civilisation of the New World appears to have converged at

the close of the fifteenth centur}-. Here the traveller from tlie

Atlantic coast, after passing through gorgeous tropical flowers anJ

aromatic shrubs of the deadly tiora ealiente, emerges at length into

a purer atmosphere. The vanilla, the indigo, and flowering cacao

groves are gradually left behind. The sugar-cane and tiie banana

next disappear ; and he looks down through the gorges of the ele-

vated tic7'ra tcmijlada on the vegetation of the tropics, carpeting, a

scenting with its luscious but deadly odours, the burning rogi

which stretches along the Mexican Gidf. Higher still are region;
j

where the wheat and other grains of Europe's temperate zoni"]

replace the tall native maize ; until at length he enters the ticm

fria : climbing a succession of terraces representing every zone of I

temperature, till he lests on the summit of the Cordillera. IjoyonJ

this the volcanic peaks of the Andes tower into the regions of per-

petual snow ; while the traveller crosses the once thickly-wooded I

table-land into the celeljrated valley of INfexico : an oval basin
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aliout sixty-soven leagues in circumference, and elevated beyond

the deadly malaria and enervating heat oi the coast into a temperate

and fertile climate, nearly seven thousand live hinidred feet above

the (iqnidistant Atlantic and l*acific Oceans. Here, encompassed

by the salt marshes of the Tezcucan Lake, stood the ancient Teuocli-

titlau or INIexico, " The Venice of the Aztecs."

In the month of October 1519, Don iJiego de Ordaz effected

the ascent of the volcanic Popocatepetl, along with which stands

Iztaccihuatl : like two giant sentinels guarding the portal of the

Mexican valley, licaching 'he sununit of the burning mountain,

De Ordaz stood at an elevation upwards of two thousand feet

hi'dier than the lofty monarch of the Alps. ^larked as Popocatepetl

then was by the characteristics of an active volcano, it was regarded

with superstitious terror by the natives as haunted by the ghosts

of death-deposed tyrants, whose agonies reproduced there the con-

vulsions of the classic Titans. From this height, De Ordaz was the

first European who beheld the valley of Mexico with its curious

cliahi of lakes ; and caught a glini])se of the far- famed capital of

Montezuma, w th its white towers and pyramidal teocallis rellecting

hack the sun from their stuccoed walls. The scene seemed to

realize such r. dream of romance as Bernal Diaz reports of Oempoal :

"The builc'ings," he says, "having beeu lately whitewashed and

plastered, one of our horsemen was so struck with the splendour

of their appearance in the sun, that he came back in full speed

to Cortes to tell him that the walls of the houses were of silver."

The men of that generation which witnessed the discoveries of

mighty empires, and an El Dorado beyond the known limits of the

world, had their imaginations expanded to the reception of any

conceivable wonders. Sir Thonuis IVIore constructed his Utojna

out of such nmterials ; and Othello styles his wonderful relations

" of autres vast and deserts idle," a " traveller's history."

The fine poetical imagination of Ccdumbus was one of the

sources of his power, whereby he anticipated with an undoubting

faith the realization of his grand life-work. P)Ut from the position

in which Cortes was placed, it was his interest to give currency to

the highly-coloured visions of his first pioneers, rather than to

transmit to Europe the colder narrative of more matured oxperi -

ience. A])proaching the Mexican capital, he exclaims in his first

burst of enthusiasm :
" AVe could comjiare it to nothing but the

enchanted scenes we had read of in Amadk dc Gaul, from I'-e great

towers and temples, and other edifices of lime and stone which

'

\
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,

seemed to rise up out of the water." To achieve the rccognisej

mastery of this scene of encliaiitment, he had not only to conquer

its Mexican lords, but to ilefeat his Spanish foes, and to win to liji

side that Emperor who, while shaping Europe's history in one of its

mightiest revolutions, could control the destinies of the New AVorld

When reading the accounts he transmitted to Spain of the gorgeous

treasures of Montezuma's palaces, we have to bear in remembrance

that the treasures themselves perished in the retreat of the nock

ti'iste, as the city itself vanished in the final siege and capture,

The very dreams of an excited imagination could become realities

of the past to the narrators themselves, when every test of their

truth had been swept away.

On the 9tli of November 1519, Cortes made his first entry into

the capital of ^Montezuma, and from thence he wrote to the Emperor

Charles v., giving an account of the Indian metropolis, with it>

palaces and stately mansions, far surpassing in grandeur and beauty

the ancient Moorish capital of Cordova. Conduits of solid masoiirv

supplied the city with water, and furnished means of maintainiii'

hanging-gardens luxurious as those of ancient Babylon. " There is

one place," says Cortes, " somewhat inferior to the rest, attached to

which is a beautiful garden with balconies extending over it, sup-

ported by marble columns, and having a floor formed oi jasper

elegantly inlaid ;" and he adds, " Within the city, the palaces cf

the cacique Montezuma are so wonderful that it is hardly possible

to describe their beauty and extent. I can only say that in Spain

there is nothing equal to them." The population of ancient Mexico,

" the greatest and noblest city of the whole New World," as Coite

styles it, amounted, according to the lowest computation of its con-

querors, to three hundred thousand ; and its streets and canal;

were illuminated at night by the blaze from the sacred altars of

numberless teocallis that reared their pyramidal summits in tlie

streets and squares of what Prescott fitly calls " this city of on-

chantment." Vast causeways, defended by drawbridges, and wiJe

enough for ten or twelve horsemen to ride abreast, attracted tlie

admiring wonder of the Spaniards, by the mechanical skill ami

geometrical precision with which they were constructed. "Tlit

great street facing the southern causeway was wide, and exteiuy

some miles in nearly a straight line through the centre of tlie city,

A spectator standing at one end of it, as his eye ranged alon<; tlif

deep vista of temples, terraces, and gardens, might clearly disccni

the other, with the blue mountains in the distance, which, in tlit
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^vitli the buildings."^ Near the centre of the city rose a huge

pyniiiiidal pile, dedicated to the war-god of the Aztecs, the tutelary

deity of the city : second in size only to the great pyramid-temple

of Cholula, and occupying the area on which now stands the

Catliedral of modern Mexico. Beyond the Lake of Tezcuco stood

tiie rival capital of that name, resplendent with a corresponding

fmndeur and magnificence ; and the whole Mexican valley burst

1)11 the eyes of the conquerors as a beautiful vision, glittering with

towns and villages, with rich gardens, and broad lakes crowded with

the canoes of a thriving and busy populace.

Less than three centuries and a half have intervened since Cortes

entered the gorgeous capital of Montezuma ; and what remains now

(if its ancient splendour, of the wonders of its palaces, the massive

I'landem' of its temples, or the cyclopean solidity of its conduits

and causeways ? Literally, not a vestige. The city of Constantino

has preserved, in spite of all the destructive vicissitudes of siege

and overthrow, enduring memorials of the grandeur that pertained

to the Byzantine capital more than a thousand years ago. Of

Jonie, it is literally true that :

—

" Tlio Ciotli, the Christian, time, war, tlooil, and fire,

Have dealt ui)oii the seven-hill'd city's pride ;

She saw her gU>ries, star l»y star expire,

And up the steep barbarian monarchs rich',

When the car climb'd the Capitol ; far and wide

Temple and tower went down, nor left a site :

Chaos of ruins !"

[Yet Rome has her memorials not only of throe or four centuries,

but of generations before the Christian era ; and even Jerusalem

jappears to have some stones of her ancient walls still left upon one

lauother. In spite, therefore, of the narrative of desolating erasure

Iwhich describes to us the final siege and capture of Alexico, we

liimst assume its edifices and causeways to have been for the most

Ipart greatly more slight and fragile than the description of its con-

Iquerors implies, or some evidences of such extensive and solid

jiiiasonry must have survived to our time.

But one trustworthy memorial of native civilisation has been pre-

li-trved in the famous Calendar Stone : a huge circular block of

(lark porphyry, disinterred in 1790 in the great «([uarc of Mexico,

iMiiich discloses evidence of progress in astronomical science alto

' Prescott's C'o«7«''*< <)/ .l/(,((Vo, n. ill. eh. ix.

'^
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j,'otlicr woiuU'iful in a people n!non«,' wlioni civilisalinn was in otlur

respects so partially ileveloped. The Mexicans had a solar yenrot

305 days divided into ei^diteeii months of twenty days each, wit'i

the five complementary days added to the last. The discroi)aiicy

between the actual time of the sun's annual i)ath throu^li the

heavens and their imperfect year, was ref^ulated hy tln^ intercalation

of thirteen days at the end of every fifty second year. According

to Gama, who dilfers from Humboldt on this point, the civil day

was divided into sixteen parts ; and he conceives the Calendar tij

have been constructed as a vertical sun-dial. ^Fexican drawings

Km. IS. — Mask, Muxiciui CtileliUar Stone.

also indicate that the Aztecs were acquainted with the cause of

eclipses. But beyond this, our means of ascertaining the extent nt

their astronomical knowledge fail ; while we have proofs that tlicii

inquiries were zealously directed to the more favoured speculations

of the astrologer, which have supplanted true science in all jniiiii

tive stages of society. Mr. Ste])hens has drawn attention to (.'citaiii
|

points of corres])ondence between the central device on the Calendar

Stone, and a hideous mask, with widely expanded eyes and ton^uu

hanging out, prominent in the curious scene of .'sacrifice or olToiiiii;'
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^eulptureil (in the Casade Piedm at ral(iK|ne. Ihit the eovrcspond

once auKtuiits to little more than tliis, that eaci' is a },M^antic mask

with protruding' tongue. That of the Culi'ndar Stone is engi'aved

here from a cast brou<;iit honu liy Mr. lUdloek, and now in the

(iillection of the Society of Antic^uaiies of Scotland. Tht» statues

duj,' up along with the Calendar Stone from among the remains of

the {^rcat teocalli of Mexico, were buried in the court of the Uni-

versity, to place them beyond reach of the idolatrous rites which

the Indians were inclined to ])ay to them ; but at the solicitation of

Mr. IJnllock they were again disinterreil, to admit of his obtaining

easts ; and ho furnishes this interesting account of the sensation

excited by the restoration to light of the largest and most celebrated

of the Mexican <' ities :
—

" During the time it was exposed, the

court of tlie University was crowded with people, most of whom
expressed the mo.st decided anger and contempt. Not so, however,

all the Indians. I attentively marked their countenances. Not a

smile escaped them, or even a word. All was silence and attention.

in reply to a joke of one of the .students, an old Indian remarked,

'

It is very true we have three very g(3od S})anish gods, but we might

still have been allowed t(> keep a few of those of our ancestors !'

And I was informed that cha]>lets of flowers had been placed on the

tii'ure 1)V natives who had stolen thither unseen in the evening."^

Tlie figure which thus reawakened patriotic sympathies in the

(leficnerate descendants of the subjects of Montezmna, is a rude dis-

I proportioned idol, strikingly contrasting with the elaborate hiero-

kilypliical devices and well-proportioned figures and decorations

j

which accompany the grotesque mask in the Casa de Piedra of

I'alenque. In the latter, the principal human figures present the

jreinarkalde profile of the ancient Central American race, with the

[iniinent nose, tlie retreating forehead and chin, and the ])rotruding

[luuler lip, as shown on a vase dug up among the ruins of Ticul

fFif'. 38\ so essentiallv different from the features either of the

li the cause of Mexicans or northern Indians. The subject race on whom they

ig the extent lit B tread are characterized by a diverse profile, with overhanging brows,

foots that tlieii Ha Koiiian nose, and a well-defined chin; while their costume is

d si)e('uliitioiis Hi'([ually indicative of a different origin.

in all pviiiii I but the sculpture of the Mexican Calendar Stone, embodies

ition to certain evidence of an amount of knowledge and skill not less interesting'

In the Calemkr for us than the mysterious hieroglyphics of the Palenque tablets;

los and tongue and was believed by Humboldt to indicate unmistakable relations

Ice or oti'cvini;'| i Bullouk'a Six Months in Mrrico, p. 111.

i
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to the ancient science of south-eastern Asia. Mr. Stephens luh

printed a curious exposition of the chronology of Yucatan, derived

from native sources by Don Juan Pio Perez. From tlie cone

spondence of their mode of computing time with that adopted bv

the Mexicans, he assimies that it probably originated with them;

but at tlie same time he remarks that the inhabitants of ^Mayapan,

as the Peninsula was called at the period of Spanish invasion,

divided time by calculating it almost in the same manner as their

ancestors the Toltecs, differing only in the particular arrangement

of their great cycles. Their year commenced on the 1 Gth of July,

an error of only forty-eight hours in advance of the precise day in

which the sun returns there to the zenith, on his way to the south,

and sufficiently near for astronomers who had to make their obser-

vations with the naked eye. Tlieir calendar thus presents evidence
i

of native and local origin. According to Humboldt, the Mexican

year began in the corresponding winter half of the year, ranging

from the 9th to the 28th of January, but Clavigero places its com-

mencement from the 14th to the 26tli of February.

If my ideas as to evidence of a marked inferiority in the terra-

cottas and sculptures of the Mexicans, and the very questionable

nature of the proofs of their architectural achievements are correct,

they tend to confirm the inference, that not to the Aztecs, but to

their peaceful and more civilized Toltec predecessors, must be

ascribed that remarkable astronomical knowledge in the arrant-

ment of their calendar, which exhibits a precision in the adjust-

ment of civil to solar time, such as only a few of the most civilized

nations of the Old World had attained to at that date. So far,

therefore, as an indigenous American civilisation is concerned, it

matters little whether it be ascribed to Toltec or Aztec origin. Of its

existence no doubt can be entertained ; and there is little more room

for questioning, that among races who had carried civilisation so far,

there existed the capacity for its full development, independently

of all borrowed aid from the science or the philosophy which Greece i

called into being, and modern Europe had matured. The fierce
|

Dane and Norman seemed to offer equally little promise of intel-

lectual progress in their first encroachments on the insular Saxon,
|

JJut out of such elements has sprung tlie modern race, wliich out-

stripped the Si»aniard in making of the land of Colunil)us a New

World ; and, left to its own natural ja'ogrcss, the valley of Auuhuac,
|

with its mingling races, might have proved the fountain from whence

intellectual life should flow to the nations of the whole continent,
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I But modern ^lexico has displaced the ancient capital of Montezuma

;

cathedral, convents, and churches, have usurped the sites of Aztec

teocallis; its canals have disappeared, and its famous causeways

are no longer laved by the waters of the Tezcucan Lake. It is even

1 denied by those who have personally surveyed the site, that the

waters of the lake can ever have overflowed the marshes around

the modern capital, or stood at a much nearer point to it than they

do at present.^ Fresh doubts seem to accumulate around its mythic

story. The ruined masonry of its vanished palaces and temples may

be assumed to have been all swallowed up in the edifices, which

combine to make of the modern capital so striking an object, amid

the strange scenery of its elevated tropical valley. But Mexico was

[not the only city, nor even the only great capital, of the valley.

In attempting to trace back the history of the remarkable popu-

llation found in occupation of the Mexican territory when first in-

vaded by the Spaniards, we learn, by means of various sources of

liufonnation already referred to, but chiefly on the dubious authority

jof Ixtlilxochitl's professed interpretations of picture-writings, no

1 longer in existence ; and of traditions of old men, concerning events

reaching back from seven or eight, even to twelve centuries before

their own time : that the Toltecs, advancing from some unknown

region of the north, entered the territory of Anahuac, "probably

before the close of the seventh century." They were, according to

Itlieir historian, already skilled in agriculture and the mechanical

I arts, familiar with metallurgy, and endowed with all the knowledge

land experience out of which grew the civilisation of Anahuac in

I later ages. In the cime of the Conquest, extensive ruins are said

to have still indicated the site of their ancient capital of Tula,

I
to the north of the Mexican valley. The tradition of such ruined

cities adds confirmation to the inferences derived from those more

recently ex])lored in regions to the south ; and still the name of

iTiiltec in New Spain is synonymous with architect: the mythic

tlesignation of a shadowy race, such as glances fitfully across the

I
tirsi ehai)ters of legendary history among the most ancient nations

Europe. But subsequent to those Pelasgi of the New World,

Itliere followed from unknown regifuis of the far north the Chichi-

iiiecas, the Tepanocs, the Acolhuans or Tezcucans, the Aztecs or

Mexicans, and other inferior tribes ; so that, as we approach a more

lilefinite period of history, we learn of a league between the States

|(if Mexico and Tezcuc(\ and the kingdom of Tlacopan, under which

' Tupograiiliical View of the Valley, Wilson's New Niatori/ of Mexico, p. 4.5lJ.
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the Aztec capital grew into the marvellous city of temples ami I

palaces described by Cortes and his followers. But Ixtlilxocliitl,

or Don Fernando de Alva, claimed descent on his mother's side
I

from tlie Imperial race of Tezcuco ; and he has not failed to pre-

serve, or to create the memorials of the glory of that imperial city

of the laguna. It contained upwards of four hundred stately edi-

1

fices for the nobles. The magnificent palace of the Tezcucan

emperor " extended, from east to west, twelve hundred and tliirtv-

four yards, and from north to south, nine hundred and seventy-

1

eight. It was encompassed by a wall of unburnt bricks and cement

six feet wide and nine high, for one half of the circumference, and I

fifteen feet high for the other half Within this enclosure were
I

two courts. The outer one M^as used as the great market-place of

the city, and continued to be so until long after the Conquest. The I

interior court was surrounded by the council-chambers and halls ofj

justice. There were also acconnnodations there for foreign ambas-

sadors ; and a spacious saloon, with apartments opening into it, fori

men of science and poets, who pursued their studies in this retreat, I

or met together to hold converse under its marble porticos."^ Suclil

is the style in which the historian of the Conquest describes tlie

glories of ancient Tezcuco. A lordly pile, provided for the fittiiiiil

accommodation of the sovereigns of Mexico and Tlacopan, containeJj

three hundred apartments, including some fifty yards square. Solid f

materials of stone and marble were liberally employed buth

this and on the apartments of the royal harem, the walls of \\\\]

were incrusted with alabasters and richly tinted stucco, or liuiiffl

with gorgeous tapestries of variegated feather-work. Some two I

leagues distant, at Tezcotzinco, was the favourite residence of tliel

on a hill, " laid out in terraces, or hanging gardens, liav-

flight of five hundred and twenty stei)S, many of them liemi

in the natural porphyry. In the garden on the summit was a reser-

voir of water, fed by an a<pieduct carried over hill and vallevfuri

several miles on huge buttresses of masonry. A large rock stood

tlie midst of this basin, sculptured with hier(jglyphics representing

the years of Nezabualcoyotl's reign, and his ]U'inci])al acliievenieiitsi

in eacli. On a lower level were three other reservoirs, in each

which stood a marble statiui of a woman, emblematic of tlie tlirte|

estates of the empire. Anoliier tank contained a winged lion,"

l)ut here tlie historian grows incredulous, and ap]iends a (?) bcfiiKl

proceeding in accordance with his historical autliorities to add—"ciij

1 Prescott's Conquest of Mexico, b. i. chap.
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out of the solid rock, bearing in his mouth the portrait of tlie emperor."

The authority for all this lived and wrote in the beginning of the

seventeenth century. His narrative appears to receive some con-

liinuation from architectural remains still visible on the hill of

ezcotzinco, and referred to by Latrobe and BuUock as relics of

n era greatly more remote than that of Aztec civilisation. But

ivliere are now the magnificent remains of the imperial city of

ezcuco ? The spirit of Spanish romance and Moorish fable seems

beset modern as well as ancient narrators, as if a spell of

nchantment still guarded the legends of Aztec and Tezcucan

mpire. Bullock, in his Six Months in Mexico, describes the

•emains of the royal fountain of Tezcotzinco, witnessed by him,

s a " beautiful basin, twelve feet long by eight wide, having

well five feet by four deep in the centre
;

" but Latrobe, in

is Rambles in Mexico, reduces the dimensions of the royal bath

|o " perhaps two feet and a half in diameter, not large enough

r any monarch bigger than Oberon to take a duck in." This

igrees with other authorities, and with accounts received by

rescott from persons resident on the spot. It is suggestive,

erefore, of grave doubts relative to the first-mentioned traveller's

servation of ancient terraces still entire, and numerous remains

the sculptured blocks of the Tezcucan temples and palaces

isible in its modern buildings.

Of Tezcuco, a recent traveller tells us that its sole memorial is

insignificant mud village. "There are no remains of ancient

ueduct or hanging garden, nor of its magnificent palaces and sur-

unding villas, nor of its halls of justice. Even the walls of its

St enclosures have left no trace." ^ Friar Thomas Gage, writing

thin a century of the Conquest, with no incredulity as to the

inner greatness and high civilisation of the ^lexican Valley,

leaks of Tezcuco as but a poor village of some three hundred

idians, and one hundred Spaniards, whose subsistence mainly

ipended on the herbs they took daily in their canoes to the

Mexican market ; while he remarks of another famed or fabled

ne of ancient native grandeur: "We passed- the Mexicalzingo,

ich formerly was a great town, l>ut has now not above one hundred

laliitants."'-^ But the extravagant character of the whole romance

the Spanish conquistadors seems to be summed up in the criti-

ini of the former writer, based on topograjjliical evidence. He

Wilson's New Ifistory of the Conqucxt nf Mrxiro, p,

Oiigp's Xdv Surveij of the Imlians, \>. 1*0.
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shows, that owing to the relative levels, Mexico never can luuiB revisit

been aurronndeJ by the lake, which now lies distant from it^BcDutiil

marshy site ; while the multitudes, crowding the great cities of tin;shins
Valley at the era of the Conquest, vanish like the porphyry

of

their temples, and the marbles of their palaces, when we read of

of " three imperial capitals, and three crowned heads of the empire

within a space of sixteen miles, in a mountain valley twenty niilis

in extent, and more than half that space filled with salt marsh."'

Of the great Mexican pyramid or teocalli of Huitzilopotciili,

no vestige now remains, unless such as is reputed to lie buriij

under the foundations of the cathedral which occupies its site

But time and fate have dealt more tenderly with the scarcely ie

famous pyramid of Cholula. The ancient city of that name wnsj

said to include, within and without its walls, when first seen U^

Cortes, about forty thousand houses, or according to ordinary rule;

of computation, two hundred thousand inhabitants. But wliatevei

its ancient population may have been, the fruits of S[)anish con

quest have advanced it to the rank of capital of the republic oi

Cholula ; but have left only sixteen thousand as the number of itj

modern occupants. Still, Cholula was luiquestionably one of tin

most famous of the cities of the New World : a sacred jNIeccn k

the pilgrims of Anahuac.

Quetzalcoatl, the milder god of the Aztec pantheon, wliosj

original worship was performed by offerings of fruits and floweis ii

their season, was venerated as the divine teacher of the aits

«
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its people learned from him agriculture, metallurgy, and the aiBated i)yrii

of government. But their benefactor, according to the traditiuBivided by

handed down to the Aztecs by an elder people whom tlity lini

superseded, incurred the wrath of another of the gods ; aiul as

passed on his way to abandon the land to the rule of the teniU

Huitzilopotchli, he paused at the city of CJKjlula ; and while

tarried there, the great teocalli was reared and dedicatetl to

worship. But the benevolent deity could ncjt remain within iimi

of the avenger. After s})ending twenty years among them, leacliii

the i)eople the arts of civilisation, he jjassed onward till he readu

the shores of the great ocean ; and tia^re euiltavkiug in a vt

made of serpents' skins, his followers watched his retreatinu k\

on its way to the sacred isle of Tlapallan. liut the tradition liv

on among the Mexicans that the bark of the good deity wii

1 Wilson's iWio History of Mej-iro, {>. 48.
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revisit their shores ; and this fuiidly cherished belief materiallv

coiiti'ihuted to the success of tlie Spaniards, when their huge-winged

1 ships bore the beings of anotlier worhl to tlie mainland of the

hiexican Gulf. The legend bears all the marks of anciently derivetl

hero-worship, in which love for a lost benefactor framed for itsell'

111 deified embodiment of his virtues. This, however, is important

|to note, that the Aztec traditions told that the pyramid of Choluln

lielonged to an older race and era than their own. It was there

Iwheu they entered the plateau, and the arts of the divine metal-

Ihirgist were taught, not to them biit to the Toltecs, whom they

Isuperseded. Nevertheless, the deity shared in their worship ; his

imiago still occupied the shrine on the sunnnit of the pyramid oi'

jcholula, respilendent with gold and jewels, wlien the Spaniards first

jvisiteil the holy city ; and the luidying flame flung its bright radi-

laiice far into the night, to keep alive the memory of the good deity

hvho was one day to retiuni and restore the golden age.

Tiie present appearance of the great teocalli very partially

liistifies the reference made by Prescott to it as " that tremendous

liouiul on which the traveller still gazes with admiration as the

list colossal fabric in New S[)ain, rivalling in dimensions, and

komewliat resend)ling in form, the pyramidal structures of ancient

tijypt." If it e\'er was a terraced ])yramid, time and the elements

lave wholly effaced the traces of its original outline. On the

jmthority of Humboldt, it is described as a pyramidal mound of

[tone and earth, deeply incrusted with alternate strata of brick and

;lav, which " had the form of the Mexican teocallis, that of a trun-

cated [)yramid facing with its four sides the cardinal points, and

pvided l)y the same niimljcr of terraces." But tlie (idvhe of the

[lexican, which is frecpiently styled brick, is nothing more than

I mass of mibaked clay, or even nnul. If such, therefore, is the

lipposod Inick Mhich alternated with the other materials of the

Vmiul, we can the more reaclily reconcile the seeming contradic-

ims of observers, (hie of the latest thus describes the impression

iKiducod on his mind :
" Eight Itefore me, as I rode along, was a

asi? (if trees, of evergreen foliage, pres(>nting hulistinctly the out-

liioofa ppamid, which ran up to tlie height of about two hundred

it, and was crowned by an old stone church, and surmounted by

tall steeple. It was the most attractive object in the plain ; it

laiUuch a look of uncultivated nature in the midst of grain fields.

would have lost half its attractiveness had it been tlu; stiff and

jiiiusy thing which the picture represents it to be. I had admired

I
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it ill pictures from my childhood, for wliat it was not ; but T now

admired it for what it really was : the finest Indian mound on this

continent."^ Such is the conclusion arrived at by Mr. llobeit

Anderson Wilson, as the result of personal observation ; and tliu

deductions ultimately suggested to him from further investigation,

have since been embodied in his New Histm'y of the Comjuest oj

Mexico. " Time," he says, " has been busy on this mass of eurtli

since Humboldt was there. The cy])resse3 he mentions are gone,

and a large part of the churchyard wall has also fallen." Accord-

ingly the mound, which is engraved in the Vues ile Cordillhres as a

series of four successive terraces, rising to an elevation of less tlmii

a sixth of the length of its base line, is figured by Mr, E. A. Wilson

from sketches taken on the spot, as a conical mound, of greater

elevation than breadth of base, overgl•o^vn with shnibs, and witliuiu

any trace of teiTaces.^ The church on the summit, which is tlie

only feature common to the two views, alone retains any appear-

ance of art, and no doubt has somewhat to do with its absence
I

elsewhere ; for if the clergy found the teocalli cased like the py
midal terraces of Central America, with cut stone steps and facings, I

there can be little doubt they woidd go no further for a quarry t'or|

their intended church.

But after making every allowance for the influence of time's I

effacing and defacing touch, it is difficult to believe that the sacred I

city of Cholula ever realized the magnificent pictnrings of M
Spanish conquerors, with its hundreds of mosques and towers, itsl

lofty white temples, and its picturesque exterior, more beautiful I

than any city of Spain. Of the solidly built houses, numerous ai

large pyramidal temples, and all the substantial magnificence wliii

is said to have struck the Spaniards with such wonder, not a vestigel

remains. The only traces of ruins are those of several deserteJl

convents : and the town is described as a mere collection of mlom

or mud huts. But the mutilated earthen pyramid exists ; and oniul

truncated summit, where Cortes converted the half-lnirned tcniplel

of the teocalli to the purposes of a Christian church, now stands aj

more modern ecclesiastical structure, dedicated to Our Lady dc

Remcdios, whoso ^hriiie is tended by an Indian |/i iost of the l)loul|

of the Cholulo'^

To the IK .th of the Mexican valley ancient ruins arrest till

gaze of the traveller, onward even to California. On the PiiJ

1 Mexico and its Religion, by R. A. Wilson.
2 New History of Mexico, j>. 38 1.
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Colorado and its tributaries, numerous ruins of great extent have

been surveyed l)y recent exploring partie.s, and are described as

liuilt with large st());js, nicely wrought, and accurately squared.

r,ut nothing in their style of architecture suggests a couunon origin

vitli the ruins of Mexico or Central America. They are large and

plain structures, with massive walls, evidently built for defence,

and with no traces of the ornamentation which abounds on the

ruins of Yucatan. The Moqui Indians, the supposed renmant of

IJio ancient builders, still construct their dwellings of stone with a

^leat deal of art and skill. They are a gentle and intelligent race,

mall of stature, with fine black hair ; and differ essentially from

le Indians of the North-west. Their villages are included in one

innnon stone structure, generally of a quadrangular fonn, with

ilid, nnpierced walls externally, and accessil)le only by means of

ladder. These hive-like colonies are usually placed, for further

efeiicc, on the summit of the lofty plateaus, which in the region of

yew ^lexico are detached by the broad canons with which that

niarkable region is intersected. By such means this ingenious

ieo[»le seek protection from the wild tribes with which they are

luiTounded. Thus permanently settled, while exposed to the

.ssaiilts of marauding ncjmades, the Moquis cultivate the soil,

|aise corn, beans, cotton, and more recently some vegetables de-

ved from intercourse with the Mexicans. They have also their

icks of sheep and goats ; and weave their dyed wools into a great

ariety of substantial and handsome dresses. But only a small

mnant now survives, occupying seven villages on the range of the

;io del Norte.^

Throughout New California ruined stru' 'ures of stone, and some-

nes of clay al^ound. The Casas grandcs, as they are called, appear

have been defensive structures like the jMoqui villages. Ca})tain

ihnstou describes one, called the Casa de Montezrnna, on the river

ila, which measured fifty feet by forty, and had been four storeys

i;4h. It is indeed worthy of note that while we find throughout

e continent, from the Rocky IMountains to the Atlantic, scarcely

vestige of ante-Columbian stone architecture: traces of it in-

ase upon us with every new (exploration of the country that lies

1 1

I I

Iruins arrest tliei

On the Eii

' Dr. Latham speaks of tlio Moiiuia aa a ponplo tliat " ho living writer seems
jhavc soon."

—

Varii-tiin of Mun, j). 394:. But the aUove information conimuni-

ki'il to nie by Professor Newherry, is the resnlt of his own })ersonal ohserva-

liis. lie showed me also apeeiniens of their woven dresses, manifesting

lisiilcnihU' skill, and exhibiting great taste in the arrangement of their briglit

|»iii'ii. They liave recently been greatly reduced by sniall-jOTX.

i
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I '

between the liocky IMouiitains and the Pacific, and nierj^es towiii'(l>

the south into tlie seats of ancient native civilisation and niatuml

architectural skill.

J>ut the Southern Continent had also its seat of a remarkal)lt

native civilisation ; "svhich, like that of Mexico, derived some of it>

most striking characteristics from the physical aspects of the countiv

in which it originated. The peculiar natural advantages of Penil

resulted from the settlement of a people on the lofty plateaus ni

the Andes, but within the tropics, where at each successive eleva
|

tion a diflerent climate was secured. Such products as the mer-

cantile navies of Northern Euro]^e gather ivom. many distant shores,
|

were there brought within the compass of an industrious i)opiila-

tion : who fed their flocks on the cold crests of the sierra ; cultivate

their gardens and orchards on its higher plateaus ; and gathered tlit|

luxuriant products of the tropics from the country that for them

lay, for the most part, beneath the clouds, and spread away froiiitliiJ

lowest slopes of the Andes to the neighbouring shores of the Pacific.
[

The character of the people, and the nature of the civilisation of tliisl

remarkable country presented many striking contrasts to tlie cusf

toms and institutions of the Mexicans, and they have generally beeiij

assumed as of totally independent origin.

Peru has her historic traditions, no less than Mexico ; and lier|

native historian, Garcilasso de la Vega, a descendant, through

mother, from the royal line of the Incas : who plays for tlieni uim

part which Fernando de Alva did for his Tezcucan ancestry. Seen!

through such a medium, the traditions of the Inca race expand \\\\\

gorgeous pages of romance ; and the institutions of European

chivalry and medieval polity are grafted on the strange usages uk

an Indian nation, remarkable for its own well -matured conmioiij

wealth, and unique phases of native-born civilisation. Sabaisni coiij

stituted the essential element of Peruvian religious faith, and gava

form and colour to the national rites and traditions. IManco CapniJ

and Mama Oello Huaco, their mythic instructors in the arts of agiij

culture, weaving, and spinning, were the Children of the Sun ; tlieij

high religious festivals were determined by the solstices and oquij

noxes; and Quito, the holy city, which lay inunediately under i

Equator, had within it the pillar of the sun, where his vertical rayl

threw no shadow at noon, and they believed the god of light to*i|

himself in full effulgence in his temple. The sacred ])illar 8to(id

the centre of a circle described within the court of the great temi'lJ

traversed ]iv a diameter drawn from east to west, bv means (tf wliiel
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the period of the equinoxes was detenniiied ; and both then, and

the solstices, the jallar was liun<^ with garUinda, and offerings of

liiiit and flowers were made to the divine luminary and parent of

iiuinkiud. The title of the sovereign Inca was the Child of the

Sun ;
and tlie territory of the empire was divided into three por-

tions, of which one, constituting the lands of the Sun, maintained

the costly ceremonial of public worship, with the temples and

their numerous priests and vestal virgins. The national traditions

[Kiinted to the Valley of Cuzco as the original seat of native civili-

sation. There their mythic Manco Capac founded the city of that

name; on the high lands around it a number of columns were

reared which served for taking azinmths, and by measuring their

1
shadows the ])recise time (jf the solstices were determined.

Besides the ilivino honours paid to the sun, the Peruvians

Iwoi'sliippcd the host of heaven, and dedicated temples to the

thunder and lightning, and to the rainbow, as the wrathful and

1 benign messengers of the supreme solar deity. It might naturally

he anticipated that a nation thus devoted to astronomical observa-

Itious, and maintaining a sacred caste exclusively for watching solar

liind stellar phenomena, would have attained to great knowledge in

I
that branch of science. A]iparently, however, the facilities which

their equatorial position afforded tor deternnning the few indispen-

sable periods in their calendar, removed the stimulus to further

IprogTess ; and not only do we find them sur]iassed in this respect

by the jMuyscas, occupying a part of the same great southern

jikiteau, who regulated their calendar on a system presenting con-

Isiderable points of resemblance to that of the Aztecs ; but they

jremaiued to the last in total ignorance of the true causes of eclipses,

I
and regarded such phenomena with the same siipcrstitious and

jiqipielieusive wonder as has affected the untutored savage mind in

lall ages. One historian, indeed, attirms that they recognised the

laetual length of the solar year, and regulated their chronology by

la series of cycles of decades of years, centiu'ies, and decades of

Iceutiuies, the last of which constituted the grand cycle or great

lyeai' of the sun.^ This is otdy confuted by a reference to the

silence of earlier authorities, ami the aljsence of their evielence on

|the subject ; and may serve to remind us how partial is all the

knowledge we possess of the intellectual development of this sin-

|;;ulaily interesting people, among whom science was essentially

isotoi'ic, and systenuUieally excluded from the vulgar.

' Montesino's Mrin. Antii/iins MS., lib. ii. cap. 7 ; cited by Presicott.
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I'rescott seeks to account for the very imperfect nature of tht
i

astronoiuical science of I'eru, l>y the fact, tliat the Peruvian priest

hood were drawn exehisively from the body of the Incas : a [)rivi

leged order of n(jl)ility who ehiinied divine origin, and were tluil

less tempted to seek in superior learning the exclusive rights

an intellectual aristocracy. But other reasons help to explain this
|

singular intellectual condition of a nation, which had in so nmiiv

other directions made remarkable progress in civilisation. Tlie|

veiy fact that astronomy constituted, as it were, the national religion,

placed it beyond the reach of scientific speculation, among a people I

with whom blasphemy against the sim, and malediction of the Iiica,

were alike ])unished with death. The impediments to Galileo's I

astronomical discoveries were trifling compared with those which

nmst have beset the presumptuous Inca priest who ventured to

deny the diurnal revolution of the sun round the -irth; or to ex-

plain, by the simple interposition of the moon bt^tAv^en themsehes

and the sun, the mysterious and malign infirmities with which it

constituted a part of the national creed to believe their supreme

deity was afflicted during a solar eclipse. But another cause also

tended to retard the progress of the Peruvians in the intelligent

solution of astronomical phenomena. Among the ancient Egyptians

we find the division of the year determined by the changes of the

Nile ; and their year regulated by .ipplicatic^ns of astrouoiuicd

science, minutely interwoven with their sacred and civil institutions!

But the phenomena of the seasons, which have fostered with even

other civilized nation the accurate observation of the astrononiidi

divisions of time, and the determination of tlie recurring festival:

dependent on seed-time and harvest, were almost inoperative,!

where, among a people specially devoted to agriculture, eacli seasunj

and every temperature coiUd be commanded by a mere change i

elevation under the vertical sun of the Ecpiator.

The Peruvians, however, must be tried by their own stamlaiils|

of excellence. Manco Capac, their mythic civilizer, was no war

god, like the IMexitli of the ferocious Aztecs. Agriculture was tliei

S|)(!cial art introduccul by him ; and husbandry was pursued aiuunJ

them on principles which modern science has only recently t'lilly

developed in Europe. There alone, in all the New Workl, tliel

[»lough was in use ; and the Inca himself, on one of the gi'eal|

annual festivals, consecrated the labours of the husbandnian liv

turning up the earth with a golden ploughshare. Artificial irri^iii-

tion was carried out on a gigantic scale by means of aqueducts anl
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tunnels of j^roiit extent, the ruins of which still attest the enj;incer-

iiig skill «jf their coustnictors. The viiiue.s ui yuano, which are now

si) well uiii)ieciiite(l by the ny^iculturists of Europe, were faniiliur

to the Peruvian farmer; anil as the country of the Incas included,

at its various levels, nearly all varieties of climate an<l production,

tVoin the cocoa and palm that frin<j;etl the borders of tlu; Pacific, to

I

the pasture of their mountain flocks on the ver^'e of the high regions

of jierpetual snow : a systematic succession of public fairs, regulated,

hke all else, by the supreme government, afl'orded abundant oppor-

I

tuiiities for the interchange of their diverse commodities.

Such a countiy, if any, could dispense with commerce, and

I

altaui to considerable advancement without a representative cur-

rency or circiUating niediixm. Gobi, which was so abundant, sei-ved

only for barbaric pomp and decoration. Silver was accessible in

Isuch quantiti 's, that PizaiTO found in it a substitute for iron to shoe

the horses of his cavahy. Copper and tin in like manner abounded

|in the mountains ; and the Peruvians had learned to alloy the copper

both with tin and silver, for greater utility in its aj)plication to the

luseful arts. Bartholomew lluiz, it will be remembered, found on

Imiird the halsa first met by him off the I'eruvian coast, a pair of

Iklaiices for weighing the precious metals ; and the repeated dis

jcovery of well-adjusted silver balances in tombs of the Incas, con-

Itirnis the evidence that they made use of weights in determining

Ithe value of their connnodities. The Peruvians Avere thus in pos-

Isi'ssion of a mode of exchange, which, for their purposes, was superior

Ito that of the currency of the Mexicans, in the absence of any such

Imeans of ascertaining the exact apportionment of commodities pro-

khiced for sale.

The progress in agriculture was accompanied by a correspond-

tiiij; development of the resources of a pastoral people. Vast flocks

sliecj) ranged the mountain pastures of the Andes, under the

^luidauce of native shepherds ; while the Peruvians alone, of all

lllie races of the New World, had attained to that important stage

til civili.sation which precedes the employment of machinery, by

lilii'ir use of the lower animals in economizing human labour. The

lama, trained as a beast of burden, earned its light load along the

^tei'p paths of the Cordilleras, or on the great highways of Peru.

As the mythic IVIanco Capac was the instructor of the nation

In ajivitulture, so also the divine daughter of the Sun introduced

Iho arts of weaving and spinning. Such traditions serve at least

10 indicate the favourite directions of the national taste and skill.

II
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wliii'li wore .siuicially displiiyod in the iiiiimifacture of a varii'ty ot

wttollcii articles nt" iii^('iiit)U.s patteniM ami the utnio.st delicacy df

texture. Nunientus exaini»les of the woven textures of the I'eni-

viaus have been recovered from their ancient graves at Ataciuii:i

und elsewhere ; though it cannot be assumed that in these we have

specimens of the rare and costly fabrics which excited the wonder

ing admiration of the early Spaniards. In the arid soil and tropicn]

climate of the great desert of Atacaimi, articles which ])rovu the

most ])erishable in northern latitudes are found, after the lapwoi

centuries, in perfect preservation. Of these I had an opi)ortiniity

of examining a collection recovered by Mr. J. H. Blake fioin

ancient huacas explored by him, and now ])reserved in his cabiiKt

at P»ost(»n. They include specimens of cloth, wrought in dytMl

woollen thread, and sewed in regular and ornamental (U!,si;j;iis.

Kach piece is woven of the exact size which was recpiired for the

purpose in view, and some of them furnish proofs of ingenious skill

in the art of weaving. The threads consist of two or more strands

of dyed llama- wool twisted together ; and elaborate patterns aiv

wov^en into a soft and delicate web. The accompanying ti<,'urL',

though grotesque, is a good specimen of a complicated feat achiovwl

in dyed wocjllen threads on the ancient l*eruviaii

loom. It was found in a grave at Atacama, aloiiL:

with many other relics descril)ed in a subseinuMit

chapter. Mr. Blake remarks, in reference to tin'

discoveries of this class which rewarded his re

searches :
—

" In forming an opinion of the (Icgrei-

of skill displayed in the arts of spinniuf,' ami

weaving, by these specimens, it should be home

in mind that the implements in use were of the

simplest contrivance. The only ones which have

been disc(ivered are simple distaffs, and uiiioiy

the articles obtained from the Atacama graws

were several formed of wood and stone, sucli uf

I are still in use among the Indians of Peru at the
|

present day. Weaving on the loom has nut been

introduced among them. The warp is sociireil

by stakes driven into the ground, and the tilling-in is inserted bv

the slow ])rocess of passing it by hand over and inider each threail

alternately." It would be a grave error, however, to assume that

we possess in such relics, recovered from the ordinary graves fnnnoil

in the loose sand of the desert, the highest achievements of Peruvian I

V'm. 111.— IVruvian Web.

ri i
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(ill. On the cnntnirv, rr<;iinliii<^ tliuiii, as \\v, luuHt, as fair .sju'ci-

iiiiiis (»f tlio coiiiiintu wuulU'n ti.-^sues of the country, they contirm

til,,
jiioltaltility that the co.stly hanj,'in;,'s, and heantifuUy wrou{4;ht

lolu's (if the Inca and his n(»bles, fully jUstitiiMl the athniration with

which they are referred to by the Spani.sh writers of the sixteenth

ri'lltiuy.

^hirvelh thiirvelious aituiiuiens of ceramic art are also noted aniong tne

iiiiiniil'uctures ascrilted to the I'eruvians before the con([uest, sur-

|i;issiiiy: anythin;j; found in the common cemeteries of the race ; but

almiitliint proofs exist of the ingenuity of the ancient potter exjtended

Mil utensils in daily use by the ])eoi)le at lar<;e, to render probable

till' accounts of such rare eJuf-d'ccurn's executed by their cunningest

wdiknien for the imperial service. 80 also we read of animals and

|il;ints wrought with W(jnderful delicacy, in gold and silver ; and

>L'iittored with jjrofuse magnificence about the apartments of the

IVvuvian nol)les. Such specimens of goldsmiths' work no longer

•.urvive ; but still the huacas of the ancient race are ransacked for

','olilcu ornaments, which ]>rove considerable metallurgic skill, and

k'livo no room to doubt that gold and silver wen; moidded and

jiiven into many ingenious forms. Science and art had indeed

iiiack' wonderful advances among this reniarkaltle people ; though

with them, as with the Chinese, they were more I'requently ox-

pi'iided in the gratification of a craving for disjjlay, than in realizing

tiium])hs of much practical vtdue. Nevertheless, Peruvian civili-

siitiuuhad Mrought out for itself many essential elements of progresi*

ailiijitcd to its native soil. Its astronomical science admits, indeed,

uf no comparison with that of Mexico ; and in lieu of the artistic

liicture-writing of the Mexicans, it employed the quijms, an arti-

ficial system of mnemonics not greatly in advance oi the Ked

IntlitUi wampum, to which it bears a close resemblance. In this

it strikingly contrasts with the matured hieroglyphical inscrip-

tions of Central America anil Yucatan, which preserve evidences of

[iioj^Tcss alike in advance of the highest civilisation (jf the Aztecs

iiiul the Incas, and (»f all but the most civilized nations of ancient

(ir modern centuries. But this higher ]thase of intellectual develop-

ment must be reserved for consideration in its relations to the

lisvchology of the whole continent.

The remarkal)le system of national polity doubtless originated

ill part from the docile nature still manifested by the descendants

"t tlie I'eruvian people ; and, when viewed in this connexion, it

t'umishes some key to the peculiar characteristics of their civilisation.
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I

Their government was a sacerdotal sovereignty, with an hereditary

aristocracy, and a system of castes more absolute s«^emingly than

that of the Egyptians or Hindus. Something of the partial and

unprogressive development of the Chinese mingled in the ancient

Peruvians along with numerous other traits of resemblance to

that singular people. Unlike the Mexicans, we see in their whole

polity, arts, and social life, institutions of indigenous gi'owtli. It

would be difficult to limit the centuries during which such a people

may have handed on from generation to generation the slowly

brightening torch. Their own traditions, preserved with the help

of quipus and national ballads, are valueless on this point. But

their institutions reveal some remarkable evidences of a people pre-

serving many of the traits of man's social infancy, alongside of such

matured arts and habits as could only grow up together around the

undisturbed graves of many generations. Offerings of fruits and

flowers took the place of the bloody human sacrifices of Aztec wor-

ship ; but the suttee rites, which disclose their traces everywhere in

the sepulchral usages of primitive nations, were retained in full force,

Tiie simple solidity of megalithic art gave an equally primitive

character to their architecture, notwithstanding its application to

many practical purposes of life ; and the precious metals, though

existing in unequalh d profusion, were retained to the last solely

for their unproductive contribution to barbaric splendour. The

habits of pastoral life, by means of which the foremost nations of

the Old World appear to have emerged out of primitive barbarism,

were with them modified by the isolated haunts of the flocks

peculiar to the strange region of mountain and plateau, where also

they carried the next step in human progression, that of agriculture,

to a degree of perfection probably never surpassed. They had ad-

vanced metallurgy through all its stages, up to that which preceded

the use of iron ; and with the hel]) of their metal tools, displayed

a remarkable skill in many mechanical arts. They did no more,

because, under their peculiar local circumstances, and the repressive

infiuences of the mild despotism of Inca rule, they had achieved all
|

that they required.

A gentle people found abundant occupation in tilling the soil,

without being oppressed by a labour which was lightened by the

ireciuently recurring festivals of a joyous, and, in some respects,

elevating national faith. Nor is it difficult to conceive of siicli a
|

peo])le continuing to ])in'suc the even tenor of their way, with

scarcely percej)tible progression, through all the subsequent ctii
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turies since their discovery to Europe ; had not the hand of the

conqueror lathlessly overthrown the structure reared by many
fenerations, and quenched the lamp of native civilisation which

liifhted them on their way. The conquerors of the sixteenth cen-

tury have given expression to the astonishment with which they

Iheheld everywhere evidences of order, contentment, plenty, and

[prosperity ; and while the architectural magnificence of Monte-

jzuma's capital has so utterly disappeared as to suggest the doubt if

it ever existed : the traveller along the ancient routes of Peruvian

udustry still meets on every hand ruins, not only of temples,

)alaces, and strongholds, but of ten'aeed declivities, military roads,

auseways, aqueducts, and other public works, that astonish him by

he solidity of their construction and the grandeur of their design.

Reflecting on the striking contrasts which are apparent between

:lie two great nations thus found at the highest stage of progress in

s'orthern and Southern America, Prescott has remarked :
" The

ilexicans and Peruvians, so different in the character of their

leciiliar civilisation, were, it seems probable, ignorant of each

ither's existence; and it may appear singular that, during the

imultaneous continuance of their empires, some of the seeds of

icience and of art, wdiich pass so imperceptibly from one people to

mother, shoidd not have found their way across the interval which

leparated the two nations. They furnish an interesting example of

llie opposite directions which the human mind may take in its

triiggle to emerge from darkness into the light of civilisation."

IVhilst, however, there seems little room for doubt that those two

ations were ignorant of each other at the period of the discovery

f America : there are indications in some of their arts of an earlier

tercom'se between the northern and southern continent. This,

liich is no doubt due in part to nugrations, derives additional con-

rmation from a comparison of cranial forms, and the traces of

irtiticial malformations of the head, as well as from other traits

lereafter referred to, suggestive of a common origin for customs and

ces of the twin continents.

Rut between these tw^o great divisions of the western hemisphere,

the curiously insidated region of Central America, traces of

iiieient civilisation abound, with evidences of a higher, if not longer

liiihiring development than either. The closing annals both of

lexico and I*eru have acquired a vivid interest from the incidents of

panisli conquest ; and retain many romantic associations connected

ith the lustre of their conquerors. P>ut the interest which

\ \ \
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attaches to (Jentral America and Yucatan derives little value t'loini

history. There, under the luxuriant forests of tliat tropical regidn,

may still be studied the monuments of a lettered people, and tlit I

sculptm-es and symbolic inscriptions of an extinct faith, amid ruins

which appear to have been already abandoned to decay before

Cortes explored tlie peninsula in his lust of conquest. Their basso
|

relievos preserve the ])hysiognomy of a race essentially diverse from

the INIexicans ; and their sculptured hieroglyphics show a process nf

inscription very far in advance of the picture-writings of the Aztecs.
1

The magnitude and solidity of the ruins of Peru still attest tliJ

practical aim of works wrought there on a grand scale, and for

purposes of more obvious utility than those of the Central American

peninsula; and the characteristics of some of the Peruvian crania

suggest striking analogies with the peculiar physiognomy of tjie

northern basso-relievos, such as are no longer traceable when \vi[

turn to the Mexican race.

Neither the architectiu-e, the astronomical science, nor tjicl

languages of Peru or Central America find a counterpart ainoii.;

any indications of incipient civilisation discernible in the regimii

between the Eocky Mountains and the Atlantic. Yet theic, amiil

tribes familiar to the European, the stock is to Ije sought, iVoiu

which on many grounds it appears most reasonable to trace tliJ

ju'edominant Mexican race of the era of the Conquest : the inliori
f

tors, but not the orighiators of the civilisation of the platcai

Some of the evidence of this is discussed in subsequent cliii]iUi>.|

devoted to the consideration of native processes of writing, aiii|

to the physical characteristics of American races. P)Ut wliile tlni

traditions of the Aztecs pointed to a migration from the nortli, tlici

Toltecs whom they displaced can be assigned on no tangil)]ecvi

dence to a similar origin. Amid many diversities recognisalilo

among the nations of the New World, the forest and prairie ti'ili(>:,

now clustering chiefly in the North-west, are the representative

of one great subdivision, the source of which may be sout^lit in

that northern hive stretching westward towards Behi'ing Sti-aits aiili

the Aleutian Islands, with possible indications of an Asiatic orij;iii|

But for the more intellectual nations whose ancient moninneiitslii'

to the south of the Rio Crrande del Norte; and perhaps also, evm

for the strange and mysterious race of tlie Mound liuildcrs: tlie

most probaldo source of America's civilized and senii-civili/til

nations appears to be the southern plateaus of the Peruvian Cmilil-

leras. In the copijcr regions of the nortli the abundant iiid;il
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'eniviaii crania

Lou'noinv of tlip|

ceable when we

supplied all wants too readily to stimulate to furtliev progress ; but

the southern region rises through every cliange of climate uniler

the vertical rays of the Equator; and its rocky steeps are veined

with cxhaustless treasures of metallic ores, in such a condition as

to lead man on step by step from the infantile perce]Dtion of the

I
native metal as a ductile stone, to the matiu'cd intelligence of the

nietallurgist, mingling and fusing the contiguous ores into his most

convenient and useful alloys. A branch of the same race, moving

northward along the isthmus, may account for the almndant archi-

tectural remains of the central peninsula, consistently with its

I
ethnographic traces ; while beyond this, to the northward, wo see in

the conflicting elements of Mexican civilisation, the confluence

(if races from north and south, and the mingling of their diverse

(arts and customs under the favouring influences which the vale of

Auahuac supplied.

i- t
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CHAPTER XV.

ART-CIIRONICLINGS.

IMITATIVE SKILL— ARCHAIC EUUOPKAN AllT -CONVENTIONAL ORNAMENTATION

-

ANAL00IE8 IN RITES AND CUSTOMS— ALTAU-RECOUDS—COMMON SOURCE OF

METALS -THE RACE OF THE MOUNDS—MOUND SCULPTURES—PORTRAIT CARV.

INGS— PULSZKY'S ICONOGRAPHIC RESEARCHES—PECULIAR FEATURES REPRE-

SENTED—FEMALE PORTRAITURE—ANTIQUE ICONOGRVPHIC POTTERY— PECULIAR

IMITATIVE SKILL -ANIMALS REPRESENTED - PROCESS OF CARVING—EXTENSIVE

GEOGRAPHICAL RELATIONS -KNOWLEDGE OF TROPICAL FAUNA—THE TOUCa..

AND MANATEE—WANDERINGS OF THE NATIONS—ANALOGOUS EUROPEAN SCULP-

TURES—PERUVIAN IMITATIVE SKILL -CARVED STONE MORTARS—NTCOTIAN RE-

LIGIOUS RITES — INSTITUTION OP THE PEACE PIPE — THE RED PIPE-STONE

QUARRY— MANDAN TRADITIONS— StOUX LEGEND OF THE PEACE PIPE—THE

SACRED COCA PLANT—KNISTENEAUX LEGEND OF THE DELUGE—INDICATIONS OF

FORMER MIGRATIONS- CHIMPSEYAN ART—IMITATIVE CLAYSTONE CARVINGS—

TAWATIN IVORY CARVINGS—THE MEDICINE PIPE-STEM— SUPERSTITIOUS OBSERV-

ANCES CONNECTED WITH THE TOBACCO PIPE—INDIAN LEGENDS AS TO ORIGIN

OF TOBACCO.

In studying tlie elaborate sculptures of Central American arclii-

1

tecture, one of the first of its peculiar characteristics to strike tliu

eye is the predominance of the representations of natural objects,

alike in its decorative details and in the symbolism of its hiero-

glyphic tablets. The human form, the head, the heart, the skull,

the hand and foot, along with familiar objects of animate and in-

animate nature, supi)lied the readiest architectural devices, and tlie

most suggestive signs for attributes and ideas. In tlie imitation I

involved in such a style of art, resemblances may be traced to the

productions of many partially civilized nations both of ancient ami

modern times. But in reviewing the primitive art of the Xew|

World, whether ]iertaining to extinct nations, like the jMouikI

Builders of Ohio and the architects of Yucatan, or to Indian trilxU

still occupying their old hunting grounds, the critical observer can

scarcely overlook many pecidiar nnmifestations of imitative skill]

Though by no means to be regarded as the exclusive distinetioii d
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he Aniericaii races, this is a eliai-acteristic in wiiich tliey present a

[striking contrast to the primitive races of Europe. Many of tlie

liiiiplenients anil personal ornaments of the ante Christian era oi'

[lMivo]tean art, designated the " Jironze Period," are exceedingly grace

ll'ul in form, and some of them higlily ornamented, but there is rarely

II trace of imitative design. So also, though the peculiar ftjrni of

one prinn'tive class of gold ornaments, found in the British Isles,

kimgested a name derived from the calyx of a thnver, which the

rups of its rings seem in some degree to resemble, yet it is a mere

fanciful analogy, for no example bears the slightest trace of orna-

ment which would suggest that such siniilarity was present to the

jiiiiid of the ancient British goldsmith. Where incised or graven

)iiiainents are wrought upon the flower-like forms, they are the old

plii'vron, or herring-bone and saltire patterns, which occur on the

hiik'st clay pottery, alike of nin'thcrn Europe and of America :

iiugli executed on the finer gold work with considerable delicacy

liid taste.

The correspondence between the forms and ornamentation of the

[lulest classes, both of domestic and sepulchral pottery of the Old

Ind New World, ajipears, at first sight, remarkable ; jjut it originates

lithe inartistic simplicity inseparable from all iniantile art. The

pamentation is only an improvement on the accidents of manu
in tare. The aboriginal liritish and American potters ajipear to

|ave both alike effected th^ir first decorations by passing twisted

irds round the soft clay. More complicated patterns were pro

meed by plaited or knitted cords, or imitated in ruder fashion with

le point of a bone -lance or bodkin. Rut it is only among the

llophylian arts of P^urope that such arbitrary patterns are perpe

liated with improving taste and skill. The European vase and

Wrary urn become more graceful in contour, and more delicate in

laterial and construction, when they accompany the beautiful

apons and personal ornaments wrought in bronze. Nevertheless

I attempt is made to imitate leaf or flower, bird, beast, or any

linple natural object ; and when in the bronze work of the later

«u period, imitative forms at length a[)pear, they are chiefly the

lake and dragon ])atterns, borrowed seemingly by Celtic and

[fiitonic wanderers, with the wild fancies of their myth(jh)gy,

oiu tlie far Eastern cradle-land of their birth.

This absence of every trace of imitation in the forms and deco

Itions of the whole archaic art of northern Europe, is curious and

['teworthy : fm* it is l)y no means an invariable characteristic of

tiiiiitive art. In the simplest forms of ancient weapons, imple
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ments, and pottery, more utility was tlie aim. The rude sava^'i
j

whetlier of Kur<)])e or America, had iieitlier leism-e nor thought
t,

spare for decorative art. Ilis ocstlietic faculty had not yet heginitfji

intluence his constructive instincts. Ideas of comparison, wliicli

enter so larjjjely into the s]»irit of modern artistic design, and fuim

so prominent an element in the artificial compositions of the modeml

orator and hard, were latent in those elder times. Art was tiu; cliill
j

of necessity, and liorrowed its first adjuncts of adornment from tliJ

same sources whence it had received its convenient but arliitrani

forms.

But the moment we get beyond this primitive and mere util

tarian epoch, the contrast between the products of European ar

American art is exceedingly striking ; and their value to the etlil

nologist and arch.neologist becomes great, from the insight theygivel

into the aspects of mental expression, and the intellectual phases (

social life, among those unliistoric generations. The useful arts fiii

the British allophylian progressed until they superinduced the decoJ

rative and fine arts. But the ornamentation was inventive, and ndi

imitative ; it was arbitrarj^ conventional, and singularly persistenj

in style. It wi'ought itself into all his external expressions!

thought ; and whatever his religious worship may have been, u
look in vain for proofs of idolatry, among all the innumerable itlifj

which have l)een recovered from supposed Druidical fanes, or

older cromlechs and tumuli of the British Isles.^ The very oppositi

characteristics meet the eye the moment we turn to relics wliiclj

illustrate the primitive arts of the New World. Tliere, indicatio

of imitative design meet us on every hand. Even the rude trib

of the North-west, though living in the simplest condition of savaa

life, not only copy the familiar animal and vegetable forms mt|

which they are surrounded : but also represent, witli ingenious skil

the novel objects of European art introduced to their notice. Eve!

their plaited and woven grass and quill-work assume a pictoriJ

aspect ; and the pottery is not only ornamented with patterns Je

rived from flowers and other natural objects, but more elaborate

examples are occasionally moulded into the forms of aninmls. Stil

more is this the case with the tubes, masks, personal ornamentj

and, above all, the pipe-heads of the Mound-Builders. Nor iloi

it stop with such miniature productions of art. The same imitatii

faculty reappears in the great earthworks of Yv isconsin and Oliij

where the ingenious artist has wrought out representations

natural ol)jects on a scale akin to the colossal sphinx, that li

* Vide Prdmtork Annah of Scotland, vol. i. j)p. 490-498.
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luoked forth from its stony eyes on the ])yranii(l of ohl Cheops,

while that gnomon of tlic desert sundial h.as tracswl, with its un-

[restin:^" sliadow, the revolutions of thirty centuries.

The chronicles of America's ancient history recorded for us by

jsuch means .are invaluable. Tlie walls of Central American ruins

|are covered with voiceless hieroglyjdiics, and the costly folios of Lord

JKingsborough's Mexican Antiquitirs have placed at the command

jof the scholars of both hemispheres the dubious idoography of

jnative historians ; but the artistic representations preserved alike

|in the bas-reliefs and statues of Palenque, or in the characteristic

jiipe-scidi)ture of the Ohio mounds, are as significant and easy of

interpretation as those on the Eamesian tablets of Abl)osimbul in

jKubia, which demonstrate the existence, in the era of Eameses, of

Semitic and Ethiopian races, with all their ethnical diversities as

jcleavly defined as now.

Among the characteristics of ancient and modern nations dis-

jcemible in peculiar rites and customs, or disclosed in their arts,

[here are some that indicate widely diffused hereditary influences,

Ind so furnish a clue to remote affinities of race. The practice of

[iircumcision, for example, which prevails both in Asia and Africa,

dierever the influence of Semitic nations can be traced, strikingly

Illustrates the value of such indices. Another custom, little less

Incient, is that of systematic cranial distortion : which prevailed

jmong nations of both hemispheres, and is proved by the evidence

If ancient sculpture to have been in use at the period of highest

Irchitectural art in Central America. The Indian war-trophy of

[lie scalp, and its singular counterpart, the peace-pipe, are also

i;inficant usages of the New World
;

yet the former of these

ippears to have been common among ancient Asiatic nations.

lei'odotus refers to scalping as one of the most characteristic war-

[ustoms of the Scythians, and to their hanging the scalp-trophies

I the warrior's bridal-rem. Hence the diroaKvOi^eiv of Euripides,

|uoted by Eawlinson, when remarking on the resemblance of such

neient customs t ) those of the Red Indians. The correspondence

i worthy of note, in connexion with others afterwards referred to,

possibly indicative of something more than a mere American

bunterpart to Egyptian and Oriental accumulations of trophies of

te slain—the skulls, the hands, the ears, or even the foreskins,

—

tpeatedly referred to in the Old Testament Scriptures, and re-

Wed with minute detail on the paintings of Egypt, and the

pilptures of Nimroud and Khorsabiid. >iit no such analogies

pimv light on the singular usage of the leace-pipe. The ethnical

1

1

ill
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relations wliicli it indicates helong exclusively to the New "NVuilil

where it seems to perpetuate a significant symbolism derived I'ldin

an extinct native civilisation. As such, it is well worthy of .studv

by the American ethnologist, as the most ancient and curious of I

the many practices connected with the iise of the strange nicotiaii

stimulant. The pipe appears to have been associated with soleiim

religions rites and civic ceremonials, both in ancient and modern
|

times. It bore a prominent part in the worship of the old ^Mouiid

Bnilders, and still retains its place among the paraphernalia of tin'

inspired medicine-man or priest, and the most sacred credentials
|

of the ambassador or war- chief.

The implements designed for the use of toliacco or other narcutif I

herbs, occupy a prominent place among the works of art of wliicji

the sacrificial mounds are the principal depositories. In accordance

with the almost universal custom of barbarous and semi-civilized
|

nations, the Mound-Builders devoted to their dead whatever

been most prized in life, or was deemed valuable for some talisinanitl

charm. Hence the Mississippi mounds, and the ancient tombs ofj

Mexico and Peru, disclose the same kind of evidence of the past asj

Wilkinson has deduced from the catacombs of Egypt, or DeiiniJ

from the sepulchres of Etruria. But in addition to this, while tlie|

altars of Egypt and Etruria have been long overthrown : the re-|

markable religious rites of the American Mound-Builders have

sensed not only their altars, but offerings laid upon them before tliel

first seed fell from whence grew the ancient monarchs of fores!;|

now styled primeval. The perishable garments of the dead lia

necessarily disappeared ; and of instruments or utensils of wood uri

other combustible materials it is vain to expect a trace, where evenj

metal has melted, and the stone been calcined in the blaze of

sacrificial fires ; but articles of copper and stone, of fictile ware,aiit|

even of shell, ivory, and bone, have escaped the destructive

and withstood the action of time. In such enduring characters i

scriptions are legibly graven upon the altars of the Mound -Ihiildfi^l

Let us try to translate their records into the language of iiioden

thought.

AVhat they record in regard to progress in mechanical iuts ami

metallurgy, we have already attempted to decipher. The jMouiiii

Builders were acquainted with several of the metals. They

both the silver and lead of Iowa and Wisconsin in use. Iniploimiitl

and personal ornaments of copper abound on their altars; niidtlil

mechanical combination of silver with the native copper df ^vllii^

tliey are made, indicates that the,y derived their su])j)lios frdiiiLaa
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Sii[Hri(»r, where alone the metals have liitherto been found in the

siiii'ular mecluinico-chemieal coml)ination of crystals of silver in a

fiipiier matrix. The accidental, or at least unpremeditated results

tlioir sacrificial fires, have in some ases fused the metallic offer-

iiiiTs on the altars into a mass of m.^lten copper ; but the Mound-

IiuiUler had very imperfectly learned the old arts of Tubal-Cain.

lie did not smelt the ores, or melt the mitive copper and cast it into

sucli moulds as his inntative skill, and his ability hi modelling the

jpiitter's clay, abundantly fitted him to produce. Neither did he

attempt the simpler process of welding, much less the valuable art

Lf alloying the metals : although silver is found shaped into per-

sonal ornaments, and the sidphuret of lead was familiarly known to

[liiin, and is found in considerable (juantities along with his other

metallic remains.

Tims far, therefore, those inscriptions tell us that directly, or

[hvough some intermediate source, the JMound-tJuilders shared in

the mctallurgic wealth of the great co[)per region. We are reminded,

jccordingly, that the broad undulating prairie-lands of Wisconsin,

^vith their remarkable symbolic earthw(jrks, lie directly between

[lie shores of Lake Su^jcrior and the regi(jn occupied by the ^lound-

•juilders. The monmnents of the latter abound with examples of

leir l.iuilders' arts, and are surrounded with varied proofs of settled

[lucupation, civic and religi(nis structures, and permanent defensive

iiilitary works ; while thr(nighout Wisconsin the synd)olic mounds

itaud almost alone, and have liitherto been found to contain no

[elics. Neither earthworks adapted to religious rites, nor military

let'eaces, attest that that regiijn was anciently occupied by a muner-

race, where eveii»„g population, such as its many natural advantages fitted it to

lustaiu. Hence the conjecture that the mineral country on the

outliern shores of the Crreat Lake was occupied by no settled tribe,

[lit that its mines were the recognised source of supply for the

luile poi)ulation north of the Gulf of Mexico ; and that different

bibes throughout the vast basin of the jSIississippi and its tributaries

lerewout to send working parties tliither, as to a common region of

lie nations. Such an idea well accords with the further conjecture

pat the symbolic mounds of Wisconsin may be memorials of sacred

[tes, or pledges of peace and neutrality among nations from the

pridus tributaries of the great river, as they annually met on this

joi'der-land of the common metallic storehouse. It is obvious that

he Mound- Builders were a highly religious people. Their super-

litJDUs rites were of frecpient occurrence, and accompanied with

ptlv sacrifices ; while in the numerous svmliolic mounds of Wis
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I
'I

cousin, lal)()nr aloiio is tlio sacrifice, and the external form presci'ves

the one idea at which their buiUlers ahned.

80 far, this tlieory of a sacred neutral ground and coinmnn

mineral region is ccmjectural. Nevertheless, it involves certain un-

doubted facts to l)e borne in view for comparison with others of a

diverse kind. In the once densely-peoided regions of Ohio ami

Illinois, where the works of the Mound-Builders abound, the river-

valleys were occupied by an ingenious and industrious agricultiii'al

j)opulation : who, if not aggressive and warlike, employed tlieit

constructive skill on extensive works for military defence. AVheuoe

soever the danger existed that they had thus to apprehend ainj

guard against, there is no trace of its locality within the region

lying immediately to the south of Lake Sui)erior, through wliitli

their path lay to the great cop})er coimtry. More probably ofTcnsivt

and defensive warfare was carried on between tribes or states uf

tlie JVIound lace settled on different tributaries of the same great

water-system. liut the growing civilisation of the nations of tlit

Mississippi valley was also exposed to the aggression of barbarian

tribes of the North west ; for if the Mound-Builders differed in

culture and race from the progenitors of the modern Ked Indian,

some of their arts and customs render it i)robable that the latter

were not unknown to them.

80 far, then, we connect the race of the Mounds with the slioreij

of liake Superior, and thus trace out for them a relation to regi(jiis|

of the N(irt:h. But the objects wrought by their artistic skill vevea

no less certainly their familiarity with animals of southern am

even tro])ical latitudes ; and the materials employed in their niaiiii

factures include mica of the AUeghanies, the obsidian of Mexiw,

and jade and porphyry derived probably from the same region, 01

from others still farther south. Such facts warn us against an;

hastily constructed hyi)othesis of migrations for a ])eople to wlmii

the resources of so many dissimilar regions were jiartially known

We see in them, however, proofs of an extensive trallic; and iiiiii

assume, as at least exceedingly ])robable, the existence of w'v

extend(Ml connnercial relations among that singidar race. Itimiil

not be inferred, from the u ,e of terms s])ecifically ajtplied to niodei

trade, that they are sui»])osed to imply the ])ossession of a currenci

and exchanges, of banking agcucies, or numufacturing corporati

But, without confounding the traces of a rudimentary civilisatiu

with cliaracteristics of its inature <level(»pment, there are ]>roofss

ficient to justify the inference that the Mtnnid Fiuilders tradcilwiil

the <'oi)por of I^ake Supericn' for objects of necessity and iii.\
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lnoiijilit ii'om wiiluly-supamtuil roj^'ions of the continent. Such ex-

cluiiij^es may have been eflected by many intermediate agencies,

mtliur than by any direct trattic. But the river system of the

Minsissippi has furnished to tlie Uiter forest tribes facilities for

iiitercluin<,'e under far less favourable circumstances ; and such a

systematic trade among an ingenious and settled people may have

iiiatorially contributed to the progress of civilisation in the populous

valleys of the Ohio.

Turning next to the carvings in stone recovered from the

siLiilicial antl sej)idchral mounils, they include objects of singular

interest, some of which, at least, fully merit the designation of works

if art. Compared, indeed, with the sculptures in porpl yry and the

I

!,wat Calendar Stone of Mexicf); the elaliorate I'a^ades and columned

terraces of Uxnuil, Zayi, and Kabah ; and the col(jssal statues, basso-

relievos and hieroglyi)liics of Copau and Talenque : the art of tlie

Moiuid-Ijuildcr.s, wliich expended its highest eftbrts in the decoration

pi' a tube, or the sculi)ture of a ])i])e-bowl, nuiy appear insignificant

L'liDiigli. Jiut the imagination is ai)t to be impressed by mere

size, and re(iuires to be reminded of the superior excellence of a

(ireek medal or a lioman gem to all the colossal gTandeur of an

Kjiyptiiui JNIeuMion. The architecture and scul[)ture of Central

America piescrve to us the highest intellectual eilbrts of the New
hVurld, and are aninuited by a hist<jrical significance which cannot

lie (iver-estimated. Nevertheless, examjiles among the miniature

works of art of the Ohio A'^alley unquestionably admit of comparison

with them in some essential elements of arti.stic skill. Apart,

iiideeil, from the significance of the hieroglyphics witli which the

Icolossal statues of Co])au are graven, they might rank with the

jiiK lustrous creations of Hindoo art; whereas some of the objects

|t;ikeii from altars of "Mound City" furnish examples of imitative

('3ij,m and jKn'trait-sculpture full of character and individuality.

The simplicity, variety, and minute expression in many of the

Imiiiiature mound-sculptures, their delicacy of execution and imi-

|tativo skill, render them just objects of interest and careful study.

liut foremost in every trait of value for the elucidation of the history,

lor characteristics of their workers, are the human heads, which,

rvlien the accuracy of many of the miniature sculptures of animals

lis considered, jierpetuate, it can scar(!ely be doubted, faithful re[)re-

Isuutations of the ancient peo]»le Ity whom they were executed.

|Ki|ually well-authentioated ]>(trtraiturc of Umbrian, IVhisgian, or

Idler mythical races of luirope would be invaluable to the etlmo

-

lidst. It would solve some of the kuottitst problems of hi.^ science,

1 1
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i

butter than all the obscure disiiuisitioiis to which the abori^iim!

l)oi)iilation of tireece unci Italy has given rise. American etliiiu

legists, accordingly, have not tailed to turn such iconogra[)hir evi

«lence to even more account than legitimate induction will sustuiii

in support of their favourite argument for an indigenous unity ot

the whole ancient and modern races of the New World.

By means of such artistic relics we can determine the i)hysical

characteristics of the Mound- lUiilders, and of contemporary tribo

or nations known to them. We also learn the character of fauna,

native and foreign to the region occupied by them, with wliidi

they were familiar. T have had an opportunity of caretully in-

specting the valuable collection of mound sculj)tures in the pos-

session of i)r. E. H. Davis of New York. In some cases, perhaps,

their artistic merits have been overrated. Nevertheless the niimiti'

accuracy with which many of the objects of natural history hav.'

been copied is remarkable ; and confirms the reliance to be plaiud

on the ethnical portraiture perpetuated in their representations of

the human head.

The discoveries made in one of the smaller tunnili of " Moiiinl

City " are thus described by its explorers :
" Intermi.xed with imicli

ashes, were found, not far from two hundred pipes eai-ved in stoin',
|

many pearls and shc^ll beads, numerous disks, tubes, etc., t)f coppei,

and a number of other ornaments of copper covered with sihei,
j

etc. etc. The pipes were mucli broken up, some of them calciueil

by the heat, which had been sufliciently strong to melt cojipei;

masses of which were " fused together in the centre of the basin,

A large number have, nevertheless, been restored at the expense of
|

much labour and no small amount of patience. They are mostly

composed of a red porpliyritic stone, somewhat resembling the

pipe-stone of the Cotcau des Prairies, excepting that it is of great

hardness, and interspersed with small, various coloured granules,

The bowls of most of the pipes are carved in miniature fignros of

animals, birds, reptiles, etc. All of them are executed with strict

fidelity to nature, and with exquisite skill But the most

interesting and valuable in the list are a number of sculptured

human heads, no doubt faithfully representing tlie predominant

physical features of the ancient people by whom they were made.''

'

Of these invaluable examples of ancient American iconogi-apliv,

one (Fig. 20) has attracted s|)ecial notice, not only as the most

beautiful head of the series, ]>ut from its supposed correspondence
j

' Ancient Momanrnts o/tha MifmLssipi)) Valliij, p. \'r2.
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to the type; of lliu inodeni North Americiui Indian. The workman

shii» of this head is (U'scribed by its discoverers as " unsurpassed

liv aiiv specimen of ancient American art which has fallen under

llio notice of the authors, not exceptin;^ the ^ best i)roduetions of

Mexico and Teru."^ In the well-executed illustration which

accdiapanies these remarks, the Ifed Indian features are unniis-

uikahly represented ; nor has this failed to receive abundant atten-

tidii, and to have pscribed to it even more than its due importance.

Mr. Francis I'ulszky, the learned IIuny;arian, thus comments on it

111 his Iconographic liesearchcs on Human Races and their Art:—

Fill. '.'(>.—PortiMit Miiuiul I'iiic.

A most characteristic, we may say artistically beautiful head, the

wurkinanship of these unknown IMound-lhiihlers, dug uj) and pub

lisiied by Squier, exhibits the peculiar Indian features so faithfully,

I

iiud with such sculptural perfection, that we cannot withhold our

admiration t'nmi their artistic proficiency. It proves three things :

Ut, That these Mound-Builders were American Indian in type;

111, That time (age ante-Ci)luml)ian, but otherwise unknown,) has

liiotclianged the type of this indigenous group of races; and 3d,

TImtthe Mound-Builders were probably acquainted with no other

men hut themselves."" Such are the sweeping deductions drawn

tidin premises supplied by a single example of mound- sculp-

ture : or rather from the depiction of it in Messrs. Squier and

iJavis's volume ; for after a careful examination of the original, its

dliiiic characteristics appear to me to be misrepresented in the

I
illustration referred to. The artist has, no do\ibt undesignedly,

::ivon to his drawing much more of the typical Indian features than

lire traceable in the original. The nose, instead of having the

[silient lioman arch there represented, is ])erfectly straight, as shown

' UihL, p. 245, Jig. 145. -' Indifjcnous Ifaccs 0/ the Earth, [>. 183.
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298 Peculiar Features represented. [chap.

in tlie profile here given (Fig. 21), and is neither very prominent

nor dilated. The mouth, though protuberant, is small ; the lips

are thin ; instead of the characteristic ponderous maxillary region

of the tnie Indian, the chin and the upper lip are both short ; and

the lower jaw, without any marked width between the condyles, is

small, and tapers gradually towards the chin. Perhaps it is q\v\\\»

to this smallness of the lower portion of the head and face, that it

II

'

r I i

Fio. 21.—Portrait Mound Vi\w.

was supposed to represent a female. But such an idea is not sug-

gested by any marked cliaracteristic either in the features ui

head-dress. The cheek-bones, though high, are by no means so promi-

nent as in tlio original engraving. Indeed, the projection isalnidst

entirely in front, giving a tumid cheek immediately under the eye,

T doubt if any competent observer, ignorant of the history of this

relic, would think of assigning it to an Indian type.^

It is apparent, tlierefore, that the inferences drawn fi-om the

representation of a single example of mound-scidpture arc based

on inaccurate premises. But even supposing the head to bens

represented in the Ancient Monuments of ilic Mississippi Valky, ur

to reproduce, beyond all doul)t, the features of tlie modern Iiitliau

:

it would by no means prove the thiee propositions deduced fiom its

discovery ; since it is not the only example of sculptured ixM'traituie

discovered in the mounds, and we look in vain in other exainitlos

• This liuail has already beon iiiado the basis of such sweeping generaliziitimis

that the accurae> <if its deseriptioii and re}irosentati()n becomes of great imiiort-

ance. Through the kindness of Dr. Davis, I have not only had o|)i)ortiiiiitii«ot

carefully examining the original ; l)ut I jiossess a cast of it, from whidi tk'

drawings have been made, and subsequently eompai'ed with the original. \

comjiarison of Kig. 20 with the corresjiondiiig vii^w of the .same object, as tiginvil

in Vol. I. of tlie Siiiithsoniou Coiilrihut'unifi lit Kiiowli'dijc, will sliow how muclitli'

Ainerican Indian cliaracteristiea of the latter are due to the [)eiieil of the modem
drauj'ht.sman.

'If
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Fia. 22.—ro.-trait Mound Pipe.

for those points of Indian physiognomy wliieh would first attract

the eye of the imitative modeller or sculptor. The salient and

(Uhited nose, prominent cheek-bones, massive jaw, and large

mouth, may he assigned as the most noticeable characteristics

;

but all or nearly all of those are wanting in most of the other

sculptured heads or masks. The character of these may be seen

in the head engraved here (Fig, 22), derived from the same rich

depository opened in " Mound City." It is cut in a compact yel-

lowish stone. The nose is nearly in a

line with the forehead, excepting at the

[lohit, which projects in a manner cer-

tainly by no means characteristic of

liiilian features ; and though the lips

jjiotrude, as in the previous head, they

are delicate, and the mouth is small.

The ears in both are large, and in the

latter are perforated with four small

holes around their upper edges. In this

case, from the delicacy of the features,

it is suggested with greater probability

than in the former example, that it has been designed after a female

model. Another liead,^ executed in the same material, is much
altered by fire. It has not, like the previous examples, been de-

signed for a pipe-head, but is broken off from a complete human
ligure, or other larger piece of carving. It is much inferior as a

w{jrk of art, and indeed approaches the grotesque or caricature.

Nevertheless, it has considerable character in its expression ; and

no one familiar with the Indian cast of countenance would readily

assign either to it or the previous specimen of mound-sculpture any

aim at such representation, if unaware of the circumstances of their

discovery. In this, as in others of the heads, the face is tattooed,

and tlio ears have been perforated ; and from the strongly attached

oxide of copper, there can be little doubt they were decorated with

rings or pendants of that metal ; but the action of the sacrificial

lires has only left an uncertain trace of the character of such

ancient modes of personal adornment. Various other portrait-

scnlj^tures and teiTa-cottas, either found in the mounds, or discovered

within tlie region where they chiefly alxuuid, are figured in the

works of Scpiier, Schoolcraft, Lapham, and in the American Ethiio

logical Society's Tiansactions. The majority of thorn are inferior

' Ancient Mounvu'His tif l/ii MinHiniilppi Valley (No. 14.'{).

!
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as works of art to those already described. But if tliey possess am

value as indications of tlie pliysiojfnomical ty^ie of ancient Ameri-

can races, they tend to confirm the idea of a prevailing diversity,

instead of a unifoiinity of cranial form and features.

The discovery of a sculptured head betraying traces of Indian

features, among many of a different type, corresponds to another

interesting fact, that animals foreign to the region, and even to the

North American continent, are figured in the mound-sculptures.

It presents a parallel to well-known examples of Etruscan vases

moulded in the form of negros' heads ; and of Greek pottery

painted with the same characteristic features and woolly hair,

Specimens of both are preserved among the collections of the

British Museum, and furnish interesting evidence, alike of the per

manency of the negro type, and of tlie familiarity both of Greek

and Etruscan artists with the African features, long prior to the

Christian era. Similar examples of foreign portraiture have at-

tracted attention, on the older monuments of Egypt, and aniouf;

the basso-relievos of the tomb of Darius Hystaspes at Persepolis

:

supplying interesting illustrations of imitative art employed in the

perpetuation of ethnic peculiarities of physiognomy. Supposing,

therefore, the Moimd-]3uilders to have been a settled population,

as essentially distinct from a contemporaneous Indian race, as the

classic nations of anticpiity differed from the barbarian tribes

beyond the Alps and the Rhine : it is no more surprising to trace

the genuine Indian features in mound-sculptures, than to discover

those of the Dacian or the Gaul on the colunm of Trajan. It

proves that the Mound- Builders were familiar with the American

Indian type, but nothing more. The evidence indeed tends very

distinctly to suggest that they were not of the same type ; since

the majority of sculptured human heads hitherto recovered from

their ancient depositories do not reproduce the Indian features.

The physical type of the ]\Iound-Builders will again come

under consideration in a subs<>(iuent chapter ; but it is interostiui;

meanwhile to observe that even in the characteristics of this

l)ortrait-scul})ture distinctive qualities appear. The imitative

faculty manifests itself in expressive varieties of style, in nii)(h'rn

Indian art. Some tribes, such as the Algonquins, confine tlieni

selves to literal reproductions of natural objects, while others, sucli

as the Babeens, indulge in a grotesque and ingeniously diversifioil

l»lay of fancy. But the intellectual development inqdied in imli-

\idual portraiture goes beyond this, and is rare indeed iiiiKHii:
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Peculiar Imitative Skill. 301

nations in the earlier stages of civilisation. Even among the

civilized ^lexicans, imitations of the human face and figure ap-

pear to have seldom passed beyond the grotesque ; and although

the sculptors of Central America and Yucatan manifested an artistic

power which accords with the civilisation of a lettered people : yet

in the majority of their statues and reliefs, we see the subordina-

tion of the human form and features to the symbolism of their

niytliology, or the mere requirements of decorative art. The pecu-

liar characteristics of American art attracted at an early period the

notice of the Spaniards ; though, unfortunately, their superstitious

biootry led in many cases to the destruction of its most valuable

examples. The following criticism on the sculptures of the pagan

Mexicans, from the pen of Torquemada, is not the less useful from

the trait of Franciscan prejudice which tinges all the reflections

and narrations of his Indian Monarchy

:

—" It appears," he says,

" as if God permitted that the figures of their idols should be the

hideous semblances of their own souls ; nor was it till after they

had been converted to the Christian faith that they were ever able

to mo le^ '^fl figure of a man."^ Again, the ingenious and learned

Hungari rancis Pulszky, after comparing Indian, Mexican,

Peruvia.., aad Central American works of art, remarks: "The

hunter tribes of America evince no feeling for plastic beauty. Yet

withal, like the Turks and the Celts, they have a considerable

talent for decorative designs, and some perceptions of the hamiony

(if colours. The originality and ornamental combination of their

l)ead-work and embroidery are sufficiently known ; lint they always

fail in rendering the human form. Far higher was the civilisation

III' that race which preceded them in the trans-Alleghanian States.""

It thus seems that, amid the general prevalence of a peculiar apti-

tude for imitative art, iilike among the ancient and modern nations

of the American continent, the Mound-Builders, though working

witliin a narrow range, developed a power of appreciating the

minuter delicacies of ])lastic truth and beauty, such as is only

traceable elsewhere among the choicest sculptures of Uxnial and

I'alenque.

To this imitative skill we owe, in like manner, other works

wiiicli have an important significance in relation to the ethnological

problems affecting the ancient population of the New "World. In

'lescribing the miniature sculptures, including examples of human

' Monanliia Imlinnn, u. xiii. c. .'{4.

- fconograpliic Jics^'nrrkes ; liirligenous Jiacei^, p. 182.
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portraiture recovered from one of the sacrificial moimtls of the Scidtu

Valley, reference has already been made to tlie curious collection of

stone pipes foxnid there, with the bowls of most of them caivcil

into figures of beasts, birds, and reptiles. On these representations

of objects of natural history, the ancient sculptors appear to huvf

lavished their artistic skill with a degree of care bestowed on none

other of the less perishable works, from which alone we can now

judge of their intellectual development. " Not only," as ^lessrs,

Squier and Davis observe, " are the features of the various objects

represented faithfully, but their peculiarities and habits are in soine

degree exhibited. The otter is shown in a characteristic attitude,

holding a fish in his mouth ; the heron also holds a fish ; and tlip

hawk grasps a small l)ird in its talons, which it tears with its beak,

The panther, the bear, the wolf, the beaver, the otter, the squiird,

the racoon, the hawk, the heron, crow, swallow, buzzard, the paro-

quet, toucan, and other indigenous and southern birds ; the turtle,

the frog, toad, rattlesnake, etc., are recognised at first glance;"' and

in addition to those, the elk, the opossum, the owl, vulture, raven,

duck, goose, and also the alligator, are named in a subsequent

work.^

Among the motmd sculptures now in the collection of Di

Davis, of New York, a highly expressive head bears a close re

semblance to that of the cougar, and the wild cat is represented in

a variety of characteristic attitudes. The representations of jjird?

are more numerous than those of beasts, and comprise between

thirty and forty different kinds, of which nearly one himdred speei

mens have been found- Of these the explorers observe :
" AVo

recognise the eagle, hawk, hei'on, owl, buzzard, toucan (?), raven,

swallow, paroquet, duck, grouse, and numerous other land auJ

water birds. There are several varieties of the same species ; for

instance, among the owls, we find the great owl, the horned owl,

and the little owl ; there are also several varieties of the rapacious

birds." One example, it is remarked, " will be readily recognised

as the tufted heron, the most indefatigable and voracious of all the

fisher varieties. The small body, long wings, extending to tin'

extremity of the short tail, long tliin neck, sharp bill, and tufted

head, are unmistakable features. He is represented in the atti

tude of striking a fish, which is also faithfully executed. Notliini;

can surpass the truthfulness and delicacy of the sculpture. Tlif

' Ancient. Monuments of the ^fissmippi Vnllnj, jt. l.'»2.

'^ AtUi'/aitien 0/ the Stall' of New York, \}. .338.
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b "lance ;"^ and

minutest features are shown ; the articulations of the legs of the

bird, as also the gills, fins, and scales of the fish, are represented.

p^% a work of art it is incomparably superior to any remains of the

existing tribes of Indians."^ The exuberant fancy of the ancient

sculptors displays itself at times in humorous masks, and incon-

gruous devices, such as a goose's head cut in a hard black stone,

which on looking to the back becomes a human skull. Some of

those works appear to have been executed, like the sportive

sketches of the modern artist, with no other object than the carver's

own gratification.

Unfinished carvings show the process by which they were

wrought. A toad, in a characteristic attitude, but only roughly

shaped out, " very well exhibits the mode of workmanship. While

the general surface appears covered with stria3 running in every

direction, as if produced by rubbing, the folds and lines are clearly

cut with some sort of graver. The marks of the implement,

cliipping out portions a fourth of an inch in length, are too dis

tinct to admit the slightest doubt that a cutting tool was used in

the work." Again, it is remarked of another pipe-head, blocked

out into the form of a bird :
" The lines indicating the feathers,

grooves of the beak, and other more delicate features, are cut or

graved on the surface at a single stroke. Some pointed tool

appears to have been used, and the marks are visible where it has

occasionally slipped beyond the control of the engraver. Indeed,

the whole appearance of the specimen indicates that the work was

(lone rapidly by an experienced hand, and that the various parts

were brought forward simultaneously. The freedom of the strokes

could only result from long practice ; and we may infer that the

manufacture of pipes had a distinct place in the industrial organi-

zation of the Mound-Builders." But this, though full of interest,

need not surprise us, since the art of the arrow-maker, which

required both skill and experience, was pursued among the forest-

tribes as a special craft ; nor is that of the pipe-maker even now
wholly abandoned.

So far, therefore, we are enabled by such means to look back

into that remote past. We see the industrious sculptor at his task
;

and lidding silent converse with him over his favourite works.

we learn somewhat of his own physical aspect, of the range of

his geographical experience, his mental capacity and intellectual

development. The pottery of the mounds, in like manner, adds to

* Andeut Monumftitu of the Mis.^iitiiij)! Valh'i), p. 250.

; 1
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our knowledge of the art and civilisation of the ages in which it

was produced. But, next in importance to the evidence thus fur

nished, the miniature sculptures of the mounds derive their cliicf

value from indications they supply of the extent and nature of

the geographical relations of their owners. By the fidelity di

the representations of so great a variety of subjects copied fiom

animal life, they furnish evidence of a knowledge in the Mississippi

Valley of fauna peculiar not only to southern but to tropical

latitudes, extending beyond the Isthmus into the southern conti-

nent : and suggestive either of arts derived from a foreign source,

and of an intercourse maintained with regions where the civilisa

tion of ancient America attained its highest development ; or else

indicative of migration, and an intrusion into the northern conti

nent, of the race of the ancient graves of Central and Southern

America, bringing with them the arts of the tropics, and models

derived from the animals familiar to their fathers in the parent

land of the race.

Of one of the most interesting of those exotic models, the

Lamantin or Manatee, seven sculptured figures have been takoii

I'Ki. 'J.'i. Miiiiatoc, I'iiia-Sculiitinv.

from the mounds of Ohio. This phytophagous cetacean, Avhicli,

when full grown, measures from fifteen to twenty feet in length, is

found only in tropical waters. Species haunt the estuaries anJ

large rivers of Central and intertropical South America; as aki|

those of both the eastern and western siiles of tropical Africa : ami

sometimes ascend the rivers to a great distance from the seal

Examples were seen by Humboldt in the Bio INfeta, a branch of tlic

Orinoco, one thousand miles above its mouth. They are also I'diimll

among the Antilles, and on the coast of the Florida iK'ninsukl

The most characteristic details in their form which chiefly attrnctiii

« %
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iittention when tlie Manatee was fii'i^t brinight under the notice of

Kuropeans, are faithfully reproduced in the Mound sculptures.

[^jiiK^y helped to exaggerate the peculiarities of this strange animal

tt> the earliest European voyagers, and from them it received the

imuic of the Siren. But its most remarkable feature is the fore

iiaw, occupying the usual place of the cetacean fin, but bearing so

close a resemblance to a human hand that the name Manatee is

ooncrally supj)osed to have been conferred on it by the first Spanish

explorers on this account* It is ranked according to ecclesiastical

natural history as a fish ; m ' its flesh is in special recpiest at

[St. Christopher's, Gui^'*' 'oup.. Martinique, and ii v), lous S(mth

American localities, ouniig Lent. Its form is therefore familiar

ti) the natives of South America, and was once equally well known

to those of the Antilles, and probably to the ancient coastmen (jf

the Gulf. But we must account by other means for the discovery

of accurate representations of it among the scidptures of the far-

inland Ohio mounds ; and the same remark appDlies to the jaguai'

or panther, the cougar, the toucan ; to the buzzard possibly, and

also to the paroquet. The majority of those animals are not known

in the United States ; some of them are totally unknown within

[any part of the North American continent. Others may be classed

ivith the i)aroquet, which, though essentially a southern bird, and

)nnuon around the Gulf, does occasionally make its ap)pearance

blaml; and might possibly become known to the untravelled

louiRMjuildcr in his own northern home.

The importance of such evidences of a knowletlge of tropical

nimals, and even of those confined exclusively to the southern con-

int'iit, possessed by the ancient dwellers in the Scioto Valley, has

t escaped the notice of the intelligent ex])lorers of the mounds.

t has even induced them, with becoming caution, to hesitate in

assigning the name of the toucan to sculptures, concerning the design

f which there could be no other reasonable ground fin' doubt. On
\\\^ subject, accordingly, they remark, in si)ecial reference to the,

lanatec sculptures :
" These singular relics have a direct Ijearing

pun some of the (piestions connected with the origin of the mounds.

hey are undistuiguishable, so far as material and workmanshi])

ivc Concerned, from an entire class of remains fi)und in them, and

e evidently the work of the same hands with the other efiigies of

asts and birds ; and yet they faithfully repn-eseut animals found

I

' This (k'riv.ition from tlio Spiniish Maiio is rojeftod by soiiio otymoloi^fists for a

ptivo Carilt one, Mutmttoui.

U
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(and only in smnll nnnil)oi's), a thousand miles distant upon tin

shores of Floriila, or—if tlie birds seonun;^ly helonj^in^ to tlio

zygodaetylous oi-der be really designed to represent the toucan-

found only in the trupical regions of South Anieriea. Either tlii

same race, possessing throughout a like style of workmanship, and

deriving their materials from a common source, existed contcni|iii-

raneously over the whole range of intervening territory, and main-

tained a constant intercommunication ; or else there was at sonu'

period a migration from the south, bringing with it charactcristii

remains of the land from which it emanated. The sculptures il

the manatees are too exact to have been the production of tlmse

who were not well acquainted with the animal and its habits." (if

the re]>rcsentations of the toucan, the accompanying woodcut (Fj;;.

24) will furnish a suflicient illustration. It is imitated with con

Flu. ^4.—Toucan, Piiie-Sculiituio.

siderable accui-acy, though inferior to some of the finest speciiiioii>|

of mound sculpture. The most important deviation from con'cctl

ness of detail is, that it has three toes instead of two ])efore, alt1ioii«l|

the two are correctly represented l)ehind. It is stooping its lica

to take food from a rudely outlined human hand ; and as it

known that the brilliant plumage of the toucan leads to its beiiii

frequently tamed by the natives of Guiana and Brazil, this teiKi

not only to confirm the idea of its representation l)y the seulptinij

in question : but to suggest that the jNIound-Builders may hfivi;li;ii

aviaries, like those in which the Aztec caciques asseml)k'(l biiJj

of splendid plumage and beautiful i'orm from every part of tlwil

Mexican empire.

The questions, then, sidjmitted here lor consideration, as legitij

mate deductions from such evidence, are these :—Wa.s the ^vlll

geogra])hical area indicated l)y such a famia, occupied, in those ;\:

when the altars of the Oliio mounds still liLized Avith siicrifidl

fires, by a comuKju racr ? -or mustA\e recognise in such indiciUioi

of familiarity with the natural liistory of the tropics, and cvi
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the soutliovn continent, proof Ihat that vovy pcoph', who devived

all tlieii" metal from the <frcat nortliern re^^ions of Lake Superior,

jiad themselves emigrated from southern latitudes rich in metallic

ores ?

That such a migration, rather than a contemporaneous existence

of the same race over the whole area thus indicated, and maintain-

iim intercomnmnication and conmiercial intercourse, is the more

i)r()l)al)le inference, is suggested on various grounds. If the Mound-

JUiilders had some of the arts and models, not only of Central hut

of Southern America : they also employed in their ingenious manu-

fiictures the pearls and .shells of the (Julf of Florida ; obsidian from

JK'xico ; mica helieved to have lieen l)rought from the Alleghanies
;

jiiilo, such as that described by llumbohlt among the rare materials

iif ancient manufacture in Chili ; the lead of Wisconsin; and the

ciip])('r, and probably the silver, of Ontonagon and tlie Keweenaw

licninsula. The fact indeed that some of their most eh j* irate

ciii'vings represent birds and (piadrupeds belonging to latitudes so

far to the south, naturally tends to suggest the idea of a central

ivnion where arts were cultivated to an extent unknown in the

Mississippi Valley ; and that those objects, manufactured where

such models are furnished by the native fauna, remain only as evi-

dences of ancient intercourse maintained between tliese latitudes

luml the localities wliere now alone sucli arc known to abound.

lit in oppositi<m to tins, full value must l)e given to the fact that

tion from corrcctBiieithor the relics, nor the customs which tlusy illustrate, pertain

o })cf<n'e althoiiclwxclusively to southern latitudes ; nor are such found to prodomi-

stoopin'Mtslieaiftate among the singular evidences of ancient and more matured

ud • and as it iftivilisation which abound in Central and Southern America. The

leads to its IwiwuiiHl nature of the nuxterials employed in the arts of the j\r<»und-

Brazil this tt'iidBiiiililers, we nmst also remcnd)er, indicates a \'ery wide range of

bv the sculptuieBolations ; though it cannot be assumed that these were inaintaincnl

urs may ImvelraBnovcry case by direct intercourse.

The earlier students of American arclueohigy, like the older

oltic anti([uari('S of Britain, gave full sco])e to a system of theoriz

i;.;' which built up coni]»rehcnsive etlinologieal schemes on the

evy smallest premises ; l>nt in tlie more judicious caution of later

liters there is a tendency to run to the op]iosite extreme, rerluips

^srs. S([uier and Davis indulge at times in an exaggerated esti

iite of tlie merits of the remarkable woi'ks oi' art discoverc^d ami

lulilislicd as the result of their joint labours ; but subsequent critics

W' cither unduly depreciated them, or s(»lved the dillieulties at

finest spccimoiiJ
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toiulant on sncli (listovories, l»y ascribing tlioiv nianutacture to aii

undetennincd Coreign sunrce. Mr. 8clKK)lcral't si)ccially nianilusts

a disposition to nnderrato the artistic al)ility discorniblc in sonio df

them; while Mr. Haven, who fully admits their skilful execution,

derives from that very fact the evidence ol" foreign manul'actuio.

After describing the weapons, pottery, and personal ornaments oli

taincd from the mounds, the latter writer adds, " and, with tliosc

were found sculptured figures of animals and the human head, in

the form of pipes, wrought with great delicacy and spirit from soiin.

of the hardest stones. The last-named are relics that imply a veiy

considerable degree of art, and if believed to be the work of tlic

people with whose remains they are fouiul, would tend greatly tn

increase the wonder that the art of sculpture among them was nut

manifested in other objects and places. The fact that nearly all

the finer spechnens of workmanship rei»rescnt birds, or land aini

marine animals belonging io a different latitude ; while the peaiis,

the knives of obsidian, the marine shells, and the copper ecpially

testify to a distant though not extra-continental origin, may, luiw

ever, exclude these from being received as proofs of local industiv

and skill."

^

A reconsideration of the list already given of animals sculpturoil

l)y the ancient pipe-makers of the mounds, cannot fail to satistv

the inquirer that it is an over-statement of the case to sny tlint
I

nearly all l)elong to a different latitude. The real interest ainll

difficulty of the question lie in the fact of discovering, along witlij

so many spirited sculptures of animals pertaining to the Incality,

others represented with ecjual spirit and fidelity, though bel(tiij;iii;;|

to divers(j latitudes. To those familiar with early Scandinavian ami

lU'itish antiquities, such an assiginuent of the mound scidpturestn

a foreign origin, on accmmt of their models being in i)art (lorivci!

from distant sources, must apjtear a needless assum|)tion wliieli (i

shifts without lessening the dillicnlty. On the sculptured staii(liii:|

stones of Scotland -belonging apparently to the closing era

Paganism, and the first introduction f»f Chi'istianity there, may iie|

seen the tiger or lectpard, the ape, the camel, the serpent, and a>

supposed by some, the cdeitliant and walrus, ahiug with otliei' re

presentations or synil»ols, borrowed, not like the models of tliri

Mound- liuilders, from a htcality so near as to admit of the tlietinj

of direct commercial intercourse, or recent niigi'ation, but from re-

mote districts t)f Asia, or from Africa. The most noticealile dit-|

1 Arrh(t'i)lo;iy o/lhr United Statcx, \\. I2'2.
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XV.] Peruvian Imitatiue SkilL .'JOU

iciciicc Itetwcou the imitations of foreij^n fauna (»u the Scottish

iiKdiunienta, and in the ancient American scidptures, is tliat the

[Dnuer occasionally betray, as miyht l»e exi)ected, the conventional

characteristics of a traditional type ; while the latter, if they fm-nish

evidence of mi^ratiun, would in so far tend t(j prove it more recent,

and to a locality iK^t so distant as to preclude all renewal of inter-

course with the ancestral hirth-land. Traces of the same re-produc-

tion of unfamiliar objects are, indeed, apparent in the mound sculp-

tures. The objects least truthfully represented, in some cases, are

iiuinials foreij^n to the re<^ion where alone such works of art have

lieen found. lUit the South American toucan of the mound .sculptor,

liHurud on a previous i)aj>o, is certainly not inferior to the ac-

(i)nii)anyin<; specimens of the Peruvian modeller's imitative skill,

wrouid't on a vessel of bhirk ware (V\<x. i'.')), now in tlie collection

KiG. -5.—IVnivi.'iu liliirk \»',-ni'.

Ill the Society of xVntitpiaries of Scotland; though it will be re

liiii'nilien'd that the latter are the work of an artist to whom the

|iivi'4iiial may be jtresumed to have been familiar. Several of the

iiiiiuids en<^raved in the Anciint Munuvwuts of the Mississijijn

Wdlaj fall far short of the fidelity of imitation ascribed to them in

(he iieconipanying text; but the cliaracteristic individuality of

|utlioi'.s disjdays remarkaltU; imitative ]iower. The lu>iubri(tus ex

lliit'ssiou given to more than one of the toads i.s full of humour;
liiid some of the rudi'r hunum heads may be described as ])ortrait-

Kia'tches in the style of Punch. Ihit after making' every re(juisite

lUuctinn from the exaggerations of enthusiastic ob.sorvers, abun

luit evidence i>\' artistic skill and ingenuity remains to justify the
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wonder that a ]ion]il(i cajtablc of executing such works slumld liuvo

lull no largo iiiomiments of their art. AVhih', however, this alVrnds

no Hullieient ground for transfm-ring their origin to anotlier region,

M'e may still look with interest for the discovery of analogdib

productiona in some of the great centres of native American

civilisation.

With one or two stray exceptions, objects precisely similar tn

the mound sculptures have not hitherto been met with, beyond tliu

valleys where other traces of the Mound-Builders abound ; but tk'

points of resenddance botween numerous miniature stone mortar

found in Peru and th(^ sculptured mound- jjipes, are too strikin;,' tn

Fio. :;o.—rcruviau Stmiu Moitiirs.

be overlookotl. Of the two examples given here (Fig. 2(1), llieniiH

is a llama, from Iluarmachaco, in Peru, in the C(»lleclioii of tlni

Historical Society of New York. It is cut in a close grained MaiiJ

stone, and measures four inches long. The other, of darkish lauwii

schist, is irom a drawing made by ^Ir. Thomas Ewbank, while iiil

Peru. The greater nund)er of those seen by him re])rt'SL'nt tliel

llama and its C(jngenei's, the alpaca, guanoeo, and vicuna. Tlievf

are all hollowed precisely like the bowl t)f the sculptured niouiid-

l>ipes, but have n(j lateral perforation or mouth- j)iece. Tlairj

probable use was as mortars, in -which the I'eruvians rubbed tobaoej

into powder, working it with a small pestle until it became heateilj

with the friction, when it was taken as snuff. The transition fro

this practice to tl:at of inhaling the burnhig fumes is shuplc; an

the correspondence l)etween the ancient I'eruvian t(d)a(H'u nuiitarj

and the stone j)ii)e of the ^NFound-JUiilder is well worthy tif in'tej

when taken into consideration along with the inutations ot'lmJ^'l

the southern continent found among tlie sculptures ol" the iioiliuni
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luoiuiils. Dr. T.schndi «h!scribos four of tliose I'ernviiin relics pro-

seiVf'l at Vienna, carved in porphyry, basalt, and granite; and ho

.ylii.i :
" How the ancient IVrnvians, without the aid of iron tools,

were able to carve stone so beautifully, is inconceivable."

The absence of any but such miniature carvings in the northern

uiiiunds may also merit s[)ecial notice when viewed in connexion

with the ideas of reli<,nous Avorship suj^'gested by the contents of

the mound altars. Idolatry, in its most striking, and also in some

lit' its most barbarous Ibrms, prevailed, as we know, among the

in^timis of the Mexican Valley, at the ])erio(l of the Conquest. The

luoiuunents of Yucatan and Central America leave no room to

,l(iul)t that the worship of such visible imitersonations of Divine

attributes as their sculptors could devise formed a |ii'oniinent pp-it

(if their religious services, llefercnce has also l»een made in a pre-

vious cliapter to rudely modelled and sculpturetl idols, accompanving

numerous other ancient remains, in sejnilchral dejiosits in Tenncjsee.

OtliL'i's have been found in the Iluacals of Chiricpii, on the Istlnnus

(if I'anania, along with numerous gold relics and many fine speci-

mens of pottery. These facts render it the more singular that, \\hih\

[soiiuuiy traces of imitative sculpture, no relics obviously des.gned

iwolijects of worship have been dug up in the mounds, or found in

Isacli circumstances as to connect them with the religious practices

idi the ]\Iound-lUiilders. Ihit the remarkable characteristics of

he clal)orately scul])tured ])ipos, and their obvious coumxion

ivitli services accompanying some of the rites of sacrifice or ere

iiiiition, nmy indicate their having idayed an important part in the

vlijiious solemnities of tlic ancient race; and on tliis the arts and

nstoiiis of modern tril)es lu'lp to throw some curious light.

So fur as we can now infer fnnn evidence furnished by relics

mnected witli the use of the tobacco-])lant, it sc'^ims ;.o have been

sf;iiuiliur to tlie ancient tribes of the Xorth-west, and the abori

:ines of the Canadian forests, as to those of tlie American tropics,

if which the Nicotinna tahacum is a native. No such remarkable

li'lKisitories indeeil have been found to tl.u3 north of the great lakes

: those disclosed to the explorers of the tumuli in the Scioto

alley ; but even n(tw the tobaccd-pipe niont)[)oli/,es the ingenious

irt (if many tribes ; and some of their most curious legends and

nipovstitions are connected with the favourite national implement.

nmii^ them the dignity of time honoured use has conferred on it

iierediiess, which survives with much of its ancient force; and

this accordingly the student of iVmerica's [nimeval antiipiities

;i I
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is justifiod in turning, as a link connecting the present with tliatj

ancient past. l)Ut it is worthy of note tliat the form uf the niouml

l)ipes is altogether peculiar, and differs essentially from the endless

varieties of pattern, wrought by Indian ingenuity from the i\m

diverse materials. Some consideration, therefore, of the arts of tlic

modern pipe-sculptor, and of native customs and traditions associ

ated with the use of tobacco, is necessary, as a means of comparison

between ancient and modern races of the New World.

In tlie Old -yorld, the ideas connected with the tobacco-jiiii,

are prosaic enough. The chil)ouk may, at times, be associated witli

the poetical reveries of the oriental day-dreamer, and the; hookali

with pleasant fancies of the Anglo-Indian reposing in the sIkuIuhI

his bungalow ; but its seductive antifpie mystery, and all its syiii.|

Itolic significance, pertain to the New World. Longfellow, accon

ingly, fitly opens his Song of Hiairatha with the institution of "
tli,

i

l)eace-pi]K'." The Master of Life descends on the mountains of tli.

prairie, 1>realcs a fragment from the red stone of tlie quariy, uinl

fashioning it witli curious art into a pipe-head, he lills it with tin

bark of tlie red willow, chafes tlie forest into llame with the twn

pest of his breath, and kindling it, smokes the calumet as a siiiiwl

1o Ihe nations. Tlu; tribes of the ancient aborigines gather at tlni

divin(> summons from river, lake, and prairie, to listen tn tin

warnings and jiromises w^th which the (Jreat Spirit seeks tut;iiii|,|

tliem ; and this done, an<l the wariiors having buried tlicivw;

clubs, they sniol<(! their first ]teace-pipe, and de])art :—

" WliiK- till! M.astor of liit'c, asfc'iidinir,

'I'lii'imgli tin; oiu'iiinn of cliiiKl-curtiiiiis,

Tliniiiiili till! (loorwfvya of tlu' lu'iivcu,

\';niistn'(l from lu'foi'c llu'ii' faces,

III tlic siiKikf tliiit idllod around him.

Till- )iidv\\aiia of tlic iioac(-'-jii|ii' !"

In this, as in other passages ol' liis national e]tic, the .\iii('ii(;ii|

)»oet has embodied cherished legends cf the New World : plmiiij

the ojiening scene of lllavatha on the heights of the red |ii|i

sb»ne quarry of Coleau des Prairies, between tlu; Minnesota :ii

Missouri rivers.

On the sunnnit of tiu^ ridge betwiHMi tliese two tributaries of li

Mississi|i|ii I'ises a. bold clilf, beniilirully marked with liiniziiiii.il|

liiyei's of h'glit grey and I'osci nr llcsli culuured (piai'l/,. i'Voiii 'Ji

bas(^ of this a lev<'l praiiie of aliout half a iiiiUi in wiiHIi iiii.

liaralK'l 1o it ; and h'Te it i>; thai Ihe famous \vA |)i[ic stoiic ;|
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Xuiuerous excavations indicate the resort of Indian tribes of many

successive genei'ations to the htcality. "That this place should

jiuvo heen visited," says Catlin, " for centuries past by all the

neighbouring tribes, who have liiddeu the war- club as they

iipproached it, and stayed the cruelties of the scalping-knife, under

the fear of the vengeance of the Great Spirit who overlooks it, will

not seem strange or mniatin-al when their superstitions are known.

That such has been tlie custom there is not a shadow of tloubt, and

that even so recently as to have been witnessed by hundreds aiul

thousands of Indians of different tribes now living, and from many
whom I have personally drawn tlie information."^

The enterja'ising traveller speaks (dsewhere of thousands of in

incrijitions and paintings observed 1)y liim on the neighbouring

i locks ; while the feeling in which they originate was thus illus-

i;itod by an Indian whose pijrtrait he ])ainted when m the IMandan

Kimiitry. " My brother," said the jVfandan, "you have made my
jiiidure, and I like it much. IMy IViends tell nu- they can see the

tves move, and it nuist be very good ; it must be ]>artly alive. I

11111 uliul it is done, though many of my people are afraid. I am a

hnuiig man, but my heart is strong. I have jumped on to the

hlodicine Kock ; I have ]»laced my arrow on it, and no ^landan can

[takt' it away. The red stone is slippery, but my foot was true ; it

ilid not slip. Aly brother, this ])ipe wliieh I give to you I brought

iVniii ii high mountain ; it is towards the rising sun. Many were

Itlio pipes we brought from thence, and we brought them away in

linace. We left our totems on the rocks ; we cut them deep in the

ti>i)i's; th(!y are there now. The Clreat Spirit told all nations to

iiiucl theiv in peace, and all nations hid the war-club and the

|1niii;iliiiwk. The Daheotahs, who are our enemies, are very strong;

lny have taken u]i the tomahawk, and the lilood of our warriors

[lias niii on the rocks. We want to visit our medicines. Our

|]ii|i('s arc old and worn out."

The ^ledicine or Leiiping-Iiock, here referred to, is a detached

nhiimi standing between seven and eight feet from the [>reei])itous

HIV; and the leap across this chasm is a daring feat which the

yniiiin' warriors are ambiti(ais of performing. It was [loinled «iut

(.'atliii by a Sioux chirl", whose son had perished in the attemjil.

|.\ (oiiiial mound marked the spot o\ his .'^I'pulture ; and lluaigh

HUkIi'iiI'iiiiis tij fill Mil lull i-\ I li\. III llh Smili ^\ iili i ii.iiii / mliiiii <. liy (!i'i>.

iiii. liiyiiiii I'liiiiipii \ I'l. II. p. k;;.
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the sanctity of this ancient neutral ground has been invaded, aiii]

the powerful nation of the Sioux now refuse to permit otlier tribes I

to have access to it, this is of quite recent occurrence. The meiui).

rials of many tribes on the graven rocks, and numerous excavatimij^

sepulchral mounds, and other earthworks in the vicinity : all con

firm the Indian tradition, that from time immemorial this has bewi

recognised as neutral ground by the tribes to the west, and maiiv

of those to the east of the Mississippi ; to which they have inadi.

regular pilgrimages to renew their pipes from the rock conseciatej
I

by the footprints of the Great Spirit. The marks of his ioot.stt'p>

are pointed out, deeply impressed in the rock, and reseml)liiio'
tlit

track of a large bird !

Mandan traditions respecting this sacred spot have a special

interest; for the migrations of that once ])owerful Indian natimn

have been traced from the country lying between Cincimmti and

Lake Erie, down the valley of the ()hi(j, over the graves of ili;.|

ancient ]\[ound-T>uildors, and tlience up the great western hraiuli

of the ]\lis8issip])i, until the extinction of nearly the whole uatimi.

l>y tlie ravages of the small -pox in the year 1838, at their Iati'\

settlements on the U])per ]\lissouri. The site of their last hoiiits.

lies to the north of the Sioux's country, in whoso possession tlii'f

l)il)e-stone ([uariies are now vested by the law of tlie strongest. T'

the Sioux, accordingly, the guardianshiii of the traditions nl tlni

locality lielongs. For, altliough they liavc; thus set at detiaiuvihi

most sacred characteristic, and so slighted the mandate of tlie (iri-,;!!

Spirit, they do not the less strongly hold by the superstitious idt.;i<|

associated willi the s])ot.

One of these legends is connected with the peculiar fiutiuvsi

the scene. Five large granite boulders form ])rominent olijcils ^

the level jmiirie in the vicinity of tlie ])ip(!-st()iie quarries; iiiii;|

two holes under the largest of them are regarded l»y the Siiin.\a>

the abodes of the guardian spirits of tlie s]»ot. C'atliii, wlm limU

oil' anil carried away with him i'ragments of these sai-rcd iKiultliisJ

remarks: " As for the poor Indian, his superstitious vennaiimi'

them is such, that not a s])ear of grass is broken or bent by liis lii.;]

within tliree or lour roods of them, where lie stops, and, in liimill!

siipplieatioii, by throwing ])lugs of tobac(U) to them, solicits jti'Diii-

sion to dig iind carry away the red stone for his pipi's." IKiej

aeeoiiling to traditions ctl' niaiiy iiuU'|iendeiit triln's, not oiilvli'"!;

[)lace the mysterious birth of the peace pijie, but the postililuviiiiJ

creation of the human race.
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Tlic tradition of the institution of tlio peace-pipe is thus nav-

iiited hy the Sioux :
" INItuiy ages after the red men were made,

viieu all the tribes were at war, tlie Great Spirit called them

ito"t'thcr at the lied Kocks. lie stood on the top of the rocks, and

the red nations were assembled on the ])lain below. He took out

(if the rock a piece of the red stone, and made a large pipe. He

i;iiioked it over them all ; told them that it was part of their flesli

;

Itlirtt
though they were at war, they must meet at this place as

ock consecrateil
j|,j(3iijg I

that it belonged to them all ; that they nnist make their

of his l''J'>tstep> |p.^lm,n>ts fnnn it, and smoke theni to him whenever tliey wished to

piieasc him or get his goodwill. The smoke from his l)ig pipe

iilled over tliem all, and lie disappeared in its cloud. At the last

ivliiff of his pipe a blaze of fire rolled over the rocks and melted

heir surfiice. Ai that moment two Indian maidens passed in a

aiiie under the two medicine rocks, where they remain to this

[lav. The voices of Tsomeeostee and Tsomecostewondee, as they

ve iiaiiuul, are heard at times in answer to tlie invocations of tlie

uiiiiliniits, and tliey must be propitiated l)efore the pi})e- stone is

;ikcu awa}'."

An oll'ering of tobacco is the usual gift, and it appears to have

cell ust'd in similar acts of worship from the earliest period of in-

itourse with Europeans. In the narrative of the voyage of Drake,

1 ir)72, it is stated that the natives brought a little Ijasket made

f rushes, and filled with an herb which they called iohal: This

nsre.uarded as a pro]iitiatory offering ; and the writer subsequently

litt's: they "came now the second time to us, bringing with them,

^Ox't'oi'c had been dniu>, feathers and bags of tohah for ju'csents, or

thev, indeed, for .saerilices, upon this ])er,suasion that we were

Ills." Ill all probability the practice oi" smoking originated in the

ISl' iif the intiixicatiiig fumes for ])ui'i)oses of divination, or other

jlii'i'stitious rites ; and the univer.sality of the later nse of the

aiil has not entirely divested it of its sacred character. Harriot,

RM»i the voyagers by whom Virginia was discovered, tells, in his

Ihii't'i' and True lieport of the New Found Land of Virginia," of a

t which has diverse names in the West Indies, according to the

vi'val ]»laces and countries where it is used. The Spaniards gene-

llv (.'all it tuhicrn, but it is there named by the natives /ip/ii'ii'-or.

I'iiis iij)jiniror is of so precious estimation among lIuMn, that Ihi'y

ink llieir gods are marvellously delighted therewith, whereupon

iiiictiiiu' lliey make halowed lires, and east some ol' the jiowder

iriviu tor a saerilice. Ueing in a storme U[)on tlie waters, to paeilie

resembling tlif
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tliuir gods tlioy cast sonic u]) into the aire, ami into the watii I

so a wcarc for fish being newly set up, they cast some tlierein aui

into the aire ; also, after an escape of danger, they cast some intJ

the aire likewise ; but all done with strange gestures, stampinj

sometime dancing, clapping of hands, holding up of hands, aui

staring up into the heavens, littering therewithal and chattwinj

strange words and noises."

Such practices and ideas of propitiatory offerings among soutlHn,

Indian tribes of the sixteenth century, abundaniiy prove that tlitl

offerings of tobacco still made l)y the Sioux to the spirits that lmiiiii|

the pipe-stone quarry, are of no merely local origin, but wirl

anciently as universal as the ])eace-pipe itself Nor were siuij

religious associations confined to the favourite narcotic (if tlij

northern continent. Among the Peruvians the coca plant tooktlj

])hice of tobacco; and Dr. Tschudi states that he found it rc^aidiil

by the Indians as something sacred and mysterious. " In all ciiv

monies, wluither religions or warlike, it was introduced for pioilui

ing smoke at the great offerings, or as tlu; sacrifice itself Duriiii

divine worshij) tlu' priests chewed coca leaves ; and, uides-^ tlmi

were sup]»lied with them, it was believed that tin; favoui' ol' tl

gods coidd not be pro]»itiated."' (!hristianily, after an inlcival

upwards of three hundred years, has not eradicated the fiitliaiiJ

faith in the virtues of the sacred plant. In the mines of CciTiiiJ

i'asco, masticated coca is thrown (»n the hard veins of metal

]>ropitiate the gnomes (»f the mine, who, it is believed, would ntlKiJ

wise render the mountains imjjenetrable ; and leaves of it aij

secretly placed in the mouth of the dead, to smooth his passaget

another world. Thus we find, in the super.stitions per[)ctiiati'

among the Indians of the soutliern Conlilleras, striking iuialidtj

to those which survive among the Sioux, and give character tut

strange rites [)ractised by them at the red pipe stone (ptiurv,

the Coteau des I'rairies.

One of the Indian ti'aditions connected with that locality, wliid

seem U) per[)etuate the idea of a general ileluge, was thus iiaimtJ

to Catlin, by a ilistinguished Knisteneaux on the Tpper MisNUiif

on the occasion of prt'senting to him a handsome red stone iii|i|

' In the time of a grt'at freshet, which took i)lace many ceiiliiiiJ

ago, and destroyed all the nations of the I'.trth, all the tribes n

red men as.sendiled on the (.'oteau des I'rairies, to get out nl

way of the waters. After they had gathered here iVom I'very iwr

llie ualei continued to rise, until at leiiL'th it eoveied thcin I
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1 a mass, and thoir flesh was convcrtrd into red pipe-stone. There-

iie^ it has always heen considered neutral ground ; it helongs

[1 all tril)es alike, and all were allowed to get it and smoke it

i^etlier. While they were all drowning in a nuiss, a young woman,

waiitahw, a virgin, caught hold of the foot of a very large hird

lat was flying over, and was carried to the top of a high cliff not

V off, that was ahovc the water. Here she had twins, and their

ther was the war-eagle, and her children have since peopled the

vtli." The idea that the red pipe-stone is the flesh of their an

stnvs is a favourite one among d'lTerent trihes. When Catlin and

is party attempted to penetrate to the sacred locality, they were

opi>ed l»y the Sioux, and one of them addressing him, said : "This

1 pipe was given t(» the red men hy the Clreat Spirit. It is a part

(lur flesli, and theref(n-e is great medicine. We know that the

kites are like a great cloud that rises in the east, and will cover

fwlinle country. We know that they will have all our lands;

lit if ever they get our red-pipe cpiarry they will have to pay very

arfnr it." Thus is it that even in the farthest West the Indian

lis the hital touch of that white hand ; and to the intrigues of

tirested white traders is ascribed the encroachment of the Sioux

tlio sacred neutral ground, where, within memory of living men,

eiy tribe (<n the Missouri had smoked with their enemies, while.

edreat S})irit kept the peace among his red children.

Apart, then, from such indications of an artistic power of imi-

linii, hy which the ancient pipe-sculptors arc distinguished, it

lollies an object of interest to observe other elements, either of

iparison or contrast, between the memorials of the Mouiul-

Meis' skill, and numerous specimens of pii)e sculpture produced

mudcrn tribes.

Xntwithstanding the endless variety which characterizes the

(ieiit Mound lUiilders' i)i[)es, one general type is traceable through

K whole. A curved base forms the stem and handle, from the

iiitiv (if which rises the bowl, as shown in Fig. 19, so that it is

iiplete as found; whereas the modern Indian generally emjdoys

lipe stem, and ascribes t<j it the peculiar virtues of the imple

lit. The medicine-man decorates it with his most elalxn-ate skill,

lit is regariletl with awe and reverence hy the whole tribe. The

liiwuuld seem, therefore, to be characteristic of the modern nice
;

indeed it be not a (Ustinguishing memorial of the diverse origin

the Northern tribes, from Toltecan and other ancient nations.

liilea which such comparisons suggest is thai in the sacred asso-
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ciations with tlic; ])ip(' <»!' tlio ^FouikI I'nilders, wo have iiidioatinnJ

of contact between a nn'j^ratini^ race of CV'ntral ov Smilliern Aiiipiin,

where no superstitious pipe-usajL-es have liecni i'ounil, and f)ne dl'tli,.

Xorthorn tril)es anion,i>' whom such superstitious are most inthuatwi

interwoven with all their sacred mysteries.

The utmost variety distil.; '.uishes the i)ipes of the mndeml

Indians: arising in part from the local facilities they possess for

d

suitaV)lc material, and in part also from the special style of art aiiijl

decoratiou which has l)CCome traditional with the tril)e. The onsihf

wrought red pipe-stone has been generally sought after, from

beauty of its colour aud texture, as well as the mysterious virtiii.|

attached to it. But the pipe- sculptures of mauy tribes can bo il

tinguished no less certainly by the material, than by the favouvitil

conventioual piittern.

Auiong the Assinaboin Indians a fine marble, uiuch too liaidt,

admit of minute carving, but susceptible of a high polish, is iii;|

into pipes of graceful form, and uiade so extreuiely thin, as

1)0 uearly transparent. W'lieu lighted the glowing tobacco sliiin;|

throiigh, and presents a singular appearance at night, or in a ilai

lodge. Another favourite st(jue is a coarse species of jasper, alsl

too hard to admit of elaborate ornamentation. But the choice if|

material is by no uieans invariably guided by the fncilitie.'Mvliid!

the ])osition of the tribe affords. ]\Ir Kane informs me that, in

coming down the Athal)nska river, when iieai' its source in tli?

Itocky ^Mountains, he observed his Assinaboin guides select tliij

favourite bluish jasper from amoug the water-worn stones in tin:

bod '>f the river, to carry homo for the ])nr]t()so of ]>i]ie maHnfaciinJ

altliough tl ley were then fully \\\v hundred uiiles from their l{iili;i4

Such traditional adherence to the choice of materials pcciilinr tn

remote source, as well as the i)erpetuation of s[)ecial I'nniis ;i;ii|

]iatterns, are of value as clues to former migrations, and indicatiMii>

of affinity among scattered tribes.

The Chippewas, at the head of Lake Superior, carve tlu'ir iii]v>

out of a dark close grained stone ])rocurod froui Lake llurim; mull

fi'e(piently introduce groups of animals nnd human figures with cni;-

siderable artistic skill. Pnldhnnsad, or the Flier, an ( >hl Clii]iiH'\v:i

still living on the Great ^lauitcmlin Island in Lake Iluidii. i>

generally known as PirdJif/inuhf, tlu; Pip(> Maker, litcviilly "1"'

makes pi]»e,s." Though l»rought in contact, witli the ( 'hrisii.iii

Indians of tlu; ]\lanitouliii Ishmds, hr icsobitely adheres tn lini

pagan creed and rites of liis fathers, and resists all the encriKtrli
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, lilts of civilisation. His nmterinls nre tlie wit/i/,)i/iih( ^nralirjvnah-

/„'(/', nr black i»ipe stone of Lake, Huron; the irfthhc-pira/it/innili

\lnd' or white pi[te stone, ]ivocured on St. Josejib's Island; and tlu^

\'iiudo-2vt'('./(!/«n((M)c(i; or red jujjc- stone of the Coteau des Prairies,

[[[is saw, with Avliich the stone is lirst roughly bh>cked out, is made

,if a bit of iron hoop, and his other tools are correspondinj^ly

iniile.
Nevertlieless the M'orkmanship of Pabahmesad shows him

[tn l)c a master of his art ; as will l)o seen from a characteristic

l-'ic. 'JT.—eiiiiiiicWM IMiH'.

illustration of his ingenious sculpture, enjAi'aved here (Kij4'. 27),

Jium the original, in the museum of the University of Toronto,

hut the most elaborate and curious s])ecimens of ])ipe-sculpture

tire tli(»se chieliy executed by the Chimj»seyan or ISabeen Indians,

HI the North Paeilic coast. They have received the name of

llalwen, or big li[) Indians, from the deformatif)n of the imder lip in

klio women of the tribe, produced by the insertion of a ])iece of wood

Una slit made in infancy, and inci'cased in size until the lip ]n'o-

inules like the bill of a (hick. Other and not less singular cnstonis

liiavk the distinction between the sexes, and are perpetuated even

jilkT death. Their women arc wr!»])ped in mats and ]tlaced on an

kvati'd i»latibrm, or in a canoe raised on poles, while the bodies

k the males are invariably burned. The Chiuipseyans and the

palaia Indians, occupying Vancouver's Island and the coasts in

;lio iioiglibourhood of Charhitte's Soun<l, carve Ixtwls, ])latters, and

ifv utensils out of a blue claystone or slate from whieh also they

liwke their pipes, and decorate them with many ing(Miious and gro

ies([UO devices. One of the smaller and simpler of these [)i|»es is

iWii iu Fig. 28 ; but large and comi>lieated ilesigns are common
nmc'times inlaid with bone or ivory, and end)raeing every native or

Iwiiin object adaiited to the seul[)tor's fancy. Those of strictly

i;;tivo (U'si'j,!! consist nf human ligures, ami nf strange monstrosities
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interiiiiiigliiin liuiuan and In-uto forms, in wliicli curious fnii>l(»gii>U,j|g
j„

may IVequently l»c traced to the 3cul|»tiircs of (V'litral Amcric;), Bnggg u

proline

Vu:. 'JS. - IJiiliiUli ri|M'.

IJut the [M»\vcrs ol' nl».^ei'vatioii and imitation iirc most .strikiiiulvi

iilustralcd in claystone carvinj^s ol' objects of foreij^n origin, Tlii

collections formed l>y the United States Exjiloring Expedition, iiuni

at Wasliington, include numerous specimens of this class, rcpiv-

senting Euro[)ean houses, forts, Itoats, horses, and lireanns; aii'l

reproducing in minute detail the cords, pulleys, and other niimitii
J

of the shipping whicli frecpients the coast. The example shown in

Fig. 29 is a curious comhination of native and foreign eleinents;

and may be regarded as the conventional rei)resentati(jn In- tlm

native artist, of a heiir hunt in the vicinity of one of the lludsm

Hay Company's stati(jns. Possibly the frog is introduced t(j iiiili-|

cate the swampy nature of the scene of acti(»u ; but it is a favouiit

object of imitation. The animal hoiids on some of the huiiin

r>:ilMCM IMpi> Sclll|ililir.

ligures represent grotescpit! masipics, which constitute aimili'

lUvoui'ile Itrauch of native art. They are carved in wood, tliu sizj

of life, and l)rilliantly coloured ; and ai'e repeated in miiiiatiiiv

many of the clay.stone carvings.

Tn .some of the larger pijjc.s, the entire group presents iiiiuli

the grotes([ue exuberance of fancy, mingled with imitatioii.s t'l"

nature, which constitute tlie charm of ecclesiastical sculiituiv>

the tliirteenth century. Figures in the oddest varieties of [idstunj

are ingeniously interlaced, and c(»nnected by elaborate oriiauK'iit-
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the intermediate spaces l)cin*,' perforated, so as to i^ive f^eat light-

1 ncss to tlio whole, But tlioiigh well calculated to recall the quaint

mwUicts of the media)val sculptor's chisel, such comparisons are

; nutsl strikinjvl

^^w origin. TlJ

Expedition, iiuw

his class, vopv*;-

d iirearnis; aiii

id other numiti;'

xaniple showuiu

.brcign element? J

jsentation hy tliJ
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it it is a f;iV()uritLi

e (if the huiiiM

l''i(i. .'iO.— Tawatiii Ivory carviiib'.

mot suggested by any imitation of European models. Their styhi

fart is thoroughly American ; and the traits of tlie same peculiar

[ikviccs and modes of thought whicli mark some of the most

[inislied sculptures of Yucatan are replete witli interest, when thus

Recognised reappearing in regions S(.) remote, and in the productions

rude Indian tril)e.s. This is even more strikingly illustrated in

I class of ivcny carvings executed by theTawatin Indians on Eraser

|livev, of which Eigs. 30, 31 are examples. Some of the points of

[(si'inlilance are obvious and unmistakable; and confirm the traces

)t early intercourse, if not of a common relationship, between savages

Iriln'S of the North-west and ancient civilized nations of the

[lexican plateau, which have been already suggested from peculi

Institute auoilril

[ill wood, tliu >U'i

in miniatinvij

Ipivsents mueli'l

imitations i'i"i'|

jal scull 'turof

neties oi' y'>X

Irate ornaiiK'iit-

I'n;. .'11. -Tiiw.itiu Ivoiy oarviii^.

fitk's in language and customs eomnnni to both. The Tawatin

py carvings are executed with minute delicacy. On (jne of

pi shown here (Kig. 31), the imitative faculty of the artisi. is

ii'wu in the representation of a whale. The design is worthy of

X
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822 The Medicine Pipe stem. b'ww

111

\t\ I

notice, fruiu its coniljiiiation of certain cluiviictt'ristics of native

with ideas connnon to that of tiio Old World lung
]
trior t(( tin

discovery of Anieiica. Trillin,t,' as the corresitondeiioe may secinji

is curioiis to find the Indian carver of the Pacific coast <iiviiio ,,

the monster of the dee]) the same forked tonyue which fornied tV

conventional attiibute of the di-agons and leviathans of ^Mediav.ii

Enro])0.

r>ut while the modern Indian tlms rivals in the elahoratcnossnt

jjis art the higenions pipo-sculptnre of the mounds, all his snpcrsti.

tious reverence is reserved for the pipe- stem. On it depends \\,

safety of the tribe in peace, and its success in war. It is gunidh

accordingly with jealous care, and produced at the Medicine tiiinc,

or tlie War -Council with mysterious ceremonies. I'ut even on siid

great occasions, so long as the medicine pii)e stem is used, it is

;

matter of indifference whelhvr the howl attached to it he of tli.

richest carving, or a connniai trader's clay ])ipe. j\Iany s]ii'ei;i|

privileges and honours pertain to its bearer ; anil it is not diilv

disres])ectful, but unlucky, to pass between him and the tiro. .\ii|

ornamental tent is ]»rovided for his use, and his other otlicial accoutre

ments are so numer(jus that frequently he requires to maintain

several horses f(.)r their transport. A bear-skin robe is emjiluvrt

for wrapping up the consecrated pipe-stem, and thus enveluped, i:

is usually borne by the favom-ite wife of the dignitary. 15ut it

never allowed to be uncovered in her presence; and sliuulil

woman, even by chance, cast her eyes on it, its virtues can uiily

restored by a tedious ceremony.

Among the Indian portraits executed by IVtr. Paul Kane, iso

of Kea-kekc-sac(nvaw, head chief of the Crees, whom he iiiut i

the Saskatchewan, engaged in raising a war-party against ll

lilackfeet. He had with him eleven medicine pipe-stems, tl

pledges of different bands that had enlisted in the cause. Tlio ;:i:

old chief appears decorated with his war-paint, and lujldiiii; in L

hand a pipe-stem adorned with the head and idumage of an oai'li

P>efore beginning his work, the artist had to witness the cerenn

of "opening the medicine pipe-stem," in the course of mIiIcIi

smoked each of the eleven jiipes; and, thus enlisted in the cai

this painting was esteemed a great medicine, calculated to cuiitnl

bute materially to the success of the war-party.

A young Cree half-breed confessed to the painter that, in ;) s|iii

of daring scepticism, he had once secri'tly thrown down tlie iiuM

I'ine pipe-stem and kicked it^ about ; but soon after, its ntliii
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lev that, ill ii ^

d.Avn tlio iiwl]

after, it^ "tli'l

nirrier was .slain, anil .sneh misfovtnnes followed as left no (hnibt

(,R his mind of the awfnl sanctity peitaininff to this guardian and

,'iV( ii,ucv of the hononr of the trihe.

J)Mt all the ideas and sni)erstitionH whieh such nsaj^es illustrate,

jiiv peculiar to the modern Indians. The pipes of the ^found-

ISuiiders show that they u.sed no pipe-stem ; and tjie same appears

to have been the case with the ^Sfexicans hefor'h the Conquest.

ThriJii,<;hout the whole of Lord Kingshorough's great work, traces of

the use of the tol)aeco-pi|)e are rare, and when; they do occur they

toiul to confirm the idea that it was not investeu, either in ^Icxico

111' Central America, with such sacred attributes as were attached to

it liy the ancient race of the i\Ii.ssissi])i»i Valley : and which, imder

other but no less peculiar forms, are maintained among the Indian

tribes of the North-west.

Various early wrili'vs on the customs of the American Indians

nfer to expiatory sacrifices, which present some striking, though

limle analogies, to the ancient offerings by fire on the mound-altars.

HoiU'iie describes a custom among the Chippewas, after the shedding

f blood, of throwing all their ornaments, i)ipes, etc., into a common

IV, kindliMl at some distance from their lodges ; and Winslow nar-

utes of th(3 Xanohiggansets of New England, that they had a great

Iwiise ordinarily resorted to by a few, whom ho supposes to be

riests ; but he adds, " Thither, at certain times, resort all their

iiople, and offer almost all the riches they have to their gods, as

i.ttle.s, skins, hatchets, beads, knives, etc., all which are cast by

le priests into a great fire that they make in the midst of the

ouse."' The analogies, however, wliich appear to be traceable

such practices nf tribes remote from the localities of the (dd

iiiuiulIUiilders, are after all slight, and luck the most important

iMuouts which give their peculiar character to the ancient mouiul-

iltrtvs. It may be, rather, that in tlu; mode of indulging in tlie

vouiile narcotic bestowed by America nn the Old World, we have

wjietuated as a practice of mere sensual indulgence, what was once

Milemu rite associated with the mysterious worship of the sacred

iilosuves and the altar-mouiuls of the ]\Iississip[ii Valley. Oviedo,

iliois our earliest authority, at least for any minute accounl of

[iiiarcii smoking among the native tribt's, speaks of it as an evii

-t"in ]iiactised among tlie liulians of llispaniohi to ]iroduee in

|t;i<iliility
; ;ind greatly prized by the Carribecs, who called tobacco

I'/'i'j", and "imagined, when they were drunk with the fumes of it,

' M(is.<. Hixf. Cull., Soi'oud Sorios. vol. i\. p. !M.

5i !
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324 Nicotian Kites of Divination. [fllAI'.

ii

,

the dreams they had wove iii some sort it... 'r.t\"' A;;ain, (iiin.

lamo lieuzoni luumtes, iii his travels in Anient.., recently transluti,]

from the edition of 1753 by Jiciir-Aihniral Smyth: " In T.a EsiJanola

and tlie other islands, when their doctors wanted to cure a siik

man, tliey went to the place where they were to administer tin

smoke, and when he was thoroughly intoxicated hy it the euro was

mostly effected. ' On returning to his senses, he told a thouHnihl

stories of his having heeu at the council of the gods, and utlui

high visions."^'

Many Indian legends ascribe a divine origin to tobacco. A cliiif

of the Susquehannas told of two huntcn-s of the tribe sharing tin

venison they had cooked with a lovely S(juaw, who suddeidy ap

peared to them ; and on returning to the scene of their h'H
\

thirteen moons after, they found the tobacco-plant growing wliii

she had sat. Harriot, who sailed in Sir Walter Ilaleigh's e.\[tt'ili

tion of 1584, states that the Indians of Virginia regarded tol)acc(i|

as a means of peculiar enjoyment, in which the (ireat Spirit \va<

Avont freely to indulge, and th.it he bestowed it on them that tlicv

might share in his delights. Kepeated allusions also refer to its|

intoxicating effects as an influence analogous to that which lun

duced the visions and inspirations of their fasting dreams. It soeiiK,
|

therefore, by no means improbable, that the original jtriictice

iidialing the fumes of tobacco was associated exclusively wii

superstitious rites and divin.ation ; so that the tobacco-jdant iiml

have played a part in the worship of the ancient ^Mound-Buililtisl

analogous to that of the ins])iring vapour over which the Dclpliiff

tripod was placed, when the priestess of Ap(dlo prepared to give

utterance to the divine oracles.

' IliMtorla Oejural da liii Iinltn.", socoiul t'dit. \t. 7 '.

^ Ilintovy of the Xcw World, hy (! irolamo Biuzoiii. Ilakluyt Society. ISJi.
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CHArT?:R XVI.

PUIMITIVE ARCIIITECTURR.

laicrii-rviiAMins— ARciriTKCTiniAi, disclosuues of copan— mysteuious luivs op

I'Al.KNQtIK SCULl'TyilES OK A LOST HACK—IIEAITEARANCB OK THE ANCIENT

TVl'E-WlUi: EXTENT OK UUIN8— (JUICHE I'AI.ACES OK UTATLAN -TIIADITIONS OK

A LIVING t'ITV-ClIARA(!TEIl OF THE AHCHITECTUllE— UNUJl'K STYLE OK OllNA-

MICNTATION— NATIVE CIIAUACTEU OF THE CIVILISATION— CONTRAST OK MEXICO

AND I'EUU—BUILOINliS OK THE INCA8—CYCLOPEAN MASONRY AT CUZCO— I'EltU-

VIAN ROAUS AND A(JUEDUCTS—MEOALITHIC ERA OK ART.

TiiK Aiiicrieau continent preserves, in its eartli-pyraniids, liill

forts, and river-terrace enchjsures, the familiar I'urnis of earliest

CI instinctive skill, fonnil wherever the footprints of infantile hnnian

jirojiTOss remain iineffaced by the works of later intruders. There,

liDWOver, such traces of the combined labour of man in the earlier

stai,'cs of transition from the nomade hunter to the settled claim-

ant of the soil, present themselves to onr study on a scale, as to

number and majfuitude, without a parallel anKJUg' such earth- types

lit' the walled cities of Nimrod, and the pyramids of Cheops or

I't'lilnvucs. They are characteristic menujrials of the partially de-

vulujicd but lon<4' extinct civilisation of that mysterions people,

known from such remains as the race of the Mound- Ikiilders.

Their structures could not gather richness from the frettinj;- tooth

III' time. They were truly builders, but not architects. Buried

lii'neiith their ancient mounds lie sculi)tures fit to vie with some of

theudoniments of mediteval architecture ; but on the edifices them-

ist'lves, so far as now a])pears, they expended none of that decorative

nlesjoii which elevates the constructive art of the l)uilder into one

III' the fine arts, and blends together the ornamental and the useful

I

ill the most enduring of all nati(»nal chronicles. To study the true

Illative architecture of the New W(»rl(l, we have to leave behind us

lliosc iiiouuments.of forgotten generations ; and, amid the tropical

fiivivsts of Central America and Yucatan, explore the silent me-

I

iiiiiriiils of a no less mysterious but more elocpient past. Tliere

i y\

i
t
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320 Architectural Disclosures of Copan. [ClIAl.

that lain]) of ineiuory was lit which still glows for iis with tin.

golden stains of time ; and its ruined reliquaries rise amid a tropi-

cal vegetation so luxurious, that the very air is oppressive from tht..

fragrance of the banana, pine-apple, orange, lemon, and plantain,

There still tower above forests dense with the growth of aL;is,

ruined temples which stood before tlie cocoa-nut palm and tin;

gigantic ceiba encroached on their abandoned courts and terraced

walls ; and into which the men of long-buried generations built

their love of power, their wealth of thought and strength, and all

the proudest aspirations of their faith.

It was at Copan that the enterprising explorer of tlie liistdvica!

antiquities of Central America Erst beheld the forgotten memorials

of its ancient civilisation ; and, as he says, Avith an interest perhaps

stronger th.ai he had ever felt in wandering among the ruins lif

Egypt, he explored, amid the dense forest in which tlicy wcic

buried, the remains of an ancient city, some of the monuments u\

which, to his experienced eye, presented, with more elegance dl

design, a woi'kmanship equal to the finest monuments of Iv^ypt.

Here at length wore not only traces of the obliterated history of an

unknown race, but " works of art, proving, like newly-discovcrud

historical records, that the people who once occu]iied the continent

of America were not savages." Toiling onward through the taiijiled

growth of tropical vegetation, intermingled with friezes and fra;4-

ments of statuary, and ascending the stejis of a vast enclosinv,

terraced with sculptured tiers perfect as those of the IJoman

Amphitheatre, he lookeil down on the evidence of a native enei'f;y

and intellect not less wonderful than all that America has borrowtil

from nations of another continent. The traveller had himself stooij

in the silent shadows of Petra, and wandered annd the ruins nt

Egypt's cities of the dead. These have each their story, and awaku

the memories of a defniite past ; but when he asked the native

Indians who were the Ijuilders of those ruins ? they answered fiiily

Qnicn sa.hc? Wlio knows? And he had no wiser answer to

substitute for their stolid reply. " There were no associations," he

exclaims, "connected with tlie place ; none of those stirring recul

lections which hallow Rome, Athens, and

'The woild'-s gruiit inistiess on the l^gyptiiin pliiiii ;'

but architecture, scul])ture, and painting, all the arts which em-

bellish life, had flourished in this overgrown ibrest ; orators, warriors.

and statesmen, beauty, anil»ition. and ghirv, Inid lived and passiii
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nWiiy ; find none knew that sucli thin^is had been, or coukl tell of

tlii'ii" past existence. Books, the records of knowledge, are silent

1,11 this theme. The city M'as desolate. No remnant of this race

liiUigs ronnd the ruins, with traditions handed down from father to

I

;^,)n, and from generation to gencxation. It lay hefore vis like a

I

;liattcred bark in the midst of the ocern, her masts gone, her name

I

elfiiced, her crew perished, and none to tell whence she came, to

.vlioni she belonged, how long on her voyage, or what caused her

I
iltstniction ; her lost people to be traced only by some fancied re-

si'iiibhmce in the construction of the vessel, antl, perhaps, never to

lie known at all. The ])lace where we sat, was it a citadel from

iwliicli an unknown people had sounded the trumpet of war, or a

tdiiplc for the worship of the god of peace? Or did the inhabi

taiits worship the idols made with their own hands, and oHer

Ijacrilices on the stones before them? All was mystery, dark, ini

pfuetrable mystery, and every circumstance increased it. In Egy})t,

the colossal skeletons of gigantic temples stand in the uuwatered

siiuls, in all tlie nakedness of desolation ; here, an immense forest.

|siii'oii(led the ruins, hiding them from sight, heightening the im-

jirossion and moral effect, and giving an intensity and almost wild-

uuss to the interest."^

Such were the impressions produced on the mind of this intelli

I

L;uut explorer when first he gazeil on one of the ruined cities ol'

Central America. The existence of such remains hn,d long before

awakened attention; though, amid the circulation of vague and

I
ixiiiigerated rumours of their grandeur and extent, no very definite

idea could be formed of the truth. So early as 1750, a ])arty of

I Spaniards travelling in the province of Chiapas, suddenly found

tiieniselvcs in the midst oj' ruins covering an area of some twenty

iiiile« in extent, and known t(j the Indians on^y by the descriptive

ilesiguation of Casas dc Piedras. It was the first stray waif of tlu?

I
wreck of an extinct Southern em])ire, which, with every fresh dis

icijven',ac(piires increasing interest and mystery. jMexico had been

api'minceof Spain for nearly two centuries and a half; yet neither

iinte (if Spanish conquistador, nor vaguest native tradition, indicates

the knowledge that such a city had ever existed. It received the

iianie of ralen([ue, by which it is still known, from a rude Indian

ivillas^e in its vicinity; and sinci' then it has been cxiilored ])y

Rnval ConunissiontTS acting under the orders of Charles ill. of

S|iain ; by a second Koyal Ctunmission, of whiclt l)upaix was tin'

' Sti'iilK'iis' '/'riiriU in Ci'iitrtd Aiii' r'nn, \ul. i. cli;i|i. v.
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328 Sculptures ofa Lost Race.

leader, under the authority of Charles iv. ; by M. Baradere, the

enterprising and zealous investigator, to whom we owe the publi-

cation of Dupaix's work ; and, finally, hy the modest, but more

effective labours of Messrs. Stephens and Catherwood. The re-

sults have familiarized us with the sculptures, hieroglyphic tablets,

paintings, and bas-reliefs in stucco : and with the ceiled halls and

corridors inroofed by overlapping stones, of an architecture whidi

wrought out edifices of magnificent extent without the use of the

arch ; but to this day no more is known of the nameless city, or its

builders, than of the significance of the hieroglyphics which mock

its explorers with their tantalizing records.

But if the hieroglyphic inscrijjtions still defy every attempt at

decipherment, the sculptures to which they are attached speak a

language intelligible to all. Take, for example, one of the Palenque

bas-reliefs, drawn by Catherwood from the original on one of the

piers of the vast terraced building called the Palace. Its hiero-

glyphics are meaningless, but we can be at no loss in decipliering

the record it preserves of the physical characteristics, as well as of

the intellectual and artistic capacity of the people by whom tlie

nameless city was reared. It supplies an unmistakable answer

to the oft renewed question,—"Were they the same race as the

modern Indians?" The bas-relief includes a group of three

figures, with the strange costume and decorations, and the stranger

physiognomy of the unknown people who once lorded it in the

palaces of Palenque over the mighty city, and the regions whicli

contributed the means whereby such i)roud structures were reared

and maintained. The original, which had been modelled in a com-

position hard as stone, was found in a nearly perfect condition, and

had been painted in elaborate colours of which many traces re-

mained. " The principal figure," JNfr. Stephens notes, " stands in

an upright position, and in profile, exhibiting an extraordinan

facial angle of about forty-five degrees. The upper part of the

head seems to have been compressed and lengthened, perhaps bv

the same process employed upon the heads of the Choctaw ami

Flathead Indians. The liead represents a different species from

any now existing in that regiini of country ; and supposing the

statues to be images of living personages, or the creations of artists

according to their ideas of perfect figures, they indicate a jiaypkmv:

lost and unknmvn."^

Bearing in remend)rance tliat the intelligent traveller ultiniatelv

' Steiilions' Travels in Cmtral Avwrica, vol. ii. thaii. xviii.
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favoured the idea that the race of the Builders was the same as the

ilegenerate Indians still occupying the villages around their ruined

citros, it is important to separate his actual (observations from

theories subsequently made to harmonize with Morton's Typical

American Race} At Palenque he recognised the remains of a

cultivated, polished, and peculiar people, who had passed through

all the stages incident to the rise and fall of nations, reached their

irolden age and perished, without even a tradition of their name

surviving. Cortes, in his march from Mexico to Honduras, by the

Lake of Peten, must have passed within a few leagues of the city
;

hut its niins were already desolate as now, or it cannot be doubted

that the conqueror would have made its name famous by a desola-

tion like that which illumines " the Venice of the Aztecs." But

tjie American traveller saw in those regions, thus rich with the

rains of an extinct golden age, not only the degraded and servile

Indian, but the scarcely less degraded descendant of the Spanish

conqueror; and, therefore, he cherished the belief that, with restore '1

freedom, and the influences of a native civilisation, the Indian might

he elevated to the capacity of the ancient builders : and once more

|jiew the rocks which he quarried, and carve the timber that he

!d, into sculptures and devices, as full of intellect, and as re-

Iplete with native originality of thought, as the carvings and reliefs

on the ruins of I'alenque, N or do I doubt the possibility of such

an elevation for even more degraded races than the Indians of

Central America. But if once more a race o^ iii.tive sculptors

should hew out the representations of their civic i,nd religious

terenionials in equally skilful bas-reliefs, it is contj iry to all ex-

Iperience that they would sculpture forms and jeaiiires totally

iJitferent from their own. It is important, thore-'ure, to rocall to

mind an incidental and unheeded note recov<^ 1. by Mr. Stephens

|dien leaving the ruins of Palenque, with the cliaracter of its sculj)-

tures still fresh in his memory. "Among the Indians," he ob-

Krves, " who came out to escort us to the vilLige, was one wliom

ke had not seen before, and whose face Ijore a striking resemblance

[0 those delineated on the walls of the buildings. In general, the

[aces of the Indians were of an entirely dift'erent character, but he

might have been taken for a lineal descendant of the perished

ke."" Such a chance reai)pearance of the ancient type en^ivoiy

iTosponds with the experience of the ethnologist in the Old

' Tntviit in Yucatan, vol. ii. chap. xxiv.

* Stephens' Tvavdm in C<nlral Anurica, vol. ii. oliai). xxi.
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World. The ruined Alhainbra is not the work of the race to whom

it now pertains, but tlio blood of the old Moors of Granada can stil!

be traced among the rural population of Christian Spain. Tliej

population of modern Italy includes the descendants of Gaul,

Lombard, Ostrogoth, Arab, Norman, Frank, and Austrian in-

truders ; but among them all the obsei-vant traveller still detects,
I

at times, the old native Eoman type, essentially the same as he
|

sees sculptured on the tomb of Scipio, or the column of Trajan;

the descendants of the race by whom the marble palaces of li(jine
|

were reared, while yet th3 ancestors of Gaul and Goth, Arali

Norseman, and German, were but the rude mound-builders of

Europe, or nomades of Asiatic deserts.

It does not come within the purpose of this work to review ini

detail the numerous monuments of ancient American art, dcsciibodj

in narratives already familiar to the reader. It will suffice to in

dicate their extent and character. In the first explorations oil

Messrs. Stephens and Catherwood in the interior of Contml

America, Chiapas, and Yucatan, they visited eight ruined cities,

the very existence of which was in most cases unknown to tlni

inhabitants of the country in Avliich they lie ; and in the subse I

quent narrative of their journey in Yucatan, Mr. Stepu as dcscrilieJ

tlie results of visits to forty- four ruined cities, or architectural sitcJ

The materials thus contributed to America's ancient native liistoni

are invahiable. Zealous antiquaries of the United States had \kA

surveying the mounds of the Ohio and Mississippi Valleys, oxploij

ing the strange earthworks of \Visct>nsin, and diligently seiucliiiij

for Phffinician characters or Scandinavian runes on the Diditmi

roclc, to give substantiality to the dream of mighty confedftraciej

that had preceded them. While the great tide of emigration swql

westward, exterminating the Indian with his forests, and ellhciiij

the feeble footprints on his trail, the enter[)rising pioneer sent baey

word from time to time of ruined enclosures and fenced cititil

which gatliered new features at every fresh narration, and filial tli

imagination with vague and wondering faith in a mighty ps'st. Hi

meanwhile the inhal)itants of Spanish America had lieen dwolliiii

for centuries in the very midst of ruins wonderful for their iiiaL;i!il

tude, rich variety, and beauty, with a stolid indifference even iiiml

wonderful tlian the disclosures it so long withheld. Of the tithj

two sites of ancient edifices, some of them the ruins of vast citiij

examined by Mr. Stephens, few iiad ever Itoeii visited l)y wld

men ; and when it is considered how small a jiortion of the suiial
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lilt Yucatan, ov Central America, has Leon explored, it is difficult

\x fancy to exaggerate the wonders of native art and civ'lisavion

iwbicli have yet to be revealed.

Some of the desolate cities thus discovered have been traced to

|tlie era of the Conquest, but they serve thereby to illustrate by their

utrast the remote and independent origin of the more ancient re-

mains. The court of the native kings of Quiche was held in the

,;ilaces of Utatlan ; and that city ^^'as the most sumptuous one

isited by the Spaniards. But when explored by Mr. Stephens,

Mill was growing among the ruins, and the site was in use by an

lulian family claiming descent from the royal line, while occupy

-

1 a miserable hut amid the crumbling Quiche palaces. Their

nmius appear to be of Mexican rather than of Yucatan or Central

uierican character. The principal feature now remaining, called

Sacvificatorio, closely corresponds to the Mexican teocallis ; and

entire accordance with this, a figure of baked clay, found among

le rains, presents the modern Indian features, executed in a style

art greatly inferior to the totally diverse sculptures of Palenque

1 other ruins of unknown date.^

Tlie intermixture of traces of two very distinct eras within the

iicient Aztec dominions, is as clearly recognisable as in the

llenic and Byzantine art of the later empire of Constantine.

lit native historvBlie oGiieral character of the terra-cottas and sculptured figures of

Stotes had liociMlttico is rude and barbarian
;
yet in some of the ancient ruins, as

Oaxaca, terra-cotta busts and figures have been foimd which

stly admit of comparison with con'esi)ondiMg remains of classic

:t.^ Such indicati(jns of two entirely distiact periods and styles

cord with all th.e most ancient native traditions, which concur in

le idea of succc.-sive migrations, foreign intrusion, and tlie displace-

itiiL of a highly civilized people. Of those, Ixtlilxochitl gives a

lierent digest, which, apart from his dates, seems to find confirma-

wi from the diverse characteristics of ancient art in JNlexico and

ntral America. According to the old Tezcucan chronicler : on

iutiusion of the Aztec eompierors, which he places in the middle

the tenth century, the Toltecs, who escaped their fury, spread

itiiiselves southward over Guatemala, Tecuantepec, Campeacliy,

icolutlan, and the neighliouring coasts and islands.^ The archi-

tuial chronicles, however, woidd rather suggest that, in deserting

' rii/c Engraving, "Figures fouiul at Santa (Jruz del QiiieliC'," Stephens'

\'(iUhi Ventral Awerica, vol. ii.

''^\Av AntiquUin MexhuibuK, torn. iii. pi. 'M\.

Ixtlilxofhitl Relacioucn, ms. No. a. (|nnte(l 1>y Troscott.
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IM I

^1

Anahuac for the southern regions, wlierc such abundant traces liavej

been found, the Toltecs migrated to a country already in occupatiunj

by a branch of the same highly civilized race.

Of the two distinct classes of ruins in Mexico, Central AnieiiciJ

and Yucatan, including relics of widely different periods, tlie

consists chiefly of edifices reared as well as occupied by the racd

supplanted and enslaved by the conquering Spaniards ; the otlierl

finds its illustrations in Palenque, Quirigua, Copan, and other citicJ

already in ruins before the intruding European mingled the descend-)

ants of native conquered and conquering races in one indiscrimiiiatJ

degradation. That such remains are found only in a few imperfecl

and scanty traces on the Mexican soil, accords with the transitional

characteristics of its latest native conquerors, who appear to hs\

played the same part there as the Tartar intruders on the soiithen

sites of ancient Asiatic civilisation. But as we descend from tlij

Mexican plateau along the south-eastern slope of the Cordilleri

remains of art, such as tradition ascribes to tlie genius and refiiiej

nient of the peaceful and industrious Toltecs, multiply on even

hand; and even mingle with ruder arts of a remote antiquity leJ

covered from the graves of Chiri<[ui and the Isthmus of Panama

But a special interest attaches to the ruined capital of Quicliij

though of a different and accidental character ; for it was there tliJ

the indefatigable explorers fn-st heard that, on the other side of tiJ

Great Sierra, was a living city, large and populous, occupied bydef

scendants of the ancient race of Builders, as in the days before tlij

Conquest or the discovery of America. In earlier years tlie I'ai

their informant, had climbed to tlie lofty summit of the Sievni, aal

from thence, at a height often o' twelve thousand feet, looked ovJ

an immense plain, extending t(j Yucatan and the (Julf of MexiJ

and beheld at a great distnice, as had been told him, a large cii

with turrets white and glittering in the sun. The Indian traditi"

tell that a native race, speaking the j\Iaya language, guard there tlJ

marches <>*'
tli' i' land, and put to death every one of the racej

strangers who approaches its borders. " That the region relerr

to," say:, .'-tephens, "docs not acknowledge the gov(n-inne

Chiatemala, has never been explored, and that no wliitv. uiau ovj

pretends to enter it, lam satisfied ;" and—speculating on tlie j^

bility that there still live the Indian inhabitants of an Indiaiun

as Cortes found tliem, wIkj can solve the mystery that liaiius nvi

the traces of native civilis.,*:ion, and perchance even read the liieij

glyphic inscriptions of Copan and Palenque,—he exclaims ;" Oil
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look at that city was wortli ten years of an everyday life !"^ In the

Jsiiber thoughts of a later period, the enthusiastic traveller held to

I the belief that the Padre had not oidy looked down on the white

[tubers and tem])les of a vast city, hut that the city might still l>e

Itlie abode of a native race, the descendants of the civilized nations

l(if ante-Columbian centuries. As he draws his interesting namtive

|t(i a close, he once more turns " to that vast and unknown r 3gion,

luiitmversed by a single road, wherein fancy pictures that mysterious

Icity, seen from the topmost range of the Cordilleras, of unconquered,

jiiiivinted, and unsought aboriginal inhabitants." Its exploration

Iprtsented to the traveller's mind a noble field for future enterprise
;

Is unquestionably it is, even should the result only prove, as is most

iTiiiibable, another mysterious and magnificent pile of ruins. He
Ikil in the belief that in the direction of that mysterious city lay

lliscoveries for some future explorer, which would constitute a

Itriiunph to look back upon with delight through life. Since then,

liunierous exploring expeditions have gone forth from the United

States ; the mystery of a polar sea has been deemed olyeci enough

jiir Liuve men to face perils as great as any that such an enterprise

loiikl involve ; but the romance of the New AVorld, this living city

kshrining the mysteries of its strangely obscure yet significant

jiast, has lapsed into dim forgetfulness, as a mere traveller's dream.

Eeferring, then, to the works of Dupaix, Stephens, Catherwood,

knd Waldeck for the details of native American architecture ; it

pay he noted, as a general characteristic of the ruined cities of

t'eutral America, that they betmy everywhere evidences of a bar-

laric })ouip, wherein utility and convenience are sacrificed to archi-

lectural magnificence. Though constructed, moreover, for the most

[art, of stones of moderate size, there is still that same laborions aim

[t vast and massive solidity which constitutes the essential charac-

leristic of megalithic architecture. Huge pyramidal mounds and

[flraces are reared as platforms for ponderous structures of massive

Taudeur, Irat only of a single storey in height ; and presenting, in

[lie interior, a narrow and imperfectly-lighted vault, roofed in by

lonverging walls, which sup])lied the poor substitute for the arch.

It IS the comparatively unintellectual civilisation of a nation in thnt

pge of advancement where art and even science have been sulH-

lieiitly developed to fontri])ute to the sensuous cravings for inag-

[illcuiit (lisjJay, but are as yet of little avail for mental and moral

li'uiTvoss. Such architectural feats are the work of absdlutism,

' St<')ilu'i>.s' Trtu'tl.s III ('(iitrtil Amtrirn, vol. ii. cliiii*. xi.
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controlled by the predoniinatiiig' influences of a jtriesthood, uiuliii

which pomp and oppressive magnificence take tlie place of the iiii]

power of the throne ; and the people are subjected to a despotisin

the more dread, because of its subtle direction of national festivities,

no less than of fasts and sacrifices.

But while we witness everywhere, among' the ruins of Centr

America, the same evidences which are seen in the architectuicdjl

Egypt, Hindustan, Assyria, and Babylon, of a people's strengtli aiiil

ingenuity expended at the will of some supreme authority, aiiii|

working out results in which they could have little real interest m

pleasure : it is vain to attempt to trace to such foreign sources tlni

models of those creations of native power and skill. They are inl

all respects essentially original and unique. The pyramidal nidiuul

structures are no more Egyptian than the earthworks of the Scintn

Valley ; the hieroglyphics bear little more resemblance to those nil

the Nile than the rude Indian carvings on Dighton rock ; and tin

cornices, bas-reliefs, and architectural details of every kind, suinilvi

at most only stray resemblances to ancient forms : cheating tliuivij

like chance notes of a strange opera in which the ear seems tocatrli

the illusive promise of some familiar strain. While, moreover, tlni

architecture and sculpture are essentially native, they betra}-, aiuiil

their barbaric waste of magnificence, a wondrous power of iuveiitiini.i

and frequent indications of a refined taste capable of far liij^lidi

development. The elaborate ornaments of the Casa del Enaim, itt|

Uxmal, are described by Stephens as incomprehensible in desiyi,

very eliiborate, sometimes grotesqiie, yet often simple, tasteful, aii'l

beautiful. " But," he adds, " the style and character of these unial

meuts were entirely dilierent from tliose of any we had ever sif

l)ef()re, either in that country, or any other ; they bore no losmi

1)lance whatever to those of Co])an or Palenque, and were ([iiiti' asp

unique and peculiar." Again, the jn-incipal building of the ruinnl

city of Uxmal supplies wonderful evidejice of ancient ])OM'er, ta>tij

and skill. A terrace of cut stone, six hundred feet in lengtli, fonii|

the platform on which a second and third terrace of narrower liastsj

are raised, to a height of thirty five feet; and on this is reiuod tlnJ

noble structure of tlie Casa del Gobernador, decoratetl, thrdiiulimil

its whole facjade of tln-ee hundred and twenty feet, witli I'ieh, straii-vj

and elaborate sculj)ture. Of this magnificent ruin ]Mr. St('i)liiii5

remarks : "There is no rudeness or l)arbarity in the design ov\<y>'\

[jortions ;
on tlie contrary, the Mhole wears an air of arcliitectiiia

symmetry and grand(!ur ; and as llie stranger ascends theste]waii'
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estliotxl, umlni

ace of the \n

to a despotism I

Dual festivities,

Liists a bewildered eye ulou- its open and desolate doors, it is liard

lo believe that he sees before him the work of a race in whose epi

tiiph, as written by historians, they are called ignorant (jf art, and

^aitl to have perished in the rudeness of savage life. If it stood in

Ilyilo l*ark, or the Garden of the TuUeries, it would form a new

I

iivder, I do ncjt say equalling, but not unworthy to stand side l)y

Uide with the reinains of Egyptian, Grecian, and IJoman art.'' It is

imtrue to say of such a peojde, though they have left no name be-

liiiid them :
" They died, and made no sign !"^ May we not rather

Lxcliiim, with Kuskiii, " llow cold is all history, how lifeless all

imiii>ery, compared to that which the living nation writes, and the

iiiK'ovrapted marble bears! How many pages of doid)tful record

1
might we not often s[)are, for a few stones left one upon another !""'

There is historical evidence that some of the ruined cities were in

iiccupation at the era of the Conquest, but the proof is no less con-

tlusive that others were already abandoned ruins; and any inference

liherefore as to the modern date ol'the architecture already described

lis lis fidlacious as that which should assign the Colosseum to the

Imildcrs of St. Peter's, because the modern Eoman still vegetates

luiuler the shadow (jf both. The civilisation of Central America

lijrew u]> on the soil wliere its memorials are still found, with as

Ifew truces of Asiatic as of European or African intiuences affecting

lit at any stage in its i)rogress. It was, moreo^'er, the growth of

|iiiany generations, and is seen by us at a stage far removed from

in which it had its beginning. A national taste and style had

llieeu matured, so that we find a certain uniformity pervading the

jwiilely -scattered monuments of its intellectual devehqnnent. Ihit

lit luul prevaileil until the cultureil artist had learned to work with

:imliini amid its prescriptive forms ; and it exhibits an exuberance

if inventive iancy, akin to that of Eiu'ope's thirteenth and four-

Itet'iith centuries, rather than any archaic stiffness like that which

jiiiirks the earliest I{omanes(pie as it emerges from the slavish

loniiti'ol (jf debased classic forms.

It is not theretore amid the long maturing civilisation of Central

|Aiuei'ica and Yucatan thai we can lu>pe to recover the germs from

Idii'uee it si)rung ; nor, though we tind the Aztec architecture of an

fiifei'idv cliaracter, are we, on that account, to trace in it the evidence

fa less niatr.red stage. Its character seems rather to confirm the

Irailitiiius of an intrnding race by whom the refined arts of the

' Prosoott's Couqucfit of Mcxh'o, it. v. ili. iv.

- Si'i'cn [jnmpx of Archil I'vtHVi., j). 1(H

nt
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Toltecs were arrested in their progressive expansion, or partially

borrowed and debased in their adaptation to tlie l)arbarous rites uf

the conquerors. But the architectural remains, as well as othei

traces of art and skill of another remarkable people, embody records

of an indigenous civilisation no less interesting than any which ;vi;

have been glancing at.

Tlie ancient empires of Peru and Mexico are indissolubl} asso-

ciated, on the page of history, in the melancholy comnnmity oj

.suffering and extinction. Yet, while alike exhibiting extonsivo

dominions under the control of a matured system of social polity,

and vitalized by many indications of progress in the arts of civili-

sation : tliey present, in nearly every characteristic detail, elements

of contrast rather than of comparison. Between the fifteenth aiuj

seventeentil degree soutli, tlie Andes rise to a height varying from

twenty-four to upwards of twenty-five thousand feet, from whence
i

as they sweep northward across the tropical line, tliey gradually

subside into a lino of hills as they enter the Isthmus of Paiiania,

Sheltered amid the lofty regions that rise step by step on their

steep sides, a gentle and industrious population found within tlw
I

tropics all the effects of varying latitude in relative elevation;

while the narrow strip of coast land, rarely exceeding tweiitv

leagues in width, gave them command of the burning regions of tiii'|

palm and the cocoa-tree, fanned by the breezes of the Pacific,

Such a country, under the gradual development of a progressive
|

civilisation, would have seemed fitted only for detached and inde-

pendent states, or a federation resembling in some degree that of

the cantons of the Swiss Alps. Put the most remarkable ami I

enduring monuments of the civilisation of tlie Incas are their ureat

military roads, fortresses, post-stations, acpieducts, and otlior }nili]ic|

works : by means of which a coherent unity was maintained

throughout dominions broken up ]>y mountain ravines, naiTowj

ocean-bounded lowlands watered under a tropical sun only by a t(\v|

scanty streams, and pathless sierras elevated into the regions

eternal snow. The Spanisli conquerors, with all tlieir boastedl

superiority, allowed the highways of the Tucas to fall into ruin
;|

yet, even after the lapse of three centuries, Humboldt rec(irded[

as his impression, on surveying one of tliem in its deciiy

" The great road of the Incas is one of tlie most useful, and at tliej

same time one of the most gigantic works ever executed liy num.'

Peruvian architecture betrays abundant evidence o[ the siiii

' Vuex des CordilUren, p. 2!)4.
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ill [Kirvading eeiitnilization wliiili giivu law to tlie institutions and

;,its (if that singular people. Its masctnry was for the most part as

siilid and jionderous as it was simple, notwithstanding thu lavish

muiiifieonce of the sovereigns, and the revifuues of the sacerdotal

ni'der, which were expended in decorating the great temple at

Ciuco, and other favoured sanctuaries, with gold and jewels.

Ill
neneral, the walls were built of huge blocks of stone, or

wliL'U of bricks, these were of large dimensions and an eniluring

ciiiiiiiosition wliich has well withstood the acticm of time. But the

oloviition was low, the doorways were the chief apeiiures for light

;

anil instead of the substantial apitroxhnation to the arch, which

Cdiifers durability as well as elevation the ruined cities ol"

Central America, the roof appears to have 1 if wood, thatched

with straw or covered with an imperfect i ucrete of earth and

lelililos. "It is impossible," says Ihiniboldt, "to examine atten-

ne, they gradually Btivi'ly one edifice of the time of the Incas, without recognising the

thnius of rananiii ?aiuo type in all the others which cover the slopes of the Andes."'

) by step on tlii'irBsimi»licity, synnuetry, and solidity, he adds, are the tluce features

11 found within the (wiiicli constitute the disthiguishing characteristics of all. The

masonry is fretpiently polygonal, with the surfaces unhewn, except

the edges, wheie it has been fitted with the nicest care.

The Peruvian buihler ai>pears to have wrought from choice

th innuense masses of stone; and though columns, lias-reliel's,

iiul other external ornaments are rare, there are not wanting ex

-

niples of elaborate sculpture in a style admitting of comparison

ith those of Central America. D'Orbigny gives an engraving of

t remarkable amlBiie ihtorway hewn out of a single mass of stone, and dec(»rated witli

icas are their uveal culptures in low relief, arranged in a series strikingly suggestive

s and other public ideographic synd)olism. It forms the entrance to a ruined

was maintained HEinple at Tiaguanaco, in the Aymara country, which surrounds

u ravines, narrmvH.ike Titicaca, with its mysterious architectural remains, assigned

snn only by a I'WBy the Teruvians themselv^es to an older date than the traditional

nto the regions nt'Blvent of the Incas." Dr. Tschudi has illustrated and described

all their boastedBme of the most remarkable specimens of cyclopean remains. In

to fall into ruin ;Bine of these, as in the House of the Virgins of the Sun, at Cuzco,

le liuue masses of masonry are of so striking a character as to

ive become objects of conunon wonder. One of these, prominent

ingthe ]iolygonal blocks ingeniously dovetailed into each other,

etVoni its size and complicated figure, is popularly styled the

relative elevation;
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338 Cyclopean Masonnj at Cuzco.

stone of tlio twelve comers. Spanish authors describe a fillet or

cornice of gold, a span and a half in width, which ran round the

exterior and was end)edded in the masonry ; while, both externally

and internally, it blazed with barbaric gems and gold, and was hun;.'

with costly hangings of brilliant hues. Now its remains furnish the

foundation for a convent of the Dominican friars, and only attract

notice by the solid masonry, constructed on a scale well calculated

to suggest anew the art of the fabled Cyclops, to account for their

massive and enduring strength.

Mr. J. H. Blake, to whose Peruvian researches I have aheadv

been indebted for interesting illustrations of ancient arts and

customs, has favoured me with his notes on this departmort, in
|

which his training and skill as a civil engineer render him pecu

liarly qualified to judge. " On the desert of Atacania, near the base

of the Andes, in lat. 23° 40' s., the walls of nearly all the biiildiiiji^

of an ancient town remain, remarkable for the peculiarity of the

situation, admirably adapting it for defence. It lies on the faceotj

a hill. On the one side is a natural ravine, and on the other

artificial one, intersecting each other at the summit of the hill, thus I

rendering it impregnable on aU sides but one. This side presents I

an inclined plane in the form of an acute triangle, across whiclij

extending from side to side, from the base to the summit, are rows I

of buildings, each succeeding row being shorter than the one belovl

it, tiU at the top sufficient space is left only for a single buildiiid

which overlooks all the others. These buildings are all small, aiiJJ

nearly of uniform size, each consisting of a single apartment. Tliel

walls are constructed of irregular blocks of granite cementeJJ

together, and the front walls are all pierced with loop-holes, bothi

near the floor and about five feet above. The floors are of cementj

and are on a level with the top of the wall of the building in 1

Each building is provided with a large earthen jar, smik below fiiej

floor, capable of holding from thirty to forty gallons. These wn

probably used for storing water. A short distance from this oU

town is a small fertile valley, watered by streams from the Audcsj

while the rest of the coimtry for many leagues round is entireljj

destitute of vegetation." Such, it is obvious, can only iUiistiiitl

the ruder arts and domestic habits of a settlement in an exposes

situation remote from the centres of highest Peruvian civilisa^

tion. IJut the most enduring memorials of Inca sovereignty a«

those associated with the construction and maintenance of tliJ

public roads, post houses, and telegraphic coi'ps, by means of vliifi
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a coherent unity was preserved throughout the vast empire. Of

ths great artificial roads, Mr. Blake notes, that which leads from

Quito to Cuzco, and thence southward over the valley of the Desa-

(Tuadero, is the most extensive. It is constructed of enormous

masses of porphyry, and is still perfect in many parts. Where

rapid streams were encountered, suspension bridges Avere constructed

by means of ropes formed of fibres of tlie maguey. Some of these

bridges exceeded two himdred feet in length, and so well did this

kind of bridge answer the purpose for which it was designed, that

it was adopted by the Spaniards, and to this day aflbrds the only

weans of crossing many rivers both in Peru and Chili. The re-

mains of one of these great roads are still to be seen in the most

liarreu and uninliabitable part of the desert of Atacama, as also the

Umlos, or houses for rest, erected at intervals throughout the

whole length for the accommodation of the Inca and his suite,

leculiarity of tk HXimierous canals and subtenunean aqueducts were formed to con-

es on the face ot Hduct the waters of lakes and rivers for irrigating the soil. Some of

on the other auHtliese have been preserved, and are still used by the Spaniards,

it of the hill, thusOne in the district of Condesuyer, of great magnitude, is more than

his side presentsfour hundred miles in length ; but those great works, like the roads,

le, across \vhicli,Bwere not confined to the more fertile parts of the countiy. In the

ummit, are rowsRouthern part of Peru, and in the midst of the desert, extensive and

an the one belowmmerous tunnels were excavated horizontally in sandstone rock,

ia single buiWiiiMlirough which the water still runs, and is conducted into reservoirs

re all small, ainlBrom whence it is taken to the various gardens of I*ica : producing

apartment. TlieBa this arid and desert land one spot which in the luxuriousness of

anite cementeiBts vegetation, is rarely found surpassed in places the most favour -

loop-holes, hotmbly situated for cultivation.

irs are of cement,B A diversity of construction is apparent in the aqueducts and otlier

building in ftoutBrections, indicating an intelligent skill in adapting the resoiu'ces

p, smik below tkBf the locality to the exigencies of the works. Some of the aque-

ions. These ver^ucts, such as that in the valley of Nasea, are built of large blocks

i masonry ; while others, like the one which conveyed the waters

the spring of Amiloe to the city of Tenochitlan, are formed of

jftrthen pipes. But such works also illustrate the skill of very

pfferent eras ; and while they survive to shame the scepticism of

kodern critics as to the marvellous native civilisation of Peru,

Ke of them recall centuries to which the Peruvio.ns themselves

oked back, in the days of the Incas, as an ancient and half-for-

|)tten past. On the shores of Lake Titicaca, extensive ruins still

liuain, which arc believed t<.) have been in the same condition at
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the date of the Conquest, and to have furnished the models of tlmt

arcliitecture with which the Incas covered their wide domains.

Untrustworthy as much of the Mexican chronoh)<4y is, the iiinil,.

of recordinj^ events gave some definite hold on the chronicles (•ftln.

nation , whereas the system of Peruvian qiiipus could have tniiis

mitted records, at the most, only to a few generations ; and rendcix

valueless the pretended history of the dynasty of Manco Ca]iiii,

In the megalithic character of Peruvian architecture, however, tlio

elements of a self-originated art arc strikingly apparent. It is oin;

of the most characteristic features pertaining to the progress i if
|

human thought in the earliest stages of constructive skill. TIriv

seems to be an epoch in the history of man, when what may lie
1

styled the megalithic era develops itself under the utmost vaiictv

of circumstances. In Egypt, it was carried out with peculi;ii|

refinenrent by a people whose masteiy of sculpture and the decma

tivc arts, proves that it had its origin in a far deeper source tlim

the mere barbarous love of vast and imposing masses. In Assyvin,

India, Persia, and thronghout the Asiatic continent, this tasti

appears to have manifested itself among many widely severed races;

and in northern Europe its enduring memorials are seen in siuli

rudely massive structures as Carnac and Stonehcnge. The sniml

mental condition finds expression in tlie pyramidal terraces ai

vast facades of Central America anil Yucatan, and is more Itillvj

present in the massive solidity of Peruvian masonry. It is theuii

conscious effort to express abstract power, which triumphs in siicli

barbaric evidence of difficulties overc(jme ; and although it scaicelvj

aims at the beautiful, it excites a sense of sublimity from the m\\

embodiment of that power by which it was achieved.

In this respect the ancient architectural remains of the soutlici'ii|

continent have a higher ethnological value than those of Mexici,

Central America, or Yucatan. They reveal the only truly prlniiti\e|

acliitecture of the New AVorld; and, therefore, suggest a possil

centre from whence that intellectual impulse went forth, i)orvailiiiJ

with its elevating influences the nations first discovered l)yt

European adventurers of the sixteenth century on the mainlaml

America ; although at that date the distinct centres of ^Mexiciw

and Peruvian arts were in ojjcration wholly inde])endent of cndii

other, and the two had moved in opposite directions, unconscious i

rivalry in the development of a native civilisation.
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CHAPTER XVII.

CERAMIC AUT.

AliT TRACKS OF DOMKSTIC LIFE— IlISTOHICAI, VALUE OF POTTERY—MODELLING AND

(iWAVINU TOOLS -CHINOOK WOVEN VESSELS—AN'CIENT TEllUVIAN BASKET-

VKSSEL— I'OTTERY OE THE OULF—CEIIAMIC AUT OF THE M0UND-BUILDEU8—

I'KCULIAU ORNAMENTATION—USE OF THE 1'OTTER'S WHEEL—AMERICAN ARCILE-

(iLOCiY—MEXICAN ANTKJUITIES—ART COMMON TO TWO HEMlSrUERES—THE

AMERICAN FRETTE—THE MODELLER'S ART— MEXICAN TERRA-COTTAS— COMIC

CLAY MASKS—POTTERY OF CENTRAL AMERICA—CHIRKJUI EARTHENWARE—

roUCELAIN MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS- PERUVIAN MENTAL CHARACTERISTICS-

POTTERY OF PERU -ACOUSTIC VESSELS—ANALOGIES TO EUROPEAN DEVICES

FICTILE PORTUAITURE—PORTRAIT-VASES—GROTESQUE AND HUMOROUS DE-

SIGNS—ILLUSTRATIONS OF NATIVE CIVIUSATION— CONTRAST OF NORTHERN AND

SOUTHERN ART.

The imi^osing national character of architectural remains claims

[for thcni a prominent place among the materials of arclueological

|liist<iry ; hut the real progi'ess of a people is recorded with more

riqiliic minuteness, where the traces of taste and skill are found in

iiiiil)iiiation with the appliances of daily life. Among such historic

iiiiterials the products of ceramic art merit on many accounts a

iiremost place. The plasticity of the potter's clay, which furnishes

ko many hold metaphors of the Hebrew scriptures, renders it readily

pceptible of every varying phase of national taste, so that minute

pits of ethnical diversity find expression in the forms which the

[lay receives at his hand. It Avas wrought and liurnt by the fathers

tile ancient wcu'ld where still some of the most remarkable

[lirouicles of early Asiatic civilisation are recovered, including

luiieatic bricks and cylinders, eloquent with a definite written liis-

)irv. Egypt, too, had her wrought clay and pottery of diverse

pnns : in working which the Egyptian taskmasters made the lives

If their Hebrew seri's bitter with hard bondage, in mortar and in

[lick. Tiiese suu-(h"ied bricks, which in the humid climates of

t'liiiierate zones would perish in a few seasons, survive amid the

'

I
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sculptured granite and limestones of ancient Egypt, with the still

decipherable stamps of their makers, or tlie cartouche of a Raineses

or Thothmes, unmistakably chronicling their antiquity. The Aral)iaii

conquerors who impressed new phases of art on the historical pro-

ducts of the Nile valley, earned with them into Spain the Egy2)tiaii

fashion of building with sun-dried clay ; and the term adohe, Ijy

which the Spanish American now designates the clay-built struc-

tures of the New World, is the Arabic cob introduced into Spain by

its African conquerors in tlie eighth century. But the simple art

of building with sun-baked bricks was practised l)oth in Mexico and

Peru long before the Spaniard followed there the borrowed arts of

the Saracen ; and in no region of the world has the ingenuity of tlie

potter been more curiously tasked than on the sites of ancient

Peruvian civilisation.

Few traces of antique art have proved more serviceable to tlie
|

historian and ethnologist than those of the potter's handiwork. The

graceful contour of the rudest Hellenic vase reflects the national

genius that evoked the sculptures of the Parthenon ; and reveals

also, at times, the sensuous refinement that wi'ought its overthrow,

The coarser, but more practical intellect of Eome gives character to I

her fictile ware; and the pottery, both of ancient and modem

nations, reflects, as in a mirror, their salient mental characteristics,

For it is an art which, while it admits of all the perfection of form

that a Phidias could impart, and all the exquisite beauty of adorn-

1

ment which a llaphael could design, is nevertheless allied to tlie I

homely duties and necessities of daily life. It does not tliereforej

reflect the mere exceptional refinements of luxury, but also retains
J

the impress of that prevailing standard of taste which suffices to I

satisfy the common mind. Hence the value of pottery as a materiiill

of history. Even its scattered fragments chronicle deciplierablel

records ; while from the more perfectly treasured sepulchral potf

tery, we recover minute traces of the manners and customs of lonJ

extinct nations, and trace the geographical limits of their concpiestsj

or their commerce, within well-defined periods of their liistoivi

Numismatic evidence is scarcely more definite, and much less coui-|

prehensive. The progress of Egypt and the many changes it 1

undergone through the long ages of its history, find striking illustra-j

tions in the pottery and porcelain accunmlated on its historic sites,!

Grecian colonization, and its aisthetic influences, are traced along tli^

shores of the Mediterranean and the Euxine, by its beautiful li

ware and sepidchral pottery. Etruria's history is written to agrealj

extent in the same fragile, yet enduring characters. The footprint^
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of the lltmian conqueror are clearly deihied to the utmost limits of

imperial dominit)n by the like evidence ; and sepulchral pottery is

l'i,'([ueutly the only conclusive evidence which enal)les the Em'opear

ethnologist to discriminate between the grave of the intruding con-

queror and that of the aboriginal occupant of the soil Apart,

therefore, from the exquisite beauty of many remains of fictile art,

which confers on them a high intrinsic value, the works of the

potter have been minutely studied by the archieologist, and are C(!n-

stantly referred to as historical evidence of the geogi-aphical limits

(\i ancient empires. But nowhere has incipient civilisation given

more distinctive characteristics to fictile art than in the New World.

Tried by this test of aistlietic development, the unity of the Ameri-

can as a distinct race disappears as unequivocally as when fairly

suhjected to that of cranial formation, from which such sup]iosed

lioniogeiieous characteristics have been chiefly deduced. The north-

ern region, lying around and immediately to the south of the great

lakes, has its peculiar fictile ware ; the Southern States, bounded by

the Gulf of Florida, have their characteristic pottery aiul terra-

cottas ; the ancient mounds of the Mississippi Valley disclose other

and diverse types of ceramic art ; while Mexico, Central America,

Bmzil, Chili, and Peru abound in wondrously varied memorials of

skill and exuberant fancy wrought from the potter's clay.

The most common form of the pottery made by the Northern

I

Indians is that of the gourd, with ears, or IkjIcs perforated at the

vim, for suspending the vessel over the fire. Considerable ingenuity

also appears to have been expended l)y some of them in modelling

clay-pipes, decorated with incised patterns, or wrought into fanciful

shapes and forms of animals. Fragments of pottery are turned up

by tlie plough on the sites of old Indian villages throughout most of

the Northern States, and in Canada ; and in the incised patterns

rudely wrought on them, a curious correspondence is apparent to

the simple linear devices on the sep»ulchral pottery of ])rima)val

[Europe. The implements of pointed bone with which those were

executed on the soft clay, are of common occurrence ; and the better

pushed tools of the Mound-Builders have also been recovered.

I

They are made of the bones of the deer and elk ; some flat and

1 chisel-shaped, others with round, curved, and tapering points ; but

jail, notwithstanding their great decay, showing traces of careful

Iworkmanship in their forms and polished surfaces. Beside them

lare also foimd the copper chisels and gravers, indicating, with the

|former, more delicate and artistic uses in fictile ornamentation.

The manufacture of pottery appears to have been pursued among

\ ( !

M
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the northern tribes of Aniericta, with little variation, durin* many

generations ; nor is it even now wholly superseded anion^ then- .sur-

vivors by the more sei-viceahle articles which the fur- trader sup[)lio,s,'

But this by no means destroys either the interest or the niy.stei'\

attached to older relics. IVIan's capacity for pro«>ress under certiijn

favoural»lo circumstances is not less remarkable than his improjires-

sive vitality at many diverse stages of advancement : as shown in

the forest Indian, the Arab, the Chinese ; and in illustration of this

we find Mr. Scpiier remarking of the potteiy of southern areas nf

the American continent: "The ancient pottery of Nicaragua is

always well burned, and often elaborately painted in brilliant iiiiil

durable colour. The forms are generally very regidar, but tliere is

no evidence of the use of the potter's wheel ; on the contrary, tliiiv

is reason to believe that the ancient processes have undergone little

or no modification since the Conquest." ""^

Ihit while we thus fiml

the native arts uninfluenced by contact with the matured civilisa-

tion of Europe for upwards of three centuries ; and discover

ancient processes of the IMandan and Arikaree potters still practiscil

by their descendants near the head waters of the Missouri : tliu

evidence is no less distinct which proves that the art was limited tu

certain tribes. The transition in this respect is not a gradual one,

like that which may be supposed to connect the whole fictile iiianu-

factures of the eastern tribes fi-oni the St. Lawrence to the Gulf (if

Florida. To the west of the Eocky Mountains the potter's art is

superseded by manufactures and accompanying customs of a totally

diH'erent kind.

The Chinooks, for example, inhabiting the tract of country at

tlie mouth of the Columi)ia river, carve bowls and spoons of Ikhh,

highly creditable to their ingenuity and decorative skill ; Ijut llieii

cooking-vessels are l>askets made of roots and grass woven sn

closely as to serve all the [»urp(»ses of a ]>itcher. The froiitis]iiea

represents Caw-we-litcks, one of tiie Cowlitz Flatheads, ])liiitin:,fa

waterproof basket ; while her child lies beside her, on its eriulk'

board, undergoing the ])rocess of cranial deformation. Siniilni

vessels are in use among the Indians of the Pacific coast as iar

south as Lower Caliibrnia, wrought in black and white grasses, in

oriuimental patterns, or with re|)resentations of men and animals, in

black, on a white ground. Still farther south they are made k

the Pall-Utah Indians, near the thirty -fifth parallel, in New IMexiin,

* Vido (.'iitlin's Mnuiic.rs and < 'u/ttoms of tlic North American Tn<li((ns, Letter l(i;

ami Dr. F. V. Ilayiloii's ('ontrihntionH to the Kthnoijraphy and Philuloijij i>J&i\

Indian Trilics o/' thi' Mi.ssoiiri VaU(;i, p. 355.
2 Siiiiior'a Nirara'jna, vol. ii. pp. 337, 338.
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(if slips of coloured reed, mid avu described as exhibiting coiisider-

alde taste as well as skill,
^

In this curious application of n rude ingenuity, wa find the per-

petuation of arts anciently practised in the seats of civilisation of

the southern continent. Among a variety of objects obtained by the

I'liited States Astronomical Expedition to the Southern Hemi-

s[ihere, was a closely woven basket found in a Peruvian tomb, along

with pottery aiul numerous other relics ; but descril)ed as " used for

lidlding lic^uids, and which it would still retain."" Many similar

indications sullice to show that the influence of social progress in

M'.'xico and Central America, if not also in I'eru, extended partially

aiiiHUg the triltes to the west of the Itocky Mountains even into

lijoli northern latitudes ; while it was inoi)erative throughout the

Viist areas drained by the ^lississippi and its tributaries, during any

peritHl of their occupation by the lied Indian tribes.

The substitution of wickca* or straw-work for i)ottery, camiot,

lidwever, be assumed as any evidence of progress ; though it is

lietter suited to the wandering life of foiest tribes than the fragile

ware which ministers so largely to the cimvenience of settled com-

munities. The mode of using such cooking-vessels is as simple as

it is ingenious. The salmon, which constit\ites the principal food

iif tlie Cliinooks along the Columbia liiver, is placed in a straw-

liiisket filled with water. Into this red-hot stones are dropped

until the Avater boils, and the fish is dressed as expeditiously as if

lioiled in an ordinary kettle over the fire. But though such baskets

und cooking vessels possess obvious advantages to migratory tribes,

they are confined to those on the l*acific coasts : uid the causes of

iidillerencc so obvious must be sought for in other ources, pointing

Inessential distinctions in arts as well as in customs, between the

llatdicad tribes of California and Oregon, and the nomade potters

til the east of the Ifocky Mountains.

Alike in the Old World and the New, the seats of highest

civilisation, and of most progressive enterprise, are now found within

the temperate zcnes, IJut it was not so with either of them in

j;iiicient times. The civilisation of Northern Europe is of very

leeeiit growth ; and we look in vain along the region of the great

[liikes of the America,n continent, or in its wide North-west, for

hivoofs of anymore advanced arts than those of the miners who first

' E.qihratiom am! Survejfs of Eouic for a Kallwoi/ from the Mins'iKsippi to the

J'ariiic Ocean, in 1853-54, vol. iii. "The Imtiau Tribes," p. 51, plate 41, %s.

i

14, i->, i«.

- Uiiitid Stiifis Astri'iioiniriil Krpedifioii, vol. ii. Aiii)Cii<l. E. p. 117.

i
i
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ox))l()ro(l the c()])pov regions of Lake Superior. It rcrpiiros some

cousidcriildo ]»ro<,n'us.s in civilisation to onalilo tlui hardy native nt

northern climates so to cope with their inclement seasons, as to

command a residue of time for other than works of vital necessity

;

wliile in the south nature spontaneously gratifies so many wants,

that the leisure required for the develoj)ment <jf ornamental ait imd

ingenious refinements of taste is at the comniand of the first j^'ifted

race that enters into possession of its abundant sup])lies. Whoii,

however, the hardier sons of the north win for themselves l)y toil

and self-denying perseverance the same leisure, they develop a

capacity for higher social achievements than all the luxurious

civilisation of tropical climates. I>ut such was not the destined

fortune of the aboriginal tribes of the New World. Whether under

more favourable circumstances the intelligent Micmacs of New

Brunswick, or the sagacious and politic Iroquois along the southern

shores of Ontario and the St. Lawrence, would have won fur the

New World an enduring civilisation of its own, can only now lie

subject for conjecture. They had within them, unquestionably, tlic

elements with which to contend against all the obstacles that climate

or locality opposed to their progress ; but they were too far behind

in the march of civilisation to hold their ground in the critical tran

sitional stage, when brought into direct contact with intruders

armed with the accumulated momentimi of Europe's full maturity.

We find, accordingly, as we turn towards the south, that the

pottery wrought by the tribes on the Gulf of T^rida exhibits

greater skill than can be traced in the best products of native kilns

on the upper waters of the Mississippi, or along the shores of the

Canadian lakes. Much care appears to have been exercised in pre-

paring the clay to resist the action of fire, by mingling it with finely

pounded quartz and shells. The shapes of vessels are also more

fanciful, and both in workmanship and style of ornament they

manifest a decided superiority. Many of these vessels were made of

large size, and in constructing them a sort of mould of basket-work

appears to have been sometimes used, which perished in the kiln,

leaving the burnt clay impressed with ornamental patterns wroui;lit

in the osier frame. The smaller vessels were moulded over gourds

and other natural objects, and frequently decorated with graceful

patterns wrought in relief, or painted. Nevertheless, between sucli

products of southern and northern kilns, there is not any more

essential difference than that which a slight progress in civilisation,

added to the greater leisiu'e consequent on a more genial climate and

proi

int

i»ro;

1'1'y
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Of the ceramic art of tlie Mound-Builders we possess as yet

very limited knowledge. Unlike the durable sculptures in por-

phyry and limestone rescued from the ashes on their altar-hearth.s,

the fragile pottery, though even less susceptible of the action of

fire, is recovered witli difficulty, even from the mounds in which it

may have lain entire through unnumbered ages, until the invading

a.\e or spade wliicli brought it to light involved its destruction.

Dut a sufficient number of examples have been obtained to jirove

their superiority in workmanship, and essential diversity in char-

acter and style of ornament from any known products of Indian

manufacture. In exploring the remarkable group of sacrificial

mounds on the banks of the Snioto river, called " ^lound City," two

were opened containing considerable remains of pottery, though un-

fortunately only a few nearly perfect vessels could be reconstructed

out of the fragments. The largest of tliese deposits contained

pieces enough to have composed about a dozen vessels, from which

two vases were restored ; and alongside of them lay two chisels or

graving tools of copper, a niunber of tubes of the same metal,

an arrow-head of obsidian, and numerous spear-heads skilfidly

chipped out of quartz and manganese garnet. But the whole

deposit was closely intermixed with charcoal and ashes, and had

been subjected to a strong heat, which had broken up or changed

every object liable to be affected bv the action of fire. The orna-

mental devices on the specimens of mound pottery thus recovered

are ^vl'OUght by the hand with modelling tools on the soft clay, the

design being thrown into relief by sinking the surrounding surface

and working it into a different texture. The figures are executed

in a free, bold style ; and where the same device is repeated, suffi-

cient variations are traceable to show that the artist modelled

each design separately, guided by the eye and the experienced

hand. Tlieir discoverers conceive that, from the delicacy of some

of the specimens recovered, and the amount of labour expended on

them, they were designed for use in the sacred rites of the ancient

priesthood. Others of a coarser texture may have been culinary

vessels made with a special view to their capability of withstanding

fire. The really important feature, however, is that both differ essen-

tially, alike in design and workmanship, from any known class of

Indian pottery. In his latest publication on the subject, Mr. Squier

M
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ruinaiks :
" In tlu; inaiiurnctui'o i»f ))()ttury, tliu Arouiul-r.iiiMi'is

attaiiiud u t'oii.sideraMo in-oliciency. Many of the vasus rucovi-rcd

from tlio niouiicls display, in ruspoct to iiiatciial, HniHh, and inodol,

a marked .sii[)eriority to auytliinjj; of wliieli the exi.stin<j: Iiidiiin

tri1)es are known to have been capalilc, and compare favourul)lv

witli the best I'eruvian specimens. Thoujfli of j^reat symmetry df

proportions, there is no f,'ood reason to believe that they were turmM

on a lathe. Their line finish seems to have been the resnlt of the

same process with that adopted by the Peruvians in their niaiiu

factures. Some of them are tastefully ornamented with scrolls,

figures of birds and other devices, which are engi-aved in the sur

face, instead of being embossed upon it. The lines ai)pear to liavo

been cut with some sharp, gouge-shaped instrument, which entirolv

reuKtved the detached material, leaving no ragged <jr raised e(li,'L's.

Nothing can exceed the regularity and precision with which the

ornaments are executed."'

The largest specimen of the moimd pottery hitherto rccovereil

was found in fragments on one of the altars, along with a few slicll

and pearl beads, convex copper disks, and a large deposit of fino

ashes unmixed with charcoal. But besides these, a more precious

sacrifice had been made : imless, contrary to all analogies in mounds

of this class, it is supposed to be sepulchred instead of sacrificial,

A layer of silvery mica sheets, overlaitjnng each other, covered the

entire basin of the altar ; and immediately over this lay a hcajxif

burnt human bones, apparently sufficient to have formed a sinj^le

skeleton : repeating the suggestion which other evidence su[)])li(.'s,

that the artistic skill of the Ar(mnd-]*)uilders may not have been

incomi)atible with the hieleous rites of human sacrifice.

It has been generally assumed that the ancient and widely

diffused lathe or wheel of the potter remained totally unknown tu

the most civilized nations of the New World ; and Mr. Sipiiev has

expressed his opinion very decidedly against the knowledge ol' it hy

the ingenious Mound-]>uilders. It may be d(jubted, however, il

WG are yet in possession of a sufficient number of specimens of

their fictile ware to determine this question. The example rcf'erml

to is highly ])olished, and finished both within and without with a

uniformity of thickness, not exceeding one-sixth of an inch, and

with a smoothness of surface e(|ualling the most perfect productions

of the modern kiln. " Its finish restnubles in all res])ects that nt

the finer Periivian pottery, and when held in certain p(t.sitions

' Ancient Moniiuiruts In the United States : Fariwr^n Afdfiaziiie, vol. xxi. p. 175.
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tdwanls th(! light, exhildls the .same ]»ecnlinrities ol' .snrfiice as if it

jiad iK'cn carefully shaved and sniootlied with a sjiar[i knife," W'v

iinist not, incU'ed, conf(»und witli tlie idea of the ancient jiotter's \\w

(if some process for giving a revolving motion to the mass of clay,

while nioth'lling it with his simple tools, jiis mastery of all the

latest relinements of the wheel and the lathe. ]»ut the character-

istics of the few specimens of m(iund-\)ottery already found, if

(oulirmed hy further discoveries, would go far to i)rove that he

had devi.sed for himself some mechanical a])]>liance involving the

iiKKst essential elements of the potter's wheel ; and indeed, notwith-

standing the opini(m more recently ex[»ressed hy INfr. S([uler in his

Ancient Monvmcnfs of the United ^(atcs, sonufthing nearly e([ui-

videut to the view now suggested has already Iteen admitted in the

joint ])roduction of Dr. Davis and himself, where it is remarketl

:

" It is not imixr^'hle, hut on the contrary appears extremely [)ro-

halilo, from a close ins[)ection of the mound pottery, that the ancient

peoidc possessed the sim])le approximation towards the ])otter's

wheel, consisting of a stick of wood grasi)ed in the hand hy the

middle, and turned round inside a wall of clay formed hy the other

hand, or hy another workman." A few curious terra-cottas from

the mounds add further illustrations of the progress achieved hy

that singular people in diifcrent l)ranches of ceramic art. But such

examples have not yet heen met with in sufHcient nundters to

admit of any proper comparison with relics of the same class found

in such ([uantities on ancient Mexican sites.

Thus far, then, we perceive that throughout the vast reghjn of

the New World, lying hetween the Atlantic sea hoard and the

llocky Mountains, and ht)unded north and southward hy the great

lakes and the Gulf of Florida, certain connnon characteristics per-

tain to the fictile ware of the ahoriginal trihes during the period

subsequent to European discovery. Among the southern trihes,

indeed, the potter's art was hrought to greater perfection, and an

ini;euious fancy was employed in diversifying its forms and nudti-

plying its decorations ; so that curious specimens of their work-

manship are found, hearing little resemhlance to the connnon

fictile ware of the northern and western Indians. Adair says of

the Choctaws and Natchez, that " they made a prodigious nund)er

of vessels of pottery, of .such variety of forms as would he tedious

to descril)e, and imp >ssihle to name ;" and De Soto refers to the

tine earthenware of the latter trihe as little inferior to that of

Portugal. Nevertheless, the prevailing i'orms of the Clioctaw and

i .1

t
1
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Natchez pottery present \ininistakable affinities to that of the

North, and the same may be affirmed of the line-painted vessels of

the Zuiiians of New Mexico.

But it is not so with the fictile ware recovered from the mounds

of the Scioto Valley. In the very centre of the vast area, whicli

thus appears to have been occupied throughout all known centuries

by homogeneous tribes, coiTCsponding in many customs and simple

arts, we find the traces of a people of unknown antiquity, essen-

tially differing from all the modern occupants of the Mississi[)iii

Valley. Though very partially advanced in civilisation, they have

left evidences of skill and acquired knowledge greatly in £idvance

of any possessed by the forest tribes ; and we must turn to the

seats of native American civilisation for a parallel to those strange,

extinct communities, that reared their lofty memorial mounds on

the river terraces of the Ohio, and wrought their mysterious geo-

metric problems in the gigantic earthworks of High Bank and

Newark,

The materials for illustrating the intellectual characteristics of

the civilized nations of America, have as yet been gathered only in

the most partial and insufficient manner. The celebrated Mexico ii

collection of Mr. William Bullock would have gone far towards the

completion of one important section of the requisite historical illus-

trations ; but after being exhibited both in America and Europe,

it was allowed to be dispersed and lost. The valualie mate-

rials recovered by the joint labours of Stephens and Catherwood

from the sites of a more matured civilisation in Central America,

perished by a worse fate even than the auctioneer's hammer ; and

no collections furnish adequate means of studying the mental

development of the civilized or semi-civilized nations of the New

World by means of their artistic productions. Yet, next to lan-

guage, and its written evidences, what proof can equal in trust-

worthiness or value, that which exhibits the intellectual capacity,

and degree of refinement and taste of extinct generations, as ex

pressed in sculptured, plastic, or pictorial art ? But though the

materials within our reach are inadequate for fully mastering the

details of inquiries thus comprehensive and important, tliey are

nevertheless sufficient to furnish some exceedingly valuable data,

In the British Museum, a collection of Mexican and Peruvian

pottery, statuettes, and reliefs in terra-cotta, supplies interostiuj;

examples of the indigen(.)us .inte-Columbian art of America ; and

one of the halls of the Louvre contains a valuable cabinet d
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American antiquities. The Society of Anticjuaries of Scotland has

also a small collection, including specimens of the miniature tenu-

tottas of Mexico, so interesting from the illustrations they afford,

liotli to the historian and the ethnologist, of the costume and

features of the ancient people by whom those ingenious works of

art were modelled. From the latter collection the Egyptian-look-

Fio. 82.—Muxican Turra-Cotta.

ing head figured here, is selected as an illustration of one of the

most common head-dresses, as well as of the peculiar features per-

petuated in those terra-cottas, so little resembling the modern

Mexicans or American Indians. One important collection, chiefly

of Mexican antiquities, formed by the zeal and liberality of two

individuals, is now preserved in the rooms of the American Philo-

sophical Society at Philadelphia. It contains nearly two thousand

objects, including numerous terra-cottas, specimens of pottery, and

works wrought in stone and metal. These objects were collected

by the Hon. J. Poinsett during a diplomatic residence of five years

in Mexico, and by Mr. W. H. Keating ; and were variously obtained

within the area of the ancient city of INIexico, on the plains near

the pyramids of St. Juan Teotihuacan, Cholula, and Tezcuco, the

Island of Sacrificios, and from the western side of the Sierra Madre

of the Cordilleras.^ It is impossible, indeed, to examine this in-

teresting collection with any minuteness, without being convinced

that it includes the artistic productions of diverse races, and pro-

bably of widely different periods. A few specimens, indeed, are

I

unquestionably of Peruvian origin. Others correspond to the pecu-

liar art of Central America, as distingiushed from that of Mexico.

But, it is probable that this distinction is one of periods rather

I
than of locality : the arts of Central America having also been

I

connnon to the Mexican plateau in that period to which so many
' Trumactiona of tin; American Philomjihkal SocMy, N.S., vol. iii. \\ 510.

I!

I i
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of its traditions sooin to point, wlion a liijilicr nativo civilisation

nourished tlieru ])rioi' to the intrusion of the Aztecs. A Aroxictn

skull of large and massive projjortions, witli a full, broad, Imt

retreating foreliead, and a predominance in tlie longitudinal dia

meter, conllicting with tlie assigned proportions of the ty])iciil

American cranium, is engraved in Dr. Morton's Crania Amcncann,

plate xvi. He remarks of it :
" This is a relic of the gcMiuiiu.

Toltecan stock, liaving been exhumed from an ancient cemetery at

Ccrro de Quesilas, near the city of Mexico, l)y the Hon. J. Ii. rojn-

sett, and hy him presented to the Academy of Natural Sciences df

riiiladelphia. It was accompanied l»y numerous antique vessel,-:,

weapons, etc., indicating a person of distinction." This no doulit

affords a clue to one of the localities fr^ -m whence the Mexican ami

quities were recovered ; and jn-obahly points to some of those wliidi,

from their correspondence to the higher art of America, suggested tlip

Fici. 83,-Mi^xicaii Frotte.

idea of a Toltecan origin. To the same period of earlier and puni

art, should probably be ascribed a fragment of l)right red pottiTv

(Fig. 33), wrought with one of the most familiar varieties of the

classic frette ; and which, if found on any European site amoiii;
|

fragments of Samian ware, would be unhesitatingly assigned td

a lioman origin. Such, liowever, is no solitary cxanq^le of tlie i

repetition of classic and other ancient patterns, in the ornanieiitn-

1

tion enq)loyed by the native artists of ante-Cohnnbian Aniorioii.

Alike in the works of the Peruvian modeller and sculptor, we

find evidences of their independent adopticju of ornaments fami-

liar to the artists of Etruria, CJreece, and Home, while the dis-

ciples of Plato were still speculathig on the lost Atlantis of tlie

|

world's engirdling ocean. To the ethnologist, this indo]ieiidi'iit

evolution of the like forms and devices among nations soparatoJ

equally l)y time and space, is replete witli an interest of a far
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assumed intercourse hetweon such diverse nations. They arc evi-

! (Icnccs of an intellectual unity, far more important in its compre

jiciisive hearings than anything that could result I'rom assumed

riid'uician, Hellenic, or Scandinavian migrations to the New AVorld.

[

\>,ni while such is the conclusion forced on the mind when required

account for these recurring coincidences, it is otherwise when w(!

j

liiid tlie ornamentation of Peruvian pottery rejjroduced as a promi-

nent feature in tlie architectural decorations of Central America

land ^'ucatan. The same argument might indeed satisfy the mind

n rof'orcnce t<» the frette ornament, wrought in its simi)lest ancient

(iiin, l)Ut on a gigantic scale, as tlu; principal decoration of the

earlier and pnivi

l)right red pottevv

varieties of tlu'

Ipean site amond

Ingly assigned to

exanqdc of the

li the ornainenta-

lumhian Amevico.

md sculptor, \ve|

Iornaments faiui-

1, while the db-l

Atlantis of tlie

[his independent I

liations sopaviUftl

hiterest of fi f;"'

Vw :i4. ^ ni.ii'k rettery, licnw.

iiuaiitifully proportioned gateway of Labna, or on the Casa del Go
pi'i'iiadov at Uxmal ; hut there is a vai'iety of frette peculiar to the

[oraniic art of Peru, and the sculptured decorations of Yucatan, the

pHTespondence of which is at least M'orthy of note. It is shown on

ic of the sjiecimens of black Peruvian pijttery brought from

[itiue (Fig. 3-1), with a monkey as the; peculiar feature of the vessel,

fhere a stei»-like form occurs in the first line of the frette. Tlu^

mo. ornament jdays a jtrominent part in the ruins of Mitla,'

liul again ai)pears in Mr. Catherwood's drawings of the fine door

jay at Cliunhuhu, where it is introduced on a scale that specially

' liraiitz Meyer's Mf.r'trnti IT'itlonj tnnl Arrhn'oloi/ii, plate ii.

t i
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uttractccl the notice of Mr. Stephens, from the bold and striking

aspect of the details.

The plastic art is valuable, alike on account of the facility wiili

which it rc[)roduces the costly decorations f)f the sculptor ; aiiil

from its perpetuation of many minute indices of style and niijilc of

thought which lie entirely beyond the compass of architecture, in i

its ambitious adaptations to the sanctities of religion or theniujesty

of the state. T(j those who have watched a skilfid modeller tnicin-

1

his ideas almost as rapidly in the plastic clay as when sketching with]

the pencil, it is scarcely necessary to recall with what seeming easi'

thought is directly translated into expressive form. All the ditli-

culties of perspective, colour, and light and shade, which iior[)l(.\|

the inexperienced draughtsman, are unconsciously solved in tlicl

iirst process; and to this, no doubt, is due the precedence whicli

the sculptor's art takes of all others. Among the Mexicans,!

modelling in clay appears to have been extensively practised : aiil

numerous terra- c(»tta idols, statuettes, models of animals and otlierl

objects, recovered from the ancient canals of Mexico, may In

ascribed, with little hesitation, to the period of the Conquest. Cmi

siderable freedom is manifest in the modelling, but as works of ail I

they claim no high rank ; and in the contrast they present to tin;

best fictile art and sculpture of Central America and Peru, tluvl

may be accepted as the truest exponents of the inferior civilisatimil

assigned both by tradition and history to the Aztec conquerors n

older nations of the Mexican plateau.

But the modeller's art becomes most valuable to the liistoiiai

and ethnologist, when it furnishes representations of the lniinaD|

face and figure. In the vicinity of some of the ancient teocal

and on other sacred sites, small ten-a-cottas, chiefly re|)reseiitiiii,|

heads of men and animals, abound. Collections of such broui,'

from Mexico, and preserved in various public nniseums, ;is in dial

of the American IMiilosophical Society at Philadelphia, where tlii}|

number about one thousand, illustrate artificial malformations

the human head, national features, and a great variety of lieaJ-l

dresses and ornaments for the hair. Dr. E. H. Davis, of New YdiU

has in his collection a small Mexican terra- cotta, exhibitiiij

tlie head under the process of compression, nearly in the saiiiJ

manner as is still practised by tribes of the North-west. Uiij

besides such small terra -cottas, which would require a voluiuil

devoted specially to them, fully to illustrate their interesting detail

the collections of the American Pliilosophical Society inoliuli'
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series of large cl.ay masks of the human face, twenty oij^'ht in all,

mid varying in dimensions fron. about half-life size to somewhat

larger tlian life. These are executed witli great freedom and very

considerable artistic skill, and fire in a totally different style from

the inferior Mexican terra-cottas already referred to. They ex-

hibit great variety of expression ; and not oidy manifest a mastery

of the details of individual portraiture, but include caricatures

iiKidelled with equal life and spirit.^ Few
(ilijeots of art could present features of

higher interest to the ethnologist. ^Mr.

Francis Pulszky, in his Iconogrcq^liic Rc-

xcnrchcs, when commenting on tlie art of

American nations, reinarks of his selected

Mexican illustrations :
" All of them are

chanicterized by the peciUiar features t)f

ithe Central American group of the Red

man in the formation of the skull, as

[well as by their high cheek bones."^ But

111) such conclusion is suggested by the

roup of masks now referred to. The

heek bones are moderately developed, the

Kise is prominent and generally sharp, and

small mouth is accompanied in most cases by a narrow pre-

lecting chin. The example figured above (Fig. 35) illustrates

lie character of those large clay masks, or modellings of the

luuuau features, in which the ethnologist will look in vain for

lie Indian physiognomy. Nor are the caricatures less interesting

r useful in this respect. When the English Wellington figured in

lie comic pages of the Paris Charivari, or the Emperor Napoleon

II. receives the like honours fr<mi the caricaturists of the London

iimh, tl\e humour of the satiric pencil finds vent in exaggerations

the familiar natural features ; and such is the tendency of all

aiicatnres. But, as will be seen from specimens figured hero

Fii^s. 30, 37), the ancient satirical modeller of the New World

ipoi'ted with features in no degree corresponding to the familiar

pe of tlie North American Indian. The varied forms of Mexican

' In the inventory printed in the Anieiican Philosopliical Society's Transactions,

Buy are described as " eighteen masks of pottery, representing the human face,

If natural size, ])nt very grotestpie Hgures." In reality, however, I connted
piityiMi,'lit Hpecimeus, of which the larger numher are valuable for their ol)-

jiiiusly truthful portraiture.

Indhjf.mus liitces of the Earth, p. 18.3.

i !

Fiu. Jj.—-Muxicau Clay Mask.

I ill
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l)ottcry more frftiuoiitly cxliiltit fin ingenious fertility of invention.

iind an exuberant fancy, than nnich .Tsthctic! refinement. Tndeoil

I cannot imagine the large human masks in tlu; collection of tlip

American riiilosophical Society to be tlie work of the same iieojiK.

as the small terra-cottas beside them, which correspond in style to

FiciS. liii, 37. Cniiiic Mexican Masks.

the Mexican drawings, rendered familiar by Lord Kingsboruu^

great work. ]?ut in this department of the subject, as in sonic I

others, it would require a special monograph of ample dhnensioin

to illustrate all the varied details.

Alike in Mexico, Central America, and Peru, it is ol>vi()Us tlint

the native artists worked with the utmost ease in the plastic dny

;

and hence they employed it for a variety of purposes, one of tluj

most singidar of which was that of making musical instrumonts

Several earthenware flutes, flageolets, and other Avind instruiiioiif^

are included in the collection at Philadelphia, presenting a strili

correspondence to a P)abylonian pipe of baked clay preserved in lln',

collection of the Royal Asiatic Society of London. It is in peitWil

condition; and produces its full compass of notes as clearly as ii

did upwards of two thousand years ago, when the musical art:^ nil

ancient Mexico M'ere still ])ractised on the banks of the Euplmitis

Several curious specimens of the same novel class have roccnthj

been brought to light, along with a great variety oi other intci'Ostiii;|

antiquities, in exploring the ancient graves of the province

Chiriqui, about fifty miles north of Panama. Put between the r.ii|

of Panama and IMexico lie the marvellous regions of Contin
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America, rich witli colossal statues ami tumplus adornutl with

sculptured fat^ades and graven hieroglyphs, and also with their

(Avn characteristic ceramic art. Here also, as in other departments

of our subject, we are as yet only on the threshold of disclosures

which are destined to add many chapters to aboriginal American

history. But enough has been noted to prove how entirely the arts

of the Red Indian are left behind when we proceed to exphjre the

sepulchral and other depositories of Yucatan, Chiapas, or Central

America. Not only is the pottery of finer material, but alike in

fdiui and ornamentation it essentially differs from anything hitherto

discovered to the north of the Rio Grande ; and reveals the style

(if thought which finds more ample expression in the mighty ruins

iif the same regions. Among the illustrations of Mr. Stephens'

Travels in Central America, one of the plates is devoted to pottery

(lug up by him in a mound among the ruins of (luezaltenango, in

I'm. ;3S.—Tieul UieroglyiiUif Vase.

the iincient kingdom of Quiche. Of these the tript>d illustrates a

furiu of vessel found under considerable variaticjus of detail, as far

I

smith as the Ckilf of Panama, while its ornamentation presents con-

siderable resemblance to patterns of constant occurrence on the pot-

Itevy of Teru. But a far higher interest attaches to a, si)ecimen, dug

up amid the ruins of Ticul, an aborighial city of Yucatan. "The
vase," says Mr. Stephens, " is ol' admirable workmanship, anil real

lizestlie account given by Herrera of the nuirkets at the Mexican

lity of Tlascala. There were goldsmiths, feathernien, barbers, baths,

lud as good earlhonware as in Spain." The chief device, it will bo

t'li (Fig. 38), is a human luist, chtscly C(U'responding in features,

11
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II i

attitiulo, and costmuo, to the scmlptuiod and stuccoud fiyiuvs

observed at raleuque and elsewliere. ]'>ut still more interesting',

even than the reproduction of the sculptures of I'alencjue in the

potter's clay, is a border of hieroglyphics, running continuously

with the feathered plumes of the human figure round the top of

the vase, and thereby indubitably connecting it with Aniericu'j

most advanced era of intellectual progress.

In Central America, and not in Mexico, lay the ancient seuts
|

of highest aboriginal civilisation on the northern continent ; ami

from thence the receding lines of its influence may be traced, witli

diminishing force, towards the northern borders of Mexico on tlio

one hand, and the Isthmus of Panama on the other. In the latter

region, recent discoveries, already referred to, have largely added td
i

our knowledge of the arts of its ancient population. In a com

munication by Dr. J. King Merrit to the American Etlmologiciil

Society, embodying the results of personal observation, he reniails

that, while golden ornaments were only met with occasionallv,

earthenware was encountered more or less in every grave ; and In

thus proceeds :
" The specimens of pottery found associated with tlif

gold figures are generally larger and of a finer quality than in tlie

other huacals. To the antiquarian these possess a great interest,

as they afford some idea of the domestic habits, and the degree of

civilisation attained by that ancient people, of whose history we as I

yet know nothing. The specimens which I have seen, and a few

that I have brought from Chiriqui, exhibit a high degree of ad-

vancement in the most difficult art of pottery : forms as symmetrical
|

and graceful as any of classic or modern dates. The glazing ami

painting of some are in a wonderful state of preservation, the colours I

being bright and distinct, and many are entirely unaffected by tlie

la])se of time."^ Specimens of the Chiriqui pottery in the cabinet

of the Historical Society of New York, and in the private collection
[

of Dr. E. H. Davis, furnish evidence of skill in the potter's art very

far in advance of the work of the northern Indians, and exhiliit I

forms and patterns essentially different. Many of the vessels are
|

tripods, and these frequently have movable clay pellets inserted i

the hollow legs. With them arc also found musical instruments of
|

the class already referred to, wrought in clay in a variety of iuniis,

but chiefly in those of birds and animals. A collection of these I

wind instruments, derived from various sources, has been reported
|

on by a committee of the American Ethnological Society ai)pointeJ

' lie^iort on the Huacals of Chiriqui, by J. King Merrit, M.JJ., p. 7.
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for that purpose. They were nearly all whistles or llagcolets, in

tjio form of birds or beasts, from one and a half to four and a half

inches in diameter. The most perfect instrument has three finger-

holos to produce the notes A, G, F, E, downwards. A fourth finger-

hole gives the semitones of these notes; and by a particular process

two or three lower notes are obtained. In one of the smaller in-

struments, a loose ball of baked clay within the air-chand)er gives

further variety to the notes. The most perfect of those musical

instruments are simple; and, if they were the highest efforts of

j

their ingenious nuiraifacturers, do not necessarily imply any great

iiiastcry of the science of music. They bear, however, no resem-

blance to the rude dnnns and medicine rattles of the forest tribes
;

[and indicate in all respects considerable advancement beyond their

liglu'st attainments. The example here given (Fig. 39) drawn froni

1 1

I'm. ay.—C'liiriqui Miwieul lustniiiiiiit.

Itlio original, in the possession of Dr. E. H. Davis, I'urnislies a

]lair illustiation of this primitive class of wind instruments. It is

jiainted in red and black on a cream-coloured ground, and measures

[nearly live inches in length. Others, both of the Isthmus and of

Mexico, are simpler in form, but with a greater number of notes
;

pvhile some of those found in the Cliiri(|ui graves are little more

khan whistles, and may ]iossibly have been mei-e children's toys.

j\Ve cannot fail to notice, however, that in the prevailing forms of

ihese musical instruments, as in the pottery and works in metal,

Ihe imitative tendency of art in the southern isthmus reveals the

kme mental characteristics already referred to. Vases, and earthen-

[vare vessels of every kind, have been UKjdelled most frerpiently in

Iniitation of vegetables, fruits, and shells of the locality, and deco-

lated with devices copied from the native fauna and other familiar

jiatural objects. In this respect their works tlisclose to us cha-

betoristics akin to those found to pervade ai"' the phases of in-

i' i
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cipiunt civilisation in (liu New World ; Imt which are nowhere iiioiv

strikingly nianifesled than in that reniarkahle country, which still

reveals so many traces of its arrested civilisation among the terratni

steeps of the Cordilleras, where they look forth on the Pacific ( Jcuan I

within the tropics, and thence southward to the 37th degree ni

latitude.

The intellectual characteristics which ]*eruvian art illustrutL!.

originated fully as much in the social and political aspects of tin

national life, as in any original bent of the native artists. Tln^

historian of the Coniiuest has remarked, with acute discrimiuatiun

that "the character of the Peruvian mind led to imitation ratlin

|

than invention, to delicacy and minuteness of finish rather than ti

holdness or beauty of design ;" ^ and it may be said as justly of tin

specimens of his ceramic art, as of other products of his mechanidii

skill and artistic design, that they were frequently made on ;i

whimsical pattern, evincing quite as nuich ingenuity as taste m

inventive talent. We discern in the architecture and sculptuiv

as well as in much else that pertained to ancient Egypt, indivi(lii;i!|

action controlled, in its fornuitive expressions of thought, by tin

|)rescribed formulae of the national creed and policy ; while Hellenir

art and genius reflect the expansive freedom of the enuincii>atftli

human mind. The arcliitecture of Peru, with its attendant arts, ii'

less clearly betrays the influences of its singular polity and tliel

unconscious restraints of national fornmlic of thought ; antl wtj

must give full valuy to such repressive elements before att(;inptiii;|

to gauge the inventive originality of l*eruvian genius. Coiitrasttil

with the repetition of a few simple forms in the pottery of tlii

Indian tribes of North Americi, the ceramic art of Peru illustratosaiil

essentially different mental development. Some of the speciniouJ

are purposely grotesque, and by no means devoid of true t;oiiiii|

fancy ; while, in the greater number, the endless variety of com
[

binations of animate and inanimate forms ingeniously rcnik'ivil

subservient to the recjuirements of utility, exhibit a lively peicep

tive faculty which we look for in vain among any other ])copleof|

the New World. Vessels tor connnon domestic use were niadoi

the most convenient forms, and were so well executed, that Drl

Tschudi speaks of many anti(|UO ])itch('rs and large eartlien j;n''|

still in daily use, and generally pnjferred for their dnraliility

those of the modern potter. Put in tiio manufacture of vessels del

signed for religious or so])ulchral rites, or of those for the fcstivej

' PirSCOtt's <'oiliil(r.st <>/ Peril, 1!. I. ill. V.
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seoni to sport with tlu^ pliant clay. An ancient I'eruvian vessel in

the collection of the New York Historical Society represents an old

woman with a largo jar at her back, held by a broad strap passing

iicross her forehead, nuich in the same manner as the old Edin-

burgh water-carriers were wont to bear similar burdens, and as the

Scottish fishwife still carries her creel. The same collection includes

nearly a hundred vessels of different siz(js and great variety of forms.

Some are double : in this respect repeating, with considerable simi

lavity, the hijuyue or twin-lwttle of the ancient Egyptians ;^ others

iiubrace groups of four, six, or even eight vessels combined in one,

iiiid generally with a double spout, which also constitutes a charac

teiistic feature of the water-iiitcher called the " monkey," still in

universal use in Brazil. A few are of simple and graceful forms
;

;iiid others are modelled from melons, gourds, and other fruit,

Pill. 40.—PuruvlftU rotteiy.

though generally with a gi'otesque animal-head added as the mouth

of the vessel. The remainder inclnde imitations of the duck, parrot,

pC'Ucan, turkey, land-turtle, monkey, lynx, otter, llama, toad, cay-

[man, shark, etc., arranged with endless diversity, to modify the

I

foini of the bottle, jar, or pitcher ; ov are painted and adorned

I

with figures or ornamental patterns in relief."

The ingenuity of the Peruvian potter was further employed in

' Vide Marryat's -//w<0J7/ of Puttcri/, '2d edit., fig. 190, and also a Chinese por-

[

cilain (loubl<!-bottle, fig. 1 29.

J " Tlie following collections have afforded to the autlior oppoi-tuuities of study-

ling sevoral hnndved specimens of the rarer forms of Peruvian pottery, viz.:

—

iTlie British Museum ; tiie Louvre ; the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland ; the

I
Histuritid Society of New York ; the American l'hih)sophical .Society, I'ennsyl-

Ivimia; the Miiseums of Hoston and New York; the cabinets of J. H. Blake,

JEsii., Bdston; Dr. 1']. H. Davis, New York; Joseph A. ("lay, Hst^., PhiLideliihia

;

|Hi'my t'hristle, Esq., F.S.A., London; and Dr. Archibald Smith, Ediid)urgh.

Thotriiiod in the group, Fig. 40, is from Panama ; all the otliers are Peruvian.
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'I

wliiiiisiciil imiilit'ulioii.s uf acoustics to tlin iiion; ooiniiliciitcd s|M(;i

:a(!ns of hi.s .skill. Tlii.s liiis Ikm-m illnstrattHl Ity I)r. Tsiihiuli, finin

till! iihimdiint mwins within icac;!! oj" an obsi'ivcr resident in thi

country. " All the niouldisd works of the ancient Tiiruvians, " In

observes, " have a i)eculiar character, which distinj,niishes them fiom

those of the other Anuiricau mitions : a character which, by tliii!<(J

versed in aiiti(iuities, will be reco-^uiscd at first sight;" and In-

1

adds of the double vessels :
" They wore made in such perfection,

that when they were fdled with a li(iuid, the air, escapinj.^ thr(jii;,'li

the opening left for that purpose, produced sounds at times V(!rv

musical : these sounds sometimes imitated the voice of the aninml

which was represented by the principal part of the vessel : as in a

beautiful specimen we have seen, which represents a cat, ftnl

which, upon receiving water through the upper opening, produces

a sound similar to the mewing of that animal. We have in otii

possession a vessel of black clay, which perfectly imitates tin;

whistle of the thrush, the form of which is seem on the haiulli'

We also preserve two circular vases, which, being filled with watd

through a hole in the bottom, on being turned over, lose not n

single drop, the water coming out, when it is wished, by siniiily

inclining the upper part of the vase."

Mr. Blake, whose notes and valuable collections have furnislid

interesting materials for various chapters of this work, coUectnl

some curious specimens of the ancient i)otters' art from the IViii

vian graves explored by him. One example, measuring twciity-

two inches long, is in the form of a fish, with its tail partially

turned round, like a salmon in the act of leaping ; and another in

that of a deer's head carrying a vase between its antlers. A tliiid,

modelled as a bird, with long legs like a crane, when filled witli

water, and moved gently backward and forward, emits sounds not

unlike the notes of a bird, wdiich most ])rolxibly were designed tu

imitate the peculiar cry of the one represented. Small splieiienl

vessels are very connuon, and jVIr. Dlake, who possesses several ul

tliem, conceiv^es that they were dt-signed for holding an iufuSion of

the leaves of the erythroxijlon coca. Similar vessels, he informs

me, are now in use among the Indians ; and an infusion of coca is

frequently prescribed by their medical men. It is sipped from tlic

cup through a small tube of reed or silver, eight or nine iiiclus

long.

The apparent reproduction of Etruscan and other antiipie forms

in the Peruvian vases, has been referred to by more than oui'
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inivclliT; nor, as \\m Iiavo stcii, (Iocs tlic coiTcspoiuluncc between such

jiirts of uiu'icnt imtioiis of tlic Old nnd Now Worlds stop lu'iu

1 Mv. ffos('i>li Marryui, wliilo it!tciriti„' with undue dispamgt'inuut to

the i)ioducts ol" rcruvian url ivnuiiks : "Though this pottery is

licu'raliy vory uncouth in foiiu and oiiiament, yet in sonio spcci-

liiii'iis tho patterns, carved or iinhnited, represent those well known

jus the ' Vitruvian scroll' and ' (Jrecian fret.' It is curious that a

[leople so ai)parently rude should have chosen ornaments similar

til tlioso adopted in the earliest Grecian age, and found on tho

Lantern of Demosthenes at Athens, 330 u.c. ; but which, however,

lit appears the (i reeks themselves borrowed from the Assyrians.

The ' honeysuckle ])attern' is found also upon the earliest known

Imoiiuments of Buddhist art, and the Etruscan upon the earliest

Ichiii'^ J bronzes."^ An example of I'eruvian black pottery,

liiought from Otusco, and now in the collection of tho Historical

ISiicioty of New York, is decorated with a row of w(!ll-defined

IMaltese crosses. The same " Cross of the Order of Malta" had

iiilready been noted with wonder among the sculptures at Mitla ;"

jwliilc that at Palenque, detached from numerous accessories which

jave no less indispensable parts of the sculptured tablet, as figured

liy Catherwood has been made the basis of the most extravagant

Hk'ductions : from the assumed mission of the Apostle Thomas to

lAiiahuuc, which solved all difficulties for the elder Spanish priests

;

Itu tlio Phoenician Hercules, and the Astarte of the Sidonians, which

|ii[ually fanciful speculations of later times have substituted for

Itlic ecclesiastical legend.^ But while the Vitruvian scroll is dis-

Ici'inihle on pottery in the collection of the Historical Society of

IXcwYork, brought from Huarmachuco and Otusco, and the classic

ll'iit may be traced alike on pottery and sculptures of Central

lAnievica and I'eru, they are associated with a variety of designs

liai'in;4 no trace of foreign origin, or with crucifijrm ornaments as

little referrible to a Christian source as the constellation of the

ISouthern Cross.

Whilst, however, in their highest, no less than in ruder stages,

[tliu arts of the New World are manifestly of native growth, there

are nut Wiuiting specimens that challenge comparison with pro-

Idiictions of classic art. These combine a grace and beauty of

ilt'sigu which amply demonstrate the capacity of their executors

1 M.'irryat'.s lUxtorji of Pottery nnd Pora-luhi, j). .308.

2 Kiiij^shorough's Mcricaii A iitiiiiiit'ics, vol. vi. p. 481.
" Wilaiui's Conquest of Mixico, p. 158.

i \

K I.
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fur liiglier attiiimiients, as is tlie case with two terra- C(»tta helinetfii

busts found at Oaxaca, ofwliich I'rcscott remarks: " They miglit

well pass i'or (Jreek, hoth iu the style of the heads and the casqui'*

that cover theni."^ The same niiglit be said with nearly o(|U;ilf

truth of an ancient vase of the Quichuas of I'xdivia, introduced in

the group, Fig'. 42 ; and also of a gracefully-modelled pendant vase,

beautifully painted in patterns executed in red, yellow, and dark I

brown, which is engraved in D'Orbigny's LHomme Am^rkahu

along with otlier characteristic specimens of the pottery of Pwlivinl

and Peru.^

But the most valuable examples of the ceramic art of Soutliem

America, are those which illustrate the physiognomy of its aucipiitl

Kni. 41. Pcniviiiii Diiiikiiit,' Vt'ssel.

[•opulation. IJy means of cranial and other physiological evidcmc,

it has been maintained that the type of red man of the New Wuiil

from the Arctic circle to the Straits of Magellan, is so sliglitlyi

varied, that " all the Indians constitute but one race, from uiitl

end of the continent to the other." '' Tlie cranial evidence will

be considered in a subsoi^uent chapter. lUit here, meanwhile, Iiv|

' AuH(ii(it<'N Mi'.rirdiiiis, t. iii. ; A'.r/-. ii. i)l. ;}(i ; I'rcscutt's M<\tio>, Aiiji. purt

-' // /lomiiie Awi'fkniii, plates v. xiv.

' Indiijnioun Ihiccti of the Kartli, p. 14.
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iiiHiUis of tli(j inf,'eiii()us [)f)vtraiturcs of tlu; Voniviau potter's avl,

Kve iiiid in the so])ulchre, alongside of the flesliless sknll, the sacred

urn, Nvliich preserves for us the living features, the costume, and

tlic I'amiliar habits of the dead; and these features are neither

those of the forest Indian, nor of the semi- civilized Mexican, but

national features, as re])lete with a character of tlieir own, as the

liiotile ware which supplies such valuable illustrations of the gene-

rations of an ancient and unknown past. One of those Peruvian

ilriiiking-vessels, of unusual b(>auty, from the Beckford Collection

Fiji. 41), is placed by Mr. ]\Iarryat alongside of a beautifid Cfreek

Ivessol of similar design, from tlie Museo Borbonico, Na])les, with-

niit greatly suffering by the comparison. In this Peruvian vessel,

[tliove is an individuality of character in the head at once suggestive

f portraiture, and of the perfection to which the imitative arts had

m\ carried by the ancient workmen, in the modelling perchance

lof some favourite inca, prince, or noble. Another graceful por

llinit-vase, from Cuzco, in tlie collection of lh\ Arcliibald Smith,

Mciico, Ai)i>. liiut:

Kifi. 4'J.—Portrait Vases.

Ill' Edinburgh, represents the human head surrounded by ears of

[maize modelled with minute verisimilitiule. A selection of this

I
iiitorcsting class of vases grouped together in Fig. 42 illustrates a

ilivorsity of physiognomy in which we h)ok in vain for the charac-

I'listic Indian countenance, with its high cheek-bones, its peculiar

Itnim of mouth, and strongly-marked nose. The group, ranging

It'rom loll to right, includes a small jMexican vasi? of unglazed red

waiv, in the collection of the American rhiloso]thical Society ; an

laiKieut portrait vase of tlie Quichuas of Bolivia, from D'Orbigny's

\L'l[imme Americain ; and another in the cabinet of the Histori-

lal Society of New ^'ork, from lierue, representing a]»parently a

I'tiiale with a close-litting cap, and the hair gathere«l u]) under

! I

I !

I ;l
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it hehincl. The next, from the collection of J3r. E. II. Davis, is a|

Peruvian clrinking-vessel, with crested helmet or head-dress, W[\

car-pendants such as are frequently introduced in the small Alcxi-

1

can terra-cottas ; and the vase on the right hand, brought In-

Colonel Thorpe from ^lexico, includes a group of comic masks do

signed with great spirit.

Grotesque and humorous designs are by no means rare. On,.

example figured by D'Orbigny, is a pitcher, in which, tliougli tln'

face is human, the limbs are those of the quadrumanous ape,

But the monkey was familiar to the native art'st, and is a fre(|ueiit

subject both of the sculptors* and potters' .art. At Copan, Stephens

was first rewarded with a glimpse of architectiuul remains, whieli

clearly tohl of extinct arts and an obliterated civilisation of nativi|

growth, and awoke in his mind an interest stronger than lie liml

felt when wandering among the ruins of Egypt, or exploriniv tliei

strange architecture of the long lost Petra. Following his Indiiin

guide with hope rather than expectation of finding remains ofni

liigher character than the combined labours of the forest-trilioJ

were capable of producing, he suddenly found himself arrested aiiiiil

the dense forest by a scpiared stone colunm about fourteen i'at[

high, sculptured in bold relief on every side. " The front," lie says,

" was tlie figure of a man curiously and richly dressed : and tlie

face, evidently a portrait, solemn, stern, and well fitted to excite I

terror." In this, as in all the other portrait-sculptures, carefullv

drawn by Catherwood in Central America and Yucatan, wc lo

in vain for the Indian features, which, according to the deductiiiiisl

of the native school of American ethnologists, ought to be f( tund as
|

siu'ely in such ancient portraits, as the universal type of Anicricm

cranium is affirmed by IVIorton to be disclosed by every open griivc i

But by whatever race such ancient sculptures were wrought, tlioyl

place certain truths of the past beyond doubt or cavil. " The sigiitnf

this unexpected monument put at rest at once and fin* ever, in mir

minds, all uncertainty in regard to tlie character of American anti-

quities; and gave us the assurance that the olyects we weiuin

search of were interesting, not only as the remains of an unknown

people, but as works of art, proving, like newly discovered liistoii
|

cal records, that the people who once occupied the continent n

America were not savjigcs." Searching amid the fore.st-j^laiks

other sculptured statues lay broken or half-buried in the luxuriiins|

vegetation; and one stood "with its altar before it, in a i^inv'

of trees, whicli grew around seemingly to shade and shroud ita^ai
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sacred thing. In the solenni stillness of the woods, it seemed a

divinity mourning over a fallen people. The only sounds that dis-

turbed the quiet of this buried city, were the noise of monkeys

moving among the tops of the trees, and the cracking of dry

Iminehas broken by their weight. They moved over our heads in

jiiui; and swift i)rocessions, forty or fifty at a time, some with little

lilies wound in their long arms, walking out to the end of boughs,

iiiul, holding on with their hind-feet or a curl of the tail, sprang to

a branch of the next tree, and, with a noise like a current of wind,

iiassed on into the depths of the forest. It was the first time we

lirnl seen those mockeries of humanity, and, with the strange monu-

ments around us, they seemed like wandering spirits of the dc-

i.arted race guarding the ruins of their former hulutations." ^

Sucli is a slight glimpse of some of the teachings embodied in the

alt of the New World. It reveals a very striking diversity among

the products of different localities and widely-separated areas

;

discloses to us some of the customs, the personal characteristics,

laud even the intellectual attributes of long-extinct generations

;

land furnishes an important gauge of native American civilisation.

We have known of Mexican and reruvian arts chiefly from the

julowing pages of Spanish chroniclers ; and anumg these their

[wttery is frequently described as equal to the best of Spanish

manufacture.^ Wliether among either people any approximation

Itu the potter's wheel had been made, is generally (piestioned. The

jiunre elaborate and complicated designs illustrate the modeller's,

more than the potter s, dexterity and skill ; and scarcely admitted

of the useful application of the lathe or wheel, Jkit their ingenious

iilevices, and endless varieties of form, were well calculated to

Ihupvess the conquerors with the evidence of native culture and

liiiventive power. In examining broken specimens of their pottery,

litis seen that the more complicated designs were formed in pieces,

laud wrought in moulds. In general it is imperfectly baked, and

liiilcriur in strength either to the ancient or modern pottery of

lEuro[)e. A semi-barbarous element is also apparent in the fre-

liueut sacrifice of convenience and utility to grotesqueness of form,

Iw iii;4enious triHing with the simplest aw of ac(nistics. Such

jdiiuaeteristics confirm the doul)ts suggested by other evidence as

Ito the literal accuracy of early Spanish writers in some ol' their

|lwcrii»tions of native industrial and ornate arts. Nevertheless, the

' Stophous' Tmrcls in Ciiitnil Aiii(i''ii:a, vol. i. eh. v.

- liclalioH S'uj, (le Cortex up. LorcnMim, c. fiS.
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contrast between the rude pottery made by the IVFandans of tin.

North-west, or turned up on the sites of northern Indian villa»e>

and that which is found in ancient sepulchres of Mexico, Central
I

America, and l*eru, truly illustrates the wide difference between

the nomades of the northern forest and those nations mider tin
|

influence of Aztec and Tnca rule : notwithstandiuff the partin

development to which that civilisation had attained when it \va>
|

rudely trodden out under the heels of con(|uerors more barbaioiiv

than tiie barbarians they dethroned.
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CHAPTER XVI II.

LETTEKS.

TIIK. PliKUVIAN QUll'U- ORIGIN OF LETTEHB—THK INDIAN CADMUS—IDEOGRAl'IIU

WUITING— I'lCTUKE-WRlTING OF THE AZTECS—TOLTECAN SYSTEM SIGNS OF

THE AZTEC YEAR—SYSTEM OF NOTATION—PALENQUE HIEHOGLYPHICS- ALPHA-

BKTIC CHARACTERS—P0LY8YNTHETIC WRITING—ABBREVIATED CHARACTERS-

ANTICIPATIONS OF FUTURE DISCOVERIES—CHINESE WRITTEN CHARACTERS

THE DRESDEN CODEX—SYSTEM OF QUIPU UECOUDS—QUIPUS AND WAMPUM-

lERUVIAN SYMBOLIC PAINTING— INDIAN WAMPUM— THE WAMPANOAG'S WAM-

IH'M-BELTS—IROQUOIS KEEPER OF THE WAMPUM—WAMPUM MOUND-UECORDS.

In cuiiipai'iug the very tUverse characters of INIexican and Peru

iiaii civiUsation, we are eqnally struck with the |>arallels and the

loiitrasts wliich they iUustrate in the progress of man from prim

Ivrtl darkness to intellectual life and liglit. But in one respect the

[ivilisation of the southern continent, as illustrated by its quipi/s

-with all the help of amautas, or chroniclers of history, annalists,

[lid quipucamayocs, or accountants and registrars,—must be re-

Ki'ded as inmieasurably inferior to that hieroglyphic system which

btalizes the student of American antiquities by its suggestive

pysteries, amid the sculptured ruins of the older civilisation of the

jortli. Compared even to the picture-writing of the Aztecs, the

lemviau system of nniemonics exhibits a method of preserving and

piiiiuunicating information singularly devoid of the intellectual

pacteristics which pertain to every other device of civilisation

|r a nation's chronicles. It was essentially arbitrary ; dependent

I the nieniory of those who employed and transmitted tlie ideas

|id images, which of itself it was incapable of embodying ; and,

Kive all, it had within itself no germ of higher development, like

|e picture-writing or sculpturing of the Egyptians, out of which

|e\v, by natural progression, first ideography, and then the symbols

ja phonetic analysis of speech : the rudiments of all higher kuow-

^i;e, and the indispensable elements of intellectual progress.

It is consistent with the very nature of a highly developed

2 A
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370 Oi'iijiu of Letters. [(^u.u

written langiuigc that the origin of its first germs sIkhiIcI bu los;

among the vague shadows of primeval history, or preserved iJ

mythic embodiment in an ideal Thoth, C;adnuis, or ^Mercury. TliJ

discovery of letters approaches, indeed, so near to the divine gift iJ
speech that Plutarch tells us in his De Iside d O.stViVZc, when Thu

the god of letters, first appeared on the eartli, the inhabitants ijfl

Egypt had no language, hut only uttered the cries of auiiuiilN,|

They had, at least, no language with which to speak to other gciie

rations ; and hence IJacon, passing, in his Adcancemcnt of Lmr,\.

ing, from "that wherein man excelleth beasts" to that inimortalitvj

whereunto man's nature doth aspire, exclaims:— " If the inveiitionl

of the ship was thought so noble, which carrieth riches and coiiil

modities from place to place, and consociateth the most reiudtJ

regions in participation of their fruits : how nmch more are lettwJ

to be nuignified, which as ships pass througli the vast seas of tiintj

and make ages so distant to participate of the wisdom, illumiimtioih]

and inventions, the one of the other?" ])Ut it is not altogetliert

be ascribed to the forgetfulness by later generations of the l)eiK-|

factor to whom so great a gift as letters was due *^^hat the origin nij

writing is obscurely symbolized in mytliic characters. The Ej;y]i-j

tian Thoth was in reality no deified mortal, but the im))ers(jiiatiMi

of an intellectual triumph achieved by the combined luboim (i

numy generations, the successive ste]»s of which can still be iliJ

cerned. Tlie origin of the hieroglyphics (jf Egypt is clearly tiaiej

able to the simplest form of picture-writing, the literal figmiiy \

the objects designed to be expi'cssed. Through a natural series J

progressive stages this infantile art developed itself into a p]i()iieti|

alphabet, the arbitrary syml)ols of sounds of the human voice. Tin

first process v.'as that of abbreviation, whereby a part was luaduti

stand for the whole ; a crown, for the l*haraoh, or king ; tlie \\m

for the whole animal, etc. The next step was that of ass(iciau|

ideas, or ,syLil)olism employed to express abstract terms, as

sceptre for jjo^'cr, the H(Aving urn for /z7>r^)!io»., the ringed cidss.uj

tan, by sf)me peculiar association, for life, the serpent tor dcnuli

and the t\vo combined for immortality. By this means tlie niii

picture-Avriting became a series of ideographic symbols c;i])alile

ex^ •'•essing abstract thought ; but i;. iJl ])rol)ability it was notuiit

til Egyptian was compelled to record on liis monuments foieij

.ames, with Avhich he had no associated ideas, that he adopteilt

])lan of phonetic signs, ]»y assigning to tlie pictured object the viil

of its initial sound. Thus the tuft of u reeil, nkr, stood tor a;
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,rniit or ram, bamnpc for B, etc. Ihit wliile we find the name of

Mencs, the founder of Egyptian monarchy, written phonetically, the

inscription on tiie ilosetta stone, graven in the reign of Ptolemy

Kpiiiliar. s, combines with the purely alphabetic use of hieroglyphic

icfus, both ])ictm"e and syndjolical writing. The word writing or

(Has is literally figun-d by an ink- horn and reed, and the honorary

itle cver-Hvinrf by the handled cross and serpent, etc. The primary

licture- writing was never deliberately aliandoned. It only passed,

undesignedly, into the arbitrary representation of sounds by the

rocess of writing on papyrus leaves instead of engraving on granite

r limestone, whereby the abbreviations of a current hand tended

lore and more to deviate from the original sculptured symbol. To

I'lL'se demotic characters we owe the letters of Cadnuis, the alpha-

lets of riui'uicia, Greece, Home, England : whereby " have not the

crses of Homer continued twenty-five hundred years or more,

jtliout the loss of a syllable or letter; during which time infinite

fllaces, temples, castles, cities, have been decayed and demolished ?"

'

When we turn from the consideration of all the wondrous intel-

itual progress which is associated with the letters of Cadmus, to

at other hemisphere which no solitary ray of Grecian intellect and

ilture helited to illuminate, there is a charm of singular interest

the discovery that thei-e, too, the human mind had followed on

e very same ])ath in its struggle to emerge from darkness into the

lit of civilisation. Longfellow, in his embodiment of the Algon-

in leiiends, represents Hiawatha mourning that all things fade

d perish, even the great traditions and achievements, from the

lemory of the old men :- -

" (jreat men die iiml aiv forgotten.

Wise men si)eak ; ilieir words of wisdom

Perish in the ears that hear them,

Do not reach the generations

That, as yet unborn, are waiting

In the great mysterious darkness

Of the speechless days that shall be."

id SO the Indian (,'admus, with his paints of diverse colours,

picts, on the smooth l)irch bark, such simjde figures and syndxds,

aiv now to be found gnuen on hundreds of rocks thrmighout the

iionumeuts foreijBith American continent ; and are in constant use by the forest

hat he ado])tedtliBliaii in tlironicling his own deeds (tn his buflalo r(d)e, or record-

ed object the valuB those of the deceased chief on his grave-i)ost. This is a simple

TAt, stood lol'A'^B » l]i\.coii'ii AdrfiiiceiHcntof Laintiiiii.

\
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!

process of picture- wiitiny;, roiulily tmiislatable, with nearly c(|iia;|

facility, into the language of every tribe. Deeds of daring aj^juin,-!

Indians or white men, are indieateil by the native clironiclor liv|

means of the cliaracteristie costume and weapons of each. Headlesil

figures are the .symbols of the dead; scalj)s rei)resent his own s[)eciiill

victims ; and in like manner feats against the buffalo, or grizzhj

])ear, are recorded in graphic depiction.s, as intelligil)le as inn]

chronicle or monumental in.scription of ancient or modern tiinb

The totem of the tribe, and the name of each member of it, ciiniij

like manner be pictorially represented. An Indian signs his iiamJ

in any written tran.saction with white men, by sketching his mvJ

adopted symbol, the eagle, bear, snake, or buffalo ; the inno troj

])umpkin, arrow, etc. : sometimes adding thereto the totem of

tribe. Mr. Schoolcraft has engraved a census of a band of C'liippewi

Indians in the Minnesota Territory, numbering in all one huniliei|

and eight souls, drawn U[) in an intelligible form, and rendered t

the United States agent by their chief, Nagonabe. Each fainilvij

denoted by a picture of the object expressive of its common rj

current name. Some of these are simple, such as a beaver-skin, aJ

a.xe, a cat-fish : but others require the Indian interpreter's aid, Ai

oval, coloured brown, with a crescent line drawn through it, repiej

sents a valley, the name of the master of the wigwam ; a yello{

circle, with eyes, and radiating lines, is the sun ; and a human lnij|

with the hair in loose locks, is described as " easily recognised

;

the chief possessing sacerdotal authority." Added to each synil»

are a series of units, simple as those on the Eosetta stone, indiciiJ

ing the number in the family ; and to the Indian agent, alreadj

familiar with the band, the whole formed a census roll as iutoliifib

as any regular return, in writing and Arabic numerals, couki

been.^ This system of writing includes well-recognised syinljok

for the Great Spirit and many inferior objects of worship or snpen

stitious reverence. The sun, the moon, lightning, rain, the eaitj

the sky, life and death, all have their appropriate renderings; aij

Ihus the rutle Indian has developed for himself the very sn

means of ideogi'aphic inscription which lie at the root of the liieiJ

glyphic and demotic writing of Egypt, witli its phonetic alpliaM

and all the later triumphs of letters. Moreover, his whole model

thought is carried out under a process of symbolism, readily tiaiij

latable into picture writing ; and when Indians are gathered i

the neighbourhood of white settlements or trading-posts evej

' Iliatonjofthr Indian Trihrs nf the Umkd Slatf>>, vol. ii. \\ •J.22.
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Irccogniscd syinlx

Iwhite man becomes known by an Indian name, so'netimes more

iKiintedly distinctive than flattering, e.r/., crooked -pin^ me duck, or

iiumitkin l)elly. Tliis mode of descrijjtive surnames is conmion to

|;ill primitive people, and indeed survives in a much later stage, as

lis seen in our Malcolm Canmore, William llut'us, and Edward

l/)n!,'slianks. It appeals to the sanie universal api)reciation ol'

Lssociated ideas, out of which grew the family crests, rebuses, and

jtanting heraldry of medi»ival P^urope.

The picture-writing of the Aztecs, though greatly improved in

lexeciition, and sim])lified by many abbreviations, was the same in

lijiiuciple as the rude art of the northern Indians. When Cortes

Iheld his first interview with the emissaries of Montezuma, he

iibserved one of the attendants of Teuhtlile, the chief Aztec noble,

tliusily sketching on canvas the Spaniards, their peculiar costumes

Litl arms, their horses and ships. The skill with which every

Ibject was (hdineated excited the admiration of the Spaniards ; and

k such means a report of all that pertained to the strange invaders

bf his dominions was transmitted to the Aztec sovereign. But

Biuwever greatly superior the execution of this Aztec report might

f, it was manifestly no advance on the principle of Indian picture

kvriting : nor can we be in much doubt as to its style of execution,

Uce Lord Kingsborough's elaborate work furnishes so many fac-

similes of nearly contemporary INlexican drawings. In the majority

if these, the totemic symbols, and the representations of individuals

iiv means of their animal or other cognomens, are abundantly

Uparent. The figures are for the most part grotesque and mon
ttruus, from the very necessity of giving predominance to the special

leature in which the symbol is emboflied. To the generation for

Ivliich such were produced, the connexion between the sign and the

[lersou ur thing signified would l»e abundantly manifest, liut a very

jjiief interval suffices to render syndjols and abVa-eviations unintel-

i;;ible ; and within less than a c(Miturv after the ('ontiuest, De Alva

111 not find more than two sm-viving INIexicans, both very aged,

l^apahle of interpreting this Aztec literature. It was, in truth, only

I system of mnemonics, superior to the quipus of the Peruvians,

[iiit still mainly dependent on memory and an arbitrary association

ideas ; and thereby suggesting to the initiated what no literal

liti'iin'ctation can ileduce from it. Such associated ideas when

pe lost are for the most part irrecoverable ; and it does not seem

liubabie that the art of deciphering the picture writings of Mexico

ever be carried miu'h further than it has been ; or indeed, that

•t
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374 Toltccan Sijstem.

the majority of its records would l)e found to emboily any nowfiri

important fact. Attempts have indeed been niiide to apjily the

Mexican lan<;uage to its symbols in tlie same way that the Coptji

has been used as the key to E<,'yptiau ])honetic writinj,'. But tliel

process is to a <;reat extent one of self deception. A writer in tlie

Foreign Quarterly Review remarks :
" Tlie ])honetic system of tliej

Toltecans is intelligible at a first gliince. The sounds intended tiJ

be conveyed by the syndtols are ccmveyed syllabically or heralili-

cally. The names connnon even to this day among the Aniericanl

aborigines, such as wolf, great bear, rattlesnake, etc., are represonteill

by crests rudely fa.shioning the same animal Ibrm, which suniioiiiitl

the helmets of their warriors and the diadems of their kings. .J

single instance M'ill sutlice to explain this proposition. The heaJ

of a Toltecan king appears along with two others sculptured in tliel

pyramidal tower of Talenciue. Over it is the name inscribed iiianl

oblong phonetic rectangle, correspond! 'ig to the Egyptian cartouclif.l

The name is Acatlapotzin. It is C(Hi(i)i.^eil of two words ; the firstl

implying reeds, the other hand. The syndjol of a hand thereforef

and the symbol of reeds, convey the sounds of the name Acatla-|

Potzin."^

Supposing this rendering to be correct, what does the readerl

conceive he has gained by it, in the absence of all known liistdi

of any Toltecan or Aztci; Icing Acatla])otzin, that would not Iiei

equally plain if he were chIUhI King Keed-hand ; as we have IMI

Jacket, Black Hawk, and other well-known Indian chiefs ? It \\

abundantly manifest that neither in the northern Indian, nor iiil

the Aztec picture-writing, did the symbol or totem possess aiivl

phonetic value, strictly speaking. A i)ainted hlnck luarl- was uotl

the visual equivalent of the sound of the Indian words in the SacI

or Pottawatomie dialect of Black Hawk's trib(>, but of the cliietl

known by that name in any of its translations
;
just as the jiic-l

ture brought by Montezuma's scout was meant as a representationi

of the Spanish leaden-, and not as phonetic symbols of the wunlsl

Hernando Cortes. Whilst, therefore, the name of the fintile)

region of T/ascahi or T1((:fcallan, "the place of bread," or of tliel

Tezcucan chief Kezaltva.lcoyotl, "the hungry fox," might be reprei

sented by objects, wliieh united together according to the ]\Ioxic;iil

vocabulary, constituted a rebus of each : it is a confusion of ternil

to call such representations phonetic signs or symbols of soniid?]

As civilisation advanced, howin'cr, many signs were introducei

1 Fordijn Quartcrli/ Jfi'vifw, 18.S7, vol. xviii. )). 52.
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as symbols of ideas ; and hence involved the f^erms of a word

alphabet, like the Chinese. Thus, footprints denoted migration, ov

tiaviilling ; a totiffne, speaking, or life ; and a h/oodi/ heart, sacrifice
;

l,ut in these the very tendency of such advancement was in an

(ipposite direction from any phonetic system, such as the assumed

interpretation of the I'alenque sculpture points to. But if the

Tultt'c and Aztec systems of writing bore any affinity to each

[other, the raleniiue hieroglyphic may be a date instead of a

iianK'. A rccd was one of the four signs of the Aztec year, and a

kndic of reeds the symbol of a cycle of fifty-two years, M'ithin

|wliich the calendar was rectified to true solar measurement l)y the

aiMition of thirteen days. The latter symbol accordingly preceded

iiach sign of a year relating to certain subdivisions of time in the

I

calendar.

It is in the figures thus employed in the chronology of the

'vztecs that we find the highest development of their system of

[writing, and there the symliolic character of the signs is unmis-

Itakable. Their four synd)ols of the year, a reed, flint, house, and

mlUt, were equivalent to the signs of the four elements : a corre-

Ispondence to the system in use in the calendar of the Chinese,

l.Iapanese, and other Asiatic nations, assigned by Humboldt as

joue of the traces of an Asiatic origin of American civilisation

apparent to him in the Aztec chronology. Again, there were

twenty signs of the days, including a repetition of those of the

jvear, in a manner that admitted of an ingenious indication of the

subdivisions of months into weeks of five days, but which seems

wholly incompatible with any idea of phonetic writing. The pro-

cess was rather the reverse, the name of the sign being attached to

[the day, as in our names for the days of the week.

The evidence of the character and extent of Aztec civilisation,

Iwhether original or borrowed from Toltec predecessors, which is

jhiruished by the measurement of time, and the construction of the

{calendar, has been so largely dwelt upon liy Humboldt as to ren-

k a mere reference to it sufficient. By the unaided results of

jiiaiive science, they had effected so accurate an adjustment of civil

^osolar time, that when the Europeans first landed in Mexico, their

reckoning, according to the unreformed Julian calendar, was nearly

ven days in error, compared with that of the barbarian nation

khose civilisation they so speedily extinguished. In the con-

^triktion of the calendar the four symbols of the year also marked

lie four subdivisions of the great cycle of fifty-two years : the

,

,
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iininml portiona of wliicih wow o.\])\vH>^vd by n H(»ri(!.s nl' dots, IVnin

one to thirtcpii, and beyond th(^ first snbdivision, by ii chan<,'(> ni

the .synd)ol, and a repetition of the dots associatcMl with a soooii,j

line of these siinjtle arithmetical sij,'ns. A bnndle of reeds, ind;.

eatin<,' a grouj) of years, was tlie sij,'n of the eoniph'ted cycle, aiiil

in association with the year- sign, marked the half centuries in tlii. I

calendar. lU' such combinations a periodical s(^ries of conjuint
|

signs admittcul of the construction of the whole chronological tulil,.

with a very few symbols and numerals, emi)loy(Hl in a niiuiiin

that seems to involve the germ of that value of position by wliiili

the modern Kuro|)ean system of arithmetic is specially distin

guished.

The system of notation in the arithmetic of the Aztecs mayaIsM

properly come under notice along with their writing. Like that

of nearly all other nations, it was essentially decimal, or nidivl

strictly, vigesimal. The first twenty numbers were expressed In

a corresponding series of df)ts. There were se])arate names Ibrtli.

first five, and for ten. fifteen, and twenty, the last of which had \\A

special sign of a Jfaiji. I nt(n'mediate nund)ers were written likJ

the Koman numerals, five and one being six, five and two seven.

and in addition to those signs and cond)inntions, four hundred, tlij

square of tw(!nty, was marked by a plume, and eight thousand, tin

cidje of twenty, by a pur^ic. The latter signs, halved or (luarteicil,

were sometimes used to indicate corresponding fractions of tli-

sums ; and by this means, imperfect as it may seem, the MexiLiiih|

were able to indicate any numerical quantity, and to work on;

arithmetical cialculations with eas(\ We thus see that the simplest

arbitrary signs sufficed for flu; system of notation devised In- tlif|

Aztecs, with only the addition of the flag, plume, and \\\\m.

symbols, and not phonetic signs ; though used in designation likr

our own terms, a yohe, a hracc, a coiip/c, a sccnr. They may reiiiiiijj

us that in our more perfect system of notation we still eiMiilovaf

series of arbitrary signs essentially unphonetic ; for whether tliil

Roman or Arabic numerals are employed, they re])resent tlio id«i|

of number only, and a,Yo translated with eipud propiiety into

equivalent sounds of every language.

But America has still, beyond this, a higher system of writiiiJ

more correctly styled hieroglyphics, to which reference has lit'tiij

already made, in alluding to the interpretation of the sculptures

Palenque. On the sculptuml tablets of Copan, Quirigua, Cliidifii I

itza, and Palencpie, as well as on the colossal statues at L'ojiaiiaiiJ
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udier ancient sites in Central Anun-ica, groujts of hieroglyphic de

vices (Hciir, arranged in j)erpendicular or horizontal rows as regu

Iiirly as th(! h'tters of any an(;ient or modern inscription. Tlie

analogies to Egyptian In'-roglypliics are great, for all tlu^ figures

iiiiliiKly more or l(\ss clearly dolined representations of objects in

nature or art. I'ut the differences niv. no less essential, and leave

110 room to doubt that, in those columns of sculptured syndjols we

witness the highest development to which picture writing attained,

in tlie ])rogr(!S3 of that ituligenous American civilisation so singu-

larly illustrative of the intellectual unity which binds together the

diverse races of man. A ])ortion of the hieroglyphic inscription

which accompanies the remarkable I'alencpio sculj)ture of a figun;

iilfering what has been assumed to represent an infant, before a

cross, will best suflicc^ to illustrate the characteristics of this form

111' writing. The sculpture is given by ]Ju[)aix, Lord Kingsborough,

and Stephens, and has been made the subject of nuuiy extrava-

',Mnt and profitless tluH)ries and conjectures. Mr. Stephens V(juches

for the accuracy of Mr. Catherwood's drawings of the hieroglyphics

lioth of Copan and ralempie ; and of this I have been satisfied by

II comparison of them with a large .sculptured slab brought from

the same site, and now at Washington. Mr. Stephens adds, in dt;-

scril)ing the Palenque hieroglyphics :
" There is one imi)ortant fact

to be noticed. They are the same as were found at Copan and

i,iiiirigna. The intermediate country is now occu])i(!d by races of

ludians speaking many ditYerent languages, and entirely uuintelli-

nilile to each other ; duit there is room for the belief that the wh(jl(i

III' this country was once occupied by the same race, speaking the

same language, or, at least, having the sanui written characters."
'

The imju'essions produced ou the mind 1)y the investigation ol'

I

the few specimens yet recovered of those ancient and still unin

telli,t;ible native chronicles, are of a singidarly mixed kind. They

ruish proofs of intellectual progress which cannot be gainsayed,

jwiiilc baffling us at the same time by a mystery which all our

|liighev intellectual progress leaves still unsolved. It would be pre

suiaptuous indeed to deny the possibility of sonu^ future solution

nf the mystery ; but if sucli is ever found it will be by a totally

(llHerent process from tluti which enabled Young ami Cham
illion to solve the Egyptian riddle. In the s])ecimen engraved

lliero (Fig. 43), the inscription begins with a large initial synd)ol,

Intending over two lines in depth, like the ilhiminated initials of a

! - t
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medieval manuscript. It is obviously not a simple figure, bm

compounded of various parts, so abbreviated tliat their original

pictorial significance has as utterly disappeared, as tlie meaning nf

the primary nionos}lIables in tlie vjcabularies of living langua^'es.

The principal figure, wliich nngiit be described as a shield, reap-

pears in combination with a liuman profile, in the fifth line ; again,

slightly modified, in another combination, at the end of the sann'

line ; and twice, if not three times, in the lino below. The human

hand in different positi<uis, tlie heads of quadrupeds and birds, and

some other definite objects, can be recognised, alone, or in coinln-

nation witii otlicrs less defined, or unfamiliar. In carefully compar

I'li^ I:!.— rMlcmnu' Ili('i-ii^ly|ilii('s.

ing the hieroglyphic inscriptions hitlierto i)ublished witli flio

Palentpie slab at Washington, the like recond)inations of the several
|

elements of detaclied figures are detected ; while, as seen in tlie last

line of the example given above, occasional signs, closely corre-

sponding to regular alphabetic characters, occur in union with hiero-

glyphic grou])S. But, while the recurrence of the same signs, and tlie
|

reconstruction of groui)S out of the detached members of others,

clearly indicate a written language, and not a mere pictorial sul'-
j

gestion of associated ideas, like the Mexican picture-writing, it is
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not alphabetic writing. In the most complicated tablet of African

hieroglyphics, each object is distinct, and its representative signifi-

cance is rarely difficult to trace. l>ut the majority of the hierogly-

phics of Palenque or Copan appear as if constru'cted on the same

polysynthetic principle which gives their peculiar and distinctive

character to the languages of the New World, This is still more

apparent when we turn to the highly elaborated inscriptions on the

colossal figures of Copan. In these all ideas of simple phonetic

si^ms utterly disappear. Like the hunch- words, as they have been

called, of American languages, they seem each to be compounded

of a number of parts of the primary symbols used in picture-writing,

while the pictorial origin of the whole becomes clearly apparent.

in comparing these minutely elaborated characters with those on the

tables, it is obvious that a system of abbreviation is employed in

the latter ; and thus each group appears with the greater probability

to partake of that peculiar characteristic of the whole grammatical

structure of American language, as shown in its word-sentences.

The plan of thought of the American languages is concrete, while

certain euphonic laws lead to the dropping of portions of the words

compounded together, in a manner exceedhigly puzzling to the

oramniarian. By the same compounding process, new words are

formed, as in the Algonquin shovHmincniho, wine, i.e., shoidmin,

a grape-berry, auho, liquor ; ozhchicgunanho, ink, i.e., ozJiievrjiin,

a writing; nrtzJiehiegad, a writer; whence ozhehieijai, he writes:

ami auho, liquor. The latter, like all abstract terms, is only used

in compound words, as in iModaiwcmho, fire liquid, or whisky. So

also mahihdaw-ekoonuhya, a priest or clergyman, i.e., mnhknhda,

black; choonuhya, he is so dressed: the person who dresses in black,

(4c. An analogous process seems dimly discernible in the abbre-

viated compound characters of the ralenque inscriptions. Ihit if

the inference be ctn'rect, this of itself would serve to indicate that

the Central American hieroglyphics are not used as phonetic, or

pure alphabetic signs ; and this idea receives confirmation from

I

the rare recurrence of the same group.

Such inscriptions cannot be coufoundcLl with the Mexican

picture-writings, by any one who attempts an intelligent com-

paiisou of the two. In the latter, as in a picture, the eye searches

for the most prominent features of the ideographic design, and

interprets the various parts in their relation to one representation.

liut the PaleiKpie iuscriptions have all the characteristics of a

hvvitteu languagi' in a state of development analogous to the Chinese,

x-\

p
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with its word-writing' ; and like it they appear t(j have been read

in cohimns from top to bottom. Tlie groups of symbols begin witli

a large hieroglyphic on the left-hand corner ; and the first column

occupies a double space. It is also noticeable that in the frequent

occurrence of human and animal heads among the sculptured cliar

acters they invariably look towards the left ; an indication, as it

appears to me, that they are the graven inscriptions of a lettered

people, who were accustomed to write the same characters from left

to right on paper or skins. Indeed, the pictorial groups on the

Copan statues seem to be the true hieroglyphic characters ; while

the Palenque inscriptions show the abbreviated hieratic writini;.

To the sculptor the direction of the characters was a riuitter of iiu

moment ; but if the scribe held his pen, or style, in his right hand,

like the modern clerk, he would as naturally draw the left profile

as we slope our current hand to the right. Arbitraiy signs are also

introduced, like those of the phonetic alphabets of Europe. Among

these the "f repeatedly occurs : a chai'acter which, it will be re

membered, was also stamped on the Mexican metallic currency.

The enterprising traveller, to whose researches so much of our

knowledge is due, when reviewing the evidences of the intel-

lectual progress of this ancient American people, dwells with fond

favour on the idea he latterly adopted, that the ruins explored by

liim were of no very remote date ; because he felt that the nearei

he could brhig the builders of those cities to our own times, the

greater is our chance of recovering the key to their language and

the inscriptions in which their history now lies entombed. Palenque,

it cannot be doubted, was a desolate ruin at the date of the Con-

quest. Backward behind the era of Europe's first knowledge of the

New World, we iiave to grope our way to that age in wliicli living

men read its graven tablets, and spoke the language in Avhicli they

are inscribed
;
yet other cities survived to share in the later deso-

lation of the Conquest, and Stephens thus sanguinely records his

latest cherished hopes : " Throughout the country the convents arc

rich in manuscripts and documents written by the early lathers,

caciques, and Indians, who very soon acquired the knowledge of

Spanish and the art of writing. These have never been examined

with the slightest reference to this subject ; and I cannot lielji

thinking that some precious memorial is now mouldering in the

library of a neighbouring convent, which would determine the

history of some one of these ruined cities ; moreover, I canudt lielii

believing that the tablets of hieroglyphics will yet be read, N"
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strong curiosity has hitherto been directed to them ; vigour and

aciiteuess of intellect, knowledge and learning, have never been

expended upon them. For centuries the hieroglyphics of Egypt

were inscrutable ; and, though not perhaj^s in our day, I feel per-

suaded that a key surer than that of the Rosetta stone, will be dis-

covered. And if only three centuries have elapsed since any one

fit" those imknown cities was inhabited, the race of the inhabitants

is not extinct. Their descendants are still in the land, scattered

perliaps, and retired like our own Indians, into wildernesses which

have never yet been penetrated by a white man, but not lost ; living

as their fathers did, erecting the same buildings of lime and stone,

with ornaments of sculpture and plaster, large courts and lofty towers

with high ranges of steps, and still carving on tablets of stone the

same mysterious hieroglyphics ; and if, in consideration that I have

not often indulged in speculative conjecture, the reader will allow

one flight : I turn to that vast and unknown region, untraversed by

il single road, wherein fancy pictures that mysterious city, seen

from the topmost range of the Cordilleras, of unconciuered, unvisited,

and unsought aboriginal inhabitants."

It is a fascinating dream. But lettered nations do not dwell

apart through long centuries, hidden beyond the untravelled wilder

ness of so narrow a continent. It may indeed be that the tablets

nf Palempie shall yet be read, but it will be by no mysterious

emergence of the lettered descendants of their sculptors from the

shadows of that unexplored forest which stretches between the

Cordilleras and the Caribbean Sea. The simpler elements of the

s^raven characters appear, as we liave seen, to admit of re-arrange

inent into new groui)s, like the alphabetic elements of our written

(ir printed words. Some of the figures are also simple, reju'esenting

11 human or animal profile, a shield, or a crescent ; but others are

highly complicated, and defy any attempt at intelligible inter[)re-

tation of their representative or symbolic significance. They are

110 crude abbreviations, like the symbols either of Indian or Aztec

picture writing ; but rather suggest the idea of a matured system

(if ideography in its last transitional stage, before becoming a perfect

word-alphabet like that of the Chinese at the present day. Such 1

cfinceive it, in a less simple condition, actually to have been : a

lioh)phrastic or word-sentence alphabet ; and, as such, a uniformity

tif hieroglyphics may have been compatible with the existence of

diverse dialects throughout the extensive region in which they

were used.

111
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In tracing the natural progress of a native American system df

writing through so many successive stei)S, tr<jm the infantile con-

clition of the rude Indian's birch-l)ark ])aintings to the most advanceil

stage of letters short of true alphabetic characters and phonetic

signs, it is impossible to overlook the evidence thus afforded of h

great lapse of time. The Chinese, whose ci\ ilisation and arts pre-

sent so many points of resemblance to those oi the New Worid,

had advanced little, if at all, beyond the same stage in their system

of writing, with its two hundred and fourteen characters, when tliev

paused, and left to more favoured races the simi)ler vehicles of

written thonglit. But by this arresting ol their intellectual develop-

ment at the stage of symbolized ideas instead of radical snuiids,

they possess a series of written characters which are employed witli

equal facility in Cochm-China, Japan, Loo-Choo, Corea, and in

(Jhina itself, for expressing the words of languages mutually uuin-

telligible. In this there is no analogy to the common xise of tho

Eonian alphabet among so many of the nations of Europe ; but in

our simple Arabic, or even in the Eoman numerals, we have an apt

illustration of written characters representing ideas, entirely inde-

pendent of s[)ecific words or sounds. Thus 20 signifies, vinsrtti,

eKovTi, viginti, vcnti, vingt, zivmiziy, or twenty ; and when we •write

Louis XIV., it may be read Avith ecpial correctness, Louis the four-

teenth, or Louis quatorze. In reality, however, the analogy is greater

when we ctnnpare the synd)olic writing of Egypt with the supposed

graven signs of word-sentences on the tablets of Palenque ; ami

the interpretation of each doubtless depended for its precision (in

associated ideas, such as no mere philological investigations could

enable us to recover.

A single illustration will suffice. On the wall of the tem])le of

Philoj, at the first cataract of the Nile, the ram-headed god Knepli

is represented seated, and at work on a potter's wheel, with a group

of hieroglyphics over his head, which have been tliup translated.

Mr. G. R Gliddon, agreeing with Dr. W. C. Taylor, reads them;

" Knuni the Creator, on his \vheel, moidds the divine memliers of

Osiris (the type of man) in the shining house of life, or the solar

disk."^ My. Birch of the British Museum furnishes this very dif-

ferent reading of the same inscription :
" Phtah Totoneni, the

father (jf beginnings, is setting in motion the egg of the sun and

moon, director of the gods of the up[)er world."" Without tlio

' AiirJrn/ Kipjpt, l'2tli Edition,
i>.

28.

2 Ariuulalcaml Bonoini's Antiijitilli's, Britiisli Museum, p. l.'{.
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hV' 13,

pictorial symbol of the divine ram headed potter, it may he doubted

if the two readings would have even presented such slight corre-

spondence as they do. It is not, theref(n'e, wholly without reason

that Sir G. C. Lewis has characterized the system of interpretation

(jf modern Egyptologists as " tlexilde and arbitrary," and their

process as " necessarily micertain ami inconclusive ;"^ and that

I'rescott, after connnenting on the Palen(pie writing as exhibiting

an advanced stage of the art, with little indications of anything

more than the connnon elements of such writing to connect it with

Eoyptian liier()gly])hics, adds :
" That its my.sterious import will

ever be deciphered is scarcely to be expected. The language of

the race who employed it, the race itself, is unknown. And it is

not likely that another llosetta stone will be found with its tri-

I'lii. 11 - Uicid-lyi.'.iij- WiiLiii-,

I

lingual inscri])tion to supjily the means of comi)arison, and to

guide the American Cham])ollion in the path of discovery."

Among the examples of ancient picture -writing illustrated in

Lord Kingsborough's elaborate work on ^lexican antiquities, the

most curious of all is the Dresden codex, M'hich invites special

attention as bearing scarcely any traces of a common origin with

tlie highly coloured and fantastic picturings of the Aztec manu-

I

scripts. The figures of objects, though delicately drawn, frcfpiently

con,sist of arbitrary or nondescri])t designs, and, as I'rescott says,

"are possibly phonetic. Their regular arrangement is quite ecpial

1 Astroiiom;/ of the Anclentx, pp, 380), oHl.
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to the Kgyptian. The whole inters a imich higher civilisutidn

than the Aztec, and offers abnndant t'o(j(l lor curious si)ecu]a-

tion." Many of theia are, indeed, pictorial representations aecom-

])anied by hieroglyphic characters arranged in lines, as tlioucli

constituting a written comnieutary or description along witii

numerical notation. They certainly suggest a resendjlance to tli(

Palen(|ue hieroglyphics which is totally wanting in the ^Mexici-ii

paintings. Nor is there any improbability in the sui>position thai

the traces of a higher Toltec civilisation survived, and e.verciscil \u

ameliorating influences on the tierce Aztec con([ueror,s. In tlic

accomj)anying illustration (F.'g. 4-1), co]jied from Lord KiiiMs

borough's version of the Dresden codex, it seems in n(» degii'i'j

irreconcilable with the traces of a higher antiquity in the ruiiioil

cities of Central America, that we have here an example of tlit

written characters which figure on the sculptured tablets n

Palenque.

Compared with the hieroglyphic writing of ancient Central

America, or even the picture-writing of the Aztecs, the Peruvian

quipii was a barbarous substitute. The name originally signifioil

a knot ; and the quipu in use for recording facts, or connuittiiii' I

ideas to safe keeping for transmission to future generations, con-

sisted of a cord of different-coloured strings, to which others were
I

attached, distinguished by their colours. "With these specific i(k'a.<
|

were associated. Thus yclloiv denoted gold and all the allied ideas:

n'hitc, silver or peace ; red, war or soldiers
;
green, maize or agri-

culture, etc. ; and each quipu was in the care of its own Quqiv-
\

camayoc or keeper, by whom its records were interpreted in aiiv

doubtfid case. Upon the cords the requisite number of knots were I

made, and when used for arithmetical purposes, they could be com

bined to represent any series of numbers, and employed in ditKeiiltl

computations with great facility. In their arithmetical system a

single knot meant ten ; two single knots together, twentij ; a knot

doubled and interwined, one hundred; tripled after the Siime|

fashion, 07ic thousand ; and by the union of two or more of such,

two hundred, two thousand, etc. The colour, the mode of inter

twining the knots, the twist of the cord, the distance of tlie kimt

from the main cord, or of the several knots from each otlier, liaJ

each a special significance, indispensable to the proper inter])retatiiiii|

of the quipu. By means of such records, well-trained officials kept

registers of the census and nuiitary rolls, accounts of the revcniie^.

and much other important statistical information. Each ])roviiip'
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had its own registrais. with varying details suited to the specialities

iif their district, its form of tribute, or the nature of its mineral,

pastoral, or agricultural resources ; and the interpretation of the

national quipus re([uired the aid of registrars from many remote

provinces. Annalists, chroniclers, genealogists, and poets, were all

trained to transmit by tradition the chain of facts or ideas associ-

ated with the arbitrary signs of the quipus, and by the like means

information of every kind was perpetuated. Acosta mentions

that he saw a woman with a handful of knotted strings of diverse

colours, which she said contained a general confession of her life.

With the fall of ^lontezuma's empiie, its picture-writings were

abandoned to the same fate as the Arabic manuscripts of (hanada

;

ami only a few inqjerfect fragments or chance copies have sui-vived

to reflect the ingenuity and detennuie the progress of Aztec cul-

ture. But the rude system of the Peruvian qui[)U perished with

its keepers ; and a fragment of pottery, or the masonry of a ruined

roadway station, is more elo(|uent for us than all the many-

Ifoloured and knotted registers of tlie Incas could be. But in

lanother respect the (piipus of the Peruvians have a singular in-

Iterest for us, for it is iuq)o.ssible to overlook the correspondence

Iktween them and the wami)um in use by tlie Ameriean Indians

jfor a shuilar purpose. Boturini, indeed, discovered a specimen of

Itlie tpiipu in Tlascala, which had nearly fallen to pieces with age
;

land both M'CuUoch and Prescott only reject his inference that the

ancient Mexicans were acquainted with the Peruvian mode of

Recording events, by assuming the Tlascalan quipu to have been an

Indian wanqmm belt, lint the eorrcspoudence between the Peru-

hiau quipus and the Indian wanqnim-belts, and their use in almost

precisely the same way for the purpose of registering events,

present coincidences too remarkable to be accounted for as mere

Accidental resemblances. Nor is our interest diminished, when it

|s borne in remembrance that the wampum-belt of the North

American Indian reproduces the arbitrary mnemonic system of

PeiT, alongside of a totally independent native sjstem of picture-

vriting.

Before comparing the almost identical mevioria tcchniea of the-

outiieru Peruvians and northern Indians, it is important to deter

-

tiiue the actual acipiirements and usages of the Peruvians in

elation to painting or picture-writing. Prescott, indeed, assumes

|!ieir total ignorance in this respect, and derives from it an addi-

lal proof of the entirely dif act origin of all tlie characteristic

2 !i
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dements of reruvijin and Muxican civili.sation.^ V>\\t it is incon-

ceivable that a ])eople skilled in niodollin}^' in clay copies uf

eveiy familiar oltject in nature, and sportiiij^ with an exulierant

fancy in endless jj,rotes(iue and ingenious devices; and who, niuic

over, painted their pottery and wove their jiarti-cohmred drosses

with considerahle taste and great variety of ])attern : should liave

made no attempt at drawing or painting on agavc-pap(ir or canvis,

Humboldt, who notices the discovery of bundles, or books uf

picture-records, among the I'anoe Indians of South America to tliu

east of the Andes,'"^ puts this beyond question. "It has reciontlv

been doubted," he remarks in a supplementary note, " whether tlie

IVruvians were acquainted with symbolic paintings in addition to

their q\iipus. A passage taken from the Origcn dc los Indm dl

Nucvo Mundo (Valencia, 1010, ]>. 91), leaves no imcertainty on this

]ioint. After speaking of the Mexican hieroglyphics, Father tlaiiia
j

adds : ' At the beginning of the Conquest, the Indians of iViii
|

made their confessions by jiaintings and characters, which indicatcil

the Ten Commandments, and the sins conmiitted against these Com-

mandments.' Hence we may conclude that the Peruvians made I

nse of synd)olic paintings; but that these were more grotcs(|ue|

than the hieroglyphics of the JMexicans, and that the i)eople gciic

rally made use of knots or qnijjns." ^ It was not, therefore, bocaiise i

of their ignorance of the rude picture-writing, eciuivalent, prubaUy,

to all that was eflected by the Aztec chronicler in the depictiuiij

of sensible objects with their associated ideas, that the reruviaiis

adhered by preference to their quipus. The rudest picture-writiiid

is, indeed, far before the most perfect system of quipus as a germ

of possible development. But if we look, for example, at the

" Lawsuit in Hieroglyphical Writing," engraved by Humboldt,-a

document prepared for pleading and evidence before a legal tii

bunal,—we find no series of word-symbols setting forth the case, hut

a mere ground-plan accompanied by pictorial references to the I

parties, and some leading points in the suit, which nnist liavel

depended almost as entirely on memory and the association of iikasj

for its practical use, as the parti -coloured and knotted quiiius

the hands of well-trained Peruvian amautas.

Bearing in remembrance, then, the perfection to which tlie iisej

of the quipu had been brought by a well-systematized training amlj

division of labour, and the faith reposed in its accuracy in tlie inujt

' Cunijucsi of Pent, n. i. cli. iv. p. 121.

'^ Hiiiubolilt's Jii;.ie(irchrs, Lomluii, 1814, vol. i. ]>. 174. '
flii!., v(j1. ii. p.
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in([uii'<! what the Indian waiiipnmwas in its most perfect form and

use. The germs of a possible native civilisation among tlie Iinlian

tribes of Noi'tli Anx" a are naturally to be sought for in that

roniavkablc league of the Inuinois, by which the coii([uests of

France wore so cltectiially arrested to the south of the 8t. Lawrence
;

and among the mend)ers of that league we find tlu; wampum belt in

use for all their most sacred and important records. ]iy means of

tlio ^vaml)um the laws of the League were recorded, and every con-

tract or treaty was defined and guaranteed.

Wampum consists of beads of different colours strung together,

and generally woven into a belt. Hubbard descril)es it as " of two

sorts, white and purple. The white is worked, out of the inside ol'

tlio great concho, into the form of a bead, ond perioi'ated to string

mi leather. The purjde is worked out of the inside of the muscle

sliell. They are woven as In-oad as one's liand, and about two feet

hmg. Tliese they call belts, and give and receive at their treaties

as the seals of their friendship."^ The colours of the wampum,
liuwover, and indeed its whole material, varied at different periods

luul among diverse tribes. One singidarly interesting example of

its use as the evidence and sole title-deed of an extensive transfer

of land, was preserved in England, until very recent years, by Mr.

(Iranville John I'enii, a descendant of William Penn, and is now in

the cabinet of the Historical Society of Philadelphia. It is the belt

(il'\vani))uni delivered by the Lenni-Lenape sachems to the founder

if Pennsylvania, at " the Great Treaty," under the elm-tree at

jShackaniox in 1G82, After having been handed down for genera-

tions in the f(niuder's family, it was presented to the Historical

Society of Philadelphia in 1 857. It is composed of eighteen strings

if wampum, formed of white and violet beads worked upon leather

[hongs ; and the whole is woven into a belt twenty-eight inches

Iniiji, and two and a half inches broad. On this live patterns are

worked in violet beads on a white ground, and in the centre Penn

is represented taking the hand of the Indian sachem : the former

icing the larger figure of the two, and indicated by his European

itad-dress.^

In 1G75 the famous war of the New England chief, IVTetacomet,

|he sachem of the Wanipanoags, - better known as King Philip,

' HiibbanVs Xarrntiv, Itid'tans hi Kew Enrjland, y. 40.

Tliis waiupum-bi'lt is accuratt'ly figured, tliu size of the original, in the

'iiwira of the H'mtorkiil Sodcfii of PetDifiiilrniiiii, vol. vi.

II.
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—broke out, and threatened for a time the exteriuinatiun of the

colonists. Before its close, thirteen towns in Massachusetts

Plymouth, and Khode Island, had been destroyed, and scarcely a

family in New England had escaped the loss of some of its mem
bers. When at length Philip had fallen, and the hostile tribes were

almost exterminated, Annawon, an aged chief, one of the last siir

viving sachems of the Wampanoags, ai)proached Captain Churcli,

the leader of the colonists, and thus addressed him :
" Great Cap

tain, you have killed Philip, and conquered his country. I and mv

company are the last that war against the English. You have ended

the war, and therefore these belong to you." He then handed tu

him two broad belts elaborately worked in wampum, " edged with

red hair from the Mahog's country." One of them reached from

the shoulders nearly to the ground. Tt was the IMagna Charta of

the New England tribes, who had now fought their last fight. Thev

were pitilessly exterminated. Old Annawon himself was put to

death, along with Tispaquin, tlie last of Philip's great sachems, and

all the prisoners who had been active in the war. The reniaiuder

were sold as slaves, including a poor boy, the son of Philip, whose

only crime was his relationship to the great chief. After keen dis-

cussion as to his fate, in which Increase Mather pleaded against

mercy, the boy's life was spared. The New England divine urged

the case of Hadad, of the king's seed in Edom, spared as a little
|

child, when Joab, the captain of the host, had smitten every male
j

among the Edouiites, who survived to rise up as the adversary

of Solomon, when he heard in Egypt that David slept with his

fathers, and Joab, the captain of the host, was dead. Perhaps it I

had been better for the son of the great Wampanoag sachem to|

have shared the fate of the vanquished chiefs. He was finally

sent as a slave to Bermuda, from whence he never retui-ned to I

dispute the possession of his father's wampum, and the rights nf|

which it was the symbol.

The original Wampum of the Iroquois, by means of which the
|

laws of the League were recorded, is described by Mr. Lewis H.

Morgan, in his history of the League, as made of spiral fresh-water
j

shells, strung on deerskin thongs or sinews, and the strands braided f

into belts, or simply united into strings. His narrative of the mode

of using these northern qui2ms Avill best illustrate the close analogies I

they present to those of the southern continent. Describing tliej

great councils of the League, he says :
" The laws cx])lained atl

different stages of the ceremonial were repeated from strings nfj
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wampum, into vvhicli they had been talked at the time of their enact-

uient. In tlie Indian method of expressing the idea, the string or

the belt can tell, by means of an interpreter, the exact law or trans-

action of which it was made, at the time, the sole evidence. It

operates upon the principle of association, and thus seeks to give

lidelity to the memory. These strings and belts were the only

visible records of the Irociuois, and were of no use except by the aid

of those special personages who could draw forth the secret records

locked up in their remembrance."* There was, accoriUngly, a

sachem specially constituted as " Keeper of the Wampum ;" and

verbal promises, interchanged either among themselves or with

foreign tribes, were regarded as of little moment if no strings or

belts had been employed to ratify them and secure their remem-

brance. Sir William Johnston records, as the result of his ex-

perience :
" They regard no message or invitation, be it of what

Lousequence it will, unless attended or confirmed by strings or belts

of wampum, which they look upon as we our letters, or rather

bonds." ^ A belt of wampum was also used at their festivals, when

a council of repentance preceded the rejoicings, and public confession

of faults, with the pledge of amendment, were put on record by

itc means ; and strings of wampum still constitute the evidence of

any special commission among the Indians of the Six Nations in

Canada.

The resemblance between the two systems of the quipu and

wampum, with their appointed keepers, and the perpetuation of the

national chronicles and enactments by means of these as mnemonic

guides, is so renmrkable, as to appear highly suggestive of a common
origin ; however remotely we may be compelled to seek for that

dividing line on which the essentially distinct elements of picture-

writing and recording by an arbitrary association of ideas met, as it

were, and exchanged their diverse modes of giving form and per-

petuity to fleeting words. The picture-writing is of indigenous

growth among the northern tribes, the quipu seems no less essentially

native to I'eru ; but we are not without some faint indications of

j

a source other than the northern forest Indian, from whence his

[mode of quipu- registering and ratification of contracts may have

I

l)een derived ; or rather perhaps, from whence the Indian tribes

of the northern continent may have Iwrrowed this product of

ilie immature civilisation of the Peruvian Cordilleras. In the

si!

' League, oj' the Iroquois, p. 120.
^ Jiocumenti niatiny to Volonial History of New York; vol. ii. p. 024.

i
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st'piilcliral iiiound.s of tlio MiHsissi))jti Valli'V, tlin relics ol' ivit jhv

sunt gi'oiit iiiiitonuity of cliamcter ; uiid lunoiijj; tlicsi;, Ix'iuls of hIkII,

Lone, and otluT nuiturials, have boon found in {^n'oatov (|uantiti(s

tlian seems to bo reailily accounted f(»r as niero jiersonal ornaments.

In the (Jrave Creek Mound, shell-beads, such as ct)nstitutu the

wampum of the forest tribes, amounted to between three niid

f(mr thousand ; and it seems sinf»nlarly consistent with the pailiii'

civilisation of the ancient Mound-JUiilders, that in such deposits

we have the relics of sepulchral records whi(;h constituted the scroll

of fame of the illustrious dead, or copies of the national nrcliivis

deposited with the great sachem to whose wisdom or prowess tlie

safety of his people had been due. The wami>um chronicle, un-

strung by Time's decaying fingers, seems no unmeet inscription fur

the nameless dead over whom the great earth pyramid was reareil.

The memories once associated with its many strings have irrecnvcr-

ably ])assed away
;

j'et not more so than the annals of the civilizid

Incas, stored up in their many-coloured skeins of knotted thnads;

or, even, perhaps, than the sculptured inscriptions of Copan (n

Palenque.

Tiic Peruvian quipu served like an abacus, for facilitatinjf tln'

most elaborate comi)utations of the census, revenues, and oliitial

registers of the Incas ; and in its northern form of bead-wampnni it

may have equally sufficed for determining the mensuration of the

great earthworks. But one other element of parallelism in tliu

civilisation of the ^lound- Builders and Peruvians is the a])p<irtnt

l)ossession by both of the balance and recognised standanls of wcijijit.

This is at least suggested by repeated discoveries of penainuilm

copper rings, in sepulchral mounds and on the mound- altars,

which correspond not only in size but in weight. In dianailer tiny

measure 2 "9 inches; in thickness 0'4 ; and when perfect Moisli

exactly four ounces each. Examples have not, indeed, been fouml

as yet, in sufficient numbers to establish the fact ; but the infereiiet'

is one perfectly consistent with other traces of the civilisation nf

the ;Mound-Builders, and may be confirmed by further discoYeriis,

Ten cop])er rings thus uniform in weight and dimensions lay in twu

heaj^s of five each, on an altar under one of the sacrificial nioumls

in the Scioto Valley, tempting us to recognise in their numbcij,

the possible memorials of a decimal system of numeration.

'i'Mi-
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CHAl'TEIi XIX.

ANTE-COLUMIUAN TUACKS.

TIIK I.ANDIXd OF COLl'MDirS- THE LOST ATLANTIS— AMKIlKiO VKSPl'CCr- COLONIZA-

TION Of GHKKNLAND— nLSCOVKIlY UV VINLANl) -KVIDKNCE OK TIIK SAOAS

-

TIIAC'KS OF THE NOUTHMEN- RUNIC INSCUIl'TIONS -THE KtNOlKTORSOAK TABLET

THE KiALIKKO INSCmi'TION—THE IKUiEIT SEPULCHRAL SLAH- CHARACTER-

ISTIC (JRAl'HIC RECORDS— THE DIOHTON ROCK—THE PHa;NICIANS IN AMERICA—
NKW ENOLANU ANTUiHARIES—THORFINN'S Ub'NIC RECORD—THE MoNHEGAN IN-

SCIilPTION—THE (IRAVE CREEK STONE— ITS ALl'lIARETIC CHARACTERS—ASSICiNED

DATE— LinVAN THEORIES—OTHER AMERICAN INHCRIPTKJNS— INSCIIIRED AXE-

I1I.ADE8— ENORAVED A/TEC HATCHET - FKiURED STONE SPHERE- PERFORATED

STtiNE CYLINDERS—THE CINCINNATI TABLET—THE ROUND TOWER OF NEWPORT

—THE ALABAMA STONE -NO MEMORIALS LEFT, OF COLONIZATION BV NOiiTHMEN.

The year 1492 marks in many impoi-tant respects the close of

the Old World's ancient, the beginning of its modern history. ]>ut

lur the native of the Transatlantic hemisphere it is the dawn of all

(ktiuite annals. It constitut(>s for America what the era of Julius

Ciisar's landing is for IJritain : the lifting of the veil behind which

lay uiu'ccorded centuries of national story, and the admission into

tlio great family of nations of those who there, isolated and apart,

liad through ininumbered generations enacted the drama of histoiy.

In i)reviou3 chapters some attempt has been made to look upon

that past, which, though relatively speaking so modern, is never-

tliL'less remoter from all our ])reconceived ideas and sympathies

than the old lioman world. The iifteenth century is, in fact, as

aiioieiit for America as the first century is for Jhitain, or B.C. 2000

lor Egypt. No wonder, therefore, that every glim])se of a fancied

iiiGinorial of ante-Columbian relations with the Old AVorld-should

imsont a fascinating charm to the American arclueologist ; or that

even a ])ard(jnable credulity should occasionally be exercised in the

roieptio!" of any apparent evidence of such intrusive antiquities

disclosing themselves among relics of aboriginal native arts. lUit

to the impulse awakened by the ambition to resuscitate the long-

hurieil past, has been added the no less influential stinmlus of

1
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m

natiouiil pride and emulation, both in the Old and the Xew WoiKI.

To such combined motives we owe in an especial manner, not onlv

the Antiqnitates Americanos, and the Oronland's Histwiske Mindeti.

mcerker of the Danish antiquaries ; but also a singular harvest

reaped on American soil, from the novel impetus to which the

former of tliese publications has given rise. The idea of ancient

intercourse between America and Europe is not indeed of sucli

recent growth. It mingles with the earliest study of Mexican

antiquities, and was indeed inseparable from that recognition of

the American race, as in the strictest meaning of the term of one

blood with the whole human family, which has only been seriously

challenged within very recent years. One favourite idea, accord-

ingly, long found acceptance, which traced the peopling of tlie

American continent to the ten tribes of Israel ; and discovered in

the Indian languages Hebrew words and idioms, and analogies to

Jewish ceremonial rites in native customs. Still older traces have

been sought in the lost Island of Atlantis ; in the obscure allusions

of Herodotus, Plato, Seneca, Pliny, and other classical writers, to

islands or continents in the Ocean which extended beyond the

western verge of their world ; in the Pmiic expedition, by the

Atlantic, to the Indian Ocean, accredited to Hanno ; and the cir-

cumnavigation of Africa by the way of the Red Sea, assigned to

Phfpnician mariners by Pharaoh-Necho, upwards of 2000 years

before Vasco de (Jama rounded the Cape ; in the Ophir, to which

the ships of Tyre, manned by servants of Hiram, "that had know-

ledge of the sea," sailed for gold and algum trees, for Solomon's

great works; in the Antilla mentioned by Aristotle as a Car

thaginian discovery ; and in that other obscure island which Dio-

dorus Siculns assigns to the same voyagers, as a secret reserved

for their own behoof, should fate ever compel them to abandon

their African homes.

This at least may be inferred from numerous allusions of classic

authors, that the maritime nations of the Mediterranean were

accustomed from a remote period to navigate the ocean which

stretched away in undefined vastness from the western bounds of

the European and African continents.
. It follows from sucli

Atlantic voyages, not oidy that Madeira, the Canary, and Cape

Verde Islands, but even the Azores, may have been among the

Phcenician and Punic discoveries referred to by Aristotle, Plinv,

and others. Humboldt, indeed, assigns reasons, satisfactory to his

own mind, for believing that the Canary Islands were known, not

only to the Phoenicians and Carthaginians, but also to the (!m.ki;

\\
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and liomans, and, " perhaps even to the Etruscans." Northward

to the Tin Islands of the English Channel, as well as southward

beyond Cape Verde, across the stormy Bay of Biscay and the Gulf

of Guinea, ancient voyagers from the Mediterranean sailed into the

wide waste of the Atlantic ; and from our knowledge of the winds

and currents of that ocean, it is no inconceivable thing that some

of those venturous voyagers should have been driven out of their

course, and landed on more than one point of the American con-

tinent. To such an accidental landing America may be said to owe

its name. Pedro Alvares de Cabral, sailing in command of a

Portuguese fleet in the last year of the fifteenth century, on the

eastern route just rediscovered ]>y Vasco de Gama, was carried by

the equatorial current so far to the west of his intended course that

he found himself unexpectedly in sight of land, in 10° s. latitude,

thereby discovering Brazil. The king of Portugal thereupon des-

patched the Florentine, Amerigo Vespucci, who explored the coast,

prepared a map of it, and thereby achieved the honour, more justly

due to Columbus, of giving his name to the new continent. So

recently as 1833 the wreck of a Japanese junk on the coast of

Oregon showed how, in like manner, across the wider waste of the

Pacific, the natives of the Old World may have been borne to plant

the germs of a new population, or to leave the memorials of Asiatic

civilisation on American shores.

It is not, therefore, altogether without reason that the vague

references of classic writers to lands lying beyond the Pillars of

Hercules have had an exaggerated value assigned to them. The

conviction of some ancient intercourse between the Old World and

the New has furnished a fruitful theme for speculation, almost from

the year in which the Genoese voyager achieved his long-cherished

dream of discovery. It has only required the asserted recovery of

Egyptian, Phoenician, or Punic traces of graphic or plastic art, to

revive the faith in an American commonwealth old as that Atlantis

which the Egyptian priesthood told of to Solon as even then among
the things of an ancient past.

Such speculations have been discussed in all their changing

fonns, and investigated with loving enthusiasm, though ever

l)roving intangible when pressed to any practical deduction. In

Humboldt's Researches is engraved a fragment of a supposed inscrip-

tion, copied by lianson Bueno, a Franciscan monk, from a block of

granite which he discovered in a cavern in th(^ mountain chain

between th(> Orinoco and the Amazon. Unfortunately, Humboldt
was unable to inspect it for himself. Po.ssibly it would have

I I
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Irt'ovod only the natural inarkiii»>s of'gra])hic <franite. lie rfiinarks

of tlie co])y furnislied liiin l)y the monk :
" Homo rcsoniblaiico tu

tho I'lioiiiiciaii alphabet may be diseovered in these characters, l)iit

I much doubt wliether the «^-ood monk, who seemed to l)e but litth;

intcirested about this ])reten(led inscri]»tion, had copied it very cari;

i'ully." Not much could be made out of " I'hoenician " characters

heraUled in this fashion. But the appearance in 1837 of the Anti-

(jiiitafes Americana', site scriptorcs sq'itentrionalcs rernm ante

Columhiarum in America, issued by tlie Koyal Society of Nortliuin

Antiipiaries at Copeidia<>cn, under tho learned editorship of Pro-

fessor Charles Christian Kafn, proiluc(!d an entire revolution, alike

in the form and the reception of illustrations of ante-Colum!)i!iii

American history. While the publication of that work nave a

fresh interest to the vaguest intimations of a dubious past, ii,

seemed to supersede them by tangible disclosures, which, thoii;^li

"but of yesterday" in comparison with such mythic antic pi it ics

as the Egyptian Atlantis, nevertheless added some five centuries to

the history of the New World. From its appearance, accordiimlv,

may be dated the systematic resolve of American anticpiaries uii

historians to find evidence of intercourse with the ancient wo

prior to that recent year of the fifteenth century in which l.v;

ocean revealed its great secret to Columbus.

From the literary memorials of the old Norsemen, thus brouiilit

to light, we glean sulficient evidence; to ])lace beyond doubt, not

only the discovery and colonization of CJreenland, by Eric tlie

lied— apparently in the year 985,—but also the cxi»loration of

more southern lands, some of which, we can scarcely doubt, iiuist

have formed part of the American continent. Of the authenticity

of the manuscripts from whence these narratives are derived there

is not the slightest room for question ; and the accounts which

some of them furnish are so simple, natural, and devoid of any-

thing extravagant or improbable, that the internal evidence of

genuineness is worthy of great consideration. The exuberant I'aiuy

of the Northmen, which revels in their niythology and songs, Mimld

have constructed a very dill'erent tale had it been employcul in the

invention of a southern continent for the dreams of Icelandic ami

CJreenlaml rovers. Some of the latter Sagas do, indeed, ]>resent sn

nmch resenddance in their tales of discovery to those oi' ohler date,

as to look like a. mere varied repetition of the originid nitrralivi'

with a change of actors, such as might result from di Here 'ut versions

of an account transmitted for a tunc by oral tradition before beiii;.'
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jnnnitted to writing. But, with all reasonable doubts as to the

•curacy of details, there is the strongest probability in favour of

ic authenticity of the Anierican Vinland of the Northmen.

About the year 1000 — when 8aint Olaf was introducing

Christianity into the Norse fatherland,— Leif, a son of Kric,

tju! founder of the first Greenland C(dony, is stated in the old

Kric Saga to have sailed from Ericsfiord or other Clreenland

port, in (piest of southern lands already reported as seen by

lijarni llerjulfson. Pursuing his voyage of discoveiy, Leif landed

on a barren coast where a great plain covered with Hat stones

stretched from the sea to a lofty range of ice-clad mountains. To

this ho gave the name of ll(dluland, from hella, a flat stone ; and

the modern Danish editor conceives he finds in such characteristics

(viclcincic sufficient to identify it with Newfoundland. The next

iioint touched presented a low shore of white sand, and beyond it

II level countiy covered with forest, to which the name of Mark-

jiind, or Woodland, was given. This, which, so far as the name or

ilescri[)tion can guide us, might be anywhere on the American

">iist, is supposed by tlu; editor (jf the Antiquitatcs Americamc

.,? i
have been Nova Scotia. The voyagers, after two more days at

sea, again saw land ; and of this the only characteristic, that the

(lew ujion the grass tasted sweet, has been assumed as sufficient

evidence that Nantuekt^t, where honey-dew abounds, is the place

rel'erred to. Their further course shoreward, and up a river into

tlic lake from which it flowed, is supposed to have been up the

I'lcasset Ikiver to Mount Hope Bay; and ther(! the voyagers passed

tlie winter. After erecting temporary lodgings, Leif divided his

foUowers into two parties, which alternately proceeded on exploring

excursions. One of these, Tyrker, a southerner,

—

sudrniadr, or

(ierman, as he is supposed to have been,—having wandered, he

reimrted on his retin-n the discovery of vines and grapes such

as he had been familiar with in his own llliine-land. With these,

accordingly, the vessel was laden, and Leif commemorated the dis-

covery by giving to the locality the name of Viidand,

The same narrative reapi)cars in Sagas of later date, with slight

variations and vsomc inconsistencies, but the local features described

are C(|ually vague ; and it depends much more on geogra]>hical

[ivohabilities than on any direct evidence furnished either in the

account of UJarni llerjulfson's voyage, or in the somewhat more

iloiinite story of Leif Kricson, if we concur in the assumption of

their modern editur that in these we have the earlii.'st records ••!'
«

-

\

"
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the discovery of Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, Massachusetts, Rhode

Island, Long Island, and Connecticut. In a subsequfent brief

risumi of the subject, Professor Rafn remarks :
" It is the total

result of the nautical, geographical, and astronomical evidences in

the original documents, which places the situations of the countries

discovered beyond all doubt. The number of days' sail between

the several newly-found lands, the striking description of the coasts,

especially the white sand-banks of Nova Scotia, and the lone

beaches and downs of a peculiar appearance on Cape Cod (the

Kialarnes and Furdustrandir of the Northmen), are not to be mis

taken. In addition hereto we have the astronomical remark that

the shortest day in Vinland was nine hours long, which iixes the

latitude of 41° 24' 10", or just that of the promontories which

limit the entrances to Mount Hope Bay, where Leif's booths were

built, and in the district around which the old Northmen had their

head establishment, which was named by them H6p" This nauti

eal and astronomical evidence, however, is far from being so precise

as the geographical deductions imply. Montgomery, in the notes

to his Greenland, observes :
" Leif and his party wintered there, and

observed that on the shortest day the sun rose about eight o'clock,

which may correspond with the forty -ninth degree of latitude, and

denotes the situation of Newfoundland, or the River St. Lawrence,"

The data are the mere vague allusions of a traveller's tale ; and it

is indeed the most unsatisfactory feature of those Sagas that the

later the voyagers, the more confused and inconsistent their nar-

ratives become on all points of detail. Thi" is specially observable

in reference to Thorhnn Karlsefne's expedition to Vinland, in tiie

beginning of the eleventh century, " when the folks in Brattahlid

began to urge greatly that Vinland the Good should be explored."

He, too, visited Litla Helluland, or Newfoundland, and discovered

Cape Sable Island, as is supposed
;
giving to it the name of Bjarnev,

i»r Bear Island, from a bear (bjorn) killed by some of his party there,

Pureuing their coasting voyage, he and his company visited the same

points seen before by Leif; gathered grapes, and also corn in Viu

land ; settled there for a time, and as we shall find by and l)y,

left their mark behind them.

That voyagers from the Old World may long before have gazed

on the same shores which first delighted the watchers from the

deck of the "Santa Maria," on the 12th of October 1402, is by

no means an improbable thing. The rude undecked "Pinta" and

and " Xiiia," which, with the " Santa Maria," constituted the
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s([uadron of Columbus, were certainly not better fitted to dare the

liioad Atlantic than the ships which bore to Tyre and Carthage the

mineral wealth of the Kassiterides. Much less can it excite any

leasouable doubt that the hardy Norse voyagers who made perma-

nent settlements on tlie coasts and islands of the Mediterranean,

established themselves in the Orkneys and the Hebrides, and dis-

covered and colonized Iceland and Greenland, may have extended

their exploratory voyages southward from the latter to the coasts

of Newfoundland or the New England shores. The voyage from

Greenland, or even from Iceland, to the coast of Maine, was not

more liazardous or difficult than from the native fiords of the

vikings to the coasts and islands of the Mediterranean. The

wonder rather seems, that those v/hom the bleak northern ocean,

and the dreary shores of Iceland, could not deter from discovery

and permanent colonization ; and to whose hardy endurance the

icebound coasts of Davis Straits presented an aspect begirt with

such attractions that they conferred on them the name of Green-

land : should have failed, not only to discover, but permanently to

colonize the Atlantic shores of the New "World with the same

indomitable adventurers who supplanted the Franks of Gaul, and

conquered the Saxons of England.

The question naturally suggests itself to the mind, after dwelling

on earlier or later glimpses of such ante-Columbian explorers :

Has no memorial of ancient Phoenician or Carthaginian, Egyptian,

(Jreek, or younger Norse voyager, survived as a voice from the

past, to tell of such early intercourse between the Old World and

the New ? The presence of the pagan and Christian Norsemen is

still attested in the British Isles by weapons, implements, sepul-

chral memorials, and above all by inscriptions. Norse runic in-

scriptions have been found even beneath the foundations of ancient

London, mingling with its Eoman, Saxon, and mediaeval heirlooms.

They have followed the Northmen to their Mediterranean homes

;

and Professor Kafn recently undertook the interpretation of an

inscription in the same northern runes, on the marble lion of

the Pir?eus, now at the Arsenal of Venice, which, among other

Varangians in the service of the Greek Empire, commemorates, as

ho believed, the same Harold Hardrada, who fell at the battle of

Stamford Bridge, A.D. 10G6, to whom our Saxon Harold offered

"seven feet of ground, or, since lie was so tall, a few incthes more
!"

Xumerous similar inscriptions in the native land of the Northmen,

preserve the memorials of their wanderings. These Norse adveu

i If

i I
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turers are frequently (lesignated Knrjhnuhfdri, on account of tlicni

expeditions to England ; one Icelander is specially styled liajX

Hlymreh^fari, owing to his voycages to Iceland ; nor was KinJ

Sigurd of Norway the only Norseman who won for himself tlio titlJ

of JdrsoUtfari, or traveller to Jerusalem.^ Northern inscri})ti()iiJ

repeatedly refer to adventures in "the western parts," meaninoj

however, in general the British Isles, where corresponding evidoiici I

proves their presence. Seventeen runic inscriptions, more or less I

perfect, still remain in the Isle of Man, to attest the presence ofl

Norse colonists there, six or seven centuries ago. On Holvf

Island, in the Firth of Clyde,—where King Haco's fleet lay tin

some days after his defeat at Largs in 1263,— are still legibly

gi'aven the runic memorials of Amudar, Ontur, and Nicholas i\\

Hame, Norwegians, possibly of Haco's fleet. In Orkney, recently

discovered runic inscriptions, remarkable for their character and

extent, preserve literate memorials of adventurous Northmen froiii|

the tenth to the twelfth century, including those of the Jerusaleiii-

farers, who, in 1153, followed Earl Ilagnvald to the Holy Land;

and precisely the same kind of evidence bears testimony to tlic

existence of Norse colonies on the shores of Greenland, in tliu i

eleventh and twelfth centuries.

The precision and simplicity of such memorials of ancient

Scandinavian colonization are worthy of note ; for runic inscrip-

tions are referred to by some assertors of their discovery in

America, with about as definite a comprehension of what sudi

really are, as that of the Mandan Indian, who, seeing an English

traveller busy reading a newspaper, pronounced it to be a meilicine

for sore eyes. They are spoken of as though runic inscriptions

were mysterious hieroglyphics ; instead of being, as they are,

records inscribed in a regular alphabet, and in a living language

familiar to the student of Icelandic literature. The Greenland in-

scriptions, the work of contemporaries of Bjarni Herjulfson and

Leif Ericson, are of this character ; and therefore show us wliat we

have to look for, should any such records survive to attest tlie

visits of Northmen in the tenth and eleventh centuries, to Yinland,

or other early discovered locality of the American continent. To

the modern Norwegian and Dane, such memorials of the hardihood

and enterprise of their Norse ancestry are full of interest ; nor can

we fail to sympathize in the gratification with which the Danish

antiquary has recovered from the ice-bound coasts of CIreenlaiul,

' Mrmoiren ile la SocieU Boyale des Anf'njuaire/t ihi Nimf, 184/)-40. ]>. .'i.'U.
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(.vidence of the presence of his Norse fathers there long prior to the

I'Yii of Columbu,s. The Scandinavian characteristics of the Greenland

tablets are unmistakable ; but their minute correspondence to other

rvaven memorials of the Norsemen, alike in their native land and

in the later .scenes of their wanderings in Europe, has not sulliced

prevent an over-credulous zeal from persuading itself into the

bidief that rude Indian trachigs, if not also mere crackb and fissures

(it the natural rock, are graven inscriptions of such ante-Columbian

voyagers.

The fc^^ viuj^ an accurate rejn- s(>i. dion of the most re-

Ff<i. 4").—Kingiktorsonk Ritniu rnscriiition.

luarkable among the Greenland inscriptions, and will suffice, bet-

ter than any description, to convey a correct idea of a genuine

Xorse runic tablet. It was found in 1824, on the Island of

lungiktorsoak, in Baffin's Bay, 72° 55' N. lat., 5G° 5' w. long.; and

is now preserved at Copenhagen. Of the genuine Norse characters

and language of this inscription no doubt can exist. The only

dubious points are the word rydu, variously rendered " cleared the

ground," "explored," and "engraved;" and the concluding group oi'-

figures which follow it at the right-hand side of the lowest line,

interpreted by Professor Eafn as the date 1135, Tied letters, or

Imkruncr, are not less frequent in Eunic than in Roman inscriptions.

The only characters open to any difference of opinion here are at

the connnencement of the first and second lines. The first ov or

GO, is of little moment as modifying the proper name Giidligr sup-

puscd by Professor Eafn to stand for Erling. The puzzling com-

pound rune with which the second line begins is possibly only the

terminal r of the Tortarso7ir, as in the previous Sir/vathsonr, both

familiar Icelandic proper names. The whole forms a record of

discovery entirely consistent with tlu? spirit of the old Sagas :

—

I :
1
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1 1

(iOELLUlK SIGVATHSSONH OK BIANIK TOKTAUSON
R OK KNRITHI OSSON LAVOARDAli IN FYKIR fJAKNDA(;

HLOTHV VARDATIi OK RYDV, MCXXXV.

i.e., Elligr Sigvathson and Bjarni Tortarson, and Enrithi Odsson,

on the seventh day be/we victor// day} raised these stones and ex-

plored, [1135.] The interpretatiou of the final date is disputed,

and is certainly open to question. If the correspondeuce of the

two first characters with the last be allowed to be sufficiently close

to admit of tlieir being regarded as repetitions of the same figure, it

will be observed tliat the intermediate ones also agree. Rendered

on this princi])le into Roman numerals, it would be vvxxxv, or

1035. Dr. Brynjulfson of Iceland, who concurs in the interpreta

tion otherwise, regards the supposed numerals as merely an orna-

mental completion of the line. Less room for any diversity of

opinion exists in regard to a sepulchral slab graven in the same

familiar runic characters, which was discovered at Igalikko, about

nine miles from the Danish colony of Julianeshaab, in 1829. The

legend is inscribed without any alphabetic complexities, on a thin

slab of red sandstone ; and reads with simple pathos as follows :—

iHR;

Fig. 46.—Igalikko Ruiiii; Iiiscviittioii.

VIGDIS m[aGNVs] d[0TTIR] HVILIR HER GLEDK GVTH SAL HENAR,

i.e., Uigdis, Magnus' daughter, rests here ; mag God gladden her soul I

The abbreviated proper name Magnus, is necessarily conjectural

now ; though when the simple memorial of affection was reared,

there was no need of more than the initial to preserve among the

members of the little Greenland community the memory of Xor,sej

father and child. This monument indicates the recognition of the

' The day of victory (GiKjndntj, lit. gain-day), is stated liy the Editor of the

Anliquitales Ameri^nmv. to be an ancient festival of the Northmen, wliicli Ml

on the 25th of April.
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Christian faith, and tlio presence of Christian worsliippers in CJreen-

laiul, certainly not later than the twelfth century. A simpler

ueniorial of the same kind is a wooden cross found in the ceme-

tery of Herjulfsnes, with the single word maiua carved in runic

etters on one of its linibs. Such evidences of ancient Christian

date is disi)uted Bsettlenients on the shores of Greenland acquire an additional in-

L!SV)ondence of tlieW'^i'*^'^*'
^^'*^'"^ associations, with the zeal of the ^Moravian missionaries

f a later era ; and the ruins of more than one early Christian

hurch have been discovered, in confirmation of those proofs that

iristianity was first transplanted to the New World by hardy

icaudiuavian voyagers from Norway and Iceland, One of these

iiiniitive ecclesiastical ruins—memorials alike of the pious zeal

iuid the architectural skill of the first Norse colonists,—is a plain

)ut tastefully constructed church of squared hewn stone, which

taiuls nearly entire, though unroofed, at Kakortt 'k, in the same

listrict of Brattaldid, and only a few miles distf it from Igalikko,

ivhere the sepulchral tablet of Vigdis was discovered. Numerous

bjccts of less importance, including iron implements, pottery, frag-

iK'uts of church bells, etc., found in the same locality, throw addi-

ional light on the civilisation of the ancient colonists of (heenland,

ml indicate the traces to be looked for in proof of their settlement

lather south on the American coasts. The latest in date of such

iterate memorials of the ancient Arctic colony is probably a sepul-

:liral slab found in 1831, at Ikigeit, lat. 60° x. It is in Roman
liaracters, though in the old Norse tongue. The letters are ranged

11 two lines, on either side of a plain cross cut on a slab of granite,

me end of which, with a fragment of the inscription, is broken off.

t furnishes this simple memento of the long-forgotten dead :

—
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i.e., Jlere 7'ests lioa/d the son of Kolgrlm.

The Norse colonies of Greenland, after being occupied, according

Norwegian and Danish tradition, from the tenth to the fifteenth

ssarily conjectural Bcntury, were as entirely lost sight of as the mysterious Yinland

ection was reared, |>i' the Sagas ; and when at length an interest in their history re-

ived, nuich fruitless labour was expended in the search for a

lolouy oil the coast lying directly west from Iceland. Towards the

liddle of the seventeenth century, an oar was drifted on the Tce-

[iiid coast, Viearing this inscription in riuiic characters : OFT VAi: ek

ASADUii KK DRO THICK ; Oft vds I iccavy when I drew thtc ; but

was not till the close of the following century that the traditions
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of the ancient (Jvccnlinid colonics licnan to cx(M't(^ ronewiul uttcni

tion. Of ilic f'lihlcd cliarnis of a IIcsiuM'ian region discovcK

within the Arctic L'ivch\ yet ineritinj^' hy the hixnriance of it,

i'ertih' vaUeys its name of (Jrecnhuid, many a Noise lenend |ii(

tuved thi! envial»le deli^i^lds ; and some of tiiese, as well as tlil

traditions of the h)st Vinhuid, had been end)odied by our Kn,^li>,'

poet, -lames AFontgonuiry, in tlie cantos of ids Gircnhtinl, imj

before the Antit/ui/cfcs Aiiwrmincv issued from tlie Copeidiiinv

])ri!ss.

The ancient Norsemen, the reputed discoverers of Vinland, lUii

the explorers of IJliode island and Massachusetts, are also aHiriii.'-

to liave ])ursued their explorations lar beyond such accessilil]

l)oints, and to have accpiired a knowled</,(^ of lands alike in tli-

northern latitude of ^^'ellil\^ton Channel, and on th(> coast n;

Florida.' Wv, have seen the eharai-teristics of their midditlitri

memorials on the Western shores of the iVtlantie, and know wli,

to lock for on other siti'S. Tliey were prone to leave suc^Ii nrapli

records of their presence, and liavc transmitted the habit to tlic

collateral descendants. IJoth the mo(l(>rn Kn^lishman and tli

Anglo-American are notorious Ibr the furor which iinds its ifiiiii

licalion in inscribing' on tlu; walls of temple or ruined towvi

and on the remotest and most inacc(\ssible cliifs, memorial> .

their jtresence. 'i'lu! i)yramids, tenijdes, and catacombs of the \\V

Valley ; the sunniuts of the Alps, the Andes, and the lliiualavasj

(diffs of n.-motest Arctic and Antarctic regions ; and all the iiini.

familiar and favourite haunts (»f modern travel, will tell tentlM

ages of the Avanderings of the venturous Ih'itou and his stiiiih

Ameri(;an .sons. Ihit this craving for such fame is no Anglo-.^ixuii

heritage. Anglo Saxon runes are of the rarest occunvinv ii|

Dritain, anil nearly unknown beyond its Hunts ; and JMiglisliiimj

doubtless inhci'it this, as well as the spii'it of maritime eiitci])

and many other characteristic attributes of the modern stock, limij

their hardy Danelagh ancestry. The Nor.senum was pidud (if Iiij

' In till' skutcli iif till.' (liscdVL'f^ of Aim'ric;i by tlii' NurtliiiU'ii ulrcady iv!uTtl

to, I'l-oft'ssor ('. <J. liiit'u adds :
-" Tho Kortliiiioi wlto also ii('i|U;iiiitt'(l Hitl

Aiiicriciiii land still fartlicr to Ilic fioiitli, (••illi'd liy tliciii //ri/niniiniii'ilniiil tJ

land of the White Moii), or Irlmiil il M'lhhi ((Jicat Irclaixl). 'I'liiu'Xiict sitiiiti"]

of this country is not stated ; it was jnohably >«oith ;ui(l .Soutli Cartihiia, (iidiji

iind Florid;i. In 1 :.'(»(!, sonio priests at<iardur, in (Jiecnlaiid, set on font ;iviivii.|

of (li.scoveij lo the Arctic region.s of Anieriia. An .'istronomical ol)sei'vatiiiii]ii'iiVi|

that tliis took ]d.'ice Ihronuh Lancaster Sound and liai'row's Strait tn tlie latitiil

of AX'cllinyton's ( hanuel. The last nienioriuiduni supiilied liy the eld Icflaiili

records is a V()yaec from (Ireenland to Markiand in l.'{47.'"
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,Viiii(|crin<,fH, and delighted to record e.\i>loralions ol' far distant

lojoiis, on his father's or his brother's hanloslnir. No wonder,

liiivl'ore, when tla; anli(|naries of Cojx'idia.i^cn wcin^ on the track

il the lonj;-lost Viidand, that they demanded ol' their Ani(;rican

oiTcH|»oud(ints the production of monuments and inscriptions cor

dhonitive of th(> supposi'd ante~Colund)ian wanderin<;s of Leif

•liicsou or Thortinn Karlsefne, similar to those i)r<jduced by them

iclvcs from Greenland. Xor were tln^ modern N'^inlandc^rs less

iii^or to rcsjiond. The KMiode Island llistoricid Society, replying'

|liioiij;li its learned secr(!tary, did forthwith produce the re(|uired

is;tiipt ions and nuunorials : even to the i'anious "l^anish iJoiuid

owcr" at Newport, which the vulj^'ar had b(;en lU'ofiUKi enough to

[(rkoii nothing more; than an old windmill

!

]!nt the most incjinorabh;, if not n(jtorious ol' all flm so-called

Kiiuunents of the Massachusetts Noi'thmen is the famous Assonet

r Dii^hton Jtock, on the east bank of the Taunton river : a relic of

Idusiderable value in reflation to our present incpuiies, It mi^ht

10 assumed with nnich probability thid in\estio,a,lions instituted

iilly three centuries after the opening- up of regular intercourse

vtwH'cn Euroi)C and ^Vmcrica would fail to discovcn-, in the long

ttlctl New I'ingland Slates, any memorials of oldi'r colonists
;

mngli such evid(>ncc may have been in existence at a time when

ic riigrim Katlun's had other things to occupy their thoughts than

II' relics of imaginary [)rodecessors. Anglo- Iif»man inscriptions,

s wo know, have been built into the masonry of ancient churches,

iH'iliiL'val strongholds, and m'en modern farm houses. The island

s, who wi're thus indifi'erent to the niemorials of older lUitish

iloiiists, wore not likidy, when transplanted to tlu* wilds of the

^\'W World, to give greati-r heed to graven I'ocks, or such nidely

iiarilu'd runic slabs as Leif Ericson or Thorlinn Karlsefne may

\\c left behind them. Such seemed a reasonable argument ; Init

appily for us, th(! Dighton Itock suj)[)lies an unanswerable, reply

any such assumptions, though not ])recisely in the form which

lue of its modern inter|ireteis have assigned to it.

The history of this inscrijttion is scarcely siupassed, in the

iti'iest it has e.xcited, or the novel i)hases it has exhibited at sue

^sivo epochs of theoretical sj)eculation, l»y any J'erusinian, Eugu-

liiic, 01' Nilotic riddle. When the taste of American anti([uaries

diuod towards riHeniciau ndics, the Dighton inscription con-

)i'iui'd to their opinions; and with changing tastes it has ja-oved

Itially compliant. In ITS.'i the h'ev. Ezra Stiles, D.D., Trcsident

,
!'

i
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of Valtj College, Nvlion |»iviicliin,t;' lu'l'im' tlu^ ({ovcnior luul Stntci

CoiiiK'cticut, iii>|M'al('(l to tlio Di^^liton I'ock, f^nivcii, as lie lu>li(',vc,!|

in the old Vnu'w. or riifi'iiicuin cliavactov ami laiif^na^'i! : in pii

that tlio Imliaiis wovo of tlui aciairscd swd of (Jannan, and wcrctl

111! (lis]»la<('(l and looti-d outl)y the Knropean descendants of .faphft

"Tlie riianiicians," lu! atfinns, " chav'-'ud the I)ip;liton and otl^l

rocks in Nan-aj^anset l^ay with Punic inscriptions rcinainin;^ totb

day, wliich last 1 myself liave repeatedly soon and taken off atlaiv|

as did Professor Scwell. He has lately transmitted a copy of

inscription to Mr, CiebeUn of the Parisian Academy of Sciemi|

who, comparing' them with the Punic palioography, Judges tlioiiii

be Punic, and has interpreted them as denoting that the aiicierl

Carthaginians once visited these distant regions."^ To this, accorlf

ingly, Hnmboldt refers, when he remarks :
" The Anglo -Anioricsj

anti([uaries liavc an inscription which they sui)poso to be I'liai

cian, and which is engraved on the Dighton rocks in Narranaiist|

Bay, near the banks of Tauntcjn Kiver, twelve leagues south

Boston. From the end of the seventifonth century dowmvai

drawings have been rep(>atedly made, but so dissimilar, that it i

diflicult to recognise them as copies of the same original. C'oiinj

do Gebelin does not hesitate, with the learned Dr. Stiles, to \v>m

these marks as a Carthaginian inscription. TTe says, with tlJ

enthusiasm which is natural to him, but which is highly niiscliic\|

ous in discussions of this kind, that this inscription has arriw

most opportunely from the New World, to confirm his ideas oiitlij

origin of nations ; and that it is manifestly a Pluenician monuiikiil

A picture in the foreground represents an alliance betwoon t\\

American people and the foreign nation, who have arrived bv i

winds of the north from a rich and industrious country."'- Ifnj

then, we perceive the very materials we stand in need of. Cliai

but tliis Punic into a Runic inscription, and the winds of tlic nmij

will fit the Scandinavian Tceland(n's f\ir better than voyagers fr:

the jNIeditervanean Sea. Ihunboldt, indeed, throws out the liiiiti

a subset^uent paragraph, which was ultimately turned to

account. ]>ut nu^anwhile let us retrace the history of this fii;

inscription.

So early as 1080, ])r. Danfovth executed M'hat he cliaracterizfj

as " a faithful and accurate re])resontation of the inscriptiini"

Dighton 1 Jock. In 1712 the celebrated Dr. Cotton Matlior pra

<-urcd drawhigs of the same, and transmitted them to the Seentaij

' Arc7ia:ol<ir/iii, v<p1, viii.
i>.

2!M. - ]'uc-:i ilcs CordiUrre.i, vul. i. \i
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,| llif h'oyal .S()( iely of Lomjon, with a de.seriittiun, jtrinted in tJK^

'liiliisi)2>/iir((l TntnHiH'tiiim for 1711, refening to it as "an inscrip

iiou ill widch are seven or eight lines, about seven or eight feet

long, and about a foot wiile, each of them engraven with unac

lUiitable c\mvt\.c,iG\y,, not lih' aiiji hiown chnracter." In 1730, Dr.

.xaae CJrcenwood, Hollisian I'rofessor at Cambridge, N(nv Kngland,

iiiiiiiunicat(Ml to the Society of Antiqiuiries of London a drawing

(f the same inscription, acconii»anied with a description which

piDVCs th(! great care with which his copy was executed. In 17()>s,

h'. Stei)hen Scwall, Vrofessor of Oriental Languages at Cambridge,

e\v England, took a careful copy, the size of the original, and

uposited it in the Museum of Ilarvanl ^'^niversity ; and a trau-

icript of this was forwarded to th(^ lioyal ScKiiety of London, si.x

vars lat(M', by Mr. .Tuiiies Winthro}), Hidlisiun Profesj^or of Mathe-

latics. In KSfitho Ilev. Michael Lort, ').D., or., of the "ice-

usidents of the Society of Anti(iuariesof London, again brou; '^ the

luliject, with all its accumulated illustrations, bel'ore that Iciivnad so-

lirty;' and Colonel Vallency undertook to ])rove tha' tbo inscription

as neither I*hu'niciiin nor Punic, but Siberian." S'bsequently,

Uiijiic Winthroi)S executed a drawing in 1788; and again we

lavo otlu^rs l»y Judge r.aylies and Mr. doseph (Jooding in 1790, by

ilr. Kendall in 1807, by Mr, Job Gardner in 1812 ; and finally, in

t<,30, l»y a Connnission appointed by the Hhode Island Historical

xiety, and conimuni'iated to the Antiquaries of Copenhagen with

llahorate de,scri])tions : which duly appear in their Antiquitoies

iiicHcana:, in proof of novel ami very remarkable deductions.

Surely no inscrijition, ancient or modern, not even the liehistun

|unoatics, or the trilingual IJosetta Stone, ever received more faith-

iil study. After insjiecting the rude .o'awls of which it chielly

lonsists, it is ])leasant to feel assured oi 'his, at least : that when

'allied divines, jirofessors, and linguists, thus perseveringly ques-

jiuiied this New Kngland .sphinx f'M' upwards of a century and a

lalf, we have good proof that no inore valuable inscriptions have

|L'eii allowed to perish unrecordetl. r>ut the most curious matter

'lathig to this written rock is, that after being thus put to the (|ues-

lon by learned incpiisitors for a hundred and Jifty years, it did at

'iigtli yielil a most surprising response. The description given by

'rofessor Greenwood of his own process of cojtying, and by Tro-

.*sor Wiiithrop of the method pursued by his C(dleaguo, ]Mr.

wall, as well as the assiduity and zeal of other coi>yists,—would

' Arclia-oloijia, vol. viii. p. 2<»(). ^ //,;,/. p. 302,

? I I
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mulor all ordinary c'ii'cniiistanccs liavo sceined to vender any furllut

roierence to tlie stone itself sniterlluons. J'nt no sooner do tli.;

Danish aiiti([U!iries write to their Ilhode Island correspondents

with a hint of Leif Kricson and other old Norsemen's Xew Eiiglaiii'i

explorations, than the ])ightou liock grows lunnnous ; and tli.

Ilhode Island C'onnnission sends a new drawing to Copenliagi-ii

duly engraved, witli all the others, in the Antiqultatcs Amcrlam:

from which the learned Danes, Finn ^fagnusen, and Cliarli'!

C, L'afn,—as indeed the most unlearned of English or America

readers may,—discern the name of Thorfinn, w^ith an exact, tliouj;:

by no means eciually manifest enumeration of tlie associates win

according to the Saga, accompanied Karlsefne's expeditiun t^

Vinland, in A.i). 1007.

Tlu! annals of anti(iuarian ex])loratiou record many mavvi'llmi.

disclosures, lait few more surprising than this. One could i'aiKv

the learned Dr. ])aiiforth, or the painful \)\\ Cotton INfather, ix-

sponding with the delighted Antiquary, when Lovel- -having, liki

oitv Ilhode Island Commissioners, ascertaint^d what to look for,-

made out on the lintel of Monkharns' ])ostern the mitre of the vwiir

ahle Al)l)()t of Trotcosey : "^-\:e n'hat it is to huccyuungcr njcs!" Tlir

inscription, as has been said, is readable by the most unleiii'iicil"

for, notwithstanding sundry efforts in the ])ages of the Ant'ujiiihud

Americame to discovei' runic characters, the letters which Jiai

surprisingly come out on the olt- copied Dighton lioek, read iiij

tolerably i)lain Koman capitals : : li K I N H. At the meetiiii

the American A.ssociation i'or the Advancement of Science, at

Albany, in 18r)0, 1 had an oppoilunity of insj)ecting a cast of tin

liock. No nion; coid'useil and indistinct scrawl ever tried the ow^l

of anti(|uariau seer. iMine proved wh(dly unable to discern tlie

invaluable hologi'siph of the ancient Norse Columbus. Indoi'd,
'

indistinctness of the half-obliterated design, and the rough n.it

snrl'ace of the wi-athered rock on which the iigures have Ikhiij

scratched with the imperfect tools of some Indian artist, abundanilv

account for the variations in successive copies, as well as lor tliti

fanciful additions which enthusiastic co]>yists have made out of i;

obscure lines.

Air. Sehoolciaft testrd the signiiieance of the inscription, I'l

submitting a co])y ol' it to Chingwauk, an Indian chief, l'auiili;ii|

u ith the native system of |)ieture-writing. The result was an in-

terpretation o|' tlie wli(de as the leciird oj' an Indian triunijih iaii

some lisal native tribe; and the eonvictiitn on Mr. Sclioolcialt'l
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Unuujcr ryes!" TliJ

part that the graven rock is simply an oxainple of Indian rock-

Iviitiiig, or vinzrdnnnhik, attril)utal>le to the Wabenakies of New
Kii,ij,lancl.^ In tlie engraving of 1790 an o ii appears, which, in

lf<30, had cxi)anded into Thorfinn, and his fifty-one followers.

j
Those Cliingwauk could make nothing of, and hence Mr. School-

Liiift inferred that they were geiuiine additions, made by the Norsc-

I

men to an Indian record. But subsequent inspection of the original

sitisfied him that the runic or IJoman characters are imaginary,

|aiul tliat the whole is of Indian origin ; an opinion which General

Washington is said to have expressed at Cambridge so early as

178'J.

Such is the conviction reluctantly I'orced on the mind of the

most enthusiastic btjliever in the ante-Columbian discovery and

kolonization of New England by the Northmen, in reference to

I

this famous Dighton Kock, after all the fascinating glim[)ses of an

AuKM'ican i)r"historic ei'a which the learning of Danish and other

|iiiiti(iuaries had conjured up for his behoof The runic records of

[tlio ])ighton Iiock, it may l)e presumed, have lost credit Avith every

hiinest incpiirer ; not so, however, the traditions of the Northmen,
111- the faith in the discovery of some more credible memorial of

[their ])resence.

One of the latest discoveries of these supposed records of the

Xortlnnen was produced before the Ethnological section at the

Alhimy meeting of the American Association, in 1856, by Dr. A.

E. Handin, of Bangor, and is described in the printed Transactions.^

The accompanying woodcut (Fig. -47) is copied from the cast, then

Fill. 47. -M(mlii>^;ni liiscviiition.

I

(xhihited, of this supposed runic iusciption, which appears on a

led^v of hornblende, on the Island of Moidiegan, off the coast of

Maine. Dr. Handin suggests that the insci'iption is the work of

"some illiterate Scandinavian, whose knowledge of the runic form

I

was very inqierfect ;" and he then proceeds to adduce reasons for

j

assigning Monhegan, the Kenncibec liiver, and ]\lerry iMeeting Bay,

' lliilorii of l/ic JiiJiiiii Trilxs, vol, iv. )>. I'JO. pljitt.' I I.

I'luaaliiKj,'^ ol' fill' A nil ririiii AK-inhithiii fur llif A'li'iuu': im iil n/ Si'i iirf, ISTdJ.

Wihilnijij mill hUliiiiilvijii, |i. "21-1.

i !
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US the true localities of Leifs wiutcring place in Vinland, instead]

of the previously assumed Pacasset Eiver and Mount Hope Bay,

Dr. Hamlin, however, duly forwarded a copy of the inscription to I

Copenhagen ; and a version of it appears in the Stance Annuclk
\

du 14 Mai 1859, bearing a very remote resemblance to the ac

comimnying engraving of it, and looking a great deal liker runos
I

than the original can possibly do. The Danish antiquaries on tliis
|

occasion, however, abandoned the attempt at interpretation ; thougli

there is something amusing in the contrast between the Xcnv

Englander's theory of an illiterate Norseman scrawling incompve-

1

hensible nniic characters on the rock, and that of the l)aiiisli|

elucidator, who observes :
" The Indians have, without doubt, pro

fited in various ways by their intercourse with the Northmen, to I

whom they were probably indebted for much knowledge ; and it

is apparently to their instruction, acquired in this manner, that we

owe several of their sculptures on the rocks which are met with in

tliese regions."^ The INIonhegan inscription, thus bandied abijnt|

between illiterate Northmen and Indians, is in irregular lines

about six inches long, and runs obliquely across the face of a rock,

where the general lines of horizontal stratification ])resentcd im

im])ediment to its characters being placed in the usual upright

position. It is just as truly a record in Scandinavian runes as that

of the Dighton liock. AVhen properly classed, it will more pro

bably take its place with the famous Swedish Itunanio insci'i])tioii.

which, after its characters had been interpreted with wonileifiil

niiimteness, turned out to be only the natural markings nn a block

of granite.

Of a very different character is another inscri])tion to wliiih

we now turn. If the "Grave Creek Stone "could be uliod \\\m

as a genuine relic, it would constitute the most lemarkable of all

the disclosures wliich cx] derations of the ancient mounds aiiil

earthworks of the New World have brought to light. Air. School

craft specially devoted himself to the elucidation of this iiuir

vellou.s inscription ; and after corresponding on the suliject with

learned societies both in lOurdpe and America, he finally plaiou

it in his class of L\ri;usiVK Antiquitiks. In the year 18:i8,

S(jon after the publication of the An/ii/nitafcH Aim'ricaiw, ili''

(i rave Creek mound, on the l)anks of the Oliio Wivm-, was exca-

vated by its ])roprietor, and converted into an cxliibition. Tlii^

mound, which is owv. of the largest on the eontiucut, has already

1 Siich'lr Itiujdlf ilf.-i Auli/Hnins ih( ^Xoftl, l,Sr»!t, \>.
'_'.">.
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lu! linally plami

the yoiir 1838,

Avwriciiiuc, till'

Kivt'V, \viis oxen-

uMil, liiiis ali'ciulv

been described ; and its genuine characteristics are sucli as stand

in no need of adventitious aid to confer a Legitimate interest. But

along with the shell-beads, copper bracelets, and other relics com-

mon to such sepulchral mounds, which were recovered in the courst;

I''i(i. IS.—Griivo Creek JIduikI Inscriiitioii.

,f the excavations, an inscribed oval disk of white sandstone

—

ii'iigraved here the same size from a wax impression of the original,

|- Avas produced as having been found near one of the skeletons at

lie base of the mound. Tlie stone measures three-fourths of an

I inch in thickness, and is engraved with three lines of unknown

I

iliaracters, as shown above. Tt is unique among American graven

or sepulchral relics. Of its genuineness Mr. Schoolcraft entertained

liiottlu! slightest doubt; nor can he be considered unreasonably mys-

ti'iious in the indications vouchsafed by him as to its ancient source.

I

Alter corresponding with Professor Rafn of Copenhagen, M. Jomard

of I'avis, and other forcngn and native scholars, he conmumicated

;iii elabovat e analysis of the inscription to the American Ethnolo-

;:ical Society/ In this he shows that the cosmopolitan little disk

iif sandstone contains twenty-two ali)habetic cliaracters, four of

I

which corres})ond with the ancient (Ireek, four with the Etruscan,

live with the old Northern runes, six with the ancient Gaelic, seven

I

with the old Erse, ten with the IMio'nician, fourteen with the

An^lo-Saxon,— or old Hritish as it is somewhat oddly designated,

I

-and sixteen with tlie Celtiberie ; besides which, he adds, "pos-

silily eipiivalents for these characters may be found in the old

llcliivw :" a suggi'stion d(!signed, no doubt, for those who may still

liiive laitli in the descent of the lied Men from the lost ten tribes.

It thus ni)pears that this ingenious little stone is even more accom-

liiiodiitiiig than the Digliton IJoek, in adapting itself to all eonceiv

;;lik' theories of ante Cohunbian colonization ; and in i'ael ronstitutes

' 'riidi-siutiiiiis (if i/ii .\iiiir!r((ii EthiioU'ifiC'd Swii/i/, vol. i. \k 'M'2
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an eiiitome of tluf ])n'liistoric literature of the Now World. Had

Sir Henry Kawiinson dug np sncli an olio of all langua,i>es at oiii;

of the corners of the tower of Dabcil it miylit have less surprised

us, than as the product of the great Virginian sepulchral mound.

This curious analysis, so contrary to all previous philological t!.\-|

perience, does not seem to have staggered the faith of its elucidaloi,

in this mound-inscription. That a series of simi)le linear alphaljdii
|

figures should be found to present cerbiin analogies to runic and

other alphaljets, including even the cuneiform cliaracters on tli.'

Assyrian marldes, will not, indeed, surprise any one who has niaikl

for himself the easy experiment of trying to invent a new series ui

combinations of lines and curves differing from such al])hal)i'ts,

But apart from inttu-nal evidence, tlio fact is notorious that l)i.|

James W. Clemens communicated to Dr. iNForton all the details ni

the exploration of the (Jrave Creek mound, which appear in tlic

Ciani(i Americana, without any reference to the discovery of an

inscribed stone. Nor was it till the excavated vault had beiiii

fitted up by its proprietor for exhibition to all who cared to piiy fur

the jirivilege of admission, that the marvellous inscription (i[iiioi-l

tunely came to light to add to the attractions of the show. Never-

theless, Mr. Schoolcralt's faith remained unchanged; and at'tir

raising the question of I'hoenician, Iberian, Danish, or Celtic oii;iiii|

in ids first paper on the subject, he thus sunnned up his niatuinl

views, in his Histovjj of the Indian Tribes:—"An inscription ini

apparently some form of the Celtic character came to light in tlwl

Ohio Valley in 1838. This relic occurred in one of the priiiciiial

tumuli of AVestern Vii„inia (the ancient Iluitramannaland). It I

purports to be of an apparently early period, viz., 1328. It isiiil

the Celtil)eric character, but has not been deciphered. Its arclia-

ology ap] tears corroborative of the Cindjrian and the Tustar na i

traditions, representing a white race in the ante-Columbian periinlJ

in this ])art of America."^

The genius of arcluvology might well lavish her favours iiioiv

liberally on votaries who make so much out of her smallest con-

tributions. The parenthetical introduction of Professor ]iat'u's|

Iluilramannaland is a fine exam])le of rhetorical allusion. Tlic

uidiesltating determination of its inscription as in "/At; CeltihcnV

character" wonderfully simiilifies previous alternatives; and it|

could never be surmised from his text, tluit the historian of tlir

Indian Tribi's assigns his precise date of 1328 on no better aiitln'

' /ii^/iii
II

III' /I.I hiilUin Tiilii <. vnl. iv. ji. 118.
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tity than the statement of Mr. Tonilinson, tlie proprietor of the

iiiDiind, that the section of a large white oak on its sunnnit dis-

closed about five liiindred annual rings ; which, supposing the oak

to have taken root the very year of the mound's completion, and

tlic rings to have been exactly the product of five centuries, wo\dd

indicate the said date. ])r. Clemens, however, a more trustworthy

witness, states the annual layers of the oak at three hundred, but

says nothing about the inscription. lUit its alphabetic marvels

wei'c hailed with rapture by the wondering savants to whom they

were submitted, llie anti(|uaries of (,'openhagen published a

ileseviption of this " liunic inscri]>tion found in America ;" hesitated

lis to its authors between "tribes from the Pyrenean Peninsula,"

and iidiabitants of the Pritish Isles ; but apologized for qualifying

with any possibility of doi ' the cei'tainty as to its being " of

Knropean origin, and of a da a anterior to the close of the" tenth

((,'ntury," because the European alplial)ets with which they had

ioiiil)aved it are themselves of a more ancient Asiatic origin. They

added, moreover, the somewhat dangerous hope, " that the numerous

amateurs of antiquity in Anu'riea may continue to exert themselves

tor tile discovery of more monuments ol" such high value."^

Ancient Euro]»ean, then, the Virginian inscription is, unless it

lie still more ancient Asiatic. lUit Africa, too, has its champions.

M. Jomard, President of the (leogTaphical Society of Paris, pro-

umincod the riddle to be Libyan; and his o])inion has since met

with independent contirmation. jSTr. William B. Hodgson, formerly

Anunican Consul at Tunis, in his Xvfcs on Northern Africa^ after

ilisfussing the vestiges of the anciei^* Libyan languages, and notic-

ing certain Numidian inscrijitions found at the oasis of Ghraat and

ilscw here : proceeds to comment on the Grave Creek Stone as

•an inscri]»tion found in the L'nited States, and containing char-

acters very similar to the Libyan ;" and after detailing the dis-

mvovies in the mound, he thus exclaims :
" AVhence was the ivory

liirm^ulit ? AVho Avas tiie goi'geous chieftain whose engraved signet

was found by his side? Did Ik; come from the Canary Islands,

wiii'ie the Numidian language and characters prevailed ? or from

the land of the Celto-lberians, whose writing was sonunvhat

similar I Shall we recur to the lost Atlantis ? Could any of the

Cavtliaginian or African vessels, which usually visited the Fortu-

I ,i

^ Mniiii'in s (h III Sorirtc Noi/iili' itcs A nlii/iiiilrcs <ht \or<l, 184(1-44, p. I'J7.

• Xnlc.s mi Xint/nrii A/rifn, the Sdliura ami SinuUni, in rihitinH Id I/w litliiiv-

'llillilijl, Ldlllllllllll .•!, (/(., dl' tllDSr f 'illlll/r'll s. p. 44. I !
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nate or Canary Islands, have been carried by accident to tlie New

World ? The peopling of America is qnito as likely to be due to

Africa and Europe as to Asia." Without attempting to determine

the answer to liis queries, Mr. Hodgson concludes that there is no

apparent difficulty in supposing tlie inscribed stone to have been

brought from Africa by accident or design. ^More recently Dr. WilU

de Hass, an American archreologist, communicated to the Anieri

can Ethnological Society an elal)orate pa])er, which he intimates

his intention of publishing, in proof of the authcmticity of the

Grave Creek Stone. ^leanwhiU' we can only regret that a relic

which, if genuine, is an object of just interest, should have been

given to the world under such equivocal circumstances, and eluci-

dated with so much indiscreet zeal.

The Virghiian inscription is not, however, the sole example ot

graven characters found on the American continent in connexion

with native anti([uities. Dr. G. J. I'arish of Nova Scotia, has sent

me the facsimile of an inscription engraved in unknown alphaltetii

Kk;. til.— IViiilit'itiin InscriliiMl Stoiiu Axo.

signs on a (luaitzose rock, near the beach, at Yarmouth Wiiy. Ii

consists of a shigle line of twelve regularly cut linear chanicteis

upwards of an inch high, which Dr. Farish assures me has lioon

known for upwards of forty-five years, and rei)eatedly sulimiiledtu

scholars in the ho])c of llnding an interpreter. In 1859, Dr. John

C. Evans of Pemberton, New Jersey, eoiumunicated to tin^ Aiiievi-

can Ethnological Society an account of a stone axo inscribed in

similar unknown characters, which had l)een recently ploughed \\\<
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(111 a iKiighboiuing taviii. Tlui ivxo, which measures about six inches

long hy three and a half broad, is engraved here (Fig. 49), from a

(hawing furnished to nie by Dr. Evans. Dr. E. II. Davis, after

Liirefully examining the original, informs me tliat though the graven

fhiuacters have been partially retouched in the process of cleaning

it, their edges present an ai)pearance of age consistent with the

idea oi' their genuineness; and the circumstances attending its ]tro

iliiL'tion furnish no grounds for suspecting its authenticity. Two oi'

tlie characters are placed on one side, in the groove fin- the handle,

the others apparently form a continuous line, running round both

sides of the axe-blade, as extended here (Fig. 50). This is not,

however, an altogether unique example of an engraved axe. The

|iractice of decorating implements of the simplest forms with graven

y V
V

l''i(i. 50.—rcinliertoii Axe Insriiiitioii.

iiiul hieroglyphic characters has already been illustrated in one ol"

the Caril) shell-knives (Fig. G) from Barbadoes.^ Such devices fu'c-

balily indicate the dedication of the weapon or implement to some

special and sacred purpose, such as the rites of Mexican sacrifice

rendered so common.

Humboldt figures, in his Vucs dcs Cordillercs, a hatchet made
of a (.'ompact feldsi)ar passing hito true jade (Fig. 51), obtained by

liiin from the Professor of Mineralogy in the School of JVIines at

Mexico, with its surface covered with graven figures or characters.

In connucnting on this interesting relic, jNI. IIuml)oldt adds: " Not-

witlistanding our long and frequent journeys in the Cordilleras of

the two Americas, we were never able to discover the jade in situ

;

and this rock being so rare, we arc the more astonished at the great

Hiiaiitity of hatchets of jade which are foiind on turning U]) the soil

in localities formerly inhabiti'd, extending from the Ohio to the

mountains of Chili." ^ Here also, therefore, wc have a glimpse of

wide-spread trade and barter carried on throughout the American

' Aiitr,
J).

l.'$t).
- l''/''s' '/<s ('oy(UlUi\'-^, vol. ii. \k 140, plate xxviii.
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iniitinciii in aiicicnt times, iiiid df a vvidci iiiU'i-wnirsc, oiiil)rii(nnjj;

Kith N(n'th and South Aiiiciica, than tin.' invi!sli,i;atois of the traces

il'ltii'iner civilisation liave Ik'cu \villin<4' to rcco^nisc^.

No relics tire so i'ascinatin^- in their i»roniise(l disclosures oCtlie

|iiist, or so Justly entitliHl to vahu>, as those y;raven with inscri])-

itiitiis, even in unknown eharacttns. The Grave Creek Stone, Nova.

kSfotian, and ]\'nd)erton wedge insi'.riittions, if ^^cniiine, altojfether

Iciintmdiet the idea that " no trace of an aljdiahet (existed at tlu; time

,1' ili(^ coniiuest of tlie. (•ontinent of America."' The soh; literate

jiviiwins of I'ehi.'^gic Italy, found at ^Ki^ylla in Southern Ktruria,

lo unt greatly e.xceed in amount these supposed relics of America's

jlbrj^otten tongues. Dennis gives a li.st of some thirty-six or thirty-

;('V('ii words as the extrenu; limits of our kn(jwledge of the l^^truscan

Itiuiiuago. Even tlie ])r(>cise vahu^ of its alplialuit is not wholly do-

|tii)iiiiH'd ; and the solitary inscription on the Pcirusinian ])illar has

ipplied tlu! chief materials for smdi linguistic inductions relative

I the ancient .Ifascina, as th.e I'aiguhlne tablets have done for the

ll'iiilirian. The doubt and confusion introduced into ethnographic

iii([uiries by a single forgery are so mischievous, that the meekest

cdiiclave of scholars couhl scarcely be trusted with the functions of

jtlic American .Judge; Lynch against such an offender. Ilajipily for

ri('iu'(!, the knowledge of the culprit is gi'iierally on a par with his

I
morality.

Of another class of mound dischtsures, whicli gather their chief

iiiavvels under the light of modern eyes, one figured and described

liiv Mr. Schoolcraft, in the Aincrioni Eihnoloijtcal Trnns((ction>i,

|ii)i(;ns up, with the help of its ingenious interpreter, glimpses of

liiite Columbian science, and of comprehensive significance; hi its

ll^iiven (Uiviccs, not less marveUous than the polyglot characters of

lid (Jrave Creek Stone. Having undertaken to treat, by an e.x-

|lmustive process, "the Crave Creek JNIound, the antique inscri])tion

liscdvered in its excavation, and the connected evidences of the

i<r(ii|tiuicy of the Mississii)pi Valley during the M(»und i)eriod, and

jiirti) tli(> discovery (sf America by Colundms," he introduces this

ilisidiary relic as a " figured stone sphere, an antique globe, the

list iuq)ortant discovery in the ndnor nu»unds in its l)earing on

le iii.'^i'ription." It is a s])herical stone, tlatteneil on one side, and

|\vitli no further characteristic of a globe aliout it than ])ertains to any

ihodlboy's marble. Sundry lines graven on it, as shown in the

|miiiilcut, form a lozenge, triangle, etc., suggesting no s])ecial appear-
t t
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I

Fi(i. (iriivcii 8tmii' Sjilii'ii^

unw (»!' art (»!• inysti'iT lo tlio iiiiiiiitiiititl e.ycf. I'.iit hero is mIi;,]

can 1)0 niiulo ni' tliciii, l»y oiio wlioso tiincy liaa boon stimulutod ti

llio (logroo ro(iui.sito lor intorprotiiij^' llioir osotcric toacliiiins

:

"Tho stone, wliioh is a sphoro, uioasiiivv|

i/'Q inches in oirctiinlbronce. Tho insoriji

tion linos are enoli)S(ul in a circle (tf ,",jtlis;

thoy arc! accompanied hy a single alplia

hotic siyn. It is tho (Jroek Delta, whiili

is also tho letter T or u in several of tlm

ancient alphaliots. This character is alsn

tho letter 'J'yr, in the Icelandic Kunic ro

presenting' tho god Tyr, or a bnll On tin

assnniption that this inscription is _<ie(i
I

graphical, it may bo inrpiired wliether itiJ

a figure of the globe, denoting tho divisions of land and water, oral

minor portion of it. Tho ancients did not believe tho world to haw
|

a spherical shape. Either the stone, therefore, is of an astrouoiiii-

cal character, or is of a date subsequent to Copernicus; or it evinces

that ho was anticipated in tho theory of convexity by the ancient I

Americans."^ This inscribed stone sphere has attracted little

attention compared with the " Grave Crook Stone ;" but if tlio

above alternatives logically exhaust the choice of inferential truths,

it is surolv tho more marvellous relic of the two !

A like process is pursued with sundry other Mound relics. A

I

stone ornamented with a simple pattern of alternate circles amlj

s(|uares, becomes a " heraldic record." " It may be regarded, pev-

liaps, as astrological and genealogical, and as such, a memorial or
|

species of arms of a distinguished person or family." Aj^aiii,

several perforated cylinders of soft steatite, found in one of tliei

mounds, included a tube twelve inches long. This iortlnvitl

becomes a "telescopic device." The l)ore, which is four-fifths of
|

an inch in diameter, diminishes at one end abruptly to oiio-lifth,

" By placing the eye at this diminished point, tho extran(M)us lii^lit
|

is shut from the pupil, and distant objects arc more clearly dis-

cerned. Tho effect is telescopic, and is the same which is known
|

U) be produced l)y directing the sight to tho heavens from llie

bottom of a well, an obj'ect which we now inulerstand to have l)et'ii|

secured by the Aztec and Miiia races, in their astrononucul elisor

vations, by constructing tubular cluunbers."
'

' Ameriaiii Hthnol<iiimil Trdiifdi-fians, vol. i. p. 40.").

2 IhhI. vol. i. |.. 40('i.
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One other ^vaven tablet from the mounds, discovered witliin

|t)i(! limits of (Uncinnati, has been engraved in a i)revions chapter,*

laiiil a new hyjiothesis olfered as to its original signiticance and

lobjc'ct, which may pcjrlmps appear little less fancifid than any

jot' those noted here with refercMico to the relics of the ancient

(inounds. But ai)art from the ([uostion of its original use, its pro-

Iprictor, Mr. Guest, remarked, in his first account of it, with ccpuil

justice and sagacity :

—
" The best evidence of its g(>nuinon(!Ss is

this, that a person in our times coidd scarcely make so perfect an

pn'Taving as this, and not make it m.-ic perfect. The engraving

jt'prescnts something, whatever it is, the two sides of which are in-

leiided to be alike, and yet no tw(j curves or lines are precisely alike;

nor is there the least evidence of the use of our instruments to be

discovered in the work. So difficult is it to imitate, with our culti-

vated hands and eyes, the peculiar imperfection of this cutting,

[hat some excellent judges who at first doubted the genuineness of

[he relic, have changed their opinion upon trying to imitate it." Its

braven device has been characterized as a hieroglyphic inscription,

Ul its graduated lines have been interpreted to embody the record

bf a native calendar, liut it presents nothing in common either with

[he alphabetic or hieroglyphic inscriptions of either hemisphere; and

1 careful study of its peculiarities leads me to suggest the idea that

in it we possibly possess a scale of measurement used by the build-

li's of the great geometrical eai'thworks of the Mississippi Valley.

Sober after- thought has led the antiquaries of Rhode Island

10 thoroughly to reject their older faith in the ante-Columbian

slics of the district, attested by the Copenhagen authorities, that

lot only the Dighton Ilock is in danger of being undervalued : but

tio famous liound Tower of Nc-uport is unduly slighted, now that

Iceptics have robbed it of some six centuries of its reputed age.

h a genuiuo American ruin of former generations, this old Tower

pas an exceedingly attractivi^ feature on Newport common; and

|lio historical and poetical associations which have been ascribed

) it 1)}' no means diminish its interest. When the Danish anti-

[uavies were in search of relics of the long-lost Vinland, drawings

If the Tower were despatched to them, and its authentication as an

pehitectural monument of the Norse colonists of New England

unhesitatingly set forth in the suppLnient to the Antiquitates

pimcana'.^ The poet Longfellow, accordingly, assuming its

> Fig. 17, l>.
221.

^ Anlii/ii'ttntcs A iiirrirniiip, .Siipplonicnt, j). IS

2 l»
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11

venernMo ori^'iii, associated it wit; ' lother discovery of so cnllti

Norse relics, and luade it the scene of liis Itallad of The l^l>rJiii,i,

ill Arvionr. lint the UKKhn-n Skald is not the less satisfied, t'luL

all i)iu'[»oses of sober prose, with the date of 1G7H, fnrnished liv

the will of Governor Arnold for his " stone-hiiilt whidniill in yi|

town of Newport."

In the able and well-digested r<;si(m(^ oi American archa'dlct-yi

pro]>ared by iNlr. Sanniel F. Ifaven for the Smithsonian lnstit\iti(iiil

reference is made to the " IJntland Stone," an American coinitcrl

part to the famous Swedish I'unamo Inscription, in its griipIiiJ

freaks of natural crystallization.^ Other inscriptions, not iiiudl

more available for historical purposes, are produced by the siiiiir|

author in his review of the anti(|uities f)f the United States. AiiioiiJ

these " The Alabama Stone" is an innocent piece of bluudcriiij

not without its significance. It was discovered near the Ulnclil

Warrior river, upwards of thirty years ago, when no ruuinurs nil

the old Northmen's visits to Vinland or lluitramannaland stiimi |

lated the dishonest zeal of relic-hunters ; and its mystm-ious lai

guage, and remote ante-CoUuubian date, were only Mondered at as|

an inexi)licable riddle. As copied by its original transcribers, tlii:

inscription ran thus :- -

II T S R N E II N D R E v.

1232.

Had this inscription turned up opportunely in 1830, when

antiquaries of New England were in ])Ossession of a roving cdin-l

mission on behoof of Finn iVIagnussen and other Danish hciis aiiJ

assignees of old Ari Marson, who knows what might have liecJ

made of so tempting a morsel ? From the Annalcs Flatci/cnses, wi

learn of "Eric Grcenlandinga biskup," who in A.D. 1121 wont tJ

seek out Vinland ; and in the following centuiy, the Anmkl

Holenscs, recovered by Torf.eus from the episcopal seat of llnliiiij

in Iceland, siipjdy this tempting glimpse : "fannst mjja land" i\

new land is found. With such a hint, what might not leaineJ

ingenuity have done to unriddle the mysteries of the New WoilJ

in the year of grace 1232 ? Unhappily, its fate has been to I'al

into the hands of i\Ir. Haven for literary editing, which he does ij

this imromantic fashion :
" We have before us the Alaltama l^toiJ

found some thirty }-ears ago near the Black Warrior river. To oil

eyes, it reads iiLsrAN • ET • ind • hex as plainly as the same inscriij

1 The Archviiloijii iif the LfnUed Strifix, p. I.'12.

:|i
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(ion on a Spanish (piarter of a didlar soniowliat \vi»rn. 'Hk? ri<,'ures

iiiay he as above represented, bnt of course they cannot l)e intended

I
for a date," unless indeed it be ir)32. KarUer dates occur on

(Tonuine inscribed memorials of the ohl Sjjanisli Hidalgos' ])resencu

[in the New World, of which the Manlius Stone is perhaps tho

[most interesting, on account of the Ideality where it was found.

This stone was discovered about the year 1820, in the township

I

(if Manlius, Onondaga County, New York, by a farmer, when
L'atliering the stones out of a fiehl on first bringing it into culture.

It is an irregular spherical boulder about fourteen inches in dia-

|iueter, now dei)osited in the museum of the All)any Institute. On
line side, which is smooth and nearly fiat, is the inscripti(m :

liPo . Do I L . . 11

VI. 1520 '' X

[with the device of a serpent twining round tho l>ranch of a tree.

Liko most other American relics of this class, it has been tortured

I
into interpretations not very easily discernible by ordinary pro-

Icosses of rendering such simple records.^ Apart, however, from

jiiuy attempted identification of the object of the memorial, it is a

(relic of considerable interest. No reasonable grounds exist for

ti|nestioning its genuineness ; and we are thus supplied with an

inscription of a date within twenty-eight years of the first landing

lof Columbus on the mainland. But a discovery of this nature,

lassociated with the earliest known i)eriod of European exploration

lof the American continent, in a northern locality so remote from

Itlie sea-coast, when taken into consideration along with the authen-

Itic traces of older Norse settlements still discoverable in Greenland,

lis calculated to confirm the doubts of any Scandinavian coloniza-

Itiiiii of Vinland in the ages before Columbus. That the Northmen

Ivisitcd S(jmo portions of the American coasts appears to be cou-

Itimied by credible testimony. But, if so, their presence was tran-

Isicnt ; they left no enduring evidence of their visits ; and to

ISpaiiish pioneers of American discovery and civilisation, sub.se-

Iqueiit to the era of Columbus, we must look for the earliest

|mciiiorials of European adventure in the New World.

Such is a concise review of the evidence of intercourse between

Itlic Old and the New World prior to the voyage of Columbus in

]U92, and of the monumental or graven relics which seem to fur

shaiiv traces of an anto-Colundnan civilisation in America other

' Schoolcraft's ^^()<(.s- on the Iroquois, p. 326.

I*".,
April 1863, p. 33 ; &c.

Procrcdbitjn of American Antii/.
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wise than of native growth. The early traces of European presence

subsequent to that date are cliiefly of vahie, as justifying the anti-

cipation of the discovery of some corresponding evidence of still

older colonization, if such had ever existed. The results, however,

restore to vague conjecture all ancient colonization or discovery of

the continent of America, except in so far as the Sagas of llie

Northmen furnish trustworthy indications that the fu-st colonists

of Iceland and Greenland coasted the North American shores, and

gathered tlie grapes of New England six hundred and twenty-six

years before the Pilgrim Fathers effected their settlement amid the

primeval forests of the New World. But if so, the glimpses tliey

obtained were transient. The hardy Northmen who dictated teiuus

to tlie heir of Charlemagne, planted their flourishing republic on

the shores of Iceland, and colonized the wintry realms of Green-

land, seemed equally fitted to secure for themselves the triumphs uf

Columbus, Cabot, and Cortes. And how would the whole couisi;
I

of the world's history have been changed had Leif Ericson ami

Thorfinn proved the l*ilgrim Fathers of New England ! But it

was not so to be ; and the fruitless search which has been so zeal-

ousl}' pursued in the hope of recovering some trace of the presence

of Scandinavian colonist;? on the site of the mysterious Vinlaud;

or of still older Egyptian, Phaniician, Greek, or Punic waiideicrs
|

landed by choice or chance along the American shores : has served

only to place beyond doubt that if any such did precede Columbus

in his great discovery, they turned their visit to no permanent

account, and have left no memorials of tlioir premature glimpse

of the Western Hemisi)liere.
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CHAPTEK XX.

THE AMERICAN TYPE.

3maturc gliiapsi

THE RACE OF OCANAHANE—FIRST INDIANS IN EUROPE—A DISTINCT RACE OF MEN--

VIEWS OF DR. MOUTON- -THB AMERICAN CRANIAL TYPE— EXCEPTIONAL VARIETIES

—VIEWS OF AQASaiZ— MORTON'S BARBAROUS NATIONS—OTHER OBSERVERS-

CANADIAN CRANIA—DEVIATIONS FROM NORMAL TVl'E— THE ALLEGIIANS- THB

SCIOTO MOUND SKULL—GENERAL FORMULAE- THE CHEROKEE HEAD—THE QEiVVE

CREEK MOUND SKULL—MOUND AND CAVE CRANIA—THE PERUVIANS AND MEXI-

CANS—PERUVIAN SEPULTURE—A PERUVIAN TOMB— FEMALE MUMMY—THE MANO
COLORADO—SEPULCHRAL RELICS—INFANT MUMMIES—PERUVIAN HEAD-FORMS

—

RELATIVE CEREBRAL CAPACITY—MORTON'S FINAL VIEWS—DOLICHOCEPHALIC

PERUVIAN HEAD—ARTIFICIAL COMPRESSION—PERUVIAN INFANT SKULLS—THB

NORMAL HEAD—THE ABNORMAL HEAD—PERUVIAN DOLICHOCEPHALIC CRANIA

—

EMBALMED HEAD—ORIGIN OF EMBALMING— SOURCES OF EVIDENCE—GEOGRAPHI-

CAL PHASES OF CIVILISATION—MEXICAN DOLICHOCEPHALIC CRANIA-MEXICAN

BHACHYCEPHALIO CRANIA—THE TOLTECAN FAMILY—DIVERGENT HEAD-FORMS—

THEORETICAL TYPE—IROQUOIS AND ALGONQUINS—THE ALGONQUIN STOCK

—

UNSTABLE CONDITIONS OF LIFE— CANADIAN CRANLV—SIGNIFICANCE OF OCCI-

PITAL FORMS—WESTERN CANADA— THE HURON COUNTRY—THE IROQUOIS STOCK

—ALGONQUIN CRANIA—NATICK INDIANS—NEW ENGLAND CRANIA— ALGONQUIN

LENAPE CRANIA—DIVERSITIES OF PHYSICAL CHARACTER—THE ESQUIMAUX HEAD

—ELEMENTS OF COMPARISON—ESQUIMAUX CRANIA—THE TSCHUKTCHI HEAD—
T8CHUKTCHI CRANIA—THE ESQUIMAUX AREA—MEAN CRANIAL MEASUREMENTS

—RESULTS OP COMPARATIVE ANALYSES—AMERICAN ETHNIC UNITY—OPINIONS

OF OBSERVERS—THE MONGOLIAN ETHNIC CrNTRE.

The unsuccessful search after traces of an ante-Columbian in-

tercourse with the New World, suffices to confirm the belief that,

fur luummbered centuries throughout that ancient era, the Western

nenii.s])here was the exclusive heritage of nations native to its

soil. Its sacred and sepulchral rites, its usages and superstitions,

its arts, letters, metallurgy, sculpture, and architecture, are all

peculiarly its own ; and we must now direct our attention to the

pliysical characteristics which mark the American type of man

;

(lud endeavour to ascertain what truths may be recoverable from

ihat source, relative to the origin, mutual influences, or essential

diversities, pertaining to the civilized nations and barbarous tribes,

tiiul confederacies of the continent.

Among the various grounds on which Columbus founded his
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belief in the existence of a continent beyond the Athintic, special

impoi-tance was attached to the fact that the bodies of two dead

men had been cast ashore on the island of Flores, differing essen-

tially in features and physical characteristics from any known race,

When at length the great discoverer of the Western World had set

his foot on the islands first visited by him, the peculiarities whic'i

marked the gentle and friendly race of Guanahan^ were noted with

curious minuteness; and their " tawny or copper hue," their straight,
|

coarse, black hair, strange features, and well-developed forms, were

0.11 recorded as objects of interest by the Spaniards. On his retiuii,

the little caravel of Columbus was freighted not only with gold and
|

other coveted products of the New World, but with nine of its

natives, brought from the islands of San Salvador and Hispaniola;

eight of whom survived to gaze on the strange civilisation of

ancient Spain, and to be themselves objects of scarcely less aston-

ishment than if they had come from another planet. Six of these

representatives of the western continent, who accompanied Colum-

bus to Barcelona, where the Spanish court then was, were baptized

with the utmost state and ceremony, as the first-fruits offered to

Heaven from the new-found world. Ferdinand and the entlmsi

astic and susceptible Isabella, with the Prince Juan, stood sponsors

for them at the font ; and when, soon after, one of them, who had

been retained in the prince's household, died, no doubt as to their

connnun Immanity marred the pious l)elief that he was the first of
|

his nation to enter heaven.

Such was the earliest knowledge acquired by the Old ^^'olld

of the singular type of man generically designated the lied Indian;

and the attention wliich its jieculiaritics excited, when thus dis

played in their fresh novelty, has not yet exhausted itself, after an

interval of upwards of three centuries and a half That certain

special characteristics in complexion, liair, and features, do pertain

to the whole race or races of the American Continent, is not to lie

disputed. Ulloa, who spent ten years in the provinces of ^Mexico,

Columbia, and rem, says :
" If we have seen one American, wi

may be said to have seen all, their colour and make arc so nearly

alike." ^ Remarks involving the same idea have been recorded bv

other travellers ; jvnd luive l)een subsequently quoted, with a eoni-

prehensive application undreamt of wlieu they were uttered. In

the sense in which tlie remark of IHloa was made, relative to the

tribes now occupying tlie tropical regions of the contineni, of which

iilono lie s|iols<' frniii personal obsi'r\iition, them is notliing specially

' < '/irniiicif <hl f'liu, i>;u'(o i. c. lit.
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to diallenge ; but that which was originally the mere generaliza-

tion of a traveller, has been quoted as though it involved an un-

(juestionable dogma of science. Various causes, moreover, have

tended to encourage the development of scientific theory in this

direction ; so that, with the exception of the Esquimaux, the uni-

versality of certain physical cluimcteristics peculiar to the tribes

and nations of America, has been assumed by American ethnolo -

oists as an absolute postulate for the strictest purposes of scientific

induction ; and is reaifirmed dognuitically, in the words of UlU)a :

" He v:ho has seen one tribe of Indians, has seen all."

An idea which embraces in a sinqde form the solution of many
dilUculties, is sure to meet with ready acceptance. Tliis one, accord-

ingly, which affirms certain homogeneous jdiysical characteristics to

be constant throughout the American races, has been adopted, for the

most part, without inquiry ; and opinions based on its assumption

have been aeproduced in confirmation of its truth. Kobertson, the

Instorian, allinns of the Esquimaux, that they " are manifestly a

race of men distinct from all the nations of the American continent,

in language, in disposition, and in habits of life. But," he adds,

•' among ail the other inhabitants of America there is such a strik

i'lg similitiule in the form of their bodies and the qualities of their

minds, that, notwithstanding the diversities occasioned by the in-

fluence of climate, or unequal progress of inqn'ovement, we must

pronounce them to be descended from o)\e soiu-ce."^ In this, how-

over, the historian is merely generalizing from the obseivation of

others ; and it may even be questioncJ i^ he attached any very

(lotinite idea to this assumed desceut of tiu vliole American nations

IViini one common source. But when n ;^imil;ir opinion is advanced

(111 the authority of a scientific traveller, who cor)]»ined the results

ol' varied hnowledge and profouu'i ph'losophical speculation with

coiu'lusions derived i'rom his own personal observations, it acquires

claims to higher consideration and value. "There 1.3 no proof,"

Miy^s llumlioldt, in the introduction to his .liesearehcs, " that the

I'xisti'ucc of nnxn is much more recent in America than in the other

liemis]iliere. . . . The nations of America, exci,[)t those which

iMinler 011 the polar circle, fin-m a single race, charai i erized by the

foiiiuition of the skull, the colour of the skin, the extreme thinness

of the beard, and straight glossy hair." But thi.) -tatement has

Ixen reproduced to sustain views which the acconq)anying remarks

iiitiiely contradict ; for, as will be afterwards noted, iu the very

iii'xt sentence Humboldt dwells on the ..triUing rosoniblance which

' IIi'Iki tynii's A nil r'n'd, v.. \\

i '
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the American race bears to tlie Asiatic Muiigols, and refers to the

transitional cranial characteristics whicli constitute links between

the two.

Few and partial exceptions can be quoted to the general unani

mity of American writers—some of them justly regarded aji

authorities in ethnology,—in reference to this view of the nations

of the whole American continent, north and south. With the

s )litary exception of the Esquimaux, they an; aftirmed to constitute

one nearly honuigeneons race, varying within very narrow limits

from the prevailing type ; and agreeing in so many essentially dis-

tinctive features, as to prove them a well-defined species of the

genus Homo. Lawrence, "NVisenum, Agassiz, Scjuier, Clliddon, Nott,

and Meigs, might each be (juoteil in confirmation of the prevailing

uniformity of certain strongly -marked cranial chai'acteristics
; but

tlie source of all such opinions is the justly distinguished author of

the Crania Americana, ])r. Morton, of l*hiladelphia. His viuws

underwent considerable modification on points relating to the sin-

gular conformation observable in certain skulls found in ancient

American graves, especially in reference to the influence of artilicial

means in perpetuating changes from the !. mal type; but the

tendencies of his matured oi)inions all went to confirm his original

idea of universal apjn-oximation to one ty])e throughout the New

World. The final results of his examination of a greatly extended

series of IVruvian crania are thus clearly defined :
" 1 at first found

it difficult to conceive that the original rounded skull of the Indian

could be changed into this fantastic form, and was led to su])po.se

tliat the latter was an artificial elongation of a head remarkable for

its length and narrowness. I even sujiposed that the long hciuled

I*(;ruvians were a more ancient p(>ople than the Inca tribes, and

tlistinguished from them by their cranial configuration. In this

oj'.inion I was mistaken, A1)undant means of observation and

comparison have since convinced me that all these variously- formed

heads were originally of the same rounded shajje."

8uch are the latest views of Dr. INIorton, as set forth in Vm

posthumous ])aper on "The Physical Type of the American Indiana."

In that same liiial contribution to his favourite science, Dr. jNbutun's

matureel views on the cranial type of the American conthieut-

based on evidence accunndatcd in the interval of twelve years wliieli

elajised between the [lublicatiou of the Crania A^ncrimna and tiio

death ol' its author,— are thus ilefinetl : "The Indian skull is (if a

decidedly rounded foiiii, The occipital portion is flattened in the

upward direction, ;iiid tlie trausMTse diameter, as measured betwirii
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iho parietal bones, is remarkably wide, and ufkn exceeds the longi-

Ituliual line} The foreliead is low and receding, and rarely arched,

as in the other races,- a feature that is regarded by Humboldt,

Lund, anil other naturalists, as a characteristic of the American

race, and serving to distingiu.sh it from the M(»ngolian. The cheek-

JHtues are high, but not much ex])anded ; the maxillary region

is salient and })onderous, with teeth of a cori-esponding size, and

singularly free from decay. The orbits are large and squared, the

nasal orifice wide, and the bones that protect it arched and expanded.

The lower jaw is massive, and wide between the condyles ; but,

iKitwithstandhig the ])rominent position of the firce, the teeth are

tor the most part vertical."" The views thus set forth by him who

lias been justly designated "the founder of the American School of

Ktlniology,"^ have been maintained and strengtliened by his suc-

lessors ; and scarcely any point in relation to ethnographic types

has been more generally accepted as a recognised postulate, than

this ap[>roxinuitive cranial uniformity of the whole American race.

Tiie c()m])rehensive generalization of the American cranial type,

thus set f(n-th on such high authority, has exercised an important

influence on subsequent investigations relative to the aborigines

iif the New World. It has, indeed, been accepted with such ready

fiiitli as a scientific i)ostulate, that Agassiz, Nott, Meigs, and other

distinguished ])hysiologists and iiaturalists, adopted it without

([uestion ; and have reasoned from it as one of the few well-tleter-

iiiined data of ethnological science. It has no less effectually con-

trolled the deductions of observant travellers. Mr. Stephens having

submitted to Dr. INIorton the bones rescued by him from an ancient

c among the ruins of Ticul, "so cnnnbled and broken, that in

II court of law their ancient i.ro])rietor would not be able to identify

em," he s\icceeiling in ])iecing together, out of the broken frag-

iiiients, the posterior and laterid portions of the skull ; and from these

jiiuiiei't'ect data ])i'onounced it to be that of a fenude, presenting " the

anie ))hysical conformation which )ms been bestowed with amazing

mifonnity upon all the tribes on the continent, fnnn Canada to

' 111 this stati'iiu'iit Dr. Morton woultl si'eni to have had iii view liis theoretical

llv|ii'. liither than the resnlts of liis own ohnervations, 'inloss he accepted as evi-

liiiin' the artiticially al)l)reviated and flattened sknli.s ; and even of these his

li''iHhi Aiiitrii'Kiia fnrnishes only one example, from a nn)und on the Alabama
liwr (plate liv.) " It is flattened on the oceipnt <ind os frontis in such manner
V til iiive the whole head a sugar-loaf or conical fi 'rm, ('•//( nre (dw !/•< (jnat lateral

t'l'iiiidir, (1)1(1 its jHirrod'iK's-i fnnn h((c/c to front.'''
*' " IMiysical Type of the American Indians," Sehoolcraft'H llistitri) <</ iIk Induin
•<", vol. ii. ](. ,'{|(>.

Tiii'isiif Miiiikiiiil, p, s7.
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Patagonia, and from tlic Atlantic to the Pacific Ocean." ^ Some of

Mr. Stephens' own porscmal observations pointed, as we have seen,

to a very different conchisiou ; but lie resigned liis judgment to tliis

scientific dogma, and accepted it as conclusive proof that the ruins

he had been exploring are the work of elder generations of the

same Indians who now, miserable and degraded, cling around their

long-deserted sites.

Apart from its bearing on the (juestiou of the indigenous origin

of the American race, as an essentially distinct species in the genus

Homo, this idea of a nearly abs(jlutc liomogeneity pervading the

tribes and nations of the Western Hemisphere, through every variety

of climate and country, from the Arctic to the Antarctic circle, is so

entirely opposed to the ethnic plienomena witnessed in other quarters

of the globe, that it is deserving of the minutest investigation. It

is, indeed, admitted by Morton that the agreement is not absolute;

and a distinction is drawn by him, and to some extent recognised

and adopted by his successors, between the " barbarous or American,"

and the "civilized or Toltecan," tribes. Accordingly, one of the

three propositions witli Avhich Dr. Morton sums iip the results

deduced from the mass of evidence set forth in his Crania Americano

is, " That the American nations, excepting the polar tribes, are of

one race and one si)ecies, but of two great families, which reseniljle

each other in physical, but differ in intellectual character."^ But

the distinction, when thus defined, is manifestly not an etlmical

one, but the mere accompaninjent of civilisation with its wonted

intellectual development. An essential difference in physical ty]ie

is indeed recognised as separatii^g the Esquhnaux, or ])olar tribes,

from the true American autochtiiones ; but any ])hysical diflerence

between the renniinhig two great families into which the American

nations are divided is expressly denied. Such a distinction is, fur

ethnological purposes at least, arbitrary, indefinite, and valueless.

( 'ther 'lifferences, or varieties, recognised among the tribes ofj

North and South At. erica, have been acknowledged; but only iuj

suc!> a manner as to harmonize with Morton's postu^ *^o of one

American type of nnm ; and to confirm the assum])tion oi his indi-l

genous origin among the fauna peculiar to the Western ircmi.sjdiore

Agassiz, when alluding to the conflicting opinions nnvintained by

i:ool<)gists as to the number of species int(j which the genus Cchi:

is divisible, remai'ks .
" Hero we have, with reference to one genu;

of monkeys, the same diversity of opinion as exists among naturalist:)

' Stoplu'iis' Trurils in Vi(r(it<ni, vol. i. |i. 284.
- ('vdn'ut A iiwrhnid, j). 2(W.
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respecting tlie races of man. But in this case the liuestion assumes

;i
peculiar interest, from the circumstance tliat the genufi Cebus is

jcxchisively American; for that discloses the same indefinite limi-

Itation between its species which we observe also among the tribes

lit' Indians, or the same tendency to splitting into minor groups,

luiining really one into the other, notwithstanding some few marked

jilitterences : in the same manner as Morton has sluAvn that all the

Umlians constitute hut one race, from one end of the continent to the

ntlior. This differentiation of our animals into an almost indefinite

I
number of varieties, in species which have, as a whole, a wide geo-

liiaphical distribution, is a feature which prevails very extensively

[upon the two continents of America. It may be observed among

Icnir squirrels, our rabbits and hares, our turtles, and even among

|ouv fishes ; while, in the Old World, notwithstanding the recurrence

similar phenomena, the range of variation of species seems less

lexteiisive, and the range of their geographical distribution more

llimited. In accordance with this general character of the animal

Ikiugdom, we find likewise that, among men, with the exception of

Arctic Esquimaux, there is only one single race of men extend-

|in<j over the whole range of North and South America, but dividing

liiito innumerable tribes ; whilst, in the Old "World, there are a great

liiiany well-defined and easily distinguished races, which are cir-

|iuiiiscribed within comparatively much narrower boundaries."^

Sncli is the argument by which this distinguislied American

laatiualist seeks to harmonize the theory of jNIorton with seemingly

jinvcoucdable facts ; and thereby to confirm his idea of a complete

iMiivspondence between the circumscribed areas of tho iinimal world

pi the natural range of distinct types of man. The ditliculties

Imsing from admitted ])hysical differences in the one American

Iraee, arc solved by other wi'iters who hold to this indigenous unity,

iksuch gratuitous assumptions as that advanced by ]\Ir. Oliddon,

iliat
" in r'.!ality these races originated in nations, and not in a single

fair; thus forming proximate, but not identical species."" In spite

ut such theories, however, the irreconcilable variations from any

|sj>umed normal type could not be altogether ignored ; and the dif-

r.culty is repeatedly glaneetl at, though it is not fairly grappled

l«itli by any <^f the writers of " the American School of Ethnology."

Ilk closest approximation to a recognition of the legitimate deduc-

I'k from such contrasting cranial characteristics, is made by Dr.

ktou himself, where - overlooking, as 1 conceive, the true cause,

' IlulhjiiHim l\(iri!S of ihi linrtli, ]>. xiv.
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—he remarks, in reference! to the larger cerebral capacity of tin;

Indian in his savage state, than of the semi-civilized I'ernvian :-

" Something may be attributed to a primitive difference of stock,

but more, perhaps, to the contrasted activity of the two races,"

Whilst, however, this supposed unity in physical form is sn

strongly asserted throughout the writings of Dr. Morton, and has

been accepted and made the basis of many comprehensive artfu-

ments dependent on its truth, its originator was not unaware tliat
|

it was subject to variations of a very marked kind, altliough he did
j

not allow their just weight to these, when determining the conclu-

sions from his carefully accumulated data. He thus remarks, in

his Crania A mericana, on certain unmistakable diversities of fcjim
|

into which the assumed American cranial type may be subdivided,

when classing the so-called harharous nations :—" After examiniiiit

a gTeat number of skulls, I find that the nations east of the

Alleghany IMountains, together with the cognate tribes, have tlie

head more elongated than any other Americans. This remark

applies especially to the great Lenape stock, the Iroquois and tlie

Cherokees. To the west of the Mississippi we again meet with the

elongated head in the INIandans, Eicaras, Assinaboins, and some

otlier tribes."^ The Minetaries, Crows, and Blackfeet, are added to

these, in his latest reference to the same subject. But Dr. Morton

superadds the remark :
—

" Even in these instances the characteristic

truncature of the occiput is more or less obvious, while many

nations east of the Eocky Mountains have the rounded head so

characteristic of the race, as the Osages, Ottoes, Missouris, Dacotas,

and nunier(nis others. The same conformation is common in)

Florida; but some of these nations are evidently of the Toltecanl

family, as Iwth their characteristics and traditions testify. The]

heads of the Caril.)S, as well of the Antilles as of terra firma, are

also naturally rounded ; and we trace this character, as far as we
J

have had opportunity for examination, through the nations east ofj

the Andes, the Patag'.'nians and the tribes of Chili. In fact, the)

flatness of the occipital portion of the cranium will probably hej

found to characterize a greater or less number of individuals inl

every existing tribe from Tierra del Fuego to tlie Cauadas. If their

skulls be viewed from behind, we observe the occipital outline to liej

moderately curved outward, wide at the occipital protuberancesJ

and full from those points to the opening of the ear. From thej

parietal protuberances there is a slightly curved sIojjc to the vertex,

* Crania A mericana, p. Of) ; Phij.iical Tiqic of the A mnrican Indians ; Ilislunj
';/J

Indian l^riha, vol. ii. p. .SI 7-
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producing a conical, or rather a wedge-shaped outline." These

opinions are still more strongly advanced in Dr. Morton's most

matured views, where he aflirms the American race to be essentially

separate and peculiar, and with no obvious links, such as he could

discern, between them and the people of the Old World, but a race

distinct from all others.

Following in the footsteps of the distinguished Blumenbach, Dr.

Morton has the rare merit of having laboured with patient zeal and

untiring energy, to accumulate and publish to the world the accu-

rately observed data which constitute the only true basis of science.

His Crania Americana is a noble monument of well-directed in-

dustry ; and the high estimation in which it is held, as an accu-

rate embodiment of facts, has naturally tended to give additional

weight to his deductions. But it is obvious that his mind dwelt

[too exclusively on one or two of the leading characteristics, more

or less common, amid many equally important variations in Ameri-

Icim crania; and the tendency of his views, as based on the results

I

of his extended observations, was to regard the most marked dis-

jtiuctions in American crania as mere variations within narrow

limits, embraced by the common and pecidiar type, which he recog-

nised as characteristic of the whole continent, both north and south.

In this opinion his successors have not only concurred, but they

attach even less importance to the variations noted by his careful

eve. Dr. Nott, for example, when noting the pecidiarities of a

remarkable brachycephalic mound skull, adds :
" Identical charac-

ters pervade all the American race, ancient and modern, over the

wliole continent. We have compared many heads of living tribes,

Ciierokees, Choctaws, Mexicans, etc., as well as crania from mounds

|of all ages, and the same general organism characterizes each one."^

Since the death of Dr. ^lorton, his greatly augmented collection,

mow mmibering upwards of eleven hundred skulls, has been de-

posited in the Cabinet of the Academy of Natural Sciences of

iHiiladelphia, and his catalogue has been carefully edited and ex-

tended under the care of Dr. J, Aitken !Meigs. The rearrangement

laud classification led to no change in the inferences deduced from

is valuable accumidation of evidence ; and, in a later publication,

IDr. Meigs remarks :
" Through the Crania Americana, it has long

Iken known to the scientific world that a remarkable sameness of

»5teol(igical character pervades all the American tribes, from Hud-

\nh Bay to Tierra del Fuego."^

t

' Tijpritof Moiikhul, p. 291.
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Sucli, then, is the opinion armed at l)y Dr. Morton, as the n

suit of extensive study and observation, accepted or eonlinned Ir

his successors, and made the starting-point from whence to advaiic

to still more com[)rehensive concl unions. It is not necessary, there

fore, to prove the recognition of Lhis well-known etlinologica

postulate by further references. Its influence is suiliciently ajipa

rent, from its adoption by one of the \ ly foremost among Americiii

men of science in support of his pecidiar views as to the indigeuou

origin of distinct types of man, a well as of the inferior animals

But while some of the conclusions of American ethnologists havt

been combated \\'\t\\ earnest zeal, it has not occurred to tliuii

opponents to challenge this physi(jlogical postulate, which lies at

the basis of the whole.

When my attention was first directed to the investigation of the

cranial conformation of ancient races, it was in reference to the

primitive occupants of the British Islands. Nothing had been

attempted with this purpose in view, so ftir as Scotland was con-

cerned, but the contril)ution tlien offered as a beginning towanh

the accumulation of the re(piisite data, has since been followed iiji

by efficient labourers in this new field of research. At that time

I had little anticipation of ever devoting my attention to tlie

physical conformation of ancient or modern races of the New "WoiLI,

with the facilities arising from long residence on the Anierieau

continent. Nevertheless, the special characteristics ascribed to tlie

American race had already been noted by me, and certain points of

correspondence traced between them and such as pertain to tlie|

crania of ancient British tumuli.^ When in more recent years

expected opportunities enabled me to investigate for myself these!

characteristics of the aboriginal occupants of the American fore-^ti

and prairies, I availed myself of them, in the full anticipatiniJ

of meeting watli such evidences of a general approximatidu t|

the assigned cranial type as would confirm the deductions of pre]

vious ol)servers. ^ly chief aim, indeed, when first exploring soiii^

of the Indian cemeteries in Canada, was to acquire specimens i

skulls approximating to the peculiar brachycephalic type of tuid

important class of early Scottisli graves. It was, accordinqlv, aj

first with a sense of disappointment that, after repeated exploratiuii|

in different localities, I obtained a collection of Canadian craii

which, though undoubtedly Indian, exhibited little or no tra(

of the compressed form, with short longitudinal diameter, so strikj

ingly apparent in ancient ^Mexican and Peruvian skulls, and im

1 Prehhtork Annnh of !icotJ(ini1, 1st Ed. p. 1C7.
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rare examples recovered from niomids of the Arississii)pi Valley.

Slowly, however, the conviction furced itself upon me, that to

wliatever extent this assigned typical skull may be fouiul in other

parts of the continent, those most freciuently met with along the

north shores of the great lakes arc deficient in some of its most

essential elements. Similar conchisions arc uidicatcd by Dr.

Latham, when comparing the Esquimaux and American Indian

I'oruis of skull, as determined by Dr. IMorton;^ and are no less

strongly affirmed by Dr. lletzius, who states that it is scarcely jws-

sible to find a more distinct se[)nvation into dolichoco]>halic nnd

biachycephalic races than in Anu'vica.^ N(n' should the remark of

Professor Agassiz be overlooked i -rence to Dr. IMorton's one,

uniform American, race, " that, ii coidance with tlie zoological

iliaracter of the whole realm, this race is divided into an infinite

luuuber of small tribes presenting more or less difference one from

another." Dr. Knox also, in his Races of Men, not only expresses

his dcjubt of " the asserted identity of the lied Indian throughout

tlio entire range of continental America," but he ridicules the

opinion of Dr. Morton that the difference l)etween the extreme

forms of Peruvian and other American skulls is the residt of arti-

ficial coni])ression differently applied to the same ])riniary form.^

It is indeed necessary to determine what must be regarded as

the essential requisites of Dr. jVIorton's American typical cranium
;

for neither he nor his successors have overlooked the fact of devia-

tions from this supposed normal type, not only occurring occasion

ally, but existing as permanent characteristics of certain tribes.

As has been already shown, Dr. Morton recognised a more elongated

head as pertaining to certain tribes, but this he speaks of as a

mere slight variation from the more perfect form of the normal

skull, and he adds :
" Even in these instances the characteristic

truncation of the occiput is more or less obvious."* So also

Dr. Nott, after defining the typical characteristics of the American

cranium, remarks :
" Such are more universal in the Toltecan than

the Ijarbarous tribes. Among the Iroquois, for instance, the heads

wore often of a somewhat more elongated form ; but the Chcrokees

and Choctaws, who, of all barbarous tribes, display gi-eater aptitude

fur civilisation, present the genuine type in a remarkable degree.

My birth and long residence in Southern States have permitted the

'^ Natural History of tho Varieties of Mau, p. 453.
^ Arch, lies Sciences Katurelles, Geneva, 18C0.
3 Rao's cf Men, y\\. 127, 270.
^ (^rania Amrrieana, p. (50; /fistort/ (f Imiian TrihtK, vol. ii. ]). ;}17.
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432 The Alleghans. [chap.

.
r

!

study of many of these living tribes, and they exhibit this confor

mation almost without exception. I have also scrutinized many

Mexicans, besides Catawbas of South Carolina, and tribes on the

Canada Lakes, and can bear witness that the living tribes every-

where confirm Morton's type."*

In selecting a skull, which seemed to Dr. Morton in all respects

to fulfil the theoretical requirements of his typical cranium, we are

guided, under his directions, to that ancient people who, in cen-

turies long prior to the advent of Europeans, originated some

remarkable traits of a native civilisation in the valleys of the

eastern tributaries of the Mississippi. It will, therefore, coincide

with his choice of an example of the true American head, if, start-

ing from that ancient race, we pursue our comparisons downward

to the nations and tribes familiar to Europeans by direct intercourse

and personal observation.

The ingenious and learned author of Iconographic MesearcJm

on Human Races and their Art, deduces, as we have already seen,

from one of the portrait pipe-sculptures of the ancient Mounds,--

or rather from the engraving of it furnished in the fii*st volume of

the Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge,—the comprehensive

conclusions :—that the Mound-Builders were American Indians in

type, and were probably acquainted with no other men but them-

selves ; to which he adds, " in every way confirming the views of

the author of Crania Americana" Mr. Schoolcraft goes still

further ; and, ignoring not only the unquestionable proofs of the

lapse of many centuries since the construction of the great earth-

works in the Ohio Valley, but also all the evidences of geometrical

skill, a definite means of determining angles, a fixed standard of

measurement, and the capacity, as well as the practice of repeating

geometrically constructed earthworks of large and uniform dimen-

sions : he thus sums up his account of the Alleghans, the oldest

known occupants of the Ohio Valley :
" The tribes lived in fixed

towns, cultivated extensive fields of the zea-maize, and also, as

denoted by recent discoveries, of some species of beans, vines, and

esculents. They were in truth the Mound- Builders."^

Reference has been made in a previous chapter to the discovery

of the " Scioto Mound Skull," the most characteristic of the crania

of the Mound-Builders. It lay embedded in a compact mass of

carbonaceous matter, intermingled with a few detached bones of

the skeleton and some fresh-water shells. Over this had been

• Ti/pen of Mnnkmtl, p. 441. - Ifiatorij of liulkin Trihfn, vol. v. p. IS.''.
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heaped a mound of rough stones, on the top of which, incovered

by the outer layer of clay, lay a large plate of mica, that favourite

material of the ancient Mound-Builders. This is the skull which,

according to the description of Dr. Morton, furnishes the best

example of the true typical American head. It is produced as

such by Dr. Nott, in the Types of Mankind, and is described in the

Fio. 63—Suiotu Mound Skull.

words of Dr. Morton, in Dr. Meigs' "Catalogue of Human Crania

in the Collection of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Phil-

adelphia," as "perhaps, the most admirably-formed head of the

1American race hitherto discovered. It possesses the national cha-

Iracteristics in perfection, as seen in the elevated vertex, flattened

locciput, great interparietal diameter, ponderous bony structure,

Isalient nose, large jaws and broad face. It is the perfect type of

Ilndian conformation, to which the skulls of all the tribes from

|Cape Horn to Canada more or less approximate."

Of this skull the measurements which involve the most essen-

lial typical elements, and so furnish precise materials for compari-

Isons are :

—

Longitudinal diameter, 6 "5 inches

Parietal „ «0 „

Vertical „ 6-2 „

Inter-mastoid arch, 160 „

Horizontal circumference, . 19-8 „

BO that, in fact, the cranium very closely corresponds in its mea-

pements, in length, breadth, and height. StUl further it may be

poted, on examining the skull, as figured above, that the singular

iJiigitudinal abbreviation affects the posterior, mucli more than the

2 E

It
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anterior development, though a careful examination of the original

has satisfied me that this is considerably exaggerated in the full-

sized drawings of Dr. Davis.* If, however, we turn from tlip

definition of this particular skull, to the general formuUe derived

from t!ie examination of numerous examples, they amount to this

;

Pig. 54.—Scioto Mound Skull.

A small receding forehead, somewhat broad at the base, but with

a greatly depressed frontal bone ;
^ a flattened or nearly vertical I

occiput ; viewed from behind, an occipital outline which curves

moderately outwards, wide at the occipital protuberances, and f".!l
[

from these points to the opening of the ear ; from the parietal piu-

tuberances a slightly curved slope to the vertex, producing a wedge-

shaped outline ; a great vertical diameter ; and the predominant I

relative interparietal diameter of the brachycephalic cranium. If

to those are added large quadrangular orbits, cheek-bones high ami
[

massive, the maxillary region salient and ponderous, and the nose

prominent : we have, nearly in Dr. Morton's own words, the most I

characteristic features of that American cranium which prevail
[

among ancient and modern tribes of the brachycephalic type, aiul[

has been assumed by him as universal

It is with great diffidence that 1 venture to challenge conclu-|

sions, adopted after mature consideration by the distinguislied

author of the Crania Americana. But in proceeding to a])ply tlitj

evidence of physical conformation as a means of comparison be-|

tween ancient and modern races of the New World, a revision ali

• Anaelit Monuments of the Mississipjn Valley, pis. xlvii. xlviii.

2 " Tlieru is no mce on the globe in which the frontal bone is so much presseJI

backwards, and in which the forehead i.s so small."

—

Htimhohlt. "All possi«|

alike the low receding forehead."

—

Morton,

(i.
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of the evidence and the deductions therefrom becomes indispen-

sable. Tried by his own definitions and illustrations, the Scioto

Mound skull essentially differs from the American typical cranium

in some of its most characteristic features. Instead of the low,

receding, unarched forehead, assigued independently by Humboldt

and IMorton, we have here a finely arched frontal bone, with corre-

sponding breadth of foi'ehead. The conical or wedge-shaped vertex

is, in like manner, replaced by a well-rounded arch, curving equally

throughout ; and with the exception of the flattened occiput, due,

as 1 believe to artificial, though probably undesigned compression

in infancy, the cranium is a uniformly proportioned example of an

extreme brachycephalic skull. It has been selected, in the Types

of Mankind,^ for the purpose of instituting a comparison with

the well-developed head of a Cherokee chief, who died, while a

prisoner at Mobile, in 1837, and the two crania are there engraved

side by side, with other examples: "to show through faithful copies,

that the type attributed to the American races is found among
tribes the most scattered ; among the semi-civilized and the bar-

barous ; among living as well as among extinct races ; and that no

foreign race has intruded itself into their midst, even in the smallest

appreciable degree."^ But, judging merely by the reduced profile

drawings, placed in juxtaposition, without reference to precise

measurements, the points of agreement are very partial. The

vertical occiput of the ancient skull rounds somewhat abruptly into

a slightly arched horizontal vertex, and with the well-developed

forehead, and short longitudinal diameter, gives a peculiarly square

form to it, in profile. In the modern skull, on the contrary, the

occipital flattening is not so much that of the occiput proper, as of

the posterior part of the parietal, together with the upper angle of

occipital bone ; thereby uniting with the receding forehead of the

latter, to produce a conoid outline, in striking contrast to the square

form of the other. But a comparison of the measurements of the

two skulls, serves no less effectually to refute the supposed corre-

spondence, adduced in proof of a typical unity traceable throughout

tribes and nations of the Western Hemisphere the most widely

separated alike by time and space.'^

' Types of Mimkiiid, p. 442.
^ Dr. Nott's definition is as follows : " The most striking anatoinical cliaiactera of

the American crania are, small size ; low, receding forehead ; short antero-posterior

Uiameter; great inter-pari'jtal diameter ; flattened occiput ;
prominent vertex ; high

•"licek-boues
;
ponderous, and somewhat prominent jaws."

—

Ibid. p. 441.
Tlio moa.surements of the modern skull are given, as al)ove, in the Proceed-

i -

I ;

I \
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lielciit. Modcvn

G-5 6-9

5 7

6-2 5-4

4-5 4-6

160 15-5

4 5 4-75

13 8 144
19-8 20-4

Longitudinal diameter,

Parietal,

Vertical,

Fnmtal,

Iritcr-inastoid arch,

Inter-mastoid line,

Occipito-froiital arch, .

Horizonttol circumference,

It is not to be supposed that any single skull can be selected as

the embodiment of all the essential typical chamcteristics either

of the ancient or the mod(n*n cranial conformation ; nor can we de-

duce general conclusions as to the physical characteristics of the

ancient ISIound-Builders from the remarkable example referred to.

We lack, indeed, sufficient data as yet for any absolute determination

of the cranial type of the mounds ; but the Scioto Mound skull

cannot with propriety be designated as " the only skull incontestably

belonging to an individiial of that race," The Grave Creek Mound

cranium, figured by Dr. Morton, belongs no less indisputably to the

same race, and presents in its arched forehead, prominent super

ciliary ridges, and compact, uniformly rounded profile, a general

correspondence to the previous example.^ In 1853, Dr. J. C. Warren

exhibited to the Boston Natural History Society the cast of a

second and more perfect skull from the same mound,^ which I havo

since examined and measured in the collection of Dr. J. Mason

Warren. It is also worthy of note that several inferior maxillary

bones of the mound skeletons have been recovered nearly entire,

They are remarkable for their massiveness, and are described as less

])rojecting than those pertaining to the skeletons of a later date,^

Another skull given by Dr. Morton, from a mound on the Upper

Mississippi, was obtained from an elevated site bearing considerable

resemblance to that where the Scioto Valley cranium was found

;

l)ut the evidence is insufficient to remove the doubts which its pro-

])ortions suggest, that in this, as in so many other cases, we have

only one of those later interments habitually made by the modem

Indians in the superficial soil of the mounds. It is better, mean

inga of the Boston Natural Ifistory Society, vol. v. p. 77. I owe it to the frank

liberality of Dr. Nott, that I was able to identify this as the skull referred to,

My own measurements, taken in 1860, give a still greater longitudinal diameter.

It will be seen by comparing the two columns, that the modern skull is in excess

iu longitudinal diameter, while both in breadth and lieight it is decidedly less.

1 Crania Americana, pi. liii. p. 223.
2 Proceedings of Boston Nat. Hist. Soc, vol. iv. p. 331.
3 A iident Monuments of the Miss'ssippi Valley, p. 290.
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I c

while, to reject all dcjubtful examples, than to incur the risk of

cumbering such well-authenticated evidence ab we may confidently

anticipate, with uncertaii.ty and confusion. The following table

includes a series of measurements of mound and ancient cave

crania, mostly taken by myself from the originals in the Academy

of Natural Sciences at l*hila«Ielphia, the collection of Dr. Warren

of Ijoston, and elsewhere :

—

TABLE T.—MOUND AND CAVE CRANIA.

M)0AL1TY. I., u. I'.n. F. D. V. D. I. A. 1. L. O. V. A. II. c.

19-81. Scioto Mound, . M. C-5 G-0 4-5 G-2 IGO 4-5 13-8

2. Grave Creek Mound, M. 6-6? GO • • 50 ... ... 14-2? ...

3. yy 9} • M. 6-6 GO 40 5-4 15-6 4-3 ... 20-2

4. Teimessee, ,, . M. 6G 5-G 41 5-G 15-2 4-4 140 19-5

5. Huron River, Ohio, M. 6-7 5-7 40 • at 14-8 4-4 14? 19-8

0. 99 • F. 6-7 5-4 40 5-4 140 4-2 13-7 19-9

7. Ohio Monnd, . P. 6-4 5-3 40 50 14.2? 4? • • • 190
8. Alabama Mound, . M. G-2 5-4 4-3 49 14G 3-8 13-3 18-6

9. Golconda Cave, M. 6-7 5-4 4-3 55 14-5 41 14 19-3

10. Steubeuville Cave, . M. 7-0 Gl 4-6 5-6 15-5 4-3 140 20-5

11. M. 6-8 5-9 4-4 5-7 15-5 4-5 14-4 20-5

12. M. 6-3 5-9 4-9 6-7 15-8 5-0 141 20-0

13. 99 * M. G6 GO 4-6 51 14G 4-2 13-3 20-0

14. P. G-6 5-4 4-3 51 14-? 4-3 13-9 19-0

15. M. 7-0 5-8 4-5 5-5 14-9 4-5 14-4 20-3

!ic. 99 * M. G-7 GO 4-5 5-7 15-4 4-7 14-1 20-3

jl7. 99 • P. 6-2 Gl 4-5 4-9 15? 4? 133 19-4

!l8. M. 7 1 5-7 4-6 50 15 4-4 14-2 20-2

119. 99 M. G-2 GO 4o 5-5 14-8 40 13-2 19-4

20. Kentucky Cave, M. 6-1 5-4 4-4 5G 14-5 4-4 13-G 18-4

21. 99 • M. 6-7 5-5 4-5 6-2 135 50 ... 19-7

Mound Crania Mean, G-54 5G7 413 5-36 14-91 4-23 13-83 19-53

1

Cave Crania Mean, . G62 5-78 4-51 5-47 14-85 4-42 13 87 19-77

Total Mean, .

i

6-58 5-74 4-37 5-43 14-87 4-35 13-80 19-68

Of the series embraced in this table, though all are ancient, only

the first four can be relied upon as undoubted examples of the

crania of the Mounds. In comparing them with others, there are

j

indications of a peculiar cranial type partially approximating to the

brachycephalic Peruvian cranium ; but this assumed correspondence

lias been exaggerated, and some important differences have been

slighted or ignored, in the zeal to establish the affinities which such

Un agreement would seem to imply. In vertical elevation the

Peruvian cranium is decidedly inferior ; and other points of dis

II
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tinctiuu boi'iiu out by the few well-authenticated Mound citinia,

are : their well-formed and arched frontal bones, unaffected by llic

pressure to which the vertical occiput must be ascribed ; and the

great prominence of the superciliary ridges. These differences weie

overlooked by Dr. J. C. Warren, who pronounced the Mound and

I'eruvian crania to be identical. A greater correspondence seems

to me to be traceable between the most ancient crania of the

Mexican valley and those of the mounds. But, tempting as are

the conclusions which such analogies suggest, any final decision on

the ethnical Hignificance of such skuU-fonus nmst be reserved until

further discoveries place within our reach a sufficient number of

skulls as well authenticated as those of the Scioto Valley and Grave

Creek Mounds. This, there is little hope of achieving, until syste-

matic explorations are instituted under the direction of a scientific

Commission, the organization of which would reflect credit on the

Government of the United States. The Cave crania, Kos. 9-21, are

a remarkable series of undoubted antiquity, and present a nearer

approximation to the mound type than any ether class. Their

most notable divergence, in the parietal diameter, disappears if the

doubtful examples of the latter, Nos. 5-8, are excluded, as in

Table xv.

Turning from this review of the meagre data hitherto recoveml

from the ancient sepulchral mounds, let us next consider tlie two

great civilized nations of the New World, the I'eruvians and

^lexicaiiS. Their civilisation had an independent origin and growth,

The scenes of its development wei-e distinct ; and each exhibited

special characteristics of intellectual progress. Nevertheless, they

had so much in common, that the determination of the pliysical

type peculiar to each, will be best secured by ascertaining what is

common to both.

When l)r. JMorton first undertook the investigation of the cranial

characteristics of the American races, he admitted the force of the

evidence presented to him in the examination of a number of

ancient Peruvian skulls ; and has recorded his recognition of the

traces of well-defined brachycephalic and dolichoce})halic races

among the ancient Peruvians.^ But the seductive charms of his

comprehensive theory of an American ethnic unity ultimately pre-

vailed over the earlier opinion ; which, even in the Crania Amai-

cana, was stated as a legitimate deduction from the evidence in

(question, without being incorporated into the author's conchuliiif!

' Crania Arturkaini, j). 98.

I

%U-
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all the extremcst varieties of the reruvian head w(ue naturally "of

the same rounded shape, which is characteristic of the aboriginal

race, from Cape Horn to Canada,"^ and owe their diversities of form

solely to artificial defomiation.

A revision of the evidence accunmlated by Dr. Morton, along

with additional illustrations of the cranial characteristics of the

Ancient Peruvians, derived fmm other sources, suggests* conclusions

at variance with this idea. The following tables of measurements

include results of observations on the collections of John H. Blake,

Esq. ; Dr. J. M. Warren ; the Natural History Society of Boston

;

the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia ; the Smithsonian

Institution, Washington ; and those of Dr. Archibald Smith, and

the Society of Antiquaries of Scotlantl, at Edinburgh. In pur-

suing my researches on this subject, I have enjoyed repeated op -

portunities of minutely studying an interesting collection of crania

and mummied bodies, procured by !Mr. Blake from ancient Peru-

vian cemeteries, on the shore of the Bay of Chacota, near Arica,

in latitude 1
8° 30' s. ; and have also been favoured with his care-

fully elaborated notes on the subject. The desert of Atacama,

between the eighteenth and twenty-fifth degrees of south latitude,

has been the site of sepulture for ancient Peruvian races through a

period of unknown duration, and numerous cemeteries have been

opened and despoiled. The mode of sepulture, and the articles

deposited with the dead, present so iniiform a resemblance, that,

excepting in one point, Mv. Blake observes, a description of one

may suffice for the Avhole. '-'h' difference noted arises from the

varying soil. The greater nuni »er are interred in the dry sand,

which generally covers the surface to a sufficient depth ; but in

some instances the excavations have been made in a soft rock

^gypsum) which here and there approaches the surface. In this

arid district, such is the nature of the soil and climate, that articles

which speedily p)erish in a damp soil and a humid atmosphere, are

found in perfect preservation after the lap)se of centuries. Added

to the facilities which nature has thus provided for perpetuating

the buried traces of the ancient Peruvians, they themselves practised

the art of embalming their dead. One of the largest cemeteries

referred to is situated on a pdain at the base of a range of low hills

on the shore of the Bay of Chacota, a little S(mtlnvard uf Ari(;a,

and about 185 leagues south-east of Lima. This plain is formed of

' Physical Type of the. Avurican Indians, \u 320.

^\

: t
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ailicious sand luid inavl, slightly impregnated with common salt,

and nitmto and siUphate of sodu. It is exceedingly light, tine, uiid

dry ; and such is its preservative nature, that even bodies interred

in it without any previous preparation have not entirely lost tliu

fleshy covering from their remains. In the cemeteries of this vast

arid plain, the objects which, in all probability, were most highly

prized by their owners, were deposited beside them, along witli

every articlo required in preparing the body for interment. Thus

the needles used for sewing the garments and wrappings of thu

dead, the comb employed in dressing the hair, and even the loose

hairs removed in this last process of the toilet, are all found

deposited in the grave.

The collection of I'eruvian antiquities formed by Mr. lUake,

includes curious specimens of native pottery, implements wrou;j;ht

in stone, bronze, and wood, and numerous interesting sepulciiral

relics illustrative of native arts and customs. But the most valu-

able department embraces the entire contents of a Peruvian tomit,

including the mummies of a man and woman, and the partially

desiccated remains of a child. Some of the contents of this grave

have already been referred to in illustration of Peruvian civilisation

in a previous chapter ; but a minute notice of the human remains,

with the special accompaniments of their interment, will furnish

information on various obscure points in the social history of this

remarkable people. It was obvl^ isly a family tomb. The male

mummy is that of a man in the maturity of life, in the usual sitting

position with the knees drawn up to the chin. With the exception

of a part of the integuments of the lower jaw, the body is in a <,'ood

state of preservation. On its transference to the humid atmosphere

of New England, the flesh becanie somewhat softened, but it exhibits

no symptoms of decay. It is dark brown, and possesses a peculiar

penetrating odour, somewhat similar to that of an Egyptian mummy.

The head is of the common rounded Peruvian form, with retreatinij

forehead, high cheek-bones, and prominent nose. The breadth of

hand, as measured across the extremity of the metacarpal bones,

with every allowance for the contraction produced in mummification,

is remarkably small. The hair has undergone little or no change,

and differs essentially from that most characteristic featuu; of tlie

Indian of the northern continent. It is brown in colour, and as

flne in texture as the most delicate Anglo Saxon hair. It is neatly

braided and arranged, the front locks being formed each into a roll

on the side of the head, while the hair behind is plaited into a

1 (!

14
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triaiifjular knot of six Imiid.s. Tlu; ])ai'ti-colo\ire(l wooUon j,'arments

,111(1 wiiippingH of this mummy are of fine texture ; and the head-

dress was an oblong striped hood, and over this a cap formed of

woollen threads of various colours, ingeniously woven and sur

mounted by feathers and a!i ornament formed of the quills of the

condor. A quiver made of the skin of a fox contained five arrows,

the shaft of each consisting of two pieces of reed, tipped with sharp-

pointed and barbed flint-heads, regularly formed, and attached by

ii tough green cement. Also suspended to one side, by a hair cord

passing over the shoulder, was a woollen bag, finely woven in stripes

of black, white, and brown, and curiously sewed at the sides with

threads of various colours. This contained leaves of the coca, and

a tliiu silver disk or medal, sun-ounded by a series of one hundred

small indeiitations near the edge, and in the centre a space of three-

fourths of ail inch countersunk and perforated with a small round

hole. To this a hair cord of about two feet in length is secured,

I probably to suspend it round the neck. When the hood was re-

moved from the head a small earthen vessel, with rounded base,

measuring about two inches in greatest diameter, and with the top

covered by a membrane, was found secured under the chin.

The body of the female from the same tomb presents nearly

similar ch.iracteristics. The hair is shorter, and somewhat coarser,

hut fine when compared with that of the northern Indians. It is

of a light brown colour, smooth, and neatly braided across the

upper part of the forehead, then carried backward and secured on

uach side of the head. The flesh of the legs, from the ankles to

the knees, is covered with red paint ; and marks of the same pig-

ment are also traceable on the hair and on the outer woollen wrap-

pings, presenting the impress of a hand. Such marks are connnon

oil Temvian munmiies ; and, taken into consideration along with

the small size of the hand, already noticed, they forcibly recall the

mano Colorado observed by Stephens amid the ruins of Uxmall

:

the impress of a living hand, but so small that it was completely

hid under that of iho traveller or his companion. It afterwards

stared them in the face, as he says, on all the ruined buildings of

the country ; and on visiting a nameless ruin, beyond Sabachtsche,

in Yucatan, Mr. Stephens remarks :
" On the walls of the desolate

edifice were prints of the mano Colorado, or red haiul. Often as I

saw this print, it nevei* failed to interest me. It was the stamp of

the livhig hand. It always brought me nearer to the builder's of

these cities ; and at times, amid stillness, desolation, and ruin, it

if

» > i
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Hcumod ns il' tVoin behind tlu> curtain lliutcoiKU'iiliMl tlicni iVoni view

was uxUtndod tlni hand of grt^otinj;. Thc! Indians sui»l it wns tlic

hand of the nuistor of tho building'." Such indications t>f any com

niunity of customs or usa<^e between tho Peruvians an<l tlie ancient

buiklers of Yucatan or Central Anuirica are full of interest, how

ever slij^ht ; nor does it detract from their vidue that tho same

practice pertains to the northern tribes, and is curiously inter

woven with their symbolic decorations.

The symbol of the expanded hand appears anion}:^ the devices

on the Engraved Aztec Hatchet, Fig. 51 ; and constantly occui-s in

painted or graven ideograjjiiy. One example figured here, copied

by Lieut. J. II. Simpson, U.S.A., from a remarkable scries of ancient

native hieroglyphics and Europiian inscriptions, on thy Moro liock,

in tho valley of the Rio do Zuni, exhibits the open hand in a gron"

of Indian characters, or devices, alongside of which is a Sjianisii

N-i-,-'

K;

ill ^

V-r
k ^^^f^A

^^-

Fio, 55.—Moro Rock Inscription.

inscription of the seventeenth century. Another example, appa-

rently of early Spanish origin, on the same Moro Hock, shows tlie

open hand, with the singular addition of a double thund), enclostMl

in one cartouche alongside of the sacred monogram i.ir.s., as thoii<>li

it were the recognised native counterpart

of the Christian symbol. On the same sub

ject, Mr. Schoolcraft observes :
" The fi;j,uie

of the human hand is used by the North

American Indians to denote supplication

to the Deity or Great Spirit ; and it stands

in the system of pictuiv writing as the

symbol for strength, |)ower, or mastery thus derived." It admits,

however, of comprehensive application, with varying signiiicance.

Irving remarks in his Astoria: "The Arickaree warriors were

Flo. 56.—Moio Slunognini.
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warriors were

painted in the most savage style. Sonni had the stamp ol' a

rod hand across their mouths, a sign that they luul drunk the

life bUuMl of a foe." Catlin hmnd tlu; same syndjol in use;

fur decoration, and as the actual signmanual among the Oma
luiws and the Mandans ; and 1 have repeatedly observed the red

hand impressed in a similar manner both on the buifalo robe and

on the naked breast of the Chijipewas of Lake Superior.

Upon removing the outer wrapper of the female mummy, a

wooden comb, a pair of painted sandals of undressed skin, a package

of lutile, or oxide of titanium, and other articles, were found be-

neath. In addition to those, the tomb contained many other

objects, such as ears of maize, leaves of coca, a roll of cotton cord,

etc., enclosed in bags of fine texture, ingeniously woven of woollen

threads, in patterns and devices of various colours, and evide?itly

such as had been in use by their owner. The contents of one of

these have a double significance for us. Woven of a peculiar pat

tern dill'ering from all the others, and of an unusually fine texture :

it was found, on being opened, to contain a small bead of malachite,

the only one discovered in the tomb, and locks of human hair, each

secured by a string tied with a peculiar knot. All the hair is of

tine texture, of various shailes, from tine light brown to black, and

to all appearance has midergone no change.

The colour and texture of the hair are facts of great im])ortancc

to the ethnologist, as indicating essential differences from the

modern Indians in one important respect ; and therefore confnnung

the probability of equally im]»ortant ethnic differences, suggested

by other evidence. lUit the discoveiy has also another aspect of

interest. In this family tomb, in which lay the parents with their

infant child, we may assume with little hesitation that we have the

lucks of hair of the surviving relatives : in all probability of elder

niendjers of the same family as the infant interred here in its

mother's grave. It is a touch of genuine human tenderness and

feeling, such as " makes the wlude world kin," and gives life to that

long-forgotten i>ast to which the kindliest sympathies of our com-

mon nature respond. Alongside the fenuUe there also lay an

imfiiiished piece of weaving stretched upon its frame, and with its

yarn of various colours still bright : the work of the deceased, doubt-

less, and probably the last labour that had engaged her hands.

Tlie needle of thorn wa.s in it, and beside it sevinal balls of yarn.

We need not necoss.irily iissunie, however, that it was hiid beside

her under the belief that she would resume the task in a future life.

it

('
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It appears rather another of those traits of a gentle loving nature,

which derive further illustration from other contents of the Atacania
I

cemeteries.

In the same grave lay the remains of the young infant, carefully

wrapt in a soft black woollen cloth, and then enclosed in the skin

of a penguin with the feathered side inward. Fastened to tlio

woollen wrapper was a pair of little sandals, two and a half inches

long. The head was partially coveied with a loose cap lined with

a wadding of human hair, and cotton stained with red pigment.

Within the cap was a large lock of hair resembling that of the

female, which, as already described, had been cut short, probably as

a sign of mourning, as is still practised by the women of man)

Indian tribes. Beside it there also lay, in a cloth envelope, secured

with elaborate care, a brown cord with seven knots, and at the end

what is believed to be the umbilicus. This is, no doubt, the quipu,

or sepulchral record, which to the eye of the bereaved mother re-

called every cherished incident in her child's brief career. Around

its neck was a green cord attached to a small shell ; and witliin

the wrappings were several Littora Peruviana, and also small rulls

of hair of the vicuna, and of cotton, the former enclosing leaves of

coca. In another cemetery, several hundred miles to the south of

the Bay of Chacota, Mr. Blake found many bodies of infants, eacli

enclosed in an oval sarcophagus cut out of a single block of wood

;

and he also notes the more singular, though frequent discovery in

Peruvian cemeteries, of the fcetus in all stages of development, and

deposited in the grave with the same elaborate evidences of care as

was expended on the deceased infant. The practice is remarkable,

if not indeed unique.

Such are some illustrations of ancient Peruvian customs and

sepulchral rites, along with evidence of characteristics which go

far to disprove the assumed unity of physical type throughout the

Western Hemisphere. No feature of the modern Indian is more

uuivei-sal, or yields more slowly even to the efl'acing inlluenccs of

hybridity, than the long, coarse l)lack hair, which so strikingly

contrasts with the short woolly covering of the Negro's hoail. 1

have repeatedly obtained specimens from Indian graves, as i'roni

the Huron graves near Lake Sinicoe, the most modern of wliich

cannot be later than the middle of the seventeenth century. In all

these the hair retains its l)lack colour and coarse texture, unchanged

alike by time and inhumation ; and in this respect concsponds

with that of the Modern Indians of South America, and also of the
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Chinese and other true Mongols of Asia. The Peruvians, Dr.

Morton observes, " differ little in pei-son from the Indians around

them, being of the middle stature, well limbed, and with small

feet and hands. Their faces are round, their eyes small, black,

land rather distant ."rom each other; their noses are small, the

mouth somewhat large, and the teeth remarkably fine. Their

I
(jomplexion is a dark brown, and their hair long, black, and rather

coarse." In this respect, ther(;fore, the disclosures of the l*eruvian

I

cemeteries of Atacama reveal important variations from one of the

I

most persistent and universal characteristics of the inodern Ameri-

i

can races ; nor is their evidence less conclusive as to the essential

diversity in cranial conformation. On this latter point the coUec -

j

tions of Mr. Blake throw great light ; and the conclusions forced

I

on him by much more extended observations carried on during his

residence in Peru led to the conviction that two distinct forms of

I

skull ai-e found in the ancient cemeteries of that country, " the one

rounded or globular, the other elongated," Those of the bodies

found in the tomb described above are of the former, or brachy-

eephalic type ; but the collection of crania made by Mr. Blake was

selected by him from a very large number, as fair average speci-

mens of each of the two distinct types which presented themselves

to his observation during his exploration of the ancient cemeteries

of the desert of Atacama ; and, with those described by Dr. Morton,

;iu(l others which I have had opportunities of examining in various

Vui. b't.—IVruviau nijuOiyci'iilmlie Bkull.

collections, furnish materials from whence the following conclu-

sions are derived. The skulls are generally small : a characteristic

ill ])art, at least, ascribable to the average stature of the jjcople,

t <

tl
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which Ur. Morton t'iiilod to taku into consiilnvatioii when estimat

iiig the relative cerebral cai)acity of the " Anioricau," or true Rcil

Indian, and the " Toltecan " tribes. Of the brachycephalic type,

Mr. Blake has noted :
" The occipital bone is flat, and the forehead

retreatinjT, but elevated and broad when compnred with the elon

gated skull. The temporal fossa is not remarkably large. When

the eye is directed downward upon these skulls, the occiput being

towards the observer, the zygomatic arch is nearly in most, iiml

entirely in some of them hidden from the sigiit. Viewed in thf

same position, the face is completely hidden by the upper and

front part of the cranium. The orbits are deep, and their margins

quadrangular. The bones of the nose are prominent, and the ori-

fices large. The cheek-bones are high. The alveolar edges of the

jaws are obtusely arched in front, and the chin projects on a lino

with the teeth. Compared with the elongated skulls, the face is

small, and its outlines more rounded. The cheek-bones descend in

nearly a straight line from the external angular process of the

I'routal bone." Figure 57 illustrates the characteristics of this type

of ancient Peruvian head, as seen in one brought from the ceme

teries of Atacama; though, in this example, the frontal bone is

Fio. 08.—reniviiiii Dciiresseil Skull.

unusually high and well-arched. The occiput is also smoothly

rounded, and the skull symmetrical throughout. Fig. 58 .shows

the brachycephalic skull depressed and thrown backward, iind

illusti'ates one of the commonest Peruvian forms resulting from

artificial compression in infancy. Tlie following table of measure

inents of crania in the Boston and Philadelphia collections, incliules

those of four (Nos. 1 -4) selected by Mr. Blake, from a large imiiiber.

as fair average specimens of the prevailing type :

—
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It is also smoothly

lit. Fig. 58 ahm

l^vn backward, and

nns resulting t"i'Oiii|

|r table of measure

3ollections, incUules

I'oni a large nuiubev.l

1.

LOCALirV L n F 11 ^•. 1)

3-5

V I).

5-2

1 A 1 L O. K, A 11. c. '

Ataciiina, . . M. (iO 5-2

2. ,1 . M. G-3 50 3-5 5-3 • • • • ...

1

;?. »» . M. 60 5 3 34 53 * • . . . .

4. M . M. C-7 5-6 36 5 4 • . . • • • •

5. S. of Arica, . M. 61 56 3-4 51 146 41 184
G. ij . M. 6-4 51 3-2 51 14-5 41 ... 190
•7 Peru, . M. 0-2 5-8 37 5-6 151 4-2 .. . 191
8. Lima, . M. G-3 5-8 3-6 5-4 15-6 4-2 19-7

0. Titicaca, . . M. C3 5-9 40 5-3 16 41 . . . 192
j
10. „ (145) . . M. 6-2 5-9 3-4 50 14-7 4-3 ... 201

111. „ (140) . . M. Ofi 5-9 40 5-3 15-5 4-9 • . . 195
112. Arica, . M. 6r> 5-2 4-3 51 145 40 138 18-5

13. Temple of Sun, . . F. 5-8 5-7 4-4 51 14-5 41 12 7 18 4

14. »» • . M. 61 6 4-7 5-5 160 4-5 141 19-5

15. Pachacamac, . M. 6-7 6 4-5 5 6 162 4-5 14-5 20-2

l(i. »» . M. 6-3 5-8 4 5 5-3 150 40 13-2 19-0

17. Santa, . M. 6-2 5-4 '4-3 4-9 14-6 3-8 13-3 18-5

;18. Riniac, . M. 6--) 56 4-5 50 14-7 38 13 2 19-2

1!). Parliacamac, . F. 6-6 6 4-6 51 !5-5 41 13-5 19-8

20, ti . M. 6-6 5-7 4-2 5-2 15-5 4-4 130 19-4

21. »» . F. 6-3 5-5 4 2 5 14-5 3-7 13-2 18-5

l22. »» •
. M. 6-3 5-3 4-4 4-6 140 39 130 18-7

i 23. 7) . M. 6-4 5-5 4-3 5-2 14-8 40 132 190
24. >) . F. 6-2 5-5 4-4 50 13-6 3-8 12-6 18-7

25. . ' . F. 61 5-9 4-6 5-2 15-2 41 13-2 19-2

2G. 1» . M. 6-2

6.32

5-8

5-62

4-3

406

4-9 14-5 41 12-6 18-7

Mean, 518 14-96|412 13 27 1 1910

In his earlier observations, as lias already been seen, Dr. Morton

was led to believe " that the long-headed Peruvians were a more

I

iincient people than the Inca tribes, and distinguished from them

by their cranial configuration," This opinion, however, he subse-

([uenlly abandoned, and set forth as his final belief that the elon-

I

gated Peruvian head was artificially produced. But the materials

Upon which this later opinion was founded are still accessible

to the inquirer, along with nnich additional evidence ; and the

comprehensive conclusions which upon the theory of a homo-

|j,'eneous cranial type, of which this is one of the most essential

louiulations, justify a reconsideration of the proofs. Few who
have had extensive op[)ortunities of minutely examining and com-

liaiing normal and artificially formed crania, will, I think, be pre-

I

pared to dispute the fact that the latter are rarely, if ever sym-

1 metrical. Tlie application of pressure on the head of the living

iliild can easily be made to change its natural contour, but it

cannot give to its artificial proportions that harmonious repetition
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of corresponding developments on opposite sides which may be as-

sumed as the normal condition of the unmodified cranium. But in

so exti'eme a case as the conversion of a brachycephalic head avera^;

ing about 6 3 in longitudinal diameter, by 5 "3 in parietal diameter,

into a dolichocephalic head of 7 3 by 4 9 in diameter, the retention

of anything like the normal symmetrical proportions is impossible,

Yet the dolichocephalic Peruvian crania present no such abnormal

irregularities as could give countenance to the theory of their form

being an artificial one ; while peculiarities in the facial proportions

confirm the idea that it is of ethnic origin, and not the product

of deformation. Mr. Blake derived his oi)inions from observations

made upon numerous examples brought tinder his notice among

the extensive cemeteries of the great Peruvian desert of Atacama

;

and having enjoyed the advantage of his co-operation in comparing

the selected examples brought home by him, with others included

in the extensive collection formed by the late Dr. J. C. Wan-en of

Boston, I have the more confidence in stating the following conclu

sioi^s arrived at by such means.

The dolichocephalic Peruvian skull is small, narrow, and greatly

elongated. In several whicli were measured, the average distance

from a vertical line drawn from the meatus auditorius externus td

the most prominent part of the frontal bone was only 27 inches,

while from the same line to the most prominent part of the occi

pital bone it was 4*3 inches. Fully two-thirds of the cavity

occupied by the brain lies behind the occipital foramen, and the

skull, wlien supported on the condyles, falls backward. Compared

with brachycephalic skulls, the forehead is low and retreating ; the

temporal ridges approach near each other at the top of the head : a

much larger space being occupied by the temporal muscles, between

wliich the skull seems to be compressed. The zygoma is larger,

stronger, and more capacious, and the whole bones of the face are

more developed. Tlie superior maxillary bone is prolonged in

front, and the incisor teeth are in an oblique position. Tlie bones

of the nose are prominent, the orifices larger, and tlie cribriform

lamella more extensive. The bony suljstance of the skull is

tliicker, and the weight greater. Some of those characteristics

would require to be determined from the minute comparison of a

much larger number of skulls before they could be accepted as

generic characteristics ; but a sufficient number of them recur on

all observed examples to place beyond question that the elements

of difftirence between the Peruvian brachycephalic and dolicho
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cephalic skvUs amount to something greatly more radical than could

1)0 effected by any artificial change in the form of the calvaria.

The woodcut (Fig. 59) illustrates the characteristics of the elon-

gated Peruvian skull, as exhibited in one of those brought by Mr.

Ulake from an ancient cemetery on the Bay of Chacota ; and Table

III. includes three crania, selected by him from a very large number

as fair average specimens of this tyi)e of skull. Tt is not at all

Via. j'.i.—reiuvian Uf>li('lio(!ciiliiiliu HUiiU.

necessary for the confirmation of the ojjinion, reasserted here, that

I

there are two essentially distinct types of Peruvian crania, to affirm

[

that the form of the elongated skull never owes any of its peculi-

[arities to artificial compression. Both forms of cranium are fre-

[uently found bearing unmistakable evidence of having been more

.1 less distoi-ted by this process. The depressed frontal bone has,

in many cases, been produced or exaggerated by such means ; and

I

wherever this has been carried to a great extent, it is accompanied

j

not only by a corresponding enlargement of the ])osterior portion of

[the cranium, but also by a lateral expansion of the parietal bones,

I

which almost invariably exhibit considerable inequality and unsym-

raotrical variation between the two sides. But of several hundred

skulls of the elongated type examined by Mr. Blake, a large pro-

portion exhibited no certain signs of distortion ; while an examina-

tion of brachycephalic Peruvian crania, with artificially depressed

frontal bones,—of which I have had opportunities of studying a

considerable number in difierent collections,—has disclosed no

indication of their being thereby converted into those of the normal

dolichocephalic form. Fig. 58 illustrates the commonest results of

[simple compression, when applied to the brachycephalic head, by

2 F
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M

means of wliicli the fiontiil bone is llattencd oblitjiiely, and tlu'

whole cerebral mass is thrown back ; nntil in extreme cases, as

among the Chinooks on tlie Columbia River, the skull resembles

that of a (log. In other cases, hereafter refeiTed to, the pressure

applied eqiially in opposite dircclions, compresses the skull antero-

posteriorly, till it becomes an elevated disc ; or forces it into the

most irregular and monsti'ous deformities. The prematurely ossified

sutures frequently show the arrestment of osseous development

;

but even in the extremest of such examples of modified confornm

tion, some distinctive traces of the normal type generally indicate

the ethnical group to which they belong.

Among the numerous interesting illustrations of Peruviiui

characteristics obtained l)y Mr. ]>lake from ancient cemeteries on
|

the Pacific coast, the most valuable for the purpose now in view.

are the skulls of two children, both of the dolichocephalic or eloii

gated type ; but the one evidently in a normal condition, while tlic

other betrays manifest traces of artificial deformation. It is impos

sible to examine the former without feeling convinced that it I

illustrates a type of head entirely distinct from the more comuKin

brachycephalic crania, while the latter shows the changes wrouglitl

by compression : very considerably altering its shape and relative I

development, but still leaving no doubt as to its generic dolicho

cephalic proportions. Figures 60, 61 exhibit the unaltered skull. I

It is that of a child, which, judging chiefly from the state of tlie

dentition, may be pronounced to have been about seven yeai'^l

of age. It is an exceedingly well-proportioned symmetrical slvull.

unaltered by any artificial appliances, and will be observed tn

present the most striking typical contrast, if compared witli

an unaltered juvenile skull of the brachycephalic type from tlit

Peruvian cemetery of Santa, engraved in the Crania American]

Plate VII.

The other elongated skull, exhibited in Figures 62, 63, is of tluj

same type as the previous one, l)ut considerably altered by coin

pression. The forehead is depressed, and the frontal suture roinaiii>|

open. It is that of a child of about five years of age, and is pro

portionally less ; but as the process of cranial compression is com
I

pleted in infancy, those two juvenile skulls illustrate the chaiigesj

wrought by its means even more effectually than adult craiiiiij

The comparative measurements are as follows. The first coluiiiul

exhibits the relative proportions of the normal dolichoccidwliJ

I'eruvian child's skull. Fig. 60 ; the smaller measurements in tlnl
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forces it into tlio

ireniaturely ossiiieil

lous develoimient

;

modified coufornm-

'euerally indicate

second colunui indicate those of the compressed skull, Fij;. 02
;

and the third ct)lumn ])resents those of another skull of a child,

iUso about five years old, and of the same typo, procured from that

part of the sandy tract of Atacama which is nearest Arica, and

g^

tions of Peruvian
1

cient cemeteries on
|

irpose now in vieu,

3hocephalic or elou

condition, while tin

lation. It is inipos-

convinced that it I

11 the more common

the changes wrought

b shape and relativil

its generic doliclio

the unaltered skull,

DHi the state of tlio

about seven yeni>

symmetrical skull,

will be observed tii

if compared witli

lalic type from tlu|

Crania Amcrmw.

iires62, G3, isoftlw

,bly altered by cow

lontal suture remain^

of age, and is pro

Icompression is com

Fiii. (M).—I'oniviaii niil(l',s HUiiU, Noniitil.

[therefore from the same locality explored by Mr. Blake. Jt is

onuraved in the Crania A mericnv a , Plate il. It contrasts strikint>ly

Km. til.—reniviiui ChUd's SkuU, Noiiiiiil.

with the Santa juvenile cranium already referred to, the measure

ustrate the chau'jeM'i'^^nts of which occupy the fourth column :
-

than adidt ci'ania.B
^ " Longitudinal (lianu'tir. . (iO Gl (50 ry4

Parietal diameter. ... 4() 4-4 4-r> 5-4

Frontal diameter, .... liti 31 ;J 7 4-0

Vertical diameter, . . 4-8? 4;!? 4;5 4(1

The first column

Imal dolichocepluilK'

Measurements in tlit

I ^
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From oli.servaliuus curried on in the cemetevies of Peru, ^Ir.

Jilake was led to the conclusion tliat the distinguishin<^ traits, tlius

far noted, lietween two classes of the ancient I'eruvians, are not

limited to the crania, but may he discerned in other traces of

Fic, r.-j.—rernviiiii Cliilil's Skull, Alinoriiiiil.

tlieir physical orj^anization. In descril)ing those of the short (ni

l)rachycei)halic type of cranium, he adds :
" The bones of the lattei

|

struck me as larger, heavier, and less rounded than those of the

former (the elongated crania), and in the larger size of the liandd

Fio. ti.'l.—rcruvian CluM's Skull, Abiionuiil.

and feet they also present a noticeable difference. The reuiait

able narrowness and delicacy of the hands, and the long and ro

gularly-formed finger-nails of the former, are strong evidence tlia!|

they were unaccustomed to severe manual labour, such as iiiiut

have been recpiivcd for the construction of the great works of whiclii
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'lies of Pern, Mi.

lisliiu^ traits, thus

.'erxiviaus, are not

11 other traces ol

ii.

lose of the short (ii|

e bones of tlie latter

[
than those of tlie

r size of the haiidO

111.

311CC. The remark

id the long and ro-

(trong evidence that

p)our, such as vM

reat works of wliieli

the ruins remain. In all the cemeteries (.'xamined, where skulls of

the round(Ml form have been found, those which are elongated

liave also been obtained." llemembering, however, that the sepul-

chral rites of the royal and noble Inca race were commonly accom-

panied by human sacrifices, it is in no degree surprising that the

crania of the two distinct classes, noble and serf, should be found

deposited together in the same grave. After a minute com])arison

of all the brachycephalic Peruvian crania in the ^forton collection,

it a')pears to me that these also admit of subdivision into two

classes distinguished by marked physiognomical diversity, corre-

sponding in some respects to the characteristics recognised by M.

Vruner-Bey as furnishing evidence for a subdivision of the ancient

crania of Egypt into two ethnical groups, which he designates type

Jin and iype grossier. The bones of the face in the one are small

and delicate, while the other exhibits the characteristic Mongol

maxillary development and prominent cheek-bones. In the fol-

lowing table, Nos. 1-4 are the carefully selected examples procured

by Mr. Blake during his journey in Peru, and the others are from

tlie Boston and Philadelphia collections :

—

TABLE III.—PERUVIAN DOLICHOCEPHALIC CRANIA.

LOCALITY. L. D.

7-2

p. D. F. D. V. I)

51

1. A. I. L. o. r. A. H. C.

]. Atacama. M. 5 2 30
2. >» M. 7-3 4-9 3-3 4-9

• .

.

• • • . *

.

• • •

3. »> M. 7 4-7 3 2 51 . • • * • ...

4. j> M. 71 5-2 3-2 5 141 40 150 200
5. S. of Arica, M. G-9 5-3 3-6 5-2 14-6 40 19-8

6. Peru, M. 7-2 -.•3 3-5 5-6 14G 40 200
7. ,, . . . M. 7 4-9 30 5-3 140 41 • • • 19-0

8. F. 7-2 51 35 5-2 13-9 40 • . . 20-0

9. Arica, M. 7-3 5-3 4-3 5-3 140 4-3 150 19-8

10. Atacama, M. 7-2 5-5 44 51 148 41 137 20-2

11. Titicaca, M. 6-8 5-4 4-8 53 148 42 • < • 19-4

12. Royal Tombs, F. G-8 5-2 3-8 53 141 40 • • > 19-4

13. Pacliacamae, . M. 6-8 5-4 4-5 53 14-7 42 141 19-5

14. Peril, . F. 5-8 40 2-8 3-9 14-8 > • 140 19-6

lis. M. CO 40 3 3-9 14-9 • * • 14-9 19-9

16. )» • • • M. G-3 3-8 20

3-57

3-5

4-94

14-5 ... 14-5 19-8

Mean 6-49 4-95 14-45 410 14-46 19-72

][n some rare cases not o nly fire (irania of dive rse forms found

ill the same grave, luit th • head appears to have been embalmed,

liiiid deposited separately in the tomb alongside of bodies interred

• 4 I*
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in tlu! niDi'u usual way. In Piatt; i. ul" tliu Crania Amei-icana, l)i.

Morton has introduced a view of an embalmed head recovered bv

Mr. Blake from the Peruvian cemetery at the l>ay of Chocota, but

without giving any detailed description of it, though in several

respects it is very remarkable. It is from the same locality as thu

crania already described, where it lay in its present condition,

detached, and carefully preserved without the body. It appears to

have been prepared by desiccation, without the use of resins oi

other antiseptics, and was enveloped in a thick cotton bag. From

the manner in which the neck is drawn together, the presei-vative

process to which it was subjected nmst have been applied very

soon after death. It is unique, so far as the observations of its

finder extend, and presents some striking points of dissimilarity to

any of the crania already described ; but its form has probably

been modified by artificial means. The abrupt prominence of the

superciliary ridge is increased by compression on the forehead,

which has depressed the os frontis, and given greater lateral width

to the head. It is remarkable also for its great height compared

with its diameter. Measured from the most prominent part of

the OS frontis to the extreme projection of the occiput, it is Gl

inches ; from the most prominent protuberances of the parietal

bones the diameter is 5 '8 inches, and vertically, from a horizontal

line drawn across the orifice of the ear to the highest part of the

head, is 5 2 inches. The forehead is broad and high, and the nose

prominent ; the cheek-bones are strongly developed, the alveolar

edges of the jaws obtusely arched in front, and the incisor teeth

stand in a vertical position. The hair, which is brown, and

slightly grey, is remarkably fine, waved in short undulations, with

a tendency to curl. It has been neatly braided, and several of

the plaited braids are passed across the forehead, for wliicli pur-

pose they have been lengthened by the addition of false hair, so

ingeniously joined as nearly to escape detection.

The teeth in this head, and in all the adult Peruvian skulls

examined, are much worn. The incisors are ground down fioiii

their cutting edge to a broad flat surface, and the cuspidati have

assumed a similar appearance. It is a condition conunon to the

crania of primitive races where simple diet preserves the teeth,

subjecting them to attrition without exposing them to decay. A

nearly similar appearance is presented in those from ancient

J>ritish barrows and cromlechs ; though variations in the cliaracter

of the food are sometimes traceable by means of corresponding

H-li
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id, for which pur-

ti of false hair, so

It Peruvian skulls

Iround down from

Ihe cuspidati have

In connnon to the

leserves the teeth,

liem to decay. A

lose from ancient

^s in the character

of corrcspoiidinij

clianges on the teeth. The Walla walla Indians on the Colund)ia

liver occupy a barren waste, where they sutler greatly from the

(Irirting sand. They subsist almost entirely upon salmon, dried in

the sun, which, during the pi-ocess, becomes filled with sand to

such an extent that it wears away the teeth with great rapidity.

It is rare, indeed, to meet with a Walla-walla Indian much beyond

uiaturity whose teeth are not worn down to the gums. The corre

si)()iuling attrition of the reruvians' teeth Mr. lilake ascribes to a

habit, still prevalent among the Indians, of chewing the leaf of the

coca, mixed with a substance they call llutc, made by compounding

the wild potato with calcined shells and ashes obtained from plants

rich in alkali.

Such are the most prominent characteristics of Peruvian crania,

apiut from the artificial conformation which many of them exhibit,

in connnon with others both of ancient and modern times. Potli

iiiachycephalic and dolichocepiialic crania have been subjected

to compression, and moulded by its means into a variety of dis-

torted forms ; but there is no trace of the transformation of the

(lue into the other. They remain essentially distinct, whether in

their normal condition, or under all the variations begotten by

conii)ression in infancy ; and furnish data altogether irreconcilable

with the theory of one undeviating cranial type, shared by the

Peruvians in connnon with other tribes and nations of the New
World.

But in an incpiiry into the physical characteristics of the Peru-

vian nation, we are by no means limited to the cranial or the

(isteological remains recoverable from its ancient cemeteries. Like

the Egyptians, the l*eruvians applied their ingenious skill to

render the bodies of their dead invulnerable to the assaults of

" decay's eflacing fingers
;

" and, like the inhabitants of the Nile

Valley, they were able to do so under peculiarly favourable circum-

stances of soil and climate. The colours on Egyptian paintings,

and the texture of their finer handiwork : which have shown no

trace of decay through all the centuries during which they have

lain entombed in their native soil or catacombs ; fade and perish

almost in a single generation when transferred to the huMiid

eliniates of Paris or London. The natural impediments to decay

lu'obably contributed, alike in Egypt and Peru, to the origination

uf the practice of embalming. The cemeteries already referred to

are situated in a region where rain seldom or never falls ; and the

dryness of the soil and atmosidiere, when added to the impregna-

•

i.
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tion of tli(! sand with nitnms sal ts, ulmost prucliKU's the decay ol

animal or vcg(>tal)lo mattor, and ]>ro.seives tlio Hiidst woollen and

(!otton textures, with their brilliant dyes undiiunied by time. ])\

the sam(! means we are enabled to judj,'e of the eolour and textun
|

of the hair, the proportions and delicat^y of the hands and feet, and

the comparative physical development of the two sceminj^ly diHcr

ont races at various stages, from infancy to mature age. WIkmi

wo pass from the southern conthient of America to the scats dl
|

ancient native civilisation lying to the north of the Isthmus, ii

(litferent class of evidence, in like manner, enlarges our range nl

observation. The artistic ingenuity of the ancient Peruvian jtottpi

left valuable memorials of native portraiture; and the ^lexicaii|

picture-writing, with the sculptures and tcrra-cottas i^he products

of Toltec and Aztec ceramic art, in like manner contribute impoi-l

tant evidence illustrative of the physiognomy and physical charac

teristics of the ancient races of Anahuac. Still more, the elaboratt

8culi)tures and stuccoed bas-reliefs of Central America, ijerpetuatc

in unmistakable characters the records of an ancient race, diH'eriiij;|

essentially from the modern Indian ; and the study of their cranidl

characteristics confirms the deductions derived from other "nde-

pendent sources.

The traditions of the Mexican plateau pointed to the coni])aw-i

tively recent intrusion of the tiercil

jNIexican on older and more civilized

races; and various observers have atdif-

ferent times been tempted to trace as-

sociations between the ancient jMouiid-

Uuilders of the Ohio, the elder civilized

race of Mexico, and the Teruviaiij

whose peculiar remains are recovered

from the tondjs around Lake Titicacn.
I

Tlie predominant Mexican race, at tlu'

era of the Conquest, appears from evi

dence of various kinds, including tin

portraiture in ancient native paiiitiiii;s I

and terra-cottas, to have been dorivod

from one of the great stocks of tlie i

Ked Indian tribes of the iiortlierii|

continent. The features r<'prcsented in the INIexican paintings an'

thoroughly Indian, with the exception of the remarkable Dresden]

Codex : where, on the contrary, a striking correspondence is ajii'ii

Ki(i. ()4 —Terra Cotta, Hiiy of Hoinhu'as
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[t, appears from evi

kinds, including tk
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have been devivcJ

^M'eat stocks of tlie

!S of the nortlierii

ixican paintings an'

emarkable Dresden

spondcnce is aitiV

ivnt iM'tween its portraiture and the bas-relitifs of l*alcn<iuo. A
( otii]»iirisi)ii (tC the terni-cotta figured here, from the original in the

colK'ction of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, witii (»thers

iheady produced in previous chapters, from various localities,

illustrates the same etlniie diversity. This example was found in

a tumulus on the Bay of Honiluras, and as strikingly corresponds

to sonu^ of the ^Mexican ]>aintings as the majority of the M(!xican

tnrra-cottas differ from them. The seats of ancient civilisation,

lidth in Asia and Europe, were confined, through all their earliest

historic ages, to fertile and genial cliinates and warm latitudes of

the south. The north contributed the hardy barbarians to whom,

ill their degeneracy, they became a spoil ami a prey. It is only in

modern times that Transalpine Europe has given birth to a native

northern civilisation ; while in Asia its northern latitudes still

remain in the occupation of wandering hordes, descended from the

spoilers who ravaged the elder empires of Asia, and shared with

j

the barbarians of Europe in the dismemberment of decaying Home.

It is not from a mere accidental coincidence that we are able

to recover traces of a nearly similar succession of events in the

Xew World. Civilisation took root for a time in the Mississippi

Valley, whether self-originated, or as an offshoijt from the more

i'avoured scenes of its mature develoi)ment ; but the great plateaus

I
of Mexico and Peru were like well-provisioned and garrisoned

strongholds, where the spontaneous fertility of tropical climates

i

relieved the wanderers who settled there from the all-absorbing

struggle which elsewhere constitutes the battle with nature for life

;

and the physical character (jf the countiy protected them alike from

the temptations to wander, and the instability of settled com-

luuuiities in a nomade country. Yet they could not escape the

vicissitudes which have befallen every nation, whose wealth and

luxury have so far surpassed the acquisitions of its neighbours as

i
to tenq)t the cupidity of the barbarian spoiler ; and the beautiful

valleys of Mexico appear to have experienced successive revolutions

[akin to those which render the ethnology of Italy's equally smiling

soil and delightful climate so complicated and difficult. There are

traditions of Olmecs, Miztecas, and Zapotecs, all highly- civilized

I

precursors of the ancient Toltecs, who entered on the plateau

according to most authorities about A.i). 600 ; and whose inde

Ipeniletit rule is supposed to have endured foi- nearly foui* and a

1 half centuries. Then came the migration from the mythic Aztalan

lif the north, and the founding of the Aztec monarchy. The details
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of such traditions, witli their dates and chronology, are of little

value. But the general fact of the successive intrusion of conciuer-

ing nations, and the consequent admixture of tribes and races,

cannot be doubted. The civilized countries beyond the southern

isthmus may have contributed some of them, and the dispersed

Mound-Builders of Ohio may have been the intruders of other

centuries ; while the regions immediately surrounding the higii

valleys more frequently furnished the invading spoilers. But one

result is to throw considerable uncertainty on any inferences drawn

from cranial observations, miless deduci^l from numerous in

stances, accompanied with accurate data as to the circumstances

and probable age of the exhumed remains. Of the crania, obtained

by Dr. Morton, only eight were of older date than the Conquest

;

and the names of Toltec, Aztec, and other national distinctions aiv

fre(iuently attached to such on no satisfactory grounds. A general

uniformity is traceable in a considerable number of Mexican crania,

but not without such notable exceptions as to admit of their divi-

sion also into distinct dolichocephalic and brachycephalic groups,

as in the following tables :

—

TABLE IV. -MEXICAN DOLICHOCEPHALIC CRANIA.

I.

'

i
1 3.

I

*
i

5.

I G.

7.

8.

Mexico,

Otiiinba,

Cerro de Qiiosilas,

Acapaciiigo, .

Tacuba,

>» •

Mexico,

M.
M.
M.
F.

M.
M.
M.
M.

Mean,

L. D. p 1). F. D. V D. I. A I. L.

4 2

C>. F. A.

7-1 5 3-8 55
71 56 4-6 5-5 15-5 41 150
7-1 5-7 4-4 5-2 15-9 40 140
G-9 5-2 4-2 5-4 14-5 41 140
7-1 5G 4-5 5-4 15 2 4-3 142
7 5-3 4-3 5-3 14-5 41 140

i7-()
5-4 4-3 5-3 15 4'1 140

1

71 5-5 4 4 5-2 158 41 140 :

1

7 05 5-41 431 535
1

15 20 412
1

14-17
1

19-8

2(»'2

2()'o

19 '2

2(l-()

20(1

19S
2()4

Of Table iv., No. 1 is in the collection of Dr. Mason Wiinoii,

of Boston, where it is simply marked " Mexican, ancient." No, 2,

from an ancient tomb at Otuniba, in Mexico, is noted by Dr. Mortmi

(Plate LXI.) as "approaching nearer to the Caucasian moilel, lidtli

in i)roportions and in facial angle." No. 3, on the same authority,

is characterized as " a relic of the genuine Toltecan stock, hiiviiii:

been exhumed from an ancient cemetery at Cerro de Qiuisilas, near

the city of Mexico." No. 4 is also from an ancient tomb near (lint

city, where it was exhumeil along with .some of the remarkalilc

terra-cottas, pottery, masks, etc, now preserved with it in tlu^ cnl

l!
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4 2

41
40
41
4'3

41
4'1

41

O. F. A.

150
140
140
14-2

140
140
140

19'8
'

2(12
I

2(>o

U)'2

20'0

200
Ht\S

204

20 412 14-17 19!

)r. ^lason Wuvivii,

I, ancient." No. 2,

]ted by Dr. Morton

lasian model, Ixitli

lo same authority,

[can stock, liaviii;^

de (Juosilas, near

Int tond) near tliat

If the remarkaliK'

kth it in tlie onl

lection of the American Philosophical Society at IMiiladelphia.

The remainder are in the collection of the Academy of Natural

Sciences.

TABLE v.—MEXICAN BRACHYCEPHALIC CRANIA.

LOCALITY. L. D, r. D. p. D. V. D. I, A. I. L,

4-3

O. K. A.
1

H. (J.

1. Mexico, M. G-6 5-8 3-9 5-9 14-7 20-0
o

)) M. 0-6 5-7 4 • • • 15-0 ... 14-5 20-0

8. Otumba, M. 6-3 5-3 4-4 5-4 14-3 4-2 13-5 19-2

4. »» M. 6-6 5-3 4-4 5-4 14-0 4 14-0 19-3

5. Taciiba, M. 6-8 5-5 4-6 6-0 15-6 4-4 14-0 19-9

G. San Lorenzo, M. IC-4 5-7 4-5 5-4 146 4-5 13-5 20-2

7. Mexico, Modern, . M. ;6-6 5-3 4-3 5-2 140 41 13-6 190

Mean, . . G5G|5-51 4-30 5-55
;

14-69 4-25 13-95 1900

The brachycephalic group (Table v.) is also derived from crania

ill the IJoston and Philadelphia collections. A comparison of those

tables, along with incidental comments of Dr. Morton on some of the

iuiore remarkable examples, suffice to show how little dependence

I can be placed on any theory of homogeneous cranial characteristics

pertaining to the races of Anahuac. From such evidences of the

diversity of cranial type, which are found alike within the Mexican

land Peruvian limits, we may admit, with the less hesitation, that

a certain conformity may be traced between some of the ancient

Mexican and Peruvian skulls and those of northern barbarous

tribes. Notwithstanding the greater apparent proximity of IMexico

I
than Peru, much more accurate cranial data have hitherto been

iibtaincd from the latter than the former country. The great col-

1 lection of the Academy of Natrn-al Sciences of Philadelphia is fur-

nished with ample materials for the study of Peruvian craniology,

and has been largely augmented in this department since Dr.

I

Morton's death; but it is still very imperfectly supplied with

ilhistrations of the more complicated ethnic characteristics of the

j

Mexican plateau, and has no materials derived from the ancient

I cemeteries of Central America. Until intelligent native Mexican

iibsorvers shall carry on extensive observations on the spot, ami

[classify the ancient crania, by means of arcluoological and other

trustworthy evidence, so as to furnish some means of determining

what is the typical Olmec, Toltec, and Aztec cranium, no satis-

Itactory comparisons can be drawn between {incient jNlexican crania

laud the corresponding types of the barbarous northern tribes. Un-

lurtunately, the Spanish- American colonists of Mexico, Yucatan,
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and Central Ani(!rica, have liithorto, with a few honourable ex-

ceptions, rather impeded than co-operated in any investigations

calculated to throw light on the history and ethnology of those

remarkable seats of a native American civilisation ; and however

the influence which France is now acquiring may be viewed in its

political aspects, the scientific student can scarcely fail to regard it

as a hopeful omen for the objects he has hi view.

The I*eruvians and Mexicans, with the ancient populations of

Central America and Yucatan, constitute the Toltecan family, one

of the two great divisions into which Dr. Morton divided his one

American " race or species." The nations lying to the north di

those seats of a native civilisation, were all classed by him into a

distinct family of barbarous tribes, resembling the other in physical,

TABLE VI.—AMERICAN DOLICHOCEPHALIC CRANIA.

1

1

1.

TRIBK, I,. 1). 1'. K. K. 1).

4-7

V. I>.

5-5

1. A. I. L. O. F. A II. (J.

Seininolo, M. 71 50 150 41 14-8 20-S

2. )» M. 7-3 5-9 46 5-8 15-9 44 15-3 207
3. >» M. 7-0 5-6 4-7 5-4 150 41 147 20-2

4. 9? M. 7-3 5-6 4-2 5-6 15-2 4-7 150 204
5. >) M. 7 5-9 4-5 5-8 14-7 40 14-2 20 5

1 6. Cherokee, P. 7-2 5-2 4 2 5-5 14-5 40 140 2()'2

1

7- > F. 7-0 5-3 41 5-4 14-5 40 140 19-5

!
8. »» M. 7-2 5 3 4-3 53 141 4-5 140 191

! 9. Clioctaw, M. 7-2 50 4-2 5-5 14-6 3-9 14-7 19 2

i

10 Sauk, F. 7-4 5-9 4-6 5-5 15-3 4-7 142 20-2

11. Ottigamie, M. 7 59 4-7 5-5 15 4-2 142 209
12. Chippewa, M. 7-3 5-8 4-8 5-5 151 4-6 14-2 20-9

; 13. »» • • M. 7-2 5-5 4-3 5-5 14-8 41 140 2(>'2

14. Pottowatomie, M. 7-8 5-7 4-4 5-3 160 40 15-8 22 1

15. Mississaga, M. 7-0 5-2 43 5-2 138 41 142 19'5

16. Delaware, M. 7-8 5-4 4 6 51 14-4 4-2 145 20'U

17. »> M. 7 5-5 4 4 6-2 15-6 4-3 100 21'o

18. Miami, . M. 7 5-3 4 3 5-5 150 41 15-5 20J
19. ,, . . . M. 73 55 4-3 5-5 140 40 14 9 21

29. Nauiukeag, M. 7 4 5-5 4 4 5 9 15 4-3 140 ...

21. »» M. 0-9 5 4-2 5 3 14-3 3-9 14-4 198
22. Assiiiaboiuc, . M. 7() 5'8 4-6 51 14'9 43 14-9 212
23. )» M. 7 5 5-7 4-4 5 2 147 40 14-7 208
24. Maiulan, F. 71 5 4 43 51 14-2 3-8 140 200
25. >» F. 7 5 3 41 5-3 139 42 141 198
20. Ricara, . M. 7 52 41 51 13-5 40 140 19")

27. Mingo, . M. 71 5 5 4 5 5-2 14-7 41 14-5 2()'2
;

28. Meuoininoe, . M. 71 5'S 4 1 5 '5 14-7 4 ... 203
29. »> • •

M. 71 5-4 3-9 5-2 13-3 44 ... jl9'3

30. 5, M. 7 '5 5-4 4-0 5 5 145 4 2 ... k'o-fl!

31. Mineturi, F. 7 3

7-24

44

5 47

4-4 51 141

1407

41

4-23

14-7 202

Mean, . • 4 3(5 5-42 14f)2

^

20-211
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50
5-9

5

|o

li

41
4-4

41
4-7

4-6

40
40
4T)

3-9

4-7

4-2

4
41
4
41
4-2

4-3

41
4-6

4-3

3-9

43
40
3-8

4-2

l4-0
41
40
4-4

4-2

41

14-8

ir)-3

14-7

15

142
140
140
140
14-7

142
142
14-2

140
15-8

142
14-5

100
15 5

14-9

140
14-4

14-9

14-7

140
141
140
14-5

423

14-7

20-3

20'7

20-2

204
20 5

202
19-5

191

192
20-2

209
20-9

20-2

221

Ifl'.")

20'U

2ir)

20o
210

198

212
20-8

200
10-8

19:)

! 202 :

i

20'3 ,

I 19'3

!
20f>

i
20'2

hut differing fi-om it in intellectual characteristics. Yet, as we have

seen, even Dr. Morton recognised some difiW-ences among them

;

and Professor Agassiz speaks of their tendency to split into minor

groups, though running really one into the other. The annexed

tables, however, will show that the differences are of a far more

clearly defined nature, and in reality embrace well-marked brachy-

cephalic and dolichocephalic forms ; while of these, the latter

seems the most pretlominant. The examples are chiefly derived

from the Philadelphia collection, though with additional illustra-

tions from the Boston cabinets already referred to, as well as from

Canadian collections. Table vi., which illustrates the form of head

most widely diverging in proportions from the theoretical type,

shows in reality the prevailing characteristics of the north-eastern

tribes, and could easily be greatly extended. The opposite or

j

l)i'achycephalic cranial formation is illustrated in Table vii.

TABLE VII.—AMERIC!AN BRACHYCEPHALIC CRANIA.

:<.

4.

5.

().

I-

8.1

il.

10.

U.

12.

i;i.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

10.

21.

•10

Miiskogco,

Uchcc,

Minsi,

Natick,

Diicota,

rawiit't', F.

( ,'lic'timaclieo,

Chiniuyaii, .

Osage,

Creek,

Choctaw,

" Ohio Mound," I''

(loajiro,

0-8

0-8

0-7

0-7

(i-7

0-
0-8

0-0

0-0

5

7

0-5

0-5

0-5

0-9

0-5

0-4

i

(•,•4

0-7

0-5

•Mean,

5-8

5 7
5-4

5

5 2
5-2

5-7

5-7

5-4

5 '5

5 '5

ry{\

5-7

5-4

5 7

5

5-7

51
51
5-3

5-3

51

4-2

4 5
4-3

4-2

41
4 3

4 2
4-3

4-4

41
40
4-3

4-3

42
43
40
4

40
4

3 9

02 5-45 4 24

5
5-3

5-5

5 3
5-7

5-3

5-4

5-5

4 9

54
5-4

.5 '5

5'9

5-2

5-2

5-3

5-4

4'7

51
5
5-2

49

5.30

15-4

15-3

15

14
14-5

14-2

147
151
13-7

15

14-8

151
15-5

14-3

14-8

151
15-5

12-5

140
142

I. I..

4-3

4 5

4 4

4 1

41
3-9

4-4

4-4

4-3

4-4

4 4
4-4

4 1

3-8

4-7

41
4-7

41
40
40

14 03

15

140
14 3
13-8

14 3
141
13 5

14 4
13

140
141
14-2

14

13 4
13-8

13-4

144
130

13-4

13

11. c. I

200
20-4

20 1

19-3

190
191
19-8

201
191
19-5

193
19

191
18-8

19-5

19 5
20-4

18-7

197
190
19'3

185

4 •25! 13-85 1944

14-02 20'2!l

But I now turn to the region around the northern lakes, wliere

opportunities of personal observation first suggested to me the

ibviou.s discrepancies between the actual evidence disclosed by

xlinmation on the sites of native sepulture, and tlie tlieory of a
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typical unity manifested in the cranial characteristics of the most

widely-separated tribes and nations of the continent. The Sciotfi

Mound skull, characterized by Dr. IVIorton as " tlie perfect type of

Indian conformation to which the skulls of all the tribes from Cape

Horn to Canada more or less approximate," presents the remark

able anterior development of a cranium whereof nearly two -thirds

of the cerebral mass was in front of the mmf,us aucUtm^ins rx-

ternus ; whereas in the elongated Peruvian skull, unaltered In

artificial means, this is nearly reversed : showing by the proportions

of the cerebral cavity that the larger mass of the brain lay beliiml

the ear. These types may be considered as representing the twn

extremes ; but both of the great stocks between which the northern

region around the great lakes has been chiefly divided since the iirst

intrusion of Europeans, belong to the dolichocephalic division.

Those are the Algonquins and the Iroquois, including in the lattti

the Hurons, who, with the Petuns, Neuters, and Eries, all belongoii

to the same stock, thougli involved in deadly enmity with eacli

other. In the supposed typical Mound skull the longitudinal,

IJarietal, and vertical diameters vary very slightly ; and as the

Mexican and Peruvian crania chiefly attracted Dr. Morton's atteii

tion, and are illustrated minutely, as a series, in, his great work : if

only required tha further theory, which referred all the elongated

skulls to an artificially modified class, to confirm in his mhid tln^^

idea of one peculiar form of cranium pertaining exclusively to

the New World.

To the theoretical type of a head very nearly corresponding in

length and breadth, though not in height, the more numerous class

of Peruvian and jMexican l)rachycephalic crania unquestionably

approximate. Of one of the former, from the Tenq)le of the Sun

(Plate XL), Dr. Morton remarks: "A strikingly charactoristit

l*eruvian head. As is common in this series of skulls, tlie i)arictal

and longitudinal diameter is nearly the same," viz., longitudinal,

G"l
;
parietal, G'O ; and, tested by this standard, he was oven nimv

justified in recognising marked points of correspondence bctwrin

the Mound skulls, and what he calls "the Toltecan branch of tli'

American race," than might seem reasonable from the miscellaneous

character of the crania referred to by him as "Mound skulls." liut

the moment we test by actual measurement, a very wide diffoioncc

is apparent between the brachycephalic criuiia of the class rofcniHl

to, and the prevailing ibrm of head in many of the northern tiilios,

as among the Algonquins, Hurons, and Iroquois. The Algonqnin

m !]
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The Algonquin

stock are represented by Ottawas, Mississagas, Chippewas, and
(,ther tribes, within the area of Upper Canada and along the shores

of Lake Superior. Of living Indians belonging to Iroquois and
Algonquin tribes I have examined, and compared by tlie eye, many
at widely-scattered places, from tlie St. Louis Eiver, at the liead

(if Lake Superior, to the Saguenay, and Lake St. John, in Lower
Canada. Physiognomically they present the large and prominent

mouth, high cheek-bones, and broad face, so universally charr.cter-

istic of the American Indian ; but they by no means possess in a

remarkable degree the wide massive lower jaw, which Las been

noted as of universal occurrence. The absence of the aquiline nose

is also noticeable, as it is frequently a cliaracteristic of the trutf

Indian in contradistinction to the Esquimaux.

The eye may be fully depended on for physiognomical charac-

teristics ; thougli of little service in testing minuter variations of

cranial proportions, especially when dependent on observations

made on the living head, covered with the thickly-matted and long

coarse hair of the Indian. Nor are actual measurements very

readily obtained ; for other obstacles— even more difficult to sur-

moimt than such natiu'al impediments to observation,—interfere,

and enlist both the superstitions and the fears of the Indian in

antagonism to the in(pusitions of science. I have been baffled re-

peatedly in attempts to induce an Indian to submit his head to

the dreaded application of the callipers ; and have found him not

(inly resist every attempt, backed by arguments of the most practi-

cal kind, but on the solicitation being pressed too urgently, have

[seen him tremble, and manifest the strongest signs of fear, not

unaccompanied with anger, such as made retreat prudent. In otlier

cases where the Indian has been induced to submit his head to

examination, his scjuaw vehemently protested against the dangerous

luperation. The chief fear seems to be le.st the secrets of the owner

slioidd be revealed to the mani})ulator ; but this rather marks the

more definite form of .ipprehension in the mind of the Christianized

Indian. With others it is simply a vague dread of power being

thereby acquired over them, such as Mr. Paul Kane informs me
[hcquently interfered to prevent his obtaining portraits of the

Indians of the North -wH^st, unless by stealth.

The following Table (viii.) embodies the results of examination.s

I iif twelve living representatives of Algonquin tribes, including six

Chippewas at the Indian reserve on Lake Couchiching, three

'Ittuwas from Lake Huron, and three Abenakis from tlie St. Maurice.

i ;
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TABLK VIII.—ALGONQUIN INDIANS.

J

i.

NAMK. L. n. 1-. i>. 1. M. A. It. c.

1. Kobseqii.-in, . 7-4 60 5-0 14-8 223
2. Nowkeisegwal), 71 60 5-4 15-4 221
3. Pahtahsega, .

7-3 5-8 5-4 15-0 22-()

4. Shilling, Joseph, .
7-5 61 5-6 14-4 22-9

T). Shilliiit;, Jacob, 69 60 51 14-7 22

0. Snake, William, 71 6 5-5 15 1 22-0

7. Kaligosega, .
7-4 58 5-0 15 2 21

8. Ganahwahbi, 7-2 r>o 4-8 14-9 21-8

1). Assikinack, .
7-2 60 4-7 14 2 22-4

10. Nanahmahbiquan, 7-3 5 51 14-3 22()

11. Nowgosedali,

.

7-2 60 5-4 15 22;{

12. MoHunhkiibino, 7 4 6-6 5() 142 22-4

Mean, 7-25 600 517 14 77 22-20

Some of the measiivcmeiits in the living head are necessarilv

affected by the liair, always coarse and abundant with the Indian

Others again, sncli as the vertical diameter, cannot be taken. Bui

tlie mastoid processes are snfhciently prominent to leave little rooiii

for error in the measurement of the inter-mastoid arch ; and tliis

suffices to show the very exceptional approximation of the inoden

Algonquin head to the ancient type, in the proportional elevationj

of the vertex : in so far, at least, as it is illustrated by these e.\

amples. In the horizontal circumference some deduction must U

made for the hair, to bring it to the true cranial measurement in al!|

the living examples.

From the above measurements, along with other observatiuuii

the Abenakis and Chippewas appear to deviate less markedly fioi

the assumed characteristics of the American cranial type than otln

noi'thern races ; and especially than is apparent on an examinatiij

of skulls belonging to the original Huron occupants of the greatfl

l^art of the country around Lakes Simcoe and Couchiching, whei

tlie Chippewas more especially referred to are now settled.

The projiortions thus given as characteristic of the widel

diffused Algonquin stock place it in the dolichocephalic division,

which Tables xr,, yTi., xiii. furnish evidence suggestive of a geiiti|

ally prevailing divergence among the northern tribes from tl

more common Peruvian, and the supposed Mound type. The ei|

tent of this divergence will be no less clearly seen by referriiij;

some of the most characteristic examples furnished in the Cm.

Americana. The radical variation from the assumed typical

portions is obvious, for example, in the Miami cranium : the h
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iit'ii celebrated chief, eloquent, ofgT(!tit bravery, and luiconiprumis-

iiig hostility to the whites ; and is equally apparent in those of the

Potowatomies, the Blackfeet, Menoniinees, and the Delawarea. In

I

most of those of which measurements are given by Dr. Morton, the

longitudinal diameter is nearly, and in some more than two inches

[in excess both of the parietal and vertical diameters ; and in other

[respects they differ little less widely from the characteristics of the

limchycephalic crania.

Such ai'e indications of d{ita—derived from a source altogetlier

|uiiexceptionable in the present argument,—irreconcilable with tho

news so repeatedly affirmed, of a physiognomical, physiological,

RUtl, above all, a cranial unity characterizing the whole ancient and

iiodern aborigines of the New World. But the Algonquins,

Iroquois, and Hurons of the St. Lawrence valley and the Lake

[egions, which have been recognised by many writers as special!}

ivi)ical of the predominant characteristics of the northern Eed

Indian, furnish evidence equally confirmatory of the diversified

Ihysical characteristics of American nations. Of them Dr. Latham

emarks :
" The Iroquois and Algonquins exhibit in the most typi-

Inl form the characteristics of the North American Indians, as ex-
io,v...«

^^^^ clevatioMibited in the earliest descriptions, and are the two familiss upon

I . i...,i iv,T flip^^p exMliich the current notions respecting the physiognomy, habits, and

lead are necessarily

mt with the Indian
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oral and intellectual powers of the so-called Ked race are chiefly

luuded."^ In some respects, however, they present a striking

ntrast. The Algonquin stock, chiefly i-epresented by the modern

lippewas, is only known to us as embracing rude hunter tribes
;

wliere found under the protection of the government of the

uviiice, nd settled on the Indian reserves of Upper Canada,

I'v illustnite in a remarkable manner the \instable condition oi'

ajic lite prior to the introduction of any foreign disturbing ele-

nts : for they are, with very partial exceptions, more reoenl

ruders within the Canadian clearings than the Europeans ; and

! extirpation of the aboriginal occupants of Canada is wholly

rilialile to iiatix'e wars.

In the brief interval between Cartier's first discovery of Canada.

fl
its exploration and settlement by Chaniplain, the whole

ntry between the Ottawa and I^ike Simcoo appears to have beiMi

opnlated ; and tho Wyandots and allied tribes, driven westward

jtlieir implacable Irocpiois foes, were settled in palisaded villages

tlie country around Lake Simcoe and the (Seorgian Bay. The

the liei^''''^ nation embraced four tribes among whom agriculture w ar.

1 Vunitic^ of Ma)i, p. o3.S.

n
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systematically pursued : probably with all the greater assiduity that

the restriction of their hunting-grounds by the encroachments of

the Iroquois must have made them more dependent on its resourcLs,

To the south-west of tins country, in the high ground between the

Georgian Bay and Lake Erie, the allied nation of the Tiontonones

was settled. The Niagara district was in like manner hlled up liy

the Attiwondaronks or Neuters, of the same stock ; and all aloni;

the river banks and smaller lake shores, traces of Indian villages

and cemeteries prove that at an earlier date the whole country wns

filled up with a corresponding native population. The Wyandots;,

as they styled themselves, only lu'came known to Europeans in

their decline, and immediately before their extirpation. They weiv

then in alliance with the Adirondacks against Wmv common

Iroquois foe, and probably a certain portion of the skulls found in

Upper Canadian cemeteries belongs to the latter. But the Algoii

quin cranium, though less markedly dolichocephalic than the Huron

or Iroquois skulls, belongs to the same class ; and to one or other

of these nearly all the Canadian crania may with little hesitation

be assigned.

Of Indian skulls chiefly dug iqj within the district once per-

taining to the Huron or Wyandot branch of the Iroquois stock, I

had cursorily examined a considerable number, before my attention

was fully drawn to the peculiar characteristics now under conside-

ration. Since then I have carefully measured seventy-one Indiiin

skulls belonging, as I believe, to the Wyandot or the Algonquin

stock ; and of this number have found only five exhibiting sucli an

agreement with the assigned American tyi)e, as, judged by the eve,

to justify their classification as true brachycephalic crania, thou

the tendency to the pyramidal form, occasioned by the angulaij

junction of the jiarietal bones, is apparent in many of them. One

a very remarkable and massive skull, turned up at Barrie, on Laki

Simcoe, with, it is said, ui)wards of two hundred others, exhibit:

the vertical occiput so very strikingly, that when resting on it, i

stands more firmly than in any other position. This is, withoul

doubt, the result of artificial compression ; and in so far as fashion

regulated the varying forms thus superinduced on the natural

cranial conformation, it is suggestive of an intruder from tl

country lying towards the mouth of the Mississippi, where tin

ancient graves of the Natchez tribes disclose many skulls niouhle

into this form. No note has been ])reserved of the general cluiractej

of the crania from which this one was selected, doubtless owing td iti

peculiar form. A minute examination of exami)les found in Cam

iH
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skulls, 1 have only found such to be the cuse in three, iill ol" whiih

were teiiiule. Tlie widest parietal nieasurenient is generally a litll

above the s(iuanious suture, anil in some examples a still widor

diameter is given between the temporal bones. Somewhat miuiit

observations, accompanied with measurements, of numerous e.\

amples in the unrivalled collection of the Academy of Sciences of

I'hiladeli»hia, as well as in the collections at Washington aiii

Boston, incline me to believe that this is a common characterisitit

of the American head.

TABLE IX.—WE8TKUX CANADA : HUKONS.

LofALITV.

1. (hilliit, .

4. ! „ .

i

*'•

I 7.

I

8..

i
9.'

t 10.

I

>>•

! I'J.

I

13.

! 14.

I

15.

,18.

Ul
;20.

21.

I 22.

23.

24.

2,5.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

3.3.

34.

36.

37.

Owen Soiiinl,

Georgian Buy,

Or.),

?* •

Medonte,

Penetanguisht'iH',

Barrie, .

Tecunisulli,

Whitcliurcli,

Newmai'ket.

Oakriflges,

M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
I-'.

•M.

.M.

M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
F.

F.

M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
iM.

M.
F.

M.
F.

F.

M.
M.
M.
M.
I''.

.M.

F.

7 4

ro
1"2

7 3

7

7 3
7-2

7-7
?•")

7-6

7 6

6S
7-4

7-5

7 4
7-6

7-2

7-6

7-3

7-8

6()
7-4

7-3

'73
7 2

7 1)

7-6

7.")

7-4

7()
7")

7-2

7()

7-(i

6'8

57
5 5

57
5 6
5-3

5-5

5 5
5-3

5-4

5 4
5-9

5'5

5-6

5 2

49
56
5 4
5 2
5-5

5-6

53
5 6

5 5

5 4
5-3

5-6

6

53
5-2

5()

5-4

5-3

5-6

5 2
.")'5

4-S

4-5

4-4

4 2

4 2
4-3

43
4 2

4 3

3 8

47
51
4-5

4-2

40
4 "2

4 4

3 J)

4 4

4 a
4-2

4-6

41
4-2

4-2

4-4

3
4-6

4-3

41
4-6

4-2

4-2

4-6

41
47
42

_ i

5 6

5 4

57
5-4

5-3

51
5

5 3
5 2
5-6

5 5
5-4

5 4
5-2

5 3

5 5

43
5(»

5 '8

5(;

5-4

5

51
5-2

5-4

5 '5

50
57
5-6

51
5'.>

•J 7
57
67
5-3

6-0

5()

j

1. A.

15 6

147
15 3

147
14-5

137
138
14 4
14-5

14'6

l."0

14-6

14'6

13 3
13-3

15 6
15-2

14'S

15-2

15-4

14-2

15-5

140
14 5
14-6

14 5

141
16

140
13-4

15(»

151
151
157
147
157
13-6

Mean, •.30 5-44' 4-31 5-t3, 14-66

I- L. ; (). K. A.

4-2 15() •211

4 5 • • * 20()

4 3 141 20.-.

4-3 146 211
4-3 14 3 2ii';;

42 143 2():)

4-0 140 1!I8

42 14-2 20-4

3 14 2 191)

42 15 214
43 15 218

45 14-9 213

47 15 211

3 8 137 191)

• t < 141 2m]
4-3 15-2 214

40 149 2(1-4

4 5 152 2()-.i

4-5 14-5 2(1-2

42 15 (» 21-4

41 14-4 20-4

4-5 15-6 2i-;i

41 ... 19-;

4-4 ... 20-:

41 14 4 20-,>

40 144 20-.'

3-6 14 2 19-:

3 4 161 201)

41 14-3 20-2

4 2 148 20-,)

4-4 1 50 20-:)

4 4 ]5'3 ' 2()-;)

4-2 140 201

4-2 I5() 20-;i

4(> 141 l!)-.i

4(; 15 21-2

4 13 2 i8-:i

^^|

1),

4-23 14()5 20-11

%ii
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4-5
i

...

4 3
4-3

4-3

42
4-()

4-2

3
4-2

43
4 5

4-7

3-8

43
40
4r)

40
42
41
4-5

41
44
41
4i)

3
3-4

41
4-2

4-4

4-4

4-2

4-2

4(>

4(;

40

14 1

14G
14 3
14-3

140
14-2

14-2

150
mo
14-9

ir.o

13 7

141
ir)2

14tl

15-2

14o
15(1

144

•ill

201)

2or>

2M
2ii';;

20J

14 4

144
1
4-2

101
143
14-8

1 50
]-y'A

140
l.V(t

141

15

132

4'23 14(i5 -iO-l

Tlio ^lln(^\e(l tables (Tallies ix., xi.) e.xliiliit ^ il#»»tiv(' j^ro-

iHiitions (»f crania found in Tpper (.'anada, in so far as they can

)(' shown l>v such a seri(^s of measurements. Pinibraeing, as they

li), indices of the comparative length, breadth, height, and circum

nence of s(!venty skulls, jivocured without any s^iecial selection

[loni Indian cemeteries, lying, with only foiu' exceptions, to the

Dith of Lakes Krie and Ontario: they sup))ly a seiies derived from

sufficient number to indicate some constant proportions, and to

liiuik certain elements of contrast instead of comparison, when

iilaced alongside of the corresp(»nding relative pro))ortions in the

|(i1)1ps of brachycephalic crania.

The measurements in Table i\. are derived from thirty seven

Iraiiia obtained from Indian graves to the north of the water slicd

[etween Georgian Bay and Lakes Krie and Ontario; and the greater

luinlter of them from osrsuaries opened within the area lying be-

jwt'cn Lake Sinicoe and Li\]io Huron. The graves, therefore, were

ij'ig Btuated in the ancient country of the llurons, and may be assigned
2'*

•* fcliout hesitation to the tribes found in occupation of that country

21 4B''^"
first visited by the French Jesuit missionaries in the seven

2l8Bviitli century. The materials thus obtained embrace a sufficient

2|!'|Biiml)er of examples to illustrate the average proportions and rela

19(1 Bve measurements of the Huron cranium, and to furnish satisfactory

-""iitii for comparison with those of other Indian nations. Belonging

204Ptlie Hurons did, to the same ethnic group as the Indians of the

-O.iRoquois League, though at deadly enmity with them, their skulls

diibit the same deviation from tlie assumed typical American

tiid, in the great preponderance of the longitudinal diameter. In

Ills respect, indeed, they exceed the relative proportions of the

InoiKpiin crania, though these also decidedly belong to the doli-

bcephalic class.

Table X., which follows, wnta, in part, on different authority

Jill the preceding one. No. 1 supplies the proportions of the

bllof the celebrated ^lohawk chief, Joseph Brant (Tyendanaga),

|(jma cast taken on the opening of his grave, at the interment of

is son, John ]>rant, in 1852. Nos. 2-7 are from the Crania

Tirana, and include all the Troipiois and Huron exam])les

|vm there. Nos. 8-10 are ancient skidls from the Island (»f ]Mon-

tal.now in tlu^ Museum of M'Oill College, and correspond closely

the other crania of the Irocpiois stock. As a whole it will be

that these results agree in the main with those arrived at by

jv own independent observations ; while a comparison of the tables

214

204

2 IS

19';

2()-;

2o:i

20':;

Ifl'T

21111

20-2

1

•2n-.)l

•nm
•201

'iO'HI

l!V.'.|

21 -il

18'!'|

i

I

1

\ 1

i

1 ;
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will be satisfactory to those who niny still hositatw to adopt con.

elusions adverse to opinions reaffirmed lUKha* various turnis by I)i

Moi-ton, and adopted and made the basis of such ('<iiiii)rehen.siv

inductions l>y his successors.

TABLE X.—IllOQUOLS CRANIA.

1.

2.

4.

4.

5.

(5.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Mohawk, Brant,

Oneida, 3.S,

Cayuga, 417,
Huron, 607,

.. li),

Iroquois, l(i,

„ A.X.S.

Iro([Uct,

Mean,

1

I,. D

M. 7-8

M. 7-.-)

M. 7-8

F. {i-7

M. 1-2

M. 7r»

M. 71
F. 0-8

M. 7r,

M. 7

7 -29!

p. D. *: D. V. D.

.'5

51
-)0

.-.•4

rr2

58
5 5

5

41
42
41
4;}

4 5

4 2

5

4

47

5 8

54
5 2
5 '5

57
5;}

5 8
5'5

5 5

5 50 4 41 5 47

15 0'

144
14-2

14 5

15

15 2

14 3

l.V-5

1.3 5

4-3

4-5

.3 J)

4 4

4 5
4-0

1447i 42:

n .K, A,

149
15 5

140
14-2

15-1

14-1

13-7

144
14.5

i

•20 8

•JOS

10

l!l>

;
-jih

•20

l!)':i

•21'U

20

1449 204

The intimate relations in language, manners, and the traditiou

of a common descent, between those northern and southern briuidie

of the Iroquois stock, render these two tables, in so far as they piese

concurrent results, applicable as a common test of the suppose

homogeneous cranial characteristics of the aboriginal American,

relation to the area of the great lakes. Thirty-seven skulls, sucli

the first table supplies, the larger number of which liclong witlu

doubt to the Huron stock, or forty-seven as the result of both, ma

perhaps, appear too small a number on which to base concliisioi

adverse to those promulgated by an observer so distinguished an

so persevering as Dr. Morton, and accepted by writcis no It

worthy of esteem and deference. But, in addition to the fact tli

the measurements now supplied, are only the more carefully not'

data which have tended to confirm conclusions suggested by prev

ous examinations of a much larger numl^er of examples, in additi

to minute observations of the living representatives of the liiJi

tribes : an investigation of the materials which supplied the el

ments of earlier inductions, will show that only in the case of t

ancient " Toltecan " tribes did Dr. jSIorton examine nearly so ma

examples ; while, in relation to what he designated the " l:)ai'bai'oj

Race," to which the northern tribes belong, even in Dr. Meij

greatly enlarged catalogue of the Morton ColhHition, as auginenti

10

II

12

1.3.

14.

15.

10.

17.

18.

19.

'20.

21.

2'2.

2:i

24.

2r).

'20.

27.

28.

29.

,30.

31.

,12.

fl

Caiiai

from

towar

liank

inchu

the Si

their

have

iniinb
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, ^ . ,4. Since liiH (lontli, tln^ Scimnole cmum presont the {jvfatost mimber
tat(^ to ailopt colli .

'

,
,

"

.

., , ,,u iil()ii«'iii<; to one triuc, jiikI tht'.se only niii(»uiil (o sixtoini.
iriovis tonus by l)i| '^ '^

' TABLE XI.—CANADA: AUJONQL INS.

ITiOV

144
14 2
14-)

l.-)0

1.V2

143

i:Vr)

1.

1

O K. A

4.S 14 9

4-5 IT)-.

;{•!) 14

4 4 14-2

4.-) ir)l
,

i

40 141
i:j"

14-4

•JOS I

•JO'^

Hf.'l

lt)>

20^1

*2ll'ii|

•2 1

1

14.5 '20:

14-47 4-27 l-t-49 20J
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lOlAl.ll'V.
i

I.. l>.

1. Windsor, .

-1.

8.

i».

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

10.

17.

18.

15).

'20.

21.

2'2.

2:i.

24.

25.

2G.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

.'i2.

Biuford,

(Irftiiil Kivir,

Burlinj;ti)ii Bay,

Ntlsoii, \<\ .

F

„ K. .

M F. .

River Hiunlier.

Burwick, .

Peterliortt',

Kice Lake,

Bay of (jiiintc.

St. Maurico,

Throe Rivors,

7-0

7

7 4

OU
or)

7

7

7

7
">

8-2

7-7

7-3

7-3

7-2

7
0-8

7-5

7-5

I

/ t

i7-4
10-5

170
:7i
7

70
:7-4

I re
/

•')

I 70
i74

01
1 5 "3

I

5 -2

j

.V4

15 6
r»-3

"rO
•)'*

5-9

5-4

3-4

0-9

.5

5 '5

I

5-7

I'-.-I

I

5 -5

5-3
5 -2

!5-2

on
:5-8
.'->•>

0-0

5 3
5-7

;

5-5

0- :>

4-7

4 5
4-9

4 2

41
4-2

4 4
4 '4

4-4

4-2

4-3

5-3

41
4
3-7

5-7

4-5

4-2

4 2
4-4

4-9

4-2

3 9
4 3
3-9

4-5

4-2

4-8

41
.TO
4-7

5-0

V. n.

5-7
'

I
5-7

i5-0
I

r* -
!

:n-4
:

is -3

5-4

!5-5 ;:

:5-4
„

'5-2
II

!5-3
ji

II .J
||

'5-1 i;

15-3
!!

I

5-0 '

I 5-0 :'

!5-3 'i

13-3 ;:

I

4-9

I

.') 2
0-3

:
5-3

;50
5 3

53
5 "5

i5-5
!

i 5-1

I. I. . n. K, A

152
10-1

14-5

13-4

14 3
15-0

14-0

15 2
14-0

14-9

15

140
14-4

14-3

15-4

141
14-5

15-3

14 3
15-4

1.3-8

13 3
13-8

14-5

14-3

140
140
13

14 2

140
14 2

4 3

;40
i

4-5

t
|4

4

4

4
,4

14

I

4-7

I

4-3

4-3

'40
4 7

4-5

4 2
14 -5

4-3

4

,4-2

!^:

4
^4'

4
4

4

5

4
4

14 5

14-4

15-5

13 5
13-0

113
15-2

13

14-9

!
1 5

1

5

5
15-3

;i4-7

14-4

1 43
14-2

13-9

j

143

I

149
14-7

15

141
13-7

I 142
\

14-2

;
14-8

I

13-9

14-5

140
14-4

14-5

,
15

. I

20 1

20 1

'21-4

I 190
,18-4

i

19-3

.210
:

195
20 9

j

20-4

1210
21-5

i20-5
' 20-5
' 19-8

1211

I

199
I 20-3

1210
21

1211
20
19-2

19-3

200
21 -7

20 o
20-9

20 o

2 10
20 7

21-9

Mean, •25 5 -.58! 4-43! 5 •.'17
I 14 42 4 35! 14 •42; 20 -441

111 Table xi., tlie corresponding ineasureinents of thirty-two

Canadian skulls are given, the wliole of which have been obtained

from graves lying to the south and east of the true Huron country,

towards the shores of Lakes Ph'ie and Ontario, or on the north

liank of Hie St. Lawrence. Some portions of Western Canada,

including localities referred to, were occupied in the early part of

the seventeenth century by tribes allied to the Hurons; but on

I

tlieir deserted areas the Algonquin tribes from the north and west

have everywhere preceded the English settlers, and the greater

iminber of the crania introduced in this Table may be assigned

ll!:[
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without hositatioii to AlgoiKiuiu triljes. !No. 24 is desiguiited by ])\\

Morton a Mississaga skull ; and probably most, if not all, of those

numbered consecutively from IG to 28 beh)ng to the same tribe.

Xos. 29 to 32 are from Abenakis graves on the St. jMaurice. The

examples tlius grouped together present a sufficient numb(>r tn

furnish some adequate approximation to the typical s])ecialities of

the Algonquin head. They exhibit, it will be observed, a greater

preponderance in the characteristic excess of longitudinal diametci

than is shown in the cognate (!hi])pewa heads of Table viii.; thou«^li

all alike pertain to the same dolichociphalic class, and essentially

contrast with the familiar brachycephalic type of Peru, and of the

Mississippi Valley mounds.

But the term Algonquin, though apparently specially applied

originally to Canadian tribes, is now used as a generic appellation

of a very comprehensive kind, and embraces ancient and modern

tribes extending from the Labrador and New England coasts to fai

beyond the head of Lake Superior. In this comprehensive use of

the term, its application is chiefly based on pliilological evidence

;

and it points thereby to affinities of langiiage connecting numerous

and widely- severed nations throughout the whole area lying betwe(>ii

the Eoeky JNlountains and the Atlantic.

The following Table (xil.) includes the measurements of thirtv

crania of New England tribes, partly derived from the Crauin

Americana, and the remainder obtained directly from observations

made on the original skulls preserved in Anieiican collections. At

Providence, Rhode Island, where, from the zeal manifested by the

Historical Society of that State, I had hoped to obtain access te

valuable materials in this and other departments of Americiiu

ethnography and arclueology, I was informed that a considerable

collection of aboriginal crania, formerly preserved there, had been

sent to Paris. There they will doubtless be a])preciated as links

in a comprehensive craniological series ; but it is difficult to con-

ceive of their possessing so great a value as on the locality where

they constituted interesting memorials of an extinct nation and n

nearly obliterated history. In the following Table, the measure-

ments of the skulls of Natick Indians of Nantucket are given from

Dr. INIorton's Tables, but no record is preserved of the sex. From

their smaller proportions it is probable that several of them may he

female skulls, and thereby reduce tlie general results below the

lair average of the Natick cranium. The mean proportions of the

ten skulls are added to the Table, along with the total mean.

27.

28.

2<).

;io.

I.

I
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4.

a.

(i.

s.

0.

10.

II.

12. :

i;{.
.'

14.

I.J.

10.

17.

IS.

19.

20.

•21.

L'4.

:'.».

2(i.

27.

28. ;

29.

I
'•'"AI.tTV.

;

'yassjioliii.sftts,

' "^'ilein, MuHH
I "
!

Aiiltoii, Ma«s.,
^"aliant,

^'.intiiokct.

AW' Euykmd Cmnw.

:

Efist Haven, ( 'on
Maine,

<'iiiiil)eijjvn(], H. i;_

Tiverton, l\, j.^

'''xxle Island,
'

Natiek mean,

Total mean,

H- ^f^,
of a red;;;^ ;^t^ ^i

Of then, -t;;:;:-
r) ^^'^^^^" "^impassioned " W he'

^^"^ '^'''' '^^"'^ ^f a vacant
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^^'"'^ ^^ ^^^^ -^t'-
h^ now, entirely extinct bnt r^°^ ^ ''"'^ ''^'^- Tli.n' are not

miv-hreed Indian amono- tl.P 7 "*''' '^ '' ^'^ffieult to find

h^ ^t is probable that the red c ir •

''' ^^''
^^"^''^"'P'^'^ I Lave

'•'tl'e ^ew Kndan.I H..-K.,. " ^nplexmn, which I)wi,.],f „„.
fl tl

Igland tribes, may h
'<' ^I'P'K-ation of the term J?;;!

ave much jnor

; !

Ind inn to the nl

« accurately justi-

'oiigines first
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I

s

seen by European voyagers along tlie northern shores of the

American continent, than is now apparent when observing the

olive-complexioned Chippewas, Crees, and other tribes of the west,

Gallatin has grouped the New England Indians along with tlip
|

Delaware?, the Powhattans, the Pamlicoes, and other tribes of the

Atlantic sea-board, extending as far soutli as North Carolina, under

the comprehensive title of Algonquin-Lenapd There is no doubt
I

that important philological relations serve to indicate affinities

running through the whole, and to connect them with the great I

Algonquin stock ; while the essentially diverse Iroquois and Huron

naiK3ns were niterposeii

TABLE XIII.-

uetween inei

-ALOONQUIX

n.

-LKNAPE CRANIA.

1.

TKIBE.
1

I.. D.
1

r. D. F. D. V. D.

5-5

i

I. A.
1

1. 1.. :0. K. A. 11. 1,

Sauk, M. 7-4 59 4G 1 -3 4-3 150 21'0

2. Fox, M. 7 5-9 47 5-5 15-3 4-7 142 20'1I

3. ,, ... M. G'9 5-9 47 5-5 150 42 14-2 20-2

4. Potowatoinie, . M. 7-8 5-7 4-4 5-3 IGO 40 15-8 221
5. Chippewa, M. 7-3 5-8 4'8 5-5 151 4-6 14-2 209
6. ,, . . • M. 7-2 5-5 4-3 5-5 14-8 41 14-6 20'2

7. Delaware, F. 7 5-5 4G 51 14-4 42 14-5 200
8. ,, • . * M. 7-8 54 44 G-2 15-6 43

:
IGO 215

9. Minsi, M. G-7 5 42 5-3 140 41
i

13-8 19'3

10. Manta, M. 70 |ol 3-9 5-3 14G 3-9
,

140 19u

11. Miami, M. 0-9 5-5 4-3 55 14-5 41 140 198

12. ,, ... M. 7-3 5-5 4-3 55 14-6 46 14-9 20-1

13. ,, ... M. 7-0 51 4 2 5G 14-5 42 141 19-.)

14. ,, • . M. 7-0 |.5-3 4-3 5-5
;

150 41 15-5 20'j

15. Menominee, F. 7 .")G 42 5-1
!

14 3 44 13 5 19'.1

16. ,, . F. 6-8 54 4-3 O'.'l 140 32 140 l!l-7

17. ,, . • M. 7-3 5-7 4-5 5 3 14 2 4-5 14-2 2 I'll

18. ,, . . M. G8 5G 4-2 ")•,") 14-7 41 141 19!)

li). ,, * . . M. 71 5-8 4-5 5-4 14-9 46 141 20()

20. ,. • . . F. 09 5 '7 4-5 5 3 ' 15-3 4 5 140 20'4

1
21. . t . » . M. 71 5-G 44 5-4 14-8 4-3 15 20:)

22. <• . • M. OG 5-4 4 2 4-9 ]4'2 3-9 13G lO-.'i

23.

1

., • . . M. : 7-5 5-4 40 5-5
;

5-32

5-42

14-5 4-2

1400

20 li

20- 1:Meiioiiiiin'f mean,
;

(i(»8 r>r^8 4-31 14-54 419

Total mean, . •
71-> 5-.->3 - 1477 4'22 14 42 2(i';ii)

Under the double title of AlgoiKpun-Lenapo have been in]

eluded all the Indian nations originally occu]>ying the vast tiactl

of tlie Xorth American continent, extending from beyond the Gv

of the St. Lawrence to the area of the Florida tribes, and chiiniiid

the whole territory between the Mississi]ipi and the sea ; except]

ing where the IFurons and the aggressive Iroquois liekl the ('ouiitr|

around tlie lower lakes, and the Five Nations were alreadv cxtoml
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•3 4-3 15-0 21'0

5-3 4-7 142 20tl

50 4-2 14-2 20'2

60 40 15-8 221

5 1 4-6 14-2 20'9

4-8 41 14-6 20'2

4't 4-2 14-5 200

5() 43 160 2IJ

40 41 1

13-8 19-3

•IG 30 140 195

4-5 !4l 14-0 198

46
;

4-6 14-9 1 201

4-5 4-2 14-1
!

l!)'.)

50
1

4-1 15-5 20v)

4-3 4-4 13-5 lit'.'

40 3-2 140 lit:

42 45 14-2 ilil

4 7 41 14-1 191)

49 46 14-1 200

5-3 4 5 1 4-0 20 4

J-8 4-3 15-0 20.)

42 3J) 136 i!):i

|.V4- ... -Oli

It-54 4-1

!

) 1406 20 i;

W7 4-2-2 14-12 20';((

30 have been inj

Kng the vast tvarj

L beyond the Gull

Ibes, and clainiina

the sea ;
excq>t-l

Is held the oountn|

re ah-eadv cxtoinl

ing their hunting-grounds at the cost of Algonquin and Lenape
tribes. But however valuable comprehensive groupings may prove

to the philologist, the physical characteristics of the tribes are best

studied in smaller groups ; and by this means we are able to trace

the prevalence of dialects of a common language among tribes

widely scattered, and frequently marked by important diversities

of physical character. For this reason the New England Indians

have been grouped apart in Table xii. ; while another table (xiii.) is

added, chiefly derived from observations recorded by Dr. Morton,

and including examples of tribes embraced by the comprehensive

classification of Algonquin-Lenapes, but omitting those of Canada

and New England, wliich have already been given in previous

tables. Such a grouping of allied tribes is not without its value,

as a means for comjmring general results ; though the essentially

distinctive features of a single tribe or nation are more to be relied

on. I have accordingly added the mean results of the Menominee
crania, nine in number, in addition t(3 those of the wdiole. The
Menominees originally occupied the country round Green Bay, on

Lake jNIichigan, where they early attracted tlie attention of the

Jesuit missionaries. The unusual fairness of their complexion has

been repeatedly commented on by travellers, and presents so re-

markable a contrast to the colour of other Indian tribes in their

vicinity, that Keating, after noting in his Efl:imlition to the St.

Peter's River, the resemblance of the ^Menominee Indians he met

with to the white mulattoes of the United States, adds :
" They

are naturally so much fairer than the neighbouring tribes, that

they are sometimes called the White Indians." How far this is a

purely aljoriginal trait, may be sulyect to doubt. Great variety

unquestionably exists in the shades of colour of the American

Indian tribes ; but besides this, the presence of the white man
umouu' them l)egan very earlv to alfect the race, and changes have-

been wrouglit by such intercourse on tribes, entirely Ijeyond the

most remote clearings of Avestern settlement. Ihit this subject is

treated of more iu detail in a sul)sequent chapter. N"o traces of

physical degeneracy, however, are noted by the latest observers of

the ^lenominees. Though reduced to a small remnant, they still

maintain their ancient character for bravery and foresight ; ami

uppi>ar to have possessed characteristics peculiarly fitting them for

iiequiring the elements of civilisation, had they been originally

subjected to its influences under favourable circumstances. " Their

liinguage," Gallatin remarks, "though of the Algonquin stock, is less

,
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similar to tliat of tho Clii|)])Owas, their inniuuliate iioi<>li)»ouvs, than

iilmost any dialect of the same stock." Excejitiiio' in the remarkal)lc

excess of the parietal diameter, the ^renominee mean falls below

the total mean; but this may be ])artly accounted for l>y tlie pro

portion of si. 11 female skulls to the whole.

Thus I'jir the various ethnical groujjs referred to are all em
braced Avithin the true American stock to which Dr. Morton and

others, includinfi' the most distin«i,'uished ethnologists of i\u\ New
World, agree in assigning a nearly absolute uniformity of (u-aniiil

type, or such an approximation to it as serves in their estimation

to indicate with equal clearness the unity of the American I'acc,

and its se[>aration by radi(;al diversity of ethnical characteristics,

from all the ra(H^s of the ()hl World. On the one hand, Dr. Nott

affirms of it : " Identical characters pervade all the American

race, ancient and modern, over the whole continent ;" while he \v\

less confidently asserts that the American continent, at the time ol

its discovery, " was populated by millions of peoi)Ie resemblinj;

each other, possessing peculiar moral and physical characteristics,

and in utter contrast with any peoplt; of the Old AVorld." ' Similar

opinions have been reiterated in a variety of forms by Ameri

can ethnologists ; but all concur in (!.\ci!pting irom this otherwise

undeviating comprehensiveness of ethnical uniformity, the tribos

occu]iying the hy])erborean regions. Dr. IVIorton has appended tu

his Craniti Amcneann drawings and measurenunits of four Ks(]ui-

maux skulls, in order to illustrate " the great and uniform diflcr

enees between these heads and those of the American Indians,"

and to confirm the opinion advanced by him, " that the Ks«iuimau.\

are the only people possessing Asiatic characteristics on the

American continent." The evidence resulting from varied opjwi-

t unities of observation, and tlu' opinions arrived at by the niosi

experienced ])ractical ethnologists, aj^pear to me to point to a mtv

different conclusion. The Mongolian classification of the Aniori

can Indian is borne out by many significant ])oints of resemblance

in form, cfdour, texture of hair, and ])eculiar customs and traits dt

character, wanting in the Esquimaux. The striking resembliinn

noted by Humboldt, as existing between the American racc! ami

the Asiatic Mongols, has already been referred to ; and the .sann'

idea receives independent confirmation on the high authority nt

Dr. Charles rickering, as the result of his extensive observatioiL^

on th(^ races of both continents; while the philological uiiitynt
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TABLE XIV.—ESQUIMAUX CRANIA.

I.OCAMTV.

1.

2.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

I 22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

30.

37.

38.

39.

Baffin's Bay,

Disco Island, .

" In the Snow," Captain

)

Parry, . . )

Sabine Island, .

Hopedale, Lal)rad<;r,

Icy Cape, Beliving St.,

Cast,

Lat. 69° 21 19" v., }

Long. 81° 31' w., i

Cast,

I

„ . .

Hare Island,

By M. Schwartz, Stockholm

Davis Straits, .

Greenland (167),

Disco Island, (168),

Eskimo (166), .

Disco Island, .

Greenland, Dr. Kan

!) "

Upernavick,

N. Greenland, .

7-4

80
6-7

7-2

7-6

7-1

7-4

7-4

7 3
()-9

7-7

Mean,

i I i)

I
7 5

I

69
I 7.4

7-6

7-2

7-1

71
71
7

7-3

7-3

y. D.
1
V. D.

51
51

5-2

5-4

51
4'8

7

71
7-8

69

4-S

5-3

5 2

5 3

49
5'6

51
5 4
51
5
5-2

5-4

5 4
5-5

4!)
5 '5

4-6

4-8

4-6

4-8

4-4

41
49
4-6

4-5

4'8

4-8

4-7

5-3

50
5 3

4-2 i5-3
43

5'4 4-4

4 3

46
4.4

4-3

57 46 56

5-7

5-3

5-7

51
5-3

40
45
4-3

4 3

40
46
42
4-5

4 5

42
4-4

4()

44

4-3

42
40
4 4
4.4

3-8

4-3

4.4

4-3

3-7

42
40
4 9
4-3

42

00
5 4

53
5-6

'y^

5-6

5-8

52
5 6

5.5

57
5 3

5.7

5-7

5 5
5-3

51
5 3
5 '5

5 3
5-4

5-2

5 5

5 5

5-3

57
5-2

5-4

5 4

7-28 504 43r 545

I. A.

13'8

151

144

147
15'2

14-4

140

15-3

127
120
12-8

13

127
11-8

12-3

127
123
118
12
12-3

12 9

124
12 9 14-6

1244 14-48

137 4-2

15-2 4-2

14-6 41
14-6 42
13-3 40
151 4 3
14-3 41
14 6 42
14-3 41
14-4 4
14-6 40
14-3 41
14-2 4-2

4-3

37

4 3

4-2

4-3

3-8

4

4-2

4-3

4-3

41
4-5

4-3

4 2
4-5

4-3

4 4
40
4-3

4-3

41
40

O F. A. H. ',

14 3

157
20

'2

2or,

14'5 20t!

15 5

161
131
15-3

I

211

222
lit'i

20:)

15-6 121-8

15-2

16-1

15-4

14-9

14-0

15-4

14 6
15-1

14-6

15-5

147
15-2

14-6

14-8

14-9

14-8

15-8

14-3

14-6

14-9

14-9

13-6

14-8

15-2

14 3

14-3

140
14-2

14-6

14 8

14-2

19-,-i

20-7

20-7

120-7

I

194

I

21-7

1
2i-;j

i
20-7

' 20-0

20-4

20-4

203
20-1)

19'8

20-fi

21-4

194

2in

2(I-S

l!)-4

2or)

21'4

2i);i

10-4

IfliS
I

•2n'4

1

20-0

20'2

4-18 14-80: 2fl4ll

' An additional cohnnn, i. M. A., the hdi.rniedfo'ul arch, is added in this Table,

measnred from the meati, instead of the mastoid iirocesses, owing to the dcfoctive

condition of the latter in some of the crania. The measurements of 25-38 were

taken for the anthor by Dr. J. Aitken Meigs, and in these the parietal diauiotei'

is at the parietal i)rotnl)eranccs ; in the others, it indicates the extreme |)arietal

diameter, generally nearer the s<(nani(ius snture. This reduces the ap]iareiitme:iii

parietal diameter, whicii if taken from the lirst twenty-four ci-ania risjcs to .V2'J.
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I. L. O F. A. II. '

•7

•2

•4

to

)-3

J7
5-2

40
4()

3-3

51
4-3

4()

4-3

4-4

4l>

14-3

14-2

43
3-7

4-3

42
4-3

3-8

40

4-3

4-2

4 2

41
4-2

i40
14-3

I
4-1

4-2

4-1

140
4-0

I

4-1

4-2

14 3

15-7

14 5

155
101
131
15-3

20 -i

200
I

j
20 (i

|2M
22 "2

1
20-2

15'6 121-8

4-2

4-3

4-3

41
4-5

l46

4-3

4-2

4-5

4-3

44
40
4-3

4-3

41
40

15-2

101
15-4

i

14-9
\

140
I

15-4

140 1

15-1

140 1

lo.)

14-7

15-2

140
14-8

14-9

14-8

15-8

I

14-3

140
149
14-9

136
148
15 2

19--)

20-7

20-7

207
19-t

21-7

20o
21-3

1 20 7

'; 2O'0

204

I

204
!
20-3

!
2(H)

I \n
20f)

;21'4

j

Ut'4

! 2i'n

I 20'S

I li)'4

1

20-ri

21'4

14-3 !2ii:i

14'3
;
19 t

140
14-2

140
14-8

I

14-2

I9f.

1!16

•204

20-0

20 "2

l4'48'4-18 14-80 mi

adiletl in thin Table,

Lving to the lU'foctive

Incuts of 25-38 were

fie parietal iliauittei-

[he extreme iiavietal

I's the ai>i>areut me;iii

k-ania ritsos to •"'•2-2.

My o[)j)oi-tun:tie.s for the study of Usquiinrmx crania have suf-

tited to furnish me with some very satisfactory data for forming an

ii[)inion on the tyi)ical elements of the Arctic skull form. In

Table xiv. the measurements of thirty-nine well-authenticated

Arctic crania afford some adequate means for instituting compari -

>:ons with those of the Indian. IJut in the interval which has

elapsed since the publication (jf the first edition, I have enjoyed

the advantage of examining at Philadelphia, in company with Dr.

J. Aitken Meigs, a remarkable series of one hundred and twenty-

tive Esquimaux crania, obtained by Dr. Hayes during his Arctic

explorations in 18G0; and on a recent visit to Washington have

iilso compared and carefully measured the Tschuktchi crania in the

oUection of the Smithsonian Institution. The latter skulls, six

in luunber (Table xv.), were exhumed from the burial-place of a

village called Tergnyune, on the island of Arikamcheche, at Glass-

uappe harbour, west of Behrings Straits, lat. 64° 40' n., long.

172"" 59' w. of Greenwich, and furnish interesting materials for

comparison between the American and Asiatic representatives of

the common Arctic race. Without being identical, the correspond-

ence in form between the two groups of crania is such as other

affinities in language, arts, and general ])hysical character would

suggest. The Tschuktchi skulls here referred to, are, however, too

few in number for the determination of a minute typical form

;

and the fact that they are all derived from one cemetery adds to the

chances of exceptional family peculiarities. But on carefully exa-

mining the Haycb collection, with the Tschuktchi skull-form in view,

1 was not only struck with the predominance of the same features

ill both, though less strongly marked in the latter ; but also with

the fact that fi'om the large number of Esquimaux crania before

iiu', it was quite possible to select an equal number closely corre-

sponding to the Asiatic hyperborean type. In both, the head is

long, high, and pyramidal, with retreating forehead, and great

malar breadth ; and in all of them there is some tendency toward

the wedge-formed vertex : which, in the most strongly-marked

Esquimaux crania presents the junction of the ]»arietal bones in a

keel like ridge, extending into the depressed and narrow frontal

lliune. The most striking and probably typical Tschuktchi head, is

Itliat marked No. 3, in Table xv. ; whilst No. 4, as will be seen,

|ii[tpi'oaches the brachyee[)halic proportions of the true Mongol

|typo. Dr [eigs describes the Esquimaux skull as " large, long,

iiairuw, 'tyramidal
;
greatest breadth near the base ;

sagittal suture

I i
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])i'oniinent and keel-like, in coii.seqiieuce of the angular junclion

of the parietal and two halves of the frontal bones
;
proportion

between length of head and height of face as seven to five ; . , .

forehead flat and receding ; occipnt full and salient ; face broad

and lozenge-shaped, the greatest breadtli being just below the

orbits; malar bones broad, high, and prominent; zygomatic arches

massive and widely separated ; nasal bones flat, narrow, and united

at an obtuse angle, sometimes lying in the same plane as the na.so-

maxillary processes," ' The remarks of Dr. J. Barnard Davis on

the last-named peculiarities, are worthy of note. In the Es(iuiniaiix

of the eastern shores of Baflin's Bay, he observes, the nasal bones

are scarcely broader, though fn-quently longer than in some Cliinest'

skulls, where they are so narrow as to be reduced to short linear

bones. " In those of the opposite, or American shores of Baflin's

Bay, they are very different, presenting a length, breadtli, and

angle of position, almost equal to those of European races, having

aquiline noses." "'' This slight yet striking anatomical differenci'

seems to sujjply a link of considerable value, as indicative of a trait

of physiognomical character in tlie more sonthern Ksquimaiix,

tending, if confirmed by further observation, like other physical

characteristics already noticed, to modify the abrupt transition

assumed heretofore as clearly defining the line of separation be-

tween the contrasting Arctic and Bed Indian races of the Xom

World.

TABLE XV.—TSCHUKTCHl CIJANIA.

I. Arikamclieclie, . M.
2. . M.
3. . M.
4. . M.
o. . F.

6.

Mciui,

. F.

•

L. I>. K 11. V. 1). y. I). I M A. V. A. 1. L.

30

o. K. A

14(57-2 5-4 3-8 125 140
7-2r> 5 6 4(i 0-4 12 5 140 42 14 3

7 o4 40 ")•,") 130 15-8 4-2 14-4

6-7 5-5 4-2 .VS 12 7 14-4 41 13 7
(5-7 50 3-7 5 2 121 130 3-8 13-8

G-8

G-93

-)2

5-35

38 5.1 13 2

1207

14-2 3 143

14184 02 5-42 14-58 4-(;2

mil

'JO'4

190

191

19j:|

From the relative measurements of the Es(iiumaux ami

Tschuktchi crania, the great length and narrowness of the skull

are apparent, though in estimating the value of the parietal dia

meter in instituting com])arisons with the other tal)les, it must bf]

' ('aliilniiiie of fhnntvi Cninlii, A.N.S., 1857,
l>.

50.

- Cranio Britaioitrc, ji. 30.
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horno in reiiionibv.'incn tlml. this diniiK^tov in fonitocn of tlio Ks(ini-

iiiiuix exanii)lcs (21-34) is nicasuvcd from Uio parietal ])r()tnl)<v

iiiiccs, wliicli arc not nccossarily the jtoints cf grcatost width. In

th'' 3ij[uinianx, as in the Huron, and generally in the Indian

skull, the greatest diameter appears to be towards the squamous

suture. Tlie (dcvation of the vertex is also in no degree remark

iibly divergent from the proportions of northern Indian crania, aiul,

with the other points of corres])ondence or approximation, tends to

confirm the idea that the supposed Tuiiformity traccalde throughout

tlie continent, is no more than might fairly be looked for among
nations placed to so great an extent under the operation of similar

conditions of social life, and affected by so many corresponding

extraneous influences.

Dr. Latham, after commenting on the distinctions which sepa-

rate the Esquimaux of the Atlantic from the tribes of American

alwrigines lying to the south and west of them, as elements of con-

trast which have not failed to receive full justice, adds :
" It is

not so with the Eskimos of llussian America, and the parts that

tberu Esquimawx, Blwk upon the Pacific. These are so far from being separated by

ke otlier physical ''^"7 broad and trenchant line of demarcation from the proper

abrupt transition ^"t^i^iis or the so-called I'ed Iface, that they i)ass gradually into

it ; and that in respect to their habits, manner, and appearance,

diually. So far is this the case that he would be a bold man who
should venture, in speaking of the southern tribes of Itussian

America, to say : Here the E.tkimo area ends, and here a different area,

hi ins."
^ The difference thus pointed out may be accounted for, to

a considerable extent, by the diverse geogi'ai>hical conformation of

the continent, on its eastern and w^estern sides, which admits in tlus

latter of such frequent and intimate intercourse as is not unlikely

to lead to an intermixture of blood, and consequent blending of the

races, however primarily distinct and diverse. But the evidence

now produced refers to tribes having no such intercoiu'se with the

Esquimaux, and distingiiished from them by important character-

tics, in manners, social habits, and external physiognomy. Never-

lielcss, if the conclusions submitted here, deduced from an exami-

iiation of several hundred Indian crania, are borne out by the

iremises, this much at least may be aflirmed : that a marked differ-

iice distinguishes the Northern tribes, now or formerly occupying

llie country around the great lakes, and ranging through the ancient

unting-grounds between the Mississippi and the Atlantic seaboard,

' Vttrk'fies of Man, p. 201.
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from soiiu! of those to the westward of the IJcjcky Momitaius, as

well as in the soutliern vaUey of the Mississippi ; whih^ lujtwitli

standing the prognathous maxillary development of the Esquimaux

;

intermediate forms supply nearly all the links of a graduated

approximation, from the extreme brachycephalic skull with vertical

occiput, to that of the dolichocephalic Esquimaux, with protuberant

occiput, inclining in its upper part ol)liquely towards the vertex,

This is best illustrated, in so far as cranial measurements are avail

able for the purpose of comparison, by the following Table (xvi.),

where the eye will catch at a glance the distinctive elements ot

ai)proximation or contrast which pertain to the different groups :

TABLE XVI.—COMPARATIVE MEAN CRANIAL MEASUREMENTS.

I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

A.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

Mound Crania, .

Cave Crania,

Peruvian B. C, .

Peruvian D. C, .

Mexican B. C, .

Mexican D. C, .

American B. C, .

American D. C, .

New England,

Iroquois,

Algonquin, .

Algonqnin-LenaptJ,

Tschuktchi,

Esquimaux,

L. D. I'. D.

6-57

G-62
0-32

(5-49

6-56

7 05
662
7-24

7-05

7 37
7-25

7.12
6-93

7-28

K. D.
1 V. n. I

590
5-78

562
4-95

5-51

5-41

5-45

5-47

5-.36

545
5-58

5-53

5-35

5-22

4-20 5-55|

4-5li 5-471

4-06' 518:
3-571 494
4-30 555
4-3l'. 535|
4-24' 5-30

436| 542
415 5-39

O. F. A.

4-33

4-43

4-37

402
4-31

5-44

5 37
5-42

542
5-45

15 00
1485
1496
14-45

1409
15-20

14-63

14-67

14-32

14-62

14-42

1477
12-67

12.44

4-40

4-42

412
4-10

4-25

4-12

4-25

4-23

4-10

4-24

4-35

4-22

4-02

4-18

14-00

13-87

13-27

14-40

13-95

14-171

13-85

14-62'

14-31

14-62

14-42

14-42

1418
1480

19-8.')

19-"

1910
19-7-2

19-CO

10-9!t

19-44

20-29

19-7:

20-48,

20-44

20-31)

19-57,

20-41

No. 1 is the mean of the four undoal)ted Mound Crania, and No. 10 that dl

the combined Tables ix., x., Iioth of which i)ertain to tlie common Iroquois stock.

In No. 14 the parietal diameter is the mean'of the exti-eme parietal, as indioattd

in the note. Table xiv.

The Peruvian crania of both classes indicate a people of inferior

size and stature, and present essential differences, even in the

brachycephalic class, fi-om those of the mounds. Their small verti-

cal diameter is specially noticeable. In this, as well as in other

respects, the greater correspondence between the Mexican bracliy-

cephali and the Mound crania is suggestive, and calculated t

increase our desire for the acquisition of a sufficient number otj

examples of both, whereby to test the evidence of physical corre-

spondence between the elder races of Anahuac and the people who|

have left such remarkable evidences of a partially developed civili

sation in the Mississippi Valley. The two extremes, it will

seen, are the Peruvian brachycephali and the Esquimaux :—

Mil
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14()t)

13-87

13-27

•GO 4-40

•85 4-42

•9« 4-12

•45 4101 14-401

1-09 4-25 13-95

i-20 4-12 14-17

1-03' 4-25

1-67 1
4-23

t-3-2l4-10

02 4-24

42 4-35

77 4-22

;-07 4-02

>.44 4-18

ig-ss

19-7-

1910
19-7-2

19-60

l9-9!t

13-85 19-44

14-02' 20-29

14-31

1402
14-42

14-42

14-18

1480

19'77

20-48,

20-44

20-30
i

19-5;,

20-41
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I'.iit between these, the range of variations sufticiently illustrates the

tiillacy of the auppos(;d uniform cranial type affirmed to prevail

throughout the whole Western Hemispliere, from the Arctic Circle

to Cape Horn.

If the data thus selected as examples of the different groups

t'lirnish any approximation to their relative cranial measurements,

it seems scarcely possible to evade the conclusion that the ideal

American typical head has no existence in nature ; and that if a

lino of separation between the Peruvian, or so-called Toltecan head,

;iii(I other Anuuican forms is to be drawn, it cannot be introduced

as heretofore to cut oft' the Esquimaux, and rank the remainder

under varieties of one type ; but must rather group the hyper-

liorean American cranium in the same class with others derived

fioni widely separated regions, extending into the Tropics and

beyond the Equator. In reality, however, the results of such

attempts at a comparative analysis of the cranial characteristics

of the American races go far beyond this. They show that the

toriii of tlie human skull is just as little constant among different

tribes or races of the New "World as of the Old ; and that, so far

from any simple subdivision into two or three groups sufticing for

American craniology, there are abundant traces of a tendency of

ilevelopment into the extremes of brachycephalic and dolicho

cejihalic or kumbocephalic forms, and again of the intermediate

jjradations by which the one passes into the other.

The measurements of three hundred and twenty crania are

;iiven in the previous tables. A much larger number would be

required to illustrate fill the intermediate forms, but sufficient data

have been furnished to point in no unmistakable manner to the

lonclusions indicated above. If crania measuring upwards of two

iuclies in excess in the longitudinal over the parietal and vertical

iliameters—without further reference to other variations,—may be

affirmed, without challenge, to be of the same type as others where

the longitudinal, parietal, and vertical diameters vary only by

mimite fractional differences : then the distinction between the

Itrachycephalic and the dolichoceplialic type of head is, for all pur-

poses of science, at an end ; and the labours of Blumenbach, Eetzius,

and all who liave trod in their footsteps, have been wasted in pur-

suit of an idle fancy. If differences of cranial conformation of so

I !

I j
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stronj^ly delim-d a cliivmctcr, us avo thus hIiowii to exist lictwcdi

various ancitnit ami modeni iti'i)|)lo of Aiuorica, ainouut to no inniv

than variations within tho normal range of a common type, then

all the important distinctions between tho crania of ancient Pluro

pcan barrows and those of living races amonnt to little ; and tlic

more delicate details, such as those, for example, which have been

supposed to distinguish the Celtic from the Germanic cranium

;

the ancient Roman from the Etruscan or CJreck ; tho Slave from

the Magyar or Turk ; or the Gothic Spaniard from the liasciuo or

Morisco, nmst be utterly valueless. ])ut the legitimate deduction

from sucli a recognition, alike of extreme diversities of cranial form,

and of many intermediate gradations, characterizing tho nations ot

the New World, as wcW as of the Old, is, not that cranial formation

has no ethnic value ; but that the truths eml)0(lied in such physio

logical data are as little to be elinnnated by ignoring or sliglitiiin

all diversities from the predominant form, and assigning it as the

sole normal type, as by neglecting the many intermediate grada-

tions, and dwelling exclusively on examples of extreme divergence

from any prevailing type.

Humboldt has been quoted as favouring the idea of Amoric.iii

ethnic unity ; but those who dwell most upon it, omit to notice

that it is a unity which he believed them to hold in common witli

the Mongol nations of Asia. It must be borne in remembrance,

moreover, that his own observations were limited to tropical

America. It is therefore no presumption to assume that personal

observation in reference to the northern tribes would have modified

his opinion, that " the nations of America, except those wliicli

border on the polar circle, form a single race, characterized by tlie

formation of the skull, the colour of the skin, the extreme thinness

of the beard, and straight glossy hair." The formation of the skull

has been abundantly discussed here. As to the colour of the skin,

extended observation tends in like manner to disclose considerable

variations : from the fair Menominees, and olive-complexioned

Chippewas, to the dark Pawnees, and the Kaws of Kansas almost

as black as negroes. The name of Red Indian I conceived had

been applied to the cinnamon-coloured natives of the New "World,

in consequence of their free application of red pigments, such as

are in constant use among the Indians on Lake Superior : until I

fell in with an encampment of Micmacs, in their birch-bark wig-

wams, on the Lower St. Lawrence, and saw for the first time a com-

plexion to which the name of red or reddish- brown may very fitly
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apply. A;^i»iii, iis to the hair, the evidence of the aneient IVniviun

i^nives furnishes proof of hair difleriiig essentially both in eolonr

and texture; from that of the modern Indian ; and Mexican terra

(dttas and sculptures of ('entral America indicate that the beard

wiis by no means universally absent.

lint it is not necessary thus to discuss in detail a detached re-

mark t)f llundjoldt, in order to prevent its misapi»l';'ation in proof

of the deductions it has been produced to snp[)ort ; tor he has him-

-iolf furnislu'd the most conclusive evidence of the totally ditferent

inferences he drew I'roni those reco«|nised characteristics of the

Auit^rican race. Dr. Nott, when commenting on the Esquimaux

>kulls engraved in the Crania Americana, remarks : "Nothing can

lit" more obvious than the contrast between these Esciuimaux heads

nul those of all other tril)es of this continent. They arc the only

|i(.'i)[)le in America who present the characteristics of an Asiatic

laci! ; and being bounded closely on the south by genuine alio-

iit;iuf.'s, they seem placed here as if to give a practical illustration

lit' the irrefragable distinctness of races."^ But such ethnical con-

trusts are by no means so rare. ^Ir. liale, after enjoying all the

inlvantages for extended observation and comparison which his

position as philologist of the United States exploring expedition

t'liniislied, remarks on the contrast between the native population

on the upper and lower waters of the Columbia liiver :
" No two

nations of Europe difler more widely in looks and character than do

tliuse neighbouring i^'ubdivisions of the American race."^ Dr. Picker-

ing, as we have seen, after the same experience, while giving abun-

dant proof that no prejudice against the theory of an " irrefragable

distinction of races " influenced his opinions, nevertheless arrived

at cunclusions so diametrically opposed to those of ])r. Nott, that

lie affirnis the Asiatic and American nations of the Mongolian type

to be one race. Humboldt, who enjoyed preeminent opportunities

(if studying the jNIongolian characteristics on the Asiatic conti-

nent, in full confirmation of the same idea, remarks, in his intro-

duction to his -<'l?«('r/cr^^ iicwnr/zcs ; " The American race bears a

very striking resemblance to that of the ^longol nations, which

include tlui descendants of the Hiong-Nie, known heretofore by the

name of Hiuis, the Kalkas, the KiUmuks, and the Burats. It has

iiicu ascertained by late oljservations, that not only the inhabitants

iif Unalashka, but several tribes of South America, indicate by the

' Coniiiiinttin- Aiutloiiiii of linvcx, Tyixi^ of Mtinkhut, ji. 447.
"

/Jt/iHoiji'diilii/ ami I'Uhnvloijij of V. >S. Ejjilorhi'j Eajirdilion, [k I'M*.
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osteological characters of the head, a passage from the American to

tlie Mongol race. When we shall have more completely stiulit'd

the brown men of Africa, and that swarm of nations who inhabit

the interior and north-east of Asia, and who are vaguely described

by systematic travellers under the name of Tartars and Tschoiides:

the Caucasian, Mongol, American, Malay, and Negro races, will

appear less insulated ; and we shall acknowledge in this great family

of the human race one single organic type, modified by circum-

stances which perhaps will ever remain unknown." It is indeoil

an important and highly suggestive fact, in the present stage of

etlmological research, that authorities the most diverse in their

general views and favourite theories as to the unity or multiplicity

of human species, can nevertheless be quoted in confirmation of

opinions which trace to one ethnic centre, the Fin and Esquimaux,

the Chinese, the European Turk and Magyar, and the American

Indian.

XX
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CHAPTEli XXI.

ARTIFICIAL CRANIAL DISTORTION,

I'KEVALENT MODE OP SEPULTURE—WIDELY-DIFFUSED SEi'ULCHBAL IIITES—INDIAN

OSSUAIUES—SCAFFOLDING THE DEAD—THE ANCIENT MACUOCEl'IIALI—CRANIAL

DEFORMATION—MACROCEPIIALI OF THE CRIMEA—COMPRESSED PERUVIAN CRANIA

—HUN AND AVAR SKULLS—THE HUNS OF ATTILA—CAVE SKULL FROM JERU-

SALEM — ASIATIC SKULL-FLATTENINO— FRENCH SKULL-COMPRESSlUN— THE

HOCHELAGA SKULL—POSTHUMOUS MALFORMATION—COMMON ABNORMAL FORMS

-UNDESIGNED MODIFICATIONS— EFFECTS OF THE CRADLE-BOARD- KANAKA

FLATHEADS—MONGOL CUSTOM— INFLUENCE OF SYNOSTOSIS—OSSIFICxVTION OF

SUTURES—THE FLATHEAD TRIBES -PROCESS OF DEFORMATION—INTELLECTUAL

INFLUENCES -PERUVIAN CUSTOM.

The assumed evidences of a physical unity pervading the

nations of the American continent disappear upon careful scrutiny,

and the like results follow when the same critical investigation is

applied to other proofs adduced in support of this attractive but in-

liubstantial theory. Dr. Morton, after completing his elaborate

illustrations of American craniology, introduces an engraving of a

mummy of a Muysca Indian of New Granada, and adds :
" As

ail additional evidence of the imity of race and species in the

American nations, I shall now adduce the singular fact, that from

Patagonia to Canada, and from ocean to ocean, and equally in

the civilized and uncivilized tiibes, a peculiar mode of placing

the body in sepulture has been practised from innnemorial time.

This peculiarity consists in the sitting posture."* Ho accord-

ingly proceeds to marshal evidence in proof of the practice of

snch a mode of interment among many separate and independent

tribes ; nor is it difficult to do so, for it was a usage of greatly

uwre extended recognition than his theory of " unity of race and

species" implies. It was a prevailing, though by no means

universal mode of sepulture among tribes of the New World
;

and its practice by many ancient nations is indicated by the

allusions of Herodotus, and proved by sepulchral disclosures per

laiuing to still older eras. The British cromlechs show that the

' Crnnio Amirimiin, ji. 244.

I '
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custom was followed by their Imilders in primitive times. TIk-

imcient barrows of Scandinavia reveal the like fact, and abundant

evidence proves the existence of such sepulchral rites, in ancient or

modern times, in every quarter of the globe ; so that if the preva-

lence of a peculiar mode of interment of the dead may be adduced

as evidence of unity of race and species, it can only operate by

reuniting the lost links which restore to the red man a common
share in the genealogy of the sons of Adam.

But ancient and modern discoveries alike prove considerable

diversity in the sepulchral rites of all nations. The skeleton has

been found in a sitting posture in British cromlechs, barrows, ajid

¥W^^^^

Flu. 65.—Chii>pew,a Grave, SaBkatchewau River.

graves, of dates to all appearance long prior to the era of Roman
invasion, and of others subsequent to that of Saxon immigration.

But we have also evidence of cremation and urn-burial ; of the re-

cumbent skeleton under the cairn and barrow, in the stone cist,

and in the rude sarcophagus hewn out of the solid trunk of the

oak ; and in this, as in so many other re;ipects, the British micro-

cosm is but an epitome of tlie great world. Norway, Denmark,

Germany, and France all sujjply the same evidences of varying'

rites ; and ancient and modern customs of Asia and Africa confirm

the universality of the same. In the Tonga and other islands of

the Pacific, as well as in the newer world of Australia, the custom

of burying the dead in a sitting posture has been repeatedly noted.
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But it is not universal even there; nor was it sc in America,

tliough afhrmed by Dr. Morton to be traceable throughout the

noi-thern and southern continents, and by its universality, to aflo'xl

" collateral evidence of the affiliation of all the American nations."

So far is this from being the case, that nearly every ancient and

modern sepulchral rite has had its countei-part in the New World,

^lummification, cremation, urn-burial, and inhumation, were all in

use among different tribes and nations of South America, and have

left their traces no less unmistakably on the northern continent.

Figure G5 illustrates a common form of bier, sketched from a

Chippewa grave on the Saskatchewan. The body is deposited on

t!ie surface, protected by wood or stones, and covered over with

birch-bark. In the neighbourhood of the clearings, as at Eed
River, the grave is generally surrounded by a high fence. Among
the Algonquins, the Hurons, the Mandans. the Sioux, and other

tribes, the body was laid out at full length on an elevated bier or

scaffold, and left to decay ; then after a time the bones of the dead,

with all the offerings deposited beside them, were consigned to one

common grave.

Ossuaries of great extent, forming the general receptacle of

kirge comnmnities, have been repeatedly brought to light both in

Canada and the Northern States. Creuxius quotes from Le Jeune

iin account of one of the general burials of the Hurons which he

witnessed. A grand celebration was solemnly convoked. Not

only the remains of those whose bodies had been scaffolded, but of

all who had died on a journey or on the war-path, and been tem-

porarily buried, were now gathered together and interred in one

common sepulchre with special marks of regard. The pit was

lined with furs ; all the relics and offerings to the dead were

deposited beside the bones ; and the whole were covered with furs

Itelbre the earth was thrown over them. When the IVIandans

buried the remains of their scaffolded dead, they left the skull im-

interred ; and Catlin describes their skulls as lying on the prairies

arranged in circles of a hundred or more, with their faces towards

the centre, where a little mound is erected, surmounted by a male

and female buffalo skull.

When we pass to the westward of the Kocky ^Mountains, new

modifications vary the Indian sepulchral rites. Along the Cowlitz

and Columbia rivers, and among various north-west tribes on the

Pacific, the canoe of the deceased is converted into his bier. In

tliis he is laid at full length, adorned in his gayest attire, and sur-

rounded with his weapons and favourite property, as well as with
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the ofterings of his Iriends ; and after being towed in soleuui funeral

procession to the burial-place of tlie tribe, the canoe is elevated

on poles, and protected by a covering of birch bark. Among the

Chimpseyan or Babeen Indians the female dead are scaffolded, but

the male are invariably burned ; and numerous evidences of tlie

practice of cremation and urn -burial have been found in other

parts of the continent. Again, the Peruvian mummy pits, the

Mammoth Cave of Kentucky, and the caves at Golconda, Steuben-

ville, and other localities, filled with bones and dessicated remains

of the dead, or with their carefully preserved mummies, illustrate

other and varying customs which have their counterpart in tlie

practices of the Old World ; while the Ohio and Scioto mounds

furnish unmistakable evidence that both cremation and incumbent

mound sepulture were practised by the race whose works preserve

to us so many traces of ancient arts and long extinct rites.

^^^S^^-

Fio. 60.—Canoe 13ier, Coluiiibiii Riv<r.

It is obvious, from such references, that there is little nioiv

proof of the prevalence of any single mode of sepulture among the

American aborigines than can be traced in the practices of prinii

tive nations of the Old World ; while the custom of interring tin'

dead in a sitting posture, in so far as it prevails among them, is

rather suggestive of borrowed Asiatic, or primitive European rites,

than of anything peculiar to the western hemisphere. Tlie exposure

of the corpse on its scaffolding, or elevated in its canoe- bier (Fi^.

G6), constitutes a far more characteristic peculiarity of tlie New

World ; and if it were the one prevalent rite, it might socin tn

Justify the inference which Dr. IMorton has attempted to maiiitaiii.

by assuming not only the universality of a different practice, Iml

also its restriction to the Anieiican continent.
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But a remarkable characteristic, common to many American

tribes and nations, is much more suggestive of widely diffused

afiinities throughout the Western Hemisphere, as well as of an
aboriginal isolation, than anything else disclosed l)y prevalent

customs or peculiar rites of sepulture. Much attention has natur-

ally been attracted to the evidences which have been brought to

light, alike in the cemeteries of ancient Peruvian seats of civilisa-

tion, and in those of the hunter tribes of the north, of the practice

of moulding the human head into artificial forms. But the strange

custom proves to be no exclusive American characteristic, but one

which had its counterpart among customs of the ancient world.

This, therefore, is also suggestive of a borrowed usage, and of

affinities with nations of the eastern hemisphere ; unless indeed it

be an ancient gift fi'om America to Asia.

References to the singular cranial conformation of certain

tribes, and to the strange practice of artificially moulding the

human head, were familiar to Europe not only prior to the first

voyage of Columbus, but centuries before the Christian era. The

earliest notice occurs in the writings of Hippocrates, who, in his

treatise De Aiiris, Aquis, ct Locis, gives an account of a people in-

habiting the shores of the Euxine, whose cranial conformation

bore no resemblance to that of any other nation. He further states,

that they considered those most noble who had the longest heads,

and ascribes this peculiar form to an artificial elongation by com-

pression during infancy. To this people, accordingly, he gave the

name of Macrocephali ; and both he and subsequent writers ascribe

certain peculiar mental endowments to this long-headed race.

>Strabo, Pliny, and I'omponius Mela all allude to the subject at

later dates, though assigning different localities to the nations or

tribes they refer to, and also indicating diversities of form in their

peculiar cranial characteristics. This tends still further to suggest

that the name of Macrocephali does not properly belong to a dis-

tinct race, or single tribe, on the shores of the Euxine Sea ; but that,

like the term Flatheads, as used at the present day among the

Indian tribes of the North-west, it was applied to all who practised

the barbarous art of cranial distortion. Strabo, in the eleventh

book of his Geography, describes the western portion of Asia, of

which alone he appears to have had any accurate ideas ; and speaks

nf an Asiatic tribe as having anxiously striven to give themselves

ii long headed appearance, and to have foreheads projecting over

their beards. Pomponins INIehi also describes the jNIacrocephali he
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ret'urs to as less hideous than other tribes in the same vieinity,

among whom it may be inferred that cranial deformation was

carried to a greater extent, as among tlie modern Cliinook Indians,

who depress the foreliead until the skull assumes the form of that of

a brute. The skulls of various ancient and modern American tribes

can be discriminated by means of the peculiar form of head most

in fashion with the tribe ; and all the allusions of classical writers

conKrm the probability, that from the time of Hippocrates till

long after the Christian era, the unknown regions eastward of Hk.

Kuxine Sea were occupied by nations among whom the pract) M'

artificial conipression of the skidl prevailed to a remarkable extent;

though modifiod in part, probably by the differing cranial proper

tions natural to certain tribes around IMount Caucasus, and also 1)y

the inlluence of taste and fashion on the strange hereditary custom.

Stephanus Byzantinns is quoted by Ketzius, as speaking in his

Geographica of macroce})halic Scythians among the inhabitants of

Colchis, the modern Mingrelia, on the east coast of the Euxine Sea.

The Macrocephali of Pliny were in the vicinity of Ceresus in

Natolia, and those of Pomponius IVIela on the Bosporus ; but from

Strabo we learn of them in diverse localities both in Asia and

Europe. His notices, accordingly, greatly extend the area of this

singular custom, and point to it as an ancient practice common
among the migratory tribes of western Asia. He refers to one

people in the region about Mount Caucasus towards the Caspian

Sea, and to another in the valley of the Danube at the river Taler,

both of whom modifiid the natural form of the head.

It thus appears that this barbarous practice is neither of modern

origin nor peculiar to the New World; and since attention lias

been drawn to the subject in recent years, various examples of

compressed and distorted crania discovered in ancient European

cemeteries, amply confirm the notices of the INIacrocephali in the

l)ages of classical writers. Captain Jesse, in his Notes of a Half-

Pay Officer, describes in his travels in Circassia and the Crimea an

example of an artificially compressed cranium which he saw in the

jMusouni at Kertch. This was said to have been found in tlie

neighlx)urliood of the Don ; and he remarks in reference to it

:

" According to the o[)inion8 of Hippocrates, I'omponius Mela,

riiny, and others, the Macrocephali appear to liave inhabited that

part (»f the .shores of the Euxine, between the Phasis and Trapesus,

tlie nioiUun Trebizonde." The Russian occupation of tlu; Crimea

dates only from a late period in (he eighteenth century, but siiico
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then an intelligent attention has been paid to the traces of its

ancient occupants. Some of tlie finest works of art recovered on

the sites of Hellenic colonization have been transported to 8t.

Petersburg, but otliers are preserved in the vicinity of the localities

where they have been found ; and for this purpose a museum was
established at the town of Kertch, in whicli were preserved many
historical antiquities of the Crimean Bosporus ; and especially

sepulchral relics recovered from the tumuli which abound on the

3 of the ancient Milesian colony.

Tt chanced, as is i
>''>'' ..ell known, that, in the fortunes of war,

the town of Kertch fell into the hands of the Anglo-French in-

vaders ; and some few of its ancient treasures were preserved and

transmitted to the British Museum. By far the greater portion of

tlie Museum collections, however, were barbarously spoiled by the

lude soldiery ; and among the rest doubtless perished the little-

heeded relic of the Macrocephali of the Crimea, first described by

Hippocrates, in the fifth century before our era. Blumenbach has

figured in his first Decade, an imperfect compressed skull, received

by him from Russia, which he designates as that of an Asiatic Ma-
cvocephalus; and in 1843, Eathke communicated to Muller's Archiv

filr Anatomic, the figure of another artificially compressed skull,

also very imperfect, but specially marked by the same depression

of the frontal bone. This example is described as procured from

an ancient buri.al-place near Kertch in the Crimea ; and no doubt

other illustrations of the pectrliar physical characteristics of the

Macrocephali of the Bosporus will reward future explorers, when

tlie attention of those engaged in such researches, or even in ordi-

nary agricultural labours on the site, is specially directed to the

interest now attaching to them.

More recent discoveries of artificially compressed crania have

chiefly occurred on European sites, though generally under circum-

stances which tend to justify their reference to Asiatic tribes.

One of the first examples which attracted the attention of scientific

observers, subsequent to the publication of Blumenbach's some-

what imperfect engraving, was a skull found, in the year 1820, at

Fuersbrunn, near Grafenegg, in Austria. Count August von Breuner,

the proprietor of the land, acquired possession of the interesting

relic, and at once assigned it to the Avarian Huns, who occupied

that region from the middle of the sixth until the eighth century.

Of this compressed Avar skull, Professor Eetzius gave a description

in the proceedings of the Royal Academy of Sciences of Stockliolm,

I I
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ill 1844, which has since been transferred to various scientific

journals. In this he shows that the skull, which had been regarded

as remarkable for its great elongation, is in reality a true biachy-

cephalic skull, such as the Mongol affinities of the Avars would

suggest, but that by artificial compression it had been elongated

vertically, or rather obliquely. At this stage, however, atten-

tion was diverted from the true elements of interest pertaining to

the inquiry, by Dr. Tschudi communicating to MuUer's Archiv fur

Anatomie a memoir, in which he instituted a careful comparison

between the Grafenegg skull and the compressed crania of ancient

Peruvian cemeteries, from whence he deduced the conclusion that

the scientific men of Europe had been deceived in ascribing to an

Avar or other Asiatic or European source, a skull which must have

been originally derived from Peru. In confirmation of this, the

Peruvian traveller reminds them that, widely as Austria and Peru

are severed, in the seventeenth centurj'^ the Emperor Charles v,

embraced both within his dominions. He accordingly conceives

it no improbable conjecture that the compressed skull was brought

at that period, as an object of curiosity, from America ; and being

afterwards thrown aside, it was mistakenly assumed to pertain to

native sepulture, when recovered at Grafenegg in 1820.

The testimony thus undesignedly rendered to the remarkable

correspondence between the artificially deformed crania of the Old

and the New World, is full of interest for us, now that further dis

coveries have placed beyond doubt the native origin of the Grafen-

egg cranium. It is preserved in the Imperial Anatomical Museum
at Vienna, along with another of precisely the same character

subsequently dug up at Atzgerrsdorf, in the immediate vicinity of

Vienna. Others have been found at the village of St. Eomain, in

Savoy, and in the valley of the Doubs, near Mandeiise ; and Dr.

Fitzinger asserts that a close resemblance is traceable between

these and the Crimean macrocephalic crania described by Ratlike

and Meyer. They are further illustrated by evidence of a curious

and independent character.

Dr. Fitzinger, who has published his views on this subject, in

the Transactions of the Imperial Academy of Vienna, places be-

yond doubt the authenticity of the discoveries of macrocephalic

skulls in Austria, in genuine sepulchral deposits, one of which was

dug up in presence of Dr. Miiller, the resident physician of

Atzgerrsdorf. He has investigated the whole subject with minute

research and accurate scholarship ; and after tracing ancient Ma

i:l:
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crocephali, by means of the allusions of classic writers, to the

Scythian region in the vicinity of the Mcetian moor, to the Cau-
casus, and the further regions extending towards the Caspian Sea,

and to their various sites around the Euxine, and on the Bosporus,

he mentions an interesting independent illustration of the subject.

An ancient medal struck, apparently to commemorate the destruc-

tion of the town of Aquileia, by Attila the Hud, in 455, came
under his notice. On one side is represented the mined city, and

on the other the bust of the Hunnish leader in profile, with the

same form of head as that shown in the supposed Avar skulls.

Professor Eetzius subsequently confirmed this opinion from an

examination of the same medal in gold, in the Koyal Cabinet at

Stockholm.

Attention having now been called to the subject, confirmatory

illustrations multiply. ^L F. T^ -^yon, of Bel-Air, near Lausanne,

who has carried on an elabc ate series of explorations in the

ancient cemeteries of that locality, recovered what we may style a

Hun or Avar skull, precisely corresponding to those found in

Austria, from a tomb of considerable depth ; and notes the dis-

covery of several others at the village of St. Eomain, in Savoy, so

fragile that they fell in pieces soon after their exposure to the

air. One of the same class, however, recovered in an imperfect

condition, has been preserved sufficiently to exhibit the calvarium

in profile, with the singular vertical elongation which appears to

have constituted the ideal type of masculine beauty among the

Asiatic followers of Attila, as among the Natchez, the Peruvians,

and other nations of the New World. It was found by M.

Hippolyte Gosse, at Villy, near Eeignier, in Savoy, and has been

engraved by Professor Eetzius, from a drawing furnished to him by

the discoverer.

The hideous aspect ascribed by ancient chroniclers to the

Hunnish invaders no doubt derived its justification, in part at

least, from the strange distortions which custom thus assigned with

the same imperative obligation of fashion which still perpetuates

the deformity of the Mongol Chinese, in their barbarous efforts at

the attainment of other prescribed proportions of an ideal female

grace. Thierry, in his Attila, refers to the artificial means used by

the Huns for giving Mongolian physiognomy to their children.

Attila's followers were a miscellaneous horde, dependent for their

success on the influence of his personal character. The true

wandering hordes of Scythian nomades, who constituted the

I
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Ohuiini, were of Ugriiin race, and kiiidnul to the Hnn<,'avians from

Mount Ural ; but the lluns pavtijok more of the Kalniuk bloud,

wliile the Magyars appear to have intermingled that of the true

Turk, against wliose European aggressions they ultimately pre-

sented so impenetrable a bulwark. Attila, however, was in reality

as much a leader of Goths as Huns ; though the black Huns from

the dreary Siberian steppes constituted the aristocracy of his wild

followers, whose Mongolian physiognomy formed the ideal of etlniir

beauty. At this the Gothic mother aimed, by bandaging the noso,

compressing the cheek-bones, and giving an artificial form to tlio

cranium of her infant. The ravages of this furious horde; ul

nomadic invaders spread terror throughout the enervated and

tottering Eoman empire ; and fear added fresh horrors to the wild

visages of the Hunnish devastators. " Briefly and dolefully," says

Palgrave, " do the chroniclers of Franco, Germany, and Italy do

scribe and lament the vast fury of the Hungarian ravages. Tradi

tion and poetry impart life and colour to these meagre narrati\T',s,

The German boor still points at the haunted cairn as covering the

uneasy bed or the troubled grave of the restless Huns, whose

swords are heard to clash beneath the soil." The " grinning, boar-

tusked, ensanguined, child-devouring ogres," are described by the

terrified survivors of their desolating inroads as the most hideous

race of monsters the world ever saw; and according to the old moidc

Jornandes, their horrible bestial deformity gained for them more

battles than their arms. After the discomfited Huns retreated

under Irnac, the youngest son of Attila, to the Volga, and

conquered nearly the whole Tauric Chersonese, they were subduetl

in their turn by the Avars under Zaber-Chan, in the latter half ol'

the sixth century, and thereafter they are called indiscriminate!}

Avars or Huns by all the European chroniclers of the time ol'

Charlemagne. Thus intermingled, they constituted once more a

powerful aggressive nation, who during the seventh and eighth

centuries kept Europe in continual dread. Their military capital

was in Pannonia ; but they extended their ravages wherever the

spoils of more civilized nations tempted their cupidity; and doubt-

less the bones of many a fierce Avar lie mouldering in the soil

that once trembled under their savage tread. Their name became

a synonym for inhuman monster, under its various forms of German

Ilunc, llussian Ohri, French Buhjar or Bovf/rc, and English 0[/rc.

Such were the people whose macrocephalic, or rather obliquely

depressed skulls, are believed to have been recovered in recent
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j)re8enting strange abnormal proportions, so singularly correspond

iiig to those of the New World, that tlio experienced traveller and
physician, Dr. Tschudi, has claimed one of the most characteristic

of them as no true European discoveiy, but a lost relic from some

ancient Peruvian tondi. Not to Europe, however, do they really

belong, but seemingly to the nomade Mongols and Ugrians of the

steppes of Northern Asia, in the vast wilds of which we lose them

as they spread away eastward towards tlie Okhotsk Sea, the Aleu

tian Islands, and Behring Straits.

A curious anrl unexpected confirmation of the Asiatic source of

the compressed crania of Europe is furnished by a discovery made
at Jerusalem in 1856, by Mr, J. Judson Barclay, an American

traveller. The circumstances are sufficiently remarkable to merit,

detail. Mr, Barclay having received information of an extensive

cave near the Damascus Gate, entirely unknown to Franks, he

resolved to explore it in conjunction with his father and brother.

The requisite permission was obtained without difficulty from the

Xazir Effendi, and they repaired to the cave, the mouth of which

is situated directly below the city wall and the houses on Bezetha,

Through a narrow, serpentine passage which traverses it, they

gained entrance to the cavern, the roof of which is supported by

mnnerous regular pillars hewn out of the solid limestone rock.

Many crosses on the wall indicated that the devout pilgrim or

crusader had been there ; and a few Hebrew and Arabic inscrip

tions, too m\ich effaced to be deciphered, proved that the place was

not unknown to the Jew and the Saracen, About one hundred

feet from the entrance a deep and precipitous pit was discovered

containing a human skeleton. The bones were of unusually large

proportions, and gave evidence from their decayed state, of having

long remained in their strange sepulchre. But the skull, though

imperfect, was in good preservation, and this the explorers brought

to America, and presented to the Academy of Natural Sciences of

Philadelphia, where it attracted the attention of Dr. J. Aitken

Meigs, and was made the subject of an elaborate communication,

printed in the Academy's Transactions.^

Placed in the same cabinet with the American crania collected

liy Dr. Morton, this skull, recovered from beneath the rocky foun-

' " Description of a Deformed Fragmentary Skull found in an ancient quarry

I

cave at Jemaalem ; with an attempt to determine, by its configuration alone, tlit

ftlinioal type to which it belongs." By .1. Aitken Meigs, M. D. 1859.

2 I
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dations of Jerusalem, presents some of the most striking character

istics of the artificially modified crania of the New World. Seen

by Dr. Moiton, without any clue to the circumstances of its dis-

covery, it would have been pronounced, in all probability, a Natchez

skull ; shown to Dr. Tschudi, even in a European collection, it

would be assigned unhesitatingly as the spoil of a Peruvian grave

;

but the widely-extended empire of the gitindson of Ferdinand and

Isabella fails to account for the discovery of such a skull, with all

the remains of the skeleton, in an ancient quarry-cavern of Jeru-

salem. The most remarkable feature is that the occipital bone rises

vertically from the posterior margin of the foramen magnum to

meet the parietal bones, which bend abruptly downward between

their lateral protuberances. After minutely describing the appear-

ance which the several bones present, Dr. Meigs expresses his con-

viction that Ihe head has been artificially deformed by pressure

applied to the occipital region during early youth ; and thus recog

nises in it an indisputable proof of the practice in ancient Asia of

the same custom of distorting the human head which was long

regarded as peculiar to America.

The arguments by which he aims at assigning to this skull its

true ethnical relations rest on less certain foundations. After

marshalling all the probable claimants, and assigning reasons for lAnalo

rejecting each. Dr. Meigs shows that it unites some of the njost piancw
characteristic elements of tlie Mongolian and the Slavonian head,

while differing in some respects from both ; and he finally concludes

that it may be referred—not as a positive and indisputable conclu-

sion, but as an approximation to the truth,—to the people and the

region about Lake Baikal. Through the Slaves and Burats of that

region the short-headed races of Eastern Europe graduate apparently

into the Kalmucks and Mongols proper of Asia ; and here probably

is a remarkable example of an artificially modified cranium of that

transitional people of Lake Baikal. If these deductions are here-

after confirmed, we are thus guided by a process of purely scientific

induction far beyond the limits assigned by Hippocrates, Strabo,

Pliny, or Mela, to the Asiatic Macrocephali ; and recover traces of

the strange practice of the American Flatheads far to the north-

east of the Altai chain, in the valleys that skirt the Yablonoi

mountains, as they trend eastward towards the Okhotsk Sea There

it is, in the vast unknown regions of Asiatic Eussia, that we may

hope to recover evidence confirmatory of the Asiatic relations of

the American race.
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r Worhl. Seen I tions of the form of the liuninn head practised by divers*? trilitis

nces of its dis- I und nations of the OKI World, new and unexpected disclosures

bility, a Natchez I tend still further to enlarge the areas of such operations. Dr.

an collection, it I Koville, a distinguished French j)hysician, at the head of the

Peruvian grave ;
I Asylum for the Insane in the department Seine-Inferieine and

f Ferdinand and I Charenton, has bVought to light the remarkable fact that the prac-

a skull, with all Itice of distorting the skull in infancy still prevails in France, l)y

cavern of Jeru- I means of a peculiar liead-dress and bandages ; and in his large

cipital bone rises I work on the Anatomy of the Nervous system, he has engraved

men magnum to I examples of sucli compressed heads, one of which might be mis-

wnward between I taken for a Peruvian reli.;. The practice is probably one inherited

ibing the appear- ItVom times of remote antiquity, and is found chiefly to characterize

ixpresses his con- I certain districts. Nonnandy, Gascony, Limousin, ;nid Brittany are

•med by pressure I specially noted for its prevalence, .vith son, local variations as to

and thus recog |its method and results. Like other anciet;' -astoms, it is probably

pursued with the unreasoning adherence to immen- "ial usage by

wiiich many ecpially useless practi\:e;; have lieen perpetuated, and

with no definite aim at changing t.;e form of the head.

In a section devoted to Distortions of the Skull, in the Crania

tiriiannica, two remarkable examples are engraved, derived from

igning reasons for lAnglo-Saxon graves, and others are referred to, found in British

some of the most lliancws ; but those Dr. Thurnam r.ad Dr. Davis concur in ascrib-

e Slavonian head, ling to causes operating subsequently to interment. The influence

B finally concludes Ito which such posthumous change of cranial form is chiefly

isputable conclu- laseribed, is the pressure of the superincumbent earth uj)on the

e people and the IskuUs where bodies have been interred, unprotected by coffins, and

,nd Burats of that iexposed to an unusual amount of moisture.

duate apparently I The geologist has Ifu,-; been familiar with the occurrence of

nd here probably Iskulls distorted, or completely flattened, and even with solid ])ones

cranium of that land shells which have undergone remarkable transformations, by

uctions are here- Icompression or distension operating on their rocky matrix before

[f purely scientificm assumed its fini I consolidation. In some of those casi^s, liowever,

pocrates, Strabo, he pala;ontologist looks in reality only on the cast of the ancient

recover traces of jone or shell, compressed along with its once plastic matrix, pro

T to the north- Biably at a date long subsequent to its original de])osition. But

rt the Yablonoifce distortion by which the human skulls referred to have acquired

otsk Sea. There Blieir abnormal shape, must have taken place while the animal

ia, that we niayBiatter still remained in sufficient abundance to preserve tlie

atic relations oip,riginal flexibility of the bones. At the base of the Montreal

lountain, on a site identified with much probability as that of

y to this skull its

•undations. After
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Hochelaga, an Indian village visited byCartier in 1535, an ancient

cemetery has recently been brought to light. Two of the skulls

recovered from it, now in the Museum of M'Gill College, Montreal,

are those of a man and woman, whose remains were found together,

as they had been buried, in the sitting or crouching position

common in Indian sepulture. The female skull has the super-

ciliary ridge very prominent, with a groove above it, while a pro-

longation of the occiput, frequently seen in the female cranium,

gives a peculiarly marked .predominance to the longitudinal dia-

meter. The other is the skull of a man about forty years of age,

approximating to the common proportions of the Algonquin

cranium, but presenting unmistakable indications of having under

gone alteration in shape subsequent to interment. It is marked

by great but unequal depression of the frontal bone, with consider

Fig. 67.—Hochelaga Skull.

able lateral distortion, accompanied with bulging out on the rigli

side, and an abnormal configuration of the occiput, suggestive all

first sight of the effects of the familiar native processes of artificial

malformation during infancy. Such an idea, liowever, disappeaij

on minute iiispection, and it seems impossible to doubt that, in tliij

Indian skull, we have a very striking example of posthumous tlisj

tortion. The right side of the forehead is depressed, and recedes sj

far behind the left, that the right external angular process of tlij

frontal bone is nearly an inch behind that of the left side. Tlij

skull recedes proportionally on the same side throughout, wit]

considerable lateral development at the parietal protuberance, anj

a projection behind on the right side of the occiput ; whicli

further marked by tlie occurrence of an irregular group of Wormi.i

bones. The right superior maxillary and malar bones have beconj

<lotached from the calvarium, but the nasal bones, and part of tlj

left
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left maxillary, still adhere to it, exhibiting in the former the evi-

dence of the well-developed and prominent nose, characteristic of

Indian physiognomy. The bones of the calvarium have retained

their coherence, notwithstanding the great distortion which has

taken place, although the sutures remain entirely unossified, and

must have given way under any unequal pressure. The only ex-

ceptions to this are : the left temporal bone, which is so far dis-

placed as to detach the upper edge of the squamous suture ; and

tue basilar portion of the occipital bone, part of which is wanting.

On examining the base of this skull, the posthumous origin of its

distortion is most readily perceived ; and this is proved beyond

doubt on replacing the condyles of the lower jaw in apposition

with the glenoid cavities, when it is seen that instead of the first

teeth meeting the corresponding ones of the upper jaw, the lower

front right and left incisors both impinge on the first right canine

tooth of the upper maxillary, and the remaining teeth are thereby

s(j placed as to preclude the possibility of their use in mastication,

had such been the relative position of the jaws during life. The

same distortion which has thus displaced the glenoid cavities, has

produced a corresponding change on the position of the mastoid

processes, which are twisted obliquely, so that the left one is more

than an inch in advance of the right.

The circumstances under which the Hochelaga skull was found,

tend to throw some light on the probable causes which may effect

such posthumous malformation. It was covered by little more

than two feet of sand, the pressure of which was in itself insuf-

ficient to have occasioned the change of form. The internal cavity,

moreover, was entirely filled with the same tine sand in which the

skull was embedded. If, therefore, we conceive of the body lying

interred under this slight covering of soil until all the tissues and

the brain had disappeared, and the infiltration of the fine sand had

tilled the hollow brain-case ; and then, while the bones were still

replete with animal matter, and softened by being embedded in

moist sand, and filled with the same, if some considerable addi-

tional pressure, such as the erection of a heavy structure, or the

"iudden accumulation of any weighty mass, took place over the

;;iave, the internal sand would present sufticient resistance to the

juperhicumbent weight, applied with nearly equal pressure on all

Miles, to prevent the crusliing of the skull, or the displacement of

the bones, while they would readily yield (lonilormably to the

liif'neral compression of the mass. The skull would thus be sub

i

Hi
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jectecl to a process closely analogous to that by which the abnormal

developments of the Flathead crania are eifected during infancy,

accompanied by great relative displacement of the cerebral mass,

but by little or no diminution of the internal capacity.

In the remarkable example in Dr. Thurnam's collection, of u

distorted Anglo- Saxon skull, from Stone, in Buckinghamshire,' there

are indications, especially in the detached and gaping sutures oii

the base, that it has been subjected to an extraordinary amount ot

oblique posthumous compression. But such posthumous changes of

foim are not to be confounded with the more numerous class effected

on the living hoad. Crania recovered from British stone cists, en

tirely protected from contact with the soil, frequently exhibit con

siderable irregularity of form, arising from accidental deformatioi

during life ; and coiTesponding modern examples are less rare than

is supposed. The normal skull may be assumed to present a perfect

covrospondonoe on its two sides, but very few examples fully realize

the requirements of such a standard. Not only is inequality in

the two sides of frequent occurrence, though not to the exte'it ot

deformity exhibited in the skull from Stone, in Buckinghamshire,

or that of the Indian cemetery of Hochelaga ; but a perfectly sym-

metrical sluill is the exception rather than the rule. The plastic

character of the bones of the head during infancy, which so readily

admits of purposed deviation from its natural form, also renders it

liable to many undesigned changes ; nor has this been overlooked

by Morton and other American cranioscojiists, who concur in assign-

ing the predominant vertical occiput to the pressure of the Indian

cradle acting upon a naturally brachycephalic head. Dr. Morton

remarks of the Peruvian skulls examined by him :
" These heads are

remarkable not only for their smallness, but also for their irregu-

larity, for, in the whole series in my possession, there is but one

that can be called symmetrical. This in'egularity chiefly consists

in the greater projection of the occiput to one side than the other,

showing, in some instances, a surprising degree of deformity, h
this condition is as often observed on one side as the other, it is

not to be attributed to the intentional application of mechanical

force ; on the contrary, it is to a certain degree common to the

wliole American race, and is sometimes no doubt increased by the

maimer in which the child is placed in the cradle. I am in fact

convinced, that among the collection of Peruvian skulls alluded to,

there is not one that has been designedly moulded by art.""

' Crania Britannka, chap. iv. p. .38. ^ f'lxinin Americana, \<. 1 1'l.
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The latter opinion is wholly untenable; but numerous examples

of unsymmetrical heads are traceable to the operation of external

causes undesignedly modifying them in infancy ; as in more than

one case which has fallen under my notice of heads flattened on

one side, and otherwise deformed, owing to the mother being able

only to suckle at one breast.^ The skull during infancy is in so

pliant a condition as to be peculiarly susceptible of abnormal changes

of form, which may be carried to a great extent without materially

affecting the functions of the brain. Moreover, it is apparent, from

illustrations already referred to, that many undesigned changes may
be effected on the form of the head, by specialties pertaining to

modes of inirsing, or the prevailing treatment to which children are

subjected. The cranial form, designated by M. Foville the Tetc

animlairc, may have predominated for many centuries through

certain rural districts of France, solely from the unreasoning con-

formity with which the rustic nurse adhered to traditional and pre-

scriptive usages, such as all experience assures us are among the

most likely customs to survive the shock of revolutions. The mo le

of nursing and carrying the infant, as among certain African tribes,

where it is borne on the back, and suckled over the shoulder ; or

with the American Indians, where it is almost invariably strapped

tightly on a cradle-board : miist have had some effect on the form

of the skull, and even, in the former, may have affected the bones

of the face; whilst the opposite practice of suckling the cliild

at the breast, and laying it to sleep from earliest infancy on

its side, especially if accompanied with a persistent adherence

to one side, must tend to modify the cranial form in an inverse

direction.

Dr. Morton recognised this element, as one tending to exagge-

rate, though not, as he believed, wholly to produce the flattened

occiput, assigned by him as one of the cranial characteristics of the

American aborigines. Nor did he fail to note the frequent irregu-

larities observable in the class of skulls to which his attention was

specially devoted. Of the Scioto Mound cranium, he remarks, in

reference to its vertical occiput :
" Similar forms are connnon in

the Peruvian tombs, and have the occiput, as in this iiistance, so

flattened and vertical, as to give the idea of artificial compression
;

yet this is only an exaggeration of the natural form caused by the

liressure of the cradle-board in common use among the American

nations." When commenting on this, in discussing the supposed

' \"\A<i Canad'mn Journal, vol. vi. 414; vii. .'JOf) ; viii. 1'27.

ii
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[trevalence of one cranial type throughout the American aborigines,'

r expressed my belief that further investigation would tend to tlu'

conclusion that the vertical or flattened occiput, instead of being

typical, pertains to the class of artificial modifications, familiar to

the American ethnologist, alike in the disclosures of ancient graves,

and in the customs of widely-separated living tribes. Vesalius is

quoted, in the Crania Britannica, as affirming that the Germans

of his day, the middle ot the sixteenth century, had a broad head

with compressed occiput, which he attributed to the custom of

binding infimts in cradles upon their backs. In commenting on

the assumed irregularity of conformation in American crania, 1

remarked, in the paper already referred to, "I have repeatedly

noted the like unsymmetrical characteristics in the brachycephalic

crania of the Scottish barrows ; and it has occurred to my mind

on more than one occasion, whether such may not furnish an indi-

cation of some partial compression, dependent, it may be, on the

mode of nurture in infancy having tended, in their case also, if not

to produce, to exaggerate the short longitudinal diameter, which

constitutes one of their most remarkable characteristics." The

first British example of this peculiar formation which attracted my
attention, and suggested the idea of its probable origin from arti-

ficial causes, was recovered from a stone cist, accidentally discovered

at Juniper Green, near Edinburgh, in May 1851. The circuni

stances of its discovery are described, and other Scottish examples

of the vertical or obliquely flattened occiput referred to in my
PrehisLric Annals of Scotland," and more recently His Grace the

late Duke of Northumberland sliowed me, at Alnwick Castle, the

skull of a youth, recovered, along with an urn, from a stone cist in

Hulne Park, in which the same occipital peculiarity is noticeable,

Dr. L. A. Gosse arrives at a like conclusion on the general subject;

and, after connnenting on the prevalence of this formation in

^Vmerican crania, he remar?vs :
" Passing to the Old World we

cainiot hesitate to recognise that the flat and hard cradle has tlieie

produced analogous effects. TJie ancient inhabitants of Scandinavia

and Caledonia practised the same custom, if one may judge from

the form of their skidls."^ Drs. Thurnam and Davis recognise

the same cause, in the later decades of their Crania Britannica, as

one of the artificial sources of conformation affecting an important

' CnuaUian Journal (ISiil), vol. ii. p. 40(5.

^ Prehistoric Annals of S'rollnnd, 2(\. cil. vol. i.
i».

271.
•* Hisai sur les D^fornuUions arlifricllcs tin Crdnc, j>. 74,
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class of skulls derived from British graves. Mr. Thomas Batenmn
also noted the form occurring in crania obtained by him from

Derbyshire barrows, as described in his Ten Years' Diggings in

Celtic and Saxon Grave Hills.

This source for one peculiar class of brachycephalic skull- forms,

and the inference deducible from it, that the cradle-board was in

use among primitive races of Britain and the north of Europe, at

some remote period, are thus sanctioned by the concun-ence of dis-

tinguished European craniologists. Dr. J. Barnard Davis, in refer-

ring to the subject remarks :
" The bones of the head are very pliant

in infancy, and are easily moulded to an artificial form. Among the

Kanakas of the Sandwich Islands, the mother's habit of supporting

the head of her nursling in the palm of her left hand, is considered

ti) produce the flatness in the occipital region so commonly observed

in Kanaka skulls. Here, again, natural conformation affords the

basis of that brachycephalic form which is increased by art."^ But

Dr. Nott and Dr. Pickering had already noted that the flattened

occiput is found among the islanders of the Southern Ocean, directly

traceable to artificial pressure. In commenting on the characteristics

ol' the Malay race. Dr. Pickering lemarks :
" A more marked pecu-

liarity, and one very generally observable, is the elevated occiput,

.md its slight projection beyond the line of the neck. The face, in

lousequence, when seen in front, appears broader than among Euro-

peans, as is the case with the Mongolian, though for a different

reason. In the Mongolian the front is depressed, or the cranium

inclines backwards, while in the Malay it is elevated or brought

forwards. The Mongolian traits are heightened artificially by the

Chinooks ; but it is less generally known that a slight pressure is

often applied to the occiput by the Polynesians, in conformity with

tlie Malay standard."' Dr. Nott also describes the same peculiar

lonformation in the head of a Kanaka who died at the Marine

Hospital at Mobile. " The skull," he says, "was presented to Agassiz

iiud myself for examination without being apprised of its history.

Xotwithstanding there was something in its form which appeared

unnatural, yet it resembled more than any other the Polynesian ; and

as such we did not hesitate to class it. It turned out afterwards

iliat wo were right ; and that our embarrassment had been produced

ly an artificial flattening of the occiput, which process the islander,

^vhile at the hospital, had told I)rs. Levert and Martin was habitual

' ('ranUi Britannica, Decade iii.

'^ Pickering's Baccs ofMan (Bohn), p, 4.">.
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in his family." ' J)v. J. B. Davis has procured a large series of Kanaka

skulls, chiefly through the intervention of the Britisli Consul-General

at Honolulu, and in many of them the same flattening of the occi-

put iv often remarkably expressed.^ I have myself noted it clearly

defined in at least three of the Kanaka skulls in the Academy of

Natural Sciences at Philadelphia ; and more recently, during a

prolonged visit to Washington, I had repeated opportunities of

carefully studying the collection of crania formed by the United

States' Exploring Expedition. These are chiefly derived from the

islands of the Pacific, and include fourteen Kanaka skulls. Both

in those from the Sandwich Islands, and from other archipelagos of

the Pacific, several striking examples of the artificially flattened

occiput confirm the opinions fonned by Dr. Pickering from his

ample opportunities of observation, and his comparison of the

Asiatic Mongolian and the islanders of the Pacific.

Professor Eetzius, after commenting on the unnatural deforma-

tions which mediaeval chroniclers describe as characteristic of the

Huns, adds :
" Thus we see more and more traces showing that

this absurd custom has been common in the ancient world, and,

after the authority of Thierry, we may suppose that it principally,

and perhaps originally, belonged to the Mongols,"^ But it is among

these very Mongols that Dr. Pickering classes the Chinook Flat

heads and all the Indians of the American continent ; and thus,

by the help of ancient historians and geographers, and recent dis

coveries and observations of scientific men, we recover traces ol

this strange custom of artificial distortion of the skull in ancient

European cemeteries among the valleys of the Alps, on the banks

of the Danube and the Don, and on the shores of the Euxine Sea.

Beyond this the same practice is traced, in ancient times, to the

valleys of tlie Caucasus and the shores of the Caspian Sea ; and as

we follow back the track of the Huns and Avars, by whom it seems

to have been introduced into Europe, we lose the traces of it

among the unfamiliar Siberian steppes of Northern Asia ; and only

recover them once more after crossing Behring Straits, and investi-

gating tlie strange customs which pertain to the American tribes

on the Pacific Coast, and in the regions which lie to the west of

tlie Rocky Mountains.

The artificial forms given to the human head by the various

' Types of Mankind, p. 436. ^ Crania Rril., Decade iii. pi. 2'.\, p. f.

•' "On Artificially-formed Skulls from the Ancient World," Proceed. Acuil.

Xal. Sciences, Philadelphia, vol. vii. p. 405.
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tribes among whom the custom has been practised in ancient and
modern times, though divided by Dr. Gosse of Geneva into sixteen

classes, range between two extremes. One of these is a combined

occipital and frontal compression, reducing the head as nearly as

possible to a disk, having its mere edge laterally, as in the very re-

markable Natchez skull, engraved in the Crania Americana (Plates

XX., XXI.), or in Cawwachan, a woman of the Cowlitz tribe of the

Flathead Indians, painted froni xife by Mr. Paul Kane, during his

wanderings among the tribes on the Cowlitz river.^ The other fomi,

which is more common among the flathead tribes on the Columbia

liver and its tributaries, depresses the forehead, and throws

back the whole skull, so as to give it a near approximation to that

of a dog.

The influence of premature ossification of the sutures on the

[)roduction of certain abnormal skull-forms has of late years

attracted considerable attention. In 1851, Professor Virchow of

Berlin described and figured various abnormal forms dependent, as

he conceived, on the arrestment of development in certain direc-

tions by synostosis.^ Subsequently Dr. Minchin, of Dublin, traced

a peculiar elongated head to the absence of the sagittal suture ;^

and Dr. Wm. Turnei, of Edinburgh, in a memoir submitted to the

British Association in 1863, defines among the chief sources of

cranial deformation " the premature or retarded union of the cranial

bones at their sutures ;" and specially refers to the former of these

causes certain Scottish examples of the peculiar elongated skull, to

whicli Professor von Baer, of St. Petersburg, has applied the name

scaphocephalies The impediments to lateral or vertical enlarge-

ment of the cranium, conseqiient on the closing of the sagittal

suture, and the subsequent expansion of the brain exclusively in

an antero-posterior direction, must inevitably tend to the produc-

tion of an elongated skull ; while, on the contrary, the premature

ossification of the sphenoidal and coronal sutures leaves the brain

free to expand only in a lateral and vertical direction. But it is

necessary, in studying the relations traceable between the conditions

of the sutures and the form of the head, to guard carefully against

mistaking cause for effect.

Since the publication of the first edition of this work I have

' Wanderinijs of an Arlid among the Indians of North America, p. 205.

- Wurzburg Verhand. B.l. 2. S. 230. apiul W. Turner, B.D.

' Duhlin Quart. Medical Jonrnal, vol. xxii. p. 350.

' No ' ^in>i. Itcvicio, No. xiii. p. 88, Jan. 1864.
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availed iiiyselt' of renewed oppoi-tunities for niimitely examining

the lai^e collection of artificially flattened crania in the Mortoniaii

Collection at Philadelphia ; and of another at Washington, includ-

ing thirty-four Flathead skulls obtained by the United States'

Exploring Expedition on the Oregon Coast and the Columbia

River. Many of those have been subjected to extreme and pro-

tracted pressure, resulting in great deformity ; and in the majority

of these synostosis has taken place in the direction of greatest

pressure, to so great an extent that in some cases the suture is

entirely obliterated. In several of them the opposite sutures are

not only detached but even disengaged. The pressure has also in

Fio. 68 —Newatee Chief.

.some cases developed false sutures ; and to the same cause niav

probably be traced the frequent occurrence of Wormian bones, and

of a well-defined supra occipital. In all tliose examples the ossifi

cation of the sutures is clearly the result, and not the cause, of the

influence which produced the peculiiir cranial deformations. But

it is marvellous to see the extraordinary amount of distortion to

which the skull and brain may be subjected, without seemingh

aW'ecting the essential elements of hcaltliy growth.

Fashion regulates to some extent the special form given to the

head among various tribes ; but this is modified by individual

caprice, and a considerable variety is observable in tlie straiij^^e

shapes which it is frequently forced to assume. The Newatees, n
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The Newatecs,

warlike tribe on the nortli end of Vancouver's Island, give o, conical

shape to the head by means of a cord of deer's-skin padded with

the inner bark of the cedar tree, frayed until it assumes the con-

sistency of very soft tow. This forms a cord about the thickness

of a man's thumb, which is wound round the infant's head, com
pressing it gradually into a uniformly tapering cone. The process

seems neither to affect the intellect nor the courage of this people,

who are remarkable for cunning as well as fierce daring, and are

the terror of all the surrounding tribes. The effect of this singular

form of head is still further increased by the fashion of gathering

tlie hair into a knot on the ciown of the head, as shown in the

accompanying portrait of a Newatee chief (Fig. 68), from a sketch

taken by Mr. Paul Kane during his visit to Vancouver's Island.

The Flatheads extend over a wide range of country from 130

miles up the Columbia river to its mouth, and along tlie Pacific

coast and the Straits of De Fuca, Puget's Sound, and Canal Diaro

to near the mouth of Fraser's river; as well as on Vancouver's

Island. They include fully twenty different tribes, among which

are the Cowlitz Indians on the river of that name ; the Chinooks,

Klatsaps, Klickatats, and Kalponets on the Columbia river ; the

Chastays south of the Columbia, near the river Umqua ; the

Klackamuss on the river of the same name in Oregon ; the Nas-

quallies, Sinahomas, and Cumsenahos on Puget's Sound ; the

Songas and Eusaniches on the southern shores of the Straits of De
Fuca ; the Towanachuns on Whitby's Island ; the Cowitchins on

the Gulf of Georgia; and the Clalams and Newatees on Van-

couver's Island. Greatly varying dialects are spoken among tliese

Flathead tribes ; and as the lingua Franca of Oregon is the usual

means of communication between them and the Whites, the little

knowledge of their languages hitherto obtained has been too vague

to be of much value.

During Mr. Paul Kane's travels among those tribes, he saw

hundreds of children undergoing the process of flattening the head,

and thus describes the mode of procedure. The infant is strapped

to the cradle-board, which is covered with moss of finely frayed

fibres of cedar-bark, and is fitted with a head-board projecting

beyond the face, so as to protect it from injury ; as shown in the

frontispiece. In order to flatten the head, a pad, made of a piece

of skin stuffed with soft cedar-hark, is laid on the infant's forehead,

and on the top of this a slab of hard bark with the smooth side

under. This is covered with a piece of pliant deer-skin, and bound
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tightly by means of a leathern band passing through holes in the

cradle-board. Other pads are placed under the head, and at its

sides, according to the special form aimed at ; and it is supported

and kept in an immovable position by a pillow of grass or frayed

cedar-bark under the back of the neck. This process commences

immediately after the birth of the child, and is continued for a

period of from eight to twelve months, by which time the head has

permanently assumed the flattened or wedge- shaped form, whicli

constitutes the ideal of Chinook or Cowlitz grace. Mr. Kane re-

marks :
" It might bo supposed, from the extent to which this is

carried, that the operation would be attended with great sufferinj^,

but I never heard the infants crying or moaning, although I have

\

Pia. 69. -Flathead Child.

seen the eyes seemingly starting out of the sockets from the great

pressure. But, on the contrary, when the thongs were loosened,

and the pads removed, I have noticed them cry until they wen'

replaced. From the apparent dulness of the children whilst under

the pressure, I should imagine that a state of torpor or insensibility

is induced, and that the return to consciousness occasioned by its

removal, must be naturally followed by the sense of pain." The

woodcut, Fig. 69, is from a careful sketch of a Chinook child, made

at Fort Astoria on the Columbia river, and illustrates the extra

ordinary appearance of the Flatheads at an early age. Mr. Hale,

the ethnographer of the Exploring Expedition, in narrating his

observations in the same locality, remarks :
" The appearance of the

child when just released from this confinement is truly hideous.
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The transverse diameter of the head above the ears is nearly twice

as great as the longitudinal, from the iorehead to the occiput. The
eyes, which are naturally deep set, become protruding, and appear

as if squeezed partially out of the head;"^ or, as Mr. Kane some-
what graphically described them to me, resembling those of a mouse
strangled in a trap. The appearance is little less singular for some
time after the child has been freed from the constricting bandages

;

\ but the brain in its process towards maturity seems partially to

recover its form, es; '^cially where the pressure has been applied so

as to produce the elevated wedge shape, with the breadth of the

whole mass presented in front and rear, as in the accompanying

example. In this the head seemed to be reduced almost to a disk,

exhibiting the results of the barbarous practice to an extent rarely

if ever observed in adults who have undergone the same process in

infancy. Dr. Pickering, Mr. Hale, and Mr. Kane all agree in the

conclusion that this violent process in no degree injures the health
;

and from inquiries made by them it did not appear that the

mortality among the Flathead children is greater than amongst

other Indian tribes.

The evidence that cranial deformation leaves the intellect un-

impaired rests on more absolute proof. The Flathead tribes are in

the constant habit of making slaves of the neighbouring round-

headed Indians, whom they treat with great l)arbarity ; and though

living among them, these are not allowed to flatten or modify the

fonii of their infants' heads, that being a distinguished mark of

freedom, and the liadge of aristocratic descent. They look accord-

ingly with contempt on the whites as a people who bear in the

shape of their heads the hereditary mark of slaves. They are,

moreover, acute and intelligent, generally drive a hard bargain in

the sale of their furs, possess singular powers of mimicry, and have

licen noted for very retentive memories : being capable of repeating

passages of some length, with considerable accuracy, when recited

iu their hearing. It would, indeed, appear that, alike in the time

of Hippocrates and in our own day, an idea has prevailed among
those who practised the same strange barbarian usage, that they

thereby not only conferred an added grace to the form, but contri-

buted no less to the mental superiority of those who adopted this

peculiar symbol of aristocracy. If it did, in reality, tend either to

mental inferiority or absolute insanity, it would lead to speedy and

inevitable revolutions among those tribes where the helots are

1 Ethnography of the U. S. Explm'imj Expedition, p. 21G,
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rigorously excluded iioui tin' practice. l]ut ueither auiong the

I'eruviaus, uor the aucient or uiodern North Auusricau tribes, is

there auy evidence of the normal cranium having tlius practically

demonstrated its superiority over the deformed or flattened skull.

It is an important fact that -excepting on the Gulf of Florida,

where the north-west tribes overlapped the mountain range whicli

divides the Pacific from the Atlantic regions, and then; only to tin*

west of the ]Mi8si.ssipj)i, - the traces of artificial moulding of tlip

head are slight and ([uite exceptional, to the east of the Kocky

Mountains ; whilst along the regions that border on the Pacitir

they reach beyond the most southern limits of ancient Peru, Dr.

Morton quotes various early Spanish historians and travellers

who describe the Peruvian flattening or moulding of the skull

as having been effected by means of boards strap[)ed on the

head, and thereafter by ligatures. Garcilasso de la Vega pro

duces proof to show that the custom is more ancient than tlip

[nca dynasty ; and it continued in such favour after the conquest,

that a decree of the Ecclesiastical Court of Lima, published in

1585, threatens with severe penalties all parents found persisting

in the practice. But perhaps the most interesting passage is ow
from the writings of Torquemada, where, referring to the Peruvians,

he remarks :
" As to the custom of appearing fierce in war, it was

in some provinces ordered that the mothers or their attendants

should make the faces of their children long and rough, and tlip

foreheads broad, as Hippocrates and Galen relate of the Macvoce

phali, who liad them moulded by art into the elevated and conical

form. This custom," he adds, " is more prevalent in the province ot

Chicuito, than in any other pai-t of Peru." In spite of ecclesiastical

censures and penalties, it is not even now extinct there ; and as

our knowledge of the tribes of Northern Asia, and minuter obser

vations on those of the Polynesian Islands, are extended, we may

anticipate the recovery of further traces of the same practice, which

seems to furnish another curious link between races of the Old

and the New World.
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TIIK KKI) BLOOD OF TIIK WKS'I'.

nii: ini)1(!i;nou8 nACK niHTonicAi, kkcouds I'EiitsiiiNa-KXTiNCTiuN op nations

AMKllICAN ISOLATION- THE AMEIlIt'AN MONdOl,—THK ULEKSINft OF .SIIKM

Tin; CANAANITKS THE MEUITEUKANEAN SHOllES— EXTIlU'ATItiN Of TliK

I'ANAANITES- DISl'I.ACEMEST AND EXTINCTION- AH.SOIll'TIUN RED AND WHITE

lU.OdD- AMEUIC'AN IIAM'-CASTE.S - FIIIST STACJE OF COLONIZATION- DlSrilOPOll-

TIOIJ OF SEXES TItlllE OF HAEFBllEEDS - WHITE AND INDIAN INTEKMAKHIAOE-

Hi;i) IIIVEII HALFBUEEDS—THE IIALFllHKKD HUNTEUS—Al'TITUDE OF SEI.F-

(lOVEUNMENT THE EUUO-AMEHICAN— INDIAN EXTEUMINATIONS—THE CANADIAN

NATloNS-THE NEl.TKAE NATION—THE HtUlUNS AND ElUES—THE MOHAWKS

DESTINY OF THE lUUtiUOlS THE CHEUOKKES SI.AVEHOLDING INDIANS— INDIAN

COl.orK- INDIANS OE LOWER CANADA— IllOCil'olS OF ST. UEUIS -THE ABENAKIS

THE HI'HONS OF LOEETTE - THE MICMACS THE MONTAONAKS -THE UN-

SETTLED TltlBES- INDIANS OF UI'PEIl CANADA— WYANDOTS OF ANDEUDON—

DAY OF (JUINTE MOHAWKS THEIU MIXED BLOOD— SOIUCES OF HYBHIDITY—
THE ONEIDAS—THE SEMI-CIVILIZED INDIANS— HELATIONS OF THE WHITE AM)

|;ED HACES— IJLENHlNd OF ETHNICAL ELEMENTS.

The theory of an aboriginal unity pervading one indigenous

lAmcrican race from the Arctic Circle to Tierra del Fuego has been

Isliawn to be baseless. The proof that the American man is in any

jsmsL' separated by essential physical ditlevencps from all othei-

[nations or races of the human family, in like manner fails on miinite

Ixaniination. The typical white, red, and black man, placed side by^

lide, do indeed present strikingly contrasting characteristics ; and

lilt' author still recalls with vivid force the question forced on his

luiiul when, seated for the first time ac a large public table in a

fouthern American city, he found himself surrounded by the pro-

kiibed ]>ariah race of Africa. A servile people, isolated from all

pmniunity of interests, and h'om all share in the wondrous triumphs

If the dominant race, presented itself there under aspects scarcely

lonceivable to the European, who sees a stranger of African blood

[Mingle occasionally, like any other foreigner, in public assemblies

|r social circles, without being tempter! to ask : Can he be indeed

[)f one blood, and descended of the snme parent stock with our-

2 K

I ;
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selves ? But the isolation of the Red Man is even greater, for it is

voluntary and self-imposed. No prejudice of caste precludes him

from equality of intercourse with tlie wliite supplanter. Inter

njarriage of the races cai'ries with it no sense of degradation, and

intermingling of blood involves no forfeiture of rights or piivileges.

Yet with all the advantages from which the African race is utterly

excluded, lie yields his ground even more rapidly than the encroach-

ments of the intrusive supplanters demand ; and disappears scarcely

less swiftly under the guardianship of friendly superintendents and

missionary civilizers, than when exposed to the exterminating

violence of Spanish cui)idity.

Upwards cf three centuries and a half have elapsed since the

landing of the Spanish discoverers on the first-seen island of the

Western Hemisphere ; and it may be doubted if a single year has

passed since that memorable event, in which some historical

memorial has not perished. But the most valuable and irrecover

able of all those records are the nations that have died and left no

sign. The native races of the islands of the American archipelago

liave been exterminated ; and of many of them scarcely a relie

of their language, or a memorial of their arts, social habits, oi

religious rites, survives. So, in like manner, throughout the older

American States, in Canada, and over the region which spreads

westward to the Eocky Mountains, wliole tribes and nations have

disappeared, without even a memorial-mound or pictured grave

post to tell where the last of the race is returning to the earth from

whence he sprung. But such being the case, it is impossible,

while regarding the claims of the American as a strictly indi

genous race, to overlook the significant fact, that the negro, a

foreign race, most diverse of all from the aborigines of the Xew

World, was introduced there solely because of a capacity of endur-

ance and perpetuity, which is wanting in the children of the soil.

This capacity of endurance experience has proved him to posses.s

and the fact is singularly at variance with the supposed ajiplica

tion of the same laws to the races of man which control the cir

cumscription of the natural provinces of the animal kingdom.

The aborigines of America are indeed a people by theniselvei

For unknown ages they have developed all the results of pliysica

influences, habits of life, and whatever peculiarities pertained t^

their geographical position, or their primeval American anoestrv

Yet when we go beyond that continent which has isolated then

through all the unmeasured centuries of their independent exist

ence, it is on the neighbouring one of Eastern Asia that \vv lind a

o
the Ani(

shores,

h'oni tin

' "Hylj
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ethnic type so nearly resembling them, that Dr. Charles Pickering,

the ethnologist of the American Exploring Expedition, groups the

American with the Asiatic Mongolian, as presenting the most

characteristic physical traits common to both. And as the Ameri-

can thus presorts a striking ethnical affinity to the Asiatic Mongol

;

so also the same physical diversities have been noted among different

tribes and nations of the New World, by which other great ethno-

graphic groups are broken up into minor subdivisions, and so gra-

dually converge from opposite points towards the ideal type of a

common humanity. But while those who maintain the existence

of essentially primary distinctions among a plurality of human
species, explain such convergence towards one common type by the

further theory of remote, allied, and proximate species, they accom-

pany this with the idea that even the commingling of proximate

species is opposed to natural laws, and involves the ultimate

destruction of all ; while the rapid extinction of the inferior types

of man when " remote species," such as the European and the Red

Indian, are brought into contact and commingle, is produced in

evidence of an essential and primary distinction in their origin.

' Sixteen millions of aborigines in North America," exclaims Dr.

J. C. Nott, " have dwindled down to two millions since the ' May-
flower ' discharged on Plymouth Rock ; and their congeners, the

Caribs, have long been extinct in the West Indian Islands. The

mortal destiny of the wbole American group is already perceived

to be running out, like the sand in Time's hour-glass."^

By whatsoever means we may attempt to account for this rapid

diminution of the aborigines, the fact is undoubted. Nor is this

displacement and extinction of races of the New World, thus pro

minently brought under our notice as in part the result of our own
responsible acts, by any means an isolated fact in the history of

nations. The revelations of geology disclose displacement and

replacement as the economy of organic life through all the vast

periods which its records embrace ; and among the many difficult

problems which the thoughtful observer has to encounter, in an

attempt to harmonize the actual with his ideal of the world os tiie

great theatre of the human family, none is more intricate and per-

plexing than the extinction of races, such as has been witnessed on

the American continent since the European gained a footing on its

shores. But the very existence of a science of ethnology results

from the recognition of essential physical and moral differences

' " Hy'oriditj' of Animals, viewed in oonne.xion with tlic Natural History <>f

I

Mankind."— '/'(//jf'.s of Manlund, ]). 409.
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cliaractei'istic of the subdivisions ol' the huinan family. To souk

tliose resolve themselves into the vadieal distinctions of diver.si.'

species; to others the well- ascertained development of varieties

within recognised groups of a comniou descent, suthciently accounts

for the most marked diversities from a normal t}pe of the one

human species. On the latter theory, the New World presents

all the requisites ior such a development of variation from tlie

primary type.

The whole history of civilisation limits i+s Asiatic origin to the

shores of the Indian Ocean and the Mediterranean Sea, and to the

great plain watered by the Tigiis and the Euphrates. From thener

its path has been undeviatingly westward, and the New World has

been reached by the daring enterprise that made of the ocean a

highway to the West which lay beyond it. IJut it is in the great

steppes of Northern Asia, where civilisation has never dawned, that

the eastern jNIongol presents the uinnistakable approxinuition to tin*

American type of man. Through all the centuries during whicli

the historic nations have figured in the drama of the world's historv.

since Asshur and Nimrod founded the first Asiatic kingdoms, the

unhistoric nations have als(j played their unheeded ])arts. West

ward in the path of the sun, went the ruling nations, shaping mil

the world's destinies in the northern hemis[)here ; but eastward,

meanwhile, wandered the nomade tribes, filled up the great Asiatic

steppes, occupied the unclaimed wastes along the Arctic circle, iiml

found an easy ]>assage by their eastern route to the Western Heiui

sphere. That this is not the only, nor proltably the earliest roiiti^

from Asia tu America, will be seen hereafter ; but it suffices fur the

present argument that access was thus possible. There settled, tlicv

took possession of a continent as different in every ])hysical cliar

actei'istic from that of Phirojie as it is possible for countries within

tlie same i)arallels of latitude to ])e. In vain we search through

all the world's ancient and niedia;val history I'oi' a definite tiace ni

intercourse luitween the two hemispheres ; and when at length, in

1492, Cohunbus opened for us the gates of the We.st, it was thi

meeting of those who, by o])])ositc courses, had lied from eai'li dtiui

until the race engirdled the globe. Assuming their descent tVoiiia

common pi'otoplast : if climate, social haliits, civilisation, iiiid thi'

l)erpetuation of special ])eeuliarities, uninterruptt'dly in a siii.uh'

direction, are eapalile of ])roducing a i)ermauent variety of the

human race, the continent of vVna^riea, and its human (lectijiaiils,

presented all the requisites for its dev(>lo]»nient.

I'.iit till' circumstances in wlii(!li man was placed on tin' .Viiici'i
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can continent were not the most favourable for his ethnic and in

tellectual maturity. In single families, a great diversity of physical

and intellectual capacity is apjiarent ; and among tlio family of

nations the Asiatic Mongol, who presents the closest affinity to the

American Indian, occupies an inferior place. Brought from his

wild steppes, directly in contact with the advanced civilisation of

Europe, he is utterly incapable of standing his ground
;
yet when

placed under favourable circumstances of training and pupilage, as

seen in the older Hun, the Magyar, and the Turk, he is ftiUy able

to assert the claims of a common humanity. But no such oppor-

tunities were accorded to the American ^Mongol. "We see him in

the fifteenth and subsequent centuries brought into contact and

collision with the most civilized nations of the world, in periods of

their matured energy. Tt was the meeting of two extremes : ol'

the most highly favoured among the nations triumphing in their

onward iH'ogress not less by constitutional superiority than by

acquired civilisation; and of the savage, or the semi-civilized bar-

barian, in the stages of national infancy and childhood. Their fate

was inevitable. It does not diminish our dilficulty in dealing with

the complex problem, to know that such had been the fate of many
races and even of great nations before them, lint if we are troubled

with the perplexities of this dark riddle, whereby the colonists of

the New World, in their western progress, tread on the graves ol'

nations they have sup](ianted : the consideiation of sijme of the

iihenomena attendant ou this same process of displacement and

t'xtinction, acconq anyin;.' the haman race I'rom the very dawn ol'

its history, may help to lessen the mystcsry.

One, and only one iecoi'd siip])lies any credildo statement on a

-uhject concerning w hich the mythologies of all nations have pro-

t'l'ssed to furnish some information. The Book of Genesis, or the

IVginning, is divided into two separate and perfectly distinct his

tiirics : the tirst, an account of the Creation, and the general history

nf mankind till the dispersion, eontained in the first ten chapters.

ami nine verges of the eleventh ; while the remaining chapters, and

imlced nearly tlie \vlu)le of the historical Books of tlie Old Testa

nicnt, are exclusively devoted to tie one selected race, that of

Aliraham and his descendants.

b()(»king then to the iir.st of those, and to its narrative in rela

^iou to the innnediate th'scendants of Noah, the recognised proto

ll'lasts of ])riniary sultdivisions of the human family, we perceive

itliat certain j)ermani'nt dilferences are assigned to each. Mam,

father ol' Cimaan, is h'ft without a blessiiei : while Ciinaaii is

( ,

:
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marked as the progenitor of a race destined to degradation as the

servant of servants. Tlie blessing of Shem is peculiar, as if it wei'e

designed chiefly to refer to the one branch of his descendants, " to

whom pertained the adoption, and the glory, and the covenants,

and the giving of the law, and the service of God." But to his

various descendants a rank is assigned in the world's future

:

special, predominant in relation to some branches of the human

family ; but yet inferior and of temporary duration when compared

with the destinies of the Japhetic nations, who, enlarging their

bounds, and encroaching on the birthright of the elder races, are

destined to " dwell in the tents of Shem," and Canaan shall serve

them.

Thus we perceive that, on turning to the most ancient of all

writings, in a record which deals with fundamental questions of

ethnical science, one important subdivision of the human family

is stamped, ah initio, with the marks of degradation ; while another,

the Shemitic, though endowed with special privileges, favoured as

the originator of the world's civilisation, and set apart to furnish

the chosen custodiers of :'"- most valued inheritance, through

centuries which anticipated ihe fulness of time : is nevertheless

destined to displacement, for " Japhet shall be enlarged, and shall

dwell in the tents of Shorn."

Thus also, from the very first, clearly defined distinctions aiv

apparent between diverse branches of the human family ; and this,

coupled with the apportionment of the several regions of the earth

to distinct types of man, distinguished from each other not less

tlefinitely than are the varied /a«?i«^ of these regions, seems to ex-

press very clearly the subdivision of the genus Homo into varieties.

with a certain relation to their primary geographical distribution.

There have l)een ingenious attempts made to assign to cacii

generation of the Noachic family lir, national descendants ; but thf

majority of such results commend themselves to our acceptance at

best as only clever guesses at trath. Of the most remarkable of

the Hainitic descent, however, we can be at no loss as to their

geographical areas. The Tanaanites occupied the im]iortant I'egion

of Syria and ralcstinc ; and Ninirod, the son of Cush, moving to

the eastward, settled his descendants on the banks of the En

])hrates ; so that of tlie distinctly recognisable generations of ITati).

it is in Asia, and not in Africa, tliat we must look for them, for

centuries after tlie dispersion of the family of Noah ; while anioiii:

those wlio, on such an assumption of descent, may be cliisscl
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wanderers on the great steppes of Asia, and tlie region stretching

eastward towards tlie passage to tlie New World.

But the Shemitic races were also to share the Eastern Continent

before they enlarged their area, and asserted their right to tlie in

horitance of the descendants of Ham. By Nimrod, the grandson

of Ham, the settlements along the valley of the Euphrates were

founded, " and the beginning of his icingdom was Babel, and Erech,

and Accad, and Calneh, in the land of Shinar," all sites of ancient

cities which recent exploration and discovery seem to indicate as

still traceable amid the graves of the East's mighty empires. But

the eponymus of the rival kingdom on the banks of the Tigris was

Asshur, the son of Shem ; and in that region also it would appear

that we must look for the locality of others of the generations of

the more favoured Shem ; while nearly the whole habitable regions

between their western borders and the Eed Sea, were occupied

tVorn this very dawn of history, by the numerous Shemitic descend

lints of Joktan, of whom descended Mohammed and the firsl

propagators of the monotheistic creed of the Koran ; as the

Hebrews, and through them, the great prophet of our ftiith, trace

their genealogy from Eber, the assimied eponynuis of those

whom we must look ujjon, on many accounts, as important above

nil other Shemitic nations.

Deriving our authority still from the same record, we ascertain

as the result of the multiplication and dispersion of one minutely

detailed goneiation of the sons of Ham, tlwjugh Canaan, that foi'

eight bundled years thoreafter they increas(;d and multiplied in the

favoured hinds watered by the Jordan, and stretching to the shores

III' the Levant ; they founded cities, accumulated wealth, subilivided

their goodly inheritance among distinct nations and kingdoms of a

comuion descent ; and upwards of eleven hundred years afterwards,

when the intruded tribe of Dan raised up tlui ])r(imised judge of

his [leople, the descendants of Ham still triumphed in the destined

heritage of the seed of Eber. At length, however, the Hebrew

aeconiplished his destiny. The promised land became his pos.-.es-

siiin, and the renmant of the degraded Canaanite his bond- servants.

For another period of more than eleven hundred years, the Shemitic

Israelites nuide the land their own. The triuni])hs of David, the

^lory and llu^ wisdom of Sohunon, and the vicissitudes of the divided

nationalities of .ludah and Israel, lu'otracted until the accomplish

nieiit of llu' great destiny n\ the princes of .ludah, constitute the

i f

I !

i 1'
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opus of those wlio siippliintecl the settlers in the histurie lands

lyins^' between the mountains of Syria and the sea, when first "tlic

Most High divided to the nations their inheritance, when he separ-

ated the sons of Adam, and set the bonnds of the people." TIrmi

came another displacement. The Hebrews were driven forth from

the land ; and for eighteen hnndred years, Koman and Saracen,

b'rank, Turk, and Arab, have disputed the possession of the ancient

heritage of the Canaanite.

For very special and obvious reasons the isolation of the He])n;\\

race, and the purity of the stock, were most carefully guarded liy

the enactments of then- great lawgiver, preparatory to their taking

possession of the laiid of Canaan
;

yet the exclusive nationality

and tlie .strictly defined purity of race admitted of striking exco|i

tional deviations. While the Ammonite and the Moabite are cut

off from all permissive alliance, and the offspring of a union be

tween the Hebrew and these forbidden races is not to be naturalized

even in the tenth generation : the Edomite, the descendant of

Jacob's bv(»th(,'r, and the E'^yptian, are not to be abhorred, but tin

childivn that are begotten of them are to be admitted to tin; full

l)rivileges of the favoured seed of Jacob in the third generation.

This exception in favour of the Egy])tian is a remarkable one.

The ostensible reason, viz., that the Israelites had been .strangers ii;

the land of Egypt, appears inadequate fully to account for it, when

the nature of that sojourn and the incidents of the Exodus iiiv

borne in mind; and M'ould temjit us to look beyond it to the many

traces of Shemitic character which the language, arts, and civili-

salioi; of Egypt disclose. JJut its mouunients reveal traces of nianv

intru' u rs ; and beyond it, throughout the northern regions of the

.same continent, riueiiician and (ireek, Ueiber, Koman, Arab, and

Frauk hav(! mingled tlu^ blood of the ancient world. Around tin

shores of that ex])ressively desigiuited Mrditcrraoiran Si'a how

striking are the varied memorials of the pa.st! A little area may be

ma-.-ced off on the ma]>, environing its eastern shores, and consti-

tuting a mere spot on the surface of tlu! globe; yet its history i^

the whole ancient history of civilisation, aiul a record of its etn

nological (changes would constitut(M\n cpitdine of the natural InVjuy

of man. All the great em])ires of the Old World clustered auuuid

that centre, and as Dr. Johnson remarked :
" All our I'eligioi ,

almost

all our law, almost all oiu' arts, almost all that sets us abo\e savii,i^vs.

lias come to us from tli(> shores of the jMediterranoiui." Tlicn^ iiKr

ha« succeedecl n\v' ; the sceptre has passel from nation to natioii
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llirough the historical representatives of all the great prinuiry sub-

divisions of the human family, and " their decay has dried up

realms to deserts." It is worthy of consideration, however, in

reference to our present inquiries, Ijdw far the political displacement

of nations in that primeval historic area was accompanied by a

corresponding ethnological displacement and extinction.

It is in this respect that the sacred narrative, in its l)earings on

the primitive subdivisions of the human family, and their appointed

destinies, seems specially calculated to suggest the initiatory steps

in relation to some conclusi(.)ns of general apj)lication. However
niysteriovis it be to read of the curse of Canaan on the very same i)age

which records the blessings of Noali and his sons, and the first

covenant of mercy to the human race, yet the record of botli rests

on the same auth(n-ity. Still more, tins curse was what may strictly

l)e termed an ethnical one. Whether we regard it as a punitive

visitation on Ham in one of the lines of generation of his descend-

ants, or simply as a proi)heti c; foretelling of the destiny of a branch

of the human family, we see the Canaanite separated at the very

tirst from all tlu; other generations of Noaehic descent as a race

(loomed to degradation and slavery. Nevi>rtheless, to all appearance,

many generatimis passed away, in the abundant enjoyment, by the

olfspring of Canaan, of all the material blessings of the " green

undeluged earth," while thoy accomplished, as fully as any other

(k'scendants of Noah, the a])pointed repeopling, and were fruitful

I,
and increased, and brought forth abundantly in the earth, and

multiplied therein, even as did the most favouivtl among the sons

of Shcm or da])het. When, some five centuries after the Canaanite

had entered on his strangely InirdiMU'd heritage, the ]n'ogenitor of

its later and more favoured inheritors was guaranteed, by a

divinely -executed covenant, the gift to his seeil of that whole laiut,

tiiiiu the river o|' Egypt to the great river, the river Euphrates, the

Kivenant was not even then to take ]»laco initil the fourth genera-

ti'iii. When this appointed period had elapsed, and oidy the

narrow waters of the -louhni lay between the .sons of Israel and the

lantl of the Canaanites, their leader ami lawgiver, who had guided

tiieni to the very threshold of that iidun-itance on which otdy his

ivcs were ])ernutted to rest, foretold them in his iiiuil blessing :

• Tli(> eternal Cod shall thrust out the enemy fntm before thee, and

<liall destroy, and Isvatd shall dw(dl in safety alone." No coniuiand

iinMit can lie more explicit than that \\ liicli reipiired of the lsraeliti"<

\\w utter extirpation ol' the elder necupants of their inheritance :

i 1

.ii.
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" When the Lord thy God sliall bring thee into the land, and hath

cast out before thee seven nations greater and niighter than thou,

thou shalt smite them and utterly destroy them ; thou shalt make

no covenant with them, nor shew mercy unto them." Nevertheless

we find that the Israelites put the Canaanites to tribute, and did

not drive them out ; neither did they expel the Geshurites nor the

Maachathites, but these dwelt still among the Israelites when the

sacred narrative was penned. The children of Benjamin did not

drive out the Jebusites ; but according to the author of the book

of Judges, they still dwelt there in his day along with Canaanites,

Hittites, Amorites, Perizzites, and Hivites ; and the children nl

Israel took their daughters for wives, and gave them in marriage

to their sons. The Gibeonites also obtained by craft a league

of amity Avith Israel, and remained : bondmen, hewers of wood,

and drawers of water
;
yet so guarded by the sacredness of the

oath they had extorted from their disinheritors, that at a lon<>

subsequent date we find seven of the race of their supplanters, the

sons and grandsons of the first Tsraelitish king, sacrificed to their

demand for vengeance on him who had attempted their extirpation.

Even more remarkably significant than all those evidences of ii

large remnant of the ancient population surviving in the midst of

the later inheritors of Canaan, and intermingling with them, is tlie

appearance of the names of Ilahab, the harlot of Jericho, and EutJi

the Moabitess, in the genealogy of Joseph, as recorded by jNIatthew.

The purity of descent of the promised seed of Abraham and David

was most sacredly guarded tlirough all the generations of tlieii'

race, yet even in that line these remarkable exceptions are ad

niitted ; and the son of Ham, and the seed of ^Eoal), have alsn

their links in the genealogy of the Messiah.

From all this it would seem to lie justly inferred that etluio

logical displacement and extinction must be regarded in niaiiv.

probably in the majority of cases, not as amounting to a literal

extirpation, but only as equivalent to absorption. Such, doubtless,

it has been to a great extent with the ancient European Celtfc,

notwithstanding the distinct historical evidence we possess of the

utter extermination of whole tribes l)()th of Britons and Gauls liy

the merciless sword of the intruding iioinan ; and such also is

being the case to some extent with the aboriginal Red rndiaiis nf

the New World. It is impossible to travel in tlie fai' west of the

American continent, on the borders of tlie Indian territories, or tn

visit the reserves where the remnants of Indian tribes displaced In
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in the midst of

us ill Canada and the States, linger on in passive process of ex-

tinction, without perceiving that they are disappearing as a race,

in part at least, by the same process by which the German, the

Swede, the Irish, or the Frenchman, on emigrating to tlie Anglo-

Saxonized States of America, becomes in a generation or two
amalgamated with the general stock.

This idea of the absorption of the Indian into the Anglo-

American race will not, I am aware, meet with a ready acceptance,

even from those who dwell where its traces are most perceptible
;

but, fully to appreciate its extent, we must endeavour to foUov

down the course of events by which the continent has been trans-

ferred to the descendants of its European colonists. At every

fresh stage of colonization or of pioneering into the wild West, the

work has necessarily been accomplished by the hardy youths, or

the hunters and trappers of the clearing. Rarely, indeed, did they

carry with them wives or daughters ; but where they found a home
amid savage-haunted wilds they took to themselves wives of the

daughters of the soil. To this mingling of blood, in its least

favom-able aspects, the prejudices of the Indian presented little

obstacle. Henry, in his narrative of travel among the Cristineaux

on Lake Winipagon, in 1760, after describing the dress and allure-

ments of the fenuile Cristineaux, adds :
—

" One of the chiefs assured

me that the children borne by their women to Europeans were

bolder warriors and better hunters than themselves."^ This idea

fr(!f[uently recurs in various forms. The patient hardihood of the

half-breed lumberers and trappers is recognised equally in Canada

and the Hudson's Bay Territory, and experience seems to have

suugested the same idea relative to the Esquimaux. Dr. Kane
remarks that the " half-breeds of the coast rival the Esquimaux in

their powers of endurance."' But whatever be the characteristic

of the Indian half-breed, the fact is unquestionable that all along

the widening outskirts of the newer clearings, and wherever an out-

lying trading or hunting post is estal)lished, we find a fringe of

half-breed population marking the transitional border-land which

is passing away from its aboriginal claimants. I was particularly

struck with this during a brief residence at the Sault Ste. !Marie,

and in the immediate vicinity of one of the Hudson's Bay forts, in

the summer of 1855. When on my way to Lake Superior I had

' Henry's TravoU and Adventures in Canadu and the Indian Ttrritoriei^;

;(;0-177t); p. 249.
-' Kline's Arrfir I'J.rplorotinns, 185,'^5.1, vol. i. )>. 'J4(5.
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passed on the lliver Ste. Marie a lar^'e liody of christianized

Iiulians assonihlinn' from various points both of the American and

the Hudson's Uay territories, on one of the lar<;o islanils in the

lliver Ste. AFario ; iiuil wliile waitinj,' at the Sault a considerablo

body of them returned, passing u]) in their canoes. Having

entered into conversation with an intelligent American Methodist

missionjiry, who accompanied them, I questioned him as to the

amount of intermnrriage or intercourse that took place between tlio

Indians and the >\hites, and its probable effects in producing ii

l>ermanent new type resulting from the mixture of the two very

dissimilar races. His reply was :
" Look about you at this moment:

comparatively few of these onlookers have not Indian blood in

their veins ;" and such I discovered to be the case, as my eye grow

more familiar with its traces. At all the white settlements near

those of the Indians, the evidence of admixture is abundant, from

the pure half breed to the slightly marked remoter descendant ol

Indian maternity, discoverable only by the straight black hair, and

a singular watery gla/.e in the eye, not unlike that of the Englisli

gi|)sy. There they are to be seen, not only as fishers, trap])ers, and

lumberers, but engaged on ecpial terms with tlie whites in tlu'

trade and business of the jtlace. In this condition the population

of all the frontier settlements exists ; and wliile, as new settlors

couK! in, and the uncivilized Indians retire into the forest, the

mixed element disappears, it does so purely by absorption. The

traces of Indian maternity are gradually effac(;d by the numerical

preponderance! of the European ; but, nevertheless, the native

element is there, even when the faint traces of its physical niaiii

festations elude all but the observant and well-practised eye.

Xor are such traces contined to IVontier settlements. I luivc

recognised the semi-Indian featui'es in the gay assemblies at a

Canadian Governor- General's receptions, in the halls of the Legis

lature, among the undergraduates of Canadian universities, and

mingling in selectest social circles. And this is what has boon

going on in every new Ameiican settlenuint for upwards of tliivi;

centuries. In Xew England, for example, after the desolating wai

of 1G37, which resultetl in the extinction of the Pe([Uot tribe, Win

thro]) thus summarily records the i)olicy of the victor's :
" We .sent

the male children to Bermuda, by All'. William Tierecj, and the

women and maid children are dispei'sed about in the towns."

Two diverse jirocesses are apparent in such interniixtinc.

Where the half-breed chihli'en remain with theii' Iiulian nifilliii

f.
}
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they grow up in the haltits of the alxjrigiiies, and, intcnningling

with the pure-blood Intlians, are re-absorbed into the native stock.

l)Ut when, on the contrary, they win th(^ regard of their white

lather, the oppo.site is the ca.se ; and thi.s occurs more fre([uently

with the Spanish and Frencli than with Mritisii coh)nists. In

Lower (.'amnhi, half breeds, and men and women of ])artial Indian

l)l(jod, are constantly met with in all ranks of life; and the traces

of Indian blood may be det(!cteil, in the hair, the eye, t::; j.! vh

rlieek-bone, and the peculiar mouth, as well as in c(!rtaiii tiail^ t.f

Indian character, where the ])hysical indications are t <o .silig'nt to

be discerned 1' ' casual observer. Dr. Tschudi, after descriliing

IJK! nunute chi tion of half-castes in Peru, adds: "The wliite

Creole women m ijima have a peculiar quickuess in detecting a

person of half-caste at the very first glance, and to the less practisinl

observer they communicate their discoveries in this way with an

air of triumph ; for they have the very pardonable weakness of

|iriding themselv(is on the purity of their Kurojiean descent."

riuire, however, as well as in Mexico, the pride of caste interferes

in no degree with the equality of the civilized half-breed ; and

while many of the varieties of mixed blood are regarded as inferioi'

to tlieir prog(Mutors, the ^Mestizo, or olfspring of a wliite father and

Indian mother, is believed to inherit many of the l)est ([ualities of

liotli. Like the Canadian half-breed, however, he is mild and

irresolute, capable of considerable endurance, but little adapted foi'

an inde]»endent course itf action. Nevertheless, among Canadian

lialf-ljreeds there are men at the bar and in the Legislature ; in the

('lunch ; in the medical pnjfession ; holding rank in the army
;

and engaged in active trade and commerce. Xo di.stinctive traits

separate them, to the ordinary observer, from the general com-

uuuiity of which they form a part ; and they will disap]3ear after

a generation or two, simply l)y the numerical superiority of those

iif European descent.

With the civilized and christianized Indians it is otherwise.

Kei)t ajjart on their Indian reserves, and guarded, in a state of

puiiiliige, from the cupidity as well as the stimulating competition

of the white settler, the benevolent intentions of their guardians

are defeated by the very i)rocess designed for their protection.

The Indian, under such a system, can only stej) forth to an equality

with the White by forfeiting his claims to the Indian reserves,

wliicli he may till, but cannot sell ; and it is unquestionable that,

oni^i'egated together in such settlements, under the most careful
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superintendence, the Indian, robbed of the wild virtues of the sa^ age

hunter, acquires only the vices and the diseases of the white man

;

and as Sir Francis Bond Head remarks, in one of the strangest

ofdcial documents ever penned by a colonial governor :
" As regards

their women, it is impossible for any accurate observer to refrain

from remarking that civilisation, in spite of the pure, honest, and

unremitting zeal of our missionaries, by some accursed process, has

blanched their babies' faces."
^

The following statistics, from an "Occasional Paper on the

Columbian Mission," issued urder the authority of the Bishop of

British Columbia, in 1860, sufficiently illustrate the circumstances

under which a modern British colony frequently originates. The

Indians in Vancouver's Island and British Columbia are stated to

amount to 75,000, and the missionary at Port-Douglas makes this

return of settlers in his district :

—

m
arf-.i

'H ''

..,

I

Citizens of United States,

Chinese,

British subjects,

Mexicans and Spaniards,

French and Italians,

Coloured men.

Central Europe,

Northern Europe,

Of these, the sexes are thus :

—

73

37

35

29

16

8

4

4

Males,

Females,

206

204

2

The admixture of blood with the native population, consequent on

such a disproportion of the sexes, is inevitable ; and yet, long be-

fore the colony of Columbia is as old as New England, the descend-

ants of this varied admixture of nationalities will doubtless talk

as freely of " Anglo-Saxon " rights and duties as any of the older

Anglo-American settlements.

Such is the process that has been going on, from generation to

generation, since the European colonist began his encroachments

on the territory of the American aborigines. Everywhere coloni-

sation begins with a migration chiefly composed of m£|,les ; and the

consequent preponderance of females in the countries from whence

* "Memorandum on the Aborigines of North America," addressed by Sir F.

B. Head to Lord Glenelg, 20th Nov. 1836.
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they go forth gives a novel character to their ancient settlements.

Not only is this observable in European sources of emigration, but

it already distinguishes the Eastern from the Western American

States. From the " Abstract of the United States Census of 1860,"

it appears that the females in Massachusetts outnumbered the males

by more than 37,000 ; while Indiana, on the contrary, shows an

excess of 48,000 males. But the latter state borders on the Indian

country, where the native women help to restore an equality in the

proportion of the sexes ; and the simplicity of border life removes

the chief impediments to the intermixture of the races. Intermar-

riage of some sort is inevitable between the native race and the

intruding whites, under such circumstances ; and the same process

goes on there now which has been in operation from the com-

mencement of European colonisation of the continent. Hardy

bands of pioneer adventurers, or the solitary hunter and trapper,

wandered forth to brave the dangers of the savage-haunted forests
;

and found an Indian bride the fittest mate for the wilderness. Of

the mixed offspring, a considerable portion grew up under the care

of the Indian mother, aspired to the honours of the tribe, and were

involved in its fate. But also a portion adhered to the fortunes of

the white father, shared with him the vicissitudes of border life,

and partook of the advantages which gradually gathered round

the settled community. As the border land slowly receded into

the farther west. Time wrought the while his gradual change ; and

long ere the little cluster of primitive log-huts had grown up into

the city and capital of a state, the traces of Indian blood had been

lost sight of. The intermixture, however, had taken place ; a

certain percentage of Indian blood was there, and that in sufficient

amount to have exercised some influence in the development of

characteristics which already distinguish the native Anglo-Ameri

can from the old insular stock.

But nowhere is the remarkable process of intermixture, absorp-

tion, and repulsion seen on so great a scale as at the Red River

settlement, on the river of that name, which flows into Lake

Winnipeg, along with that more recently formed on the Assina-

boine river. The former settlement is situated along the banks of

the river for about fifty miles, and extends back from the water,

according to the terms of the original gi-ant ceded by the Indians,

as far as a man can be distinguished from a horse on a clear day.

Begun in 1811, under the auspices of Lord Selkirk, and afterwards

taken under the protection of the Hudson's Bay Company, the Red
I.
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River settlement now numbers about two tliouaand whites, cliietly

occupied in farming or in the service of the Company. The

original settlers were from the Orkney Islands, but they have

been subsequently increased by English, Scotch, and Frencii Ca -

nadians. There, however, as well as at the remoter forts and

trading-posts of the Hudson's Bay Company, the white immigra

tion consisted chiefly of young men ; and the result has been, not

only the growth of a half-breed population greatly outnumber-

ing the whites, but the formation of a tribe of Halfbreeds, who

keep themselves distinct in manners, habits, and allegiance, alike

from the Indians and the Wliites.

This rise of an independent half-breed ti-ibe is one of the most

remarkable pheromena connected with the grand ethnological

experiment wliich has been in progress on the North American

continent for the last three centuries. The number of the settled

population, either half-breed, or more or less of Indian blood, in

lied Kiver and the surrounding settlements, is now, according to

returns I have obtained,^ about 7200, of whom 6500 are in the

lied lliver settlement. A noticeable difference is observable accord-

ing to their white ])aternity. The French half-breeds are mon^

lively and frank in their bearing, but also less prone to settle down

to the drudgery of farming, or otlier routine duties of civilized life,

tlian those chiefly of Scottish descent. But in a border settlement,

where the principal trade is still in peltries, the hunter life pre-

sents many attractions even for the white colonist ; and the half-

breeds are exposed to temi)tations unknown in older settlements.

They are a large and robust race, with greater powers of endurance

than any of the native tribes exhibit. With the reserved and

uninipressible manner of the Indian, tliey are nevertheless capable

of displaying much vivacity when interested or excited. They

retain the coarse, straight black hair, and the full mouth, as the

most persistent features derived from their Indian maternity ; but,

even in the first generation, the dark eye has a soft and pleasing

aspect compared with that of the pure Indian. As a general ride,

the families descended from such mixed parentage are larger than

those of white parents ; but the results of this are in some

degree counteracted by the prevalence of consumption among them.

In 1855, it was my good fortune to see an interesting example of

the difterent types of the pure and hybrid Indian. At La Point,

^ Returns in reply to printed queries about the Indian and half-breed ])opul;i-

tion, circulated by the author in Red River settlement and elsewhere.
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near the head of Lake Superior, we met with Beshekee, the head
chief of the Leech Lake Chippcwas, already referred to, a grand old

specimen of the wild pagan Indian, seamed with the lines of age

and the scars of many a forest adventure. He boasted of the scalps

he had taken, showed the collar of claws of the grizzly bear, and
other trophies won by him in the chase ; and spoke, with the unim-
pressible indifference of a true Indian, of the civilisation of the

European intruders, as a thing good enough for the white man, but

in which neither he no" his people had any interest. He was
accompanied by his son, a debased, dissipated-looking Indian,

wi-apped in a dirty blanket ; and betraying only the degradation of

the savage when robbed of the wild virtues of the forest-hunter,

without replacing them by anything but the vices of civilisation.

The group was completed by a grandson of the old chief, an intelli-

gent, civilized half-breed, who spoke both French and English with

fluency, and acted as interpreter during the interview. In this case,

however, the gi-andson was smaller, and altogether inferior in phy-

sical characteristics to the aged forest-bred chief, who was a fine

specimen of the Indian, untainted by intercourse with Europeans.

In the Eed River settlements where the intermarriage has been

invariably between a white husband and an Indian wife, the

Indians are chiefly Plain Crees Some have also belonged to the

Swampies, another branch of the Crees, and also to the Blackfeet

and Chippewas. But on the Manitoulin Islands, in Lake Huron,

a few cases of marriage between an Indian husband and white

wife have occurred. In every case the advantage to the Indian

husband has been very marked. The children of such marriages

are invariably superior to other half-breeds, but this may be trace-

able to the moral, quite as much as to the pliysical difference in

their favour.^ The greater number of the half-breeds on Lakes

Huron and Superior are of French paternity, while their Indian

mothers are chiefly Chippewa or Ottawa ; and the few examples of

Indian paternity belong to the same tribes.

But the civilized half-breed population of the Eed River settle-

ments occupies a peculiar position, and must not be confounded

either with the remarkable tribe of Halfbreeds, or with Indians of

mixed blood in the villages on their Canadian reserves. Remote

as that settlement has hitherto been from other centres of coloniza-

-j^ion ; and tending, from its peculiar circumstances, rather to attract

' Answers to Queries, by Rev. Dr. O'Meara, long resident missionary among
tlie Indians of the Manitoidin Islands.

2 L
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^

tlie Canadian voyagenr, or the young adventurer, than the married

settler, the inevitable tendency has been towards intermarriage,

and the growth of a mixed population. Much property is now

accordingly possessed by those of mixed blood. Their young men

have, in some cases, been sent to the Colleges of Canada, and, after

creditably distinguishing themselves there, have returned to bear

their part in advancing the progress of the settlement. The result

of this is already apparent in an increasing refinement, and a grow-

ing desire for the removal of every trace of their relation to the

wild Indian tribes, or the Halfbreeds who rival them in the arts

of savage life. Professor Hind remarks, in his " llcport on the

Exploration of the Country between Lake Superior and the Edl

River Settlement,"—" The term native, distinguishing the half-

breeds from the European and Canadian element, on the one hand,

and the Indian on the other, appears to be desired by many of the

better class, who naturally look upon the term half-breed, as,

applied to a race of Christian men, scarcely appropriate."
^

The venerable Archdeacon Hunter, of Eed River, in the replies their w
to queries, witli which he has favoured me, says,—in answer to the

inquiry, " In what respects do the half-breed Indians differ from

the pure Indians as to habits of life, courage, strength, increase of

numbers, etc. ? "—" They are superior in every respect, both men- is celeb
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tally and physically." Again, when asked to " state any facts tend

ing to prove or disprove that the offspring descended from mixei

white and Indian blood fails in a few generations," Archdeacon

Hunter gives this decided reply, as the result of experience acquired

by long residence and intimate intercourse among them as a clergy

man of the Roman Catholic Church :
—

" It does not fail, but,

generally speaking, by intermarriages it becomes very difficult to

determine whether they are pure whites or half-breeds." Mr. S. J.

Dawson, of the Red River Exploring Expedition, also describes the

half-breeds as a liardy and vigorous race of men, and frequently with

large and healthy families. " I know," he writes, " from my own

observation, that the Fren<)h half-breeds at Red River are a gigantic

race as compared with the French Canadians of Lower Canada."

The Halfbreed buffalo-lninters are not to be regarded as at all

approximating to the nomade Indians. They belong to the settle-l

nient, possess land, and cultivate farms ; though their agricultuial|c'ther in

operations arc only such as might be expected, where the induoeJery sam
ments to a wandering life are nearly as great as among the pure-lble nati
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breed Indians, wlio abandon sucli work to their squaws or slaves.

They are, however, distinct from members of the settled connimnity

of mixed blood, who have shared in the domestic training and
culture of their white fathers, and adopted European habits. The
hunters are now divided into two bands, known by their separate

hunting-grounds. Of these, the White Horse Plain Halfbreeds fur-

nished the following returns, according to a census taken in 1 849, near

the Strayenne River, Dacota territory :
—

" Six hundred and three

carts, seven hundred Halfbreeds, two hundred Indians, six hundred

liorses, two hundred oxen, four hundred dogs, and one cat." Ac-
cordmg to JVIr. Paul Kane, who joined their buftalo-hunt in the

summer of 1845, the half-breed hunters of Red River then num-
lered altogether 6000, and more recent returns indicate an increase

of about 500.

Few subjects of greater interest to the ethnologist can be con-

ceived of than this origination of a numerous and independent

tribe of Halfbreeds, partaking of characteristics derived alike from

their white fathers and their Indian mothers. They are a hardy

mce of men, capable of enduring the greatest hardships. They

adhere to the Roman Catholic faith ; and occasionally a priest

n<Tth, increase of accompanies them on their hunting expeditions, in which case mass

is celebrated on the prairie. They are at open feud with the Sioux

und other Indian tribes, and carry on their warfare much after the

iishion of the Indian tribes that have acquired fire-arms and

liorses ; but they give proof of their " Christian " civilisation by

perience acquired taking no scalp-trophies from the battle-field. From about the

hem as a clergy- I5tli of June to the end of August, they are abroad on the prairie

)es not fail, but, engaged in their summer hunt. A subsequent autumnal buffalo-

very difficult to nmt engages a smaller portion of their number ; and then such as

;lo not depend on winter hunting, and the profits of trapping the

ur-bearing animals, return to the settlement. It is complained

liat they make poor farmers, neglecting their land for the exciting

Measures of the chase. But this is inevitable, where the produce

)f their buffalo hunts supplies the chief means of carrying on a pro-

itable trade with the Hudson's Bay Company's agents and Ameri-

an traders from St. Paul's. The distant hunt not only consumes

he time required for agricultural labour, but it begets habits alto-

;ether incompatible witli settled industry ; and would produce the

ery same results on any l)ody of white settlers as on this remark-

mong the pure- ible native population. But in the field, whether preparing for

anting or war, the superiority of the Halfbreed.s is strikingly
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manifested. They then display a discipline, courage, and self

control, of which the wild Sioux or Blackfeet are altogether iucai)

able ; and thoy accordingly look with undisguised contempt on

their Indian foes.

The organization displayed in their hunting expeditions shows

a remarkable aptitude for self-government. When fairly started on

the hunt, a general council is held, which proceeds to elect a pre-

sident or leader. A number of captains are then nominated jointly

by the leader and council, and each of these appoints a certain

number of constables or deputy-officers, whose duty it is to see

that the laws of the hunt are carried out, and that the nightly

encampment is made with strict attention to the general safety,

Guides are also chosen by popular election, who carry flags as

their badges of office, and control all arrangements for the camping.

The hunt being thus organized, all who have joined it are under

military law. Ko hunter can return home without permission

no gun may be fired when the buffalo country is reached, until the

leader has given the word, which lets loose the wild array o

liunters on the bewildered herd. The captains and their deputies

also superintend the nightly arrangement of the carts in a circle,

within which the horses and cattle are picketed ; and, in case of

property being missed, they can prohibit any member of the hunt

from stirring till it is tbiuid. Every breach of camp-laws is atoned

for by fines. A man who passes the camp-guide of the day, while

on duty, subjects himself to a fine of five shillings ; and he wl

ventures to run a buffalo, before the leader has given the signal for

the hunt to begin, has to forfeit a penalty of twenty shillings.

Such are the most noticeable characteristics of this singularly

interesting race, called into being by the contact of the European ;ess of <

with the native tribes of the prairie and forest. With so much o§lie comb
the civilisation which no pure Indian tribe has derived from inter

course with white men, and such admirable organization antlilexican

prompt recognition of the obligations of law and order, there seem; )eriod of

good reason for believing in their capacity for all the higher duties race the

of a settled, industrious community. They already know the list ^awrence

and value of money ; nor are they unused to the labours of agri- losed to g

culture, though hitherto this has offered no profits to tempt then s more t'

to the raising of grain or stock-farming on any adequate scale. 1

the present condition of the Ifed liiver settlement, with its unhcaltl.

ful element of fur-trading posts, buffalo prairies, and nearly inac
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in that dangerous transitional stage from wliich all attemi)ts at

civilisation anujng the Indian trihes have derived the chief sources

of failure. But they have v/itliin themselves elements of resist-

ance to the destructive influences attendant on the tninsition

from the hunter state to the settled life of the farmer and trader,

and no race has ever offered stronger claims on the attention

of the philanthropist or the statesman. But, under any circum-

stances, the Halfbreeds of the Ked River cannot permanently

remain as a distinct race. Already the settlers of mixed blood

intermarry freely with the white population, and share with perfect

equality in all the rights and privileges of the community. As
emigration increases the same results will follow there, as have

already happened in all the older settlements, from the New
England shores, or the St. Lawrence Gulf, westward to the remot-

est clearings of young civilisation. The last traces of the red

blood will disappear, not by extinction, but by the absorption of

the half-breed minority into the new generations of the predomi-

iiaut race. Yet, along with all the changes wrought by climate,

institutions, and habits, on the people thus formed to be the

iulieritors and occupants of the deserted Indian hunting-grounds in

the Western Hemisphere, this element will exercise some influence,

and help to make them diverse from their European ancestry. On
his account, therefore, as well as on others, we want some such

term as lun-o-american to indicate the new race.

But there is another aspect in the history of the American

Indian tribes, in which their extinction is seen to be wrought out

ly means which we can estimate with very different feelings fn m
hose with which we witness their extermination by the mere pro-

of the European ;ess of contact with the white settler, or their extirpation by

V^ith so much ol he combined action of his A'iolence and criminal cupidity. The

rived from inter- ondition of the American tribes and nations to the north of the

)rganization anil Mexican centre of a native civilisation, may be described at the

der, there seems leriod of European discovery as one of unstable equilibrium. We
lie higher duties race the influence of one or two dominant tribes from the St.

y know the list iiwrence to the Gulf of Mexico ; and the rival nations were ex-

labours of agri losed to such constant and aimless exterminating warfare, that it

to tempt then s more than doubtful if the natural increase of population was

equate scale, b lien equal to the waste of war. We are accustomed to regard tlie

ith its unlicaltl!- Vestern Hemisphere as the natural habitat of its aboriginal chil-

and nearly iuacllren : wherein, as in a world apart, they grew and niultiplie;!, in

eeds are retaineillie enjoyment of all that tlieir simple natures were capable <A\
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until tlie intnisioii of tlie whitu man brought misery and desolation

into their midst, and that exterminating process was begun which

threatens, ere many more generations shall have passed away, to

leave only their grave-mounds to tell of the past existence of the lied

Man in the New World, A brief glance at some of the incidents

in the history of extinct tribes, will tend to modify this opinion.

The early notices of the first explorers, and the traditions since

gathered from surviving nations, tell of many that have utterly

passed away, without the malign intervention of P^uropcan influence.

" But language adheres to the soil when the lips which spoke it

are resolved into dust. Mountains repeat, and rivers murmur the

voices of nations denationalized or cxtii-pated in their own land."'

By such vestiges extinct nations assert their claims to an inherit-

ance of the past, throughout all the ancient world ; and the same

evidence tells of former occupants of the New World. The great

mountain chain of the Alleghanies, constitutes in this manner the

enduring monument of the oldest tribe of the United States of

which there is a distinct tradition. The beautiful valleys of the

Ohio and its tributaries once teemed with the warriors, and were

enlivened by the populous towns and villages of this ancient

people. The traditions of the Delawares told that the Alleghans

were a strong and mighty nation, reaching to the eastern shores of

the Mississippi, when in remote times they came into the Great

Valley from the west. But the Iroquois, who had establish'"

themselves on the head waters of the chief rivers which have theii

rise innuediately to the south of the great lakes, combined with the

Delawares or Lenape nation to crush the power of that ancieii

people ; and the surviving remnant of the decimated Alleglian;

was driven down the Mississippi, and their name blotted out fron

the roll of nations. The very name of the Ohio is of Iroquoi

origin, and given to the river of the Alleghans by their ruthles:

conquerors. The Susquehannocks, who are believed to have beci

of the same ancient lineage, excited the ire of the Iroquois, am

were in like manner extirpated ; at a later date the Delawares fel

imder their ban, and the remnant of tliat proud nation quitting foi

ever the shores of the noble river which perpetuates their name

retraced their steps into the unknown West. So, in like mannei

the Shawnees, Nanticokes, Unamis, Minsi, and Illinois, were van

quished, reduced to the condition of dependent nations, or drivea

out and exterminated. Settlements of the conquerors were fre

' Palgrave's Xormamhj, vol. i. p. 700.
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I

quently established in the conquered lands ; and the only redeeming

feature in this savage warfare was their system of absorption, by
adopting prisoners rescued from death, and admitting them into the

tribes of the conquering nation.

All this was the work of the Indian. As the curtahi rises on

the aboriginal nations of the forest and the prairie, we find thenx en-

gaged in this exterminating warfare ; and a glance on the map of

subsequent centuries, or a reconstruction of the traditionary history

of the oldest tribes, tells the same tale of aimless strife, expatriation,

and extinction. The history of the nations found in occupation of

a wide range of country on the northern and southern shores of the

great lakes, including the whole of Upper Canada and Western New
York, will most clearly suffice to illustrate this phase of savage life.

When Cartier first explored the St. Lawrence, in 1535, he found

large Indian settlements at Quebec and on the Island of JMontreal,

where Champlain, little more than half a century after, met with

few or none to oppose his settlement. We can only surmise who
the Indians at the period of Cartier's arrival were ; but it is most

probable that they belonged to the same Wyandot stock, who were

then withdrawing into the western parts of Upper Canada to escape

the fury of the Iroquois, after they had nearly desolated the Island

of Montreal. At the era of Champlain's visit, and throughout the

entire period of French occupation, the country to the south of the

St. Lawrence, and along the whole southern shores of Lake Ontario,

was occupied by nations of the Iroquois confederacy, whose uncom-

promising hostility to the French materially contiibuted to confine

their colonies to the limits of Lower Canada. The country im-

mediately to the westward of the river Ottawa, and along the

northern shore of Lake Ontario, was found unoccupied when first

explored by Champlain ; but it was marked with abundant traces

of cultivation, and of recent occupation by tribes who had retreated

westward from the violence of the Iroquois. The region to the

north of the Wyandot or Huron territory, and the islands and

northeiTi shores of Lake Huron, were in the occupation of the

Mississagas, the Ottawas, the Nipissings, and other Algonquin

nations, who, though belonging to a distinct stock, are repeatedly

found in alliance with the Hurons against their common Iroquois

foe, and to some extent shared their fate. The Hurons, on the con-

trary, and all the nations lying between them and the Iroquois

countiy, appear to have belonged to the same stock with the

confederate nations, by whom they were pursued with such un-
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compromising hostility till their once populoua n'^ions wore almii-

(loiied to tlu! wild beasts of the forest.

At the period wlien the Huron tribes became the special objects

of missionary zeal by the ifesuit Fathers, in the seventeenth century,

they were established along the great bay, once populous on all its

shores with that extinct nation whose name alone survives in the

Like of the Hurons. The region lying around Lake Sinicoe, and

Georgian liay, is marked on every favourable site with the traces ol

their agricultural industry, and crowded with their graves. They

presented traits of superiority to the nations of the Algonquin

stock ; and equalled in tiei'ce daring, and uU the wild virtues of tlio

savage warrior, the Iroquois, by whom they were unrelentingly ex

terminated. Father Sagard estimated the pojudation of the limited

region occupied by the four Huron tribes at the close of their

national history, at between thirty and forty thousand souls. ]Jut

to the south-west lay the villages of the Tiontonones, or Petuns,

another nation of the same stock, also a populous and industrious

agricultural community ; and beyond this, in the territory em-

bracing the beautiful valley and the great falls of the Niagara liiver,

where are now the sites of the finest orchards of Canada, and some

of the most fruitful counties of the State of New York, a nation

belonging to the same Huron-Iroquois family was found by the

first French missionary explorers, in 1G26. By the Hurons they

were designated the Attiwenduionk, expressive of the mere dialectic

difference between the languages of the two ;' but from the French

tiiey received the name of the Neutral Nation, from the friendly

relations they maintained with both parties during the great struggle

between the Iroquois and the allied Huron and Algonquin nations.

At the close of their history their population was estimated at

twelve thousand souls ; but a position of neutrality between hostile

rivals was rendered all the more difficult by the ties of consan-

guinity : though this appears to have been also shared by the Fries

w^ho occupied the broad fertile regions along the southern shores ut

the great lake which bears their name.

The fiite of the Attiwendaronks and the Fries is certain, but the

history of both is obscure, for they lay beyond the reach of the

French traders and missionaries, hi tlie earlier half of the seven

tcenth century the Jesuit Fathers planted their stations througliout

^ By this name, according to Breboeuf, the Hurons signified that they were a

"people ofa languarfp n little differenty They applied that of Akwanake as the

general name of n.ations speaking languages uiiintelligi1)le to thorn.
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the Huron country, amid [lopulous walled villages and cultivated

lields, and leckoiitul the warriors of the tribes by thousands. In

1G2G, Father Joseph de la Koche d'AUyon peiu'tiated into the

country of the Neutral Nation, and sought to discover the Niagara

at its Junction with Lake Ontario. After a journey of five days

through the unbroken forest which lay between the Tiontonones,

and the Attiwendaronks, he reached the first settlement of the

hitter, and passed through six towns before arriving at that of the

chief Sachem. Twenty-two other towns and villages were em-
liraced within his jurisdiction ; and tobacco was largely cultivated

along with maize and beans. The country of the Eries was greatly

more extensive, and probably not less populous. Jiut within less

than thirty years from this mission of Father de la lioche, the

whole region occupied by those nations, from the Georgian Bay to

the southern limits of the Erie. I'ar beyond the shores of the lake

which perpetuates their name, was a silent desert. Tradition ]>oints

to the kindling of the council-fire of peace among the former

nation, before the organization of the Iroc^uois confederacy ; and

to the artistic skill of the Eries are ascribed several interesting

remains of aboriginal art, among which the pictorial inscription on

Ciniingham's Island in Lake Erie is described as by far the most

(ilaborate and well-sculptured work of its class hitherto found on

the continent.^ But they perished by the violence of kindred

nations before the French or English could establish intercourse

with either. In the French maps of the middle of fho seventeenth

century the very existence of Lake Erie is unknown ; and the first

of the Jesuit missionaries had scarcely penetrated to its shores,

when the ancient nation whose name it preserves was swept away.

Within a year or two of their destruction the Neutral Nation ex-

perienced the same fate at the hands of the Mohawks under the

leadership of Shorikowani, a famous chief of that nation ; and the

Attiwendaronks utterly disappeared from the Valley of Niagara.

Charlevoix assigns the year 1G55 as the date of their extermination.

Their council-fire was extinguished ; their name was blotted out

;

and the few survivors were subsequently found by one of the

French missionaries, living in degrading serfdom in the villages of

their conquerors.

All this was the result of conflict among native tribes, and so

entirely uninfluenced by the white man that it is with difficulty

we can recover some trustworthy glimpses of the Eries or the

I rilslory nf the Indian Tribeit, vol. ii. p. 78, plates xli. xlii.
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Neuters from the notes of one or two missionaries, whose zeal for

the propagation of the faith carried them into the country of those

extinct nations, long before the enterprise of tlie coureurs des hois

had led them to penetrate so far. It reveals to us glimpses of

what had been transpiring in unrecorded centuries throughout tho

vast forests and prairies of the American continent ; and may help

to reconcile us to the fate of the Iroquois by whom such wide-

spread desolation was wrought. Their remarkable confederacy was

broken up by the adherence of the INIohawks to the British side,

when the colonists rose in arms against the mother country. Tlie

beautiful Mohawk Valley which was once their home, is now-

crowded with towns and villages, and interlaced by railways and

canals ; but the remnant of the once powerful Mohawk tribe, with

a small band of the Senecas, amounting together to about seven-

teen hundred souls, have found a home in the country they de-

populated two centuries before. " I have been told," says Colden,

" by old iiien in New England, who remembered the time when the

Mohawks made war on their Indians, that as soon as a single

^Mohawk was discovered in their country, their Indians raised

a cry from hill to liill, A Mohawk ! a Mohawk ! upon which they

tied like sheep before wolves, without attempting to make the

least resistance." The traditional terror of their name still sur-

vives, though they have been settled for generations peaceably on

Canadian reserves, granted by tlie British Government to them,

along with other loyalist refugees from the revolted colonies. The

cry of a Mohawk still fills with dread the lodges of the Algonquin

Indians in the Canadian settlements ; and they have been re-

peatedly known to desert their villages on Couchiching, Chcmoug,

and Rice Lakes, and to camp out on islands in the lakes, from

the mere rumour of a Mohawk having been seen in the vicinity.

The pure-blood Mohawks still exhibit traces of the superiority

which once pertained to all the members of the Iroquois league

;

and the same traits are discernible in other survivors of the con-

federate nations. The Onondagas, who claimed to be true autocli

thones, alone of all the Six Nations retain a hold on their native

spot of earth, and still dwell in the beautiful and secluded valley

of Onondaga, with sufficient territory for the maintenance of the

surviving remnant. But jVIohawks and Onondagas alike betray,

in the assemblies of the tribes, many traces of mixed blood, as well

as of diminishing numbers, and the same fact is manifest in Uk'

representatives of the other nations. Of the Oncidas, a portion

m
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lingers on their ancient site, but the main body of the survivors

are scattered : one band in Canada, and another and larger one in

Wisconsin. The Senecas and Tuscaroras have their few living

representatives near the Niagara river, on a portion of the land

which their forefathers wrested from tlie Eries ; and even the

Cayugas, the least fortunate among those unfortunate iidieritors of

a great name, have found shelter for a little handful of their sur-

vivors on the Seneca reserves in western New York.

Such is the history of the aboriginal population which, in the

seventeenth century, occupied the valley of tlie St. Lawrence, and

stretched away on either bank and along the shores of tlie great

lakes westward to Lake Huron and St. Clair. La Houtan estimated

the Iroquois, when first known to Europeans, at seventy thousand;

at the present time their numbers in Canada and the States do not

altogether exceed seven thousand. They have passed the most

critical stage in the collision between savage and civilized man ; and,

settled on their little farms remote from the populous centres of

trade and commerce, they are im])roving both socially and morally.

Nevertheless, kept apart in detached communities in a state of

pupilage, and forced into constant intermaiTiage, their fate is in-

oN'itable. Better far would it be for them to accept the destiny of

the civilized half-breed, and mingle on even terms with settlers,

many of whom have yielded up a nationality not less proud than

theirs, and forsaken the homes and the graves of their fathers to

share the fortunes of the New World's heirs. It is as impossible

for the civilized Indian to live in a community, yet not of it, as for

any other of the nationalities whose members merge into the

nation with whom their lot is cast. By such a process the last

visible remnants of the famous Iroquois league would indeed dis-

appear, absorbed, like all other foreign nationalities, into the new

leagues which groAving empires are forming in the West. But each

survivor of the old Indian confederacy would be the gainer by the

iibandonment of what is worse than an empty name ; while the

Euromerican race wouhl take once more into its veins the red

blood of the ancient and haughty aristocracy of the forest.

The second volume of the ArcJiavIogia Americana contains a

synopsis prepared l)y (Jallatin, of the Indian tribes of the continent

to the east of tlie Eocky ^Mountains, and of those in the British and

liussian possessions in North America, which may be said to con-

stitute the true basis of native American ethnology. Its value

has been I'ully recognised by subsequent writers, and reference has
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already been iiiaile to it in previous ])ayes. To him we owe tliu

determination of elements of philological affinity by which we

classify the great families or stocks of the Algonquin-Lenape and

the Iroquois, occiii)ying at one time the whole region to the east of

the ]Mississipi)i, from the fifty-second to the thirty-sixth degree of

north latitude. IJut to the south of this lies a country in which

Ciallatin recognised the existence of at least three essentially distinct

languages of extensive use : the Catawba, the Cherokee, and that

which he assumed to include in a common origin, both the Musk-

hogee and the Choctaw. But besides those, six well- ascertained

languages of smaller tribes, including those of the lichees and the

Natchez, appear to demand separate recognition. Their region

diifers essentially from those over which the Algonquin and Iroquois

war-parties ranged at will. It is broken up by broad river- channels,

and intersected by impenetral)le swamps ; and has thus aiibrded

refuge for the remnants of compiered tribes, and tor the preservation

of distinct languages among small bands of refugees.

Tlie Cherokees were the first settlers, as a comparatively civilized

agricultural nation, under very peculiar circumstances. In their

l>redatory inroads they carried off slaves from Carolina ; and speedily

recognising the advantages derived from enforced service, they

gi-adually settled down in the remarkable condition of a civilized

nation of Eed Indian slaveholders. In 1825, they numbered 13,783,

and held 1277 slaves of African descent. But the fact that at tlie

same time they possessed 2923 ploughs, suffices to prove that agri-

cultural labour must be carried on to a great extent by other than

the slave population. Meanwhile the admixture of white blood has

largely ail'ected the dominant race. The true test of equality of

races is when the civilized Indian marries a white woman, and this

has already taken place to some extent among the Cherokees.

The census of 1825 included, among the numbers of that nation,

sixty-eight Cherokee men married to white women, and one hundred

and forty-seven white men married to Cherokee women. This alone,

exclusive of all previous hybrid elements, must rapidly tend to

efface the predominant characteristics of Indian blood. When the

census was taken, in 1852, the Cherokees numbered 17,530; and

the pommissioner remarked in reference to their growing nund»ers

" A visible increase is discernible, especially among the half- breeds.'

lint they view with extreme jealousy the incpiisitorial visits of tlu-

statist, and yield all such information very reluctantly, so that

later returns do not admit of comparison with the older census.

\i
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In so far as the employment of the African race as slaves is to

be regarded as an evidence of the civilisation of the Ked Indian, it

is by no means confined to the Cherokees. Mr. Lewis H. Morgan
writes me thus :

" I have visited all the emigrant Indian nations in

Kansas and Nebraska, with two or three exceptions. I saw instances

among the Shawnees and Delawares, and the Wyandots in Kansas,

where white men who had married half-breed Indian W(jmen were

living genteelly among them, and had slaves to cultivate their land

;

and also instances where half-breed Indians had married white wives

and lived in good style." Unha])pily the revolutionists of the South-

ern States involved the Indians in their struggle ff)r independence.

The Texan News of April 27, 18G1, rejiorts the contents of a letter

from the Indian Nations, giving assurances of the friendly reception

of commissioners of the State Convention by the Choctaw.s, Chicka-

saws, Cherokees, Seminoles, and Creeks. " All tli"i trib(>s," it added,

" are to hold a general council on the 8th of IMay. These tribes are

slaveholdei's, and are for secession and the Soutliern Confederacy.

The Chickasaws wished to secede at once ; but the Cherokees desire

to wait until the return of a delegation they have sent to Washing-

ton to see aboiit their funds held in trust by the United States

Treasury," But meanwhile the editor of the Kansas News adds, in

proof of the soundness of the worldly-wise Cherokees, notwith-

.standing their prudent desire to ascertain the safety of their funds

before connnitting themselves to secession :
" The Cherokees have

cleared out the abolition emissaries among them. I'arson Jones,

the secretary of Itoss their chief, and an abolition agent, has been

in danger of his life. He will have to lejive the country." A sub-

.so(iuent Keport on Indian affairs places the defection of the Chero-

kees, Chickasaws, and Choctaws beyond doubt ; but in the most

recent one, issued during the i»ast year, they are represented as

divided in council, reduced in nianbers, their lands wa.sted by fire

and sword, and a mi.serable renniant of 8000 "loyal Cherokees"

dependent for subsistence on the Indian department. This was

[\\i' inevitable result of their becoming involved in such a conflict

;

but even amid this hopeless ruin of the most ])rogressive native

civilisation, we may unhesitatingly accept the revolutionary con-

vention of the Chickasaws, Choctaws, and other slaveholdingtriltes,

and the smnmary clearing out of Parson Jones and the abolition-

if>ts by the more cautious Cherokees, as evidence that the southern

Indian nations were not greatly l)eliind their white neighbours in

die niarch of civilisation.
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111 the first volume of the Histori/ of the Indian Tribes of tlie

United States, a complete census is given from data furnished by

the Indian dei)avtment at Washington, hut no statistical informa-

tion appears to liave been collected relative to the extent of mixed

blood. In 1789, the total number of Indians within the territory

of the United States was estimated to amount to 7G,000 ; but since

then, while many semi-civilized and frontier tribes have diminished

in numbers, or even become extinct, the acquisition of new territories

has brought large accessions to the United States Indians. In 1825,

when the census of the Cherokees already referred to was taken,

the aggregate of the whole number of Indians within the geo-

graphical boundaries of the Union was stated at 129,366 ; and in

1850, owing to the acquisition of California, Texas, New Mexico,

etc., it had risen to 400,764.

Mr, Lewis H, Morgan, the historian of the Iroquois, who has

devoted much attention to the condition of the Indian tribes, and

has enjoyed many opportunities of personal observation, thus writes

me in reply to queries relative to the amount of mixed blood tracealjle

among the Indians of the United States :
" I doubt whether there is

any statistical information upon the sulyect in the possession of the

Government. I know of none. Actual observation would throw

some light upon the question ; but even tliis would be met with

the difficulty that some of our native races of pure blood are

darker than others. The Kaws of Kansas are unmixed. They

are also prairie Indians, and very dark-skinned, nearly as much so

as the negro. The Sauks or Foxes are adulterated somewhat, yet

I have seen some of them as dark as the Kaws. The Pawnees of

the upper Missouri are also prairie Indians, and the pure-l)l()0(ls

are nearly as dark-skinned as the Kaws. I have seen their bare

backs many times, and examined their skin closely. It is slightly

mottled, with a bronze colour, and is a truly splendid skin. On

the other hand the Sioux, or Dacotas, are much lighter. So iue

the Chippewas and Potowattomies when pure. liut all of these

have taken up white lilood in past generations, and the rapidity of

its dissemination after a few generations needs no proof. I tliiiik

they have taken up enough, through the traders and frontier men,

since 1700, to lighten their colour from one-sixth to one-fourth.

The pure-blood Iroquois are light. I have seen them nude to the

waist in the dance very many times. Their skin is splendid, of ii

rich coffee and cream colour. But it must be remembered tliat all

of these are forest tribes cxce[>t the Dacotas, and even they liave

if;
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been forced back on the prairies, from Lake Superior and the east

side of the Mississippi, since the period of colon' '-cation. Indians of

the same stock grow much darker on the prairie if far south. I tried,

when in Nebraska, to ascertain the number of half-breeds and quar-

ter-breeds around our forts in the Indian territory. The nimiber is

large, but I could gain no satisfactory information." The observa-

tions thus noted have a very comprehensive bearing on the general

question of hybridity ; for so far from implying any tendency to de-

terioration or extinction as the result of an intermixture of the white

and red races, they point to such admixture of blood already affect-

ing whole tribes still roaming the forests and the prairies. So

much indeed is this the case that the term "pure-breed" is perhaps

only partially applicable to any of them, and it may even be a

question how far the physical form, as in the features and the shape

of the head, have escaped modification by such influences.

Through the aid of officers of the Indian Department of Canada,

I have succeeded in obtaining statistical information of a more

definite kind relative to some at least of the settled tribes. In

Lower Canada, no detailed system of Indian superintendence has

been organized, so that information for that portion of the province

is much less accessible. The department affords aid to the Indians

upon the representation of the priests or other white residents in

their neighbourhood ; but, in 1 8 5 6, his Excellency, Sir Edmund Head,

appointed a commission to inquire into the best means of securing

the future progress and civilisation of the Indian tribes in Canada,

and, from their report, supplemented by more recent returns, the

following facts relative to the Indians of Lower Canada are derived.

The numbers of the settled tribes, at the present date, are nearly

as follows :

—

Irocjiioia of the Sault St. Louis, . . . . .

Troquois of St. Regis, .......
Indians at the Lake of the Two Mountains, including

Iroquois, Nipissings, and Algonquins,

Abenakis of St. Francis,

Abenakis of Beyancour, .... . . ,

Hurons of La Jeune Lorette, ......
Amalicites of Vigor, .......
Micmacs of the Kestigouche, .....
Montagnais at Point Blue an<l Chicoiitimi,

1510

772

730

387

172

317

171

473

200

4732

There are thus upwards of four thousand Indians of various

tribes, settled on lands securcMl to them by the Provincial (Jovern-
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ment, or otherwise brought more or less under the .same influences

tts the white settlers around thein. But in some of tliose bands

not a single pure-blood Indian remains. They have all abandoned

paganism, and the greater number adhere to the Roman Catho

lie Church ; but their condition varies considerably in different

localities. The Iroquois of St. Eegis are specially noticeable as

having blended some of the healthful elements of European civili-

sation with the self-reliance and vigour which once rendered them

the most formidable enemies of the colonists of Louis xiv. They

are now conspicuous among native tribes for tlieir temperate and

orderly lives, and the great progress they have made as a settled

community. They raise wheat, oats, Indian corn, potatoes, and

other agricultural products, to a considerable extent ; and when

the last census was taken, they possessed 12G cows, 17 oxen, 114

horses, and 250 swine. A considerable number of tliem are of

mixed blood, but they still manifest a predilection for employments

more in accordance with the hereditary instincts of forest life.

The able-bodied men reluctantly expend the summer months on

their farms. They prefer entering on engagements as raftsmen anil

pilots for the river, or engaging in the service of the Hudson's Bay

Company. They appear, however, to have acquired provident

habits, along with other virtues of civilisation; and tlieir numbers

have increased more rapidly than any other tribe in Canada

of late years, notwithstanding a severe morta'ity in 1832, when

33G persons died of cholera.

In their industrious and provident habits, the Iroquois of 8t.

Eegis present a striking contrast to other tribes, such as the

Abenakis of Begancour, whose whole live stock in 1857 consisted

of a single horse. The band of Abenakis settled on the river St.

Francis, has, however, attained to a higher condition ; though some

of the evidences of its progress are not productive of the most

beneficial results. Its further improvement is reported to have

been greatly retarded by divisions and jealousies conseqiient on

the adoption of the Protestant faith by a portion of the tribe, while

the remainder hold fast to that of the Eoman Catholic Church.

They include among their numbers descendants of the once famous

Mohegans, and their warlike allies, the Sokokis, but the report of

18.') 8 states that there was not then a single pure-blood Indian sur-

viving. The Eev. J. Maurault, Eimian Catholic missionary at St.

Francis, remarks :
—

" Our Indians are, with but very few exceptions,

Mlitis, or half-l)reeds. Here, I do not know one Abenakis of pure
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Mood. They are nearly all Canadian, Geinian, English, ov Scotch

half-breeds. The greater part of them are as white as the Canadians,

iind the dark conqjlexions we see with many are owing, in most

cases, to their long voyages, exposed, as they frequently are, for

two and three months at a time, to the burning rays of the sun.

Many suppose that our Indians are intellectually weak and dis -

qualified for business. This is a gieat mistake. Certainly, so far

IS the Abenakis are concerned, they are nearly all keen, subtle, and

very intelligent. Let them olitain complete freedom, and this im-

iiression will soon disappear. Intercourse with the whites will

develop their talents for connnerce. No doubt some of them would

make an improper use of their liberty, but they would be but iew

\n number. Everywhere, and in all countries, men are to be fimnd

_\veak, purposeless, and unwilling to understand their own interests;

ut I can certify that the Abenakis generally are superior in intelli

;;ence to the Canadians. I have remarked, that nearly all those

who have left their native village to go and live elsewhere free,

luwe prufited by the change. I know of several who have bought

farms in our neighbourhood, and are now living in comfort. Others

liave emigrated to the United States, where they have almost all

inospered, and where several of them have raised themselves to

honourable positions. I know one who is practising with success

ilie profession of a doctor. Others have settled in our towns with

;i view to learn the different trades. There is one at Montreal who
is an excellent carpenter ; but here we see nothing of the kind.

Nevertheless, I observe a large number of young men, clever, intelli-

,'ent, and gifted with remarkable talents." This experienced ob

sewer accordingly urges the emancipation of all at least of the

more civilized Indians, from the condition of minors in the eye of the

Jliiw ; feeling assured that if they were placed in competition with

|;lie whites, and allowed to hold and dispose of their property,

jihey would be found fully able to maintain their place in the

ijinniunity.

This is remarkable testimony, alike in reference to the intelli

bnce and the enduring vigour of a tribe already so largely affected

|iy intermixture with the whites, lint the changes wrought on the

iJeseondants of the Hurons, whom the Jesuit missionaries of the

kentoenth century guided from their ravaged hunting-grounds

round the Georgian Uay to their later settlements on the banks of

Ih^ liver St. Charles, have still more completely effaced all abori-

liiial traces. The author's disappointment was great on firsi

2 M

I ;
'

I
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the remnant of the warlike Ilurons. Their nomiiial existence

there is indeed chiefly due to the luireditary claims which thev

maintain to their share in the annual division of certain Indian

funds. The Commissioners refer to them as a l)and of Indians

" the most advanced in civilisation in the whole of Canada ;" hut

the interest which this is calculated to awaken is diminislied by tlip

admission in the same report, that since the migration of this

band of the Huron tribe from their ancient territory in Up])('i

Canada " they have, by the intermixture of white blood, so far lost

tlie original purity of race as scarcely to be considered as Indians.'

They are, moreover, the only people of Indian descent in Canada

who have lost nearly all traces of their native language. They

speak a French patois, and, but for the care of their spiritual

guardians, and the pecuniary inducements of the annual Indian

grant, they wonld long since have intermingled and disappearcil

among the habitans of pure French descent, by whom they are

surrounded. Here, then, is an example of the admixture of blood

protracted through a period of upwards of two centuries. P.ut solattentio

far from this practical experiment of the influence of hybridityl Sue!

furnishing any proof of infertility and inevitable exterminatioiil Canada.

as its result, the numbers of the Hurons of Lorette are found tolroam ab
have considerably increased in the interval of twenty yeais|LJiidinf>-

between 1844, when the Indian census was taken, and the Com I different

missioners' returns for the past year. For all that now ajipears tolcivilisati

the contrary, they seem likely t(3 survive until, as a settlement oBgieater

French-speaking Canadians on the banks of the St. Charles, tliewwliom so

will have to prove by baptismal register, or genealogical recordaings for

of the tribe, their Indian descent, after all external traces havJabandonc

disappeared. libservers

The Micmacs of liestigouche, numbering less than five luindrtxiiiauy, £
in all, including many of mixed blood, are a small though higlilylnars, on t

civilized band of the IVIicmac nation, detached from the main stockist. John
owing to the intersection of their lands by the boundaries of thMhes Outa
British provinces. Bauds of the same Indian nation occupy varionflnoinadic,

reserves in New Brunswick, and throughout Nova Scotia ; aiiiBiiii tlie slu

small encampments of them may be met with along tlie shoivs Jjiul east i

the lower St. Lawrence, industriously engaged in the maiiufactniwiiiiowii.

of staves, barrel-hoops, axe-handles, and baskets of various kiiiil«.\luoiiquii

They generally speak English, and manifest unusual slii'iiwiliii'sBnttawas,

and sagacity in making a bargain. Attracted on one occasion lijOttawa ri^
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a picturesque gi'oup of hirch-hark wigwams on the southern shore

of the St. Lawrence, helow the Ishi of Orleans, I landc^l for the pur

pose of sketching ; and, entering into convcnsation with the grouji

of Micniac Indians, I was anuistid to find myself presently involved

ill a discussion as to the price of staves and hoops, the fluctuations

of the market, and tlie hard bargains driven with them by the

traders of Quehcc ; all conducted with an acuteness that might

liave done credit to a disciple of Adam Smith or Kicardo. Never-

theless, when at parting I ventured on the improper liljerty, accord-

ing to Indian ideas, of asking the name )f the leader of the ]iarty,

with whom the conversation had heen chiefly carried on, all his

prejudices reap])eared. He was once more the native of the wig-

wam ; and I was given plainly to understand that I had encroached

on the courtesies of friendly intercourse, and attempted to take

advantage of him. A small purchase sufficed, however, to restore

lunity between us. He appeared to he a full -hlood Indian. His

fii,nire was muscular and Avell -proportioned, and his skin presented

the strongly-marked red colour, which has rejieatedly attracted my
attention in pure-blood iMicmacs.

Such is the condition of the Indians occupying lands in Lower

Canada. But hesides those enumerated, various unsettled tribes

roam ahout on the Lower St. Lawrence, small hands of which, in-

duding a considerahle numher of half-hreeds, have settled at

different stations, and heen partially hrought under the influence of

civilisation, chiefly hy the Itonian Catholic missionaries. The

greater number, however, are wild forest and hunter tribes, of

wliom some knowledge was formerly gained at the annual gather-

ings for distribution of presents; but since that practice was

abandoned, they rarely come within the range of any civilized

bservers, excepting those connected with the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany. Different tracts of land have been set apart for the ^Montag-

nars, on the Peribonka river, on the IMetabetchouan, near the Lake

St, John, and on the St. Lawrence, from the Iliver de Vases to the

Des Outardes. But a large ])ro])ortion of the Montagnars are still

nomadic, and are even found in deadly hostility to the Esquimaux

"11 the shores of James Bay. Of the wild tribes lying to the nf»rtli

ami east of the Lower Canadian clearings, comparatively little is

blown. Among those may Ite classed the Tetes de Boule, the

.\l,Hiniqiuns of Three llivers, and the Nipissings, Algonquins, and

ittawas, who wander uncontrolled near the head-Maters of the

'Ittawa river. The ^Mistassius and Naskajiees, on the Lower St.
H
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liuwrence, are mostly in Lhu Hiiiiic noiniulc condition. The latter be

long to the iMontagnars stock, and have lieen estimated at 2500, ot

whom fully 1500 are still wild pagans. They worship the sun and

moon, or Manitous who are supposed to have their abode there,

They devote to both of these deities parts of every animal slain, and

annually offer uj) the sacrifice of the white dog. In their niytho

logy and superstitious rites, the wild Naskapees reveal traces of tlit-

same Sabian worship which, under many varying and degraded

forms, constitutes a link seeming to ctmnect the savage tribes ol

North America with ancient native centres of civilisation both in

Mexico and I'eni.

It is not a little strange to iind such pagan rites perpetuated

among nomades still wandering around the outskirts (jf settlements

occupied by the descendants of colonists, who, upwards of thioc

centuries ago, transplanted tt) the shores of the St. Lawrence tliu

arts and laws of the most civilized nation of Europe. The regions

thus occupied by savage tribes are annually coasted by the richly

laden merchant fleets of Britain ; and the ocean steamers have now

brought within a few days' sail of Europe those outcast descendants

of the aV)original owners of the soil. But they experience no benefit

from the change. The Mistassins and Naskapees exhibit all tlu'

characteristics, and some of the most forbidding traits, of the Indian

savage. They are clothed in furs and deer-skins, their only weapons

are the bow and arrow, and they depend wholly on the bow and

drill for procuring fire.

Yet the wild tribes are unquestionably better off than some wlm

wander in a partially civilized condition on lands allotted to tlitMii

on the Lower St. Lawrence. Of the Montagnars, the Indian Com
missioners remark in their report of 1858 : "Where uncorruptcil

by intercourse with unprincipled traders, they were remarkoble fur

their honesty ; and even now it is but very seldom that they break

their word, or wilfully violate engagements which they have enterud

into. There are but few half-breeds among them. They ai

diminishing rapidly, upwards of three hundred having died witldi

ten years, one half of whom have fallen victims to starvation

Fever and small-pox have from time to time committed terril)]

ravages among them ; but more fatal though less noted elfocts

result from the destruction of their game, and the great injury t^

their fisheries, effected liy the lumberers and white settlers. Fear

ful tales of cannibalism are whispered ; and I have been told i>

instances brought under the notice of missionaries in the Imve
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province, in which they entertained no doubt that, in the privations

incident to the long and severe winters of that region, the wretched

natives have only esca])ed starvation by the most frightful means

to which imagination can ccmceive a ])arent resort. It seems indeed

iinciuestionable that the privations of the Indians on the Lower St.

Lawrence are frequently fully as great as tlujse of the Escpiimaux

within the Arctic circle ; while the resources available for them are

more uncertain, and subject to greater dimhmtion by the encroach

meats of the European.

The numbers of the unsettled tribes of Lower Canada within

reach of direct observation and intercourpc amount to about 3000,

to which must be added the imascertained nundiers of the wild

tribes. Altogether there cannot be less than 10,000 Indians still left

in the lower province ; and of these it is obvious that, as fast as

tliey are brought directly into contact with the civilisation and the

religious teaching of their European supplanters, they gradually

ilisappear by a variety of processes : of which the only one it is

possible to dwell upon without many pahiful, though unavailing

regrets, is that by which, as in the case of the Hurons of Lorette,

we see the descendants of older tribes gradually absorbed into the

[iredominant race, as the waters of the St. Lawrence merge intrt

those of the Atlantic Ocean.

In Upper Canada a well-organized system of superintendence

has been long maintained over the settled tribes ; and a superin-

tendent is also appointed to take oversight alike of the bands in

occupation of reserves on the Great Manitt)ulin Island, and of the

wild Indians who have taken refuge on the numerous islands oi'

Lake Huron or ah)ng its northern shores. Until the abandonment

lit' the practice of distributing presents to the Indian tribes, the

Great Manitoulin Island was annually the scone of an assemblage,

iiot only of Indians belonging to nearly all the tribes of British

Xorth America, but also of many from the United States. No
Iieueticial residts, however, appeared to accrue from this practice ;

mid, after sufficient notice had been given, the last distribution took

place in 1855. At this annual gathering the white traders latterly

lliicked, like vultures to the battle-field, and the presents, for the

most part, passed into their hands in exchange for gaudy trifles, or

lor the deleterious fire-water. It was wisely judged, therefore, that

the money could be more judiei(uisly expended on behalf of the

settled tribes. Neverthidess, the practice has not been aliandoned

vithout strong manifestations of dissatisfaction on the part of many ;
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mid it is Hot uncommon for those; who liavi! dculini^'H with trilus

lyinj^ h(!yund tliu iiitlucnci! <»r the Indian supurintcndents, to lind

this vofeiTL'd to as a hrcacli of faith, which makes them ivcoivo

witli Husjiicion any att('nii)ts at nc^'otiation. Statements i)r(jhuhly

hjo.sely made hy (JoveinnKint officers or iutori»rcters, circuhitiMl

amonj,' the tribes as a perpetual pledge ^'uaranteed hy the lionoiir

of the Ih'itish Crown ; and their feeUngs have reiieatedly found

expression in some sucli terms as those: "The Indians of thu

forests and the prairies were i)romisod the annual renewal of thoso

presents as lonj^ as the sun shone, water flowed, and trees <,'rew,

The sun still shines npon ns, the rivers How on, and we sec tlm

trees renew their leaves, hut we no loni^xu" receive anything from

our great mother beyond the sea," This annual distribution

brought under the notice of the officers of the Indian Departniciil

representatives of many tribes only now to be met with in the far

West ; but encouragement lias been held out to the broken tribes

and scattered bands of Western Canada to settle on the Manitoulin

Islands; and all who have done so are under the oversight of a

resident superintendent, who also visits from time to time the

tribes scattered along the neighbouring mainland and the noitli

shore of Lake Superior. Three other superintendents are in cliaif,'!.'

of the tribes and bands occupying vari(.)us Indian reserves in Upper

Canada, including representatives of the three great divisions ol

Iroquois, Algonquins, and Lenapes. The Indiiins of Upper Canada

and of the islands and north shores of Lakes Huron and Su[)('ri(jr,

who are all brought more or less directly under the notice of tlu;

superintendents, number iipwards of 1 3,000, embracing representa-

tives of the following tribes and nations :

—

Indians of the Six Niitions, including Mohawks, Oneidas, Onondagaa,

Cayugas, Senecas, and Tuscaroras, .... . 3,901

Wyandots, or Hiirons, ...... 71

Delawares, ... ..... . ore'

Algonquiiia, including :

—

Mississagas, . 7:}8

Potowattomios, ....... 344

Ottawas, . ir)4

Ohippewas, . i',SC7

C"liii)i)ewas and Ottawas on tiic Manitoulin Islands, . . 2,120
( 'liippcwas on the north shores of Lakes Huron and

Superior, ....... . 3,274

8,003

'I'olal, i;j,22
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It thus appears that tli<>re are still upwards of 23,000 aborigiiies

surviving in Canada, apart from tlmst! of tli<> eastern provinees ami

the gruat North-westtan wilds of I'ritish ^'oitli America. The

Wyanduts, now in occupation of the l[uron reserve in the township

(if Anderdon, obtained eonfirnuition '' that poitioii of the ancient

territory of their race at the general partition of lands by tin' dif

Cerent tribes in 1791 ; but since then a e(tnsi(lerable nund)er of this

poor renniant of the lords of the soil have niiga'ated to the Missouri

territory in the United States; and the little band that lingers

hchiiul, like that at La Jeune Lorette, is fast merging into the pre-

dominant race. In 1858, when they numbered sixty-five, the Com
iiiissioners remarked of them: "The Indians on this reser\'e are

mostly half-breeds, French and English; very few, if any, are <»f

|inre Indian blood. " .loy nuist be looked upon as among the tribes

the most advanced in civilisation in Western Canadii. Many of

them speak either French or English fluently, and all, almost with-

(lot exc(iption, have a keen knowledge of their own intcaest, and

would bo ca[)able of managing their t)wn atlairs." Jjy returns

made to me by the Indian Superintendent of their district,

lliey ninnber at present seventy-one, and of the.se sixty-five are

half-breeds, or of mixed blo(.''. In their religious belief they arc

nearly e([ually divided between the lioman Catholic and the ^lethod-

ist creeds. They have no resident missionary of either church

annaig thenj, but attend the churches, and mingle with the other

worshippers of the neighbouring town of Ainherstburg, distant

ahout three nn'les from their settlement. Here, therefore, is a

remnant of the Canadian aborigines fully al)le to enter, on terms of

i([uality, into competition with the white .settlers who are acquiring

|iiissession of the hunting-grounds of their Huron ancestry; and

wcie it not for the protective .system of the Indian Department,

they would hievitably merge into the general population, and dis

appear and be lost, only in so far as they ceased to be distinguished

from other meml)ers of the civilized community.

The re[)resentatives of tlie once fann)us coid'ederacy of the Iro-

i[Uois, the faithful allies of the English, known as the Six Nations,

whose ancient territories lay entirely within the State of New York,

iiiigi-ated to Canada at the close of the American War of Inde

[lendence; and, in 1784, they were .settled on a tract of land on the

lianks of the (Jrand Kiver, purchased from its Mississaga claimants,

and conhrmed to them by letters ]Kitent under the (Jreai Seal. At

ihe same time, one of the tribes uf the JNlohawk nation settled on

fi
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the Bay of Quinte imder like circumstances; and so recently as

1840 a band of the Oneidas crossed from the United States intd

Canada, and purchased with their own money a tract of 5400 acres

oi' land on the river Thames, where they are now settled. The

Mohawks on the Grand River retain among their prized heirlooms,

In-ought with them from the Valley of the Mohawk, the silver Com
munion- plate presented to their ancestors by Queen Anne, and

bearing the inscription : "A. R 1711. The Gift of her Majesty,

Ann, by the guace of God, of Great Britain, France, and

Ireland, and of her Plantations in North America, Queen ;

to her Indian Chappel of the jVIohawks." This nation, therefore,

had .abandoned paganism long before its migration ; and since tlie

settlement of the Iroquois tribes in Up[)er Canada consideral)le zeal

lias been manifested by Christian missionaries and teachers in dif-

fusing religious and secular instruction among them. Nevertheless,

even now a large majority of the Cayugas, and also part of the

Onondagas and Senecas, have not renounced heathenism ; and thougli

the Indian reserves on the Grand River have been surrounded and

encroached ui)on by white settlers ; and the town of Brantford -

named after the celebrated Mohawk chief,—now numbers uj)wards

of 8000 inhabitants, the pagan Iroquois still amount to between

live and six Imndred.

The Indians of the Six Nations have now been brought into

intimate intercourse with the Whites for upwards of two centuries,

and for the last seventy years have been placed in such close con-

tact Avith them that intermixture of the races has been inevitable

;

though the variations in this respect are remarkable, and tlie

Mohawks have been distinguished from all the others for the read!

ness \\\i\\ wliicli, from the earliest date of their intercourse with

the whites, they have allied themselves witli them, and adopted

them into their tribes. From returns furnished by the Mohawks
of the Bay of Quinte, it ai)pears that they number in all G31, Imt

of these, all but two are reported to be of mixed blood. No spocitic

notice of the changes thus wrought on the Indian tribes had \nv

viously been taken ; and tlie novel inquiry for returns of the nunil)ei'

of pure -blood Mohawks left in the tribe a]ipears to have startled its

surviving members. The required statistics were accordingly iic

companied by the following letter addressed to ]\Ir. W. 11. Bartlett,

tlie Indian Commissioner, and signed with the names or marks of

Pawles Claus, and four other jNlohawk chiefs :
" We send herewiUi

the census of ouv band, as iv([uired liy the letter from Toronto. i\]\
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Toronto. All

of our people, with the exception of two, are of mixed blood. It

may appear strange to the Department that the Six Nations should

1)6 so entirely mingled with people of other countries ; but it may
be accounted for by the fact that our ancestors were allies of the

British in the French and lievolutionary wars. It has always been

11 custom among the Six Nations to sup])ly the place of warriors

Idlled in battle by persons taken from the enemy, in the wars in

which we were engaged. Many of our people were killed whose

places were filled by prisoners. These prisoners settled in the

hand, and were always acknowledged as Mohawks. The Govern

nient of that time, knowing our old customs, received them as such,

distributing presents to all alike. This happened so long since that

the bhwd of the whites has almost become extinct. But since we
have been asked the question, we felt it to be our duty to state the

|ilain fact. No white man has, since the period above named, been

recognised as a IMohawk, though a few of our women have married

foreigners, the children of whom we recognise." One interesting

example of a different class of ado])ted Indians is to be seen in the

lodges of the Bay of Quinte, in an aged squaw, reputed to be one

hundred and seven years of age. The child of white parents, she

was carried off by the Indians in one of their marauding excursions,

while they still dwelt in their native Valley of the Mohawk, and

now survives, the mother of a chief, knowing no language but that

of the tribe, as thorough an Indian in every sentiment and feeling

as if the pure blood of the forest flowed in her veins.

The jNIohawks, among whom the experiment of hybridity has

thus been carried so far as almost to efface the last traces of pure

Indian blood, betray no symptoms of inevitable decay and extermi-

nation. They arc among the most civilized Indians of Western

Canada, though still manifesting highly characteristic native traits

uneradicated by all the admixture of white bh)od in their veins.

The superintendent describes them as beset with an ungovernable

propensity for what they term "speculation;" "swopping" horses,

cattle, and buggies ; and for " trade," i.e., barter : in all which the

whites invariably overreach them. " The Mohawks are excellent

lahourers for short periods. There are in this tribe several native

eavpenters and shoem-ikers, one tiiilor, and one blacksmith. They

have at least one luuidred and forty children of an age tit to go to

school ; but though loud in the apparent desire to have their chil

ilren educated : like other tribes, the most trilling excuse serves to

ki'ep a large jiortion of them idling fdwut the streets or fields with
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their bows and an'ows. These people, unlike the Chippewas, are

not easily removed by threat or arguments from resolutions they

may have formed ; and they have been so much mixed up in trifling

law- suits, that they consider themselves quite competent to express

an opinion. In short, they have arrived at that state of semi-

civilisation from which I believe nothing but their own future

experience and convictions can disentangle them, and leave them

open to the reception of friendly advice." There is something

piquant in this phase of progressive civilisation, not without its

parallel in many a European community, which thus exhibits the

Mohawk growing wealthy, opinionative, and litigious ; and vexing

the soul of his friendly superintendent by choosing to have a will

and an opinion of his own. All this, however, will right itself.

The Mohawks of the Bay of Quinte appear to have passed the most

critical transitional stage. Their numbers have exhibited a large

and steady increase during the last seventeen years. Thomas Clans,

one of the chiefs whose name is attached to the letter quoted ab()\e,

is a skilful builder and carjienter ; and when visited by the Com-

missioners in 1858, was employed in making a lectern for St. Paul's

Church, Kingston, the workmanship of which was reported to Le

excellent. Like most of the Mohawks of the Bay of Quinte, he is

a member of the Church of England ; and he frequently plays the

organ during the service in the Mohawk chapel there. Oron-

hyatekha, an educated Indian of the same tribe, is now pursuing

his studies in the University of Toronto, and has already distin

guished himself in the preliminary examinations for a medical

degree.

In returns furnished to me from the Indian Department, the

chi!<lren are entered under two heads, the one as half-breeds, i.e.,

the offspring of Indians of mixed blood, and the other as "illegiti-

mate , and it is added, " by illegitimate children in this return is

meant the children of white men by Indian women." The latter,

as is seen, are recognised as Mohawks, and of these twenty-three

appear in their recent returns. This, therefore, points to a souice

of hybridity in full oi)eration, which has contributed in a still

larger degree to produce siich a transformation on one band of the

llurons, as to render them nearly indistinguishable from the Avliite

settlers around them. Its intlnence must inevitably lead to tin

same results in every tribe thus settled amid the chsarings on whicl

the tide of European emigration is annually pouring its thousands,

while the retl race is cut oft" from all external sources from wlioiic
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to recruit its numbers and retard its inevitable absorption or ex-

tinction.

The Oneidas, another of the Six Nations settled on the river

Thames, have already been referred to as occupying land purchased

with their own money, on migrating from the United States. The

comparatively independent position which they occupy is accom-

panied by very favourable evidences of capacity for self-government.

They are settled in the immediate vicinity of the Chippewas and

the Delawares or IMunsees on the Thames ; but their condition

presents a favourable contrast to either of those tribes. In 1858,

the Commissioners remarked of them :
" This band, without any

annuity or assistance from the Government, are bettei- farmers than

their neighbours the Chippewas. Their clearings are larger and

Ijetter worked, many of them are able annually to dispose of con-

siderable quantities of grain after providing for the comfortable

support of their families. Their houses are generally of a better

quoted above, description, and many are well furnished and neatly kept. A por-

by the Com- I tiou of the band are very itUe and dissipated, and spend most of

1 for St. Taul's I their time in the neighbouring villages of the Whites ; but taken as

eported to be | a whole, the Oneidas will compare most favourably with any Indians

Quinte, ho is
ill Western Canada. In numbers there has been a gradual in-

crease." They appear to have kept themselves apart from the

Whites in a way that presents a striking contrast to the statistical

disclosures in reference to some others of the Six Nations. The

returns furnished to me include no illegitimate children, and specify

only six half-breeds among the whole 509 representatives of that

ancient people, whose traditions embody a legend that the Onon-
jpartment, the tiagas and the Oneidas sprang together out of the ground on the

If-breeds, i.e.,% banks of the Oswego Eiver. At a date long prior to the intrusion

iif the white man, they separated from the Onondagas, and grew to

llic rank of an independent nation on the eastern shores of the

Oneida Lake. There a little remnant still lingers ; but the nation

is broken and scattered. The larger number migrated to Wisconsin

;

this other portion survives apart on its Canadian reserve ; and

legend and national tradition are disappearing with that old past

to which they pertain.

The returns of property, farming implements, and live stock,

furnish no unfair test of the progress of the Indian settlements,

Mid several of thcs(! have been referred to in illustration of their

vlvancenient in civili.sation. In the ca.se of the smaller or the less

ivilized bands, such property is necessarily on a diminished scale

;
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but the supplementary notes appended to their tables of statistics

occasionally afford curious insight into the workings of the semi-

civilized Indian mind, while at times they present a whimsical in

congruity in the grouping of the common stock. In the census o\'

the Mississagas of Chemong Lake, the public property belonging to

the tribe is enumerated as " one log church, one waggon, one wood

sleigh, one cow, three ploughs, and one harrow." The Snake Island

Chippewas of Lake Simcoe " have, as public property, one franio

school-house, occasionally used for public worship, three yoke oi'

oxen, one plough, one harrow, two carts, one church-bell, and a

grindstone." The Lake Skugog Indians, viewing with suspicion

the designs of the Government agent in his too curious inquiries

into their joint possessions, refused all information on tlie subject

;

while the Chippewas of Beausoleil Island, a shrewd band of in

dustrious farmers, possessed of six yoke of oxen, fifteen cows, twenty

head of young cattle, farming implements, and other useful property

in proportion, communicated to the superintendent this practical

stroke of financial ])olicy, which might supply a useful huit to the

chancellor of larger exchequers :
" The schoolmaster, Solomon

.Fames, has been absent, therefore no school has been kept ; and

the band have resolved in council, that tliey will not pay any

salaries to chiefs or others, except the doctor, as it is so much

money taken from the general funds withoiit any corresponding

benefit." Sucli sagacious political economists might be safidy

assumed as no longer standing in need of any departmental super

intendence.

From minute returns furnished to me from eiglit of the larg(^st

Chippewa reserves, it appears that out of 1839 Indians, 312 are ol

mixed blood; of the Mississagas, out of 530 Indians, 141 are of

mixed blood ; of 24:0 Potowattomies, only 20 are returned of mixed

blood; and of 390 Uelawares, only 16; though it can scarcely

be doubted by any one familiar with the habits of frontier life.

that all f)f tlnjse bands have taken up some consideralde amount ol

white bl(jod at an earlier date. In some of them the numbers aiv

rapiilly diminishing, under circumstances which could not tail te

produce the same results on an equal number of white settlers : 1

l)ut in other cases increasing numbers are the healthful concomitant

of industrious habits and accumulating property ; and the Conunis

sioners, in the Report of 1858, when urging the claims of the

Indians to the permanent protection of the Imix^rial (Joverunient,

add: "We cannot coincide in the opinion tliat the Indian service

IS an
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is an expiring one. Tlie statistics in this Report militate strongly

against the theory of a steady decline in the numbers of the

Indians."

Such, then, are the illustrations which Canada affords of the

transitional process which precedes the inevitable disappearance of

the last remnants of its aborigines, including refugees from the vast

tracts of extinct nations, now occupied by the restless industry of

the United States. The system of protection and pupilage under

which, from the most generous motives, the Indian has hitherto

been placed, has unquestionably been protracted imtil, in some

cases at least, it has been prejudicial in its influence. It has pre-

cluded him from acquiring property, marrying on equal terms with

the intruding race, and so transferring his offspring to the common
ranks. While, however, in this transitional stage, a large propor-

tion of the degenerate descendants of the aborigines absolutely

perish in their premature contact with European civilisation, the

half-breed of the frontier occupies a more favourable position. He
mingles, in many cases, on a common footing with the settlers of

the western clearings ; his children grow up as members of the new
conmmnity ; and that inevitable process of amalgamation produces

the same residts there, which, it is manifest, are effacing every trait

of Indian blood from the longest settled and most civilized survivors

of the Indian nations of Canada.

The causes wliich have been referred to, as operating to prevent

I'itlier the half-breed Indians or their posterity from being trans-

ferred in a condition of social equality to the common ranks of the

Xew World's settlers, are neither irremediable nor of universal

ajjplication. The honorn\s of the Government House at Vancouver's

Island were recently done by the daiighters of an Indian mother
;

the hospitalities of more tlian one Canadian parsonage have been

enjoyed by the author, where the hostess had the red l)lood of the

Xew World in her veins; and jNIr. Lewis H. INIorgan, in replying

' to inquiries on the extent of hybridity in the United States, thus

1
concludes : "When the Indian acquires property, and with it edu-

cation, and becomes permanently settled, then honourable marriage

will commence, and with it a transfer of the posterity to our ranks.

I hope to see that day arrive ; fur I think we can absorb a large

portion of this Indian blood, with an increase of physical health

and strength, and no intellectual detriment." Whether it is calcu-

,
lated to prove beneficial or not, this process has not now to begin

;

though a change in the relative position of the civilized Indian with

1 I

i;:
i.
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the occupants of tlie older settlements may tend greatly to increase

it. The same process by which the world's old historic and iinhis-

toric races were blended into elements ont of which new nations

sprung, is here once more at work. Already on the lied Eiver, i\w.

Saskatchewan, the Columbia, and Eraser's River, on Vancouver's

Island, and along the whole Indian frontiers both of the United

States and British North America, the Eed and the White man nieot

on terms of gi'eater equality ; and the result of their intercourse is

to create a half-breed popidation on the site of every new western

clearing, totally apart from those of mixed blood who are reabsorbed

into the native tribes. The statistics of the more civilized and

settled bands of Indians in Upper and Lower Canada do not

indicate that the intern'iixture of red and white blood, though there

carried out under unfavourable circumstances, leads to degeneracy,

sterility, or extinction ; and the result of their intermingling in tlie

inartificial habits of border life, is the transfer of a larger amount

of red blood' to the common stock than has hitherto, I believe,

received any adequate recognition.

. 'i

II -
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CTTAPTER XXTTT.

INTRUSIVE RACES.

KTHNOLOGICAL EXPEHTMENTS—THADITIONS 01' THE AZTECS—PROCESSES OF MIOUA-

TION— RATE OK I'ROORESS -AFRICAN ENDURANCE—COLOURED POITLATION OK

CANADA—VOLUNTARY ISOLATION— THE ISLAND OF HAYTI -INDIANS OF HISPA-

NIOLA- THE HAYTIAN REPUBLIC— INHERITED ETHNICAL PllOGRESS—HAYTIAN

EXPORTS— POPULATION OF HAYTI—AFFINITIES AND REPULSIONS—MAN IN A

STATE OF NATURE—A MODIFIER OF CREATION—CONDITION OF THE COLOURED

RACE— MIXED WHITE AND NEGRO BLOOD -PHENOMENA OF HYBUIDITY— AMALGA-

MATION—DEVELOPMENT OF NEW VARIETIES—THE WHITE RACES IN AMERICA

—

THEORY OF ASSIMILATION— PERMANENCY OF TYPES—THE NEW ENOLANDER—THE
ENGLISHMAN— PIGEON ENGLISH—PATOIS—THE OREGON JARGON—ACCENT AND

EMPHASIS—BRITISH COLUMBIA—THE NEW WORLD'S FUTURE.

Do races ever amalgamate ? Does a inixed race exist ? asks

Dr. Knox:^ himself the native of that little island-world where,

favoured by its very insulation, Briton and Gael, Eoman, Pict, and

Scot, Saxon and Angle, Dane, Norman, and Frank, have for two

thousand years been mingling their blood, and blending their insti-

tutions into a homogeneous unity. In seeking an answer to the

I

<^vciit problem of modern science involved in such intjuiries, the

insular character of Britain presents some important elements

tending to simplify the inquiry. But the ..rchfeological and his-

torical data illustrative of the process by which the island race of

Britain,

" This happy breed of men, this little world, "^

Ims attained to its present development, become of secondary im-

portance, when compared with the gigantic scale on which unde-

signed ethnological experiments have been wrought out on the

American continent. Admitting, for the sake of argiiment, all

I

that is implied, not only in acknowledged Asiatic afiinities of the

Es(piimaux, but tlie utmost that can be assumed in favoiir of any

jieopling of America by means of Phrenician, Celtiberian, ancient

h or Scandinavian colonizations : it nevertheless remains

> The Ifiwea of Men, Lect. i. - llicluml II. Act ii. Sc. i.

! i

1

;

I
I
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Traditions of the Aztecs. [CIIAI',

iiRlis[)utal>le that the Western Heiiiisphcve has been j)vactically

isolated from tlie Old World and all its generations for unnnni-

bered centuries. The traditions of the Aztecs told of an era when

Quetzalcoatl, the divine instructor of their ancestois in the use ol'

the metals, in agriculture, and the arts of government, dwelt in

their midst. Fancy pictured in brightest colours that golden agt(

of Aiialmac, associated with the mythic traditions of some wise;

benefactor and civilizer. But amid all this, a curious definitenes.s

pertains to the physical characteristics of this ancient benefactor.

He was said to have ])een tall of stature, with a fair complexion,

long dark hair, and a flowing beard. This remarkable tradition nl'

a wise teacher, superior to all the race among whom he dwelt, and

marked by characteristics so unlike tlic native physiognomy, was

accompanied with the belief that, after complethig his mission

among the Aztecs, he eml)arked on the Atlantic Ocean for the

mysterious shores of Tlapallan, with the promise to return. How
far the rumours of Spanish invasion preceded the actual landing ot

Cortes, and helped to give shape to mere ancient traditi(jns, it must

be difficult to determine. Nearly thirty years elapsed between the

first discoveries of Columbus and the landing of Cortes on the

Mexican shores ; and nuiny a tale of the strange visitors who had

come from the ocean's eastern horizon, armed witli the thunder

and the lightning, and with a skill in metallurgy such as the divinu

teacher of the art could alone be supi)osed to possess, may have

shaped itself into vague conceptions of the good Quetzulcoatl, ere it

reached the Mexican plateau. But the tradition seems like tlic

embodiment of memories of older intercourse with the race of

another hemisphere, when Egyptian or IMicenician, Greek, Iberian,

or Northman, may have dwelt among the gentle elder race of the

plateau, before the era of Aztec conquest, and taught them those

arts wherein lie the essential germs of civilisation. If so, however,

the race remained physically unaffected by the temporary presence

of its teachers ; and continued to develop all tlie si>ccial character-

istics of the American type of man, until Columbus, Cal)ot, Veiraz-

zano, and Cartier, Cortes, Pizarro, I)e Leon, llaleigh, and other

discoverers and explorers, prepared the way for the great ethnolo

gical experiment of the last three centuries, of transferring tlu'

populations of one climate and hemisjdiere tf> other and totally

diverse conditions of existence on a New Continent.

But now we witness on the American continent two essentially

distinct forms of migration, by means of which the capacity of tlic
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indigenous man of one quarter of the globe to be acclimatized and

])ennanently installed as the occupant of another, is to be fully

tested. First we have the abrupt transport of tlie Spaniard to the

American archipelago, to the tieira caliente of the Gulf coast, and

the tierra fria of the plateau ; the equally abrupt transference of

the Englishman to the warm latitudes of Virginia and the bleak

New England coast ; and the attempt of the colonists of Henry iv.

and Louis xiii. to found la Nouvdlc Fi'ancc between Tadousac and

(^)uebec, where winter reigns through half the year, and the ther-

mometer ranges frequently from 30° to 40° below zero. Again, we
lave the compulsory migration of a j)opulation derived from the

interior and the Atlantic coasts of the African continent, to tlie

slands and those southern states of America, where experience

indicates that the industrial occupation of the soil is incompatible

with the healthful development of European races.

But on the same continent another and totally distinct process of

migration is also in operation, analogous to that by which the ancient

earth must first have been peopled, whether from one or many
centres of human origin. Unnumbered ages may have elapsed

after the creation of man, before, on the theory of his passage from

Asia to America, the first progenitors of those whom we call its

aborigines acquired a footing on the soil of the New World. Its

ancient forests and prairies, its lakes, river valleys, and mountain

chains, lay all before them, to be subdued, triumphed over, and,

with their wild fauna, to be made subservient to the wants and the

will of man. From one or many points the ever-widening circle of

migration enlarged itself, until, throughout the broad territories of

Itlie Western Hemisphere, from the Pacific to the Atlantic, every

region had passed to its first i-ightful claimants. Thus secured in

possession of the soil, the American Mongol made of it what

lie willed through all the centuries of his race's destiny, till that

memorable year when, according to the traditions of the ^Mexican

lateau, the race of Quetzalnoatl came to fulfil the doom of Monte-

mina's line, and to accomplish the prophecies of Aztec seers.

Tlien followed the second migration to the New World, which is

>till in progress, and only differs from the primary migration in

ihis, that the forest and the prairie are already in occupation ; and,

ivith their wild fauna, the scarcely less wild aborigines have to be

Hibdued, supplanted, or embraced within the conquests of nature to

;lie uses of civilized man.

Once more, accordingly, from many single points, as from the

2n

;

J
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Pilgrim liock of Plymontli Bay, the new population has (liffusud

iti-clf continuously in cvuv-witloning circles. It has honn estimated

that, under the combined iniluencesof natural increase and consttuit

augmentation by immigration, the outer circle of the great western

clearings encroaches on the unreclaimed West at the rate of about

nine miles annually throughout the whole extent of its vast border.

Wo know that the New Englander, aln-uptly transplanted to South

Carolina or Alabama, is as incapable of withstanding the climatic

change as the Old J<]nglandcr. ]>ut if we sujipose the first settlers

of New England to have been left to themselves, with their in-

domitable industry and earnest enterprise, to build up a well-

consolidated community, to frame laws f(n' the government of the

growing society, and to send out hardy young pioneers to win for

themselves the needful widening area: we can see how, in the la]),SL'

of centuries, younger generations would at length read' the CJulf ol

Florida and the liocky Mountains, without any one of tjiem havinf;

travelled beyond the circumference of its previously acclimated

region ; unless indeed we believe, with the extreme sticklers for

well-defined habitats of indigenous races of men, that such an

intrusive exotic race, however much it may seem for a time as

though it were begetting native inheritors of the territorial acquisi-

tion, is in reality only

" Like a circle in tlic wator,

Which never ceaseth to enlarge itself,

Till, by broad si^reading, it disperse to nought." *

This is the actual question which has to be solved by means of

the diial migration of the fair and the dark races, who have become

the supplanters of the indigenous tribes of America, And by

means of such migration many questions besides this have already

been at least provisionally answered. Are subdivisions of tlie

human family indigenous in certain geographical habitats, ami

incapable of permanent translation to other regions ? Are the in-

digenous types of such distinct habitats capable of innocuous

amalgamation ? In other words, do the subdivisions which ethiKi-

graphy clearly recognises in the human family, partake so essentially

of the characteristics of distinct races among the inferior orders ot'l

creation, as to be incapable of permanently perpetuating an exotic

life, or transmitting fertility to a mixed breed ? To the differeiitl

questions involved in this inquiry, one school of American ami

British ethnologists has replied witlia distinct and strongly asserteJ

• Ileiutj VI. Part i. Act i. Scene ii.
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negative ; and the strength of the convictions of American ethno-

logists is shown by their adoption of a view so inimical to the

ilieory of permanent triumpli as the destiny of the Anglo-American

I'dlonists of the New World.

The African, as has been already remarked, owed his involuntary

migration to the Western Hemisphere to the belief, which the cx-

lierience of centuries has confirmed, that this distinct tyjie of man,

transported to an entirely different geographical area, and to a

diverse climate, would nevertheless prove more enduring than the

indigenous lied Man of the soil. The whole instincts of an

essentially unmaritime race were outraged by the transportation of

the African to the New World. The caravan, and the patient

issiduity of overland conunerce and interchange of the commodities

if countries separated by burning tropical regions and waterless

ileserts, have been the characteristics of Africa in every age. The

camel is her ship of the desert, and maritime enterprise ])ertained

there only to the era of her Punic colonies. No test coidd there-

fore seem more completely to satisfy all requirements, relative to

.igassiz's postulate of the natural relations inherent in the different

types of man, and the animals and plants inhabiting the same

regions. A subdivision of the human ffimily most strongly marked

ill type, in opposition to all its natural or acquired instincts, was

furcibly transported to another continent, inhabited by indigenous

tribes essentially diverse in all their physical characteristics.

Ethnologists are not quite agreed as to all the results ; for it is

ditticidt for the American writer to separate the consequents of

jtiiis great, though undesigned scientific experiment, from its inci-

lental political and S(jcial bearings. This, however, is beyond dis-

Ipute, that the African, under all the disadvantages of transference

to a new geographical region and diverse climatic influences, has

I'leld his ground where the indigenous Eed Man has perished. The

lifficult question of hybridity complicates the further bearings of

Itlie exi)eriment ; for a hybrid race like the " coloured people " of

tlie United States, intermingling with a white race under relations

wliich preclude them from free agency or voluntary isolation, such

as pertain to the half-breed Indians of British America, is neces-

[iarily in an unstal.de condition.

There are upwards of four millions of people of African blood

|iii the United States, and certainly not less than ten millions

[liroughout the continent and islands of North and South America -^

' The numbers have been cathnatecl as hi<'h as fourteen millions. That "ivcii

!
i:
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but of tlioso tliu largov jtroportion consists of liybrids. Their ninn lapac

l)crH were, until very recently, increased to a small extent by clirect|'roni

though illicit transmigration of the pure stock from Africa ; stiltstates

more they are largely augmcnited by the intermixture of white aiKJthe co

black blood, under circumstances lenst accordant with the naturiiiiias el

instincts of man, and placed for the most part beyond the reac
ij cperi

of the statistician. All this complicates the question. It is imof test

possible to detennine how far the hylirid coloured population f|;ise o]

the United States is capable of permanency,—either by the develo[)fr' That

ment of a fixed hybrid type, or by continuous fertility, until tli here

predominant type reasserts its power, by a return to that of tli loss ; a

original white or black parent ;—so long as the mixed breed is con tion of

stantly augmented in the Southern States by means at varianc borne

with the natural and moral relations of social life. iearly

In Canada the coloured population was estimated in the censii ination

of 1850 to number about 8000 ; and by the census of 1861 the luctioi

are shown to have increased—doubtless to a gi-eat extent by imnii L;entch

gration,—to 11,395. The number is no doubt understated, as tli vs a m(

older coloured settlers are unwilling to return themselves as sue md etl

in the census papers ; and in a country where the law recognisol^nnnbei

no distinction of colour, the ethnical differences of which it is t»lf then

indication present little importance to the census-taker. But ijfjsease,

1863, Dr. S. G. Howe of Boston, visited Canada as a commissione without

appointed to inquire into the condition of the coloured populatio ilostiny

in the Western Province. In his report he sums up the estimate to whic!

numbers in Western Canada thus :
" Intelligent people, acquainte law,

with the matter, estimate the present population at from 20,000 t^

30,000. Our own calculation is that it does not fall short

1

already

speciall;

15,000, nor exceed 20,000."^ The Canadian settlers of Africai colourec

tinotion

nity. 1

assembl

creating

be acco

little le

the fact

loorer c

blood are chiefly congregated in the large towns and a few otlio

localities, as at St, Catharine's, Chatham, and on the Buxton settle

ment in Western Canada. Admitted as they are to a perfec

political equality, with access to the common schools and otlie

educational institutions of the Province : they are placed under cir

cumstances calculated to afford some fair test of their fitness fo

bearing a part in the progress of a free connnunity, and of tliei

!

in tlin text is based on the following estimate : tlie United States, 4,200,00

Brazil, 2,000,000 ; Hayti, 050,000 ; South and Central America, 900,000 ; Cu.

900,000; British Possessions, 700,000; French Possessions, 2.30,000; Dutc

Danisli, and Mexican, 120,000. Tlie data for some of the statements are ver

imperfect, but in such cases I believe the numbers are understated.
1 Jicjiort toFri'eUmeii'ii Jnijniri/ CowviMsion, ,S. (I. Howe. Boston, 18C4. 1'. 1

inong

when as

But

til a re<
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Ids. Thoir nnin |.'iii)acity for accliiimtiziilion in a trgiuii csseutiiilly diverse either

I extent by directiVoiii the native contint'ut of the Africiin race, or the American

from Africa ; still^itates which have become, in a secondary sense, native centres of

turc of white ani|he coloured popuhition of the New World. 13ut too brief a period

t with the natuniiiias elapsed to furnish my fair data for judgin*,' of the fruits of this

beyond the rea^ ; cperiment; and systematic incpiiries instituted for the purpose

estion. It is imof testing the results already noticeable, have led to no very pre-

red population f|;ise or reliable returns. l)r. Howe, indeed, affirms conclusively

er by the developj" That the births have never equalled the deaths ; and therefore

fertility, until tli ihere has been no natural increase, but on the contrary a natural

rn to that of tli loss; and that, without constant immigration, the coloured popula-

ixed breed is con tion of Canada must diminish and soon disappear." But it must be

iieans at varianc borne in remembrance that, while his estimation of their numbers

3. 'early doubles that of the recent census, it is a mere vague approxi-

ated in the censii ination to the truth. The data, therefore, for any trustwortliy de-

isus of 1861 the luctions tin such points are wanting ; and his opinion on the evanes-

it extent by immi cent character of the coloured population of Canada may be regarded

nderstated, as tli iis a mere echo of what has long been asserted by American statists

lemselves as sue md ethnologists on other than scientific grounds. The greater

the law recognisdi^nunber of the coloured fugitives are recent immigrants ; and many
of which it is t»if them reached Canada in a condition not only of privation but

US-taker. But J.isease, which might well lead to an excess of deaths over births,

as a commissionc without involving any evidence that extinction is the inevitable

oured populatio ilestiny of such a population in the more favourable circumstances

up the estimate to which the sui^vivors are attaining under the equality of British

law. This, however, is to be observed, that, whether from habits

already acquired under a different social condition, or from causes

specially pertaining to their own physical and intellectual typo, the

tiers of Africai coloured population of Canada voluntarily perpetuate social dis-

and a few otlio tinctions which separate them as a class from the general commu-

le Buxton settle uity. They have their own places of worship, their special societies,

are to a perfec assemblies, and festivals ; and thus throw obstacles of their own
creating in the way of amalgamation. This is probably mainly to

be accounted for by the prejudices of caste meeting them with

little less force in Canada than the neighbouring Union ; and by

the fact that they necessarily belong, \vv h few exceptions, to the

loorer classes, and have therefore a keener sense of social equality

I
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when asserting their claims to such among the general conniiunity.

But the experiment of a poi>ulation of African origin transferred

til a region essentially different from its native habitat, and after
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mingling its blood alike with that of the native and the Europemi

bein<>' at lenuth left to its own resoiu'C(3S for self-government anc

the perpetuation of tlie race : has been tried, and is ptill in progress

under very remarkal)le circumstances, in the island of Hayti. Th(

island is nearly as large as Ireland ; and, with a surface of aboii

twenty-five thousand square miles, presents a remarkable diversit\

of soil and climate. The central mountain group rises to an eleva

tion of some eight thousand feet above the level of the sea, and froii.

this, mountain ranges branch off in various directions, dividing the

island into broad valleys and extensive savannahs or meadows

With the surface thus broken up by lofty elevations, it is generallj

well watered in the valleys and plains, and is considered to be tlic

m(jst fertile, fis well as one of the most healthy islands of th

Antilles. It has a coast lino of about twelve hundred miles in ex

tent, indented with bays, and with many harbours, some of whicli

are spacious, well sheltered, and offering accommodation for a

numerous fleet. Tlie cUmate is peculiar, with a rainy season

occurring at different periods on its northern and southern coasts

and a temperature modified by the prevalence of northern winds

land breezes, and the varying elevations of the surface. The winte

is equable and cool, and the heat of the summer is moderated h
tlie ])revailing winds, so as to present little climatic correspondenct

to any regi(jn of the African continent, and even to contrast strik

ingly in this respect witli the other Antilles.

The history of this beautiful island is full of interest for us

When Columbus, during his first voyage among tlie earliest dis

covered islands of the Ncnv World, was perplexed amid the variec'

and deceptive allurements which hope and fancy conjured up foi

him on every side, the lofty mountains of Hayti rose on his view

above the clear horizon, and gave evidence of a region of wide

extent. The mountains were higlier and bolder intlieir rocky out-

lines than any he had yet seen, and swept down, amid rich tro[)ical

forests, into luxuriant savannahs ; while the cultivated fields, the

canoes along the shore, the columns of smoke by day, and the fires

that lighted up the island coast at night, all gave promise of a

numerous population. Wandering amid the shades of its tropical

vegetation, in the month of December, under trees laden with fruit,

and listening to the melody of birds, aniDitg the notes of which they

fancied they recognised the sweet voices of the nightingale and

other songsters familiar to them in the far distant groves of An
dalusia, the voyagers gave to the new-found ishuid the name o|
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Espauola, or little Spain. Among all the beautiful islands of the

newly-discovered archipelago, none impressed the first voyagers so

strongly with its natural charms, or with the virtues of the gentle

race who lived amid the luxuriance of their favouring climate in a

state of primitive simplicity. None, anujng all those who welcomed

the strangers as heavenly visitants, were doomed to look back with

more mournful bitterness on that fatal hour when the white sails of

the " Santa Maria" first rose on their horizon. They are described

by Las Casas as a well-formed race, fairer and more perfect in figure

than the natives of other islands ; but gentle, careless, and alto-

gether indisposed to toil. Experience, indeed, soon revealed to the

Spaniards the presence of the fierce Carib, as well as of the docile

Indian native, on the island. But he was an intruder like the

Spaniard ; and Carib and Haytian shared alike in the exterminat-

ing violence of the Spanish lust for gold. They perished, toiling in

the mines, in vain resistance to oppression, or des[)airingly, by their

own hands ; so that, according to the venerable Las Casas, who
witnessed many of the horrors he describes, before twelve years had

elapsed from their first friendly welcome of the Si)aniards as celes-

tial beings, several hundred thousands of the Indians had been

exterminated. The original poinilatioii of Hispaniola can only

be a subject of conjecture; but in 1507 it had been reduced to

.sixty thousand : in 1535 only five hundred remained, and the last

survivors of the aboriginal race died out in the early part of the

eighteenth centuiy. But it was at the earliest stage of this exter-

minating process that the idea was suggested, of substituting for the

weak and indolent islander the robust and patient African. The

lirst negroes were transported to the Antilles, in 1503, only eleven

years after the discovery of Hispaniola by Columbus ; and for three

centuries thereafter the nations of Europe made merchandise of the

African race, and transplanted them yearly by thousands to the

islands and the mainland of the Western AVorld. By such means

were the aborigines displaced and supplanted by a different race
;

though they have not even now so totally disappeared but that the

traces of Indian blood, intermingled with that of Ijoth intruding

races, are diseerniltle. Their characteristic features and luxuriant

hair contrast strikingly with those of the predominant African type ;

and such nii.xed di'seendants of the native stock are still called

Indios. The modern name of Ilayti is a revival of a native term

signifying 'the mountainous country," and implying in its adopt ion

the reji'ctioii of all foreign interference by its later race.
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The French acquisition of the Haytian territory, which contri-

buted so largely to its ultimate emancipation and independence,

dates from the reign of Louis xiv. Towards the close of the eighteenth

century, it was regarded as the most valuable of all the foreign

settlements of France. ]>ut the Itevolution, in which the descend-

ants of the Grand Monarque perished on the scaffold, extended its

influence to the remotest French possessions. In 1795, the negro

slaves of Hispaniola were, by a vote of the National Convention,

declared equal participators in the liberty and equality whicli

France had proclaimed to all lier citizens, and they hastened to imi-

tate the example of Paris. A general insurrection of the coloured

population ensued. All the white inhabitants who escaped mas-

sacre were compelled to emigrate, and Toussaint L'Ouverture, a

black chief, established the first Haytian Kepublic in 1801. Tlie

subsequent history of Ilayti, if compared with the neighbouring con-

tinental republic, is not very favourable to the capacity of the

coloured race for self government. Presidents, military dictator?!,

emperors, and other changing phases of supreme rule, have marked

the unstable constitution of the black republic. After the whole

island had been united for a time, it divided once more into aii

empire and republic, parted by the same boundaries which formerly

separated the French and Spanish divisions of the island ; and

Spain, taking advantage of a favourable opportunity, recently at-

tempted to reassert a title to her ancient possessions. Meanwhile,

tlie Emperor Solouque has been driven into exile ; his marshals,

dukes, barons, and knights have vanished with the fountain of such

questionable honoiu's ; and by an enactment of the Legislative

Chambers of Ilayti, the chief portions of the extensive forfeited

estates of the ex- emperor have been converted into rewards for i)ro

longed military service. The instability of a government founded

on insurrection and revolution has niarlced the varying phases of

the Haytian Constitution. But the Government of France, since

the reign of liberty and equality was proclaimed in Hayti, has not

been so stable as to justify any contrast between it and its insular

oflshoot ; whilst a coni])arison witli the neighbouring Spanish

republics of tli(! New World tells even less in favour of the capacity

for self-government of the colonists of southern European blood.

In tlie Ifaytiiin liejiublic conqtlctc religious toleration is established,

education is eiicournged, and emigration of "the blacks, men of

colour, and Indians in the United States and the IVitish North

American provinces," is invited by the oiler of free grants of land, and
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all rights of citizenship. A concordat between the Pope and Presi-

dent Geffrard has been published at Port-au-Prince, creating an

archbishop and four bishops ; and by a special article, his Holiness

is not limited in the choice of these Ilaytian ecclesiastics, to the

dark race. Time, therefore, must be allowed the Haytian before

we infer from the histoiy of this black Eepublic, that the men of

mixed African blood are incapable of self-government, or of per-

manent independent existence.

In truth, this view of the great ethnological experiment forces

us back on the question of inherited progress, and the physical and

intellectual development of whole races by the protracted influ-

ences of civilisation. In the eighth and ninth centuries the insular

Anglo-Saxon was among the least civilized of all the nations of

Christendom. He was far inferior to the Irish Celt in arts and

learning, though even then displaying greater capacity for self-

government. Danish conquest and rule did something for him

;

Norman conquest accomplished a great deal more. Slowly, through

successive generations, the Saxon helot of the Conquest grew into

the sturdy English freeman of the Iveformation era ; and then, in

the marvellous Elizabethan age that followed, while the principles

of free government were still partially defined or understood, but

when the intellect of the nation was at its ripest, the Anglo-Saxon

colonization of the New World began. The lloman Catholic sought

freedom there from Anglican intolerance ; the Puritan found a

refuge from ecclesiastical and political tyranny ; and the school-

ing of England's Commonwealth, the Covenanters' struggle in Scot-

land, and the crowning Eevolution settlement, all guided the little

detached communities of exiled Englishmen scattered along the

clearings from Cope Cod to the Gulf of Florida, and trained them,

through a protracted minority, for independent self-government.

Can a grosser injustice be conceived of, than to place a govern-

luent thus built on the foundations of a thousand years, by free

sons of the freest nation in the world, in comparison with the hasty

improvisation of a nation of slaves? In 1795, the wlude educated,

civilized, and governing class disappeared from Hayti ; and a people

far below the standing of the Saxon helot of the Coiupiest, galled

with the recent chains of slavery which so peculiarly unfit man for

iiKtderation as a ruler, without education and without experience,

were suddenly summoned to govern them,.elves. It is Sdinething

t(i say of such a pcf»i)le that thi'ir government has not proved less

stable, nor less compatible with the progress of the community, tlian
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the republics established by the descendants of the Spanish dis

coverers and dei)upulatovs ui' Hispaniula.

The statistics of the Haytian Uepul)lic furnisli some iniportau;

conti'ibuti(jns towards the desiderated answers to ethnological in

quiries. So far as the material returns of the political economis

are concerned, the response is anything bui satisfactory. Seventv

years ag(j Hispaniola was noted for its rich plantations of sugai

coffee, and cotton. Three years before the memorable declarati(jii

of the National C(jnvention of Paris, the agricultural produce ol

that portion of the island, which then belonged to France, was value

at eight millions sterling. Sugar no longer reckons among tli

llaytian exports ; the cotton plantations yield little more than oik

million pounds' weight per annum ; the coffee plantations have beeii

greatly reduced ; and the whole annual exports little exceeel oiu

million pounds sterling. The principal commercial wealth of tin

island is now derived from the magnificent forests of inahogaiiv

and fine dye-woods with wliich its mountains are clothed, and tlit

hides and jerked beef of numerous herds of cattle pastured on it?

verdant plains. The island aristocracy disappeared in the insur-

rection and emigi'ations of 1795, and with them the luxuri(ju>

demands which the artificial wants of a highly civilized connaunity

create. The gardens and forests produce almost spontaneously

cocoa-nuts, pine- apples, and the fruits introduced by the Spaniard^

from southern Europe, such as figs, oranges, pomegranates, ami

almonds. Maize, millet, cassava, plantains, and sweet potatoes ai

raised with little labour ; and the llaytian race of African blood

have to a great extent resumed the life of ease and careless indokiiit

enjoyment in which the aborigines passed their days under the ruL

of their native caciques.

The Spaniards, who broke in upon that enviable scene, describeJ

the very social existence which they so ruthlessly destroyed, a.>

seemingly realizing the golden age of poets' dreams. iJcjubtlesa it

had its full share of the evils insei)arable from tlie most favoureii

savage life ; but the worst of these were of little moment wlioi

compared with the paudemoniuiu which tlie presence of European^

created. Perliaps the unproductive lil'e of tlic modern Ifaytiaii.

while supi>lying all liis moderate wants, contrasts as favourably

with the productive era ]trior to the declaration of indei)endcnr(', a>

did that of the gentle indigencnis raeeljcAH'e the Si)aniards exjildivi

tlieir mines for gold, and made the island a source of wealth aliki

to tlie colonist and the crown by the fatal system of rqmrtmavti
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The present population is said to employ only about tw(j hours a

day in productive labour, and to seek its enjoyment in the pleasant

ease to which the perpetual sunnner of the island climate invites.

lUit conflicting parties and political revolutions, no less tlum the

freipieut hurricanes and occasional earthcpiakes of Haytian latitudes,

disturb the reveries of such indolent dreamers, and recall them to

some of the stern realities of life. The moral tone of the connnunity,

moreover, is reputed to be fully as low as might be anticipated among
ii people so recently emancipated from slavery ; and thus it appears

that neither the IndianArcadia nor its African successor,amid all the

unequalled advantages of soil and climate, coidd escape the nudign

elements bywliich man mars everyparadise into which he is admitted.

But these are incidents apart from the real question : which is

not whether an intrusive exotic race of pure or mixed African blood

will raise any given quantity of sugar, coffee, and cotton ; but

whether it can rear such young generations of its own race as shall

perpetuate the intruders, and beget permanent inheritors of the soil.

Time is required for fidly testing this question, but the statistics oi"

the Haytian emjiire and IZepublic seem so far to render a very

satisfactory reply. Before 1701 the population is believed to have

been about 700,000 souls. Since then the connnerce of the island

has greatly decreased, but its population meanwhile has gone on

steadily advancing. According to the census of 182-t, it amounted

to 935,000; in 1852, Sir Itobert H. Shomburgk estimated it, in-

cluding the emi))re and republic into which the island was then

divided, at 943,000 ; and with the additions by recent immigration,

besides the ordinary increase, it cannot now be less tlian 950,000

souls. Tliis i)rogressive increase in the population of Ilayti has

taken place mider circumstances far from being favourable to such

results, lievolts, expatriations, wars, and revolutions have all con-

tributed to retard its prctgress; and in 1842 a terrible eartluiuake

(ivcithrew several towns, and destroyed thousands of lives. Never-

theless, during its brief term of independent existence, whatever

other elements have tended to arrest its advancement, no indica

tioiis hitherto suggest any proof of that inherent tendency towards

dej^eneracy and sterility which have been affirmed to involv^e the

inevitable extinction of such a hybrid race.

The evidence derivid)le from the four millions of coloured ])eople

in the United States, in reference to the subjects under eonsitleration,

is complicated, and deteriorated by various elements of uncertainty

inseparable fr(.im the peculiar social condition in which they are
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placed, especially in the Southern States. Nevertheless, tlie American

coloured race offers to the ethnologist a highly interesting subject

for investigation ; and presents matei'ials from which to gather data

for future deductions of a more determinate character. Anion

^

American writers, Dr. J. C. Nott has given this subject the mos

systematic attention, and has enjoyed peculiarly favourable oppor-

tunities for its study, during a residence of half a century among

the mingled whit<3 and black races of South Carolina and Alabama,

and twenty- five years' professional intercourse with both. The

conclusions he arrived at, it cannot be doubted have been affected

in some degree by opinions and prejudices iutieparable from obser-

vations made on the two races placed on so unecxual a footing as

they are in the States referred to ; and his deductions from the

evidence he reviews, must be considered along with the fundamental

theory he entertains, that the genus Iwmo includes many primitive

species, and that these species are amenable to the same laws whicli

govern species in many other genera. lie regards such species ot

men as all proximate, i.e., producing with each other a fertile off-

spring, in contradiction to remote species, which are baiTcn, and allial

species, which produce inter sc an infertile offspring. But aloiii;

with this, he maintains that while some are perfectly prolific, othci-s

are imperfectly so, possessing a. tendency to become extinct when

their hybrids are bred together.^

More extended opportunities of observation have also led Dr. Nott

to tlie conclusion that certain affinities and rcpidsions exist amoiii;

various races of men, which cause their blood to mingle more or

less perfectly. Contrary to deductions published before his obser-

vations were extended to IVIobile, New Orleans, and Pensacola : lie

acknowledges having witnessed there many examples of great lon-

gevity among nuilattoes, and sundry instances where their inter-

marriages, contrary to his antecedent experience in South Carolina,

were attended with manifest prolificacy. He accordingly recognises

an essential distinction between nmlattoes of the Atlantic and Gulf

States. The former he regards as the offspring of intermi.xtuie

between the negro and fair-skinned European races, Teutonic and

Celtic, between whom no natural affinity exists, and who are

conse(piently destined to speedy extinction. Tlic lalter owe their

white blood to French, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, ami other

dark-^hinncd European races, with whom he conceives certain

^ llyhrhlUij of AiittiHila v'trmd in cunncxion with Maiikhtd, p. 'ATJ ; Tiipcs ki

Mankind, p. 81.
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allinitics to the dark races of Africa exist. The classification of

France in this latter group is manifestly suggested more by the

actual history of the white colonists of the Gulf States, than

hy any jn-econceived ethnic characteristics ; and it can only be

detached from the Celtic nations of Europe by an exaggerated

estimate of the very limited Basque element of its south-western

provinces. But to this dark-skinn(Ml, black-eyed, black-haired

f5as({ue race of soutliern Europe, an approximation to the African

Berber, both in physical and moral traits, is suggested ; and thus

>;ufficient ethnic affinities between the essentially distinct Euro-

pean and African "species" of man arc recognised to account fi.r

_the phenomena resulting from their intermixture. " Such races,

Icndecl in America with the imported negro, generally give birth

to a hardier, and therefore more prolific stock than white races,

such as Anglo-Saxons, produce by intercourse with negresses."^

In pursuing this inquiry. Dr. Nott has followed the example of

Jacquinot, Hamilton Smith, and other ethnologists, in assuming

that, " zoologically speaking, mankind and canidce occupy precisely

the same position," and that, in reference to the influences of climate,

domestication, and hybridity, mankind is governed by the same

zoological laws which regulate animals generally.^ But these are

propositions I am by no means prepared to admit. Apart alto-

Liether from the question of unity or midtiplicity of species, this

fact is entirely overlooked : that man's normal condition is that of

domestication, which for all other animals is an essentially arti-

ficial one. Take man in what is popularly called a state of nature,

such as the Bed Indian of the American forests or prah'ies. He
lives in a conmiunity controlled by many binding, though unwritten

laws ; he selects his food, and modifies it by artificial means, with

the aid of fire, and various preparatory and conservative processes

;

lie clothes himself with varying coverings according to the changing

oliniate, and also according to fashion, taste, and prescriptive usage.

His marriage, the treatment of his wife or wives, the physical

nuvture and training of his offspring, and the choice of the locality

fiir their permanent residence, are all regulated in a very arbitmry

manner, liy motives and influences resulting from his social condi-

tion. The very shape of the head, the scarification and deformation

nf the body, and the rites and practices acconipanying birth, puberty,

marriage, sickness, and death, are all determined by complex influ-

'iices; to which there is nothing analogous among the lower animals.

ffyhriditif of A nlmnls, p. .S74. >hf. pp. 376, 394.
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until man suporiiiduct's ujion tlicin lU'tiricial Cdiulitiuii.sof life wliicli

aro Uiitiiral to liini. Thu luintt'tl savaj^c, drivcti forth into the

wiltlornoss, still nianit'ests the "instincts" ol' domestic and artitlciiil

lite. lie, and ho alone, is a clothin;^', eookinj^', fire-makiiif,', tool

nsin<f animal. In his most savage condition he is distintiuishcd

IVom all other animals l»y certain characteristics which jtoint Id

civilisation as his normal condition. Accordin<;ly, the civilized

man is the most fully develoi)ed i»hysically as "well as intellectually.

The white hunter and trapper soon .snr))asscs the Indian even in

the skill and endurance of forest life. The civilized man endurt's

most easily sudden changes of climate, and withstands lonj^est the

])rivations to which previous training would seem calculated tn

render him most sensitive.

The very opposite of all this is true of the domesticated animal.

Domesticated cattle, housed, artificially fed and tended, are superim

to the wild cattle in the milk they yield, the su])ply of animal food

they furnish, and the specialities of breed for the conditions hesi

ada])teil for the uses to which man has diverted them. lUit their

natural instincts have disappeared. They are less sagacious, los^

hardy, and have become altogether dependent on an artificial con-

dition of existence which they cannot beget for themselves. And

this domestication of the inferior animals is one of the artificial

changes natural to man, and to man alone. The germ of it is seen

in the savage Avitli his dog and his horse. It constitutes the

special characteristic of the next stage of social progress, the ])iis-

toral state ; and in its full development man becomes in a peculinr

sense a modifier of creation, a subordinate creator. As the result

of this lordship over the inferior animals, we see the horse, the ox,

the sheep, the hog, the ass, the camel, and the dog transplanted tit

the continents of America and Australia, to the Cape, and to evi'iy

island where the civilized Euro[)ean has found inducements to effect

a settlement. His wishes and necessities recpiire it, and forthwitli

animal life multiplies in specific forms, on spots Avhere nature had

placed otherwise insurmountable barriers to its introduction. One

man, Iicjbert Ijakewcll of Diskley, originated the Leicester breed of

sheep; to another, Arthur Young, is ascribed the South-down

breed ; so also, short-horn and long-horn, Durham, Devon, and

Ayrshire ct;ttle have been successively called into being, and ])ei'-

petuated or al)andoned at the will of man. The favourite form,

colour, or breed has been transfeiTcd to the remotest regions of

the earth, and multiplied as the supplanters of their indigenous
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tanna. The hybrid mule is nnnnally produciid by thousands, de-

volo])ing peculiar attributes and instincts, o! singular value to num.
Kven fashion hiis exercised its inlliienc*^ ; and witli tiu! demand for

liliick, bay, cliestnut, or grey horses, tlw slock-l»reeder has modi-
lied his supply. Uutchery, reduced 1, an accredited craft in the

shambles and markets of civilized man, has shocked the sensil»ili

tics of many; but it must not be overlook(Hl that the droves of

Siiiilhfield owe tludr existence, no less than their destruction, to

is will; and if it were possible that " vegcitarian " enthusiasts

aid convert the civilized world to tlieir lua-bivorous diet, the

•xtinction of donieslicatiHl animal-life would oidy be prevented

ill so far as the milk of the cow and the wool of the sheep still

ni»]ilied a motive to man for their perj)etuation.

The existence and condition of the cfdoured population of the

Western Hemisphere most nearly approximate to those of the wild

iiiimals which have been domesticated, and modified in form and
abits to meet the Avants of civilized man. The African transported

ti) America was as little a free agent as the horse or the hog, wiiich

iiiiiltiplied there even beycmd the wants of their trans] danter. It is

isjiutable, moreovei-, tliat the coloured race has been ]>urposely

laiiltiidied for sale. Uut the horse, which has run free, has returned

til the broad ])ampas, and resumed the wild life of his Asiatic sire
;

vhile the African of Hayti, instead of resuming the savage life of

lis fatherland, has set u]) republics and empires, instituted ranks

iiiul titles, established churches and schools, and is even now striv-

ll
towards law, order, and a more perfect civilisation. In truth,

though the ethnologist does regard man as an aninml, he must never

ISC, sight of the fact that that animal is man. He cannot divest

lan, as an animal, of his moral nature, his reasoning faculties, his

use of expiirience, his power of communicating knowledge by .speech

ami writing, or his natural use of artificial api)liances at every stage

f liis being, from the riulest stone or flint tool f»f the savage, to the

telescope, the steam-engine, the electric telegra])h. On all those

L'l'iiunds, therefore, may we demur to the assumption that, even in

ivlation to the laws affecting hybridity and the iierpetuation of

IK'cic:-!, the principles ajiplicable to animals generally, or to any

pecific s])ecies of animals, are therefore ajudicable to man.

Tlie Ibllowing are ciuiclusions apjiarently involved in the o])inions

irivcd at by Dr. Nott in relation to the mixture of A\hite and

Xouro blood in the United States :

—

1. The mulattoes and other grades of the coloiu'cd race may be
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tis.siuiied as the iiivaviablu oflsprinj,' ol wliito paternity. " It is sn

rare in this country," Dr. Nott remarks, " to see the ofrsi)rin^ of n

Negro man and a white woman, that I havi; never encountered an

exampU;; but su(!h chihh-en are reported to ])artake more of tin

type of the Negro than \\Jien the mocU? of crossing is reversed."

2. The olfspriug of the Spanish or other dark-skinned European

race and the Negro is hardier, more i)rolific, and therefore nion

likely to be permanent tliau that of Anglo-American paternity.

3. IVlulattoes are less capable of iindcirgoing fatigue and har(

slii[) than either the blacks or whites, and are the shortest-lived i

any class of the human race.

4. Mulatto women are peculiarly dcilicate, and subject to a

variety of chronic diseases. They are bad breeders, bad nurses,

liable to abortions, and tlieir children generally die young.

5. Mulattoes, like Negroes, although unacclimated, enjoy extra

ordinary exemption from yellow fever when brought to Charleston

Savannah, Mobile, or New Orleans.

G. When Mulattoes intermarry they are less prolific than when

connected either with the white or Negro stock ; and all Mulutti;

offspring, if still prolific, arc but partially so, and acquire an in-

herent tendency to run out, and become eventually extinct when

kept apart from the parent stocks.

Assuming, for the sake of argument, that those conclusions an

indisputable, they reveal a very remarkable series of results, when

brought into comparison with data which the census supplies. Tl

Superintendent of the Census of the United States for 1850 appeal';

to have arrived at very dilferent results when estimating the ])i'i)

gTCSsive increase of the slave and coloured population. Deriving

information from various sources, he set down the whole numl)unj

Africans im})orted at all times into the United States prior to ] SK

at from 375,000 to 400,000.^ At present the number of thei

descendants, including those of mixed blood, exceeds 4,000,000

With every deduction for the influence of the pure stocks on sue

increase, in a country where intermarriage between the white am

coloured races is almost indcnown, it seems scarcely possible to re

concile such results with the 'dea of a race having within it t!

elements of disease, sterility, and inevitable extinction. Moreovei

in estimating the full value of the previous summary of conclusion

deduced from observed facts, one important admission nuist I

taken into account. " I have found it impossible," observes I'l

• Compendium of the Seventh Census of the United States, p. 13.
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Vott, "to collect sueli stiitistics its would be satisfuetory to others,

|aml tli(! diHieulty arises solely from the want of eiiastity among
iiiidatto women, which is so notorious as to be proverbial." This,

mil lurtlun' reuiiirks illustrativif of the same statement, go far to

iR'utralize the value of Nos. .'J, 4, and ; and to suggest totally

ilill'erent causes for the liability to disease, ]>liysi('al weakness, and

strrility, (tf a nice ])li(ced under such unfavourable eircumstances

ither for moi-ul or physical development. Sir diaries Lyell, in

Liiimnenting on the aflirmed relative intcdlectual capacity of the

Kiloured race according to the ])redoniinance of wbite or black

liloitd, adds: "It is a wonderful fact, ])sychologieally considered,

hut we should be able to trace the ])h(Miomena of hybridity even

iito the world of intellect and reason." Ycft it is not moie wonder

ill than the familiar examples of transmitted intellectual cliarac

I'listics from one or other imrent of the same race, or the supi)osed

iulluence of a superior maternal intellect on the corresponding

mental faculties of distinguished sons. l»ut it may be presumed

llint no one is pre[iared to maintain the monstrous doctrine that the

iiolligacy of the southern nmlattocs is an inevitable result of

irolific than wliwil

and all Mulutti[

^ ,.\ 1 livhridity. Vet, udess such can be proved, the weakness, disease,
ally extinct wkiil' ,.,.,,.,, . ,

i ii n•^
IiikI sterility ot the mixed race is produced by the very same causes

pliich have degenerated and brought to an ignoble end some of the

lyal lines and the most ancient blood of Europe.

Again, Dr. Nott discusses the possibility of gradual aniidgama

limi merging the coloured into the predominant wiiite race. It is

iilmitted that, according to the assertion of both French and Spiinish

-,, . . , •'iti'i'S, when the grade ol' on infrroou is reached the Xei^ro tyiie has
on. I)envm<i]n*

i o fi ii i u- i i ?i /I ^i,
, , , Misai)i)eareii. ho thoroughly has this lieen recognised that, by the

whole number i)B "
<• i.i w- 4. V t i i in- i e ^ I

,i\vs ot .some ot the W est India Isliinds, tins grade ot descent was

ee. Ihit, in commenting on this. Dr. Nott adds: "It must be

•mcinbered that the Spanianls ami a certain ])ortion of the ])opu-

itioii of France are themselves already as dark as any quinteroon,

irevcn a quadroon, and thus it may readily hap])eu that very few

issi's would merge the dark into the lighter race." Sir Charles

,Y('ll s])eaks of having met in South Carolina some "mulattoes"

11)111 he could not distinguish from whites. But against this Dr.

lit .sets his experience of half a century, ami adils :
"1 am not

, , me that 1 evt^r saw at the South one of such adult mixed-bloods
nission must ^W . , , , , . , ^ . +i x^ *.

.. , nM' 'iiii' that 1 could not instantaneously trace tlie .Neuro tvpe ni
lie" observes I'W , .

i
p 4. » ir r \ « "

^-i i'
"iiililexion iuid feature. He accordingly iinirms, as the only

tinnal cx]tlanation, that "the mulattoes, or mixed l»recds, (be otV

1
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boloru the (liiik slain ciiii bu wiiHlictl mil l»y mniilj^imiiilinii." I'.ir

ii^iiinst opinions loiiiitU'd on siu-li Ion<j,' cxiici'ii'ncf, it iniiy slill In

l>i!rniissiblu lo say lliat, su|ijtosin^ lliu dcscfmliuil of mixed l)IiiiMi

«|nint('i'oon, .scxloroon, or octoroon, to liiivc ri'iidicd Uial. conditioi

which, in the Wi'st India Ishinds at least, is no ahstniet llie(»ry, i,

Ix'in'' no htnu'cr distiii'iuishnhh! IVoin tlie while nice, how is siul

descent to bo dutectcHl ? The freed man, thus emancipatiMl from,

de^racUid caste, is not likely to blazon the bend sinister on in\

escutcheon. In my own experience! 1 have seen in Canada sevcrj

descendants of such mixed blooil, who, still ]terhaps retainin;^ sik

ndnule traces as tlui experienced eye of Hie author referred t

would detect, yet could nunjfle without observation in any wliii

assendily. In one case I have observed the eldest sou of a wliii

lather and a mulatto mother in whom no casual observer- coiil

detect Ihe slii-hU'st traces of the maternal blood
; and who enl

betrays such in a complexion not darker than many of ])ure wliii

descent. Dut this, it nnist be admitted, is iKtt strictly an examiil

of amalgamation, but an illustration of the ])redominance of t!i

orii;inal jnire stock ; as is furth(;r shown by the return, in the ci-

of younger members of the same family, not only to tlu^ Im

mulatto comjilexion, but to the crisp woolly locks of the AiVicai

type. Nevertheless this uliite desttendant of mixed blood, haviii

married a \vhite wiA', has healthy oll's])ring, betrayiu''' no traces

African Idood. Another and more conclusive case wiiich has t'dim

mider my observation in Canada is that of a younj; woman d

scended of white and coloured parentage, the mother being ])roli!iii

a ([uadroon, from herai^pearance. Iler hair is long and ilowinj^, li

complexion good, and the only trace of NegTo bhiod is in the
(

y

which I have observed both in the red and black hybrid is ouo

the most enduring traits of the darker blood.

Intel lectually the mulattoes arc declared to be intermedia

between the blacks and the whites ; and Sir Charles Lyell was in

fornnul in lloston, that the coloured children were there taught sepi

rately from the whites, not from an indulgence in anti-Negro feoliu;

l)ut becfiusc " up to the age of fourteen the black children adviiiice

fast as the whites ; but after that age, unless there be an adniixtv

of white blood, it becomes in most instances extremely dillictilt

carry them forward." lUit this is manifestly a mere evasion ofii

Unctions traceable to the spirit of caste, which has led to se})ari

coloured schools in Canada as well as in New England. If t

Hoslon coloured children advanced with average intellectual ax]
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i>iil t'ity up to the w^r. of fonitiion, they must have completed their

common Hcluxd education; and oidy those who aimed at the Central

lli<;h School, or Harvard ('olle;;e, could remain to com]»ete with

their while rivals. Then; need Ik; m* htfsitation, how(^ver, in allow-

ing <), ]>rl(>ri j>roltal»iIit ies in favour of tins intellectual inferiority of

tiie coloured peojde (tf America as a class, notwithstanding strikinj^

exceptional examples of the reverse. So far as their blood is Afri-

ran, they are the descendants of an nnintelleetnal and uncultured

race; and in so far as they arc the olfsprlnj^' of southern coloured

Mood, they are s|>rnn^' from a people exchuh'd from (ivery source of

intellectual or moral ilevelopment ; so that to expect the (M)loured

.\merican to stand up at once on a par with the Anglo-Ainei^ican

—

" The heir of all the a^^es in the foronmst files of time,"

is simply to expect {,n'a[)es of thorns, and ligs of thistles.

Ihit the ethnological phenomena of the American continent

invite to the consideration of other and totally distinct cpiestiona

from that of the mixed races which have resulted fiom the jiolicy

III' the European colonists of the New Worhl. That the admixture

nf Kuroiieau or African with Indian blood, must result in the

ik'velopment of new and intermediate varieties, is a conclusion

uiiich all previous experience rendered prol)able. But propositions

liearinj,' on the whole qucsticm of man's mii^rations are olso here

subjected to practical tests. Do the climatic and other chanj^es

iniisetiuent on the transference of Kuro[)eans from the Eastern to

llie Western Hemisphere, without any admixture of blood, tend to

ilevelop new and permanent varieties? or is the geographical range

if distinct types of man so ab.sohitely determined as a law of

nature, that the mere triinsference of such to anotlusr region in-

vdlves their \dtimatc extinction? are ([Ueries both of which have

ili'oady been answerc d in the afhrmative, from evidence derived

fidiii the data which ]dienomena attendant on the colonization

if America supply.

Among those who have maintained that the great experiment

if transferring a poi)ulation indigenous to one continent, and

lteni])ting to make of it the colonizers and permanent occupants

if another continent, must inevitably end in failure. Dr. Knox
;;ikos a f(jremost part. After questioning the ])erfect accliniation

ftlie hor.se, the ox, and the sheep, he proceeds to ask : "How is

it with man himself? The man planted there by nature, tlu; Red
Imlian, dilfers from all others on the face of the earth. He gives

iviiy before the European races, the Saxon and the Celt : the Celti-
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berian and Lusitaniaii in the south ; tlie ('elt and Saxon in the

north. Of the tropical regions of the New Worhl I need not

speak ; every one knows that none but those whom nature placed

there can live there ; that no Europeans can colonize a tropical

country. But may there not be some doubts of their self-support

in milder regioiis ? Take the Northern States themselves. There

the Saxon and the Celt seem to thrive beyond all that is recorded

in history. But are we qiiite sure that this success is fated to be

permanent ? Annually from Europe is poured a hundred thousand

men and women of tlie best blood of the Scandinavian, and twice

that number of the pure Celt ; and no long as this continues he is

sure to thrive. But check it, arrest it sudilenly, as in tlie case of

j\Iexico and l*eru ; throw the onus of reproduction iipon the popu

lation, no longer European but native, or born on the s])ot; then there

will come the struggle between the European alien and his adopted

fatherland. Tlie climate, the forests, the remains of the aborigines not

yet extinct; last, not least, that unknown and mysterious degradation

of life and energy which in ancient times seems to have decided the

late of all the Phccnician, Grecian, and Coptic colonies. Cut off from

their original stock, they gradually withered and faded, and finally

died away. Peru and Mexico are fast retrograding to their ])rimitive

condition ; may not the Northern States, under similar circiuii-

stances, do the same ?"^ Such are the ideas formed on this sul)

ject by an English anatomist and physiologist ; nor are they with

out support among those whose national predilections miglit have

been presumed sufiicient to preclude them from readily yield-

ing acceptance to such opinions. Dr. Nott, after afllirming that

negroes die out, and would become extinct in New Enulaml

if cut off from immigration, adds :
" It may even lie a question

whether the strictly white races of Euro[)e are perfectly ada]ited tn

any one climate in America. We do not generally find in the

United States a population constitutionally e(|ual to that of (Jreiit

Britain or Cermany ; and we recollect once hearing this reuinrk

strongly endorsed by Henry Clay, although dwelling in Kc^ntuckv,

amid the be^st .igricultural ]»o))ulation in the country."" Siieli

an opinion must be tli(> result of deep conviction before it ceadd lie

])ublicly avowed by an vVmerican A\riter, even though a neces.saiv

corollary from the general jiropositiou he asserts relative to tie'

origin and geogTaiihical distribution of animals and man.

' liaciH of' Ml 11, 1 1. 71.
•' Di.ftril'Hiivii iif Atiinifils dixl ilir /I'urrs nf Min, 'l'i//h ;/' Mmihiwl, 1 1, (is.
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The English anatomist, freed from all national sympathies or

])rejudices, deals with this idea of the degeneracy of the Transatlantic

European, or the Euromerican as it may be convenient to call him,

in still more uncompromising fashion : " Already," he exclaims,

" the United States man differs in appearance fi'om the European.

The ladies early lose their teeth ; in both sexes the adipose cellular

cushion interposed between the skin and the aponeuroses and

muscles disappears, or at least loses it adipose portion ; the muscles

become stringy, arul show themselves ; the tendons appear on the

surface; symptoms of premature decay manifest themselves;"^

and the conclusion he deduces is that these indicate " not the con-

version of the Anglo-Saxon into the Ked Indian, but warnings that

the climate has not been made for him, nor he for the climate." The

latter remark is tlie more noticeable from the singular though un-

designed contradiction offered to it by another distinguished physi-

ologist. Dr. Carpenter remarks, in his Esmy on the Varieties of

Mankind^ " It has not been pointed out, so far as the author is aware,

by any ethnologist, that the conformation of the cranium seems to

have undergone a certain amount of alteration, even in the Anglo-

Saxon race of the Ignited States, which assimilates it, in some degree,

to that of the aboriginal inhabitants ;" and aftcu- noting the pecu-

liarities of Xew England ])hysiognomy, he thus prcjceeds :
" There

is especially to be noticed an excess of breadth between the rand

(if the lower jaw, giving to the lower ])art of the face a peculiar

squareness, that is in striking contrast with the tendency to an

oval narrowing whicli is most common among tlie iidiabitants of

the old country. And it is not a little significant, that the well-

iiiavked change ^^hich has thus shown itself in the course (jf a very

few generations, should tend to assimilate the Anglo-American

iae(^ to the aborigines of the comitry : the peculiar physiognomy

here adverted to, most assuredly presenting a transition, however

sliglit, toward that of the North American Indian." Were the

opinions tlnis confidently affirmed borne out by my own (djserva-

tions, I should be tem])te(l to assign to some admixture of red

l)l()(»il, as already adverted to in a former chapter, a share at least

ill so remarkable a transition from the European to the American

type of man. P)iit 1 can scai'cely imagine any one who has had

alnuidant opportunities of fumiliarizing himself with the features of

the Indiiin and the Xew Englander, tracing any approximation in

' /i(«'('(t <)/' Mill, p. ".'].

-' 'rodd'fi ('iii'lojKt'dia iif Aiiti/diiii/ ami P/ii/sIoIdihi. vol, iv. I'MM,
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the one to the other. Nevertheless the physiognomical and physi-

cal characteristics of the New Englander are subjects of study of

the highest importance to the ethnologist.

The evidence supplied by ancient monuments, and especially

by the sculptures and paintings of Egypt, of the undeviating

character of some of the most remarkable existing types of man,

lia*^ been frequently employed as an argument in favour of the

permanency of types, and consequently of the essential diversity

and multiplicity of human species ; and it has been confidently

asked, —" If all the different races of man are indeed only varieties

of one species, how is it that no well-ascertained variety has

originated within historic times?" It is, therefore, a fact of the

utmost value, if it be true that in the New Englander or Yankee,

we have such a variety unmistakably presented to us. His history

is well known. Two hundred and forty-five years ago, the little

" Mayflower " landed on the bleak shores of New England the

pioneers of civilisation. They came of a noble old stock, and

brought with them the sturdy endurance of the Saxon, and the

lofty spirit of the Christian patriot ; and the self-denial, the daring,

and the stern endurance of the Pilgrim Fathers, were needed on

that bleak November day of the year 1G20, when the little band

were landed on Plymouth rock, to make for themselves a home

and a country in the forest wilderness. Now, after an interval of

two centuries and a half, it is acknowledged on all hands tliat

the New Englander differs in many respects very unmistak-

ably from the Old Englander. Dr. Knox, whilst admitting it,

.solves the difficulty by classing him with the degenerate Spaniard

of Mexico and Peru, already hastening, as he conceives, to speedy

extinction. But the Mexican of Spanish descent scarcely differs

more widely, in his degeneracy, from the conquistador of Cortes,

than does the modern Spaniard from the proud subject of Charles v.

The causes of the degeneracy of both are patent to all, and lie to ii

great extent apart from questions of climate or geographical distri-

bution. But, as wc have seen, Dr. Knox further affirms that tlie

New Englander already manifests symptoms of premature decay

;

and Dr. Nott, a native American, admits that his countrymen are

constitutionally inferior to those of (Jevmany or Great Britain.

The latter statement is consistent with every probability, on a con-

tinent which, in the Northern States, combines tlie extremes of

temperature of Rome and St. Petersbui'g. But even in this respect

the New Englander is unusually favoured with the cooling breezi>
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and the equalizing temperature of the Atlantic, tempering his

northern latitudes, and exposing him to less violent extremes of

heat or cold ; and all experience disproves this theory of degene-

racy and decrepitude. He is proverbial for his energy, acuteness,

and physical and intellectual vigour. The homes of New England

approximate to those of the mother country in their genial, domestic

attractions ; and yet the enterprising Yankee is as indefatigable a

wanderer as the sturdy Scot. So thoroughly is he the type of

American enterprise, that even among the Indians on the North

Pacific coast, where a strange lingua Franca has been developed as

the means of intercourse between natives and whites, the designa-

tion for an American is Boston, derived from the capital of the

State of Massachusetts. And, while he is thus known on the

remote Pacific shores ; the New England States reveal everywhere

tlie evidence of indomitable perseverance, successful industry, and

the proofs of old settlements progi'essing under the same energy

and patience which have united to make England what she is.

Xeverthelf So, ^t is most true, that it is easy for any one familiar

with the ^cw 'ii.iand physiognomy to point out the Yankee in

the midst c ••
i } assemblage of Englishmen. He furnishes the

required example of a new variety of man produced within a

remarkably brief period of time, by the same causes which have

lieen at work since man was called into being, and scattered abroad

to people the whole earth. If intermixture of blood has contri-

buted any share in the development of such a physical change, that

has been the invariable consequent of all colonization of previously

peopled regions. If it be further ascribed to changes of climate,

diet, habits, occupation, and intellectual training, all these have

been in operation wherever man has wandered forth t(j seek a new

and distant home in the wilderness. And if two centuries in New
England have wrought such a change on the Englishman of the

seventeenth century, what may not twenty centuries effect ? or,

what may be the ultimate climatic influences of Canada, the

Assinaboine Territory, or Eraser's Eiver; of Utah, California, or

the States on the Gulf?

It is only some twelve centuries since the Angle and Saxon

migrated as foreign intruders to England, where the renuiant of the

t'ldor native race still speak, in their ancient British language, of

the Sacsonach as strangers. The transmigration, though from a

nearer coast than that of their New England descendants, was a

laritime one, and the change inv(.»lved in the transfer to the
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peculiar insular climate of F,ngland was not inconsiderable. Tlu>

Englishman of the present day is distinguishable from all his con-

tinental Germanic congeners, and is himself a type of compara-

tively recent origin. Moreover, the Englishman of the genuine

Angle and Saxon districts, to the south of tlie Humber, is a

markedly distinct type from the northern race, from the Humljer

to the Moray Firth ; while again, in the Orkney Islands, the de

scendants of its Norse colonists of the ninth and tenth centuries,

not only retain distinctive physical characteristics ; but their in-

herited maritime instincts and enterprise are so universally recog-

nised, that the English as well as Scottish Greenland fleets annually

strive to complete their crews at Kirkwall, before proceeding to the

northern seas. The Orkney mariner and fisherman in his island

home is exposed to the utmost violence of the northern sea ; and

in navigating the Pentland Firth, has to cross a strait swept by the

currents and subject to the tempests of the Atlantic and German

oceans. But that this alone would not make a seaman of him, is

proved by the proverbial disinclination to all maritime daring of

the hardy Celtic population of the Hebrides and the west of Ireland,

It is in such minute ethnology that the truths of the science

must be sought. The simplicity of such systems as that of Blumen-

bach, with liis five human species ; of Pickering, with his eleven

races of men ; or Burey de St. Vincent, with his fifteen species ; oi

again of Virey, who can overcome all difficulties if allowed two

distinct human species; and of Morton, Avho, for the whole American

continent, from the Arctic circle to Cape Horn, admits of only one

type of nmn : is exceedingly jilausible and seductive. When ^'e

place alongside of each other Blumenbuch's typical Caucasian, ^lon

golian, Malay, Ethiopian, and American, the physical differences

are striking and indisputable ; but when we come to examine move

minutely, the Caucasian region of Europe has its fair and its davk-

skinned races ; the little island of Britahi has its three, foiu', or five

distinct ty})es ; and it seems ])robable at last, that if we must

divide mankind into distinct species, we may find that not five, but

five hundred subdivisions, will fail to meet all the demands uf

extended observation. Well-defined types have ]ierished, and new

ones have ap])eared within the historic ]>eri()(l ; and if all the inter

mediate links between v ne and another of the great subdivisions ol'

the genus homo cannot now be found, the causes lor their disap-

l)earance are sufficiently manifest. Nevertheless, tlu^ science has

still many difficult (piestions to solve. The ]»hy.sical dilferenees
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between the dark, woolly-haired negro and the blue-eyed, fair-haired

Anglo-Saxon, are great, but not greater than those others which

distinguish the Aryan and monosyllabic languages.

On ancient historic sites along the shores of the same Indian

Ocean liave been rectjvered the highly-inflected Sanscrit, with its

wonderful richness of grammatical forms, its eight cases, its six

moods, and its numerous suffixes ; and the monosyllabic Chinese,

entirely devoid of inflections, or even what seem to us grammatical

forms. But in the history of the liomance languages, we see how
curiously, first by a process of degradation, and then of reconstruc-

tion, a whole group of new languages has sprung from the dead

parent st(jck, presenting diversities so great as those which distin-

guish the ancient Latin from the modern French. jNIoreover, we
witness, on the native area of the monosylhibic Chinese, our own ver-

nacular tongue actually passing through the first transforming stages,

in the " Pigecm English " of Hong-Kong and Canton. Its name,

pigeon, an apt illustration of its vocabulary, is the Chinaman's

pronunciation of the word business. Mr. James IT. ^Morris, a recent

Canadian visitor to China, remarks :
" This language has become a

regular dialect, and, when first heard, it wo\ild a])i)ear as though

the speaker Avas parading indiscriminately a few English words

before his hearer, whose duty it was to make a meaning out of

them. A foreign resident will introduce a friend to a Chinese

merchant as follows : Mi chinch in you, this one velli/ r/oodjlin Iclonff

mi; mi vanfchic you do 2>^opel ^nijcon along he all same fashion

(dong mi; sjwsr no do j^lojicl pigeon, mi flin cum doini side mi

Jiousie, talke mi so fasliioii mi kick up lohhcrg along yon. To which

the Chinaman will re])ly :

—

Mi sarcy no casion malrry flaid; can

ni'cure do plopel 2>ig6on long yon fin. all same fashion long you."

This language is as simple as it seems absurd ; but the words must

be arranged as the Chinaman has been accustonuid to hear them,

or he will not undevtstaud what is said. It is spoken in all the

ports of China open to foreign trade, and there is no disposition to

adopt a purer one.

The languages of Europe are undergoing the very same process

ul' degradation and reconversion into new dialects and languages,

on the American continent. The Xegro-French is stripped of all

its grannnatical richness, aiul simjdified into a dialect scarcely

intelligible to a Parisian ; and Xegro- English, though checked in

its progress of degradation by c(»nstant contact with the vernacular

itingue, has dropped many of its inflexions, altered the irregular

fit'

r
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tenses in defiance of euphonic laws, and modified the vocalndaiy in

a manner that only requires complete isolaticm to beget a distinct

dialect, and ultimately a new language. Mr. William H. Hodgson,

of Savannah, Georgia, showed me a remarkable illustration of this.

It consisted of portions of the Scriptures written by a native

African slave, in Negro 2)atois and in Arabic characters. The

writing was executed with great neatness, but a more puzzling

riddle could scarcely be devised to tax the ingenuity of the Sem
itic scholar. In Lower Canada, also, French is already WTitten and

spoken with many English idioms, and with modified terms of

English or Canadian origin. But it is on the North I'acific coast

that the most remarkable example of the development of an entirely

new language out of the commingling Englisii antl native vocabu-

laries, is now in progress. Mr. Paul Kane, during his travels in

the North-west, resided for some time at Fort Vancouver, on the

Columbia river, and acquired the singidar patois, styled the Oregon

jargon, which is there gi'ov/ing into a new language. The jn-incipal

tribe in the vicinity is the Chinook, a branch of the Flathead

Indians, whose native language so entirely baffles all attempts at

its mastery, that it is believed none have ever attained more than

the most superficial knowledge of its common utterances but those

who have spoken it from childhood. Pickering remarks, on his

approach to the straits of De Fuca, " after the soft languages and

rapid enunciation of the Polynesians, the Chinooks presented a

singular contrast, in the slow, deliberate manner in which they

seemed to choke out their words, giving utterance to sounds sonic

of which could scarcely be represented by combinations of known

letters." After hearing its utterances as spoken for my behoof 1)y

more than one traveller, I can only compare them to the inartioii

late noises made from the throat, with the tongue against the teeth

or palate, M'hen encouraging a horse in driving. Mr. Kane states

in reference to it, " I would willingly give a specimen of the bar-

barous language were it possilde to represent by any combination

of our al])habet tlie horrible, harsh, spluttering sounds whicli pro

eeed from the throat, apparently unguided either by the tongue

or lips."

Fort Vancouver is the largest of all the posts in the Hudson's

P)ay Company's Territory, and has frequently upwards of two

hundred voyageurs with their Indian wives and families residing

there, besides the factors and clerks. A perfect Isabel of languages

is to be heard among.st them, as they include a mixture of English,
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Ciinadian-Fieuch, Chinese, Iroquois, Sandwich Islanders, Crees,

and Chinooks. Besides tliese the Fort is visited for trading pur-

poses by Walla-wallas, Klickatats, Kalapurgas, Klackaniuss, Cowlitz,

and other Indian tribes ; and hence the growth of a patois by which

all can hold intercourse together. The English, as it shapes itself

on the lips of the natives, forms the substratum ; but the French of

the voyageurs has also contributed its quota, and the remainder is

made up of Nootka, Chinook, Croo, Hawaiian, and miscellaneous

words, contributed by all to the g"ueral stock. The common salu-

tation is Clak-hoh-ahyah, w'-icl. elieved to have ori :* 't^u from

their hearing one of the .. ident. .t the Fort, namea jlark, fre-

(|uently addressed by his friends :
" Clark, how are you ?" The

designation for an Englishman is Kint-shosh, i.e., King George

;

while an American is styled Boston. Tala, i.e., dollar, signifies

silver or money ; oluman, i.e., old man, father, etc. The vocabidary

113 written, shows the changes the simplest words undergo on their

Hps : e.g., five, paia ; rum, Inni ; water, ivata; sturgeon, stutshin

;

to-morrow, tumola ; cold, J^-ol ; suppose, pos ; wood, or a tree, stik

;

dry, tlai, etc. And the French in like manner : la medecine be-

comes lamcstin ; la grasse, lakles ; courir, kuli ; la langue, lalan

;

les dents, litan ; sauvage, sawasJi, i.e., Indian ; la vieille, laioie, etc.

The formation of the vocabulary appears to have been determined

to a great extent by the simplicity or easy utterance of the desired

word in any accessible language, or familiar imitative sound. As

to the granmiar : number and ease have disappeared, and tense is

expressed by means of adverbs. Nouns and verbs are also con-

stantly employed as adjectives or prefixes, modifying other words
;

and are further increased, not only by borrowing from all availa1)le

sources, but by the same onomatopceic process which has already

been referred to as one of the sources of growth in all languages.

Thus wchave?»oo-mws, an ox, or beef; /.'aAr/iaA/, a bird ;
lirchhcch,

a duck ; tiJdik, a watch ; tinyliiKj, a bell; hclic, laughter; tumfum,

the heart ; tum-tnmh, or turnvata, a waterfall ; hluk, let go, or the

sound of a rope suddenly loosed ; ')nash, the sound of anything

lalling ; olo, hungry, thirsty ; tsisli, cold ; wcnni, to speak
;
pah, to

smoke
;
jjoo, to shoot ; inoIc-e-vwJ,', to eat, or drink ; liplip, to l)oil.

Xor is this patois a mere collection of words. jMr. Kane informs

iiic, that by means of it he soon learned to converse with tlie cliiel';!

iif most of the trilies aroinid Fort Vancouver with tohn^able case.

The common question was : cacha viikha-chacha, where did you

come from ? and to this tlie answer was : sey-yav:, from a distance
;
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but in this reply tin; first syllable is lengthened according to tbc

<listance implied, so that in the cape of the Canadian traveller lie

had to dwell upon it with a prolonged utterance, to indicate the

remote point from whence he came. This stress of voice, ov

jvrolongation of the sound, modifies many words and phrases ; c//.,

haids, great, with the last syllable drawn out, becomes exceedingly

great ; dnahati, with the first syllable [irolonged, signifies very loiii;

ago ; and the transition from the positive to the superlative degree

is wrought by similar means, on haiak, quick ; haiu, many ; tanas,

little, young, (jr a child ; etc. Traces of an inflectional process are

observable ; c.r/., iuhva, on this side ; iavxt, on that side ; viaflini,

near the river ; matll-vnli, iidand, or away from the river ; mitkoi,

to stand ; niitlait, to sit, or reside ; etc. The pronoims are nciki,

I; mil'lia, tliou; yalilici, he; musaiha, we; nvmika, ye; Jclash,

they ; as : nciki mok-c-moh Uchucic, 1 drink water ; kata ncm mikho

papa, what is the name of your father ? But accent and varyiuo

emphasis modify the sense in which the words are to be under-

stood ; and the relation of words in a sentence, or their case, tense,

etc., is determined by their position, as in the Chinese. Mr. Hale,

the philologist of the United States Exploring Exj)edition, remarks

in reference to tlie Indians and voyageurs on the Columbia river:

" The general communication is maintained chiefly by mtnins of the

jargon, which may be said to be the prevailing idiom. There aiv

Canadians and half-breeds marrifid to Chinook women, who cnu

only converse with their wives in this speech ; and it is the fact,

strange as it may seem, that many young children are growing iiji

to wlunn this factitious language is really the mother-tongue, and

wlio speak it with more readiness and perfection than any other."

Thus in all ways are the emiurants IVom the Eastern Ilenii-

sphere making a new world of the AVest. The face of the country,

its fauna and flora, with man himself, his habits, arts, and lan-

guages, are all being modified, eflfu^ed, displaced. AViiatever be

the fate of the intrusive races, they have wrought mightier eliaiigcs

in two centuries, than it is probable tlie American continent wit

nessed for twenty centuries l)efore. The rajiid'ty, indeed, with

which such clianges now take place .strii<es the onlooker with

astonishment, and is inconceivable to those who have not wituesseil

it for themselves. Tn 1841, the " N'ieennes," fresh from e.\])loriiiu

the islands and coasts of the Hoiitliern Ocean, entered the Straits

of De Fuca, and Dr. Pickering describes his impressions on hiiul-

intr. The mai'itime skill of theChinooks, their eagerness fortiallie,
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and the stiiking quietness of their movements, all excited his

interest. They had some of the usual forbidding habits natural to

savage life ; but he adds, " they ajipeared to live, as it were, on a

good understanding with the birds and beasts, or as if forming part

and parcel of the surrounding animal creation : a point in corre-

spondence with an idea jireviinisly entertained that the ^longolian

has peculiar ([ualifications for reclaiming, or reducing animals to the

domestic state." But all was strange, wild, and savage. The broad

continent lay between those I'acific coasts and the seats of civilisa-

tion on its eastern shores ; and standing in the midst of a tempo-

vary Indian encampment, and surrounded by all the rude details of

savage life, he exclaims :
" Scarcely two centuries ago, our New

England shores presented only scenes like that before me ; and

what is to be the resjult of the la])se of the third ?" A quarter of a

century has passed since then. The town of Victoria is rising oi'

Vancouver's Island, that of New AVestminster in British Columbi ;

and the British Colonist, the New WestminHtrr Times, and other

hroadsheets of the Ncjrth I'acific coast already tell of the printing-

press in full operation, where so recently the Indian trail and the

rude wigwam of the savage were the sole evidences of the presence

of man. The mineral M'ealth of Fraser's Ifiver has attracted thou-

sands to the new province. The clearing, the farm, and the indus-

trious settlement, have disjilaced the ephemeral lodges of the Indian
;

and are rapidly sujierseding the no less ephemeral shiinties of the

iold diggings. The Customs' receiiits of the colony of British

Columbia for the vear 1800 exceeded £32,000 ; for 1804 thev were

estimated at nearly £80,000 sterling; and the proceeds are being

diietty expended on public works.

The progress ol' a single year outsjieeds the work of past cen-

Ituries. Amid the charred stunqis and the rough clearings of the

young settlement, fancy traces, not obscurely, the foundations of

future stutes and empires, and the jxu'ts of the merchant navies of

the I'acific destined to unite America to Asia, as America has been

united to Europe. Already the indomitable enterprise of the in-

|mi(ling races has planned the route of overland travel, and even now

railways are stretching westward towards the Eocky ]Mountaiiis,

Explorers are surveying their defiles for the fittest i)ass<ige, through

which to guide the snorting steam-horse and all the wonderful

I

Jiiiiliaiices by which the triumphs of modern civilisation are achieved,

such victories were only to be obtained, like those uf the first

hianish cDloni.sIs ol" the New AV(jrld, by the merciless extermination

'1

iii

!. :!
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of the Indian occupants of the soil, it would be vain to hope for

the endurance of states or empires thus founded in iniquity ; hut if,

by the intrusion of the vi<,'orous races (jf Europe, sniilinj^ farms and

busy mar*.s are to take the place of the tant^led trail of the hunter

and the wigwam of the savage ; and the millions o[ a populous

continent, with the arts and letters, the matured policy, and the

ennobling impulses of free states, are to replace scattered tribes

living on in aimless, unprogressive strife : even the most sensitive

philanthropist may learn to look with resignation, if not with com-

placency, on the peaceful al)sorption and extinction of races who

accomplish so imperfectly every object of man's being. If the

survivors can be protectetl against personal wrong ; and, so far as

wise policy and a generous statesmanship can accomplish it, the
|

Indian be admitted to an equal share with the intruding colonizer,

in the advantages of progressive civilisation : then we may look

with satisfaction on tlie close of that long night of the Western

World, in which it has given birth to no science, no philosophy,
j

no moral teaching that has endured ; and hail the dawn of cen-

turies in which the states and empires of the West are to lieav]

their part in the accelerated progress of the human race.
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CHATT Ell XXIV.

MIGRATIONS.

AMERICAN KT1IN()I,0C)Y—AMKIUfAN MONOSYLLABIC llOOTS - SVNTHETIC ELEMENT Or

LANOlTAflE—ANALOGIES TO ASIATIC LANdUAOES—SOURCES OF POPULATION—

PECULIAR OENDER IN LANQUAOE—INDICATIONS OF MIGRATIONS—8AMOYED

AFFINITIES—CURRENTS OF MIGRATION—ESQUIMAUX TRADITIONS—THE FINNIC

HYPOTHESIS—TRACES OF MEXICAN INFLUENCE—PURlfY OF RACE—INTELLEC-
TUAL INTERCHANGES-GUESSES AT TRUTH.

WiiENCESOEVKR the man of the New World is derived, enough

has been produced to show that he is no recent intruder there. In

tlie amplest sense of the tenn, we are able to trace out many
tfhmpses of him in prehistoric eras, replete with illustrative sig-

nificance in reference to the whole human race ; and in some

respects, America, in its present condition of native, intruded, and

hybrid races, oifers a field of study to the ethnologist, surpassing in

value anything to be found elsewhere. Its ethnology is simpler

than that of Europe or Asia. Its native and its intruded races

are clearly defined and well-determined ; and its languages stand

apart alike from the dead and the living tongues of the Ancient

World.

This simplicity, however, may be more apparent than real. Our
knowledge of history prevents our under-estimating Pelasgian or

Etruscan, Basque, Magyar, or Celtic elements of diversity. Ignor-

iiiice may be the cause of our overlooking or under- estimating

(Hversities among American languages as gi'eat as the German and

Euskara, or the Sanscrit and the Chinese. America, indeed, appears

to have its monosyllabic Otomi and jNlazahui, with their analogies

to the Chinese, and their seemingly radical contrast to that poly-

synthetic structure which appears to be as predominant through-

out the New World as Aryan affinities are characteristic of the

languages of l^^urope. Bxit we scarcely know yet how justly to

i,
l!i

1 J
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estimate the uiiiount of (lill'eveiu'o. Selionlcral't ufliriiis, as tlie ic

suit of his analysis of the Al;^'(tn<|uiii (lialects, that they hetniy

evidence of havin<,' Ihhmi laiilt up from nionosyllahie voftts. If this

1)0 indeed demouslrahle in any other than the vaj^ue sense in \\\\\v\\

it may he stated of every tony;ue, the same conclusion will apply

to other American lan<^ua<;es. Nearly all the Chipi)ewa root- words,

he observes, are of one or two syllables ; and (Jallatin has shown

that the same may l)e affirmed to a great extiMit of the Mexican, if

the i»ronominal ailjunets and the constantly recurrin<,^ terminations

are detached from the radix. Hut the polysyllabic; characteristics

of the Algonquin exceed even those of the Esquimaux. Holo

phrasms are common in all its dialects, conqiounded of a number

of articulations, each of which is one of the syllables of a distinct

word ; and the whole undergoes granuuatical changes as a verbal

unit. This, chereforo, is a condition widely diNerse IVom that of tlid

monosyllabic languages, even where, as in the Otomi, many com

pounded words occur in the vocabulary. But alter making every

allowance for unknown nations and tongues, and misinterpreted or

una^ predated elements of difference among the varieties of man in

the New AVorld, the range of variation ap])ears to extend over a

smaller scale than that of Europe or Asia, or even of Africa; wbile

he is everywhere found there under less diversified modifications of

civilized or savage life than on the old historic continents.

The original centres of population may have l)een manifold

;

for the evidence of the lengthened period of man's presence in

America furnishes abundant time for such operations of climatic

infbiences, direct or indirect intercourse, or even positive internux-

ture, to break down strongly niarked elements of ethnic diversity.

Nevertheless, after carefully weighing the various kinds (tf evidence

which have been glanced at in previous chapters, they all seem to

resolve themselves into tin-ee great centres of propagation, of which

the oldest and most influential belongs to the southern and not to

the northern continent. The routes originally Y)ursued in such im-

migrations may have lieen various, and it is far from impossible

that both southern and northern innnigrants entered the continent

by the same access. Such, however, is not the conclusion to which

the previous investigations appear to me to point. W we adopt the

mo.st favoured theory, that the New World has been entirely

])eopled from Asia, through Behring Straits, then the Patagonian

should be among the oldest, and the Esquimaux the most recent of
j

its immigrant occupants. But that which seems theoivtically tlio
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nii^n-ation ; and many slij^ht indications condiine to suggest the

hypothesis of a peopling (jf South America from Asia, through tlie

islands of the racilic.

The tendency of philological in([iury, as directed to the peculiar

grammatical structure and extreme glossarial diversities of the

American languages, was at first to exaggerate their special pheno-

mena into widely ])revalent linguistic features, common to the

New World and utterly unknown elsewhere. In this the philologist

jmrsued the same course as the physiologist, the attention of each

being naturally attracted chiefly by what was dissimilar to all that

had been observed elsewhere. ]5ut as physiological disclos.ii'es prove

loss conclusive in the su])port they yield to the favourite theory of

an essential diversity for the American man ; so also increasing

knowledge of his languages tends to diminish the proofs of that

radical difference from all other forms of human speech which was

at first too hastily assumed. The synthetic element of structure,

tiiough very remarkable in the extent of its development, has many
auahigies in ancient languages, and is embraced in the gi'ammatical

process of all inflectional tongues. But beyond this, important

doinents of relationship appear to he traceable between languages

fif America and those of the Polynesian faniily. Gallatin early

ilrew attention to certain analogies in the structure of Polynesian

and American languages as deserving of further investigation ; and

pointed out the peculiar mode of expressing the tense, mood, and

voice of the verb, by affixed particles, and the value given to place

ver time, as indicated in the predominant locative verbal form.

Illie substitution of affixed particles for inflections, especially in

xpressing the direction of the action in relation to the 'ioc.ker, is

minion to the l*olynesian and the Oregon languages, and also has

Jiidogies in the Cherokee.^ Subsequent observations, though very

I
ptially prosecuted, have tended to confirm this idea, especially in

lation to the languages of South America, as sho'.vii in their mode
expressing the tense of the verb ; in the formation of causative,

ciprocal, potential, and locative verbs by affixes ; oiid the general

stem of compounded word structure. The incorporation of the

irticle with the verbal root ap])ears to embody the germ of the

re com[)reliensive American holophrasms. But here again, while

eiaing to recover links between Polynesia and South America,

H'oiue on the track of affinities no less clearly Asiatic. Striking

' American Edniokxjical Troiisddioii'^, vol. ii. ]\ ^-'li^'-

2 P
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analogies have 1»ecii recognised between the languages of the DeccMii

and those of the Polynesian group, in wliich the determinate signi

ficance of the formative particles on the verbal root e(|ual!y admits

of comparison with peculiarities of the American languages. On this

subject the Eev. liichard Garnett remarks that most of the languages

of the America'^ continent respecting which definite information

has been acquired, bear a general analogy alike to the Polynesian

family and the languages of the Deccan, in their methods of dis

tinguishing the various modifications of time; and he acUls : "AVc

may venture to assert in general terms that a South American veili

is constructed precisely on the same ])rinciple as those in the Taniiil

and other languages of Southern India; consisting, like them, of n

verbal root, a second element defining the time of the action, and ii

third denoting the subject or person."^ Such indications of philo-

logical relation of the islands of the Polynesian archipelago and

the American continent to Southern Asia, accpiire an additional

interest Avhen taken in connexion with remarkable traces of meg.i

lithic sculpture and of ancient stone structures in the I^acific, loiisj

ago noted by Captain Beechey on some of the islands nearest to tlio

coasts of Chili and Peru, and more recently observed on Bonabe and

other islands lying oft' the Asiatic shores. Some of those liavc

already been referred to in their general bearings on oceanii

migration, and on the probability of an era of insular civilisation.

during which maritime enterprise may have been carried out on

a scale unknown to the most adventurous of modern Malay navi

gators.

The afiinities recognisable between Polynesian and American

arts manifestly belong to a remote past; and the charactei' of suiii

philological relations as have l)een indicated fully accord with tlii^.

The direct relationship of existing Polynesian languages is w:

Mongol but jMalay ; and this is for the most part so well defineillToiti

as to indicate migrations from the Asiatic continent to the islamW Indo

of the Pacific at periods comparatively recent ; whereas the diversitvlindic

of those of America, and their essentially native vocabidaries, pi'(iv;|g('sto

that the latter have been in process of development from a renmt.

period free from all contact with tongues, which, as we s(!e, mm

still modelling themselves according to the same ]>lan of th()uj;li

in the clustering islands of the J*aeific. But the American languai^v

ju'csent a widcdy diversified field of study scarcely yet faiily euhMv^

upon; while their peculiar comi»lexities, when considered in relatiui

' Prov'Cilbuj'i <i/ ih' PliUoloijloil Sodi hi, vol. i, p. 271.
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may have become centres of diverse ethnological elements, and also

of distinctive arts and customs of the western hemisphere. The

Carib race, which was the predominant one in the Lesser Antilles,

and occupied extensive regions of the mainland toward the southern

Atlantic seaboard, differed very strikingly, alike in mental and

physical characteristics, from the races of Central and of Nortli

America, and still more so from those with whom they came in

contact in the larger islands. Traces of words common to tlie

Colfachi of Florida and the insular Caribs are probably the sole

grounds for the tradition of a North American origin for the latter;

though in cranial conformation their analogies are with the northern

dolichocephalic nations. Greatly more interesting is the fact

that, while their continental habitat belongs to tlio southern and

not to the northern hemisphere, they also disclose Polynesian

affinities in language and customs. Di-. Latham remarks in his

Varieties of Man :
" In the ethnograpliy of Polynesia certain

peculiar customs in respect to the language of caste and ceremony

were noted. The Carib has long been known to exhibit a remark-

able peculiarity in this respect. The current statement is that tlio

women have one language and the men another. The real fact is

less extraordinary. Certain objects have two names ; one of which

is applied by males, the other by females only." The explanation

offered attemjjts to trace the female terms to the language of the

Arawaks, the older inhabitants of the islands, the males among

whom are assumed to liave been exterminated, and the women

adopted by the conquering Caribs as wives. But such an admix-

ture of races has occun-ed in every age of the world, with no such

results ; and the theory very unsatisfactorily accounts for a phihi

logical plienomenon by no means limited to the Carib among the

languages of America.

In our modern English language grammatical gender has to ii

great extent disappeaied ; in the ancient Saxon, as in the Latin, it

affected noun, ])ronoun, and adjective, and modified them through

all their declensions ; in the linguistic feature tluis found conmiun

to certain IVjlynesian and South American languages, gender is

carried to the utmost extent, and not only modifies the forms ol
|

speech applicable to the sexes, but those in use by them. It is in

,

this directi(»n that the peculiarities analogous to true gender liavo
j

been developed in widely different American languages. Thi

general mode of expressing sex for tlie lower animals, alike anion;:
j

the northern Indians, and in the languages of ^Mexico and Coiidnl
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America, is only by prefixing another noun to their names, equiva-

lent to our use of " male " and " female," or " he" and " she." But

the employment of distinct terms expressive of difference of sex in

the human species is carried to an extent unknown in ancient or

modern European languages ; and separate adjectives are employed

to express equalities, such as size, form, proportion, etc., from those

which define the same attributes of inanimate objects, and even of

the lower animals. In closing his analysis of the Huasteca lan-

guage, along with others spoken in Central America, Gallatin

remarks on an abbreviated mode of speech noted by Father Tapia

Zenteno as in use by the women, and adds, " Here, as amongst all

the other Indian nations, the names by which they express the

various degrees of kindred differ from those used by men."

The cranial affinities of the Caribs have already been referred to.

They are essentially dolichocephalic ; and the predominance of such

configuration throughout the American Archipelago has been made

the basis of important ethnological deductions. Eetzius especially

Inis recorded the opinion that, while he conceives the Tongusian

skull to form a clearly recognised link between those of the Chinese

and the Esquimaux ; the other primitive dolichocephali of America

are nearly related to tlie Guanches of the Canary Islands, and to

the populations of Africa, comprised by Dr. Latham under subdi-

visions of his AtlantidcV. The migrations which such affinities

would indicate have already been referred to as altogether consis-

tent with the probabilities suggested by the course of ancient

navigation ; and if early Mediterranean voyagers found the Antilles

uninhabited, the genial climate and abundant natural resources of

those islands peculiarly adapted them as nurseries of such germs of

colonization for the neighbouring continent.

Out independent of all real or hypothetical ramifications from

southern or insular offsets of oceanic migration, some analogies

confirm the probability of a portion of the North American stock

having entered the continent from Asia by Behring Straits or the

Aleutian Islands ; and more probably by the latter than the for-

mer : for it is the climate that constitutes the real barrier. The

intervening sea is no impediment. In a southern latitude, such a

narrow passage as Behring Straits would have been little more

interruption to nugration than the Bosporus between Asia and

Europe ; and in its own latitude it is annually bridged by the very

power that guards it from connnon use as a highway of the nations,

;m(l is thus placed within easy command of any Samoyed or Kam-
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tclmtkun sleighini:;' piirty. It is, indeod, ii wt'll-aiitlieiiticatcd liut,

tliiit tlui Jlussians luul IcniviKid fntiii iiativo Silieviaiis of a grciit

cuiitiucnt lying to tlie east of Kaiiitcliatka, long before Vitus

I'ehring demonstrated that tlie western and eastern licniispheres

so nearly approaeh, that the grand triumph of Colundnis coidd

be performed by the rudest Naniollo in his frail eanoe.

In this direction, then, a North American germ of iiopulati(jii

may have entered the continent from Asia, dilfused itself over tlio

North-west, and idtimately reached tlie valleys of the Mif -iissippi,

and penetrated to southern latitudes l)y a route to the east of tlif

Kocky ^Fountains. Many centuries may have intervened between

the first immigration, and its coming in contact with races of the

southern continent ; and philological and other evidence indi

cates that if such a north- w(vstern immigi'ation be really demon

strable, it is one of very ancient date. lUit so far as 1 have been

able to study the evidence, much of that hitherto adduced ap[)ear8

to point the other way ; and while, theoretically, the northern

passage seems so easy, yiit so far as any direct prt)of goes, the

Polynesian entrance into the southern continent, across the \\''uh

barrier of the Tacitic, is the one most readily sustained.

Mr. Lewis Iv. J)aa, a learned Norwegian, has traced certain

curious affinities between the Samoyed languages of Northern Asiii

and some of those of America ; and through the other dialects ol

Siberia, and the relations of both to those of the Finnic and Altaic

stock, completes, as he conceives, a chain of connexion, eastward

from North Cape to Behring Straits, and thence to the related

American stocks beyond the Pacific. P)Ut the comparison is chiefly

based on a parallelism of vocabularies, and not on any reappearance

of the peculiar constructive elements of the American languages.

It does not, therefore, lead us veiy far ; for the determination of

the tru(? form of the radical, for the pur])ose of useful comparison,

in the imwritten languages of nomade tribes, is exceedingly diffi

cult. Hut it does furnish some guidance, though not, as I conciiive,

in the direction its author imagines, lie has demonstrated, as ln'

believes, certain Asiatic affinities in the Athabaskan and Dakota

tongues; and has sliown a series of suggestive similarities between

words in the Asiatic and N(jrth American languages, relating to

primitive arts, customs, and tlie rudimentary terms of rc^ligioii-

b(dief. These include God, pricsf, sl(« re, dnq, jirc, mettd, copper, knlji
,

axe, av'/, boat, house, tent, rd/at/i', door, hmj, spin: tt^rms I'nr the

mo.sf part relating to arts, institutions, niid opinions, eommon lo

\iM
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the rudi'st tribes of Asia and America. Following out the idea

foimded on such evidence, Mr. Daa is disposed to trace the entire

peopling of the western hemisphere to successive waves of migra-

tion flowing on in a continuous stream across IJehring Straits,

imd he pushes his theory far l)eyond its legitimate bearings by

allirming :
" that the lowest savage.s, unac(|uainted with houses

lUid garments, are found in South America only, in Brazil and

(Inyiina, farthest off from Asia ; and that the fishing tribes that

liorder the Arctic and Pacific Oceans, from Labrador to Oregon

—

the Ks([uimaux, the Athabaskans, and their kindred,—being in the

cloiSest contact with Asia, are also the most improved, if we take

into account their hard climate."^ " Does not this," he asks,

" point out the beginning and the end of the immigration ?" But,

in so far as any such difference really exists, it is altogether tlie

product of climate, and furnishes no gauge of the relative age of

nation.s. AVhatever may have been the original direction of the

current of migration, such evidence as ])hilological comparisons with

Xorthern Asia reveal, when viewed along with the more conipre

liensive analogies to Southern Asia, appears to point rather to

the ebb than the flow of such a tide, and discloses elements

contributed by America to the older world of Asia. It is worthy

of notice, in connexion with this view of the subject, that Charle-

voix, in his essay on the Origin of the Indians, states that Pere

lirellon, one of the Fj'ench Jesuit Fathers, met a Huron woman on

the plains of Tartary, who had been sold Irom tribe to tribe, until

she had passed from Behring Straits into Central Asia. By such

intercourse as this incident illustrates, it is not difllicult to con

ceive of some intermixture oi vocabularies ; and that such mi

^ration has taken place to a considerable extent is proved by

the intimate atfmiti(>s between the tribes on both sides of the

Straits.

The Ks(|uimaux occupy a very remarkable position as a double

link between America and Asia. Extending as they do in their

detached and waiulering tril)es across the whole continent, from

(li'eenland to Behring Straits, they ai)])t>ar, nevertheless, as the

iiccupants of a diminishing rather than an expanding area. ^Vhen

th(> first authenticated immigration from Kuropc; to America took

lilace in the (deventh century, it was with the F^squimaux that the

Scaiidiuavians of (ireenland, and ap|)arently (>ven the ili.scoverers of

Vinhmd, were brought in contact. If the Scratdings of Xew Eng

' 'rrdnsiiclhiiix III' llif /^/iiliilii(/lrfil Siicii li/^ ISr)(>, |t. L".).'{.
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land at that comparatively recent date were indeed Esquimaux, it

is the clearest evidence we have of the recent intrusion of the Eed

Indians there. When the sites of the ancient Norse colonies of

Greenland were rediscovered and visited by the Danes, they

imagined they could recognise in the physiognomy of some of the

Esquimaux who still i)eople the inhospitable shores of Davis Straits,

traces of admixture between the old native and Scandinavian or

Icelandic blood. Of the Greenland colonies the Esquimaux had

perpetuated many traditions, referring to the colonists under the

native name of Kablund. But of the old Eiu-opean language that

had been spoken among them for centuries, the fact is a highly

significant one that the word Kona, used by them as a synonym f(jr

woman, is the only clearly recognised trace. But the Esquimaux,

who thus took so sparingh' from the languages of the old worlel,

have contributed in a remarkable manner to them. The Tschuktchi,

on the Asiatic side of Behring Straits, speak dialects of the Arctic

American language. The Alaskan and the Tshugazzi peninsulas

are peopled by Esquimaux ; the Konegan of Kudjak island belong to

the same stock ; and all the dialects spoken in tlie Aleutian Islands,

the supposed higliway from Asia to America, betray in like manner

the closest affinities to the Arctic Mongolidee of the New AYorld.

Their languages are not only undoubted contributions from America

to Asia, but they are of recent origin, as compared with the traces

of relationship between those of the western hemisphere and the

languages of Asia to which the latter bear any analogy. This is

shown by the close affinities between the Esquimaux dialects of both

continents, when contrasted with any recognisable evidence of some

mutual but i mote relationship, by which the Samoyede and the

Finn are linked to the nations of the New World. Of such links,

some of the most important art-words, such as Jive, metal, copper,

tools, under tlieir various forms, hoat, and house or temple, have

already been discussed in their relation to the growth of indigi^nous

American arts. In respect to those, America had more to give than

to borrow from the hyperborean Asiatics. AVith Asiatic Esquimaux

thus distributed along the coast adjacent to the dividing sea ; luid

tlie islands of the wliole Aleutian group in the occupation of the

same remarkable stock common to both hemispheres : the only

clearly recognisable indications are those of a current of migratiuu

setting towards the continent of Asia, the full influence of whicli

may prove to liave been greatly more comprehensive tlian has

hitherto been imagined jjossihle.
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While thus groping our way after remote ethnic and philological

genealogies, it may be worth recalling, that, along with older and

more obscure traces of linguistic affinities which lie beyond and

within the discontinuous Ugrian area : analogies with the polysyn-

thetic element of the American languages have been long sought in

the peculiar agglutinate characteristics of the Euskara or Basque.

It would be a remarkable and most unlooked for result of the in-

genious hypothesis of Arndt and Kask, if it were found to resolve

itself into ancient tide-marks of two great waves of popula jU :

the one the broad stream of Indo-European migration setting north-

westward towards the shores of the Atlantic, and the other an

overflow from the western hemisphere, also setting westward, but

in those liigher latitudes of wliich history has taken no account, and

only coming within the range of observation as it breaks and dis-

perses in the shock of collision with the world's later historic stock.

Yet such is not utterly improbable. The shores of the Indian

Ocean were doubtless reaclul by an early wave of aboriginal

population. Prof H. H. "Wilson points out in his edition of the

Rig Veda Sanhita, as specially worthy of notice, that at the

lemote epoch of the earliest of the Vedas, the Aryan Asiatics were

already a maritime and mercantile })eople. With the development

of skill and enterprise, maritime wanderers nuist have speedily

passed over into the nearer island groups. From thence to the re-

moter islands was as easy at an early as at any later date ; and a

glance at a hydrographic chart of the Paciiic will show that a boat,

driven a few degrees to the Sduth of Pitcairn, Easter, or the Austral

Islands, would come within the range of the Antarctic drift current,

which sets directly towards the Chili and I'eruvian coasts. It is,

moreovei', among the eastermost of those Polynesian islands that

(,'aptain Beechey noted the occurrence of colossal statues on plat-

forms of iiewn stone, or frecjuently fallen and mutilated: objects of

vague wonder only, and not of worship, to the present inhabitants,

who appear to be incapable of such workmanship. Similar sculp-

tures, indeed, were oltserved on other islands, now uninhabited, and

many traces indicate an ancient histiny altogether distinct from

that of the later island races. AVanderers by the oceanic route to

the New World may therefore have l.tegun the peopling of South

America long before the north-eastern latitudes of Asia received

the first nomades into their inhospitable steppes, and opened up a

way to the narrow passage of the North Pacific. At any rate, the

north eastern movement of the tide of migration, and its overflow
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into America, liavu been too absolutely assumed as the chief or sijlc

means by wliidi tlie New WorM could be peopled from an Asiatic

centre.

Ju other respects also the tendency has Ijeen to read the

record backwards. Among the Atnahs, Chinooks, Nasqnallies, and

other tribes on the Oregon coast, the uncouth clicking souiuls,

e(]ually harsh and undeiined to European ears, resolve tluimselve^s,

when reduced to wi-iting, into the tli, txl, atl, iztll, and yot/, of the

most eharactei'istic jNIexican terminations. Ihit looking at sucli

traces as analogous to one of the ohl ^Mexican migration pictures,

the important ciuestion is, What is the direction of the ibotprints ;'

iJo they reveal the trail of the advancing Mexicans as tracks U'ff

behind them on their way towards the jdateau of Anahuac, or arc

they the mere reflex traces of later and indirect ^lexican inlluence^

The latter I conceive to be most ])robal)le by all j'ust estimate of

the very partial nature of the traces. And yet they are curiously

suggestive, and full of interest, affecting as they do both the

languages anil arts of the North-west. In this dii-ection, however,

while facilities for intercourse between America and Asia are

ol)vious enough, the only well-defined indications of their use arc

by those hyperborean nomades who have sought a new home in

old Asia.

But confining our view to the American conthient, the north

and south tropics were the centres of two distinct and seemingiv

independent manifestations of native development ; antl many

points of contrast between them tend to confirm the idea of inti

mate ndations between the immature north and such matured ])ro

gross as Mexican civilisation had achieved. But also this idea

receives confirmation from equally clear indications of an over

lapping of two or more distinct migratory trails leading IVoiii

opposite points. The ebb and flow of the northern and soutliciii

waves of migration within the area of the northern continent have

h;ft many tidal marks, with evidence of some interchange of arts,

and a consideral)le admixture of blood. These ha\(> already been

sulliciently referred to in considering the physical and intellectiml

characteristics of th(> ^[ound- Builders. I>ut this further may be

admissible here in the form ol' suggestive hyjjothesis. The doli

ehocei)halic form (jf cranium ]U'edominates among the northcrii

tribes, as well as the Ks(julmuux. That of the Mound IJuildcis

appears to have been very markedly l»racliyce]ihalic. The tiihcs

lying l)otwe('n the counti'V of the Mound IJuildcrs and Mexico |irc
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the northern nations. May it not bo that we liave liere traces of

an irruption of northern barbarians on the semi civilized Mound-
lUiilders, an extermination of the males, an extensive intermarriage

with the females, and the usual results, of which tlie history of

European nations furnishes many illustrations ?

The Central American civilisation, the most matured of all to

which the New World gave birth, was, I conceive, maiidy of

southern origin. INIuch that pertained to Mexican arts and polity

was still more clearly derived from the north. Bat there are also

evidences of mutual intercliange. It must be borne in remembrance

that we have in reality no such thing as a pure race among the

historic nations of the old world. Admixture, not purity, seems

the essential element of progress. The Greeks were no pure race,

still less were the llomans ; and neither are the S])aniards, the

French, the English, nor the Anglo-Americans. Jf we want pure,

that is, unmixed blood, we must secik it in the hut of the Finn,

the tent of the Arab, or for the New Woi'ld in the Indian wigwam.

There is abundant evidence that the races of Peru, Yucatan, and

Anahuac were the products of great intermixture : it may have

Ijeen of closely allied races, but also, and more probably, of widely

diverse ones. In Central America especially we are tempted to

conceive of the possible meeting of immature South American

civilisation with that which an essentially distinct migration had

borne across the Atlantic : it may be, in accordance with the fondly

cherished dream of the modern American, while yet the fleets of

Tyre and Carthage passed fearlessly beyond the I'illars of Hercules

into the great engirdling ocean of their ancient world. Here, at

liny rate, are such indications of intermixture and interchange as

investigation helps us to recover. South America had her imma
ture picture-writing, her sculptured chronicles or basso-relievos,

her munctic pottery, her defined symbolism and associated ideas

uf colours, and her quipus. North America had her astronomical

science, her more develo])ed though crude picture-writing, hei'

totems, pipe -sculpture, and wampum ; and her older Mound-

l)uilders, with their stiindards seemingly of weight as well as of

mensuration. Each had a netirly equally developed nretallurgy.

in Central America we st>em to look on the mart of intellectual

interchange, and the centre towards which all elements of progress

converge intit the grand product of that native civili.sation still so
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wonderful in its ruins,

the eye thus ;

—

South America.

The Quipu.

Bas-relief Chroniclings.

Mimetic Pottery.

Metallurgic Art.

Agricultural Science,

Beaats of Burden.

The Balance.

Peruvian Aziirmtlis.

The idea may he intelligihly presmited to

North America.

The Wainjmni.

The Totem.

Picture-writing.

Mimetic Pipe-sculpture.

Metallurgic Art.

((cometrical Mensuration.

Metallic Currency,

The Astronomical Calendar.

>-»«*

Central Amkrica,

Architecture.

Fictile Art.

Portrait-sculpture,

Hieroglyphics.

Numerals.

Letters.

To the characteristics thus distriluited among the more civilized

nations of the New "World, have to be added tliat strange custom

of cranial deformation, ancient Asiatic as well as American, and not

unknown to the islanders of the Pacific. It is common to nations

north and south of the Isthmus of Panama, yet seemingly more

tndy indigenous to the southern than the northern continent ; and

it seems fully nu»re probable that it was derived by the Asiatic

Macrocephali, than (jriginally contributed from their Eastern steppes

to the prairies and forests of what we style the Xew World,

The idea which harmonizes best with the varied though still

imperfect evidence thus glanced at, when viewed in connexion witli

a supposed Asiatic cradle-land, conceives the earliest current of

population destined for the New World to have spread througli the

islands of the Pacific, and to have reached the South American

continent long before an excess of Asiatic population had diffused

itself into its own inhos])itable northern steppes. By an Atlantic

oceanic migration, another wave of population occupied the Canaries,

Madeira, and the Azores, and so passed to the Antilles, Central

America, and probably by the Cape Verdes, or, guided by the

more southern equatorial current, to Brazil, Latest of all, Behriiig

Straits and the North Pacific Islands may have become the high-

way for a northern migration by which certain striking diversities
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of nations of the northern continent, including the conquerors of

the Mexican plateau, are most easily accounted fur. But of this

last, especially, the evidence is chiefly inferential ; and the more

obvious traces rather indicate tlie same current which set from

Southern Asia to the Pacific shores of South America, moving on-

ward till it overflowed by Behring Straits and the Aleutian Islands,

into the continent from whence it was originally derived.

But sucli are only guesses at truth, suggestive it may be of

definite views, and pciini.ssiblo in gathering up the last stray links

of such accumulated, though still very imperfect evi 'nee ; but not

to be confounded with its o])vious teachings. One other subject,

more comprehensive than the migrati(»ns of the human race, and

surrounded with still greater ditliculties, is the rpiestion of its

anticputy. On that, also, fresh glimpses of truths undreamt of till

now, tempt a revision of long cherislied opinions, and compel the

student of science to harmonize anew knowledge and faith, as

things which, if botli founded in truth, must repose on a common
foundation.
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That nmn has ovciywlicre pruccdud history is a selt'-ovidi'Dt

truth. r>ut so Jong as no scientific disclosure appeared to coiiiliit

with received chronology, we have continued to acce]»t uncludlen^ed

an assumed determination ot" his age, long after all were agreed in

rejecting it in reference to the earth as the theatre of his history.

P)Ut the discoveries of recent years hearing on the antitpiity of llic

human race, chiefly derived from ossiferous caves and the griivol

deposits of a past geological period, compel us to reconsider tlic

orounds of our helief. The so-called Xew World we have found

abundant reason for believing to be okl, even in relation to its

aljm'iginal occupants; yet not necessarily so old as to confiict with

the history of what is called the Ancient ^^V)rld. For tiu; ])ri'

historic man treated of in the foregoing pages, lielongs for tlie nntst

part to less remote ages than tlu)se assigned to the Drift-Folk and

the Troglodytes of " quaternary " centuries.

Confining myself mainly to portions of this compreliensivi! sul)

ject on which oi)portunities of a sjtecial character seemed to afl'ord

me the means of throwing some iVesh light : I have discussed, in

])revious cliapters, the relations of the Ifed man to other varieties of

the human family ; and the results of both voluntary and eni'orrcil

migrations of ICuropean and Afi'ican races to another iieniisplicrc

where they have been subjected for upwards of two eentuiies lo
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maiiv (»!' till' iiKist iiilliu'iilial ciuimi's iissiunctl as foiitrilmtiii'; vUv

wliero, and in uarliur a;j;u,s, tt> the il('Vol«nimeiit of uthnical variiitioH,

out of a couiiuon Htock.

In thus rovicwiiiii; the (llscld.smvs ul' Ainci'icaii ar(.'ha'nh)«ry and

thnolnuv, and thic'ir luMiriu' >n thic ^I'Ucral question ul llic ormin

.Sl'Etl'l,ATlONS

LANOUAC.KS

UT NLMUHUS-

!S UNBOIAED—

and lanj^rcss of man, the ini|uirv lias hceii puisued with an lionest

desire to arrive at an impartial decision. lUit the deterniinalioii of

the rulatioiis which the \W^\ man of America hears to the European

or Asiatic man involves such imjiortant results, that this very fact

lias helped to impede the progress of truth. The assailant has,

perhaps, felt emltohleneil at times by tlie very -gravity of the issues

imi»erilled hy his attack ; wiiile the adherents to a faith in the all

comprehensive hrolherhood of man, have rather entrenched them

solves in their own strongholds than fairly met their opponents on

the open held of seitnititic imiuiry. Scientific truths, whatever

lie the interests they involve, can only be determined on scientific

p'ounds ; and on such only lias any attempt been made to base

them in this work. The sul)Ject presented itself in novel aspects :

the results, whatever they should ])rove to be, were welcome, since

I had no preconceived theory at stake; but, as it has expanded

liefovo me, accumulating evidence has tended more ami more

to detract from the seductive tem]>tations of novel and seemingly

sim[)le hypotheses, which connnend themselves l)y their a])par-

out solution of dilliculties. It is little more than three and

ii half centuries since the men of the Old and the New AVorld

iiu;t face to face. ]Mir unknown ages before that America had

been a Morld within hcr.self, with nations, languages, arts, and

civilisation all her own ; and the whole tendency of that later

American science, which also claims to be native, though the pro

ihict of a race of Euro])ean descent, has been to make of the Ked

man a distinct race and species. But one residt of the iiKpiiry

[nusued in previ<»us chapters has been to satisfy me that there is,

at k'a.st, no necessity for se])avating the American from the Asiatic

iiiiin. On the contrary, greater dilliculties hav(! to be met when

1
we jiroceed to compare tribes and nations of the Asiatic continent,

111, in any that interfere with our acceptance of the dogma that the

Mongols of Asia and America are one.

In the ingenious spiM-.ulations on the oiigin of si)ecies liy which
*"

\lr. Darwin has startled the seientitic woi'ld, he remarks, as he

heiiiispheiv, f viniws his lii'st abstract to a close : "The whole history of the worhl,
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by us, will liereiifter be recognised as a mere fragment of time, com

pared with the ages which have elapsed since the first creature, the

progenitor of innumerable extinct and living descendants, was

created. In the distant future I see open fields for far more impor-

tant researches. Psychology will be based on a new foimdation,

that of the necessary acquirement of each mental power and capa-

city by gradation. Light will be thrown on the origin of man and

his history." Already these speculations have done good service

to the ethnologist. They will not, indeed, persuade him that the

universe is a product of measured force and motion, within which

this earth-planet has gone cycling on according to fixed laws, until,

from the simplest monad or life-germ, endless forms of wonder and

beauty have been developed, closing at length with the e\'olution of

man, as its latest and crowning work ; but they may give strengtli

to the persuasion of many, that time and external intluences

supply the requisite elements for the evolution of varying tribes

of mankind from a common stock ; and so make us welcome every

legitimate augmentation of the duration of the human race.

Mr. Darwin has not succeeded, in the \vhole course of his in-

genious argument, though returning to it agaui and again, in

tracing the slightest indications of that favourite illustration of the

instability of species, the pigeon, l)eing developed out of any essen-

tially distinct form. But he has shown that pigeons have been

subjected to the influences of domestication and of civilisation for

thousands of years ; that one of the most favourable circamstances

for their production of distinct breeds is to be traced to the fact,

that male and female pigeons can be easily mated for life ; and tliat

they have been found capable of domestication alike in Northern

Europe, in Egypt, and in Soutliern India. Selecting some of the

greatest of known extremes within the natural family of Columhidn:

subjected to such influences, he remarks : " Although an English

carrier or short-faced tumbler diflers immensely in certain cliar-

acters from the rock- pigeon, yet, by comi)aring the several sub-

breeds of these breeds, more esi)eciany those brought from distant

countries, we can make an almost perfect series between tlio

extremes of structure."

In so far as those are well-accredited facts, they furnish inter-

esting anah)gies readily applicable to the so-called races of men.

It is easy to classify the human fomily as Blumenbach has done

;

nor is it difficult to select an example of each division presenting

verv striking elements of contrast to all tlie others. But, mean-
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while, research tends ever more to the multiplication of such

species. Pickering makes eleven ; Boroy de St Vincent, fifteen
;

and Gliddon and Nott, foHowing out the idea of Agassiz as to the

correspondence of diverse species of man with the geographical

areas of the animal creation, divide tlie glolje into eight zoologicnl

realms, through which they distribute their luinian fauna under

forty-three different heads. It is by no means apparent that even

this is a sufficiently liberal apportionm^^nt to exhaust the re(piire

ments for such primary human species ; but, meanwhile, as they

multiply, the elements of di/ersity dhninish. The intervals be-

tween seemingly primary typical forms are rapidly filled up. In

stead of isolated and diverse types, we liave a nearly continuous

chain, passing by slightly varying links from one to the other

;

and liere once more we realize ^^•hat Darwin has observed of the

Columbidcc, that we can make an almost perfect series between

the extremes of structure.

It may, perhaps, be legitimately objected that some of the pro-

blems most strenuously forced on the notice of the ethnologist at

the present time, lie beyond the province of science. It cannot

certainly establish the unity of the human race, the source of its

origin, or the term of its existence. Nevertheless, it may c(nitri

hute confirmatory evidence fur those who have already accepted,

ou higher authority than scientific induction, the story of Edenic

creation, and of the division of the earth among the descendants

of a common stock. Some of the grounds of such confirmation,

;u so fiir as they are suggested by the present course of impiiry,

have already been noticed, and may here be recapitulated undcn'

their different heads, in drawing the argument to a close.

And first, of L.\N(iU.VGE. To those who can accept of a theory

which would make man the mere latest developirent (jf the sanies

life-germ out of which all organic being has l)een evolvetl by a pro-

ress of natural selection, it is as tlithcult to place limits to his pos-

sible existence, as to determine where the ape or the faun ended

and man began. But to those who still believe that (}od made
man in his own image, the limits which must be assigned to the

pxistence of the race lie within moderate, if undefined bounds. A\'e

are as yet only on the threshold of philological disclosures ; but the

tendency of all investigation into the analogies discernible in the

structure of ancient and modern, of living and dead languages,

points towards the discovery of relations, heretofon.! undreamt of,

oven between hinguages seemingly most dissimilar. Iceland, m'c

2q
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know, was colonized by Northmen in tlie ninth century, and has

ever since been in tlie occupation of a people of Scandinavian

descent, and speaking and writing a language which in that ninth

century was common to them and to the occupants of the European

fatherland. But during the intervening centuries the Icelander

has been isolated, and to a great extent excluded from intercourse

with any other race ; while the Dane has bordered on Germany,

and been carrying on intimate commercial and diplomatic relations

with the other nations of Europe. Hence the slight change of the

Icelandic tongue, compared witli that wrought on the Danish in

the same period, during whicli the dialects of the Scandinavian

colonies, provinces, and kingdoms have been developed into separate

and mutually unintelligible languages. Here, then, we have sonic

clue to the causes and rate of development of the dialects of a com-

mon language into separate tongues. But in the same ninth centur\

the Northmen acciuired and colonized the region of Northern France,

ever since known as Normandy, and there, instead of creating a innv

offshoot from the common mother -tongue, they adopted the Eomance

dialect of the district, and made of it the vehicle of the most

remarkable and influential literature of inediajvai Europe. There

were then already in independent though immature existence seven

Eomatice dialects : the Italian, "Wallachian, Bhetian, Provenc^al,

Spanish, I'ortuguese, and French, all acknowledging their descent

from a common mother-tongue, within an era so recent as the

decline of the lioman Empire. But the Lo,tin itself is no pri-

mary root-language, but bears within its vocal)ulary and gramma-

tical structure as unmistakable evidences of a derived and composite

character, as any mass of conglomerate does to the geologist ; and

as tlie philol(\gist pursues his investigations, it becomes apparent to

him that not only the Latin and (Jreek, the Germanic, Scandi

navian, and Slavonic, but also the Zend, Sanscrit, and Celtic

tongues, all embody modifications of some antecedent parent lan-

guage. So also scattered members of the Semitic group liave

been gatliered up towards a connnon centre ; and the influence ol

Mohammedan aggression within comparatively modern times, is

seen to have done for the Arabic what the ambition of Iin])eriiil

Home did for tlie Latin. The aflinities of other languages of Asia

and Africa, f)f the Australasian archipelago, and of America, are as

yet very ])artially determined ; liut many glimpses of analogous

truths are already discernible ; and in this direction lies tlie rea-

sonable antici])ation of important revelations as to the relations <
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the tribes and nations of mankind to one original centre, and the

determination of the probable lapse of time requisite for such a

subdivision and migi-atiou of the common st(jck as meets the eye

of tlie inquirer at the ]n'esent day.

The number of languages spoken throughout the world at the

present time has been computed to exceed four thousand. The

number of dead and extinct languages is an unknown quantity

which may be slighted or exaggerated according to the tendencies

of the theorist and investigator. But the proposition which such

facts as have already been indicated suggest to the mind, assumes

a shape which may be stated in this form : If six or seven inde-

pendent and mutually mnntelligible languages, such as the Romance
tongues, have been developed out of the common mother Latin

in live centuries, how many centuries arc required for one

language to have begotten four thousand? The diverse circum-

stances tending to accelerate or retard the rate of progress, de-

pendent on culture, isolation, and settled or migratory habits, no

doubt complicate the question ; and the possible, and indeed ascer-

tained disappearance of languages, without leaving any trace of

their vocabulary or grammar, detracts from the absolute value of

conclusions thus determined. But with every allowance for the

elements of doubt or error, we perceive in this direction one means

whereby to gauge the probable duration of the human race.

Full value has already been attached by tlic philologist to the

fact that the remarkable relations subsisting between the modern

languages of Europe and the ancient dead language of the Indian

Vedas, carry us back by the radiations of different rik;mbere of

the Aryan group to some probable Asiatic centre, acc<a\ ling m sf)

far with the history of the dis])ersion of the hum. in race. But

other elements contributing to the same source of ii,[>proximate de-

termination of the origin and age of man, poiui e\'en '^till more

1

unmistakably to a cijnnnon centre ; as is the case with the next

to wliich I refer : THE Domkstication of Animals. Gcolfroi St.

- Hilaire estimated the animals reduced to a state of domestication

at forty species, of which thirty-five, such as the horse, ox, dog,

Mieep, goat, and pig, may be characteri/ed as cosmopolitan. Out of

tliose thirty-five domesticated species possessed by Europe, thirty-

Diie appear to originate in Central Asia, or in Northern Africa, in

the vicinity of the Mediterranean Sea. Almost the whole are thns

ili'rived from warm climates, and so indicate that civilisation per-

laincd to the primeval Asiatic man ; that he bronglit with him to
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Europe the animals lie had already domesticated ; and introduced

there the pastoral life which is associated in patriarchal history witli

the infancy of Asiatic nations. The monuments of Egypt and

Assyria illustrate the early domestication of cattle and fowls ; wliilc

peculiar additions supply the wants of particular regions : such us

the elc])hant, the camel, the llama, and ostricli, of tro[)ical climates,

and the reindeer of the Arctic north. Whilst, however, from tlic

era of Athenian independence, Europe has been the centre of Imniaii

progress; and the traces of its civilisation reach far behind tliat,

into heroic ages oi Grecian story : it is an imjiortantfact that nearly

all the domesticated animals of Europe apyicar to have belonged

originally to wai'mer climates, Avhere it was p{.ssil)le for man to

subsist on fruits and the vegetable products of the soil, and to liavc

dwelt indifferent to the protection from the elements, whicli en-

grosses so miich of labour in less genial climes. The latter coiidi

tion forces him to develop the resources which supply the necessities

of food, clothing, and shelter from an inclement sky ; but tlie

former is the state that leaves him at leisure to turn his intellectual

jiowers to account, and achieve those victories of civilisation whicli

have not necessity, but progress and a higher utility in view.

In relati(ui to America, the history of its domesticated ai^inials

is intimately connected with the next phase in the present ingu-

ment : THE Origin of Civilisation. The whole evidence of history

places beyond doul)t that the seats of early civilisation lay in

warmer climates, on the banks of the Nile, the Euphrates, tlie

Tigris, the Indus, and the Ganges. The shores of the Meditcr

ranean succeeiled in later centuries to their iidieritance, and wciv

the seats of long-enduring empires, wlujse intellectvud bequests aiv

the life of later civilisiition. Ihit transalpiiu; Europe is entirely

of modern growth, and much of it is even now in its infancy.

Here, then, we trace our way back to tlu; infancy of reason.

There is no endless cycle in which the nations could revolve. ]\hiii

primeval in a state of nature, and in the midst of the abundance oi'

a tropical region, employing his intellectual leisure, liegins tliat

progressive elevation which is as consistent with his natural eiido\v

ments as it is foreign to the instincts of ail ((ther animals, lie

increases and multi[)lies, spreads abroad over the. face of the cartli
;

and slowly, in the wake of the wandering nations, loHow the

brightening rays of that civilisation which was kindk'd at tlic i

central cradle- land, and could burn lirightly only amid the in>lir

ing influences of settleii hiisure.
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America has no domesticat(!d animals common to the other

([uartei's of the globe, excepting such as have been introduced by

lier modern European colonists. The llama and the alpaca lem.xiu

in their native regions, on the tro[)ical plateaus of IJolivia and Peru

;

and those, with the dog, constitute the chief domesticated animals of

the New World. The parrot, the toucan, and other native birds

are also tamed by some of the tribes of South America, but, like

the sacred Ibis of Egypt, rather lor amusement than utility. All,

liowever, indicate that man, if, as wo believe, he migrated from

Asia to America, brought with him no such evidences of progress

as the domesticated animals of Asiatic origin prove to have per-

tained to the early coloni?ts of Eurf)pe. But herein we once more

;iee reproduced in the New World the same phenomena which

appear to have attended the birth of civilisation elsewhere. The
siiores of the Western llemis])here were reached at one or more points,

liy wanderers from the birth-land of the nations. Slowly its forests

and prairies, its river valleys and great plateaus, were occupied;

and then in the tropical region,s, under skies rendered genial by the

elevation of the Andes, and suri-oundcd by the luxuriance of a per-

|tctual summer, man found leisure to develop arts, letters, science,

and to start on the career of human progress. Had the seats of

indigenous American civilisation been hnnid on the coast of New
Kngland, or on the shores of the Great Lakes, it would have been

proof enough that it was borrowed; and we might then have turned

with ])roi)riety to riuenieian, Egyi)tian, or Scandinavian theories of

colonization. I'ut the vale of Anahuac, and the plateaus of the

southern Cordilleras, are the very centres provided by nature for

ilie birth of a self-originating American civilisation. Tliat when
thus developed, ii is foiuid to ])resent so many points of correspon-

dence with the primitive civilisation of the Old World, only proves

that both are alike the woi'k of man, endowed with the same in-

stinets, eai)acities, and faeidties ; and the amount of development

ill hoth cases is, i believe, a true gauge of the relative lapse of

time.

Agiuculturi:, which is another branch of early civilisation,

following closely in the wake of the domestication of animals by

imstoral man, points to tln^ same conclusi<uis as the previous evi-

deuee. WV; have made very slight and unimportant additions to

iiur domesticated animals since the eras of human civUi.sation

recorded on tlu^ monunuuds (if Assyria and Egypt. It is otherwise

wiih oiu- domesticated plants ; though even of these the most im

«)
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portant cereals date beyond definite chronicles, and belong in all

probc'ibility to the Asiatic birth-land of the Aryan nations. Less

importance is perhaps due to the tropical origin of domesticated

plants than of animals ; since in warm climates the most useful

vegetable products were most likely to be found. But taken in

conjunction with previoiis arguments it has considerable weight

;

and when we turn to the New World we see there clearly that the

maize, the bean, tobacco, and other plants, including the potato,

which have been brought under cultivation and disseminated among

the northern tribes, are all traceable to tropicfil seats of a native

civilisation. Their general dissemination adds another proof of the

protracted occupation of America by its aboriginal tribes ; the few-

ness of their number, and the uniformity of their diffusion, reduces

llie length of that period within limits compatible with other evi-

dence of the duration of the race.

So also is it with Letters. They lie at the foundation of all

high and enduring civilisation. Yet we can trace them back to

a rude origin, consistent with the most rudimentary elements of

liumau intelligence ; and even in the late Ptolemaic era of Egypt,

we find its written and graven records betraying unmistakable

traces of the infancy of letters, as the offspring of the same primi-

tive pictorial art, which we recover anew in the picture-writing of

Mexico and the symbolic totems of the American Indian. The

visible progress is so slow that we stand in no need of vague

geological periods to embrace the history of man's civilisation.

A\'"ithin the interval between the rudest archaic monument of

Egypt and her Eosetta Stone graven in the reign of Ptolemy

Epiplianes, we see man laboriously work out for himself a crude

and very imperfect alphabet, the paren'oo! all later and better ones;

and can trace each progressive step. A^''e witness the whole process,

I'rom its very beginning in a pic Lure-writing as simple as that

with which the Indian savage records his deeds of arms on his

buffalo robe, or engraves the honours of the warrior of his tribe

on Ills grave-post. Ve iioed not therefore seek for its origin in

older periods than nvc already eml)r;i'.ed within the reasonable con-

cessions of the cln-.'uologist ; and by the help of such indications

as the birth of letters supplies, we can trace l)aek man's intellectual

history to its very birtli-time, and frame a shrewd guess at the age of

mind. And when wo pass from the Ohl Woild to the younger world

of the AVest, its revelations amply bear out such inductive reason-

ing. There letters liad only reachetl the stage of an abbreviated
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picture-wi'iting, perhaps approximating to a word- alphabet, like that

of the Chinese, but with no trace of pure phonetic signs. If, as I

believe, the continent was peopled from Asia, it was necessarily by

younger nations. But its civilisation was of native growth ; and so

was far younger than that of Egypt. In full accordance with this wr,

find writing, first in the most infantile germ of rude Indian pictur-

ing; next in the progressive stage of ]\rexican picture- writhig, vith

abbreviation, symbols of thought, and signs relating to the deiails

uf the calendar ; and in its highest state in the hieroglyphic aolo-

phrasms of the Central American inscriptions and manuscripts :

which only required time to have produced a native demotic writ-

ing ; an alphabet pregnant for the New World as that of Phcenicia

has proved for the Old; and, by their means, a literature embody-

ing the reflex of the native mind.

So also with Numerals. AVe can trace back Arabic notation to

llie hieratic forms of primitive Egyptian numerals, which had

no value of position, rendered number by a mere multi])le uf the

simplest signs for units, tens, and hundreds ; and only by abbre-

viating their combinations into a distinct set of numerical symbols

for the days of the month, made the first approach to those arbi-

trary signs which were adopted by the Arabian mathematicians,

and have become the universal arithmetical lan'>ua"'e of civilized

nations. The idea of number is one of the earliest presented to the

human mind, and may indeed be regarded as coexistent with tlie

intelligent exercis(i of the human faculties. But, except when

dealing with very small numbers, it is only the educated mind

that is able to realize any definite conceptions associated with

coni[)utation ; and so soon as this was called into general use,

for purposes of commerce, tribute, or the calculations of science,

written signs became indispensable. The appreciation of ni.m

ber is accoi'dingly fre(|uently made a test of intellectual develop-

ment, as in the case referred to by 8ir .John liowring, of a

Ceylonese, who was accused of murder, but was acfpiitted by the

English Judn-e, from his Ix'iug found incajtal'K; of counting three.

The Australians, sometimes reckoned among the lowest types of

humanity, arc a sU.'p in atb'nuce of this. In Xew South Wales the

native numerals extend to lOur, beyond which the cmly term in use

it^ hi}i irul kail ini/^ sigiiifying many; and even in the majority

of the native languagi s of America the primitive roots of their

numerals do not extend beyond five, the source of which is still

indicated by the Indian's practice of holding up the number of

:^:n^'n:
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fingers corresponding totlie loading figure in any quantity specified

by liini. Mr. Francis Galton, in an amusing account of the Daniaras,

ill his Karralicc of an Exploration in Trojnoal South Africa, re-

marks of them :
" In practice, whatever tliey may possess in their

languiigc, they certainly use no numeral greater than three. When
they wish to express four they take to their fingers, which are to

them as formidaljle instruments of calculation as a sliding-rule is to

an English schoolboy. They puzzle very much after five, because

no s])are hand remains to grasp and secure the fingers that are

n^quired for units." Such is no uncommon condition of the savage

mind ; and 1 suspect the dual forms existing in certain languages,

as in the most cultured of all, the Greek, preserve to ns the

memorial of that stage of thought when all beyond two was an

idea of indefinite number. "We can discern the various stages which

have, in certain nations, marked the i)assage from the vague idea of

multitude to the definite one of number. This is seen, for example,

in repeated passages of the Old Testament, as in that of Jeremiah

:

" As the host of heaven cannot be numbered, neitlxcr the sand of

the sea measured ; so will I multiply the seed of David my servant,

and the Levites that minister unto me."^ Assimiing the Hebrew

prophet to refer to the visible heavens as seen by the naked eyo,

the stars are very far slitnt of innumerable ; though to a pastoral

people, dealing in no elaborate computations, the simile was as

expressive of multitude as the numberless sand-grains on the sea-

shore. The same idea is illustrated by the manner in which the

term fxvpcn is always used by Homer in its primary sense of an

indefinite number.

INTany of the languages of America are found to present the

singular feature of a complete decimal or vigintal vocabulary uf

numerals, with the power of combination in some of them sutlicioiit

to adapt them to elaborate computations. This is reniarkiilile

among rude hunter tril)es standing as little in need of a system ol'

arithmetical notation as the African Damarns; and it is deserving

of consideration, whether there may not be in this some lingering;

trace of the civilisation which has left its memorials in many

elabtn-ate geometrical structures, rractically, however, on entering

into conversation with the Indian, it becomes s^ieedily a})pan'iii

that he is unable to comprehend the idea of abstract numbers.

They exist in his mind only as associated ideas. lie has a distincl

cnuception of live dogs or five deer; but he is so uiiacciistonied tn

the idea of num])er as a thing apart from specific olijccis, that 1

' .III', x.\xi\'. '22: I'iif' :i]><< (mil xv. ."i ; \xii. 1(! |S
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have tried in vain to get an Indian to admit that the idea of the

nund)er five, as associated in his mind with five dogs, is identical,

so far as number is concerned, with that of five fingers. Abstract

terms and ideas are equally absent from the language and thought

of the Indian ; and indeed, as we see in our own English speech,

are of late growth in any language. But the concrete form of

thought controls the whole American vocabularies. The different

directions in which they have expanded to embrace the novel ideas

consequent on European intercourse, illustrate its influence on tlie

multiplication of mutually unintelligible dialects among unlettered

tribes ; and this is specially noticeable in the singular contrast in

the names of numerals in American languages, otherwise disclosing

striking affinities, as compared with the uniformity of numerical

nomenclature pervading the whole Aryan tongues. But no corre-

8[)onding variety of symbols meets the eye. In the most perfect of

the native systems of notation the signs have advanced little beyond

that primitive repetition of units which betrays itself as the natural

form of numeration, even in the matured hieroglyphics of the

Rosetta Stone.

Thus once more we appear to reach an infantile stage of human
thought in this direction also. And so is itwitli man's Arts : his archi-

tecture, sculpture, weaving, pottery, metallurgy; and his Science : his

astrology, astronomy, and geometry. The beginnings of all of them

lie within our reach. Egypt, in connnon with some other ancient

nations, had a year of 3G0 days : evidence of the first crude recog-

nition of solar time, still perpetuated in the division of the ecliptic

into 3G0 degrees. This was corrected to a year of 365 days, which

also could only remain in use unmodified for a few generations

;

and in the greater and lesser cycles of Egypt, Mexico, and Peru, we
ecjually recognise divisions of time which could not have been per-

petuatinl through many centuries without a manifest discordance

with actual astronomical phenomena, and with the changing seasons,

to which they always bore an intimate relation. Seed-time and

harvest are inevitably bound up with all national and religious

I'cstivals. Wo can trace back man's progress in the history of his

calendars : in the " New Style " of England, with her lost eleven

days, still religiously preserved in the unreformed calendar of

iiussia; in the French calendar of the Great Year, anno 14, when

the liepublic, with far-seeing forethought, enacted that a.h. 3600,

A.i;. 72(10, iind A.H. 10,S00 shall not be leap years; while the very

tivst year of this com])rehensive .system did not live out half its

ilnvs ! I'aikwanl we trace our wiiv amid the conflicting dates con-
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sequent on the independent adoption of the Gregorian Calendar at

various successive periods, i'roni its first enactment by the Council

of Ti-ent in 1582, to its tardy adoption by protestant Sweden in

1753. As we retrace our steps, we find the Church divided from

the second to the fourtli century, until another Council, that of

Nice, determined for her the true period of keeping I'.iister. Then

behind this, and before the Christian era, we come to the deter-

mination of the Julian Year, and the correction of the iincumulated

errors of previous divisions of time, in the year B.C. 47. The names

of Ptolemy, ITii)parchus, Meton, and Euctemon, cnny us back by

further steps ; until in the Nile Valley we seem to reach the begin-

nings of calendars, and recognise, in the Vague Year of the Egyp-

tians, the first definite determination of solar time, with its relations

to a beginning of time fur man himself.

Astronomy lias had its rise, alike in the Old World and the

New, in elevated tropical table-lands, and fruitful valleys and plains,

such as those through which the Euphrates and the Tigris roll their

ample floods, or that strange river-valley which the Nile fertilizes

with its annual overfloAV. In those favoured regions agriculture

involves little toil, and the harvest ripens almost spontaneously

for the reaper's sickle. There, also, flocks and herds were tended

and trained for the use of man ; and, in the pastoral life of their

earliest communities, the herdsmen watched their flocks under the

mild beaming slars, and acquired an intelligent familiarity witli

the r.onstellatiour., and the planets that wander through the spangled

dome of night. In the infancy of our race, men studied the stars,

bringing to the aid of their human sympathies the fancies of the

astrologer, to fill the void which their imperfect science failed to

satisfy. The Chaldean shepherds, who had never travelled beyond

the central plain of Asia, where in fancy we recognise the cradle of

the human race, began the work of solving the mystery of the

heavens ; and what the Scottish shepherd-astronomer of the eigh-

teenth century, James Ferguson, accomplished, proves what lay in

tlieir power,

"0 honoured sheplierd of our later days,

Thee from the flocks, while thy untutored soul,

Mature in childhood, traced the starry course,

Astronomy, enamoured, gently led

Through all tht: splendid laljyrinths of heaven,

And taught thee her stupendous laws,"'

* JHudosia, a Poem on the Universe, by Capcl Lofi't,
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Tt was impossible that intelligent man could look forth, night after

night, on the constellations, as they varied their place with the

change from twilight to the dawn, and from moon to moon, and on

the planets that moved in timely courses amid the twinkling stars,

without discovering some of their relations to the seasons of the

revolving year. All probability, however, is in favour of the idea

that the Moon,—Sanscrit, mds, the measurer, mdsa, a month ;

—

was the earliest measurer of time. Years of one, two, three, four,

and six months are attributed to the Egyptians, Arcadians, Carians,

and other nations, in remote antiquity ; and attempts can be traced

in many allusions of classical writers, at the constioiction of a year

determined by a cycle of lunations. The + was even made at

an early stage of Biblical criticism to solve • difficulties, such

as the extreme age assigned to the patriaKu^,, by assiiming that

the whole antediluvian chronology is constructed on other than

solar years. It is, at any rate, worthy of note, that among primitive

nations, time is more frequently reckoned by moons than by solar

years. This is the case with various American nations. The Crees,

for example, have no word for yrar, but reckon solely by moons,

beginning each when the new moon appears ; and naming them

according to the most characteristic natural event of the season

;

e.g., Is-kc-p4-sim, Duck moon ; A-ik-e~2Je-sim, Frog moon ; N6-tse-

hi-kd-pe-sim, Buffalo-rutting moon, etc. The only term for year

among the Chippewas is ning-oo-jic-^won, i.e., one winter; e.g.,

ningoo-pepoon-uh-ge-ze, he is one year oldj neizhoo-pepoon-uh-

f/c-ze, he is two years old.

In this way the returning seasons determined the solar cycle,

though with no such precise limits as are presented by the phases

of the moon. But in some countries, as in Eg}pt, with its annual

rising of the Nile ; or in Peni, with its direct equatorial pheno-

mena at the solstices ; and among all pastoral and agi'icultural

people : a solar division of time was more or less clearly indicated

by familiar natural occurrences. Hence the traditions of Egyptian,

Chaldean, and Babylonian astronomical science, are fitly associated

with eras of patriarchal agriculturists and shepherd kings.

But amid the same scenes of mild pastoral life, empires and

populous cities first arose ; forms of worship, and periodical festi-

vals and sacrifices, marked the return of the seasons, when the

firstlings of the flock, and the first fruits of the harvest -home,

were offered by priests on national altars. The herdsman and the

tiller of the soil traced to the warm beams of tlie bright god of day
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G20 Difficulties unsolved. [chap.

tlio sources of fertility in flock and field. They belield the sun

vvlien it shined, and the moon walking in brightness, and their

heart was secretly enticed, and their mouth kissed the hand.^

Alike in the tropical seats of primitive Asiatic empire, in the

African Nile-Valley, and on the plateaus of the Andes, tlie early

astronomers became Sabeans, and worshipped the hosts of heaven,

while striving to solve their mysterious relations to the earth. But

if we follow them in their first determination of solar time ; and

conceive of an annual festival, with sacrifices of tlie firstlings of the

flock such as we recognise in tlie most ancient religious rites, with

a calendar founded on a year of 365 days : only a veiy few genera-

tions, at most, could pass away, before altogether irreconcilable and

ever-increasing discrepancies would occur between the appointed

festival and the actual season with which it was originally designed

to harmonize. The lambs would be wanting for the burnt-offering;

the festival of harvesting would return while the wheat was still

green in the ear,'or tlie bright tassel of the maize was unformed
;

and the incensed god would be assumed to look down on his wor-

shippers with wrath, and tardily to withhold the increase of their

flocks and the yield of their early seed-time, until the calendar

was readjusted, and the sacred and solar years were restored to

harmony.

Nevertheless, such arguments are not produced here under the

idea that they solve all difliculties. We cannot shut our eyes to

those which force themselves on our attention, as clashing with

many preconceived ideas. However recent the origin of civilisa-

tion may have been, the geologist proves, seemingly beyond dispute,

that man existed in Europe contemporaneously with an animal-

life wholly incompatible with its physical conditions within any

known period, if not indeed in ages prior to the present development

of many mountain and river systems, and coast lines. The intelli-

gent investigator, on examining the traces of art and mechanical

skill belonging to his primeval human period, finds no conflict

between their disclosures and the evidence of the modern origin of

letters, arts, science, and agriculture. Man appears to him there as

the savage occupant of a thinly-peopled continent, warring with

gigantic caruivora, the remains of which are alone known to us by

disclosures of geological strata and ossiferous caves. Through how

many ages this unhistoric period of European man preceded the

dawn of civilisation and history is still undetermined ; but it is

' Job xxxi. 26, 27.
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folly to deny that it upsets all preconceived ideas of the primitive

European man.

We seem to ])e returning by other routes to a chronology rival-

ling that of the falnilous chi'oniclos of anti(iuity. But while we
.still reject these as valueless, the fact is worth recalling that the

earliest chroniclings of the most ancient nations show them even

then looking back on a past little less vast than that now presented

to our acceptance as a scientific fact. The Egyptian priests, accordhig

to Diodorus, reckoned the time from the reign of Melius to Alexander

at about 23,000 years. Cicero speaks of the written memorials of

the Babylonians as embracing a period of 470,000 years ; and Pliny

cites Epigenes as stating tho,t they were in possession of astrono-

mical observations inscribed on baked bricks, extending over

720,000 years. It is needless to refer to still more extravagant

claims of Hindu or Chinese cosmogonists to a national history of

inconceivable antiquity. But this, at least, is obvious, that the

most ancient nations had no belief or tradition that they were

living in the world's youth.

Time, however, is a relative thing ; and while the history of

civilisation proves that we are dealing with no incomprehensive

series of cycles, the boldest speculations of the geologist still leave

man among the most modern of created beings. We cannot, indeed,

shut our eyes to the fact that our investigations, however far back

they have guided us on a definite track, reveal beyond it an unde-

fined interval between tliat and tlie genesis of man. The subject

of investigation is a noble one; the questions it involves are cor

respondingly difficult, and must await the illumination which

furtlier observation and discovery will supply. Truth can, mean-

while, derive no aid from the evasion of difficulties. Science

fails, at its present stage, to reduce the first steps in human pro-

gress to a precise chronology. The compass of their duration is

still open to dispute, and the number of centuries required for

their evolution varies, on the one hand according to the estimated

rate of progress of infantile human reason ; and on the other,

with that of the inert yet ever clianging surface of the globe.

But the demonstration of a prolonged term of existence for man,

tends to remove greater difficulties than it creates. While no

essential doctrine or moral principle is involved in the acceptance

or rejection of any specific term of duration for the human race :

with adequate time for the operation of influcuces on wliich the

development of varieties of a common race depend, the necessity
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for a multiplicity of species disappears. The tendency of the geolo-

gist, at present, in dealing with the novel disclosures of the most

recent strata, is to over-estimate the period required for their forma-

tion, and thereby needlessly to antedate the advent of man. But this

error will correct itself in due time ; and the ethnologist may hope-

fully anticipate the harmony of results dependent on the deter-

mination of the trae mean. It would be folly to pretend that

thereupon all difficulties will be removed ; for the inquiry is alike

comprehensive in its theme, and in the results dependent on its

solution ; and has to await the light of many new discoveries to

reconcile seemingly conflicting evidence. But I venture to hope

that the process of investigation and reasoning here pursued may
unravel some perplexities ; and show such an approximation to a

beginning in relation to man's intellectual progress, as to confirm

the anticipation that ampler knowledge will bring with it fresh

evidence of harmony between the disclosures of science and the

dictates of revelation.
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Guadaloupe fossil man, 12.

Guanaga Islands, 184.

Guanaliane, natives of, Hb, 99, 421.

Guanclies, 597.

Guano, 280.

Guezaltenango, 357.

Guiana, natives of, 138.

Gutierrez, Pedro, 82.

Haik, 440, 443, 454.

Hale, Mr. H., 110, 48.5, 510, 588.

Halfbreeds, 523, 524, 540, 541, 654, 656.

Halfbreeds, Red River, 528.

Halfbreeds, While Horse Plain, 531.

Hamlin, Dr , 407.

Hand, symbol of the, 442.

Hardrada, Harold, 397.

Harpoon, primitive Scottish, 29, 30.

Plarriot, 324.

Haven, S. F., 308, 418.

Hawk, name of, 57.

Hayti, 566.

Hayes, Dr., 479.

Hearths, ancient brick, 242.

Hebrew inscription, 218. /

Helluland, 395.

Henry, Alexander, 172, 174, 523.

Herjulfsnes runic inscription, 401.

Herjulfson, Bjarni, 395.

Herrera, 144, 357.

Hieroglyphics, American, 358, 371, 376, 386.

Hieroglyphics, Egyptian, 370.

High Bank Works, 219.

Hill forts, American, 210.

Hill forts, British, 208.

Hill mounds, 225.

Hispaniolu, 567.

Hochelaga skull, 500.

Hodenosaunne, 146.

Hodgson, W. B., 411.

Hog, the wild, 3.

Holy Stone, Ohio, 218.

Honduras, 184.

Honduras, Bay of, 139, 456.

Hopeton Works, 218.

Horicon earthworks, 247.

Horner, Rfr. Leonard, 48. >

Horse, the, 3.

Howe, Dr. S. G., 70, 78, 564.

Hoy, A. H., 252.

Huarninchaco, 310, 363.

lluasteca language, 597.

Huitramannaland, 402, 410.

Huitzilopotchli, 274.

Human-fignre mounds, 249, 250.

Human sacrifice, 89,91, 129, 132, 230, 243.

Humboldt, A., 101, 186, 268, 270, 275, 304,

337, 423, 485.

Humboldt, W., 76.

Huns, 9, 134, 495.

Hunter, Archdeacon, 530.

Hurons, 14, 130, 465, 468, 53-5, 545.

Huron rites of sepulture, 489.

Hybridity, 572. ;'

Idols, Tennessee, 140, 141.

Igalikko runic inscription, 400.

Ikigeit inscription, 401.

Illinois, 534.

Imitation, 280.

Imitative faculty, American, 290, 301.

Incas, 190, 279, 3.36, 337.

Indian pottery, 343, 344.

Indian languages, 592.

Inscription, Alabama, 418.

Inscription, Cunningham's Island, 537.

Inscription, Dighton Rock, 403, 406.

Inscription, Grave Creek Mound, 408.

Inscription, Greenland, 309.

Inscription, Hebrew, 218.

Ins-^vjption, hieroglyphic, 357, 376, 382.

Inscription, Igalikko runic, 400.

Inscription, Ikigeit, 401.

Inscription, Kingiktonsoak, 399.

Inscription, Libyan, 411.

Inscription, Manlius, 419.

Inscription, Monliegan, 407.

Inscription, Moro Rock, 442.

Inscription, Pemberton axe, 413.

Inscription, Phceniclan, 394, 404.

Inscription, runic, 395, 399, 401.

Instinct, 34,85, 108, 119, 122.

Instruments of measurement, 219, 222, 417.

Intaglio earthworks, 258.

Intorj((ctional sounds, 64.

loqua shells, 128.

Iroquois, 89, 144, 206, 212,387, 463,465,

634, 544.

Isabella, Queen, 422.
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Isle Iloyiilc, ancient mines of, 157, 178.

Ixtlilxocliitl, 189, 192, 2(30, 272, 331, 373.

Jackson Iron ^rountuin, 1.03.

Jiinmica, 140.

Jeru.salt.'ni, coniprtKscd skull from, 497.

Jonmrtl, M., 409, 411.

Juan, Prince, 422.

Jolinston, Sir W., 389.

Ju'ii\noslinal), 400.

Juniper Green cist, 504.

KAnAH, sculpture at, 144.

Kaiak, Esquimaux, llfi.

Kakortok, 401.

Kane, Paul, 7, 91, 318, 4(53, 609, 531, 586.

Kansas, 505.

Karlsefno, Thorfinn, 396, 406.

Raws, 542.

Keakoke-sacowaw, the Cree chief, 322.

Keatinp-, W. H., 351.

KcnJall, Mr., 405.

Kennebec llivcr, 407.

Kent's Hole Cave, 38.

Kertcli cranium, 403.

Keweenaw peninsula, 152.

Kinpiktoi'souk runic inscription, 399.

King Philip, vide jMetacomet.

Kirkdalc Cave, 38.

Knapp, Mr., 150, IGl.

Knisteneaux, 316.

Knock-Maraiillio tumulus, 129, 132.

Knox, Dr., 579, 582.

Kwaptahw, 317.

Labna, 353.

Ladronos, isliuul-.TS of, 87.

La Iloutan, 539.

La Jeunc Lorette, 546.

Lake Skugog Indians, 55H.

Lamanten, vide Manatee.

Language, 50, 609.

Language, Agassiz on, 68, 71.

Language, origin of, 51, 00, 79, 370.

Languages, American, 10, 52, 81, 591, 617.

Languages, Pomaiice, GIO.

Lapham, J. A., 246, 248, 253.

Lh Pointe, 170.

Lartet, M., 83, 84.

Latham, Dr., 102, 481, 506.

Latrobe, 273.

League of the Iroquois, 145, 14().

Legend, Tahitian, 108.

Logonds, Australian, 85, 80.

r.Mgcnds, Indian, 7, 44, 312, 314, 316, 324.

I.e Grand Portail, 152.

I.iif Kricson, 395.

I.L'nni-Lenapes, 10, 81, 387, 428, 534.

r.es (Jalop(< U;ipids, 164.

Lcs Portails, 151.

Letters, 369, 014.

Libyan inscription, 411.

Lieber, Dr., 65, 77.

Lim.i, 439.

Lion, names of, 57, 58.

Little-bone bank, 232.

Llama, the, 281, 310.

Llandudno, ancient copper mines of, 168.

Liute, 455.

Loonsfoot, the chief, 169.

Lorette, 54t).

Louvre, 350.

Lort, lh\. Dr., 405.

Lund, Dr., 12, 46.

Lyell, Sir Charles, 27, 83, 210, 677.

Macrocepiiali, 491.

Madagascar, language ()f, 102.

Maghara, Egyptian mines of, 164.

Magyars, 9.

Mahguahuitl, 144.

Maimansc, 157.

:\Ialay8, 102, 134.

Mama Oello lluaco, 278.

Manatee, the, 304.

Manco Capac, 278, 280.

Man, American, 4, 7, 10.

Man, European, 4.

Man, creation of, 22, 34.

Man, fossil, 12.

Man, natural diet of, 83.

Mandans, 313, 314, 344, 368, 398, 428, 443,

489.

Manitoulin Islands, 540.

Manlius inscribed stone, 419.

Mano Colorada, 441.

Map ofPaciiie Islands, native, 113.

Marault, Rev. J., .544.

Marietta, 242.

JIarklaiid, 395.

Marquette, 152, 163.

JIasks, clay, 167, 355.

Masonry, megalithic, 340.

Mastodon, 43.

Mather, Cotton, 404.

Mather, Increase, 45, 388.
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lilies of, 168.

10, 577.

02.

of, 164.

398, 428, 443,

113.

Mauls, Btono, 157, 161.

Mnwni, 108.

Maya lnngimi;G, 595.

Miiyftpnn, 270.

Maznliui langnugi', 691.

Measurement, instrunients of, 219, 222.

Me(licinc-pii)C stem, 317, 322.

MeJicino rock, 313.

Mediterrivnoan, Hliorcs of the, 520.

Meguccros IlibcrniLUs, 125.

Mogtilitliic art, 340.

Mi!giilitliic tomb, 129.

Megiilonyx, 12.

Meig.s, Dr. J. A., 429, 467, 479, 497.

Menominee*), 465, 475.

Merrit, Dr. J, K., 358.

Metacomet, tlie sucliem, 387.

Metallurgic arts, introduction of, 178, 181,

195.

Metallurgic arts, Mexican :, 193.

Metallurgic arts, Slound Buildera', 292.

Metallurgic arts, Peruvian, 86.

Mexicalzingo, 273.

Mexican arts, 351.

Mexican bronzo, 1(^5.

Mexican civilisation, 274.

Mexican crania, 352, 458.

Mexican currency, 195.

Mexican metallurgy, 8().

Jlexican mining, 193.

]\Iexican picture-wriiinj;', 140.

Mexican pottery, 350.
''

Mexican terra-cottaa, 350, 354.

Mexicans, 192, 261 ; vide Aztecs.

Mexico, 192, 260, 264, 266.

Mexitli, 192, 280.

Miamis, 146.

Miamisburg, mound of, 205.

Mica, 229, 243, 254, 348.

Micmacs, 484, 543, 546.

Migration, influence of, 4, 9, 53, 561, 562,

569.

Migration, traces of, 140, 143, 307, 593.

Milwaukee: 248.

Minetaries, 42-<.

Miners, ancient, 155, 1.57, 175, 177.

Miners' shovels, ancient, 160.

Mining, Mexican, 193.

Mining, Peruvian, 316.

Minnesota mine, 155, 176.

Minsi, 146, 531.

Mirror, Peruvian, 117, 190.

Mississagas, 15, 463, 535.

Mississippi Valley, 203, 209.

Missiiuris, 428.

Mistussins, 547.

Mitia, 353, 363.

Modellers' art, the, 354.

Mohawks, 145, 469, 537, 538, 552.

Mohcgans, 544.

^lonhcgan inscription, 407.

Mongols, 485.

Monogram, Moro, 442.

Monosyllabic languages, o91.

Monkey vessel, 361.

Monkeys, 367.

Jlontagnars, 547.

Jlonteznuin, 373.

Montezuma, Casa do, 277.

More, Sir Thomas, xxii., 265.

Morgan, L. H., 388, 541, 542, 557.

Mnro rock inscription, 442.

Morris, J. H., 585.

Mortars, Peruvian, 310.

Morton, Dr., 424, 427, 461.

Mother, names of, 59, 67.

Mound crania, 225, 234.

Mound Builders, 90. 159, 174, 202, 224, 234,

242, 292, 300, 307, 432, 602.

Mound city, 239, 296, 299, 347.

Mound crania, 437.

Jlound, Grave C'fcek, 231.

Mound pipes, 240, 243, 297, 317.

Mound sculptures, 295.

Mounds, animal, 246, 249, 255.

Mounds, hill, 90.

^[ounds, hu'.uan figure, 249, 2."iO.

Mounds, !-acrificial, 91, 236, 243.

Mounds, seimlchr.il, 226

Mounds, symbolical, 246.

Jlount Hope Bay, 395.

Moquis, 277.

Jiulattoes, 576.

Midler, Dr., 494.

Mummies, American, 487, 490.

Mummies, Peruvian, 4 10, 443, 444.

Mummillcalion, 455.

Jlusical instruments, American, 356, 359.

Musical instrunients, Feejeean, 135.

Muskhogees, 540.

Muyscas, 279.

Muzzinnabik, 407.

Naoonabe, the Chippewa chief, 372.

Nanohiggansets, 323

Nanticokes, 146, 534.
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Nantucket, 472.

NarragansetH, 404.

Nasea, 339.

Naskapees, 547.

Natcliez, 12, 47, 349, 465, .540.

Naticks, 472.

Navigator Islands, 11.3.

Negrillos, 133.

Negro, ancient portraiture of, 300.

Negro French, 585.

Negro patoi.s, 586.

Neuters, 4GtJ, 536.

Neutral land, sacred, 254, 29.3.

Newark Works, 217, 255.

Newatees, 509.

Newberry, Prof., 277.

New England, Indians of, 388, 472.

New Knglander, the, 581, 583.

Newport Round Tower, 189, 403, 417.

New World, the, 1, 14, 23.

New York, earthworks of, 205.

New Zealander, 134.

Nezahualco%otl, 374.

Nicaragua, 344.

Nile rafts, 98.

Nile valley, ancient, 48.

Nipissings, 535, 547.

Normans' language, 70.

Norsemen, 69, 134.

Notation, A/.tec system of, 376.

Nott, Dr. J. C, 429, 431, 476, 485, 505, 515,

572, 576.

Nova Scotia inscription, 412.

Number, idea of, 616.

Numerals, 615.

Numerals, American, 376, 616.

Numerals, Egyptian, 615.

Oaxaca, 331, 364.

Obsidian, implements of, 1-14, 190.

Occiput, form of, 467.

Odowahs, 61.

Ohio Holy Stone, 218.

O'Meara, Dr., 03.

Omahaws, 226, 443.

Oneidas, 145, 538, 555.

Onomatopoaia, 55.

Onondagas, 145, 538, 552, 555.

Ontonagon, 157, 161, 162^ 172.

Oregon, 602.

Oregon canoe, 105.

Oregon jargon, 80, 587.

Orinoco, 304, 393.

Orinoco, rock-carvings on the, 393.

Oronhyatekha, 61, 5.o4.

Osnges, 428.

Ossuarie.s, 489.

Ottawas, 61, 463, 529, 535, 547.

Ottocs, 428.

Otumba, 458.

Otusco, 3i)3.

Otomi language, 591.

Owen, Prof., 37.

Pabaumesai), 318.

Pacassct Eiver, 395.

Pah-Utah Indians, 344.

Palenque, 269, 327, 374.

Palenqne cross, 363.

Palenque hieroglyphics, 376, 378.

Pamlicoes, 474.

Panama, Isthmus of, 194, 311, 336.

Patagonians, 428.

Patois, 585, 586.

Pawnees, 542.

Pavi, M. Theodore, 1 6.

Peace pipe, the, 291, 312.

Pearson, Dr. G., 196.

Pemberton inscribed axe, 412, 413.

Penetanguishene, graves at, 142.

Penn, William, 387.

Pequots, .524.

Periods, urchseological, 33, 123.

Peruvian agriculture, 280.

Peruvian aqueducts, 280, 339.

Peruvian architecture, 286, 338, 340.

Peruvian art, 190.

Peruvian astronomy, 88, 279.

Peruvian bronze, 200.

Peruvian civilisation, 283, 360.

Pi-ruvian crania, 286, 438, 512.

Peruvian gold, 189, 191.

Peruvian highways, 336, 339.

Peruvian metallurgy, 86, 190, 281, 283.

Peruvian mines, 187, 191.

Peruvian picture-writing, 386.

Peruvian pottery, 283, 309, 350, 360.

Peruvian priesthood, 280.

Peruvian stone mortars, 310.

Peruvian sun-wonship, 88, 278.

Peruvian tomb, 345.

Peruvian weaving, 118, 281.

Petuns, 536.

Phallic rites, 141.

Philip, King, vide lletacomet.

Phcenician traces, 259, 262, 393, 404.
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!11, 33(1.

tl2, 413.
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142.

123.

39.

338, 340.

360.

12.

59.

90, 281,283.

350, SCO.

let.

393, 404.

Pica, 339.

Pickering, Dr., 112, 116, 134, 47C, 485, 505,

511,514,586,589, 609.

Pictured rocks, the, 151.

Picture-writing, 373, 386.

Pigeon English, 80, 585.

Piketon graded -vay, 223.

Pilgrim Fathers, 582.

Pipe, Babeen, 319.

Pipe, Chippewa, 318.

Pipe, Clalam, 319.

Pipes, Mound Builders', 240, 243, 297,

317.

Pipe-stem, medicine, 317, 322.

Pipe-stone, red, 312.

Pipe, Assinaboin, 318.

Plain Crees, 529.

Poinsett, Hon. J., 351.

Polynesian art, 108.

Polynesian languages, 593.

Polysynthetic languages, 379.

Polysynthetic writing, 379.

I'ortuges, 114.

Portrait sculpture, 296, 366.

Portrait vases, 300, 364.

Potowattomies, 374, 465, 542.

Potters' tools, 343.

Potters' wheel, 348, 367.

Pottery, 342.

Pottery, Chiiiqui, 358.

Pottery, Gulf of Florida, 346.

Pottery, historical value of, 342. ^
Pottery, Indian, 343, 344.

Pottery, Mound-Builders', 343, 347.

Pottery, Mexican, 350.

I'ottery, Peruvinn, 283, 309, 3')0, 353, 360,

332.

Pottery, Zunian, 350.

Powhattans, 474.

Prehistoric, the term, 3.

Picscott, 275, 280, 285, 335.

I'rosents, annual Indian, 549.

Proa, the Malay, 109.

Prometheus, the Australian, 86.

I'lilszky, Francis, 297, 301, 355, 432.

Pyrula perversa, 142.

I'yrnia spirata, 143.

I'wahguneka, 318.

QuETZALCOATh, 192, 274, .^O.

Quiche, 331, 332, 357.

Quichuas, 364, 595.

<ininte. Bay of, .')52.

Quinteroons, 577.

Quipucamayoc, 384.

Quipus, 369, 384, 444.

Quirigua, 377.

Quito, 278, 339.

Eace, primary differences of, 517.

Rafn, Prof. C C, 394, 396, 399.

Raleigh, o24.

Kathke, 493.

Ratho bog, copper axe from, 179.

Raths, Irish, 209.

Raymi, festival of, 88.

Red Hand, the, 441.

Red pipe-stone quarry, 312.

Retzius, Prof., 493, 597.

Ricaras, 428.

Rio Grande, 183.

Rio Colorado, 183

Rio del Norte, 286.

Rio do Zuni, 442.

Rites, religious, 292, 315.

Rites, widely diffused, 291.

River craft, 98.

Robertson, Prof., 423.

Rock River, 247, 252.

Round tower, American, 189, 417.

Ruiz, Bartholomew, 117, 281.

Runic inscriptions, 395, 399, 401.

Rutile, 443.

Rutland stone, 418.

Sabachtsche, 441.

Sabaism, vide Sun, worship of.

Sacrificatorio, El, 331.

Sacrifice, human, 89, 91, 129, 131, 132,

230, 243, 348.

Sacrifice of the white dog, 89.

Sacrificial mounds, 91, 236, 243.

Sacs, vide Potowattomies.

Sails, American use of, 117.

Salamanca, savans of, 101.

San Salvador, ^nde Gnanahanr'.

Sauks, 542.

Saultaux, 18, 158.

Savage, the, 3.

Saskatchewan River, 7, 488.

Scaffolding the dead, 489.

Scalping, 291.

Rchomburgk, Sir R., 137.

Schoolcraft, H. R., 158, 251, 372, 406, 4(i9,

415, 432, 442.

Scioto mound cranium, 225, 234, 432, 462.
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ScraelingB of New England, SOU.

Seneciis, 145, 538, 531), 552.

Sepulchral mounds, 22().

Sepulchral rites, 84, 22(5, 220.

Sepulture, modes of, 227, 487.

Sepulchral vault, post-pliocene, 83.

Serpent, the great, 257.

Sewall, Prof., 405.

Shawnees, 92, 146, 534, 541.

Shawnee traditions, 44.

Shell-currency, 128.

Shell heads, 141, 143, 228, 390.

Shell knives, 136.

Shell-period, 127.

Shell-mounds, 39.

Shell necklace, 129.

Shell ornaments, 143.

Shells, primitive use of, 127.

Shells, tropical, 140, 173.

Shem, the blessing of, 518.

Shorikowani, the Mohawk chief, 537.

Shovels, ancient miners', 160.

Silver, Algonquin name of, 164.

Simcoe, General, 15.

Sioux, 313, 315, 317, 542.

Six Nations, the, 145, 146, 389, 538, 551.

Skin-canoes, vide Coracle, Currach, liaydar,

Kaiak.

Skugog, Lake, Indians, 556.

Skulls, vide Crania, Head.

Slaves, negro, the first, 567.

Smith, Capt. John, 146.

Society Island canoes, 112.

Society Islands, 113, 135.

Solouque, 568.

Sphere, graven stone, 415.

Squier, E. G., 205, 213, 221, 2.57, .347.

Standard of measurcnient, ancient Amc-^

ric.m, 219, 222.

St. Columba, 115.

St. Domingo, 137.

St. Lawrence, valley of, 42, 144, 161.

Stephens, 144, 268, 326, .V)4, 357, 366, 425,

441.

Stiles, Rev. Ezra, 403.

Stone implements, 146, 148,

Stone mauls, 157, 161.

Stone period, primeval, 23, 33.

Stone periods, 97, 127, 133.

Stone sphere, figured, 415.

Strombusgigas, 130, 141.

Sun, worship of, K7, 88, 278.

Superior City, 17.

Superior, Luke, copper regions, 148.

Susquehannas, 32 1.

Susqtiehannocks, 146.

Suttee, 284 ; vide Sacrifice.

Swampies, 529.

Sword, flint- edged, 144.

Symbolic niouiidK, 240.

Symbol, the serpent, 257.

Synostosis, 507, 508.

Tadousac, 561.

Tahiti, 113.

Talavera, Fernando do, 101.

Tambos, Peruvian, 339.

Tasco, 193.

Taunton river, 403.

Tawatins, 321.

Tecimiseh, the Shawnev chief, 92.

Tennessee, ancient graves of, 141.

Teeth, 454.

Tenoclntlan, 192, 339.

Teotihn.ic.an, 351.

Teocalli, 274.

Topanecs, 271.

Tergnyune, 479.

Terra Australis incognita, 110, 120.

Terracottas, 140, 167, 350, 354, 4.50.

Tote annulaire, 503.

Ti'tes de Poule Indians, 547.

Teubtlile, 373.

Tczcotzinco, 273.

Te/.cucans, 192, 260, 271.

Tcmiro, 192,267,272, 351.

Thorfinn, 406.

Thurnam, Dr., 499, 502.

Thorpe, Col., 360.

Tiagnanaco, 337.

Ticul, 209, 425.

Ticul vase, .357.

Tierra caliento, 264, 561.

Tierra del Fuego, 87, 92.

Tiernifria, 264, 501.

Tierra tcmplada, 204.

_
Time, measures of, 618.

'vTin, 181, 182, 195.

Tiontonones, 466, 536, 537.

Tispaquin, 388.

Titicaca, Lake, 189, 337, 339, 456.

Tlacnpan, 271.

TIaloc, 193.

Tlapallan, 274, fiW.

T]a8caliH^57. :i74, 3S5.

''

'

i;ali»r^57, :i74, 3S5
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lief, !)2.

of, HI.

110, 120.

, 354, 4r>C).
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Inth:X.

J obacfo, anoient use of, in .Vmriica on
244, .S1.5, 323.

Tobucco, narncs of, SI,''), 323.
Tobacco-pipe Mi.inu], 248.
T..lt,.cs, 192, 200, 27J, 28G, 332,352, 374

42(j, 400.
'

Tomb, Peruvian, 440.
Tonilinson, Mr., 231.
Tonga Island canoes, 112.
Tonga Islands, 112.

Tongusian skull, 597.
Tools, Monnd-Bmlders', 161, 1G2.
Tool-usii.g animal, 95.
Toronto, 14, 40.

Torqueniada, 301, 512.
Totem mounds, 251.
Totems, 251.

Toucan, 302, 305, 30(i.

Toussaint L'Ouvertiire, 568.
Traditions {vide Legen.ls), 170, 314, 315^

Troost, Dr., 141.

Trojon, M. p.^ 495,
Tschudi, Dr., 187, 316, 337, 362, 494, 497,

o25. '

Tschuktschi, 479.
Tula, 271.

Turtle mound, 240.

Tuscaroras, 145,539.
Tycndanaga, 469.

Tyrker, 395.

Fa LAN, island of, 110.
Uohecs, 540.

Ulloa, 422.

I'liamis, 534.

rtnflan, 331.

Fxmal, 334, 3.53, 441.

Vancouvek, Fort, 131, 586.
\'ancouver's Island, 128, 5

589.
09, 526, .557,

G.T.')

Vanikoro, canoe of, I12.
Vega, (iarcilasso de I.i, 1S8, 278.
\ espuofi, Amerigo, 393.
Vilcabaniba, I8(!.

Vinland, 3|ir,, 403.
Vitruvian scroll, 3(!;{.

VVaiiknakiks, 407.

Wales, ancient coppe,- n,inc.s i;,, kjh
Walla-wallas, 4.55.

Wami)an()ags, 388.

Wampum, 141, 143, 385.
AVarren, Dr. J. C, 436, 438.
Warren, Dr. .T. M., 436.
VVatcrproof baskets, vide I5ask<.(s.
V\ iiukeslia, turtle mound at, 246.
Weaving, Peruvian, 282, 41l", 44;!.
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